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Pension means regular payments made by the state to the disabled, widowed or by a former 

employer 

toanemployeeafterlongserviceoraperiodicalpaymentmadeespeciallybygovernment,company

or an employer in consideration of past services.1This paper seeks to review Nigerian 

pension laws with a view to identifying whether a state can enact a pension law to grant 

pension and gratuities to an ex- 

governorandifnotwhathappenstothepensionssofarcollectedbytheex-

governorsunderthevarious states‟ pension laws? The paper concludes that only the federal 

government or National Assembly can make law on pension in Nigeria, therefore the 

various states‟ laws on pension and gratuity to Ex- Governors should be declared null 

andvoid. 

 

Key words: Pension and Gratuity Law, State House of Assembly, National Assembly, 

Legislative Powers, State Governors who are senators or ministers  

 

Introduction 

Since the various states‘ Houses of Assembly have refused to amend or abrogate outrageous 

life pensions for their former colleagues and ex-governors of their states, the discourse had 

also refused to die down too. Just recently, some Nigerians  expressed outrage at the 

development in the light of the dwindling economic situation in the country and the inability 

of most states to pay worker‘s salaries. 

Whilethelawrecognizespensionforpublicservants,includinggovernors,theintroductionofgener

ous packages into the scheme, especially when most of the beneficiaries retire into the 

National Assembly or federal cabinet, leaves much to be desired. Currently, about 21 former 

governors and deputies are drawing salaries from public purse as either serving senators or 

ministers. The Revenue Mobilization Allocation and Fiscal Commission (RMAFC) 

approves payment of 300 per cent basic salary as severance allowances for political office 

holders on leaving office but various states‘ Houses of Assembly had approved a wide range 

of entitlements for ex-governors and their deputies, including legislators. 2 

                                                                 
1B.A. Garner (ed), Black’s Law Dictionary 
B.C. Okoro,  Law of Employment in Nigeria, Concept Publication Ltd,  Lagos, 2013, p133 
2The former governors who are now senators are Theodore Orji (Abia), Godswill Akpabio (Akwa Ibom) Bukola Saraki(Kwara), Rabiu Musa 
Kwankwaso (Kano) Kabiru Garya(Kano) Abdullahi Adamu (Nasarawa) Sam Egwu (Ebonyi), Joshua Dariye (Plateau) Jonah Jang (Plateau ) and 
Shaaba Lafiagi (Kwara). Others are Ahmed Sani Yerima (Zamfara) Aliyu Magatakarda Wamakko (Sokoto) Danjuma Goje (Gombe), George 
Akume (Benue) Bukar Abba Ibrahim(Yobe)IsiakaAdeleke(Osun)andAdamuAliero(Kebbi).FormerdeputygovernorsintheSenateareEnyinaya 

Abaribe(Abia)MsBiodunOlujimi(Ekiti)whileDanladiAbubakarSaniservedastheactinggovernorofTarabaState. Former governors now 
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According to a Lagos State Pension Law approved by former governor, Bola Tinubu in 

2007, aformer governor will enjoy the following benefits for life: Two houses, one in Lagos 

and another in Abuja, estimated by property experts to cost #500 million and #700 million 

for Lagos and Abuja respectively. Others are six brand new cars replaceable every three 

years; furniture allowance of 300 per cent of annual salary to be paid every two years, and a 

close to #2.5 million as pension about #30 million pension 

annually.Hewillalsoenjoysecuritydetail,freemedicalsincludingforhisimmediatefamilies. 

Other benefits are 10 per cent house maintenance, 30 per cent car maintenance, 10 per cent 

entertainment, 20 per cent utility, and several domesticstaff.  

 

In Rivers State, the law provides 100 per cent of annual basic salaries for ex-governor and 

deputy, one residential house for former governor ‗anywhere of his choice in Nigeria‘; one 

residential house anywhere in Rivers for the deputy, three cars for the ex-governor every 

four years; two cars for 

thedeputyeveryfouryears.Hisfurnitureallowanceis300percentofannualbasicsalaryevery 

fouryears en bloc. House maintenance is 10 per cent of annual basicsalary. 

 

In Akwa Ibom State, the law provides for #200 million annual pay to ex governors and 

deputies. The governor/deputy governor enjoys a pension for life at a rate equivalent to the 

salary of the incumbent governor/deputy governor respectively. In addition to this are a new 

official car and a utility vehicle every four years; one personal aide and provision of 

adequate security; a cook, chauffeurs and security guards for the governor at a sum not 

exceeding #5 million per month and #2.5 million for the deputy 

governor.Therearealsofreemedicalservicesforthegovernorandspouseatanamount 

notexceeding#100millionforthegovernorperannumand#50millionforthedeputygovernor.Also

,thereisafive- bedroom mansion in Abuja and Akwa Ibom State and an allowance of 300 per 

cent of annual basic salary every four years in addition to severancegratuity.  

 

TheKanoStatePensionRightsofGovernorandDeputyGovernorLaw2007providesfor100percen

t of annual basic salaries for former governor and deputy; furnished and equipped office, as 

well as a 6- bedroom house; ‗well- furnished‘ 4-bed-room for deputy, plus an office. The 

                                                                                                                                                                                                          
ministers include Babatunde Raji Fashola (Lagos) Rotimi Amaechi (Rivers) Chris Ngige (Anambra) Kayode Fayemi Ekiti) and Dr. Ogbonnaya 

Onu (Old Abia). See Daily Trust, 20th February, 2017, p1; The Guardian, 31 January, 2017, p30 
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former governor is also entitled to free medical treatment along with his immediate families 

within and outside Nigeria where necessary. It is same for deputy. Two drivers are also for 

former governor and a driver for his deputy, 

andpersonalstaffbelowtherankofaPrincipalAdministrativeOfficerandaPAnotbelowgradelevel

10.Thereisaprovisionfora30-dayvacationwithinandoutsideNigeria.Thenarrativeisthesamefor 

Gombe, Kwara, Zamfara and Sokoto amongothers.  

 

The legality of those laws and their inconsistency with the provisions of the Constitution 

and RMAFC still remain an issue yet to be determined by an Abuja Federal Court. The 

effect of the pension is also worrisome to most Nigerians who questioned the morality 

behind the scandalous payment to people who are also drawing remunerations. It also 

indicates that some Nigerian politicians are not only self- serving but lack sense of sacrifice 

at a crucial period of economic challenge.3 

 

Discussion 

Rights to pension and Gratuity Contractual Right toPension 

The concept of pension developed as a result of the desire of the employer to induce an 

employee or worker to accept employment in his establishment, to arouse in the employee a 

feeling that his own interest is to some extent coterminous with that of his employer thereby 

inducing sense of loyalty and commitment to the cause of the employer and to engender 

confidence in the body of workers by practical demonstration of what each of them might 

expect from long faithful service.4The right to pension, therefore, rest upon mutual 

confidence and upon the terms of the contract. Once the right to 

pensionismutuallyagreedandincorporatedintothecontractofemployment,itbecomesanenforcea

ble term at the instance of the employee. The law will therefore not permit an employer to 

resile from his obligations simply because the terms are one sided or burdensome. The 

maxim ‗you cannot approbate and reprobate at the same time‘ or ‗benefit and burden must 

run concurrently or together‘ willapply.5 

 

Constitutional Right to Pension 

Nodoubt,therighttopensionoriginatesfromcontractofemploymentbuttheConstitutionwhichisth

                                                                 
3Ibid 
4Sections 173 and 210 of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as amended 
5E.T. Yebisi Review of the Legal Frameworks for Pension and Retirement Rights University of Ado Ekiti Law Journal vol.2 p291 
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e supreme law of the land made some elaborate provisions on pension rights which shall 

now be considered. 

1. The 1999 Constitution provides that subject to the provisions of subsection 

2 of this section, the right of a person in the public service of a state to 

receive pension or gratuity shall be regulated bylaw.  

2. Any benefit to which a person is entitled in accordance with or under such 

law as is referred to in subsection (1) of this section shall not be withheld 

or altered to his disadvantage except to such extent that is permissible by 

law…. 

3. Pension shall be reviewed every five years or together with any state civil 

service salary whichever isearlier.  

4. Pension in respect of service in service of a state shall not be taxed –see 

S.173 for pension in federal civilservice.6 

 

In addition to the above provisions, section 17 (3) (f) provides that the government shall 

ensure that 

childrenandyoungpersons,andtheagedareprotectedagainstanyexploitationwhatsoeverandagai

nst moral and material neglect. While section 17 (2) (c) provides that governmental actions 

shall be humane, are our governors‘ action humane when they refuse to harmonise pension 

in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution? They rather went on to make 

generous provisions for themselves after leaving theoffice.  

 

From above provisions of the law, it is clear that the Constitution confers pension right on 

both federal and state civil servant who retired having performed their own side of the 

contract of employment by 

servingmeritoriously,faithfullyandlongenoughtoqualifythemtorest,relaxationandpeacefullivi

ng.7 

 

The Right to Gratuity 

Thesamelawthatconferstherighttopensionalsoconferstherighttogratuity.ThePensionsAct,197

                                                                 
6Sections 173 and 210 of the 1999 constitution 
7F.R.A.William,ConstitutionalProblemofFederalisminNigeria1960p.31;C.Ilegbune,‘TheNigerianConstitution 1999 and the Law Matter’ in C.C. 
Nweze (ed), Justice in the Judicial Process, 2002, p. 308; O. Abifarin, Essays on 
ConstitutionalandAdministrativeLaw,MafolayomipressKaduna1999p.9;O.Abifarin,EssaysonConstitutionaland Administrative Law under the 
1999 Constitution of Nigeria, vol.2 Achiever Publication, Ilorin, 2000 p.168; O.A. Popoola, ‘Law Making in a Federal System of Government: 

The Nigerian Experience’, Ibadan Bar Journal, vol.2 No 1, 2003,p.94 
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9 is also relevant here. It is however disheartening that some public servants who were 

compulsorily retired since 1995 and those retired in 1999 are yet to collect their gratuity. 

This is not a governmental action that can be said to be humane as provided in section 17 

(2) (c) of the 1999 Constitution. Government should therefore without delay set its priorities 

right by attending to these matters of pension and gratuity in order to endear the heart of the 

people8. A stitch in time savesnine. 

Pensions, Gratuities and Legislative Powers in 

Nigeria Legislative Power of NationalAssembly 

ThepowerofNationalAssemblytomakelawinNigeriaisspeltoutinsection4(1),(2)and(4).While 

subsections(1)and2conferexclusivepowerontheNationalAssemblytomakelawonitemsormatte

rs contained in the Exclusive Legislative List, subsection (4) further confers power on the 

National Assembly to make law concurrently with the State Houses of Assembly on ma tters 

in the Concurrent Legislative List as spelt out in Part II of the Second Schedule to the 

Constitution. By the tenor of subsections (1), (2) and (4), the National Assembly has wider 

legislative powers than the State Houses of Assembly. But that does not mean that National 

Assembly has arbitrary legislative powers. The legislative power of the National Assembly 

is still circumscribed by the provisions of the Constitution and the National Assembly 

cannot confer more legislative power on itself than that contained in the Constitution.9The 

National Assembly cannot extend or expand its legislative power to include legislating for a 

State or Local Government. It does not have broad, vague or unlimited powers 

buttheNational Assembly may exercise such powers that was neither expressly granted nor 

prohibited just as it was held by the Supreme Court of the Congress of America: ‗This 

congress is not confined to the powers named in the Constitution. Congress may also 

exercise powers, which may be reasonably implied from the enumerated powers‘.10It is also 

arguable that the concept of enumerated powers as limitation to the legislative power of the 

National Assembly could be excused on issues of foreign 

relationsongroundofinherentpowers.Thepowertowagewar,toconcludepeace,tomaketreaties,to 

maintain diplomatic relations with other sovereignties if they had never been mentioned in 

the constitution, would have vested in federal government via the National Assembly as 

necessary concomitants of Nationality thus in the field of foreign relation, the powers of 

                                                                 
8Ibid 
9O. Abifarin and D.F. Atidoga, ‘A Critical Analysis of the Scope and Limit of Legislative Powers of the National 
AssemblyandStatesHousesofAssemblyunderthe1999ConstitutionofNigeria’,ConfluenceLawJournal,vol.1No.1 Jan. 2006p.11 
10U.S v Curtiss Wright Export Corporation 1936 (229) US 304; Maryland v Mc Cullock 4 Wharton 316 (1819) 
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National Assembly are inherent and therefore notlimited 11. 

 

Legislative Power of the State Houses of Assembly 

The legislative powers of State Houses of Assembly are enumerated in the Constitution. 

Section 4 (6) of the Constitution provides that the legislative power of a State of the 

Federation should be vested in 

theHouseofAssemblyofaStateandtheHouseofAssemblyofaStateshallhavepowertomakelaws 

for the peace, order and good government of the State or any part thereof with respec t to the 

following matters, that is tosay: 

a. Any matter not included in the Exclusive Legislative List set out in Part I of the 

Second Schedule to thisConstitution.  

b. Any matter included in the Concurrent Legislative List set out in the first column 

of part II of the Second Schedule to thisConstitution.  

c. Any other matters with respect to which it is empowered to make laws in 

accordance with the provisions of this Constitution (referred to as residualmatters)  

 

Limitations on the Legislative Power of the House of Assembly of State 

Apart from the specific jurisdiction of the House of Assembly of a state conferred on it by 

the constitution in the concurrent legislative list, the constitution also restricts the legislative 

power of the 

HouseofAssemblyinthefollowingways:Thesupremacyoftheconstitutioninsection1(1)and(3)is 

the first limitation. Every law made by the House of Assembly must not be inconsistent 

with any provision of the constitution.12Section 4 (5) provides that if any law by the House 

of Assembly of a 

StateisinconsistentwithanylawvalidlymadebytheNationalAssembly,thelawmadebytheNation

al Assembly shall prevail and that other law shall to the extent of the inconsistency be void. 

This is a 

restrictiononthelegislativepoweroftheHouseofAssemblyofaState.Thisrestrictio nistotheextent 

that even while exercising its legislative power on the items on concurrent legislative list, 

such power should be exercised with caution so that it should not act ultra vires the National 

Assembly and the Constitution. 

                                                                 
11R.B. Rosey.American Government, Littlefield, Adams & Co New Jersey, 1974, p.79 
12M.O. Adediran, ‘Critical Examination of the Constitutional provisions on the Legislative powers of the Federal and States’ in  Proceedings 

of the Conference on the 1995 Nigerian Draft Constitution, p.11. 
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The House of Assembly of a State has to, for instance, conform to the manners, form and 

procedure prescribed by law. This shows that the House of Assembly of a State does not 

have wide power or 

absolutepowertolegislateevenonitemsonconcurrentlegislativelistandresidualmatters.Thepow

er of the House of Assembly to create Local Government shall also be exercised jointly with 

the Local Government Councils in respect of the area. The same also goes for boundary 

adjustment of Local Government.13Another important fact is that the legislative power of 

House of Assembly of a State is 

subjecttojudicialcontrolorjudicialreview.ThatmeansthatanylawenactedbytheHouseofAssemb

ly of a State is subject to the judicial control or review by the High Court when the 

constitutionality of 

thelawisinquestion.14Morestill,theconstitutionalsorestrictstheHouseofAssemblyofaStateto 

making prospective laws only. The House of Assembly of a State cannot make retrospective 

or 

retroactivecriminallaw.Thishasbeenextendedbyjudicialauthoritiestocivillaws.Theeffectofthes

ecasesisthatboththeNationalAssemblyandHouseofAssemblyofaStatehavenopowertomakebot

h retrospective criminal and civil law.15The doctrine of covering the field is another 

limitation of the legislative power of the State of House of Assembly. Under this doctrine, 

whatever the National Assembly has legislated upon on the concurrent legislature list cannot 

be legislated upon again by the House of Assembly of aState. 16 

 

Section 315 (4)(a), (1) and (11) empowers the president and the Governor being the 

appropriate authority to, as provided in section 315 (2), make such modifications in the text 

of any existing law to 

bringitintoconformitywiththeprovisionsofthisconstitution.Existinglawwasdefinedinsection31

5 (4) 

(b)tomeananylawandincludesanyruleoflaworanyenactmentorinstrumentwhatsoeverwhich is 

                                                                 
13O.Oluduro,‘TheLimitofLegislativePowersoftheNationalAssemblywithRespecttoLocalGovernmentunderthe 1999 Constitution’, Ondo State 
Law Journal Akure, 2004, p.127; Sections 8 and 9 of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria (asamended). 
14S.M. Kanam, ‘An Appraisal of the Application of the Doctrine of the Ultra Vires Doctrine as a Ground for Review of Administration 
Action’, Confluence law Journal, vol. 1 No. 1 Jan. 2006 p.135. 
15P.O. Idonigie, ‘Division of legislative power under the 1999 constitution in The Law and Practice of the Legislature in Nigeria’, K.N. 
Nwosu (ed) p.85. 
D.A.Ijalaiye,TheImperativesoftheFederal/StatesRelationinaFledglingDemocracy.ImplicationsforNigeria ,2001, NIALS Lagos,p.18. 
16B. Ogwo, ‘Conflicts in the Legislative Process in Nigeria: The Relevance of the Doctrine Pith and Substance and 
CoveringtheField’,ConfluenceLawJournal,vol.1No.1,Jan2006,p.112;A.Akintayo,‘TheDoctrineofcoveringthe Field and the Blue Pencil Rule in 

Legislative Enactments: A Judicial Revalidation’, Ilorin Bar Journal, vol.2 August 2002,p.196. 
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in force immediately before the date when this section comes into force or which being 

passed or made before that comes into force after such date. The implication of section 315 

is that the President and Governors are now conferred with legislative powers. The 

President in exercising his powerunder this section made an order via statutory instrument 

No. 9, 2002 modifying the Principal Allocation of Revenue Act. When this was challenged 

by the states in AG Abia State v. AG Federation, theSupreme Court upheld the power of the 

President to modify the Act.17It must be noted that a Governor can only modify an existing 

state law and not a federallaw. 

 

Who has power to make law on pension and gratuities in Nigeria?  

TheConstitutionofNigerianonlyguaranteesrighttopensionandgratuitiesifacitizenisinthepublic 

serviceofastateorfederationbutgoesonintheexclusivelegislativelistinitem44tostateclearlythat 

pension and gratuities fall within the legislative competence of the National Assembly. This 

provision of the constitution is clear and unambiguous. Going by this provision, no state 

House of Assembly in Nigeria is competent to make pension and gratuity law for any public 

servant in Nigeria. Any attempt by any state to make pension law for the state shall be 

futile. Therefore, States Pension Laws are null and void.  

 

Who then is a public servant or in the public service of a State or the Federation?  

Public Officer is defined in the Constitution as a person holding any office specified in part 

II of the Fifth Schedule to the Constitution. Part II of the Fifth Schedule lists public officers 

as: 

1. The President of theFederation 

2. The Vice-President of thefederation 

3. The President and Deputy President of the Senate Speaker and Deputy Speaker of 

the House 

ofRepresentativesandSpeakersandDeputySpeakersofHousesofAssemblyofStatesan

dall members and staff of legislativehouses.  

4. Governors and Deputy Governors ofStates 

5. Chief Justice of Nigeria, Justice of the Supreme Court, President and Justice of the 

Court of Appeal, all other judicial officers and all staff of courts oflaw.  

6. Attorney-General of the Federation and Attorney-General of eachstate 

                                                                 
17A.G. of Abia State v AG of the Federation (2003) 3 SCNJ 158. 
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7. Minister of the Government of the Federation and Commissioners of the 

Governments of the States 

8. Chief of Defence Staff, Chief of Army Staff, Chief of Naval Staff, Chief of Air 

Staff and all members of the Nigeria Police and other government security 

agencies established bylaw. 

9. Inspector –General of Police, Deputy Inspector-General of Police and all members 

of the Nigeria Police and other government security agencies established bylaw.  

10. Secretary to the Government of the Federation, Head of the Civil Service, 

Permanent Secretaries, Director-General and all other persons in the civil service 

of the Federation of the State.  

11. Ambassadors, High Commissioners and other officers of Nigerian Missionsabroad  

12. Chairman, members and staff of the Code of Conduct Bureau and Code of 

ConductTribunal 

13. Chairman, members and staff of local governments andcouncils 

14. Chairman and members of the Boards of other governing bodies and staff of 

statutory corporations and of companies in which the Federal or State Government 

has controlling interest 

15. All staff of universities, colleges and institutions owned and financed by the 

Federal or State governments or local governmentcouncils  

16. Chairman, members and staff of permanent commission or councils appointed on 

full time basis. 

 

The true position of the law of pension and gratuities in Nigeria is that while Pension Act 

1979 which was replaced by Pension Reform Act 2004 is for civil servants, public officers 

or public office holders ought to be given their own Pension Act in accordance with the 

provisions of the Constitution. 

Therefore,thepracticewherebyeachStateHouseofAssemblyisenactingpensionlawforex-

governors is illegal and unconstitutional. It is only the National Assembly that has powers to 

make pension and gratuity law for our public officers in Nigeria and this includes the 

governors and theirdeputies.18 

 

Ex-Governors, Pensions andGratuities 

                                                                 
18F.Dada,‘ThePensionReformAct2004:ACriticalAppraisalofpensionReforminNigeria’,JosephAyoBABALOLA University Law Journal, vol.1 

No.1, 2014,p.226 
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Are Ex-Governors supposed to be entitled to pensions and gratuities? 

Theanswertothisquestioncouldbegiveninthenegativeifonelooksatthepositionofanex-governor 

in the United States of America where Nigeria copied its present presidential system of 

government. No governor in America takes pension or gratuity after leaving office. It is 

only the ex-Presidents of United States of America and their widows that are entitled to 

pension and maintenance allowance19. We are not bound to follow American system in toto 

but whatever adjustment we make in the Constitution must not be detrimental and 

burdensome to the economy. But in Nigeria, if we decide to 

givepensionandgratuitiestoourex-

governors,theconstitutionalprovisionmustbestrictlyadheredto. Severance allowance must 

give way for pensions and gratuities or vice versa. We can also consider contributory 

pension scheme for them because what is good for the goose is also good for the gander. 

Ifthecivilservantswhoservedfor35yearscanonlyenjoycontributorypensionschemethenthepubli

c office holder should be allowed to enjoy same if at all we consider them for pension. 

Service of a state 

fortwotermsoffouryearseachisnotupto10yearsthatqualifyacivilservanttoenjoypensionunder 

thePensionActof1979.Issueofpensionandgratuityofex-governorsisnotaresidualmattersincethe 

Constitution covers it.20Multiple remunerations from the public treasury by our public 

officers should be proscribed by law. It is an anti-people policy and it promotes corruption 

and makes public offices attractive to politicians. An ex-governor who is a serving senator 

should take only one remuneration. He takes either pension or his salary and allowances as a 

senator. The same goes for otherpositions.  

 

Double Payments for Ex-Governors now Senators or Ministers vis-À-vis The Code of 

Conduct for Public Officers 

Part 11 of the Fifth Schedule to the 1999 Constitution defines public officer to include but 

not limited to-  

The president of the federation, the vice-president of the Federation, the 

President and Deputy President of the Senate, Senate Speaker and Deputy 

Speaker of the House of Representatives and Speakers and Deputy Speakers of 

                                                                 
19R.B. Posey, American Government, Op cit., p.26 
20P.O.Odiase, ‘Comparative Analysis of the Use of Residual Clause in the Distribution of Power in a Federation’, 
Journal of Dept of Public Law and Jurisprudence, Usman Dan Fodio University, Sokoto, Vol.1 (2008/2009). p. 27 
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the House of assembly of States, and all members and staff of the legislative 

house, Governors and Deputy Governors of States etc.  

 

Therefore, it is crystal clear that the former Governors now serving Senators or Ministers 

are public 

officersandarenotexpectedtoreceivedoublepaymentfromtheirpresentofficeandpensionfromth

eir respective State PensionSchemes. 

Equally, the said Fifth Schedule to the Constitution provides as follows: 

1. Apublicofficershallnotputhimselfinapositionwherehispersonalinterestconfli

cts with his duties andresponsibilities.  

2. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing paragraph, a public 

officer shall not-  

(a) Receive or be paid the emoluments of any public office at the same 

time as other public office;or 

(b) Except where he is not employed on full time basis, engage or 

participate in the management or running of any private business, 

profession or trade but nothing in this  sub-paragraph shall prevent a 

public officer from engaging infarming 

4

 (2)Aretiredpublicservantshallnotreceiveanyremunerationfrompublicfundsi

n addition to his pension and the emolument of such one remunerativeposition. 

 

The said Schedule defines ‗Emolument‘ to mean-any salary, wage, overtime or leave pay, 

commission, fee, bonus, gratuity, benefit, advantage (whether or not that advantage is capable 

of being turned into money or 

money‘sworth,allowance,pensionorannuitypaid,givenorgrantedinrespectofany employment or  

office. 

The question to be asked at this juncture is whether the above sections apply to Governors 

and Deputy Governors. If the above provision has defined public officers to include both 

governors and deputy governors of States, then the above provision of the Constitution on 

code of conduct bureau will be applicable and same should be binding on the ex-governors 

and their deputies who are now serving minister. In any event, they are open to the option of 

either remaining as ex governors/deputies alone 

andbeentitledtotheirvariouspensionsandemolumentsorforfeitsamewhentheygoforaministerial 
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position since they are hell bent on serving their nation by becoming ministers. Better still, 

their pensions will be in abeyance while in public office on full time, but this is not even 

possible since as the pension laws are null and void, they are only entitled to 

severanceallowance. It is only the Senate president, Bukola Saraki that was honest enough 

to refund the pension he has collected21, while in the Seante in response to the call of some 

human rights community members.22 

 

Conclusion 

Each legislative arm of the three tiers of government in Nigeria should keep itself within the 

ambit of the law in the business of legislation in order to enthrone the much desired peace, 

order and good governance. Therefore, state pension laws that provide pension and 

gratuities to ex-governors are illegal, null and void. The civil society organizations should 

challenge these laws in the courts since 

theyareinconsistentwiththeprovisionsoftheConstitution,andarenotjustifiablegiventhe 

economic 

realityofNigeriatoday.Paymentofbothseveranceallowanceandpensionandgratuitytoex-

governors is wrong and it constitutes economic depression for the states in Nigeria. 

Whatever the Ex-Governors must have collected under a void law should be refunded to the 

state treasury without further delay. It is clear from the Constitution that no state in Nigeria 

can make law on pension and gratitude since matters of pension and gratuities are in the 

Exclusive LegislativeList. 

The ball is now in the Court of the Code of conduct bureau or EFCC to investigate some of 

theses senators and ministers who were ex-governors or ex deputy governors who denied 

collection of these pensions. They should also be made to refund what they have collected 

and further collection should be stopped.  

As a matter of fact that will give them a soft landing since they are supposed to face the 

wrath of the law by standing trial before the Code of Conduct Tribunal.  

 

                                                                 
21 Saraki refund pension, www.//dailyTrust.com.ng>general accessed on 2oth October 2017 
22 Falana ask Saraki to return pension, www.pulse.ng>news>falana-ask-saraki-... Accessed on 20th October 2017 See also Groups asks 

Saraki to refund all monies he has collected as pension (Kwara mass movement) punch.ng.com>Kwara>group ask-saraki 

http://www./dailyTrust.com.ng%3egeneral
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CHAPETR II 

THE LEGISLATIVE POWER OF NATIONAL ASSEMBLY TO APPROVE 

APPROPRIATION BILL IN NIGERIA: LIMITED OR AT LARGE? 

Abstract 

The National Assembly no doubt, is the highest law making body in Nigeria. The Assembly 

which consist of the Senate and the House of Representatives has the Constitutional duty to 

make law, represent the people and carry out oversight functions over the activities of the 

executives. The most important aspect of its legislative power is the consideration and 

approval of Appropriation Bill otherwise referred to as the National Budget. The thrust of this 

paper is what is the extent of the power of the National Assembly in consideration and 

approval of Appropriation Bill? The paper concludes that legislative power of the National 

Assembly is generally limited and circumscribed by the Constitution therefore the National 

assembly should exercise caution in its tinkering with the Appropriation Bill in an unstrained 

manner so that it will not arrogate itself the functions of the executive.  

Introduction 

The current National Assembly otherwise known as the eight Assembly has the record of 

being the most controversial in the history of National Assembly in Nigeria. The first 

controversy emanated from the way and manner the leadership of the Assembly emerge. 

While the National Assembly believed in its independence in election of its leadership, the 

party leadership that is the leadership of All Progressive Congress APC that has the highest 

number of members of the National Assembly believed that it has the power to influence the 

choice of the leadership of the two Chambers i.e. Senate and House of Representatives under 

the principle of part Supremacy or party discipline.1 At the end of the day, the leadership that 

emerged in the National Assembly had continuously had conflict with the presidency or the 

executive and their law continued to be discordant … in governance. Later the 2016 National 

Budget was declared missing and when found it was discovered that it had been padded 

especially by the House of Representatives.2 The dust about the padded budget was just being 

laid to rest, the issue of confirmation of Ibrahim Magu as Chairman of EFCC by the Senate 

became an Issue. 

                                                                 
1 Emmanuel A Adesina and Olufemi Abifarin in forgery in the Senate, padding in the House of Reps: Examining the integrity of th e Nigerian 
National Assembly in its law making Business 8 EKSU LJ (2017) p 80 
2 Nigeria parliament loses 2016 budget www.bbc.com>world African 35 292 464, Nigeria: 2016 budget missing. www.africanews.com 

2016/01/02 accessed on 13 July 2017 

http://www.africanews.com/
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Ibrahim Magu who had been acting as Chairman of EFCC was rejected by the Senate based 

on DSS report that indicted him. Till date the issue of Magu‘s confirmation as Chairman of 

EFCC is still unresolved.3 This was followed by the invitation of Col Hammed Alli (rtd) 

Controller-General of Nigeria Custom Service by the senate wherein the senate directed him 

to wear the Custom Service Uniform as a retired army officer. He went to court to challenge 

the resolution of the senate on the issue of Uniform.4 Late the issue of forgery of senate 

standing order 2015 was charged to court by the Attorney-General of the Federation. The 

Senate president and his deputy were charged to court5 in addition to the Senate President‘s 

case before the Code of Conduct Tribunal.6 He was later discharged and acquitted by the 

Tribunal but the Attorney General of the Federation has filed an appeal before the Court of 

Appeal.7 

All these controversies and distractions have denied Nigerians of good governance and 

dividend of democracy. To make matters worse, the president have taken ill of most of first 

two years of his tenure and some cabals in his kitchen cabinet has been in control causing 

confusion, disaffection and delaying the wheel of progress in governance 8. It appeared from 

the above scenario that bulk of Nigerians are regretting voting for change because the change 

we now experience is not the change envisaged by Nigerians.  

Be that as it may, we now proceed to discuss the mode of passage of Appropriation Bill by 

the National Assembly in Nigeria as clearly stated in the Constitution.  

Mode of passage of Appropriation Bill 

The procedure for exercising federal legislative power on money Bill or Appropriation Bill 

defers from the general power to legislate on other bills. It is governed by Section 59 of the 

Constitution. Under this Constitution, Appropriation Bill will be presented to the National 

Assembly sitting jointly but each Chamber will consider the Bill and pass it separately, but 

where a Chamber refuses to pass the Bill within two months from the commencement of a 

financial year, the president of Senate shall within 14 days thereafter arrange for and an 

                                                                 
3 How Senate rejects .Magu as EFCC chairman www.premiumtimesng.com>headlines accessed on 13 July 2017. Osinbanjo-Magu does not 
need Senate confirmation-sunonline.com>EFCC accessed on 13 July 2017 
4 Senate can’t compel Ali to wear Customs uniform. punchng.com accessed on 13 July 2017 
5 SGF opens up on Saraki, Ekeremadu’s forgery trial says APC inability to produce Deputy Senate President an aberration Nigerian Tribune 
27 June 2016 p 1 
6 Ibid 
7 Ibid 
8The Charge against Senator Bukola Saraki at the Code of Conduct http://www.proshareng.com?news>Th. Accessed on 13 July 2017 

http://www.premiumtimesng.com/
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convene a meeting of joint finance committee to examine the Bill with a view to resolving the 

differences between the two Chambers.9 

Where the joint finance committee fail to resolve the differences, then the Bill shall be 

presented to the National Assembly sitting at a joint session, it shall be presented to the 

President for assent.10 

Where the President within thirty days after the presentation of the Bill to him, fails to signify 

his assent or where he withholds his assent, then the Bill shall again be presented to the 

National Assembly sitting at a joint session and if passed by two-thirds majority of members 

of both chambers at such joint meeting, the Bill becomes law and the assent of the president 

shall not be required.11 

The above represents the sequence of the process of approval of An Appropriation Bill by the 

National Assembly. These provisions did not go into the details of the process of the approval 

or what does budget approval by the National Assembly entails?  This leads us to the clause 

by clause consideration of the process of Budget approval by the National Assembly, but 

before that we shall consider some comments of both the members of the National Assembly 

and some legal scholars on the budget approval process. 

A budget and its controversies 

The Speaker of the House of Representatives, Yakubu Dogara opined that the National 

Assembly has powers to introduce new projects into the federal budget or remove proposed 

items by the executive. He argued that the… of the Constitution vested the power to make 

law in the legislature, implementation in the executive and interpretation in the judiciary. The 

Appropriation Act is a law enacted by the parliament and public officers including the 

president and his ministers had sworn to uphold the Constitution and therefore they must 

implement the Appropriation Act.12 

He was corroborated by the…, when he said, ―the power of the purse, in a presidential 

democracy resides with the legislature and Nigeria will not be different‖13 several past and 

                                                                 
9 Section 59 (2) 
10 Section 59 (3) 
11 Section 59 (4) 
12 Dare Odufowokan A. Budget  and its Controversies The Nation Newspaper 25 June 2017 p 9 
13 Ibid 
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present legislators have supported this view publicly, Prof Azinge also supported the view, 

the NASS has not… its power by the tinkering with the budget. 14 

On the other hand, the Acting President, Professor Yemi Osinbajo insisted that the National 

Assembly has no right to introduce new projects or modify those contained in an 

Appropriation Bill.15 

This position was supported by Prof. Sagay who also insisted that the National Assembly has 

no power to introduce any project into the budget. He specifically warned the upper and 

lower chambers of the National Assembly not to cross their bounds in the discharge of their 

legislative duties.16 

The convergence now is that the judiciary should be invited to interpret our Constitution on 

procedure of approval of Appropriation Bill in order to lay the controversy to rest.  

This line of action was suggested by the …Fashola, the minister of Works, Energy and 

Housing.17 

There has been a lot of back and forth as to the powers of the National Assembly (NASS) to 

initiate project and tinker with the budget presented to it by the Executive.  

The Speaker of the Federal House of Representatives, Yakubu Dogara, was quoted as saying 

that NASS has powers to introduce projects in the budget document. 18 

The statement is at variance with the provision of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of 

Nigeria (CFRN) based on the fact that it restricts the hallowed chambers to giving 

authorisation for spending on estimates of revenue and as presented to it by the Executive.  

Powers of the National Assembly with regards to the passage of the Appropriation Bill we 

colloquially call the Budget is limited to giving authorisation for spending on estimates of 

revenue and expenditure presented to it by the Executive. 19 

Section 80 (2) of the CFRN states: No moneys shall be withdrawn from the Consolidated 

Revenue Fund of the Federation except to meet expenditure hat is charged upon the fund by 

this Constitution or where the issue of those moneys has been authorised by an Appropriation 

                                                                 
14 Ibid 
15 Ibid 
16 Ibid 
17 Ibid 
18 Dare Odufowokan op cit 
19 Johannes Wojuola NASS Exceeded bounds on 2017 Budget The Guardian 10 July 2017 P 17. 
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Act.20 This simply means that funds cannot be withdrawn by the Federal Government if it has 

not been authorised by the National Assembly upon passage of the Appropriation Bill into 

law. 

The Constitution provides that: No moneys shall be withdrawn from any public fund of the 

Federation, unless the issue of those moneys has been authorised by an Act of the National 

Assembly.21 

From the foregoing, it is important to observe that the power of NASS as contained in the two 

Sections relate to the power to authorize spending of money, and not projects. In other words, 

the power to give permission, an official approval that money can be spent.  

Observers say that Constitutional provisions depict the true spirit of the doctrine of 

Separation of Powers as well as checks and balances. 

The legislative powers of authorisation are further expounded by the Constitution which 

provides that No moneys shall be withdrawn from the Consolidated Revenue Fund or any 

other public fund of the Federation, except in the manner prescribed by the Nat ional 

Assembly.22 

The last sentence of that sub-section, which reads: Except in the manner prescribed by the 

National Assembly, seems to be the bone of contention. It forms the bases on which the 

members of NASS assumed that they have the powers to initiate or add projects into the 

budget document sent to them by the President.  

The fact that the same Constitution, following immediately after S. 80 (4), at S. 81 (1) vests 

in the President the powers and duty, to cause to be PREPARED and LAID before each 

House of the National Assembly: estimates of the revenues and expenditure of the Federation 

for the financial year, shows that the powers of preparing projects to be embarked on by the 

Federal Government rests solely on the Executive.  

Experts on the constitution said that the section mandates the President to submit estimates 

which relate to the cost of things and not to itemise projects for authorisation by the 

Legislature. 

                                                                 
20 Section 80(2) of the Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as amended 
21 Section 80 (3) 
22 Section 80 (4) 
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It also stands to reason that the duty of the legislature is to approve this estimates a nd being 

that they are only but estimates, the Legislature may add or subtract from them as it deems 

fit. The action is expected to be done in consensus and while engaging with the Executive 

who at the end of the day have the mandate of implementing the approved funds. 

Nowhere in the Constitution does it give express or implied powers to the National Assembly 

to initiate projects or compel the Executive to embark on projects demanded for by the 

Legislature. 

Traditionally, the lawmakers can lobby the Executive for the inclusion of certain projects in 

the budget. 

Furthermore, to prescribe as used by the Constitution in Section 80 (4) means to specify or 

authorise the use of something or to serve as a guide. Thus, no money can be withdrawn 

except in the specified/authorised manner passed by the National Assembly in the 

Appropriation Act. That is to say, the Executive cannot spend beyond the amount approved 

for the proposed item. 

In this regard, the National Assembly may add or subtract to an estimate as presented by the 

Executive, but this does not give them the power to initiate a project.  

There is the argument put forward by some NASS members that in America, where Nigeria 

copied its Presidential system of government, that the legislature is allowed to initiate special 

projects, and thus same should apply to the Nigeria milieu.  

This argument is faulty in the sense that the Nigerian constitution has already provided 

expressly for the powers of the Executive and the Legislature with regard to the appropria tion 

process. This implies that there is no need for derivative speculation from abroad when the 

literal interpretation of constitutionally specified powers is not ambiguous.  

Secondly, and importantly, the initiation of projects by the U.S. Senate, popular ly known as 

pork-barrel projects is largely considered by the American public as unconstitutional, and 

corrupt. The other form of it, called Earmarks has been banned since 2011. 23 

In the same year, U.S. former President, Barrack Obama, promised to veto any future 

appropriation bills that contained earmarks. A similar system in the Philippines was declared 

unconstitutional by its Supreme Court in 2013.24 

                                                                 
23 Johannes Wojuola op cit 
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The Nigeria Constitution expressly vests the power of preparation of the budget in the 

Executive. Of note, as applicable here, is the rule that where legislation lays down procedure 

for doing a thing, there should be no other method of doing it25.There is absolutely no need 

for the Legislature to desire a usurpation of the Constitutional powers of the Executive. If the 

Constitution desired that the NASS should initiate projects, it would have expressly stated 

that it PREPARES and LAYS before itself the budget.  

The ground norm did not say so. Neither should anyone. 26 ORDINARILY one would have 

thought since the Executive is expected to prepare the budget estimates and place it before 

the National Assembly; the Assembly should accept or reject the provisions as presented but 

not expected to introduce new items that may not be priority of Government. They may also 

not be expected to increase the budget envelop since that may affect the balance of the 

budget. However, these may be ordinary expectations, but what does the law say about it?  

Comparative analysis of Budget Approval in other climes 

The position of the law in this respect varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Generally 

speaking, budget development is typically in the domain of the Executive branch of 

Government which is responsible for the source and veracity of the content of the proposal 

and any change by the Legislature should be done through the executive to avoid friction. 

There should be respect for the doctrine of Separation of Powers which guarantees the 

independence of each arm, even in the exercise of checks and balances.  

In the USA, the Congress has authority to alter, increase, reduce or even introduce new items. 

Congress possesses unlimited amendment powers in the budget proposals. It can change fund 

levels, eliminate or add programmes, add or eliminate taxes or other sources of receipts. 27 

The Nigeria Constitution as currently operated, is fashioned after that of the United State of 

America (U.S.A). Thus, it is generally taken for granted that the workings of our democracy 

and governance should be similar to the Americans. Below is a look at how the US. 

Government‘s budget is drawn up and approved.28 

                                                                                                                                                                                                          
24 Ibid 
25 Nuhu Sanni Ibrahim v INEC 1999 8 NWLR (part 614) 334-352 
26 Wojuola op cit 
27 Mohammed A. Mainoma Can the Legislature alter the provision of the budget as presented by the Executive? The Guardian 20 June  
2017 p 42 
28The budget of the US.Government Fiscal year 1999 Washington DC. US government promoting press 1998 
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The process starts with the submission of the President‘s annual budget request to Congress. 

Traditionally, this is done on the first Monday in February. The President‘s budget request 

details the administration‘s position on a full range of federal revenue and spending questions 

for the coming fiscal year, which begins October 1.  

Based on the President‘s proposal, the budget committees in the House and the Senate each 

write and vote on their own budget resolutions, which served as a framework for budget 

decisions. The resolution set spending limits but do not decide on specific spending for each 

programme. Each resolution is sent to the floor for a vote.  

The budget appropriation committees in the House and Senate divide the discretionary 

spending set forth in the budget resolutions among each of their 12 subcommittees. The 

subcommittees cover different areas of the federal government, such as spending on the 

military or on energy programs. Each subcommittee holds hearings on the programmes and 

then vote on an appropriation bill, abiding by the spending limits set out in the budget 

resolution. 

Once the subcommittee passes a bill, it goes to the full Appropriation Committee. The full 

committee reviews it and then sends it to the full House or Senate. The full House and Senate 

then debate and vote on appropriation bills from each of the 12 subcommittees. After both 

houses of Congress pass their versions of each appropriation bill, the House and Senate vote 

again, but this time on a bill that is identical in both chambers. The reconciled bill is then sent 

to the president for his approval. The president must sign each appropriations bill after it has 

passed Congress for the bill to become law. When the president has signed all 12 

appropriation bills, the budget process is complete.  

In an international survey prepared by the National Democratic Institute, examples of 

jurisdictions are given on the role of the Legislature in budget making e.g.  

In Malawi, the Constitution effectively prohibits the Legislature from considering any bill or 

amendment for the imposition of any charge upon the CRF or any alteration of such charge 

unless the recommendation comes from the Government; this effectively prohibits 

amendment of the Ministers budget.29 

                                                                 
29 Ibid 
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Ghana- their constitution prohibits the imposition of charge on the consolidated Fund of 

Ghana or the alteration of any such charge otherwise than by reduction. 30 

South Africa- their 1996 constitution empowers the Legislature to offer amendments to the 

executive‘s budget but the Legislature must provide the procedure to exercise this power 

under a framework Law.31 

It must be noted that the defunct 1979 constitution and the current 1999 constitution of 

Federal Republic of Nigeria were in line with the principle of Separation of Powers amongst 

the Legislature, Executive and the Judicial Arms of Government. The Legislature makes law; 

the Executive administers and enforce the laws while the judiciary interprets the laws. In 

practice, there is cooperation and inter-dependence amongst them. Also through the checks 

and balances one arm of the government can exercise some level of powers over the other 

arms while being careful in doing that, not to undermine or usurp their functions. But the 

Legislature should not be made to seem like a rubber stamp of the executive in the budgeting 

process by accepting the proposal hook, line and sinker. Budget is a plan for saving, 

borrowing and spending. It is a mere guess work of income and expenditure. The actual 

income or revenue may fall short of what is expected while expenditure may outstrip the 

expected revenue.32 

From Section 81 of the Constitution, it is clear that the President will after researc h on 

estimate of the revenue and expenditure for the year in question; present same to the National 

Assembly. The National Assembly is the custodian of the Nations‘ purse; one of its main 

basic and fundamental powers exercised is the power to make laws in relation to taxation of 

income, profits and capital gains.33 The question is ―does the National Assembly have the 

power to sanitise, query, apportion, vary subtract from, add to multiply, tinker with any way 

the plans and estimates presented to ensure conformity with the laws, especially the 

constitution?‖ 

It must be noted that without the approval of the National Assembly the Executive cannot 

withdraw from the consolidated revenue fund. 34 That Section provides ―No money shall be 

withdrawn from the Treasury but in consequence of the Appropriation made by law.‖ This 

                                                                 
30 Ibid 
31 Ibid 
32 Ibid 
33 See item 59 of the Exclusive Legislative List, 2nd Schedule PT 1 to the Constitution 1999 as amended 
34 Section 80 (2)(3) and (4) of the constitution. Article 1 Section 9 of the US Constitution is similar to Section 80 of our constitution 
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means all moneys are paid into the USA Treasury which is like our CRF. Also no withdrawal 

can be made from the USA Treasury except through appropriation.  

Legislature while exercising its powers of oversight should realise that the powers are not 

absolute but subject to limitations. It cannot for instance, usurp the general investigating 

functions of the Executive nor can it take over or exercise the powers of the judiciary, 

otherwise it would be going ultra-vires its powers. This was the decision of the Supreme 

Court in the case of: TONY MOMOH VS SENATE OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY35. 

In that case the court held that with regard to the investigative powers of the Legislature, 

anything outside the purpose defined in Section 88 of the Constitution is not valid. In the case 

of GLOBAL EXCELLENCE COMMUNICATIONS LTD & ORS VS DUKE36, the case of 

ATTORNEY- GENERAL BENDEL VS ATTORNEY- GENERAL FEDERATION & 

22ORS37 was relied on where OBASEKI J.S.C started the principles guiding the court in 

interpreting or constructing the provisions of our constitution and they include:  

Where the language of the constitution is clear and unambiguous it must be given its plain 

evidence meaning; a constitutional power cannot be used by way of condition to attain 

unconstitutional result.  

Under a constitution conferring specific powers, a particular power must be granted or it 

cannot be exercise. 

The constitution is an organic scheme of government to be dealt with as an entirety; a 

particular provision cannot be severed from the rest of the constitution. A constitutional 

provision should not be construed so as to defeat its evident purpose; the principle upon 

which the constitution was established rather than the direct operation or literal meaning of 

the words used, measure the purpose and scope of its provisions.  

In the case of ATTORNEY- GENERAL ABIA STATE VS ATTORNEY- GENERAL OF 

THE FEDERATION38 (of blessed memory) while determining the powers of the National 

Assembly to establish the State Joint Local Government Account Allocation Committee, 

mentioned three types of oversight functions; namely: 

 The power of the Legislature to conduct investigations,  

                                                                 
35 (1982) VOL. 3 Nigeria constitutional law report 1 page 105; (1981)9 S.C (REPRINT) 1 AT 78 -79 
36 (2007) Law Pavillion Electronic Law Report – LPELR – 1323 (SC) 
37 1981 10SC 1 at 198 
38 (2006) LPELR-613 (SC) per NIKI TOBI 
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 Control and surveillance over the financial affairs of the executive, and  

 Control and supervision of the general business of the Government.  

It was also held in that case that oversight functions can only be exercised within the law 

making powers of the National Assembly; the functions are not at large and must be 

exercised within the provision of the constitution. 

The court also had course to explain the provision of section 162 (3)(4)&(5) which provides 

for the distribution among the Federal, State Government and the LGCs, amount standing to 

their credit “on such terms and in such manner as may be prescribed by the National 

Assembly”. The Supreme Court held that the phrase gives the National Assembly very wide 

powers but that in exercising those powers, the National Assembly must not infringe on the 

constitutional powers of the State and so the establishment of the Joint Committee was held 

to be ultra-vires. Similar phrase is used in Section 80(4) of the constitution which prohibits 

any withdrawal of money from the CRF or any public fund of the federation except “in the 

manner prescribed by the National Assembly”.  

So how does the National Assembly check and balance the exercise of the power of the 

executive with regard to the budget process where the budget does not comply with the law 

for instance: 

Where the budget submitted is at variance with Section 11 of the Fiscal Responsibility Act 

which requires the proposed budget to conform to the Medium Term Expenditure Framework 

already passed by the National Assembly which is usually for three years;  

Section 12 of the FRA provides that the aggregate expenditure shall not be more than the 

estimated aggregate revenue plus a deficit (not exceeding 3% of the estimated Gross 

Domestic Product). What happens when the budget proposal is at variance with the Medium 

Term Expenditure previously passed by the National Assembly? How can this be rectified 

before approving the budget? 

The focal point of Section 3 of the Fiscal Responsibility Act is that where the president 

presents a budget in contravention of Section 16 of the Constitution, which deals with polic y 

on Economic objectives, the National Assembly may be pressured (through public hearing)to 

include estimates which makes the budget comply with those objectives set out in that 

Section 16. 
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One of the consequence of separation of powers is that each arm of government will respect 

the independence of the other arms of government but where there is specific provision as to 

how something is to be done and there is obvious violation of that specific provision, the 

other arms are duty bound to ensure compliance with that provision of the law. 

What happens to the outcome of the public hearing conducted by the National Assembly?  

If the National Assembly cannot make any input into the budget estimate but to just pass or 

reject it, what is the purpose and function of the joint finance committee of the National 

Assembly created under Section 62(3) of the constitution? 

The constitution has given the National Assembly power to pass the budget into law where 

the President withholds assent; the constitution does not specifically prohibit the National 

Assembly from altering the budget, in fact it was been argued that what the President present 

to the National Assembly is an estimate and his role is to cause the estimates to be ―prepared 

and laid‖ before the National Assembly, while the National Assembly has the duty to pass the 

law after performing its function as stated in Section 59 of the constitution.  

A large number of countries follow the parliamentary system of government where the 

Legislature has the power to only approve or reject the budget, although generally almost all 

countries allow for amendment of the budget.  

Under the British Parliamentary System, the Legislature cannot alter the budget by increasing 

it but it can decrease it. The Crown has the prerogative over money supply and the 

Legislature is specifically prohibited from increasing the budget. Worthy of note however is 

that the difference is that under the parliamentary system, the parliament consists of all the 

Ministers unlike a Presidential system where the Ministers are not part of the National 

Assembly.39 

According to Anwar Shah 2007 in his book titled ―Budgeting and Budgetary Institutions‖ at 

page 273, he classified 3 possible situations: 

Unrestricted power- this allows the Legislature to change the expenditure and revenue up or 

down without the consent of the executive. For example in the United States of America and 

                                                                 
39 Mainoma A.M. Op cit 
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also Philippines; although the ―power of the purs‖ granted the Legislature is counter balanced 

by a Presidential veto.40 

Restricted power- this power with limits on the maximum increase in the expenditure or 

decrease in revenue. In France, U.K and British Commonwealth countries, Parliaments are 

not allowed to propose amendments on increase of expenditure and they also have very 

limited power to propose any amendment. Germany allows such amendments but only with 

the consent of the Executive.41 

Balance power- this is the ability to raise a lower expenditure or revenue as long as a 

counter-balancing measure maintains the budget balance. This is known as ―paygo‖ in the US 

it channels Legislative influence to the sector allocation of resources where it is more 

appropriate.42 

According to Mainoma, it is therefore pertinent to note that the spirit of the 1999 Constitution 

is that the Legislature can alter the estimates as it is in the US. This fact is further supported 

by the fact that even where the President withhold assent, the Legislature can review and pass 

the budget. The only thing that can make the President to withhold assent might be including 

issues that were not contemplated and it is said that the budget can be passed without such 

assent. If it were a case that the National Assembly cannot adjust, such provisions may not 

have been necessary. The final right would have been on the President. While not conceding 

to Mainoma, it is instructive that the allegation of padding of the 2016 budget by the House 

of Reps could not be sustained because of lack of guideline for legislative approval of the 

Appropriation Bill in Nigeria.43 The power of the National Assembly over the Appropriation 

Bill seems to be at large but in actual fact it is not at large but limited by the Constitution and 

legislature convention inherited from Britain and America we copied. 44 

Concluding Remarks 

Having gone through the arguments for unlimited and limited legislative power of the 

National Assembly on the Appropriation Bill in Nigeria, one is unable to agree with the 

proponents of unlimited power of the National Assembly on approval of the Appropriation 

Bill. The American example referred to by Mainoma to support this view did not consider the 

                                                                 
40 Ibid 
41 Ibid 
42Ibid  
43Olufemi Abifarin and E.A Adesina. Forgery in the Senate, paddling in House of Reps EKSU LJ special edition (2017) p 80 
44 Adeshola Komolafe Nigeria’s Budget Reforms: Lessons from U.S. Congressional Budget Office Daily Sun 30 July 2017 
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fact that America has another law to supplement the Constitution on budget process. This law 

define the extent of the power of the Congress on the Appropriation Bill in America. The 

American process of budget approval cannot be on all fours with our process in Nigeria. 45 

Therefore it is suggested that this crucial matter should be referred to the Supreme Court for 

proper interpretation of the Constitution so as to allow each arm of government involved on 

budgetary process to know the scope, limit and extent of its power otherwise, this debate will 

continue unabated. Constitutional development in America was hinged on interpretation of 

their Constitution by their Supreme Court in various cases where there were confusion, 

uncertainty and ambiguity.46 

                                                                 
45 Congressional Budget Act of 1974 
46 Rollin Bennet Posey American Government New Jersey 1964 
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CHAPTER III 

LEGISLATIVE APPROVAL OF EXECUTIVE APPOINTMENTS BY THE 

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY IN NIGERIA: A VINDICTIVE OR A PATRIOTIC 

CONSTITUTIONAL DUTY? 

Abstract 

The power to approve presidential nominees for the office of ministers of the federation, 

ambassadors, and members of the Board of other executive bodies is vested in the Senate, 

while the power to approve governor‘s nominees for Commissioners and members of o ther 

State executive bodies vest in the House of Assembly of a state. The Chairmen and members 

of these bodies shall be removed for misconduct by the President on approval of the Senate, 

while the chairmen and members of the boards at the State level shall be removed by the 

Governor on approval of the House of Assembly of a State. The House of Representatives is 

deliberately excused from participating in the approval of Presidential appointment. This 

paper examines how this power is being exercised both at the Federal and State levels in 

Nigeria. Is the power exercised in a vindictive manner to deal with a political enemy or in a 

patriotic manner in order to engender good governance? The paper concludes that the power 

should be exercised in a way that peace, order and good governance shall be promoted both 

at the Federal and State levels.  

Introduction 

The National Assembly is the highest law making and representative body in Nigeria. It is the 

Constitutional Institution invested with power to make law for peace, order and good 

government in Nigeria1 including approval of Presidential appointments,2 while the House of 

Assembly of a State is the law making body for the State. 3 It also has the power to approve 

governor‘s nominees for any executive position as specified in the Constitution.4 

The National Assembly consist of the Senate and the House of Representatives. 5 The Senate 

is led by the Senate president, while the House of Representatives is led by a Speaker. 6 The 

election of the leadership of the senate is entirely the affair of the Senate and the leadership 

                                                                 
1 Section 4 (1) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as amended 
2 Sections 147 
3 Section 4(6) 
4 Section 198 
5 Section 47 
6 Section 50 (1) (a) 
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can come from any party whether the party has the majority or minority of its membership,7 

the same goes for the House of Representatives.8 

The Constitution clearly states that there shall be a President and Deputy President of Senate, 

who shall be elected by the members of that House From among themselves 9, and a Speaker 

and a Deputy Speaker of the House of Representatives, who shall be elected by the members 

of that House from among themselves10. 

The liberal and literal interpretation of this section of the Constitution is to the effect that the 

President of senate and Deputy president can come from any party whether the party wins 

majority seats in the Senate or not. But in practice, the party that has the highest number of 

members in the Senate normally gets elected to the office of the Senate President and Deputy 

Senate President, the same goes for the Speaker and Deputy Speaker of the House of 

Representatives. But in the Nigerian 8th Assembly, this convention was broken by the Senate 

when All Progressive Congress (APC) which has the highest number of Senators in the 

Senate produced the Senate president and the People Democratic Party (PDP) which has 

minority members of senators produced the Deputy Senate president.11 

This anomaly caused a lot of strange happenings in governance in Nigeria since June 2015 to 

date. It consequently led to the arraignment of the Senate President who arranged an alliance 

with PDP before the Code of Conduct Tribunal12 and Federal High Court for forgery of the 

Senate Standing Rules 2015.13 It has also generated strain relationship between the executive 

and the National Assembly leading to many discordant tunes coming from the executive and 

the legislature, i.e. the National Assembly. Nigerian sees this government as a government in 

disarray, without focus and cohesion14. Contrary to the hope and expectation of Nigerians, the 

Senate president came out victorious from all his criminal charges both before the Code of 

Conduct Tribunal and the Federal High Court, Abuja. After the victory of the Senate 

president and his deputy, the Senate that has always been behind him now receive a new 

strength and courage to challenge the excesses of the Executive or to repay the executive and  

certain individuals who participated actively in the ordeal of the Senate president and his 

Deputy, and this made the Senate to exercise its power of approval of presidential nominees 

                                                                 
7 Section 50 (1) (b) 
8 Ibid 
9 Ibid 
10 Ibid 
11 SGF opens up on Saraki, say APC’s Inability to produce Deputy Senate President an aberrat ion Nigeria Tribune 27 June 2016 p 1 
12 FRN v Saraki 2016 1-2 SC (pt v) 59 
13 FRN v Saraki 2016 1-2 sc (part v) 59 
14 Jadesola Ajande Introduction to Nigeria Constitution 1999, Lagos 2000 
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with eagle eye by approving or rejecting any one they do not like or they want to punish. 

Although Senate has the power to approve or reject any nominee of the president and once 

affirmed or approved it cannot be revoked.15 

Power of confirmation of Presidential Appointment 

The Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as amended provides that there 

shall be such offices of minsters of the Government of the federation as may be established 

by the president16. Any appointment to the office of the minister of the Government of the 

federation shall, if the nomination of any person to such office is confirmed by the senate be 

made by the president.17 Any appointment under subsection (2) of this section by the 

President shall be in conformity with provisions of section 14(3) of this Constitution.18 

Provided that in giving effect to the provisions of aforesaid, the president shall appoint at 

least one minister from each states who shall be an indigene of such state. 19 

The effect of the above provisions is that before any appointment of president, that the above 

section relates can be valid, the senate must approve after screening of that nominee. 

Nigerians have witnessed a lot of screening of ministerial and other executive nominees who 

were asked to recite the National Anthem, explain NEEDS, explain their master plan or 

agenda for their offices while some nominees were only asked to take a bow and leave 

especially if they were formerly members of the National Assembly. 20 

The approval of the nomination of Ibrahim Magu as the chairman of the Economic and 

Financial Crime Commission is the most controversial approval that any Senate in Nigeria 

have ever witnessed. The president presented Ibrahim Magu who had been acting chairman to 

the senate for approval but the senate caused a security report to be prepared by the 

Directorate of Security Service (DSS) on him. Based on this report that indicted Ibrahim 

Magu, he was rejected by the Senate.21 The rejection may be unconnected with DSS report 

but it may be connected with the role of Ibrahim Magu as acting Chairman of EFCC in the 

investigation of Senator Bukola Sraki and his wife Mrs Toyin Saraki on the case before the 

Code of Conduct Tribunal. The Senate saw the approval power as a pay-back time, thus 

                                                                 
15 Ibid 
16 Section 147 (1) of the 1999 Constitution of FRN as amended 
17 Section 147 (2) 
18 Section 147 (3) 
19 Section 147 (3) 
20 Buhari writes Senate, names new ministerial nominees https://www.dailytrust.com.ng/news/...senate...ministerial -
nominees/191206.html 
21 Can Magu continue as acting chairman of EFCC www.lawyard.ng/can-magu-continue-as-acting-chairman-of-EFCC/ accessed on 26 July 

2017 
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Magu was rejected.22 The Secretary to the Government of the federation has also been paid 

back by Senate instigating his suspension.  

The Senate refused to confirm Barrister Obono-Obla as a Commissioner in Nigeria 

Communication Commission because he is also involved in Anti-Corruption war. The Senate 

also refused to confirm Pastor Benjamin Ezekiel Yisa as a member of the commission on 

flimsy or meaningless excuses. (He is not a candidate of Bukola Saraki from Kwara.) One Mr 

Gbajabiamila who is a brother to Hon. Femi Gbajabiamila 23 was also not confirmed as 

chairman of Nigeria lottery commission because he is related to Femi Gbajabiamila (leader of 

House of Reps) who is not in Bukola Saraki camp in the National Assembly, some 

Ambassadorial nominees24 were also not confirmed by Senate with no tangible reasons. The 

Senate should set up parameter or criteria for confirmation and rejection of presidential 

nominees so that Nigerians will see transparency and patriotism in their screening of 

presidential nominees instead of the present vindictive style being used by the senate. The 

senate should know that the institution is responsible to Nigerians. The Obono obla issue was 

the most funning. The senate voice vote confirmed him but the senate president ruled against 

him because of his personal animosity against him. The issue became controversial that 

Gbenga Aruleba on AIT programme ―Focus Nigeria‖ had a session in it. 25 

The presidency, on the complaint of the Senate set up a Committee to investigate the matter 

but Magu was given a clean bill of health by the presidential committee. 26 Based on the 

report, the president represented Magu to the senate for confirmation. The senate received 

another report from the DSS indicting Magu again. The senate rejected Magu the second time 

but Magu continued to act as chairman of EFCC. The acting president and Mallam Nasir El 

Rufai, the Governor of Kaduna State had reiterated that Magu remains the chairman of EFCC 

whether or not he is confirmed by the Senate . To complicate the matter, the Acting President 

who is a professor of law and a Senior Advocate of Nigeria opined that Magu does not need 

Senate confirmation to be chairman of EFCC. He premised his argument on section 171 of 

                                                                 
22 Magu: The trial of EFCC Boss http://www.dailytrust.com/ng/news/general/magu-the-trial-of-EFCC…/17-14-13/html accessed on 26 July 

2017 
23 Presidency apologises to Senate over Gbajabiamila ▷ NAIJ.COM https://www.naij.com › ✔  Local news Stop Parading Yourself As DG 

Lottery Commission, Senate Tells ... 
sundiatapost.com/.../stop-parading-yourself-as-dg-lottery-commission-senate-tells-gba.. accessed on 4/08/2017 
24 Senate rejects two ambassadorial nominees - Premium Times Nigeria 
www.premiumtimesng.com/.../226958-breaking-senate-rejects-two-ambassadorial-no... Accessed on 4/08/2017 
25 Senate, Not Saraki, Rejected Obono-Obla's Confirmation For NCC ... 
www.thebriefng.com/.../senate-not-saraki-rejected-obono-oblas-confirmation-ncc-boa. Accessed on 4/08/2017 
26 Examining the feud before the presidency and the senate http://www.linkedlin.com/.../examinig-feud-between-nigerian-presidency-

senate-fra... Accessed on 26 July 2017 
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the constitution.27 The question the senate is asking now is why the president presented Magu 

to the senate for confirmation did when they know that his position as chairman of EFCC is 

not within the executive appointment to be approved by the senate. 28 This made the senate to 

decide not to approve any presidential appointment until Magu is dropped and another person 

appointed as chairman of EFCC. But reason prevailed later and they continued their work 

including approval of appointment of Resident Electoral Commissioners. 29 The executive and 

legislature relationship at the federal has been frosty since the beginning of the 8 th Assembly 

till date.30 Although on this issue of presidential appointment confirmation by the senate, the 

executive had promised to take the matter to the Supreme Court for adjudication. 31 

The Legislature power of Confirmation of Presidential Nominees: Matters Arising  

Ordinarily, Section 147 relates to the appointment and confirmation of nominees for the 

office of ministers of government of the federation which requires the confirmation of the 

Senate32. The section also specifies that appointment of minister must reflect the federal 

character33 and each state must have at least one minister. 34 However section 171 provides 

that power to appoint persons to hold or act in the offices to which this section applies and to 

remove persons so appointed from any such office shall vest in the president. 35 The offices 

were listed as follows: - Secretary to the Government of the federation, Head of Civil Service 

of the federation, Ambassador, High Commissioner or other principal representatives of 

Nigeria abroad, permanent secretary, secretary in any minister or Head of any extra-

ministerial department of the Government of the federation how so ever designated and any 

office on the personal staff of the president.36 Provided that any appointment to the office of 

Ambassador, High Commissioner or other principal representative of Nigeria abroad shall not 

have effect except the appointment is confirmed by the senate. 37 

Flowing from the above sections of the Constitution, that is section 147 and 171, only 

ministerial and Ambassadorial, High Commissioners and diplomats nominees are subject to 

senate confirmation by the tenor of the constitution. Therefore the offices of the Government 

                                                                 
27 Joseph Onyekwere is confirmation of Executive appointment by Senate inconsistent with section 171 of 1999 constitution? The 
Guardian 25 July 2017 p 30 
28 Ibid 
29 Ibid 
30 Ibid 
31 Ibid 
32 Section 147 (1) of the Constitution of FRN 1999 amended 
33 Section 147 (2) 
34 Section 171 (2) 
35 Section 171 (1) 
36 Section 171 
37 Section 171 
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of the federation, Head of service of the federation, permanent secretary, Head of army, 

Extra-ministerial department of the federation and personal staffs of the president do not 

require senatorial confirmation before their appointment could be valid. 38 This is clear and 

unambiguous in the constitution. And once a nominee is confirmed, the confirmation cannot 

be revoked. Any nominees whose appointment is not confirmed cannot be sworn in. 39 The 

big question in the mouth of Nigerians is whether the position of the chairman of the EFCC 

can qualify as Head of Extra-ministerial department whose appointment is at the pleasure of 

the president in accordance with section 171(6).  

To answer this question the term extra-ministerial department must be defined. Wiki answers 

define parastatal as a statutory body of corporation that is wholly owned or control by 

national or municipal government which claim of command passes through a cabinet member 

of the Executive Council of that government like a minister, Commissioner or Councillor. 

Whereas an Extra-ministerial department is a unit of government which function is 

independent of any ministerial oversight.40 

In some cases, their function may relate directly to certain aspect of the function of the 

president that he/she want to delegate to an identifiable structure answerable to him directly 

without exposure to such checks and balances like congressional or par liamentary oversight. 

It went further to say, for instance in some countries, the office of the chief of staff to the 

president and the secretary to the Government of the federation are extra-ministerial bodies 

had taken part in cabinet meetings, manage budget but are only answerable to the president, 

not congress or parliament.41 

From the above definition and illustrations, it is clear that EFCC is an Extra-ministerial 

department. This commission is an independent body directly under the supervision of the 

presidency and has its own budget and not subject to checks and balances from the National 

Assembly, although the National Assembly can invite the commission or its chairman to brief 

it on its activities. If this line of argument is correct, then the president can appoint the 

chairman of EFCC without recourse to the senate. This position is fortified by the 

Interpretation Act.42 

                                                                 
38 Section 171 
39 Jadesola O. Akande Introduction to the Constitution of Nigeria 1999 Mil Professional publishers Ltd Lagos 2000 p 279. U.S. v.  Smith US 6 
(1932). Jideonwvo v Governor of Bender State (1921) 2 NCLR 745 
40 Wiki answers https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WikiAnswers 
41 Ibid 
42 Section 11 of the Interpretation Act cap 
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Another important point worthy of note is the provision of the EFCC Act which subject the 

appointment of chairman of EFCC to senate approval or confirmation.43 The EFCC Act is an 

Act of the National Assembly validly made pursuant to its power in section 4 of the 

constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as Amended. The National assembly is 

of the opinion that since the Act is a valid law, the president is bound to obey it by presenting 

another candidate in place of Ibrahim Magu who has been rejected twice.  

However, some legal scholars have argued that since Section 171 of the constitution provides 

that head of extra-ministerial department can be appointed at the pleasure of the president, 

that section 171 will override the EFCC Act in the sense that section 171 of the Constitution 

is a Superior law or the ground norm that overrides any other law that is in conflict with it, 

especially when section 1 (1) and (3) of the Constitution is invoked. There are decisions of 

the Supreme Court to this effect where in some sections of the Electoral Act were struck 

down on the ground that they are inconsistent with the provision of the constitution.44 

The acting chairman of EFCC even when not confirmed by the senate can continue to act and 

exercise the full powers of the chairman of EFCC in so far as he president wants him in that 

office, he could be removed, suspended and discipline in any other manner by the provision 

of the Interpretation Act45. 

As pleasurable as this argument may appear, it has an inherent danger of nullifying any 

section of Act of the National Assembly that requires Senatorial confirmation of chairman or 

chief executives. Acts of parliament that set up ICPC, NACA etc. may be rendered void as 

far as senatorial approval or confirmation of Chief executive is concerned. Can this be the 

intendment of the law qua law makers? No 

According to Joseph Onyekwere  the supremacy battle between the Executive and the 

National Assembly over the confirmation of certain executive appointments appears 

intractable. As it is, many are of the view that only judicial intervention would possibly 

resolve the logjam because both parties and their supporters refer to some sections of the 

constitution in their arguments.  

                                                                 
43 Section 2 (3) of EFCC Act cap E1 Laws of the Federation 2004 
44 INEC v. Musa 
45 Section 11 of the Interpretation Act  
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The mostly referred sections are 1(1) and (3) of the 1999 Constitution (as amended) and 

section 171 (1) (2) of the same constitution, in addition to section 2(3) of the Economic and 

Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC) established Act 2004.  

Section 1(1) (3) talks about the supremacy of the constitution, it says: ―if any other law is 

inconsistent with the provisions of this constitution, this constitution shall prevail, and that 

other law shall be extent of the inconsistency be void.‖ 

Section 171(1) (2) says the power to appoint persons to hold or act in the offices to which this 

section applies and to remove persons so appointed from any such office shall vest in the 

president. It went further to provide in subsection 2, the offices to which this applies.  

For purpose of clarity, the EFCC is not mentioned in subsection 2 referred above.  

Interestingly, section 2(3) of the EFCC Act provides that: ―The chairman and members of the 

commission other than ex-officio members shall be appointed by the President and the 

appointment shall be subject to the confirmation of the Senate.‖ 

Consequently, proponents of the non-confirmation theory are asking if it would be better for 

the executive to simply ask the Supreme Court to declare section 2(3) of the EFCC act as 

inconsistent with the constitution, therefore null, void and ultra vires.  

Dissecting the arguments about the possibility of getting pronouncement on the issue,46 

former director general of the Nigeria Institute of Advanced Legal Studies (NIALS), Prof. 

Epiphany Azinge (SAN) said the Supremacy of  the constitution as enshrined in section 1 (1) 

of the constitution is not debatable.  

―What we must be careful not to misconstrue, is the provision of Sect ion 1 (3) of the 1999 

Constitution, which states that any law inconsistent with the provisions of the Constitution is 

null and void. Note that the emphasis is on the word ‗inconsistent‘ and not ‗further 

elucidation on what is in existence.‘ 

―Before addressing the import of section 171, with regards to section 2 (3) of the EFCC Act, 

permit me to highlight other Constitutional provisions on the need for confirmation by senate 

of appointment by the President.‖ 
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―Section 147 is clear on appointment of a Minister. So also is section 231 on appointment of 

Chief Justice of Nigeria and Justices of the Supreme Court, section 238 on appointment of 

Justices of the Court of Appeal.‖ 

However, section 153 and 154 give a greater insight as regards appointments that required  

confirmation of the Senate before assumption in office. They include, Code of Conduct, 

Council of State, Federal Character Commission; Federal Civil Service Commission; Federal 

Judicial Service Commission; Independent National Electoral Commission; National Defence 

Council, National Economic Council, Police Service Commission; Revenue Mobilisation 

Allocation and Fiscal Commission,‖ he stated.47 

Azinge explained that section 154 (2), specifically provides that in exercising his powers to 

appoint a person as Chairman or member of the Council of State, the National Defence 

Council, or the National Security Council, the president shall not be required to obtain the 

confirmation of the Senate. 

As regards Section 154 (3), he said the President can appoint a person as Chairman or 

member of the Independent National Electoral Commission; the National Judicial Service 

Council, the Federal Judicial Service Commission or the National Population Commission in 

consultation with the Council of State.  

His words: ―In relation to section 171 of the Constitution, it is instructive to note that the 

provision is specifically tied to the offices expressly mentioned and cannot by any stretch of 

imaginations be extended to offices not mentioned. The provision of section 171(1) (e) which 

states: ―Any offices of the personal staff of the president‖ is equally restrictive as personal 

staff in this aid refers to aides of the President (including domestic staff) e.g. Chief of Staff, 

Principal Secretary, Media Advisers etc. The legal maxim of express mention of one thing is 

to the exclusion of others must be evoked here. So offices not mentioned are therefore 

excluded in this context. 

―In addressing section 2(3) of the EFCC Act, a historical voyage of discovery is imperative. 

Firstly, is that the Constitution came into force in 1999, whilst the EFCC Act, was 

promulgated in 2004. Since the Constitution predates the Act, there is no way the 

Constitution would be amended to specifically accommodate the office of the chairman of the 

EFCC.‖ 
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He noted also that many other organizations that were not created or mentioned by the 

Constitution are caught up in that statutory elucidation, adding a good example is the NDDC 

Chairman and its board members.  

It is therefore, my considered position that the section 2 (3) of the EFCC Act, is not in any 

way inconsistent with section 1 (1) (3) of the Constitution. Its coming into force in 2004 

cannot be seen as an antithetical to the constitution. It further reinforces the extent of the 

founders of the Constitution to allow the people have a say (through the Senate) in the 

appointment of members of strategic Federal Executive Agencies.  

―Lastly, section 171, is not an omnibus provision which can be extrapolated at convenience. 

It only refers to specific offices and to that extent, does not lie at the whims and caprices of 

the President to invoke for any other office not specifically mentioned in section 171,‖ he 

declared.48 

Chief Ferdinand Orbih said all the relevant sections of the Constitution should not be read in 

isolation. ―Constitution must be read together as a whole. There is no conflict at all between 

the EFCC act and the Constitution. If you hold the view that if an Act of the National 

Assembly provides for confirmation of appointment, then it is in conflict with the 

constitution, the question then is: which section of the Constitution is it in conflict with?  

―The fact that a law provides for confirmation of the Senate for an officer‘s appointment 

where there is no such provision doesn‘t make such a law unconst itutional. That argument 

will certainly not fly. It will only be valid if every statutory provision that is not in the 

Constitution is automatically in conflict with it and therefore null and void,‖ he insisted.  

Orbih argued that the line of reasoning will be untenable because the constitution, which is 

the grundnorm cannot provide for every type of situation. ―If it were to do so, it would have 

been too voluminous and unwieldy. Therefore, I do not see Section 2 (3) of the EFCC Act as 

being in conflict with the constitution. I rather see the section and similar sections in other 

Acts of the National Assembly requiring confirmation of appointment where the constitution 

does not provide for it, as being in complete alignment or complementary to the provisions of 

the Constitution, ―he maintained49 in his own intervention, a lawyer, Solomon Ukhuegbe 

pointed out that the suit, if filed would be within the original jurisdiction of the Supreme 

Court. 
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His words: ―The suit will be within the original jurisdiction of the Supreme Court by virtue of 

section 232(2) of the Constitution and section 1 of the Supreme Court (Additional Original 

Jurisdiction) Act 2002. There is a live issue which (involves any question, whether of law or 

fact, on which the existence or extent of a legal right depends) to be decided by the Court 

since the Senate has exercised its purported statutory power to reject Mr. Ibrahim Magu, 

which power the president claims is contrary to section 171 and therefore void.  

According to him, the Supreme Court will have the opportunity to settle a constitutional 

matter of the highest significance- the Separation of Powers under our presidential 

constitution. 

He noted that this has become necessary because the National Assembly has clearly 

demonstrated the practice of including a requirement of confirmation of chief executive and 

board members of almost every statutory agency established by its Act and not only the 

EFCC Act. 

Ukhuegbe however, said he would not like to speculate as to the correct interpretation of 

section 171 of the 1999 constitution.50 

However, Bankole Kayode said the provisions of section 1 (1) and (3) of the constitution is 

unambiguous because the constitution is the Supreme Law of the land. However, he stated 

that whether the provisions of section 2(3) of the EFCC Act is inconsistent with that of 

section 171(1)(2) will depend on the definition given by the court  concerning the EFCC as 

an Extra-Ministerial body. 

―If the court defines it as an Extra-Ministerial body (as is my take) then, the appointment of 

any EFCC official does not require any input from the Senate,‖ he pointed out, arguing that 

the Federal High Court and not the Supreme Court as is being widely believed. 51 

Confirming of Governor‟s nominees by the House of Assembly  

Nigeria being a federation has provision in her Constitution on appointment and confirmation 

of nominees for office of Commissioner of state. The Constitution contains similar provision 

on this when it provides that there shall be such offices of commissioner of the Government 

of a state as may be established by the Governor of the State 52 and any appointment to the 
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office of Commissioner of the Government of a state shall, if the nomination of any person to 

such office is confirmed by the House of Assembly of the state, be made by the Governor of 

that State and in making any such appointment the Governor shall conform with the 

provisions section 14 (4) of this Constitution53 it is clear from the provision of the 

constitution appointment of Commissioners by the Governor of a state can only be valid after 

confirmation by the House of Assembly of a state.  

It has been stated that the court can examine whether the power conferred on the Governor to 

appoint Commissioners in accordance with section 173 (a) of the 1979 constitution has been 

properly used or not. In Governor of Kaduna State v. House of Assembly of Kaduna 

State54,  where the Governor of Kaduna State Alhaji Balarabe Musa sought an order of 

mandamus from the court to compel the members of the House of Assembly to approve his 

list of nominees for Commissioners of Kaduna State. The court declined to gra nt his 

application because the House of Assembly had power to approve or reject the list or any 

person on the list of the Governor. Therefore, nomination must be confirmed by the House of 

Assembly before the appointments are made. That being so, if a commissioner is sworn in 

without his appointment being confirmed his appointment is invalid.  

This same section 173 of the 1979 constitution has also been interpreted to mean that a 

Governor has a legal duty to appoint commissioners; he does not have a choice in the matter. 

In Alhaji Lawal Kaigama v. Governor of Kaduna State 55- it was held that since the 

Governor is merely a Chief Executive and thereby implies that there are other executives.  

This same line of reasoning should be applicable to the president, that he has a legal duty to 

constitute his cabinet by appointing ministers as soon as he is inaugurated. A reasonable 

delay may be justifiable in order not to rush to select incompetent men and women as 

members of his cabinet and the power of senate to approve his nominees is also geared 

towards appointment of qualified men and women.  

Legislative approval of appointment of certain executive Bodies at State level 

The Constitution went further to classify executive appointment at the State level into two. 

The first sets are the Chairman and members of State Civil Service Commission, State 

Independent Electoral Commission and State Judicial Service commission, the appointment 
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of the set of executives are subject to the confirmation of the State House of Assembly before 

their appointment can be valid in law.56 

The Second set of executives who shall hold their offices at the pleasure of the Governor are 

secretary to the state Government, Head of the Civil Service of the State, Permanent 

Secretary or other Chief Executive in any ministry or a department of the Government of the 

state house ever designated and office on the personal staff of the Governor. It is clear from 

the wordings of the Constitution that appointment and removal of any of this category does 

not require approval or confirmation of the House of Assembly of the State.  

However, there are other executive bodies of the state level that are creation of validly 

enacted laws of the state by the state House of Assembly. The law may require that 

appointment of chairmen of such executive bodies must be approved by the House of 

Assembly of the state. Do we say that such laws are incompetent or do such laws conflict 

with the constitution? 

Otherwise appointment of chairmen of such boards such as State Environmental Pro tection 

Agency, State Action Committee against AIDS etc. may meet head approval of the House, 

even if the law say it should be approved by the House. To take that position may be 

dangerous as it amount to diminishing the powers of the legislature and infringing on the 

Separation of Power principles.  

Concluding Remarks 

It has been made clear from this paper that the National Assembly has the legislative power 

of approval or confirmation of presidential appointments while the States Houses of 

Assembly also have similar power to approve or confirm Governors‘ nominees for some 

executive positions. 

We have also shown that this legislative power to approve or confirm presidential or 

governor‘s nominees is not general or absolute in nature but circumscribed by the 

constitution itself. 

The legislative power to confirm executive nominees can be classified into three under the 

Nigerian Constitution. The first classification is the confirmation of the ministerial nominee 

under section 143 which cannot be dispensed with. The second is the chairman of statutory 
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bodies like INEC, National Population Commission, and Federal Civil Service Commission 

etc. 

The third is the chairman of Federal Agencies created by an Act of the National Assembly 

such as EFCC, ICPC, NOSDRA, NESREA etc. 

This same principle applies to State Governors in respect of confirmation of their nominees 

by the State House of Assembly. 

The situation in section 171 is clear; those affected by section 171 are also listed 

exhaustively. It is our view that section 171 is not at large; it is also circumscribed by the 

constitution. As much as we shall not discourage the Federal Government form going to court 

for proper interpretation of section 171 vis-à-vis section 2(3) of the EFCC Act, the National 

Assembly is advised to be patriotic in its legislative assignment and should  not be vindictive 

so as to enjoy the support of Nigerians. The treatment given to Magu and SGF looked like 

pay-back or vindictive missions. Although, all Nigerians are expected to be above board at all 

times. 

The Senate is to ensure good governance and compliance with the federal character principles 

of the constitution in their approval or confirmation of executive appointments 57. Even if this 

matter is taken to the court for interpretation of section 171, how are we sure the judiciary 

will not do the bidding of the executive in view of the recent intimidation and harassment of 

the judiciary through the Department of State Security Service.58
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CHAPTER IV 

FORGERY IN THE SENATE, PADDING IN THE HOUSE OF REPS: EXAMINING 

THE INTEGRITY OF THE NIGERIAN NATIONAL ASSEMBLY IN ITS LAW 

MAKING BUSINESS 

Abstract 

The National Assembly is the highest law making body in Nigeria according to the 

constitution that vests in it power to make law for peace, order and good government. The 

same constitution went further to vest power in the same Assembly to approve Appropriation 

Bill and conduct oversight functions over executive acts. Because of the enormous powers 

vested in the National Assembly, a very high premium is placed on the quality and integrity 

of persons to be elected into the National Assembly. In spite of these qualifications specified 

for members of the National Assembly, many of them are now charged for violation of code 

of conduct, forgery and budget padding. This paper examines these issues and suggests the 

way out of the logjam. 

Introduction 

At the inception of this current administration, there were discordant tunes vibrating 

between the executive and the legislature as a result of the way and manner the leadership of 

the National Assembly emerged after the inauguration1. The All Progressive Congress won 

the presidential Election and it won the majority seats in the National Assembly. The party 

leadership zoned the various leadership positions in the National Assembly to various geo-

political zones and sent it to the National Assembly for compliance but the National 

Assembly felt it has independence and therefore should be allowed to elect its leaders. This 

made Senator Bukola Saraki who was interested in Senate presidency to form an alliance 

with the People Democratic Party Senators who are in the minority in the Senate and he 

emerged the Senate President, contrary to the wish of his party APC. A member of PDP, 

Senator Ike Ekweremadu became the Deputy Senate President. Other principal officers were 

also elected without respect for the wish of the ruling APC leadership 2 but in compliance 

with section 50(1) (a) of the constitution.  

                                                                 
1. D. Ocheme Relationship between the executive and the legislature, Saturday Telegraph 2 July 2016 p 36. 
2 Nigeria: senate, House of reps Elect new leaders allafrica.com/stories/2015/06090778.html accessed on 24-6-2016. N.A.O Ijaiya, O. 
Abifarin and O. Awoyale The Role of Code of Conduct Tribunal in fighting corruption in Nigeria: A reply to the Eminent Jurists JABU LJ vol 3 

No 1 (2016) P 37  
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In the House of Representatives, Yakubu Dogara emerged the Speaker contrary to the 

arrangement of his party APC but in accordance with section Section 50(1) (b) of the 

constitution. Although Yakubu Dogara alligned himself with his party leadership after his 

emergence as speaker and this made him to enjoy some measure of peace in his leadership of 

the House for at least one year before the issue of budget padding came up 3.  

The Senate President, since his assumption of office has been facing one trial or the 

other as a result of the way he emerged as the Senate President. His first ordeal was his trial 

before the Code of Conduct Tribunal for violation of Code of Conduct while he was 

Governor of Kwara State4 and lately, his trial before the Federal High Court Abuja for 

forgery of the Senate Standing Order 20155. 

Why these trials? 

The trial of Senator Bukola Saraki at the Code of Conduct Tribunal by the Code of 

Conduct Bureau was motivated by his insistence on the independence of National Assembly 

to elect his presiding officers without the input of the party leadership which the party and the 

government saw as an affront and a disrespect to party leadership and arrangement. The fact 

could be inferred from the proclamation of the Secretary to the Government of the Federation 

who asserted that Senator Bukola Saraki should either resign as Senate President or face his 

trial6. 

The emergence of Senator Bukola Saraki and election of other principal officers of 

the Senate had created a sharp division in the Senate into the Pro-Saraki group and the party 

leadership group. This pro-party leadership group are the Senators that wrote petition to the  

Inspector General of police that the Senate Standing Rules, 2015 was forged by the senate 

President, his deputy and Clerk of the National Assembly and the police after investigation 

brought charges against them in the Federal High Court Abuja through the office of the 

Attorney General of the Federation7. 

The charges 

The charge read as follows: 

                                                                                                                                                                                                          
F.C. Nwakwe Amendmemt of Senate Standing Rules 2015: A legislative mockery Joseph Ayo Babalola University Law Journal vol 3 No 1 
(2016) P 24.  
3 Ibid  
4 Ibid  
5 Trial of Saraki, Ekweremadu, others for alleged forgery begins today. The Guardian 21 June 2016 p 7. 
6 Resign or face your trial, Govt tells Saraki, Ike EkweremaduThe Guardian 30 June 2016 p 1. 
7 Ibid  
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(1) That you, Salisu Abubakar Maikasuwa, Benedict Efeturi, Dr Olubukola Saraki and 

Ike Ekweremadu on or about the 9th of June 2015 at the National Assembly Complex, 

Three Arms Zone, Abuja within the jurisdiction of this court conspired among 

yourselves to forge the Senate standing order 2011 (as amended) and you thereby 

committed an offence of conspiracy punishable under section 97(1) of the penal code 

law. 

(2) That you, Salisu Abubakar Maikasuwa, Benedict Efeturi, Dr Olubukola Saraki and 

Ike Ekweremadu on or about the 9th of June 2015  at the National Assembly Complex, 

Three Arms Zone, Abuja within the jurisdiction of this court with fraudulent intent 

forged the Senate standing 2011 (as amended) causing it to be believed as the genuine 

standing order 2015 and circulated same for use during the inauguration of the 8 th 

Senate of the National Assembly of the Federal Republic of Nigeria when you knew 

that the said order was not made in compliance with the procedure for amendment of 

the senate order you thereby committed an offence punishable under section 364 of 

the Penal code Law. 

They were arraigned before the Federal High court Abuja on 21st June 2016. They 

were granted bail after their pleas were taken. It is instructive to note that the first charge has 

six months imprisonment and the second has fourteen years imprisonment as punishments 8. 

The trial has been criticized by a cross section of Nigerians in addition to the National 

Assembly itself. Senate alleged that the trial amounted to executive interference in the 

internal affairs of the National Assembly9. The Deputy Senate President Ike Ekweremadu 

even petitioned the United Nations that the trial amounted to violation of Nigerian 

constitution that provides for separation of power and independence of the legislature 10. 

Separation of powers principle 

The principle of separation of powers is entrenched in the constitution11. The 

legislative power of the Federal Republic is vested in the National Assembly which consists 

of Senate and House of representatives. This legislative power is set out in the exclusive and 

concurrent legislative lists12. 

                                                                 
8Section 97 (1) and 364 of Penal Code Law.Laws of northern Nigeria 1963. 
9Senate say trial violates separation of powers. The Guardian 21 June 2016 p 7 senate alleges executive interference in planned trial of 
Saraki, EkweremaduThe Guardian 20 June 2016 p 1. 
10Ekweremadu writes U.N., US and EU over forgery trial. The Guardian 29 June 2016 p 1. 
11 J.D. OjoThe Development of the Executive under the Nigerian constitutions. Evans Ibada n 2000, O. Abifarin  Essays on constitutional and 
Administrative Law Mafolayomi press Kaduna 2000. 
12Section 4 of the 1999constitution of Nigeria as amended. 
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The executive power of the federation is vested in the president, ministers of the 

government of the federation or officers of the public service of the federation13. While the 

judicial power of the federation is vested in courts which are listed in the constitution14. 

Apart from entrenching the doctrine of separation power, the constitution also allows checks 

and balances. Even though there is separation of power, it is not a watertight separation of 

power, there is interdependence and inter governmental relationship between the three arms 

of government15. 

As enumerated in the constitution, the functions of the legislature are representation, 

law making and oversight16. How is violation of Code of Conduct by the Senate President 

before his election into senate an executive interference with the auto nomy of the National 

Assembly? And how is forgery committed by the senate president and his deputy in the 

senate and which it is senate members that wrote petition to the Inspector General of Police 

the concern of the executive? This is the problem of the senate itself and not that of any 

external body.  

The Senate President and his deputy need to put their house in order. Although in the instant 

cases of breach of Code of conduct, conspiracy and forgery, they are not compoundable. 

They must undergo full trial except the Attorney General of the Federation decides to invoke 

the power of NolleProsequi under section 174 of the constitution17. The cases are not subject 

to plea bargain either. 

Integrity of Legislators in Nigeria 

It was former President Olusegun Obasanjo that is in the habit of echoing that the 

National Assembly members are corrupt. And each time he said it, he would be vindicated by 

the action of some legislators. The case of bribery against Hon Faruk Lawan which he is 

standing trials before the Federal High court Lagos is an example. Other examples are the 

cases of forgery against Senate President and his deputy and budget padding by the House of 

Reps members. Inspite of the constitutional provision that stated qualifications of persons 

who want to be elected to the National Assembly18 our National Assembly consists of people 

                                                                 
13 Section 5 
14 Section 6 
15 H.A Hammed and K.K. Ibrahim-Eletu Contemporary Trend in the operation of the principle of separation of powers/check and balances 
in Nigeria Democratic Governance JABU LJ Vol 1 No 1 P 199. 
16 Ibid  
17 J. Ayobami A critical Examination of the Attorney General’s power of Nolleprosequi under the Nigerian Constitution JABU LJ Vol 2 No 1 P 
104. 
18Section 66 of the 1999 constitution of Nigeria (As amended) while section 107 relates to States House of Assembly. 
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of shady character. The constitutional provision envisaged a morally sound person and not a 

corrupt person. The huge salary and allowances of the legislators have not deterred them 

from corruption and padding. Therefore, legislation should be made part-time business so that 

we can reduce corruption and cost of governance. Before Lawan‘s case, there was the case of 

Speaker Patricia Etteh and Dimeji Bankole and his Deputy. Although they were later 

discharged by the court. Senator Evans Enwerem, Wabara and Chuba Okadigbo were 

removed from position of Senate President due to corruption apart from regular free for all 

fight among members in the National Assembly over non-issues and use of vulgar language 

on each other. 

The Budget Padding Saga 

Meaning of Budget 

Before we delve into the issue of budget padding, it is apt to first discuss what a 

budget is, it types, and characteristics.  

A budget can be defined as a financial statement of the total estimated revenue and 

the proposed expenditure of a government within a given period of time, usually a year. The 

budget contains two accounts namely revenue and expenditure 19. 

In Nigeria, for example, the financial year i.e. the period of the budget starts on 1st of January 

and ends on 31st December. A budget therefore consists of a package of proposals regarding 

revenue which is likely to be met on various sources and expenditure. In most countries of 

the world the President or the Governor of a state prepares the budget with the assistance of 

the ministry of finance or ministry of budget and planning. For a budget to be effective it 

must be scrutinized and approved by the legislature i.e. National Assembly for Federal 

Budget and State Houses of Assembly for states budgets20. 

Types of Budget 

There are three types of budget globally. They are:-  

                                                                 
19 C.E. Ande Essential Economics Tonad Publishers Ltd. Lagos 2012 p 208, R.B. Possey American Government, Little field, Adams & Co, 
Totowa NJ 1975 p 233. See G. Olakunle Budget Financing: Loot Recovery, not loans The Guardian4 March 2016 p 14 
20 Ibid  
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Balance Budget: A budget is balanced if the estimated government revenue is equal to the 

proposed expenditure for a given financial year. In this case nothing is left as reserve from 

the money collected as revenue by the government21. 

Budget Surplus: There is budget surplus if the proposed government expenditure is less than 

the estimated government revenue during the financial year. In other words, the government 

spends less than it intends to get during a financial year. One good thing about budget surplus 

is that it leads to an increase in government financial reserves as expenditure is less than 

revenue22. 

A surplus budget is used to reduce aggregate spending thereby reducing inflationary 

pressures in the economy and it might be used to revitalize the economy if the government 

has to borrow money from external sources23. 

Budget Deficit: A budget is deficit if the estimated government revenue is less than proposed 

expenditure for a given financial year. In other words, government spends more money than 

it is likely to get from the various sources. There is no reserve under budget deficit, rather it 

has to source for money by usage of previous reserves or borrow money to finance the deficit 

and or Central Bank may be forced to print more money. The current budget of Nigeria is a 

deficit budget and many of the outlined options above are being considered by the Federal 

Government24. 

Uses of Budget 

A budget is used as a means of raising revenue. It is also used to correct balance of payment 

deficit, to correct deflation, and as a tool for economic planning, to control inflation and it is 

also used to enhance public welfare and reduce income inequality in a state 25. 

Budget Processing in Nigeria 

Globally budget processing is in four stages namely: formulation, approval, implementation 

and control. The first two stages come before the presidential assent. The first stage which is 

formulation is the stage of preparation of the budget by the executive. This involves 

personnel of the various ministries, departments and agencies who initiates their proposals for 

onward transmission to ministry of finance and ministry of budget and planning for 

                                                                 
21 Ibid  
22 Ibid  
23 Ibid  
24 Ibid  
25Nigeria National Tax Policy. 
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assemblage and process of defence or justification of the proposal26. After a transparent 

processing of the budget proposal at this level, the proposal is forwarded to the presidency for 

presentation to the National Assembly while at the state level it is forwarded to Governor for 

presentation to the State House of Assembly27. At the budget preparation level by the 

executive, standard pricing of items in the budget is adopted normally referred to as open 

budgeting. 

The approval stage is the stage of laying the budget before the National Assembly or State 

House of Assembly for scrutiny and approval. The scrutiny is to ensure equal distribution of 

infrastructure facilities, availability of funds for these infrastructures and timeline for 

implementation of specific aspects of the budget.  

The National Assembly and Budget Approval 

In Nigeria, a budget proposal is referred to as Appropriation Bill or money bill in the 

constitution. The constitution provides as follows:-28 

(1) a. An appropriation bill or a supplementary appropriation bill including any other bill 

for the payment, issue or withdrawal from the consolidated revenue fund or any other 

public fund of the federation of any money charged there on or any alteration in the 

amount of such a payment, issue or withdrawal and 

b. A bill for the imposition of or increase in any tax, duty or fee or any reduction, 

withdrawal or cancellation thereof.  

(2) Where a bill to which this section applies is passed by one of the House of the 

National Assembly but is not passed by the other House within a period of two 

months from the commencement of a financial year, the president of the senate shall 

within fourteen days thereafter arrange for and convene a meeting of the joint finance 

committee to examine the bill with a view to resolving the difference between the two 

Houses. 

(3) Where the joint finance committee fails to resolve such differences, than the bill shall 

be presented to the National Assembly sitting at a joint meeting and if the bill is 

passed at such joint meeting, it shall be presented to the president for assent. 

(4) Where the president, within 30 days after the presentation of the bill to him, fails to 

signify his assent or where he withholds assent, then the bill shall again be presented 

                                                                 
26 U. Uwaleke closing the gaps in budget process The Guardian 31 August 2016 p 26. 
27 Ibid  
28Section 59 of the 1999 constitution of Nigeria (As amended). 
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to the National Assembly sitting at a joint meeting and if passed by two-thirds 

majority of members of both House at such joint meeting the bill shall become law 

and the assent of the president shall not be required.  

The above shows the procedure of approval of the national budget in Nigeria. The 

constitution does not go into the details of what is the extent and limit of powers of the 

National Assembly in adding to or substraction from the proposal or bill laid before it by the 

president. The Fiscal Responsibility Act 2007 enacted to address the absence of timeline only 

made reference to the preparation of Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) for the 

next three financial year29. 

Although by the use of the word consideration of the budget in this law, it means the 

National Assembly has power to interrogate, debate and analyze the budget. But, what is the 

extent or limit of this interrogation, debate or analysis? Can the National Assembly add to the 

proposal, reduce the proposal or adjust the proposal from one expenditure head to another? 

There are divergent views on this issue. Some believe that the National Assembly cannot add 

to the proposal of the executive but they can make minor adjustments while others believe 

that the National Assembly cannot even adjust the budget proposal. To worsen the matter, 

there is no legal frame work or guideline. But globally, the legislature has power to debate 

and scrutinize a budget before its approval.  

Budget Padding by the House of Representatives 

The 2016 budget is the first budget to be prepared by President Mohammed Buhari. It 

got to the National Assembly late on 31st December 2015 and it took the National Assembly 

about six months to consider and pass the budget. The National Assembly proceeded to 

Christmas and new year break immediately they received the budget proposal.  

The first unprecedented thing about the budget was the speculation by the Nigerian press that 

the Budget was missing after its presentation to the National Assembly by the President 30. 

Later, the issue of the budget being padded came up. There was passing of buck between the 

executive and the members of the National Assembly. The National Assembly denied its 

involvement in budget padding31. But after a long public debate on the issue, the bubble burst 

when Hon Abdul Mumini Jubril ex-chairman of House Appropriation Committee declared 

                                                                 
29Section 11 of Fiscal Responsibility Act 2007. 
30F.K. Alonge Dynamics of Government in Nigeria University Press Ltd Ibadan 2011 p 37, S.EEdekoThe Law of rebranding Nigeria Global 
Alliance for Rebranding Nigeria Abuja 2009 p 352. 
31 Senate clears National Assembly of Budget padding. The Guardian 26 July 2016 p 1. 
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publicly that the budget was padded by four principal officers of the House who appropriated 

#40bn to themselves out of #100bn voted for constituency projects of the House.  

Another damning issue about the padding is the allegation that these supposed 

constituency projects are located in the personal farms of the speaker of the House, and other 

principal officers32. It is crystal clear that the budget was padded but is there any offence 

called Padding in Nigerian Criminal Law? There is no crime known by that name in our 

Criminal Code, Penal Code or any other law33. The constitution or the Fiscal Responsibility 

Act should spell out the process of budget consideration by the National Assembly, so that 

we may know the legal limit of the power of the National Assembly with regard to budget 

appropriation. 

What Is Budget Padding? 

To pad means to overstate the number of something or to add to the number of 

something34. 

Padding in Nigeria means adding to some specific head of our budget. This 

phenomenon became apparent when Hon Abdul Mumini Jubril, who was the chairman 

Appropriation Committee was removed and he cried out that the reason for his removal was 

because he refused to be used by the speaker and three other principal members of the house 

to pad the budget. He then began to make many revelations about the 2016 budget. He went 

further to submit written petitions against the speaker and the other three principal officers of 

the House35 to the Inspector General of Police, Economic and Financial Crime Commission 

etc.  

These petitions are being investigated by the Inspector General of Police, Director of 

State Security Service and Economic and Financial Crime Commission36. But before these 

bodies make their findings known to the public, the House has raised a five man committee to 

try Hon Abdul Mumini Jubril for tarnishing the image of the house by his revelations. This 

trial is aimed at suspending him from the House37. He has now being suspended for 180 

legislative days inspite of the fact that the matter is before a competent court of law. This is 

                                                                 
32 House Scandal gets messier: document continue flying. The Guardian 31 July 2016 p 1 see also. Dogara House of Chaos The  Nation 14 
August 2016 p 11.   
33 G. Dunia padding is not in Nigeria Laws. The Guardian 30 August 2016 p 43. See also padding is not an offence says speaker Do gara The 
Guardian6 August 2016 p 1 
34 B.A. Garner Black’s Law Dictionary – 6th edition St Paul Minnesota west publishing co 2000. 
35Jubril insists Dogara must go. The Guardian 18 September 2016 p 1. 
36 Budget Padding: panel writes clerk, The nation 19 September 2016 p 1. 
37 Reps begin investigation into Jubril’s Budget Padding Allegation. The Guardian 24 September 2016 p 8. 
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against the standing rules of the House of Representatives that state clearly that the House 

shall not consider any matter that is pending before the court of law.  

Nigerians are waiting for the outcome of police investigations and the action of government 

on the matter. Padding may not be a crime in Nigeria but fraudulent insertion into the budget 

is a crime and conspiracy to do so is also a crime. Those items inserted into the budget by the 

House- were not costed by due process and it amounted to usurpation of the role of Fiscal 

Responsibility Commission contrary to section 3 of Fiscal Responsibility Act 2007.  

According to speaker Dogara, Jubril‘s allegation of budget padding destroyed 

National Assembly‘s integrity38 but Nigerians are asking the question whether the National 

Assembly has any integrity in the face of cases of Breach of Code of Conduct by Senate 

President, forgery of senate standing order case of Senate President and his deputy and the 

current budget padding saga of the principal officers of the House of Representatives  

Nigerians are now yawning for a rebranded National Assembly that will put good governance 

as the core of its mandate instead of seeking for immunity from criminal trial, life pension for 

principal officers and forgery of standing order or padding of the budget. Nigerians are 

looking for the days of speaker Dimeji Bankole when several billions of naira from unspent 

budget fund were recalled into the national treasury.  

Reducing Cost of Governance in Nigeria  

No fewer than 2,570 aides are engaged by the 469 members of the eighth National Assembly, 

an investigation by the News Agency of Nigeria (NAN} has revealed 39a. Out of the numbers, 

700 aides work for lawmakers in the Senate, while the remaining 1,870 are engaged by 

House of Representatives members. As provided in the National Assembly Act, each 

lawmaker, excluding principal officers is entitled to five aides – one senior legislative aide, 

two legislatives aides, a personal assistance and secretary.  

It was discovered that in the provision, President of the Senate is entitled to 45 aides, his 

deputy, 30, and 20 each for principal officers. Similarly, speaker of the House of 

Representatives has 35 assistants, Deputy Speaker, 15 and 10 each of for the six principal 

officers. The number of aides to each legislator, it was gathered, includes those in their 

Constituency offices. 

                                                                 
38 Budget Padding: jubril’s allegations destroyed NASS integrity – says Dogara. The Guardian 24 September 2016 p 47. 
39 How Nigerian lawmakers employ 2,570 Aides, cheat the system. This Day 20 th September 2016 P 39. 

    B. Ibid. 
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The monthly emolument of the aides which ranged from N150,000 to N250,000, sources 

close to the assembly said, has been reduced to between N75,000 and N180,000 by the 

current leadership of the assembly. The investigation revealed that in addition to the regular 

aides, the principal officers of both chambers have Special Assistants, Senior Special 

Assistants and Special Advisers of varying numbers.  

The category of aides, it was learnt, had a monthly salary of a minimum of N950,000; but 

was reduced to N400,000 by the current management of the assembly. All the aides are paid 

from the coffers of the assembly. 

Cheating the System 

However, it was gathered that some of the lawmakers, especially principal officers, have 

more than the statutory approved number of aides in their employ, who also draw their salary 

from the assembly‘s funds. Some lawmakers, however, pay the aides from their own 

resources. It was also revealed that many legislators draw their emolument of their aides from 

the assembly‘s funds but pay them fractions. Some of the lawmakers employed only one or 

two aides but are collecting the full salary for the five they are entitled to. This act was 

discovered to be perpetrated more by the members through their constituency offices, which 

they are mandatorily expected to have in their areas, but deliberately failed to do so. They 

submit names of non-existent staff in the constituency office to the National Assembly 

Service Commission and collect their entitlements directlyb. This also affects their integrity 

negatively. 

A Critique of Budget Processing in Nigeria 

The many controversies dogging the 2016 budget provide an opportunity for Nigeria 

to undertake a comprehensive budget reform that will close the structural and procedural gaps 

which limit transparency and accountability in the budget process. Like in other countries of 

the world, the budget process in Nigeria has four stages namely formulation, approval, 

implementation and control. The first two are ―ex-ante‖ (before the President assent) while 

the last two are ―ex-post‖ (after the president assent). A comprehensive reform in the 

budgeting system should therefore encompass the entire budget cycle. Nevertheless, studies 

have shown that although dysfunctions and distortions occur at all stages of the budget 

process, the first two stages are more susceptible to corruption and abuse and therefore  

getting it right at the ex-ante stages goes a long way in nipping in the bud the corruption 

associated with the ex-post stages. There is therefore the need to plug the loopholes in the ex-
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ante stages as much as possible if the ‗ghost of padding‘ will not haunt the nation in future 

budget exercises40. 

A major flaw in the ex-ante stages is the fact that they are largely non-inclusive and 

non-transparent. This fact is confirmed by the 2015 Transparency Open Budget Index in 

which Nigeria scored 24 out of 100 below the global average score of 45. The Open Budget 

Survey is conducted biennially by the International Budget Partnership (IBP) covering 102 

countries across different continents of the world and assesses participating countries based 

on three pillars of transparency, participation and oversight. The public needs access to 

budget information and opportunities to participate in the budget process. But as noted by the 

IBP, ―the Government of Nigeria provides the public with minimal budget information‖. On 

this score, the government can establish formal regulations that will make the Executive to 

engage with the public during the formulation stage and at the same time ensure that the 

budget proposals are comprehensive and detailed. The budget process should provide 

opportunities for professionals bodies, organized private sector, the academia, Civil Society 

Organisations, organized labour and interested members of the public to make inputs on 

which programs should be a priority for funding each year especially with the adoption of the 

zero-based budgeting system. To this end, the country may consider the Canadian model 

where (in what is referred to as a ―trial balloon‖) the government releases the budget 

proposals to the general public prior to its official presentation to parliament in an effort 

designed to gain insight on the potential public reaction to proposals in the budget. It is no 

surprise that Canada is one of the top 10 countries on the transparency Open Budget Index41. 

Another huge gap in the ex-ante stages is the Constitutional provision which provides 

a time-frame with no timeline for the presentation and approval of the budget. A budget is 

supposed to be a financial plan prepared prior to an approved period. Therefore, for a budget 

to be relevant, it should be presented before the beginning of the fiscal year. By virtue of the 

1999 Constitution, the financial year in Nigeria runs from the 1st of January to the 31st day of 

December. Sadly, timely budget presentation to the National Assembly has become an 

exception rather than the norm over the years42. 

The Constitution allows the President of the liberty to lay the Appropriation bill 

before the National Assembly at any time before the commencement of the next financial 

                                                                 
40 U. Uwaleke op cit (note 26) 
41 U. Uwaleke op cit note 26. 
42Section 318(1) of the constitution of Nigeria 1999 as amended. 
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year. The implication of this ‗blank cheque‘ is that while the President has between the 1 st 

day of January and 31st day of December of every year to lay the Appropriation Bill, the 

National Assembly has no such timeframe within which to consider the budget proposals 

presented by the President43. Even the Fiscal Responsibility Act 2007 enacted to address the 

absence of timeline only made reference to the preparation of the Medium Term Expenditure 

framework (MTEF) for the next three financial years which should be laid before the 

National Assembly for consideration ―not lather than four months before commencement of 

the next financial year‖44. 

The Legislature is supposed to interrogate the budget bill prepared by the executive 

before passage. Late submission of the budget bill makes it difficult for the National 

Assembly to undertake proper scrutiny of the budget and so the approval process is 

hamstrung by the limited time available for debate. A case in point is the 2016 Appropriation 

Bill which was laid before a joint session of the National Assembly on December 22, few 

days to the end of the year, and just about when the law makers were to proceed on Christmas 

holidays. 

As a matter of fact, since 1999, successive presidents have laid the Appropriation Bill 

before the National Assembly very late in the year, the earliest being the one presented on 

October 10 2012 which was still less than three months to the beginning of the next financial 

year. In comparison, the United States Congress spends eight months to pass a federal 

government budget. Extant literature support the fact that the timing of the submission of 

budget proposal significantly affects the quality of analyses and deliberations b y the 

legislature. As a rule of thumb, the national legislature requires a minimum of three months 

for effective consideration of the annual budget estimates.  

To help close the identified gaps in the budget process and make it more transparent 

and less vulnerable to corruption and abuse, a budget law is required similar to the US 

Congressional Budget Act of 1974 which lays out a formal framework for developing and 

enforcing ―a budget resolution‖ to guide the budget process. Such a law should stipulate 

offences and penalties and possibly lay to rest the controversy regarding whether inflating 

expenditure heads for personal gains (otherwise known as padding) is a punishable offence. It 

should equally ensure that like the General Bill, the Appropriation Bill is subjected to public 

                                                                 
43Section 81. 
44 Section 11-17 of Fiscal Responsibility Act 2007. 
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hearing. Indeed, the review of the budget bill by the National Assembly provides a major 

opportunity for public scrutiny and civic engagement45. 

By providing a platform for open discussion on the budget, the legislature can help to 

broaden public debate on budget priorities. The envisaged budget law should also provide a 

timetable with dates for the various budget stages; strengthen a nonpartisan National 

Assembly Budget Office to aid in budgetary information and planning as well as enco urage 

stronger collaboration between the various stakeholders namely government agencies, 

Ministries of Finance, Budget/National Planning, Fiscal Responsibility Commission and civil 

Society Organizations46. 

For the reform to gain traction and be enduring, both the Executive and the 

Legislature must be committed to its implementation. In this light the committee on budget 

process reform recently inaugurated by the Senate President, Bukola Saraki is a welcome 

development. Already, the Minister of Budget and National Planning, Senator Udo Udoma, is 

reported to have assured Nigerians that the 2017 Budget would be submitted to the National 

Assembly in October 2016. If the promise is kept, the National Assembly will be expected to 

scrutinize and pass the 2017 Appropriation Bill before the end of the year. This will be a 

welcome change indeed. Ironically we are now in November ending, the 2017 budget is not 

yet before the National Assembly.  

Flowing from the above, it was concluded by the immediate past Governor of Central 

Bank that the National Assembly alone consumes 25% of National Budget annually 47. The 

Ministers of the federation who are parts of the executive arm normally choose federal or 

state civil servants as their special assistants and they are limited to three special assistants 

only. They are usually seconded from ministries or departments or agencies of federal or state 

government, therefore they are chosen from within the service and this does not constitute 

additional expenses on the federal budget48. While the President and the Vice President 

reduce their salaries and allowances49, the Senate President and his members did not do so. 

The research assistants now employed for the Judges in Nigeria is also one per a judge 50. This 

also did not impact so heavily on the budget. It is only the National Assembly in Nigeria that 

                                                                 
45 See section B of Fiscal Responsibility Act 2007 which provides for public participation in preparation of MTEF but the sectio n is not 
applicable to annual budget. 
46Section13(2) (b). 
47 National Assembly  spends 25% of Budget: Sanusi Re-affirms Saint Mugaga- the will nigeria.com accessed on 27 November 2016.   
48 Premium Times 10 May 2015. 
49 Buhari, Osinbajo take 50% pay cut. Premium Times 10 July 2015. 
50www.nigeria-law.org/SupremeCourtAct....accessed on 27 November 2016. 

http://www.nigeria-law.org/SupremeCourtAct....accessed
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is so burdensome on the budget therefore, part-time legislature is ripe for Nigeria especially 

in this era of recession. 

Concluding Remarks 

We have examined the allegation of forgery in the Senate and padding of budget in 

the House of Representatives and how the integrity of the National Assembly has been 

affected by the phenomena. We also recalled the various members of House of Reps and 

Senate who have been removed from office either as Speaker of the House or Senate 

President due to one corruption allegation or another since 1999 to date. We also noted that 

successive government since 1999 have been presenting the budget to the National Assembly 

late. 

We therefore recommend that the political parties in Nigeria should present credible 

candidates for legislative positions in Nigeria. The parties should put in place a screening 

process that will produce the best in character, integrity and temperament. The electorate 

should also be active in making their choice as to which candidate or political party to vote 

for. The electorate should also be ready to recall any recalcitrant or derailing legislator in 

order to sanitize the Nigerian legislative bodies both at the federal and state levels. The 

budgeting process in Nigeria should be defined so as to ensure transparency and open 

budgeting. This will prevent padding of the budget by the legislators. A law like the Budget 

Act of 1974 of the U.S may be appropriate for Nigeria. Late presentation of Bud get proposal 

to the National Assembly should stop if we want the budget to impact on the economy 

positively. How are we sure the budget is not padded in the senate and by the executive? A 

holistic investigation of the budget padding saga can only reveal this. Ironically, the president 

has not shown sufficient interest in the budget padding saga. This is not good enough for his 

anti-corruption stance and change mantra. There is the need to halt padding and strengthen 

legislative oversight over budget implementation, so that budget performance level will rise 

from 35% to a more desirable and beneficial level in Nigeria.  
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CHAPTER V 

THE USE AND MISUSE OF LEGISLATIVE POWER OF IMPEACHMENT IN 

NIGERIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Legislative power of impeachment is assuming a global dimension in municipal governance.  

The Presidential constitution, which informs our presidential system of government, has 

imbibed this global concept in the constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria since 1979. It 

is in the light of this political development that this paper seeks to trace the origin of the 

concept, its reception into Nigeria and also X-ray the nature, scope and limitation of the 

legislature in Nigeria in carrying out the assignment of impeachment of the executive The paper 

will also discuss the application of legislative power of impeachment in the Local Government 

Administration. It will also be apt to discuss the use of legislative power of impeachment by the 

legislature to check the excesses of its principal officers. We shall look at the judicial attitude 

and judicial control of this legislative power of impeachment and proffer suggestions for 

checking the abuse of this power by the legislature so as to prevent oppression and arbitrariness 

borne out of malice, tribalism, nepotism and sectionalism, which may about our nascent 

democracy. 

Definition, Origin and Nature of Impeachment 

According to Black‘s Law Dictionary1, impeachment is a Criminal proceeding against a public 

office, before a quasi-political court, instituted by a written accusation called articles of 

impeachment. It is also stated that articles of impeachment is the formal written accusation of 

the causes for an impeachment answering the same purpose of an indictment in an ordinary 

Criminal proceeding. 

Osborn2defines it as ―a procedure which a minister of the crown may be tried in front of his 

peers in parliament and it was last used in the United Kingdom in 1805 when Neville 

Chamberlain was impeached‖.  

Jowith3is more elaborate on the subject. He described impeachment as a prosecution by the 

House of Commons before the House of Lords of any person either peer or commoner for 

                                                                 
1 Black’s Law Dictionary, 6th ed. 1996, P 753 
2Osborn Law Dictionary 9th edn. Sweet & Maxwel London 
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aversion, treason or other high crimes and misdemeanour or of a peer for any Crime. It was a 

complaint or accusation against a person for a great public offence especially against a minister 

of the Crown for treason. The House of Commons first found the crime as then as prosecutors 

supported their charge before the House of Lords who tried and adjudicated upon it.  

In America, it is the House of Representatives that will set the-ball rolling by initiating a written 

accusation called ―Articles1 of impeachment‖ to the Senate against the president or vice-

president or any other public officer including federal judges. The trial of the officer will be 

carried out by the senate and a vote of two-thirds majority of senate is required to impeach the 

officer concerned4. It is, however, remarkable that no president has ever been impeached in 

America. The two attempted impeachments failed for lack of the required two-thirds majority of 

Senate5. The same apply to Nigeria because democracy is a new political phenomenon which 

we hope the political actors shall allow to nurture to maturity. Impeachment is no longer used in 

Britain as their convention now is that a vote of no confidence will be passed on the Prime 

Minister who will then resign his position6. Following this convention, about a score of Prime 

Ministers have resigned on their own volition.7 However, mention must be made of the few 

impeachment recorded in Britain. The first impeachment recorded in England was in 1376 when 

two lords were impeached. In 1449, the Duke of Suffolk was impeached for treason while in 

1621 Francis Bacon, the Lord Chancellor was impeached for bribery.  

NATURE OF IMPEACHMENT 

Impeachment is a conviction but the penalty is removal of such officer indicted from office. The 

ousted officer may subsequently be proceeded against in an ordinary criminal proceeding.8 In 

America about twelve, officers of the national government have been impeached and only four 

of them have been convicted9. The legislative power of impeachment is judicial in nature, in that 

the legislature is given wide powers to change an officer with accusations, investigate the 

allegations, hear and convict the officer10. The legislature here is exercising a tripod or tripartite 

power of accusing, trying and convicting the indicted officer, thus it is a judicial power. It has 

also been described as political and internal affairs of the legislature which the court should not 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                
3 Jowith’s Dictionary of English Law 2nd edn, Year, Page 
4 Possey R. B. American Government, Littlefield, Adams & Co. Totowa New Jersey 1974 p. 83 
5Conviction of President Andrew Johnson failed by the narrowest margin possible one vote in 1868. That of President Bill Clint on also failed in 
1998 
6 Richards S.G. Introduction to British Government, Macmillan Press Ltd London 1978 P. 12 
7 Sir Alec Douglas Home, Edwin Heath, Alec Wilson, Lloyd George, Margaret Thatcher and John Major to mention but a few 
8 Possey R.B. America Government Supra 
9Op. cit. 
10 Alhaji Abdulkadir Balarabe Musa vs. Auta Hamzat & Others 1982 3NCLR (vol.3) 229 at 242-245 
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interfere with11. A very important point of interest to a constitutionalist is whether or not it will 

constitute double jeopardy for an impeached officer to be tried again under the ordinary criminal 

proceeding? If impeachment indeed is a punishment, a subsequent criminal trial will amount to 

double jeopardy, therefore it will violate the principle of fair hearing and the universal principle 

of natural justice which forbids art-accused person being tried twice for the same offence. 12 

The inclusion of legislative power of impeachment of the chief executive in the constitution 

could be justified on the ground that since the executive has been insulated from criminal and 

civil proceeding for anything done or omitted to be done by him while in office, there is a need 

for a mechanism to ensure accountability, transparency and probity which could only be 

achieved through impeachment or removal. If democracy is all about responsibility of 

government to the people, the chief executive must be censored in a way.  

LEGISLATIVE POWER OF IMPEACHMENT IN AMERICA 

It is important to discuss legislative power of impeachment in America in this paper because 

America operates presidential democracy like Nigeria. The Congress of America which consists 

of Senate and the House of Representatives exercises legislative power including oversight 

function and this power includes power of impeachment. 13 The constitution of America 

specifically used the word impeachment instead of the word removal used in the Nigerian 

constitution. Although the constitution did not spell out the procedure of impeachment, as it is 

done in Nigeria but the Congress in America has evolved a standing procedure. 14 Impeachment 

process in America is similar to the British system. It is the House of Representatives that will 

set the ball rolling by initiating a written accusation often referred to as articles of impeachment 

to the Senate against the president or vice-president or any other officer including the federal 

judges. The Nigerian law of impeachment restricts the legislature to impeaching president, vice-

president, Governor and his Deputy and judicial officers only. Other public officers in Nigeria 

are governed by other disciplinary laws and procedure. 

The trial of the officer shall be carried out by the Senate and a vote of two-thirds majority of 

Senate is required to impeach the officer concerned. 15 This same procedure goes for the states in 

America against the Governors and other officers of the state. The procedure will be initiated by 

                                                                 
11 Chief Enyi Abaribe vs. Speaker Abia House of Assembly (2001) 1 CHR 225 at 242 Senator Okwu v Senator Wayas & Others 1981 2 NCLR 522 at 
527-529 
12 Section 36(9) of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 
13 Article H section 4 of American constitution of 1789 
14 Firmage & Mangrum, Removal of the President and Procedure of Impeachment 1974 Duke Law Journal 1023 
15 Franklin 1 Romanist Infamy and American conception of Impeachment 23 Buffalo Law Review 313 
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the House of Representatives of a state and the state Senate will conduct the trial. 16 It must be 

stated clearly here that American legislature is bicameral both at the National and State level, the 

only exception being the state of Nebraska that has a unicameral legislature. 17 It is also worthy 

of note that there is no division of power in the constitution on the impeachment of the president 

and his vice-president in Nigeria between the House of Representatives and the Senate. The 

constitutional provision on impeachment contemplates that impeachment process could start in 

either House of the National Assembly but the president of Senate shall preside and direct the 

impeachment process to logical conclusion. The state legislature is unicameral in Nigeria.18 

THE SCOPE OF LEGISLATIVE POWER OF IMPEACHMENT/ REMOVAL IN 

NIGERIA 

As a result of the entrenchment of the doctrine of separation of powers, checks and balances in 

the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria it follows that legislative power of 

impeachment/removal is a necessary corollary. Under the presidential system of Government, 

the executive has far reaching power that if it cannot be curbed or censored in anyway, 

autocracy may result. Thus Brandeis J of the United States of America Supreme Court said, ―the 

doctrine of separation of powers was adopted by the convention of a 1787, not to promote 

efficiency but to prosecute arbitrary power. The purpose was not to avoid frictions, but by means 

of the inevitable friction incident to the distribution of governmental power among those 

departments to save the people from autocracy‖. 19 

IMPEACHMENT OF JUDICIAL OFFICERS 

The legislative power of impeachment/removal in Nigeria is not only applicable or restricted to 

removal/ impeachment of chief executives but it includes power of removal or impeachment of 

certain judicial officers and principal officers of the legislature. The constitution provides that a 

judicial officer shall not be removed from his appointment before his age of retirement except in 

the following Circumstances:— 

(a) In the case of: 

(i.) Chief Justice, President of Court of Appeal, Chief Judge of the High Court of Federal 

Capital Territory Abuja Grand Khadi of Sharia Court of Appeal of the Federal Capital 

                                                                 
16 Possey R. B. America Government Op. Cit 
17 Ibid 
18 Section 4(6) of the 1999 constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria 
19 Myers v U.S. 272 us 52 (1926) 
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Territory Abuja, and the President Customary Court of Appeal of the Federal Capital 

Territory, Abuja by the President acting on an address supported by two-thirds majority 

of the Senate.20 

(ii.) Chief Judge of a State, Grand Khadi of a Sharia Court of Appeal or President of 

Customary Court of Appeal of a State by the Governor acting on an address supported 

by two-thirds majority of the House of Assembly of the State praying that he be so 

removed for his inability to discharge the function of his office or appointment (whether 

arising from infirmity of the mind or of body) or for misconduct or contravention of the 

code of conduct.21 

This power is similar to that of the Senate of the United States, which also has constitutional 

power to remove certain judicial officers. However, the difference is that in the constitution of 

the United States Article 2 Section 4 is encompassing in the Sense that it applies to president, 

vice president and all civil officers of the United States and it is under this provision that twelve 

federal judges have been tried, seven were convicted, four acquitted and one resigned before his 

trial was completed.22 The Nigerian constitution adopted the style of making separate provision 

for the removal of the executive and another for certain judicial officers.  

Another point worthy of note is that the constitution in section 292 under consideration did not 

use the word ―gross misconduct‖ but ―misconduct‖ and ―contravention of code of conduct‖. It 

has been suggested that the word gross misconduct is wide enough to accommodate 

contravention of code of conduct.22a This section-292 is in pari materia with section 256(1) of 

1979 constitution under which a judge of High Court of Cross Rivers State was removed on the 

ground of a letter written to a lady who was spreading allegation of sexual harassment against 

the judge. The court of Appeal in that case held that ―misconduct by a judicial officer to lead to 

his dismissal is not limited only to acts concerning his office; rather, act of judicial officer in his 

private life which are such as to erode public confidence in him as judicial officer may amount 

to misconduct justifying his removal‖23. 

However, it is doubtful whether such a restrictive interpretation of misconduct shall apply to 

chief executive or principal officers of the legislature but the fact remains that occupiers of 

                                                                 
20 Section 292(1)(a)(i) of the 1999 constitution 
21 Section 292(1)(a)(ii) 
22 Sylvester O. Imhanose & Nwosu K.N. Power of Impeachment / Removal of principal officers of the legislature, some matters arising in the 
law and practice of the legislature in Nigeria-Nwosu K.N. ed. 2003, p. 173 
22a Ibid 
23AG of Cross Rivers State & Anor v Hon. Justice O. A. Essein 1991 6 NWLR part 197 p. 365. Abia State Chief Judge was Removed under the 
present dispensation while an attempt to impeach the Chief Judge of Kwara State failed before the State House of Assembly, Ek iti and Oyo 
Chief Judges were equally removed by their respective State houses of Assembly 
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judicial office in Nigeria should live a pious and respectable life. Another notable fact is that 

most principal officers of legislature rarely contest their removal, in courts.  

IMPEACHMENT PROCEDURE AND PROCESS UNDER THE 1999 CONSTITUTION  

Section 143 of the 1999 constitution provides for the procedure to be followed before the 

President or the Vice-President can be removed from office. This procedure must be carefully 

followed when the National Assembly intends to invoke its power of impeachment. It states 

thus:- 

Section 143 

(1.) the President or Vice-President may be removed from office in accordance with the 

provisions of this section 

(2.) Whenever a notice of any allegation in writing signed by not less than one-third of the 

members of the National Assembly 

(a.) is presented to the president of the senate 

(b.) stating that the holder of the office of president or vice-president is guilty of gross 

misconduct in the performance of the functions of his office, detail particulars of 

which shall be specified, the president of the senate shall within seven (7) days of the 

receipt of the notice cause a copy thereof to be served on the holder of the office and 

on each member of the National Assembly and shall also cause any statement made 

in reply to be served on each member of the National Assembly.  

(3.) Within fourteen days of the presentation of the notice to the president of the senate 

(whether or not any statement was made by the holder of the office in reply to the 

allegation contained in the notice) fisher House of the National Assembly shall resolve 

by motion any debate whether or not the allegation shall be investigated.  

(4.) A motion of National Assembly that the allegation be investigated shall not be declared 

as having been passed, unless it is supported by the votes of not less than two-thirds 

majority of all the members of each House of the National Assembly. 

(5.) Within seven days of the passing of the motion under the foregoing provisions the chief 

Justice of Nigeria shall at the request of the president of the senate appoint a panel of 

seven persons who in his opinion are of unquestionable integrity, not being members of 

any public office, legislative House or political party, to investigate the allegation as 

provided in this section. 
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(6.) The holder of the office whose conduct is being investigated under this section shall have 

the right to defend himself in person and be represented before the panel by legal 

practitioners of his own choice.  

(7.) A panel appointed under this section shall 

(a.) have such powers and exercise its functions in accordance with such procedure as 

may be prescribed by the National Assembly and 

(b.) Within three months of its appointment report its findings to each House of the 

National Assembly.  

(8.) Where the panel reports to each House of the National Assembly that the allegation has 

not been proved, no further proceedings shall be taken in respect of the matter. 

(9.) Where the report of the panel is that the allegation against the holder of the office has 

been proved, then within fourteen days of the report, each House of the National 

Assembly shall consider the report office as from the date of the adoption of the report.  

(10.) No proceeding or determination of the panel or of the National Assembly or any matter 

relating thereto shall be entertained or questioned in any court.  

(11.) In this section, ―gross misconduct‖ means a grave violation or breach of the provisions 

of this constitution or a misconduct of such matter as amount in the opinion of the 

National Assembly to gross misconduct.  

Both the Senate and the House have attempted to initiate impeachment proceedings against 

President Olusegun Obasanjo on delay of budget implementation or non- implementation of 

budget24 or recently on implementation of different budget other than the one approved by the 

National Assembly, Currently, there were different calls for impeachment of the vice-president 

for what they call disloyalty to the President by the vice-president25. Suffice to say that; no 

elected president or vice-president of Nigeria has been impeached either under the 1999 

constitution or the 1979 constitution.  

However, the same cannot be said of removal or impeachment of Governor or deputy Governors 

in Nigeria. On removal or impeachment of Governors or Deputy Governors section 188 is the 

relevant section. It is worded like section 143 stated above with minor modification like the 

substitution of Governor and Deputy Governor for president and vice-president and House of 

                                                                 
24 Benson Omoleye impeachment of the Executive and stability of the polity under the 1999 Babaca Abegunde impeachment procedures  in 
Nigeria: An appraisal opp cit International Law, Human Rights and Development in Essays in Honour  of Professor Akindele Oyebode Ed by Akin 
Ibidapo-obe and T.F Yerima Petoa Co. Ng Ltd Ado Ekiti 2004 Benson Omoleye impeachment of the Executive and stability of the polity un der 
the 1999 Constitution Babalola Abegunde impeachment procedures in Nigeria An appraisal op cit Yakubu J.A. constitutional law in Nigeria -Dely 
Books Ibadan 2003 
25 The Shame in Obasanjo/Atiku War Daily Independent of 25 th April 2006 Pg. 4 
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Assembly for National Assembly, Speaker for Senate president and chief judge for chief justice 

of Nigeria. 

IMPEACHMENT OF GOVERNORS IN NIGERIA 

The first occasion to invoke the power of impeachment on a Governor in Nigeria arose in 1980 

in Kaduna State. The issue generated serious public debate because it was the very first time 

under the presidential Constitution of Nigeria that the legislature sought to exercise its power of 

impeachment. Eventually, Alhaji Abdulkadir Balarabe Musa went to High Court of Kaduna 

State26 praying the court to issue a prerogative writ of prohibition against the seven man panel 

appointed by the Speaker of Kaduna state House of Assembly in accordance with section 170(5) 

of the 1979 constitution to prohibit them from exercising their functions of the office. V.J.O. 

Chigbue J. held that the exercise of removing a Governor from office under section 170 of the 

constitution is purely a legislative constitutional affair quite outside the jurisdiction of the court 

by virtue of section 170(10) of the constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1979.  

In another application before another Kaduna state high court27 by the same applicant seeking to 

prohibit the Speaker Kaduna state House of Assembly, House of Assembly and its members 

from proceeding with the consideration of the notice of allegation of gross misconduct against 

him. The respondents objected to the jurisdiction of the court to hear the application relying on 

S. 170(10) of the constitution which says: - No proceedings or determination of the committee 

of the House of Assembly or any matter relating thereto shall be entertained or questioned in any 

court. Umar Abdullahi J. held that section 170 (10) of the constitution is a specific provision that 

has clearly ousted the jurisdiction of the courts on the subject matter of the application.  

Still not satisfied with the ruling of the court, the applicant sought the leave of the court for an 

order of judicial review by way of certiorari, declarations and injunctions on the impeachment 

proceeding against him as Governor of Kaduna state. 28 

Umar Abdullahi J. held that the Court has no jurisdiction to entertain the application as to 

entertain the application as it relates to the process of removal of a state Governor and Section 

170(10) of the constitution has ousted the jurisdiction of the court.  

On his appeal to the court Appeal29 , Adenekan Ademola JCA in dismissing the appeal said 

“finally at time like this let us remember the words of that great intellectual from the famous 

                                                                 
26 Alhaji Abdulkadir Balarabe Musa v. Auta Hamzat & 6 others, 1982 3NCLR 439 
27 Alhaji ABdulkadir Balarabe Musa v Speaker Kaduna state House of Assembly 1982 3 NCLR 450 
28 Alhaji ABdulkadir Balarabe Musa v. Kaduna state House of Assembly & 4 Others 1982 2 NCLR 463 
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Harvard Law School who once sat as a member of the Supreme Court of America in a case 

which aroused much political emotion like this has done. Felix Fraufurter said in Baker Vs. 

Carr 1962 369 U.S 186thus: 

The courts authority possessed neither of the purse nor the sword ultimately rest on sustained 

public confidence in its moral sanction. Such feeling must be nourished by the courts complete 

detachment infact and in appearance from political settlement..... 

In this situation, as in other of like nature appeal for relief does not belong here. Appeal must be 

to an informed, critically militant electorate. In a democratic society like ours, relief must come 

through an aroused popular conscience that sears the conscience of the people‟s 

representatives. In any event there is nothing judicially more unseemly nor more self -defeating 

than for this court to make interrorem pronouncements, to indulge in merely rhetoric‟s sounding 

a word of promise to the ear, sure to be disappointing to the hope” 

The court concluded that it must be realized that in a matter relating to proceedings on 

impeachment, the House of Assembly 18 exercising a Jud1c1al function and in so far it concerns 

the issue of impeachment it is also a political matter. Section 188 of 1999 constitution is on all 

fours with section 170 of the 1979 constitution. This same section has been invoked by various 

Houses of Assembly between I999 and 2005 the first case in recent time was the removal of 

Abia state Deputy Governor.30 The appellant in that case has applied to the high court of Abia 

state for leave to apply for enforcement of his rights under the fundamental Rights (Enforcement 

Procedure) Rules to seek the following relief: A declaration that the proceeding of the Abia state 

House of Assembly on Tuesday 8th day of February 2000 purporting to vote on whether or not to 

investigate the allegations made against applicant (to impeach him from the office of Deputy 

Governor of Abia state) are illegal, unconstitutional, null and void being a flagrant breach of the 

applicants rights of fair hearing as guaranteed by section 36 of the 1999 constitution and Article 

7 of the African Chapter on Human and People‘s Rights (Ratification and Enforcement) Act cap 

10 laws of the federation of Nigeria. 

An order of court setting aside the said proceeding 

An order of injunction restraining the respondents from taking further steps in the 

process of impeaching the applicant during the pendency of this proceedings.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                
29 Alhaji ABdulkadir Balarabe Musa v Auta Hamzat (1983) 3 NCLR p. 229 at 247 
30Chief Enyi Abaribe v. The Speaker Abia state House of Assembly and Anor 2003 1 CHR 225 
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The grounds in. which the relief were sought are inter alia, ―section 36 of the 1999 constitution 

and Article 7 of the African Charter of Human and Peoples Rights (Ratification and 

Enforcement) Act cap 10 laws of the federation of Nigeria guarantees the applicant a 

fundamental Right to fair hearing as a citizen of both Nigeria and Africa.  

At the trial of the application, the trial judge suo motto raised the question whether in view of 

the provisions of section 188 (10) of the constitution, he had jurisdiction to entertain the matter 

the applicant was seeking to raise, should leave be granted to him? 

After hearing argument by counsel, the trial judge ruled that he lacked jurisdiction to entertain 

the relief sought holding that the issue raised involved the impeachment of the applicant which 

the court did not have jurisdiction to interfere with under section 188( 10) of the 1999 

constitution. 

On appeal, it was argued that the case was brought under a special procedure and considering 

the effect of African Charter on Human and Peoples Rights, the court‘s jurisdiction to entertain 

the complaint could not be said to have been ousted as the respondents had not complied with 

the impeachment procedure detailed in the constitution.  

 ―It was held that the relief sought in a fundamental rights application are the 

paradigm for determining whether a court is seized of jurisdiction in any particular 

case. In this case, there was no power in the court to investigate whether fair hearing 

rights were violated because the proceedings were for impeachment in relation to 

which courts cannot interfere.” 

“The court quoting Professor Lawrence Tribe at p. 215 of American constitutional 

law said, “Although the impeachment process has been used periodically since 1789, 

there has been no political attempt to define its limits. This is attributable in part to 

the constitutional language ostensibly consigning the issue of impeachment to the 

legislative branch of Government and thus arguably barring judicial review of 

impeachment under the political question doctrine“. The primary object of the 

remedy is to implore the public service by removal of the officer and not to punish 

the officer or to safeguard his interest. The legislature in impeachment proceedings 

exercises judicial and not the legislative power conferred on it by the constitution”. 

The particularity required in an indictment need not be observed but the notice of the proceeding 

must be reasonable and opportunity must be afforded for hearing. The legislative power of 
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impeachment is not an arbitrary power but the author ity ordinarily is final and the judgement of 

the Senate sitting as a court of impeachment cannot be called in question in any tribunal 

whatsoever except for lack of jurisdiction or excess of constitutional power. The court went on 

to say that, 

“all governmental power derives from the constitution in a civilian 

regime. There cannot be any legitimate complain if the constitution 

withdraws a particular power from one organ of government in favour of 

another in the same way that one can complain about the way the 

military brazenly emasculated, especially the judiciary just to pave the 

way for themselves to do as they pleased with the lives and property of 

the people. This point can be better appreciated if it is realized that a 

constitution is at least in theory, the product of the planned and collective 

agreement of the people to govern themselves. When therefore they agree 

at the outset that a particular matter shall be within the competence of 

one organ and not of the other one, cannot properly liken such situation 

to the situation created by ouster clauses in the military decrees. The 

people elect officers to elective offices. The people can withdraw their 

mandate. They can do this either by recall procedure or by impeachment. 

The latter procedure has been consigned exclusively to the legislature by 

the constitution. I do not therefore see section 188(10) as an ouster 

clause. I see it as doing no more than underscoring the recognized fact 

that the impeachment process is a political matter that is best left where 

it belongs i.e. with the legislature.”  

From the totality of the cases discussed so far in this paper it thus appear that there cannot hear 

successful application for enforcement of fundamental rights, mandamus, prohibition, certiorari, 

injunction, stay of proceeding and judicial review of impeachment proceeding in Nigeria. This 

made the impeachment power of parliament/legislature in Nigeria to be absolute and arbitrary in 

nature.31 

THE NEW DAWN FROM THE COURT 

                                                                 
31 Ndaguibe Max, Impeachment and Ouster of Judicial review in Nigeria. The Calabar law Journal vol 1 No. 1 p. 1 -16 1986. Susu B.A. 
Impeachment Provisions of the 1999 Constitution and Indirect Judicial review by the Nigeria counts. Nigeria current law review P. 48-112 1984 
Amusa K.O. Impeachment Proceeding Under The 1999 Constitution of Nigeria, a shield or sword, 2003 2 UNAD I. j. p. 194 
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The first impeachment case to get to the Supreme Court was the case of Imakoju V. Adeleke32 

which relates to the unlawful impeachment of senator Rasidi Adewolu Ladoja, the the Executive 

Governor of Oyo State who was impeached by 18 members of the House of Assembly who 

could not constitute 2/3 of members of the House and who also sat at D‘ Rovans Hotel instead 

of the Chamber of the House. The Supreme Court in this case declared that forte ouster clause in 

section 188(10) to be invoked against the court, it must be shown that the House has complied 

with Section 188 (1)-(9) since the House did not comply with Subsections 1-9, of 188 then the 

Court has jurisdiction to inquire into the impeachment of the appellant. This case was followed 

by Dapianlong V. Dariye33, Peter obi V. Speaker Anambra House of Assembly 34 and Peter 

Ayodele Fayose V. House of Assembly of Ekiti State35 thus putting paid to the earlier position 

of the court that impeachment is a judicial function of the legislature that cannot be reviewed 

and revisited by the court. This new position of the court is fairer and better than the earlier 

position that turned the legislature to an Octopus or arbitrary State apparatus whose action on 

impeachment of the executive is absolute and cannot be subjected to judicial scrutiny.  

APPLICABILITY OF IMPEACHMENT POWER OF LEGISLATURE AT THE LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT LEVEL 

The 1999 constitution guarantees the existence of a democratically elected local government 

council under a law which provides for their establishment, structure, composition, finance and 

functions36. Section 7(1) of the 1999 constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria confers 

power on the state government to make laws on local government administration in Nigeria and 

it is in the exercise of this power that each state of the federation has made local government 

laws. In addition to this new guidelines, on local government was introduced in 1992 to local 

government administration.37 The guidelines introduced a clear separation of power at local 

level wherein there is the executive arm led by the chairman and legislative arm led by the 

leader or speaker. Local government was thus recognized as a third tier of government to 

practice the federal executive presidential system of government and its logics at the local 

government level. This inevitably, introduced the principle of separation of powers, checks and 

balances into local government administration. The provision of various local government laws 

                                                                 
32 Inakoju & Others V Adeleke & Others (2007) LPELR 151DSC 39 
33 Dapianlong & Others V Dariye & Others (2007) LPELR 928 SC P 57 
34 Peter Obi V Anambra House of assembly 2006 FWLR (part 330) p 1041 
35 Ekiti State House Of Assembly & Others v. Dr Peter Ayodele Fayose (2009) LPELR 4089 (CA) P 40 
36 Section 7(1) of the 1999 Constitution 
37 Section 5 of Handbook on Local Government Administration published in 1992 by the office of the Vice President edited by O.O.  Oyelakun 
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make elaborate provisions impeachment/removal of chairmen and recall of councillors similar to 

what is contained in the constitution.38 

For the purpose of this discussion, we shall use the local government law of Kwara state No. 6 

of 1999. This law was validly made by the Kwara state House of Assembly and was made for 

the effective administration of local government in Kwara state. 

This law in section 26 contains similar provisions in section 143 and 188 of the constitution on 

impeachment of local government chairman. This section is a replica of section 188 of the 1999 

constitution mutatis mutandis by substituting chairman and vice chairman for governor and 

deputy governor and speaker of the House of Assembly for leader of the local government 

legislative council. 

Section 26(10) of the law provides that no proceedings or determination of the panel or 

legislative council or any matter relating thereto shall be determined or questioned in any court 

of law. The validity otherwise of this section 26(10) was tested in some cases in Kwara state 

between 2001 and 2003.39 In Chief Rex Kola Olawoye Vs. Engr. Raphael Jimoh & others 40, the 

plaintiff was suspended by a resolution of the legislative council of Ifelodun local government of 

Kwara state. The defendant claimed to have exercised its power under section 26 of the local 

government law no. 6 of Kwara state 1999. The section has s imilar provisions like sections 143 

and 188 of the 1999 constitution. The plaintiff challenged his suspension in court in that section 

26 makes provision for procedure of impeachment and not suspension and that section 26 of the 

local government law of Kwara state is inconsistent with section 1(1), 1(3), 4(8) and 272 of the 

1999 constitution and therefore void to the extent of its inconsistency. The court held that since 

S26 of the local government law of Kwara state is inconsistent with the constitution in that it 

purported to oust the jurisdiction of the court it is void and therefore the suspension is illegal.  

On appeal to the court of Appeal41 the court held that ―the combined effect of sections 1(3), 4(5), 

4(8) and 272 of the 1999 constitution makes a state law that conflicts with these provisions of 

the constitution unconstitutional. It is clear that the 1999 constitution created an exception to the 

                                                                 
38 Yaduhu A. H. The Presidential System, Impeachment and recall procedures of the 1989 constitution as they affect Local Government 
administration in Nigeria. Being a paper Presented at the National Seminar on law Local Government Administration in third re public held at 
RSUST porthar court 13th-15 may 1991 
39Chief Rex Kola Olawoye v. Engineer Raphael Jimoh & 17 others. Suit No. KWS/OM/3/2002 reported judgement delivered on 8 th day of August 
2002 by Akoja M.A.J. Dr. Bamidele v Julius Ore decided by Justice Adebara of High court of Justice Ilorin on 17/07/01 in Suit No. 
KWS/OM/10/2001 
40Unreported suit no. KWS/OM/11/2001 judgement of Akoja M.A.J delivered on 18 th September 2001 
41 Unreported Judgement of the Court of Appeal Ilorin Division in Chief Rex Kola Olawoye v. Raphael Jimoh & 2 others suit No. CA/IL/89/2001 
36(a) 1993 3 NWLR (pt 281) 324 
36(b) Taylor v National Assistance Board 1957 ALL ER 183 
36(c) Reps call for Review of Law on Impeachment Vanguard of 19 th January 2006 P 14 
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generally accepted principle of constitutional law that no law shall be passed to oust the 

jurisdiction of the court of law or tribunal established by law. These exceptions are in respect of 

the proceedings etc. for the removal or impeachment of the president of the Federal Republic of 

Nigeria and a Governor of a state of the federation.  

It is also not in doubt that by a constitutional arrangement, the Federal Republic of Nigeria 

operates a three tier system of government viz; federal, state and loca l government, whereas 

sections 143(10) and 188(10) of the 999 constitution have taken care of impeachment/removal 

proceedings of the President and Governor there is no similar constitutional provision regarding 

the office of the chairman of a local government who is its chief executive as the President and 

Governor are in the federal and state governments.  

The court went further to say that ―it is trite law that the constitution is the supreme law and any 

law that is in conflict with its provisions is void to the extent of its inconsistency. I am not 

unmindful of the submission of learned counsel for the appellants that the said section 26(10) is 

not in conflict with the 1999 constitution but compliments same but that arguments does not 

carry any weight because the words of sections 4(8) and 272(1) of the 1999 constitution are very 

clear and there is no lacuna in the constitution which the said section 26(10) of that law is meant 

to fill granted that the House of Assembly has the vires to fill same.  

Even if the House of Assembly has the power to make law filling any Lacuna in the constitution, 

it is my considered view that that power does not extend to making an unconstitutional provision 

which Section 26(10) has turned out to be. It is therefore my view that even though the power of 

removal/ impeachment of a local government chairman has in it the incidental power to suspend 

him from office, the local government council cannot take full benefit of section 26(10) of law 

no. 6 of 1999 unless it can satisfy the court that the procedures in subsections 1-9 of section 26 

have been complied with and secondly section 26(10) of the said law is unconstitutional.  

From the above analysis, the legislative power of impeachment of the chief executive is 

applicable to local government in Nigeria but section 26(10) which gives unfettered power to the 

legislature on removal/ impeachment procedure does not apply to local government legislative 

council simply because a state House of Assembly cannot enact or make any law that will oust 

the jurisdiction validly conferred on the high courts by the constitution, the constitution being 

the ground norm. It is also established in the case that the power to remove or impeach also 

implies the power to suspend a Local Government Council Chairman. 
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The case also laid down the principle that a state high court has jurisdiction to grant an in 

injunction to restrain the local government legislative council to stop the proceeding on 

impeachment. This is in contrast to the position of the court of Appeal in Balarabe and 

Abaribe‘s cases. However since both decisions are decisions of the court of appeal of Nigeria 

but of different divisions, none can override the other, it only means that the law is recondite on 

the point. 

MISUSE OF IMPEACHMENT POWER IN NIGERIA 

The other phase of impeachment worthy of mention is that of some Deputy Governors in 

Nigeria. It appears that impeachment has now become a tool in the hands of some Governors 

who have disagreement with their deputies. Since the Governor in most cases has pocketed the 

state House of Assembly, they are ready tools in the hand of the Governor to deal with his 

deputy. 

The case of Enyi Abaribe Vs. Speaker Abia State House of Assembly is an example. That of 

Chief Iyiola Omisore - Deputy Governor of Osun state between 1999-2003 is another one42, 

only recently Chief Chris Ekpeyong, Deputy Governor of Akwa Ibom state was also impeached 

by the a state House of Assembly inspite of the NEC of PDP‘s directive against the 

impeachment.43 Chief Chima Nwafor at Deputy Governor appointed after impeachment of Enyi 

Abaribe has also been impeached by Abia House of Assembly. He was earlier pardoned by the 

House of Assembly after he was found guilty by the investigation panel set up by the House. A 

year later, the House revisited the issue and declared the Deputy Governor impeached. The 

Deputy-Governor chief Chima Nwafor went to court to challenge the action of the legislature 

seeking an order of injunction to restrain the House from re opening an impeachment process 

that was dead by reason of his earlier pardon by the House. A major issue before the court in 

that case was whether the House of Assembly of Abia state has power to pardon an executive 

officer i.e. (Deputy Governor) who was found guilty of gross misconduct and whethe r having 

been so pardoned, can the House re-open the case? or must it start a new process of 

impeachment altogether? 

Chief Chima Nwafor was able to secure an injunction to restrain the swearing in of a new 

Deputy-Governor but this order was vacated a week later as the court decided that the House of 

Assembly of Abia had no power to pardon the Deputy Governor and therefore his earlier 

                                                                 
42 Yakubu J.A. Constitutional Law in Nigeria Supra 
43 Ibid 
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impeachment stands as it is a constitutional matter which cannot be waived by Abia state House 

of Assembly. He filed an appeal against this decision but he died shortly after filing the appeal.44 

The Deputy Governor of Ekiti state was equally impeached by the state House of Assembly at 

the instance of the Governor. A new Deputy-Governor has since been appointed45.  A very 

disturbing aspect is the way and manner the federal Government has used Economic and 

Financial Crime Commission (EFCC) and the House of Assembly of Bayelsa state to impeach 

the Governor of Bayelsa for alleged money laundering in London and his subsequent jumping of 

bail in a London metropolitan court. The Speaker of the House who had earlier indicated that the 

House was not interested in impeaching the Governor was later intimidated and hounded into 

impeaching the Governor by the EFCC.46 

This impeachment has been criticized by eminent Nigerians as being despotic and illegal as the 

Governor‘s objection to membership of the investigation panel members was not investigated 

nor considered.47 The same attempt had been made on Governor Joshua Dariye of plateau state 

for committing similar offences of money laundering and jumping bail in a London Court. 48 But 

the House of Assembly of plateau state entered a verdict of not guilty on the Governor inspite of 

the harassment and intimidation of the Speaker and the members of the House of Assembly by 

men of EFCC.49 The pertinent question is should EFCC be allowed to intimidate, harrash and 

hound the legislature in order to impeach a Governor of a state or chairman of a Local 

government? Is EFCC not turning itself into instrument or agent of terror? And is there a 

constitutional or statutory backing for EFCC in all these atrocities? In its resolve to find answers 

to these questions, Imo state House of Assembly had filed an action before the high court on the 

propriety of EFCC to arrest chairmen or induce the councillors to commence an impeachment 

proceeding against the chairmen of council in Imo state. 50 Perhaps, the most celebrated and most 

controversial of all impeachment so far recorded in Nigeria is that of Governor Rasheed Ladoja 

of Oyo state who was impeached by 18 members of Oyo state House of Assembly.  

                                                                 
44 EFCC Arrests Plateau Deputy Speaker, Speaker on the run Daily Independence of 8 th December 2005 P 1 Plateau Assembly to Probe Dariye 
New Nigeria of 14th December 2005 P1 Dariye Plateau Deputy Speaker Leads House Probe Committee. Vanguard of 16 th December 2005 P11 
45 Allegation Against Dariye EFCC is baseless- Speaker Nigerian Tribune of 12th June 2006 P 39. Plateau Assembly Clears Dariye of Alleged fraud 

The Comet of 12th June 2006 P1 Money Laundering Assembly Dumps EFCC Petitions Against Dariye Saturday Punch of 10 th June 2006 P 10 
46 House Drags EFCC to Court- Source Magazine of 19th June 2006 P6 Group Task EFCC on Imo Council Chairman Daily Independent of 16th June 
2006 PA8. 
47 Nwafor Stops Swearing in of new Deputy Governor, Vanguard of 20 th February 2006 Pii (40) Impeachment I was not treated fairly – Abiodun 
Aluko-Daily Independence of September 2005 P XII See also Ekiti appoints new Deputy Gove rnor Daily Independent of 6 th October 2006 P 3 
4819 Oyo MPS Move to Impeach Ladoja New Nigeria of 14 th of December 2005 P1 Ladoja Impeachment throws Oyo Education in disarray. New 
Nigeria of 14th December 2005 P30 
49 Ladoja: N.B.A. Seeks Obasanjo’s Support, Akande Kokori and Agbakoba Fault Removal. The Punch of 17 th 2006 P9. Duroojaiye Ikuforififault 
Ladoja is Demoral The Punch of 17 th January 2006 P11 Oyo Crisis: Body of Senior Advocates wroteb14 and CJN. The Punch of 17 th, Ladoja: 
Labour begins strike in Oyo The Punch of 17th January 2006 P1 
50 19 Oyo MPS Move to Impeach Ladoja New Nigerian of 15 th of December 2005 p 1 Ladoja Impeachment Throws 
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The Governor fell out with his god father chief Lamidi Adedibu who in turn got the support of 

18 members out of 32 members House of Assembly to start impeachment proceeding against the 

Governor51. Governor Rasheed Ladoja went to court to challenge the propriety of the proceeding 

because 18 members of the House of Assembly do not constitute a 2/3 majority of the House of 

Assembly and therefore the proceeding was a nullity. The court granted an injunction against the 

chief judge of Oyo state that he should not set up or swear in the investigation panel on the 

ground that the House of Assembly was not properly constituted according to law but the chief 

judge went ahead to swear in the panel which later submitted a report that was adopted by the 18 

members of the House and Governor Rasheed Ladoja was consequently impeached. This case 

has led to series of criticisms and court actions on whether 18 is 2/3 of 32. 52 The 18 members of 

House of Assembly contended that they have suspended 4 members of the House indefinitely 

therefore the members of the House in law remains 28 and that 18 is well over and above 2/3 of 

28. A very critical point to note in the whole episode is that there was no evidence of gross 

misconduct against the Governor but there was over whelming evidence that he was no the 

longer in good term with his god father chief Lamidi Ariyibi Adedibu. The effect of this 

impeachment is the triumph of godfatherism in Nigerian politics against the will of the people 

and this leads to the question, does sovereignty reside in the people of Oyo state? Governor 

Rasheed Lokoja is still challenging the property of the impeachment court. The Supreme Court 

in a recent Judgement had declared that the Governor has a right to challenge his impeachment.  

Impeachment is meant to be a valve to check abuse of power by the executive, in court, 53 it is 

also to promote probity, transparency and accountability and not to remove any Governor for 

having a disagreement with a political bigwig, heavy weight or god father. Such disagreements 

or Misunderstanding should be normally resolved by the party but our experience in this forth 

republic if not our Governors do not submit party supremacy.  

REMOVAL/IMPEACHMENT OF PRINCIPAL OFFICERS OF THE LEGISLATURE 

The legislative power of removal/impeachment by the legislature in Nigeria includes the power 

to purge itself of any incompetent, fraudulent or high handed officer.  

                                                                 
51 19 Oyo MPS Move to Impeach Ladoja New Nigeria of 15 th of December 2005 p1 Ladoja Impeachment Throws 
52 Ladoja N.B.A. Seeks Obasanjo Supports, Akande Kokori and Agbakoba Fault Removal, The Punch of 17 th January 2006.P9.  Durojaiye and 
Kuforiji fault Ladoja Removal The Punch of 17 th January 2006 P11 Oyo Crisis: Body Senior Advocates Wrote IGP and CSN. The Punch of 17 th 
January 2006 P1. Of 17th January 2006 P1 
53 Impeachment panel fummus Ladoja –He won’t appear says SSa- Vanguard of 6th January 2006 P1 4b Lokoja can contest Sack- Supreme Court 
reported at page 8 of Vanguard of 8 th July 2006 see also Lokoja wins at Supreme Court Nigerian Tribune of 7 th July 2006 P1 The Impeachment 
of this Judgment is that Impeachment process can be Judicially reviewed. 
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Section 50(2)(c) provides:- The President or deputy president of Senate or the Speaker or deputy 

speaker of the House of representatives shall vacate office, if he is removed from office by a 

resolution of the Senate or of the House of Representatives as the case may be by the votes of 

not less than two third majority of members of that House. Under this section, the Senate of 

National Assembly has removed Senator lyorcha Ayu in the third Republic and replaced him 

with Ameh Ebute while under the current dispensation Senators Evan Enmerem, Chuba 

Okadigbo and Adolphus Wabara had been impeached or  removed for offences ranging from 

incompetence to embezzlement.54 

None of these people were tried under our criminal laws in Nigeria after their Impeachment 

except Adolphus Wabara 'who is facing a criminal charge of obtaining 50 million Naira bribe 

from Federal Ministry of Education. And DSP Alamiasiegha of Bayelsa State who is currently 

being tried by EFCC before a federal High Court in Abuja.  

It is noteworthy that section 50 does not provide for any offences to be committed by the 

principal officers before they could be removed. Their removal is at the pleasure of the members 

of the legislature. This section is unsatisfactorily in so far as it does not specify the offences or 

act or omission which will warrant removal or impeachment of principal officers of the National 

Assembly. Section 292(2) makes similar provisions for the removal of principal officers of State 

Houses of Assembly. In similar vein the State Houses of Assembly have equally abused the 

privilege by removal and counter removal of their principal officers at the slightest 

opportunity55. 

CONCLUSION 

As stated earlier the provisions of the constitution in sections 143 and 188 on removal/ 

impeachment of president/ vice president, Governor and deputy Governor are elaborate and fair 

enough if the provisions will be followed to the letter by the legislature while discharging their 

duty under the law. However, the constitution itself creates some lacuna in the section as S. 

143(11) and 188(11) while defining gross misconduct they have two meanings which is capable 

of disjunctive interpretation and application in any given case. Section 143(11) and 188(11) 

defines gross misconduct as; ―a grave violation or breach of the provisions of this constitution, 

or a misconduct of such a nature as amounts in the Opinion of the House of Assembly to gross 

                                                                 
54 Yakubu J.A. Constitutional Law in Nigeria Supra Impeached Edo Speaker asked to refound 3 am Vanguard of 28 th April 2006 P8. 
Impeachment: Anambra lawmakers in rowsy session Dady sun of 30 th March 2006 P6. Reps threatens to Remove Masari on third Term. The 
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55 I was not treated fairly-Abiodun Aluko – Daily Independent of 28th September 2005 PxII Ekiti Appoints New Deputy governor. Daily 
Independent of 6th October 2005 P.3 
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misconduct‖. The first leg of the definition of gross misconduct is in order, clear and objective 

while the second leg seems to give the National Assembly or House of Assembly the discretion 

and latitude to determine what constitutes an act of gross misconduct which is a very dangerous 

trend in the constitution. 

Section 143(10) and 188(10) which bars the court from entertaining any action in respect of 

impeachment proceeding is also undesirable because it is an infringement of Section 6(6) (a) & 

(b) in the constitution which vests judicial power in the courts and tribunals established by law. 

Judicial attitude in Nigeria on section 188(10) has been that the court usually decline jurisdiction 

once the action is on impeachment. Most courts will refuse to grant an injunction to restrain the 

legislature while the legislature usually ignore any injunction granted by the court restraining 

them from proceeding further on an impeachment motion or notice. This is a dangerous trend in 

a democratic state where the rule of law should be the order of the day. What happens if any of 

the steps set down in section 188(1) - (9) has been breached or jumped? The court in Balarabe 

Musa‘s case and Enyi Abaribe‘s cases refused to assume jurisdiction grant any relief to the 

applicants‘ inspite of the irregularities pointed out by the applicants in the proceeding of the 

respective states Houses of Assembly.  

It is submitted with respect that the court ought to have gone further to inquire into whether or 

not it has jurisdiction. The court of Appeal have ruled that the court has jurisdiction to determine 

whether it has jurisdiction or not in any situation where its jurisdiction has been challenged. 

When it said ―It is therefore my view that the court has the jurisdiction to inquire into whether 

the steps or procedure provided for in subsections 1-9 of section 26 has been complied with 

before subsection 10 of the said section 26 can operate to oust the jurisdiction of the court 

particularly where the issue concerned is that of suspension and not removal/ impeachment. I 

have gone through the two legal authorities cited in the above submissions and have not found 

them in support of the proposition that since the provisions of section 26(10) is clear and 

unambiguous, a court of law will have no competence to look into any of the acts set out in 

subsections 1-9 of the said section 26 of the law as canvassed by learned counsel. 56 This 

decision is preferred to the position of the court in Abaribe and Balarabe Musa‘s cases.  

                                                                 
56 No Plan to Impeach Alamicysegha (Bayelsa Assembly) National Interest & EFCC Arrests Bayelsa Speaker-Daily Independent of 6th October 
2005 P1. EFCC Behind Impeachment bid, Alamieyeshigha Alleges Vanguard of 25 th November 205 P1 Obasanjo lauds Assembly for Impeaching 
Alam National Interest of 12th December. Alama Impeached, Arrested Nigerian Tribune of 10th December 2005 P1. However a new dimension is 
added to impeachment in Nigeria as EFCC has caused Ekiti House of Assembly to serve Impeachment Notice of Both Governor Ayo Fayose and 
his deputy. A every interesting legal argument that will follow. Is who to step into the shoes of the Chief Executive Since the Constitution silent 
on it. See Saturday Tribune 30-9-2006 PP1 & 10. 
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The new reasoning and trend in impeachment process in Nigeria as evidenced in the decisions in 

Dapialong v Dariye, Inakoju v Adeleke, Dr, Peter Ayodele Fayose v Ekiti House of Assembly 

and Peter Obi v Anambra State House of Assembly is fair and correct. It is a complete departure 

from the earlier stand of the Court which declined to inquire into impeachment matters.  

CHAPTER VI 

THE NIGERIAN SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SUPERIORITY 

CRISIS: A NEEDLESS LEGISLATIVE BICKERING 

Abstract 

The Nigerian Constitution since 1979 has established two chambers National Assembly for the 

Federation. This bicameral legislature had operated without rancour under the 1979 

Constitution. But under the 1999 Constitution as amended there has been some notable 

pronouncements from some House of Representative members insinuating that there is a 

superiority complex between the two chambers of the National Assembly. This paper seeks to 

critically examine the Constitutional provision setting up the National Assembly and the 

operation of the National Assembly with a view to seeing anything to suggest the equality of 

status of the chambers or superiority of a chamber over the other. The paper concludes that 

superiority contest between the two chambers is a mere distraction from their duties therefore it 

should be nipped in the bud. 

Keywords: National Assembly, Superiority Crisis, equal status, lower and upper chamber.  

Introduction 

The Nigeria National Assembly which consists of Senate and the House of Representatives has 

been performing the Legislative, representation and oversight functions harmoniously since the 

adoption of the American Presidential System of government in 1979 1. Until the suspension and 

dissolution of the National Assembly on December 31st 1983, both the Senate and the House of 

Representatives operated harmoniously without any rancour or major crisis between the two 

chambers especially on superiority.2 However, since the beginning of the new dispensation 

which started on the May 29th 1999, the two chambers have continued to play a cat and rat 

game, with the House of Representatives insisting that there is no upper or lower chamber in 

Nigeria National Assembly but that both the Senate and House of Representative have equal 

                                                                 
1 Jadesola O. Akande introduction to Nigeria Constitution1999 
2senate is superior to the House. NBF www.nigerianbestforum.com>... accessed on 8/8/17 

http://www.nigerianbestforum.com/
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Status. The House contends that the Senate is not the upper chamber and the House of 

Representative is not the lower chamber because the Constitution that sets up the National 

Assembly created two equal chambers that is supposed to operate interdependently and 

harmoniously by making law for peace, order and good governance of Nigeria. 3 

The crisis and disagreement between the two chambers became noticeable when a joint 

committee of the National Assembly was set up to review the Constitution a nd the Deputy 

Senate President was appointed by the Senate president to lead the Committee, the House of the 

Representative members of the Committee refused to attend the Committee meetings because 

they were opposed to the Deputy Senate President leading the committee but rather they wanted 

one of their own to lead the committee because they are all equal. Kenya has similar problem. 4 

This crisis reared its ugly head in the 7th Assembly and in this 8th Assembly. Apart from the 

complaint of the members of the Constitution Review Joint Committee other members of the 

House of Representatives at different fora have made comments that there is no upper or lower 

chamber in the Nigerian National Assembly but a National Assembly of two Chambers of equal 

status.5 This paper looks critically at the veracity of this statement vis-à-vis the law and practice 

of democracy in Nigeria. 

Establishment of the National Assembly 

The National Assembly is the highest law making and representative body in Nigeria. 6 It is the 

constitutional institution vested with power to make law for peace, order and good government 

in Nigeria. 

According to the provision of the constitution, there shall be a National Assembly for the 

Federation, which shall consist of a Senate, and a House of Represe ntatives.7 This provision 

shows that the National Assembly shall be a bicameral legislature. A bicameral legislature is a 

Representative Assembly that has two chambers usually referred to as the lower and upper 

Houses as in Britain.8 

                                                                 
3 senate is superior to the House by Chris Akiri The Guardian 2 march 2009 p1 
4 Kenya Senate has similar problem 1law.co.ke>blaw>superiority-complex… accessed on 8/9/2017 
5 Emmanuel Mejabi Senate/House of Representatives Imbroglio: A legal perspective www.vanguardngr.com>2009/11>the... Accessed on 8 
August 2017 Henry Umoru, Drama as Senators disagree over equality of senate, House of Representatives 
www.vanguardngr.com News accessed on 8 August 2017 Peter Mbah Demystifying Intra -legislature Conflicts in Nigeria 
www.mc.ser.org>article>download accessed on 8 August 2017 
6 Section 4(1) & 92 of the Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as amended 
7 Section 47 (1) of the Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as amended 
8 Felix K. Alonge Dynamics of Government in Nigeria University press Plc Ibadan 2011 

http://www.vanguardngr.com/
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The Constitution went further to describe the composition of the National Assembly by stating 

that the senate shall consist of three senators from each state and one from the Federal Capital 

Territory, Abuja.9 This provision informs the present composition of the senate which s tands at 

one hundred and nine members (109).  

The senate shall be led by a Senate President and assisted by a Deputy senate President both of 

whom shall be elected by members of that House from among themselves. 10 However, there are 

other officers of the Senate such as senate majority leader who is the leader of the members of 

the party that has the highest number of senators. There is also senate whip etc. which are 

offices created by the senate itself under its implied powers under section 60 of the constitution. 

The House of Representative shall consist of three hundred and sixty members representing 

constituencies of nearly equal population as far as possible, provided that no constituency shall 

fall within more than one state11 and no State shall have less than six members in the House of 

Representatives. 

The House of Representatives shall be led by a speaker and assisted by a Deputy Speaker both 

of whom shall be elected by the members from among themselves. 12 The House of 

Representatives also has some other offices like House leader and his deputy, House whip etc. 

these positions are not creations of the constitution but are created by the House for its internal 

organisation under its implied powers and section 60 of the constitution. 

It is noteworthy that the National Assembly in Nigeria is completely detached from the 

executive unlike in America where the Vice President who is a member of the executive is the 

Senate President who has a right to sit in the senate or preside over the senate even though a 

president of senate pro tempore is usually elected to preside over the senate in the absence of the 

Vice President.13 The Nigeria situation is also in contrast with that of Britain where the Prime 

Minister and other Ministers of government are chosen from the House of Commons, whereas 

any member of the National Assembly who is chosen as a minister by the president shall cease 

to be a member of the National Assembly as from the date of his appointment. 14 

Bicameralism; its origin and principle 

                                                                 
9 Section 48 
10 Section 50 
11 Section 49 
12 Section 12 
13Rolling B.P. American Government, Little field, Adams & Co. New Jersey 1975 pt 79 
14 Section 147 (4) 
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A representative assembly is near a universal feature of modern democracies. 15 Most legislatures 

in the world are bicameral. There is no inherent reason for this, except in Federal states where 

one House often represents the states or provinces, while the other House is elected on 

population basis.16 The legislature is known by different name in each country. In the USA it is 

known as Congress,17 in UK it is known as parliament,18 Ireland has Oirearchtas19 and Nigeria, 

it is National Assembly.20 

Merits of bicameralism 

It is necessary to consider this at this juncture because, the superiority crisis is a by-product of 

bicameralism. 

The bicameral legislature has the following merits:21 

 Acts as checks against hasty passage of bills. The second chamber acts as a scrutinizing, 

and revising legislative body for bills. It helps to check rash and hasty passage of bills. It 

has committees which scrutinize and examine bills thoroughly and amend them where 

necessary. Hence, the second chamber acts as a break by delaying hasty and ill-digested 

legislation to resolve conflicts for public interest.  

 Acts as check against radicalism and dictatorialism of the first chamber. The second 

chamber is in a position to be more objective than members of the Lower House in the 

discussion of national issues. The main concern of the second chamber is usually the 

stability in government and in the country as a whole. Indeed, there is the possibility of 

oversight on the part of one body as it may not escape the other. The maturity of the 

second chamber reflects in their handling of national issues.  

 Bicameralism is a reward for meritorious service. It enables people of matured political 

and administrative expertise to participate in public life. The services of persons like ex-

ministers, lawyers, ex-presidents, ex-governors and former ambassadors are utilized in 

the second chamber. The members are usually worthy citizens with proven contributions 

to national life. They may be reluctant to go into the rough waters of electoral and 
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partisan politics e.g. in Britain where membership of the upper house is by hereditary 

peers and ex-officio. 

 Representation of special interests that are not adequately catered for in the lower house, 

for example, religious and professional bodies. The second chamber makes for an equal 

representation of the interests of the various constituent units at the centre.  

 Bicameralism creates a sense of equality among the component states. The lower house 

is based on population while the second chamber is based on geographical balance, that 

is, equality of states. In Nigeria, each state has three senators in the Senate under the 

1999 Constitution, and there are two senators from each state in the United States of 

America. This arrangement creates a sense of equality among larger and smaller states.  

 Bicameralism protects minority interests and allays fear of domination by minority 

groups. There is no domination of any component unit in a state operating a bicameral 

legislature. 

 The possibility of the two houses being carried away by emotion or excitement is 

remote. Consequently, this system allows for balanced and careful discussions of 

national issues. The second chamber acts as a counterbalance to the guts of political 

passions which may at times overwhelm a democratically elected assembly. 

 Bicameralism paves the way for public opinion in law making process.  

Demerits of bicameralism 

The demerits of bicameralism are:22 

 It is very slow and time-consuming in law making process. It can create unnecessary 

delays if there is a deadlock between both houses.  

 It may even lead to unhealthy competition between both houses. There is potential 

conflict of interests which may lead to unhealthy rivalries. Each chamber may want to 

claim superiority over the other or turn down bills that have been passed by the other. In 

such a case, important issues may be unnecessarily delayed to the detriment of the larger 

society. 

 There is the problem of recruitment which may not be democratic, if it is based on 

appointment or nomination. The second chamber may thus be a dumping ground for 

political drop outs at elections. 
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 It is too expensive in terms of cost to run. The cost of maintaining the second chamber is 

enormous. The salaries and allowances of members of the second chamber could have 

been utilized for other profitable ventures.  

 There is duplication of institutions and functions. It is difficult to prevent duplication of 

efforts as both houses consider identical national issues.  

 Sometimes, the second chamber is merely a rubber-stamp institution of the first chamber 

in the face of a politically conscious public. This is why some commentators say the 

second chamber is anachronistic. It is therefore argued that the second chamber is 

unnecessary because most of the members may have exceeded the age of usefulness. 

 The conservatism of members of the second chamber undermines the speedy passage of 

bills. 

Unicameralism 

The term unicameralism denotes a single chamber or legislative house. It is composed of 

members who are directly elected by the electorate. Unicameral works better in a homogeneous 

society with common language, common social status, common culture and a small population 

within a definite geographical area. It functions best in a unitary system of government. 

Unicameral legislature is practised in Honduras, Denmark, New Zealand, Rumania, Sierra 

Leone, Spain, Israel and Greece.23 

Merits 

The unicameral legislature has certain benefits which make it very attractive particularly in a 

unitary state. These are:24 

 Acceleration of speedy legislation. It quickens up the legislative process. There is no 

question of submitting a bill to a second chamber. Bills go through only one chamber. 

Thus, a bill is passed into law without delay that is time-saving. 

 Avoidance of duplication of instruction of institutions and waste of resources. It reduces 

the cost of running the government. The financial burden of paying salaries and 

allowances to members of a second chamber is removed. These salaries and allowances 

can be used for other useful economic ventures. 

 Absence of possible conflict between the two houses of legislature. There is no mutual 

distrust as in the bicameral legislature.  
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 Promotion of national interest. There is general disposition of the legislature towards the 

nation as a whole as against primordial sentiments. 

 Avoidance of the political drop outs from getting into government. The electorate elect 

all members of parliament directly. In other words, a unicameral legislature does not 

provide a dumping ground for never-do-well in politics. 

Demerits 

The unicameral legislature has the following demerits:25 

 Ill-digested legislation. It can lead to ill-digested, rash or hasty legislation. There is no 

second chamber to serve as a revising mechanism to block loopholes in bills.  

 Abuse of power. There is no guarantee that tyranny and abuse of power will not occur if 

the society is homogeneous in nature. It can give rise to legislative despotism by the 

legislators. 

 The local peculiarities may not be given the desired attention by the single national 

legislature, particularly in a federal system. 

 It is difficult to tap the wisdom and resources of distinguished and experienced citizens 

of the country, since there is no second chamber into which such citizens could be 

nominated to serve their nation.  

 It is easier for the dominant party to manipulate the legislature than in bicameral system.  

 The absence of checks from the second chamber may lead to hasty decisions by the 

single legislative. It can therefore easily produce a dictatorial government.  

 There is too much burden of work in the hands of the legislators.  

 

Having considered the pros and cons of both bicameralism and unicameralism, it is now left to 

Nigerians to choose which system of legislature that saves cost and will be effective.  

Bicameralism of American Congress 

The history of bicameralism in each state differs while in the USA in arranging for a Congress 

of two Houses, the makers of the constitution reconciled the conflicting desires of the large and 

small states, the large wanting representation based on population and the small advocating 

equality of representation.26 Little heed was paid to the effect of bicameralism upon the process 
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of legislating. Nevertheless, bicameralism has had important effect upon the operation of the 

Congress, especially in its relationship with the president. As a compromise, the constitution 

established two senators for each state regardless of population thus the 50 states in America 

have 100 senators,27whereas the House of Representatives is apportioned among the states 

according to population except that there shall be at least one representative from each state and 

there shall be no more than one representative per 30,000 people. 28 

This was later reviewed to 467,000 populations per one representative but each state mus t have a 

representative even if the population is less than 467,000 like Alaska that has 300,000 

population.29 In the USA, members of the House of Representatives have equal status with the 

members of Senate.30 It is only the principle underlying their creations that separate them into 

two Houses not status or superiority, thus both senators and House of Reps earn the same salary 

and allowances of $42,000 (now $165,200).31 

Both the Senate and the House have the same privileges, immunities and pension. 32 Each 

legislator operates a contribution pension scheme where he contributes 6% monthly to pension 

scheme which he begins to enjoy on retirement at 60. 33 

Another fact about the Congress in America is that the vice president is the president of senate,34 

who has a right to preside but for his executive duties, he rarely attend senate, therefore a senate 

president pro tempore is appointed who regularly presides. 35 The House of Representative is 

chaired by a Speaker elected by the members of the House 36 

Bicameralism of Parliament in the United Kingdom 

In the UK, parliament consists of the crown, the House of Lords and the House of Commons 

properly known as the Queen- in-parliament. The historical development of parliament in the UK 

differs from that of Congress of America. The UK parliament consists of House of Lords (Upper 

House) and House of Commons (Lower House). The development of notions of democracy and 
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the extension of the franchise have rendered the Queens Participation formal, and that of the 

House of Lords subservient to that of the House of Commons.37 

The House of Lords has its membership determined by hereditary. The House of Lords consists 

of two Classes of peers; peers spiritual and peers temporal. The spiritual peer consists of 26 

bishops of the Protestants Church of England while temporal peers consist of hereditary peers, 

based on primogeniture rule. First male child succeeds to the position of the father but after 

Settlement Act 1958 first female can also succeed the father where there is no son. There are 

also some judges of the Court of Appeal who are members of the House of Lords. They are 

usually members of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (Highest Court in England). It 

is this composition of the House of Lords that leads to expression my Lord spiritual and my 

Lord temporal in official protocol in England.38 

The House of Commons members are elected and they represented diversities of people of UK. 

They are the real and regular legislature that represent the people, are paid Salaries and 

allowances while the House of Lords members collect only sitting allowance when they sit.39 

The House of Lord is not as popular and visible as House of Commons in the UK, yet there is 

neither rivalry nor crisis of superiority between them. It is also interesting to note that the House 

of Lords is chaired by the Lord Chancellor while the House of Commons is chaired by an 

elected speaker. The Prime Minister is also elected from the House of Commons from the party 

that has the highest numbers in the House.40 There is no clear separation of power in the 

government of UK. Ministers are chosen from the House of Commons, they may sit in 

parliament anytime while they still perform their cabinet duties. 41 

Election of Leadership of the National Assembly 

Immediately after the proclamation and inauguration of the National Assembly in a joint session 

by the president of the federal Republic of Nigeria, each chamber of the National Assembly 

retires to its chamber for a full sitting where the officers to direct the affairs o f the Assembly for 

the Legislature session will be elected.42The sitting is normally directed by the clerk of the 

National Assembly. 
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The Constitution provides that, there shall be a President and a Deputy President of the Senate 

who shall be elected by the members of that House from among themselves43 and there shall be 

a speaker and a Deputy Speaker of House of Representatives who shall be elected by the 

members of that House from among themselves.44 

From the above provision, it appears that any member of the House could be elected to lead 

either Senate President or Deputy Senate President or as Speaker or Deputy Speaker although by 

convention, those parts that has the majority of members provinces either the Speaker or Senate 

President and their deputies. The constitution did not specify which party in the House can 

produce either Senate President and his deputy or Speaker and his deputy. Therefore it is not 

compulsory that the party that has majority members in the House should produce all the 

officers or any of the officers. It all depends, on the politics of the House, the wish of the 

majority and the dynamics of the time, and probably the personality of the individual legislator 

chosen or elected. 

The constitution did not also say that the Senate President, his deputy and the Speaker and his 

deputy should resign their positions if they defect to another party. This in 2015, when Amin 

Tambuwal who was then the Speaker of the House under the banner of People Democratic Party 

(PDP) defected to the All Progressive Party (APC), People were clamouring for his resignation 

as the speaker but he refused to resign and there was nothing anybody could do because the law 

did not say he should resign his position as the Speaker on defection to another Party.  

Another important issue to note in the Constitutes provision is that the constitution did not 

specify categorically that the Senate president and his deputy and the Speaker and his deputy 

must come from the party that has majority members in the House, that was why thro ugh an 

alliance of some members of APC and PDP in the Senate, the Senate President is of APC while 

the Deputy Senate President is of PDP in the 8th Assembly. 

Although this did not augur well for the leadership of the All Progressive Party (APC) but they 

could not do anything about it till date. It remains a bitter pill the party had to swallow. This fact 

that also lead to the various crisis between Executive and the National Assembly and the 

Executive and the National Assembly and the various discordant tunes coming out from both the 

Executive and the National Assembly on various national issues. In Benne State, the House of 
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Assembly that has majority members from People Democratic Party (PDP) and APC member 

was elected as speaker It is an anomaly but the House has not violated any law in Nigeria.  

The Nigerian National Assembly status crisis 

In the first Republic between 1960 and 1966, Nigeria operated a Unicameral legislature at the 

federal level while the regional government which started with unicameral le gislature later 

translated to bicameral legislature by creation of House of Chiefs as the lower House while the 

Upper House was the Houses of Assembly of the regions. 45 Therefore, at this period the 

National Assembly then known as the federal House of Representatives, was unicameral and 

there was neither upper nor lower House.46 The first Republic operated a Westminster system of 

government that was inherited from Britain, the colonial overlord but it was not a perfect copy 

of the British system, adjustments were made to fit our local circumstance. This was the period, 

Nigeria operated true federalism.47 

However, as from 1979, the system of Government changed from the Westminster system of 

government to American type of Presidential system which emphasizes constitutional 

supremacy as opposed to parliamentary supremacy. 48 It is also more costly to run than the 

Westminster system as the legislature is totally detached from the executive and are full time 

legislators and not part time.49 

Although the constitution does not create an upper nor lower House or chamber, it simply says 

there shall be a National Assembly for the federation which shall consist of senate and the 

House of Representatives.50 This provision shows that the National Assembly shall be a 

bicameral Assembly with equal status. The underlying reason for the bicameral nature of the 

assembly is similar to the reason for the American bicameral legislature. The senate represents 

equality of states, thus three senators per state irrespective of the populat ion of the state while 

the House of Representatives represent population.51 

In this regard, the Constitution provides that the House of Representatives shall consist of three 

hundred and sixty members representing constituencies of nearly equal population a s far as 
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possible, provided that no constituency shall fall within more than one state. 52 This provision 

account for the reason why some states have up to 14 or 20 House of Reps members while 

others have at least 6 as required by the Constitution, while senatorial district are delineated on 

equal basis, the federal Constituencies are delineated on population basis this is done to strike a 

balance between equality of representation and representation on basis of population. The 

Constitution then provides for election of the leadership of both chambers and it allowed them to 

make their own rules to guide the internal affairs of their respective chambers. 53 The word upper 

or lower chamber or House was never used by the Constitution. Therefore, there is a rebuttab le 

presumption of equality of status of the Nigerian Senate and House of Representatives. 

However, as laudable as the above argument may look, it suffers some setbacks when you look 

at the practice in the Senate and House of Representatives in Nigeria.  

No doubt, both the Senate and the House have Concurrent power to legislate for the federation 

under the constitution, the senate is given additional power to approve or confirm some 

executive nominees of the president.54 The House is excused from this important duty. 

Secondly, the salary and allowances of both the Senate and House are not the same. The 

senators earn more salaries and allowances than the members of the House even though both 

require the same qualification to be elected to either senate or the Ho use, except the age 

difference of 35 and 40 respectively.55 

The principal officers of senate earn more salary and allowances than the principal officers of 

the House.56 The principal officers of the senate has more legislative aides than each principal 

officer of the House and the salary and allowances of the senatorial aide is more than that of the 

aides to the House members.53b 

Then, in the order of precedence and protocol the senate president ranks higher than the speaker 

of the House, although the speaker ranks higher than the Deputy Senate president and then the 

deputy speaker is lower in rank than the Deputy Senate president. 57 At joint sitting of both 

Senate and the House, the Senate President presides and in his absence, the Speaker presides. 

This shows that the Senate President is senior to the Speaker.54b 
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From the above analysis, therefore, by law, both the senate and the House have equal status but 

in practice and some bureaucratic interpolations stated above such as differences in 

remuneration, responsibility and order of precedence, the equal status conferred by the 

Constitution has been watered down. 

This practice and bureaucratic interpretations were influenced by our colonial connection with 

Britain that has lower and upper Houses in her parliament. Since we have dropped British 

Westminster system in 1966, we ought to have dropped all the features and nomenclature 

associated with it in toto. Mixing British system with American system will not help us but will 

cause confusion and mutual suspicion.  

HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF A STATE 

There shall be a House of Assembly for each of the States of the Federation. 58 Unlike the 

National Assembly, this is a unicameral legislature i.e. (a single chamber legislature). The 

House of Assembly of a state shall consist of three or four times the number of seat which the 

state has in the House of Representatives divided in a way to reflect, as far as possible, nearly 

equal population, provided that a House of Assembly shall consist of not less than twenty four 

and not more than forty members.59 

There shall be a Speaker and Deputy Speaker of a House of Assembly who shall be elected by 

the members of the House from among themselves. 60 There are other officers of the House 

Leader and his Deputy, Chief whip and his deputy, minority leader, minority whip etc. These 

positions are not creations of the constitution but are created by the House under its implied 

power under section 101 of the Constitution.  

THE SCOPE OF THE LEGISLATIVE POWER OF THE STATE HOUSES OF 

ASSEMBLY 

The legislative power of State Houses of Assembly is enumerated in the constitution. Section 

4(6) of the constitution provides that the legislative power of the State of the Federation should 

be vested in the House of Assembly of a State and the House of Assembly of a State shut have 

power to make laws for the peace, order and good government of the State or any part thereof 

with respect to the following matters, that is to say: 
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a) Any matter not included in the Exclusive legislative list set out in part 1 of the second 

schedule to this constitution. 

b) Any matter included in the concurrent legislative list set out in the first column of part II 

of the second schedule to this constitution.  

c) Any other matters with respect to which it is empowered to make laws in accordance 

with the provisions of this constitution (referred to as residual matters).  

Mode of Exercising Legislative Power of a State House of Assembly  

The power of a House of Assembly to make laws shall be exercised by bills passed by the House 

of Assembly and except as otherwise provided by this section assented to by the Governor.  

A bill shall not become law unless it has been duly passed and assented to in accordance with 

the provision of this section. 

Where a bill has boon passed by the House of Assembly it shall be presented for the Governor 

for assent and the Governor shall give his assent within 30 days of its presentation to them. If he 

is withholding his assent he must also signify within 30 days.  

Where the Governor withholds his assent and the House of Assembly by 2/3 majorities again 

passes the bill. The bill shall become law and the assent of the Governor shall not be required.  

A House of Assembly shall have power to regulate its own procedure including the procedure 

tor summoning and recess of the House. It is under this power that a House of Assembly enacts 

standing orders and miss of procedure in the House.  

The House of Assembly ha, power to set any committee for any special or general purpose of 

the house. 

Sections 121 - 123 confer power on the House or Assembly to establish consolidated revenue 

fund for a state to authorize expenditure from consolidated revenue fund and authorize 

expenditure in datum of appropriations.  

The House of Assembly at a State shall approve the appointment at Auditor General of the  

State- see section 126 

The House of Assembly shall have power to conduct investigations or inquiry on any matter or 

thing with respect to which it has power to make laws and the conduct of affairs of any person, 

authority, ministry or government department charged or intended to be changed with the duty 
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at or responsibility for exacting or administering laws enacted by that House of Assembly and 

disbursing or administering moneys appropriated or to be appropriated by such House. Such 

power is to be exercised in order to make laws within its legislative competence, remedy defects 

in existing laws, expose corruption, inefficiency, or waste in the execution or administration of 

laws within the legislative competence and in the disbursement or administration of funds 

appropriated by it. 

The House of Assembly or any committee appointed by it shall have power to procure all such 

evidence, written or oral direct or circumstantial as it may think necessary or desirable and 

examine all persons as witness whose evidence may be material or relevant to the subject matter. 

Such evidence may be required to be given on oath, it may summon any person in Nigeria to 

give evidence at any place, or produce any document and it may issue warrant to compel 

attendance at my person who fails to answer a summons. 

The House of Assembly of a State also has power to make laws on residual matters as specified 

in section 4(7)(c) of the constitution Residual matters are all other matters outside those set out 

in the concurrent legislative list and are under the legislative competence of the House of 

Assembly.61 

LIMITATIONS OF THE LEGISLATIVE POWER OF THEHOUSE OF ASSEMBLY OF 

STATE 

Apart from the specific jurisdiction of the House of Assembly of a state conferred on it by the 

constitution in the concurrent legislative list, the constitution also constrict the legislative power 

of the House of Assembly in the following ways: 

Section 4(5) provides that if any law enacted by the House of Assembly of a State is inconsistent 

with any law validly made by the National Assembly, the law made by the National Assembly 

shall prevail and that other law shall to the extent of the inconsistency be void. This is a 

restriction on the legislative power of the House of Assembly of a State. This restriction is to the  

extent that even while exercising its legislative power on the items on concurrent legislative list, 

such payer should be exercised with caution so that it should not act ultra vires the National 

Assembly and the constitution. 
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The House of Assembly of a state also has to conform to the manners, form and procedure 

prescribed by law. This shows that the House of Assembly of a state does not have wide power 

or absolute power to legislate even on items on concurrent legislative list and residual matters.  

The power of the House of Assembly to create Local Government shall also be exercised jointly 

with the Local Government Councils in respect of the area. The same also goes for boundary 

adjustment of local government. See sections 8 x 9 of the constitution.  

Another important fact is that the legislative power of House of Assembly of a state is subject to 

judicial control or judicial review. That means that any law enacted by the House of Assembly 

of a State is subject to the judicial control or review by the high court‘s when he 

constitutionality of the law is in question.  

While the constitution also restricts the House at Assembly of a State to making prospective 

laws only. The House of Assembly of a State cannot make retrospective or retroactive criminal 

law. This has been extended by judicial authorities to civil laws. The effect of these cases is that 

both the National Assembly and House of Assembly of a State have no power to make both 

retrospective criminal and civil law. 

The doctrine of covering the field is another limitation of the legislative power of State of House 

of Assembly. Under this doctrine whatever the National Assembly has legislated upon on the 

concurrent legislature list cannot be legislated upon again by the House of Assembly of a State.  

Section 315 (4) a (I) and (II) empowers the president and the Governor being the appropriate 

authority to as provide in section 315 (2) make such modifications in the text of any existing law 

to bring it into conformity with the provisions of this constitution. Existing law was defined in 

section 315 (4) (b) to mean any law and includes any ruin at law or any enactment or instrument 

whatsoever which is in force immediately before the date when this section comes into force or 

which being passed or made before that date comes into force after such date. The implication of 

Section 315 is that the President and Governors are now conferred with legislative powers. The 

President in exercising his power under this section made an order via statutory instrument No. 

9, of 2002 modifying the Principal Allocation of Revenue Act. When this was challenged by the 

states in AG Abia State v. AG Federation, the Supreme Court upheld the power of the President 

to modify the Act. 

COST IMPLICATION OF MANAGING BICAMERAL NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 
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―From the information available, a Nigerian Senator earns about N29 million a month and over 

N3 billion a year‖.  

 ―Basic salary N2,484,245.50; hardship allowance, 1,242, 122.70; constituency allowance N4, 

968, 509.00; furniture allowance N7, 452, 736.50; newspaper allowance N1, 242, 122.70. 

―Wardrobe allowance N621,061.37; recess allowance N248, 424.55; accommodation 

4,968,509.00; utilities N828,081.83; domestic staff N1,863,184.12; entertainment N828,081.83; 

personal assistant N621,061.37; vehicle maintenance allowance N1,863,184.12; leave allowance 

N248,424.55; severance gratuity N7, 425,736.50; and motor vehicle allowance N9, 

936,982.00.‖62  A House of Representative member collects almost this same amount with a 

little difference. 

EXPENSES ON LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANTS AND AIDES  

No fewer than 2,570 aides are engaged by the 469 members of the eighth National Assembly 

investigation by the News Agency of Nigeria (NAN} has revealed. 63 Out of the numbers 700 

aides work for law-makers m the Senate, while the remaining 1,870 are engaged by House of 

Representatives members. As provided in the National Assembly Act, each lawmaker, excluding 

principal officers is omitted to title aides - one senior legislative aide, two legislatives aides, a 

personal assistance and secretary.  

It was discovered that m the provision President of the Senate is entitled to 45 aides, his deputy, 

30 and 20 each for principal officers. Similarly speaker of the House of Representatives has 35 

assistants, Deputy Speaker 15 and 10 each offer the six principal officers. The number of aides 

to each legislator, it was gathered, includes those it: their Constituency offices. 

The monthly emolument of the aides which ranged from Nl50, 000 to N250, 000, sources close 

to the assembly said, has been reduced in between N75,000 and N180,000 by the current 

leadership of the assembly. The investigation revealed that in addition to the regular aides, the 

principal officers of both chambers have Special Assistants, Senior Special Assistants and 

Special Advisers of varying numbers.  

The category of aides, it was learnt, had a monthly salary of a minimum ofN950 000; but was 

reduced to N400, 000 by the current management of the assembly. All the aides are paid from 

the coffers of the assembly. 
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Cheating the System 

However, it was gathered that some of the lawmakers, especially principal officers, have more 

than the statutory approved number of aides in their employ, who also draw their salary from the 

assembly‘s funds. Some lawmakers, however, pay the aides from their own resources. It was 

also revealed that many legislators draw their emolument of their aides from the assembly‘s 

funds but pay them fractions. Some of the lawmakers employed only one or two aides but are 

collecting, the fill salary for the five they me entitled to. This act was discovered to be 

perpetrated more by the members through their constituency offices, which they are mandatorily 

expected to have in their areas, but deliberately failed to do so. They submit names of non-

existent staff to the constituency office to the National Assembly Service Commission and 

collect their entitlements directly. This also affects their integrity negatively. 

The need for National Assembly to be focused and vigilant 

The Nigerian National Assembly needs to be focused and vigilant in its law making, 

representation and oversight duties so as to curb corruption in all facets of our national life and 

entrench good governance and thereby reduce the level of poverty, unemployment and under 

employment in Nigeria. Proper oversight will ensure full implementation of the budget and even 

distribution of infrastructure across the nation. 64 

The vigilance should be extended to the National Assembly operating within its mandate in the 

Constitution without encroaching on state legislative power as was done by enactment of 

Nigeria Cooperative societies Act which was an encroachment into the state legislative power 

going by the provisions of the constitution and enactment of Nigerian Tourism Development 

Corporation Act (NTDC) Act.65 The vigilance include checking the excessive use of executive 

power by granting bailout to states without approval of the National Assembly in contravention 

of the constitution among many other infractions of the executive. 66 According to Bello, there 

are about 45 federal enactments that infringe on state legislative powers and jurisdictions. 67 

It also includes ensuring that the stated legislative power of the state in the constitution is strictly 

adhered to. In this regard, some states have exceeded their jurisdiction by legislating on pension 

                                                                 
64 Salam R.K Human Rights and Good Governance from legislature perspective; A comparative Analysis of Africa  and Asia. Unilorin  law Journal 
vol 5 No.1 p 177 Ibrahim Imam and Mustapha M.A. Combating corruption in Nigeria: The Role of the Legislature Examined Unilori n Law Journal 
vol. p 57 
65 Item 32 of the Executive Legislative List of the 1999 Constitution of the federation See v AG of Lagos state 2013 16 NWLR (pa rt 1380) 249 
and Lagos State Waterways Authority vs Tourist Boat operators & Others CA/S/886/2014 
66 Section 164(1) of the 1999 Constitution of FRN as amended 
67 Akeem Bello An over view of the process of Constitutionalizing Existing Laws under the 1999 Constitution. The Nigerian law Jo urnal vol. 2 
No.1 (2017) p.77 
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and gratuities for Ex-Governors and their Deputies,68 and Health Insurance law.69 These 

infractions are what the National Assembly should be vigilant enough to prevent. Whereas, 

states have challenged the National Assembly in courts for certain enactments they thought the 

National Assembly has no power to enact and they won in some of these cases.70 The National 

Assembly also has a duty to prevent encroachment of the state Assembly on its legislative power 

rather than bickering and pettiness.  

Conclusion 

It is our conclusion in this paper that the constitution o f Nigeria created a bicameral National 

Assembly consisting of senate and House of Representatives. The Constitution created two 

Houses of equal status but bureaucracy and negligence has placed one above the other, for 

instance the senate has been placed above the House of Representatives by the National 

Revenue Mobilization, Allocation and Fiscal Commission Act, National Assembly Service 

Commission Act and Nigeria Order of precedence Act. These Acts are inconsistent with sections 

1(1) and (3) of the 1999 Constitution; therefore they are null and void. The National Assembly 

should be focused on its national assignment rather than bickering and pettiness. We have also 

shown that at any joint sitting of Senate and the House Senate President is constitutionally 

empowered to preside. 

The legislative agenda of the National Assembly should be proper representation, making law to 

alleviate poverty by reducing unemployment, performing their oversight function by proper 

monitoring and supervision of budget implementation and thereby bringing dividends of 

democracy to the people. If the National Assembly is busy carrying out its mandate, the issue of 

who is upper or lower House will not arise but the issue of which out of the two chambers has 

out-done the other in carrying out its mandate by reducing corruption, waste and leakages in the 

economy will be the concern of Nigerians. To permanently erase this problem of Superiority, 

between the two Houses, some Nigerians have suggested that the National Assembly be made to 

become unicameral so as to Save cost and encourage efficiency while others suggested making 

legislature both at state and National level to become part time. In view of the dwindling 

fortunes of the country as a result of fall in price of oil, we will suggest part time legislature for 

Nigeria. This will save cost and encourage efficiency as those who are busy and could not attend 

                                                                 
68 Contrary to item 44 of the Exclusive Legislative List of the 1999 Constitution  of FRN 
69 Item 33 of Exclusive Legislative List of the 1999 Constitution of FRN 
70 AG of Lagos v. AG of Federation 20B NWLR (part 1380) 383 AG of Lagos State V. A.G of Federation (2003) 35 WRN 1. AG.Of Abia v . AG of the 
Federation (2002) 16 WRN 1. See Akeem Bello An over view of the process of Constitutionalizing Existing Laws under the 1999 Constitution. 
The Nigerian law Journal vol. 2 No.1 (2017) p.77 
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the sitting of the House will not be entitled to sitting allowance. This will also reduce the 

number of legislative assistance and aides and the attendant remuneration and allowances paid 

to those assistants and aides. The money saved from this can be spent on infrastructure.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER VII 

AN EXPOSITION OF THE NULLITY OF PROSCRIPTION OF ACADEMIC STAFF 

UNION OF UNIVERSITIES, KOGI STATE UNIVERSITY CHAPTER BY THE KOGI 

STATE GOVERNOR 

Abstract 

Traditionally, trade unions are usually constituted for the purpose of regulating the terms and, 

conditions of employment of workers. To this extent, whether a union is a trade union or may 

not generates serious legal controversy. In most developing countries however, trade unions 

have pushed the frontiers of their assignment beyond mere regulation of terms and conditions of 
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employment of workers. In Nigeria particularly, trade unions have been involved in myriads of 

activities which do not have the remotest connection with the terms and condition of 

employment of workers, thereby becoming irresistible instruments of social activism. The result 

is that trade unions have hardly been allowed by governments anywhere to operate without any 

form of constraints. These constraints or control measures range from registrations and duty to 

render financial accounts, to prohibitions and prosecution for certain activities declared to be 

offences by law, etc. This paper examines Academic Staff Union of Universities as a trade 

union, its impact on educational and economic development of Nigeria and the futility of its 

proscription by a State governor.  

Trade Union Movement in Nigeria 

The development of trade unions in pre-colonial Africa was hiked on two, grounds, primarily to 

improve the condition of services of the workers and; secondarily, to aid the independence 

movement; thus it is not surprising that in most African countries the trade union leaders also  

double up as political leaders. These include those who were head of state or government in 

their respective countries- Ahmed Sekou Toure(Guinea) Kenneth Kaunda and Frederick 

Chiluba(Zambia) Hamani Diori(Niger) Modibo Keita (Mali) and Julius Nyerere(Tanza nia). 

Although the labour movement in Nigeria supported the agitation for independence, but they 

were confused on the role should play; thus ideological schism, tribal loyalty and the personal 

ambition of the union leaders, among other reasons led to divis ion within the labour movement 

in Nigeria and the inability of their leaders to play a prominent role in governance in the first 

republic.71 The government of first republic continued the laizzez faire policy of the British 

colonial administration and the union was fractioned into four trade union federations. The 

modus operandi of the unions was militancy and the use of strikes to effect their aims.  

The military took over in 1966. However, the adventure of the military into the governance of 

Nigeria did not abate the wave of radical trade unionism as the period after the Nigerian Civil 

War witnessed. By 1969, the Gowon administration enacted Decree 53 which imposed an 

outright ban on strikes as well as froze wages. This decree legitimized the employment of sta te 

instrument of coercion in crushing strikes. The immediate reaction of the Nigerian workers was 

the formation of an alliance to present a formidable opposition to this repressive policy of the 

                                                                 
71 Efosa B Oseghale University Trade Unions and National Development: The case of ASUU up to  1993 The Constitution vol. 5 No. 3 (2005) p 25 
Olaitan Oyerinde The working Class movement and the Struggle for Human Rights The Constitution vol 12 No 8 (2012) p111 Sylves ter Odion 
Akhaine Ivory Tower or Intellectual Cemeteries: The Constitution vol 7 No 3 (2007) p 106 Oluwatosin Ademola Babatola Towards a fairer 
labour practice in Nigeria: An Evaluation of the rights of a worker under the Nigerian labour Act Ekiti State University law Journal vol 8 (2017) p 
162 
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Nigerian military government. Consequently, the United Committee of Central Labour 

Organisations, UCCLO was formed and was headed by Michael Imoudu. The aftermath of this 

crisis expanded more the interest of the military government in the activity of labour. Several 

commissions were created to investigate such issues as the establishment of a minimum wage, 

working conditions, salary increases, and grievance procedures. It was within this government 

course of action which aimed at a greater incorporation of the labour movement that the 

Nigerian Labour Congress, NLC was promulgated into existence.72 

The NLC was decreed into existence by the military following the merger and subsequent 

dissolution of the then four labour centres. These were Nigerian Trade Union Congress (NTUC), 

United Labour Congress (ULC), Labour Unity Front (LUF) and Workers Council (WC). Over 

1000 house unions merged to form Nigeria Labour Congress (N LC).  

The ―newly fashioned‖ NLC under Hassan Sumnonu gave the civilian government of Shehu 

Shagari a head ache by declaring a strike and succcessfully negotiating the restoration of car 

loans, review of rent and transport allowances and fixing of a national minimum wage. The 

military again seized power in 1983; hence a new regimen for the trade union movement.  

In 1996, the 41 trade unions affiliated to the NLC were again restructured to 29 industrial 

unions. Since its inception, the congress has witnessed several government interventions in its 

affairs with severe impact on the growth and development of trade unionism in Nigeria.  

In 1988, General Ibrahim Babangida dissolved the 1eadership of Congress and imposed a Sole 

Administrator. This action was a response to the opposition of the trade unions to the policy of 

Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP). One of the terms of reference of the Sole 

Administrator included investigation of accounts of Congress.73 

The second intervention was in August 1994 when the regime of Late General Sani Abacha 

again dissolved the National Executive Council (NRC) of the Congress together with those of 

National Union of Petroleum and Natural Gas (NUPENG and Petroleum and Natural Gas Senior 

Staff Association of Nigeria (PENGASSAN) and placed a Sole Administrator at the helm for 

four years. This was because trade unions embarked on strike in the struggle for democracy.  

Under this regime, trade union legislation suffered reversal through attempts to divide the ranks 

and the leadership. Decrees were promulgated banning a section of trade union movement from 

                                                                 
72 Biodun Sowumi The Role of labour in National Development The Constitution vol 4 No 3 2004 p 18 
73 Sylvester Odion Akhaine Babangida Regime and the Growth of Authoritarianism in Nigeria The Constitution vol 1 No. 3 (2001) p 83 
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holding leadership positions in both the unions and congress. Similar provision of the law 

banned unions from embarking on strike.  

These laws were repealed alter the demise of General Abacha. Following this repeal a special 

Conference of Congress took place on January 29, 1999 where a new leadership was elected. 74 

The leadership of congress which was headed by Comrade Adams Oshiomhole75 comprises of: 

the President, two Deputy Presidents, Four Vice Presidents, Treasurer, and a Deputy Treasurer, 

Trustee and two Internal Auditors. The trade union movement also had a running battle with the 

civilian government of Olusegun Obasanjo.  

Rights of the Union under the Law and the violation by the state 

The international and municipal laws afford the unions some fundamental rights. The major 

international conventions include the followings: ILO convention 87-freedom of association and 

protection of the right to organise convention (1948); ILO convention 98- Rights to organise and 

collective bargaining convention 1949; Convention 135- workers‘ representative convention 

1971; International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) of 1966.76 

The various Nigerian laws protect the fights of the individual to belong to lawful organisations 

including the trade union and the rights of the union to organise and carry on its lawful 

functions. Some of the right are enumerated below: 

Section 34 of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria (CFRN) protects the 

right to the dignity of human person. It provides that ―Every individual is entitled to the respect 

of his person and accordingly no person shall be subject to torture or inhuman treatment‖. The 

military regimes were past masters in the art of unleashing violence against the trade unions 77. 

For instance, Bahangida regime literally spent 1987 and 1988 fighting organized labour because 

of its opposition to Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) and human rights record, a policy 

that included ―settlement‖, arbitrary detentions and constant harassment of union officials.‖ 

Their civilian counterpart however, employs subtle means of violence like intimidation, 

blackmail, divide and rule, bribery and manipulation of the law. Sometime, they engage in 

naked violence through the use of regular and mobile police.  

                                                                 
74 See Kennet Chukwuemeka Nwoko: “Trade unionism and governance in Nigeria: A paradigm shift from labour activism to political 
opposition.” Information, Society and Justice, Volume 2  No. 2, June 2009: pp139-15; see also actrav@itcilo.org<actrav@itcilo.org> 
75 He was later elected Governor of Edo State of Nigeria. 
76 This covenant was adopted 16:12:66 
77 Dafe Otobo(1995) The Trade Union Movement in Nigeria: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, Malthouse Press Ltd. P41 
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The government of Nigeria has over the years brutalised the trade unions. The right of the trade 

unionists and their sympathizers to personal dignity have been undermined through the various 

state instruments of coercion such as detention, 78 victimisation, dismissal, harassment and 

torture. The Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU) has been most critical of 

government policies consequently the leadership and key vocal lecturers were usually dismissed 

from their job, harassed or jailed. In 1986 Dr. Patrick Wilmot and Bala Usman of Ahmadu Bello 

University had their appointments terminated in 1986 and 1989 respectively. The former was 

eventually deported from Nigeria.  

The then Inspector General of Police stated that he would use more than minimum force to deal 

with workers' union and others who may be willing to protest the 2007 election during the May 

Day79. There is also the need to procure police permit in order to hold public meeting or 

demonstrations. Once the Police are sure that such public gathering was against the policy of the 

government of the day, they usually withhold permit. Section 40 of the 1999 Constitution 

provides that, ―Every person shall be entitled to assemble freely and associate with other persons 

and in particular he may form or belong to any political party‖, Trade Union or any edits 

association for the protection of his interest80. (Emphasis mine) 

The provision of this section is to the effect that not only is a person free to form or join a trade 

union; he may in fact refuse to join. Thus, the provision of this constitution prohibits closed 

shop81, union shop82, and yellow dog contract83 and other forms of agreements, which restrains 

workers from joining a union, or coerces the workers into joining unions. The 1999 Constitution 

went further to confer the power to adjudicate on the High court in cases where the fundamental 

rights provided for under section IV of the constitution is being violated. The provision 

stipulates that: 

Any person who alleges that any of the provision of this chapter has been 

is been or likely to be contravened in any state may apply to the High 

Court in that state for redress.84 

                                                                 
78 The past military archive is full of Decrees meant to detain “troublesome” persons without trial. Example includes Decree No. 1 of 1967 
Public Officer Protection against also Accusations Decree No. 2 and State Security (Detention of Persons) Decree No. 12 of 1985. Former NLC 
President Adam Oshiomole was a regular guest of all the security agencies at different times.  
79 Warning by IGP Sunday Ehindero on Network News 30-04-2007. See also Public Order Acts Cap. P42 LFN 2004 
80 See also S. 12 of Trade Union Act Cap. 437 LFN 1990 now Cap T8, LFN 2004 
81 Employers may hire only persons who are union members and all employee must remain in good standing as a condition of employment 
82 Employee must join union within a certain period usually 30days 
83 An agreement signed by a worker, as a condition for securing jobs whereby they promise not to join unions 
84 S 46 CFRN (1999) See also S 12 of Trade Union Act, Cap. T14 LFN 2004 
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Lastly, the freedom of association of the Trade Union in Nigeria is further curtailed by the Trade 

Union (International Affiliation) Decree85, which prohibit any labour union in Nigeria from 

being affiliated to any international labour organization except those of the African or West 

African sub-region.86 It is pertinent to note also that any union wishing to affiliate with an 

international labour organization must apply for permission from the minister. All of these are at 

variance with the provisions of international conventions87 which Nigeria ratified. Article 5 of 

convention 8788 states that: 

The organizations shall have the right to establish and join federations or 

confederations which shall enjoy the same rights and guarantees. They 

shall have the freedom to decide, whether or not to affiliate with 

international organizations. 

It went further in Article 8, to state as follows ―Employers and workers and that respective 

organization shall respect the law of the land. The law of the land and the way it is applied shall 

in no way impair the guarantee provided for in the convention.  

The Trade Dispute (Essential Services) Act 1990 89 empowers the President to prescribe a Trade 

Union if he is satisfied that the members who are employed in any essential services: 

Are or have engaged in acts calculated to disrupt the economy or acts 

calculated to disrupt the smooth running of any essential service or have 

wilfully failed to comply with the procedure specified in the Trade 

Disputes Act. 

This Act further provides that the properties of such proscribed trade union shall be vested in the 

Federal Government free from encumbrances. Thus the exercise of the power of prescription90 

of Trade Union engaged in essential services is discretionary and subject to abuse91 in the past. 

The right to acquire and own property is guaranteed under section 43 of the Constitution of the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria (1999). Section 44 further stated that such properties legitimately 

acquired cannot be seized by any authority except in the manner and for the purpose prescribed 

                                                                 
85 No. 29 of 1996, See also Trade Union (Int Affiliation) Act, Cap. T15 2004 
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88 Ibid 
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91 In 1978 National Union of Nigeria Student (NUNS) was proscribed, General Babangida Proscribed both the NLC and ASUU in 1988 
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by a law92. History is replete with harassment and victimization of union members, dismissal 

and violation of union properties. In 1965 when some University lecturers, including the Nobel 

laureate Wole Soyinka resigned due to unsavoury and intimidating stance of the government of 

the Western Region who were then the proprietor of University of Ife, giving the normal three 

months mandatory notice, the then Western Region Government accepted their resignation but 

with immediate effect. The lecturers were ordered to vacate their university residence within 48 

hours. The affected lecturers were physically assaulted at the expiration of the 48 hours and their 

belongings thrown on the street.93 

During General Abacha's era, lecturers living in the university campus were required to either 

sign a register stating that they are not in support of the ASUU strike or vacate their official 

quarters immediately. This broke the rank of ASUU 1n that period.  

The Trade Union Act94 was amended in 197895 to make labour more pliable to the whims of the 

government. Notwithstanding opposition to the government stand, the only central labour 

organization Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC) was decreed into existence 96 by the Obasanjo 

Military junta. The labour organization for most part was pro-government working against the 

interest of the workers.97 

Actually it was ASUU for most part that assumed the unofficial title of Voice of the workers and 

the masses during this period. The same Obasanjo administration in his second reincarnation as 

the civilian president (1999- 2007) sent a bill to the National Assembly to decentralize and 

democratize the central labour organization by the prevision for three additional central labour 

organizations. It is an irony that the same Obasanjo that forcibly put all labour unions under one 

umbrella (NLC), against opposition from international bodies and local observers, is the same 

person who has asked the National Assembly to prescribe it98. It has been argued that the reason 

for this amendment was not altruistic. It was merely to clip the wings of the NEC that had risen 

up to the task of checkmating the government over its myriad of unpopular policies especially 

on the incessant fuel hike. A learned writer99 posited that the Trade Union (Amendment) Act 

                                                                 
92 Section 1 of Trade Dispute Essential Services Act- Power to proscribe Trade Union and acquire its properties 
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2005 was a revenge for the four general strikes that NLC called in the last four years. The 

comment of the Minister of Employment, Labour and Productivity Hassan M. Lawal is apt: 

The NLC has ventured into the arena of politics and has installed itself as 

the unofficial opposition party in a democratic process. It never sees any 

good thing in well intentioned decision of government.  

UNIVERSITY TRADE UNIONS AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

At independence m 1960 Nigeria was basically an agrarian country with agriculture providing 

over eighty percent of the export earnings and employment, about sixty five percent of the total 

output or Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and about fifty percent of government revenue.100 By 

the early 1970 however crude oil production had replaced agriculture to the extent that by 1980, 

crude petroleum accounted for over 81.1% and 96.1% respectively of government revenue and 

export earnings.101 

Up to early 1980 and beginning especially from 1973 as a result of the oil boom and its positive 

impact on national revenue, government undertook rather ambitious development projects. 

When however a few years after the global oil glut situation set in Nigeria, seemingly prosperity 

was dramatically up-turned, thereby compelling national policy revision, reversal and 

programme abrogation, as the case may be. In fact beginning from 1982, due to the up-set 

occasioned by the sudden global recession, the Economic Stabilization Act was introduced. 

There were also the Austerity Programme of 1984 the National Emergency Measures of 1985 

and of course the recourse to borrowing money from the international capital market which 

paved the way for the application of the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) in 1986. The 

latter within which several other measures were experimented officially lasted till 1989 when it 

was dropped for the First Rolling Plan (1990 1992) and, eventually, the Second (1991-1993). 

By 1993 Nigeria‘s national development score card indicated severe underdevelopment. The 

economy was defective and in disequilibrium in many respects. Poverty level was as high as 

39.2 million people (out of about 100 million) in 1992 and even higher at 67.1 million people in 

1996.102 The country‘s productive and technological base was not only weak, out moded and out 

ward looking, the infrastructure was grossly inadequate with the few existing ones lacking 

maintenance. 
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The disastrous state of the national economy found instructive expression in both the huge 

national debt profile and general instability in politics and policy.  

In fact, the political imbroglio which, existed from June 1993 caused instability in the 

country.103 The situation was compounded by the flight of investors, all of whom disregarded the 

existence of a strategic and huge domestic market in Nigeria. In the events and processes which 

led to national decay rather than development, individuals, groups and institutions were known 

to have played one role or the other, well intended or otherwise. Trade unio ns were particularly 

active in the developmental history of Nigeria. They engaged in persistent struggles and 

agitations especially against government policies and programmes which were considered 

inimical to the growth and development of the work place in particular and the society in 

general. Even though the unions were themselves not statutorily positioned to formulate 

policies, some of their members were expected to, implement policies.  

The Academic Staff Union of Universities (ASUU) for example, was perhaps one organisation 

which through the adoption of a holistic approach to activism, came to play relatively significant 

roles in national development. From the point of view of government, ASUU‘s role in the 

national development access was destructive, d isruptive, uncomplimentary and therefore largely 

negative. They were even term extremists by the various military Juntas.  

However the position of ASUU and its members naturally differs from governments. According 

to Eskor Toyo, ASUU s role was effectively that of a monitor.104 The union‘s unequivocal 

stance against mal-administration, corruption, injustice and oppression positioned it as, a visible 

opposition group to the predominantly inept regimes that governed the country. 105 In furtherance 

of this position, there is need to restate Olorode‘s submission to the effect that in a situation:  

Of endemic social, economic and political crisis which... turns a few 

powerful people into millionaires overnight; reduces a rich country to a 

state of indebtedness and turns the majority of its citizens into jobless ill-

housed overtaxed and poverty ridden people, the job of the intellectual is 

clearly cut out for him and the organization to which he belongs. He 

must either strive to produce ideas which help to resolve, the cr ises in 
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favour of the majority of people or else help to perpetuate or explain 

away the crises, these are the only two options.106 

ASUU chose not only to generate ideas but also to confront the problem of national 

development frontally through trade union actions and behaviour expressive of ASUU‘s position 

on most national 1ssues. Jega believed that its role was nationalistic and patriotic 107 and 

principally geared towards check-mating government‘s style of ―reckless abandon‖ which also 

often precipitated crises in the university system. 

It thus became the philosophical, moral and professional duty of ASUU to be involved in 

matters relating to the state of the nation. At various times, evidence abound to suggest that 

ASUU as a trade union; 

(i) offered unsolicited advice to government on vital national development policies plans 

budgets; and other decisions, 

(ii) made constructive criticisms of government policy actions and or inaction 

(iii) declared trade disputes on not just professional demands but also on the state of the 

nation by declaring dispute of interest and dispute of right.  

(iv) mobilised other labour organisations, non-governmental organisations (NGOs); and the 

public on perceived errors ills and decadence in government and society and  

(v) resorted to industrial actions including strikes as weapon of last resort to force policy 

revision, reversal or 1mplementation.  

The evidence on the advisory roles played by ASUU are many. For example, when in December 

1983 the profligate government of Alhaji Shehu Shagari fell to the military led by the duo of 

Generals Muhammadu Buhari and Tunde Idiagbon, ASUU promptly submitted to government, a 

researched position paper.108 In it, ASUU X-rayed the initial advantages of the change, the 

reasons for the fall of the civilians, the option before the new administration and proposed 

immediate and long-term development strategies for the new administration. Similarly, when the 

regime of General Ibrahim Babangida came on stream in August 1985, ASUU did not only 

publicly express its views ―on the change of the leadership‖109 but also made documented 
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submissions on a wide range of national issues to government. 110 In the memorandum, ASUU 

advised on a number of developmental issues including the needless debate on the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) loan, human rights abuses, repressive decrees, the public sector and the 

economy.111 

It was in the same advisory capacity that ASUU opposed government‘s decision to obtain the 

IMF loan112 and eventually, the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP). 113 On the former, and 

the policy measures associated with it and as reflected 1n the 1986 budget, ASUU declared that 

the adjustment programmes: 

No doubts are not in the interest of the working people just like past 

government policies. The greater danger is that at the end of the day 

these polices would a have not only promoted a dependent and crisis- 

ridden capitalist economy but a Nigeria of accelerated and reinforced 

socio-economic irregularities.114 

ASUU also offered constructive criticisms to government. For example, the usua l tendency by 

government to expend so much money on defence matters at the expense of other key sectors as 

reflected in successive annual budgets of the country was unacceptable to the union. In 1985 for 

instance ASUU called public attention to the consequences of governments plan to rationalise 

staff and academic programmes in Nigerian tertiary institutions as part of the ‗austerity 

measure‘. Apart from producing research data on Nigeria‘s manpower needs in the years to 

come, ASUU also warned that: 

Illiteracy such as many citizens now resort to, may cost the nation more than educating the 

citizenry. If at the climax of subsidised to UNICAF‘s State of the World‘s Children‖ reports, 

adult literacy in Nigeria stand at 34% of 79 million people, compared to Tanza nia‘s 79% and 

China‘s 69%.Horizon (ASUU) shudders at the prospect of reading the UNICAF‘s state of the 

World‘s children in 1994.115 

ASUU‘s criticisms notwithstanding, for most of the period, government spent:  
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113 Ibid 
114 Ibid, p. 1 
115 ASUU (UNIFE), “The Cost of Illiteracy” an Editorial of Ife Horizon, No. 3 February, 1985, p. 2 
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About 1.4% of the Gross Domestic Product on education and about ten times more on defence. 

Yet in poorer countries, education fared better: Kenya 6.1% Togo 6.5%, Ghana 3.6%. Whereas 

Ghana spends 24.3%, Cameroun 17.8% of their public expenditure on education, Nigeria spends 

6.8%. This is the difference- in priority.116 

On the whole, enlightened criticism constituted a major bench mark of ASUU‘s role in national 

developmental efforts. These criticisms were made through an assortment of channels some of 

which included paid advertorials,117 press release, symposia,118 seminars and workshops. 

In furtherance of its role in society, ASUU encouraged its members to accept political 

appointments in government in the hope that those so appointed will bring to bear on 

governance; the union‘s cherished principles of accountab ility, transparency and service to 

mankind.119 However, the extent to which this method helped in relation to national 

development remains to be ascertained. Nonetheless, Okigbo observed that most academics in 

government apparently; 

Failed to realise that once they put themselves totally at the mercy of the 

military or civilian bosses, they could not extricate themselves from the 

iron grip. They had, so to say, sold their souls, lost their independence, 

their self-esteem and their intellectual integrity. They have thereby of 

their own volition, in practically all areas of public service, surrendered 

themselves to the superior wisdom of the ignorant.120 

ASUU parades a long list of its members that served as Federal Ministers, State Commissioners, 

Chief Executives of government agencies and parastatals. Even though some of them were said 

to have excelled in their areas of assignment, their contributions were more or less dwarfed by 

the rather pervasive national malaise called corruption, characteristic of both military and 

civilian regimes.121 A good example was the case of Dr M.M Tukur who as ASUU National 

President was invited to serve on the National Group Commission (NGC) which was charged to 

evaluate public utilities in Nigeria.122 There were attempts even from within the study group to 

frustrate Tukur‘s participation because some interest groups reasoned from the on-set what 

                                                                 
116 ASUU Press Release, “Why ASUU is resuming its strike” ASUU National Secretariat, Ibadan 20 July, 1992, p. 6 
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ASUU and Tukur stood for in terms of service to the community. However, Tukur persevered 

and eventually submitted a minority report to government.123 The report was incisive and clearly 

nationalistic but was ―killed‖ by government.  

It would appear that ASUU‘s role was scarcely reciprocated by government. Apart from the fact 

that the union‘s traditional demands for better salaries, improved conditions of service, 

university autonomy and academic freedom remained practically unresolved. (the September 2, 

1993 ASUU-FGN Agreement notwithstanding). Government response to ASUU‘s role came in 

different forms. The union and its members were often labelled as rascals and extremists, 

saboteurs and agent provocateurs.  

There were threats of sack issued to academic staff and programme rationalisation threats were 

also issued on a fairly regular basis by government. And of course, ASUU was banned a number 

of times by government. 

Government‘s response, particularly its tendency to either promulgate or invoke laws banning or 

proscribing, ASUU derived from certain considerations. Firstly and quoting copiously from 

Agbese‘s satire.  

Every government…derives its right to be from a set of societal 

imperatives…The interests of society insist that a government must 

permit no threats to itself, for it is the soul and body of the society. It 

makes the rules and it enforces the rules. The explanation is simple 

government comes into being because it knows more than others the way 

the cookie crumbles. It has the wisdom …the knowledge and ...the will to 

do what is right for society. To suggest otherwise is to make a 

government look foolish. A government which looks foolish tends to' 

lose what it cherishes most-respect of the governed.124 

Against this back-drop ASUU without question, being one of the most fastidious 

organisations‖125 became involved, perpetually in a ―clash of ego‖126 with government. 

                                                                 
123 Tukur, M.M. “Participation in the Study Group in Public Utilities: Problems of Commercialisation, Profitability, Efficiency” ASUU/PO/1?Vol. 
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Military Government, Lagos, 29 November, 1984 
124 Agbese, D., “Zapping the Unwanted” in Newswatch, Lagos, 25 July,1988, p.4 
125 “ASUU: One ban too many” in the Guardian, Lagos, Editorial (nd) 
126 Ekpu, R, “Clash of Ego” in Newswatch, Lagos, 25  July, 1988, p.13 
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ASUU‘s brand of unionism which was considered socialist oriented, was greatly resented by the 

largely non- ideologically inclined governments of Nigeria. 127 ASUU leaders were particularly 

considered to be idealists and lacking sufficient pragmatic approach to unionism and national 

development. Hence the union‘s demands were said to be outrageously utopian by government 

which on its part severally either refused on aspects of agreements reached with the union.  

Closely related to the above, is what government and indeed even, some members of the 

university community considered wrong and therefore responsible for ASUU‘s travails. 

Nwabueze for example noted that: 

From the beginning of universities in the country, the various categories 

of university staff, teachers, administrators… junior workers had formed 

one integrated community characterised by a ―binding tie shared 

community life, by a feeling of fraternity and by a sense of 

complimentarily of each other‘s role.128 

This changed in recent time because ―there had emerged a new crop of academics whose 

conception of a university was totally different.‖129 

Alluding also to the negative impact of the activities of the younger generation of academics and 

the difference the generation gap has had on the system, Umeh observed in a position paper that: 

These young academics started to see themselves as the only group that 

matters… they began to chide the senior professors for condescending 

too much… they started asserting their importance as a group and their 

superiority over others and to enhance the image of the academic as a 

superior human being by all means available to them. 130 

Government apparently shared the above sentiments about ASUU members especially its 

leaders. Hence it was asserted that: 

Ouster from the leadership which should be properly theirs by virtue of 

their position, age and maturity, the older academics recoiled into their 

shells, watching helplessly as the young leaders plunged the university 

system into one crisis after another in pursuit of self-aggrandisement for 
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the academic class. But the former, being equal beneficiaries of the 

special privileges secured for their class by the young leaders, cannot 

escape responsibility and blame for the development. 131 

Given these and other related perceptions of ASUU and its leaders by government and principal 

officers of universities, it becomes easier to appreciate why government embarked on the series 

of ban or prescription of ASUU after all: 

A government that cannot have ASUU on its side may well be tempted to 

seek to prevent it from being on any side at all.132 

On the part of ASUU, it was a situation of no hold-bar. The union employed every trade union 

weapon in the book such as court actions, strikes and even extraordinary mobilization of other 

groups and the public against perceived ills of government. ASUU also changed its name many 

times in order to beat government legislations against it. 133 On an important note however, it can 

be said that ASUU activities during the period transcended bread and butter matters to include 

interest in and deliberate actions by the union on issues of state, especially national development 

matters. 

Interestingly, the predominantly frosty relations between ASUU and government 

notwithstanding, the union succeeded to some extent in getting government to achieve some 

significant milestone in the socio-economic and even political spheres of national life. Firstly 

and at the level of the Nigerian economy, ASUU fought against the phenomenon of brain—

drain in key sectors of the economy and made government to 'grant far-reaching concessions and 

improved salaried and non-salaried conditions to Nigerian workers thereby enhancing the living 

standard of wage earners in Nigeria. The union for instance, apart from securing higher salaries 

and better working conditions for its members, successfully impacted on government the need to 

encourage professionalism in all spheres of national life. To this extent separate salary structures 

(1983 and 1992 in the case of ASUU) were not only established for deserving professionals 

steps were also taken by government to appoint qualified professionals to key positions in 

government such as ministerial positions and commissionership.  

This was quite significant given: 
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The acceptable view; particularly among economists that the 

development of manpower is a pre-condition to economic development 

in particular and modernisation in general, (and)…the university being 

the height of any country‗s educational system and the main supplier of 

high- level manpower.134 

The strategic position of ASUU and its members in producing, Nigeria‘s manpower needs partly 

explain why in spite of the union‘s perception of governments‘ to responses to its many 

agitations, available evidence indicate that, at least, ameliorative measures were taken by 

government to keep manpower production lines open. Hence, generally, whereas one may speak 

of falling standards of Nigerian graduates, there is however a glut of manpower in many fields 

of human endeavour, and the nation has academics, to thank for this important contribution to 

national get development efforts.135 

Also related to the above was ASUU‘S struggle for the liberalisation of education in Nigeria.136 

Academics were not only in the fore- front of the agitation for the expansion of the education 

sector at all levels, the union as an organisation comprising of perhaps the most crucial staff 

segment in the university system, continually met the challenges posed by the eventual 

proliferation of universities and the resultant increase in students enrolment.  

A natural fall-out from the expansion of the university system and the consequent up-surge in 

students‘ enrolment was the problem of funding to which ASUU responded consistently ASUU, 

during its numerous negotiations with government impressed on the latter, the need for private 

sector participation in educational development.137 One significant result of ASUU‘s actions in 

this respect was the establishment of ‗the Education Tax Fund (ETF) in 1993. 138 All private 

companies and establishments in Nigeria were by law, required to contribute five perce nt of 

their profit to the Education Tax Fund (ETF) Billions of naira accrue to the fund annually and is 

still being disbursed regularly to educational institutions in the country. 139 The fund is now 

known as Tertiary Education Trust Fund (TET Fund).  

                                                                 
134 Ojo, F., Nigerian Universities and High-level Manpower Development, Lagos University Press, Lagos, 1985, p. ix 
135 Interview: Lagos Business School, Lagos, 20 June, 1999 
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Furthermore, ASUU it was that got government to accept and indeed commenced the 

implementation of the following measures aimed at developing the educational sector as well as 

the national economy. 

i. Duty-free importation of educational materials 

ii. Setting up of research and development units by companies in Nigeria.  

iii. involvement of the private sector in the commercialisation of inventions and discoveries  

iv. Contribution of voluntary agencies and philanthropic individuals  

v. Patronage of universities consultancy services by companies and government and its 

agencies. 

vi. Stabilisation fund for educational development and 

vii. Alternative economic policies devoid of the obnoxious International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) and World Bank Conditionalities.140 

viii. Needs assessment of Nigerian public Universities and its implementation by settling 

Implementation monitoring Committee.   

Even though the extent to which government remained faithful to the above policies amongst 

several others is yet to be ascertained, the fact that ASUU constituted a driving force in their 

emergence is remarkable. 

ASUU‘s contributions to national socio-political development, though indeterminate in absolute 

terms is however discernable in many respects A few examples will suffice. Firstly, the union 

was a loud voice in the intense struggles for democracy and good governance in Nigeria 

Academics were known to have been the key propagators of new political ideas and structures 

during the political debates of the mid 1980 under the regime of General Ibrahim Babangida. 

Academics provided the intellectual inputs and played host to the series of symposia, workshops 

and seminars that took place during the period.  

Furthermore, the union of academics was also a force to be reckoned with in the defence of 

democracy and human rights in Nigeria. ASUU maintained some ties with prominent non-

governmental organisations such as the Campaign for Democracy (CD), Civil Liberty 

Organisation (CLO), the Committee for the Defence of Human Rights (CDHR) and the Alliance 

for Democratic Right.141 
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Finally, ASUU activism also affected government tremendously especially in the area of 

university funding and provision of basic infrastructure. The union from available evidence had 

a penchant for perpetually calling public attention to infrastructural decadence  in the community 

and this issue infact featured in most ASUU declared trade disputes. 142 Although, the problem of 

funding and development of infrastructure in the universities in particular and the society in 

general, remained precariously the much that was achieved by government and the respective 

university managements maybe attributable partly, to ASUU actions.  

Several factors, however, mitigated the impact made by university trade unions on national 

development. First, by 1993 both ASUU and NASU had existed for about fifteen years out of 

which the military ruled for eleven years. And since ―the institution of unionism is rooted in the 

national concept of democracy,‖143 there was bound to be conflicts between the military and the 

unions. Furthermore, most military regimes in Nigeria advanced basically economic reasons for 

seizing political power and often proceeded to outline economic oriented programmes contrary 

to a people-oriented ones This situation naturally conflicted with trade unions‘ welfarist 

orientation which therefore made crises inevitable. The emergent situation of industrial 

disharmony which served as a major disservice to developmental efforts was infact a 

manifestation of the conflict between the military autocracy and economism on the one hand, 

and trade unions with its democratic inclinations and welfarist cum socialist orientation on the 

other. The resultant conflict, perhaps, became a distraction from the highly desirable cohesive 

atmosphere required in the move towards national development.  

Another factor was the problem of funding. University funding commenced a process of decline 

during the 1977/78 academic session about the same period that ASUU and NASU emerged.144 

It can be said therefore that both unions emerged in the context of a budding financial crisis in 

the university system Apart from the already expressed negative impact of funding on 

infrastructure, the respective unions and their members had to increasingly contend with poor 

salaries, inclement Work conditions and eventually workers‘ unionism founded on lean or weak 

material base. In the circumstance, the unions were compelled to limit their activism by putting 

away many lofty ideas. 

Government apparently identified the benefit in the financial constraint to university unions 

activism and capitalised on it As noted earlier ASUU for example was perceived by government 
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to be perpetually in opposition to it, Government therefore rather than taking steps to ameliorate 

the problem of funding in the university and by extensions trade union fund ing, chose to 

compound the situation through vindictive legislations and out-right banning of the unions 

where the decrees fails to stop certain trade union actions There were also laws which made 

ASUU membership voluntary and subscription through check-off, illegal.145 

There were yet other decrees which severed ASUU from any form of affiliation or co-operation 

with other unions or groups including the NLC.146 

Inadequate funding did not only impinge on the capacity of university trade union to mobilise 

effectively for national development but also grievously affected morale and therefore the 

degree of workers‘ commitment to the system Low productivity and the phenomenon of brain-

drain were direct manifestations of underdevelopment. Low morale and labour flight are  

certainly detrimental to national development. It was perhaps in realisation of this fact that 

government eventually acknowledged that: 

Productivity is a major issue in economic growth, and if government economic programmes are 

to yield the desired result, productivity, and in the context of the Nigerian economic scenario, 

labour productivity must be accorded a pride of place.147 

Closely, related to the above was the absence of an effective centralised collective bargaining 

mechanism in the relationship, which existed between university trade unions and government. 

Collective bargaining refers to the ―the process of arriving or attempting to arrive at a collective 

agreement.148 An effective collective bargaining facility would have enabled ASUU and NASU 

on the one hand and management and government on the other, to jointly fix the price of labour, 

provide a system for establishing and administering conditions of employment, and provide 

means by which workers may be represented in decisions affecting their interes ts. It would have 

also represented the extension of the democratic ideals into the work- place Unfortunately what 

obtained was the frequent recourse by government to hastily constituted ad hoc panels tribunals, 

commissions and committees. The preponderant experience was such that university trade 
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unions often faulted the membership composition, terms of reference, adopted modus operandi 

and therefore, the reports which eventually emanated from these bodies. 149 

The overall consequences of the above situation was not only that crises became epidemic and 

endemic in the system, a wide communication gap characterised by mutual distrust, credibility 

and predictability problems, emerged to cause genera instability in the university system in 

particular and the society in general. Whereas for development plans to materialise, an approach 

to collective bargaining which incorporate the goals, aspirations and interests of the three actors 

in the development process, namely labour, management and government was vital. 150 The 

contrary however obtained. 

Nevertheless and despite the above, the university trade unions continue to operate in a 

relatively turbulent terrain. At the end of the study period .and even beyond, university trade 

unions/government relations, unfortunately, continue to be conflictual, devoid of the level of 

harmony required for a smooth and speedy national development process. The contribution of 

university trade unions limited as it were, was nonetheless significant and worthy of historical 

documentation. There later emerged Senior Staff Association of Nigerian Universities and 

Nigerian Association of Laboratory Technologists (NAAT).  

The current problem of ASUU, NASU, SSANU and NAAT is the now implementation of 2009 

Agreement and the 2013 MOU. 

The right of Labour to associate to form Union under municipal law 

The constitution of Nigeria provides that ―every person shall be entitled to assembly freely and 

associate with other persons and in particular he may form or belong to any political party, trade 

union, or any other association for the protection of his interest‖, provided that the provisions of 

this section shall not derogate from the powers conferred by this Constitution on the 

Independent National Electoral commission with respect to political parties to which that 

commission does not accord recognition.151 

It is clear from the above provision of the constitution that every citizen of Nigeria, has a right to 

freely join any association of his choice. The association could be socio-cultural, political or a 

trade union. 
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Therefore, trade unionism in Nigeria is a guaranteed right in the Constitution which a citizen 

cannot be deprived, at the whims and caprices of any individual no matter how highly placed the 

individual might be.152 

The consequence of this provision is that every trade union is formed to advance the interest or 

protect the interest of members so far the trade union is registered by the ministry of labour, 

employment and productivity. This is the ministry that is vested with power to register and 

deregister trade union in Nigeria.153 In addition to the Constitution, Trade Unions in Nigeria are 

regulated by other laws.154 

Another important fact about labour unionism in Nigeria is that, issue of labour, including trade 

unions, industrial relations, conditions, safety and welfare of labour, industrial disputes, 

prescribing a national minimum wage for the federation or any part thereof, and industrial 

arbitrations are in the Exclusive Legislative list which only the National Assembly has power to 

legislate upon.155 Thus the National Assembly exercising its power under the Constitution has 

made several labour laws in Nigeria.  

Flowing from the above provisions of the constitution, a state House of Assembly cannot 

legislate on labour matters in Nigeria, consequently, a Governor of state in Nigeria lacks the 

power to dissolve, prescribe, direct or control a trade union within its jurisdiction once the trade 

union is registered and is operating within the norms or laws of Nigeria. 156 

Under Nigerian law, no visitor or proprietor of a University can prevent his employee from 

joining trade union of his choice. Membership of a trade union in Nigeria is a Constitutional and 

human right issues which the Supreme Court has held that the right is not capable of being 

waived by the holder of the right.157 Therefore a Scheme whereby a staff is forced or cajoled to 

sign an undertaking, that he will not join any trade union as long as he remains in the 

employment of the establishment is null and void. 158 The Supreme Court further held that the 

doctrine of estoppel cannot also operate to defeat a human right conferred on any person in 

Nigeria.159 
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International Labour Organisation Convention on trade Unionism 

The International labour organisation is the global umbrella organisation for labour related 

issues and under its Convention has made provisions to the effect that it guarantees freedom of 

Association and protection of the right to organise. 160 The Convention provides that workers 

shall have a right to organise and form trade unions; public authorities shall refrain from any 

interference which would restrict this right or impede the lawful exercise thereof and the unions 

shall not be liable to be dissolved or suspended by administrative authority, 161 the convention 

also guarantee the right to organise and collective bargaining.  

Proscription of Trade Union in Nigeria: Historical Perspective  

Most of the proscriptions of trade unions and other association were done under the military 

regimes. Decrees were promulgated to proscribe these assoc iations, the Decrees contain ouster 

clauses sought to prevent anyone who want to challenge the Decree in Court. The Nigerian 

medical Association, The Nigerian Bar Association, ASUU etc. were all proscribed 162 under 

these military regimes. 

At the state level, the then military Governor of Kwara State, Group captain Adamu Iyam 

proscribed Kwara State Civil Service Union through Edict No. 1 of 1995 inspite of the fact that 

the union was registered under Labour Decree which is a federal law which cannot be 

overridden by a state law or edict.163 Trade unions in Nigeria falls under Exclusive Legislative 

List of the constitution which only the Federal Agency or Authority can make law on such 

issues. The then Sole Administration of the Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC) (Mr Ason Bor), 

condemned the action of the Governor by asking a question- Don‘t Kwara State have an 

Attorney-General and Commissioner of Justice who should have advised the Governor 

correctly?164 

In the characteristic manner, the Edict was repealed in the same month of April of 1995 when 

the Edict was enacted. Kogi State Governor Alhaji Yahaya Bello is the second Governor of a 

state to attempt to proscribe a trade union in Nigeria. 165 
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The proscription is a nullity going by the Constitution. The proclamation of the Governor that 

proscribes ASUU Kogi University Anyigba chapter is null and void, because the Governor 

cannot proscribe a union that is not within the provision, power and jurisdiction of the Governor 

of a state in Nigeria.166 Matters on exclusive legislative list are not within the legislative and 

administrative competence of a state Governor. The mass sack of lecturers by the Governor‘s 

proclamation is also null and void because an employee can only be sacked by the employer on 

the terms of the contract of employment.167 This is the law for general contract of employment 

but for a contract of employment with statutory flavour, a more elaborate procedure is 

prescribed by law. Therefore, the mass sack of lecturers by mere proclamation of the Governor 

is illegitimate, illegal; null and void because they are all on contract of employment with a 

statutory flavour.168 This is a repeat of University of Ilorin ASUU 49‘s case. 169 The proscription 

and the sack cannot stand because of its illegality.  

Conclusion 

From the foregoing analysis, it is clear from the constitution labour laws and international 

instruments that the Governor of Kogi State or any other state in Nigeria cannot legislate on 

labour and trade union matters and therefore cannot register, deregister or proscribe a trade 

union properly registered under Nigerian law and International Labour law. The Governor of a 

state or any employer in Nigeria cannot give a blanket proclamation to terminate the services of 

his employees. Every contract must be treated on its merit after following the due process of 

law. Whatever termination of appointment in disregard for law is null and void.  

ASUU and other labour Union in Nigerian Universities like SSANU, NASU and NAAT should 

work together for the progress of our Universities and in the polity. ASUU should continue the 

role of … for National development and educating Nigerians about its activities so as to prevent 

the citizens from buying into its blackmail by the government. Finally, ASUU and other Union 

should pursue the implementation of 2009 federal Government Agreement and 2013 

Memorandum of Understanding to logical conclusion in order to salvage Universities education 

System in Nigeria. 

Since dispute of right which relates to the rights and benefits of employees canno t be separated 

from the dispute of interest which relates to governance and Civil societies may be weak or 
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dormant in fighting for the rights of the Citizens and good governance it is imperative for labour 

Unions to mount the saddle otherwise corruption, nepotism and profligacy will be the order of 

the day. ASUU as a trade union has been up and doing in this regard.  

Labour unions including ASUU also have self-sustaining mechanism during still if the 

government enforce the no work no Salary policy. Such programme like welfare account, 

cooperative and investment of union funds in properly, hotels and guest houses etc. have been of 

tremendous assistance in times of crisis. It is important to stress that ASUU does not take 

donation from either government or-the private sector. 

The threat of proscription or actual proscription shall not defer the Union in its patriotic and 

nationalistic struggle against oppression and flippancy. ASUU as a trade union if not a nuisance 

on meddlesome interloper, or a busy body in the affairs of governance in Nigeria, but planners 

and constructive critics of government policies with viable and better alternatives.  

Nigerians needs to understand what ASUU stands for among all the trade unions in Nigeria. 

Under Nigerian law, no visitor nor proprietor of a university in Nigeria can debar or prevent his 

workers either administrative or academic staff from joining trade Union. Membership of a trade 

Union in Nigeria is constitutional and fundamental right issue which is not capable of being 

waived.170 Therefore, a staff to Sign an undertaking that he will not join a trade union of his 

choice while in an employment is void. The doctrine of estoppel cannot also operate to derogate 

or defeat a fundamental or human right.                            

                                                                 
170 Attorney General of Bendel State v Attorney General of the federation 1981 10 SC 1(per Kayode Eso JSC) 
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CHAPTER VIII 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO STATES BY 

THE CENTRAL GOVERNMENT IN NIGERIA AND AMERICA 

Abstract 

This paper discusses the constitutionality of the bailout granted to the states by the Federal 

government of Nigeria. We define and distinguish bailout from Grant- in-aid and pointed out 

that the federal government did not follow the constitutional procedure of granting aid to 

states by the federal government. The constitution did not use the word bail out but rather it 

mentions grants to states and bailout now became the terminology of every Nigerian today. It 

is the thrust of this paper that the federal government should have used the appropriate 

terminology used in the Constitution to describe the assistance of the federal government to 

the states. The piece is concluded by reiterating that the bailout or grant is not contemplated 

by the Constitution to be loans but financial assistance to states to carry out specific projects 

or to pay Salary and allowance of workers, and the release of the bailout to the States without 

approval of the National Assembly is a fundamental error that should be corrected in future 

grants while making extra-budgetary grants to States is a flagrant violation of the 

constitution.  

Keywords: Grant, Bailout, Constitutionality, Financial assistance, States.  

INTRODUCTION 

At the inception of Buhari administration on May 29, 2015 the states of the Federation of 

Nigeria were all in serious financial crisis to the extent that it became difficult for them to pay 

salaries and allowances of their workers for upwards of eight months. 1 The Governors of the 

affected States dropped their political differences and came together to approach the president 

for financial assistance to bail them out of the problem. 2 This request is in addition to their 

monthly statutory allocation from the federation account as stipulated in Section 162(4) of the 

1999 Constitution as amended and their internally generated revenue that is marginal because 

no serious effort has been made by the States to improve their internally generated revenue 

                                                                 
1 Bashir.A. Ramoni Constitutionality of Bailout funds for States and alternative Remedy The Guardian 26 January 2016 P47 Najeem A. O. 
Ijaiya, Olufemi Abifarin and Oladoyin Awoyale Granting of Bailout Funds to State by the president of Nigeria: A Relief or a Burden Joseph 
Ayo Babalola University Law Journal vol3 No1 (2016) P90 
2 Ibid  
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even in the face of dwindling oil resources occasioned by fall in price of Crude oil in the 

international market. 

The president relying in Section 164(1) of the Constitution granted the request of the 

Governors for financial assistance and released the sum of #700 billion with certain 

conditionalities attached to the release of the money from the Central Bank of Nigeria. It was 

later discovered that the money released was not a grant or financial assistance but a loan to 

be repaid within 20 years.3 

The States requested for 18 months moratorium on the repayment while the federal 

government granted only one month moratorium.4 The one month moratorium is in adequate 

given the State of Indebtedness of these States to their workers and the various labour crises 

in the States. 

Meaning of Grants and Bailout 

Before we go further in this discourse, we shall define the terms bailout and grants.  

Grant- in-aid is defined as a sum of money given by a governmental agency to a person or 

institution for a specific purpose especially federal funding for a state public program5. 

The constitution provides for grants to state by specifically stating that the federation may 

make grants to a state to supplement the revenue of that state in such sum and subject to such 

terms and conditions as may be prescribed by the National Assembly. 6 The Constitution in 

the marginal note mentioned grant- in-aid. Therefore it is logical to conclude that grants to 

state and grant- in-aid to States are synonymous.7 The American Constitution specifically 

mentioned grant- in-aid to states.8 

In other words for the state to qualify for the grant, the State need not be in debt. The grant 

can be made to state to carry out some specific infrastructural projects, 9 while a bailout is 

defined as a rescue of an entity usually a corporation or an industry from financial trouble. 10A 

bailout is normally to bailout or help an entity from financial trouble, not for any specific 

project like grant-in-aid. It can be granted to states to assist it to help out of financial crisis. 

                                                                 
3 Ibid 
4 Ibid 
5 Black’s Law Dictionary 8th Edition Thompson West Publication USA 2008 P 720 
6 Section 164 (1) 
7 See marginal note to Section 164 (1) e.g federal granting in aid to State revenue 
8 Robert B. Possey American Government 
9 Ibid 
10 Black’s Law Dictionary P152 
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Although the term bailout suited the situation of States in Nigeria befo re the grant but since 

Nigerian government is based on the Constitution, 11 it is always better to use the 

Constitutional term in describing actions of government. It is better to locate any action of 

government in the Constitution and other organic laws, ra ther than using any terminology that 

is not contemplated by the Constitution.  

Nigeria government have fallen into this error before. For instance while the Constitution 

made use of the word removal of President or Governor12 from office, the courts and the 

general populace prefer to use the term impeachment, 13 also the Constitution made use of 

pardon and respite for convicted criminals, the government preferred the use of the word 

amnesty to describe the type of pardon granted to repentant militants of the Niger Delta of 

Nigeria.14 Nigerian as a Constitutional democracy should have a rethink by using appropriate 

phrases in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution instead of inventing words or 

terms outside the Constitution. Grants and bailout are not synonymous, therefore even though 

our States needed bailout but our Constitution did not make provision for bailout but grants to 

States. According to Justice Niki Tobi “before I proceed to analyse this section, I should take 

a matter by the way at large. It is the use if the word “impeachment”. The word is used freely 

and indiscriminately by the parties. The two courts below also used the expression freely, 

though not indiscriminately. Where do they get the word in section 188 of the Constitution, I 

ask? It is clear from the section I have stated above that there is no such word in the section. 

And so I ask once again, where do all counsel and there is no such word in the section. And 

so I ask once again, where do all counsel and the court get the word? 

Because I did not want to hide my ignorance (if he is an ignorance at all on the issue), I 

raised it during the hearing of the appeal. Mr. Ayanlaja graciously called my attention to 

section 191 of the Constitution where the word is used. That did not satisfy my query. The 

action was filed on the basis of section 188 and not on the basis of section 19(1) Section 191 

(1) merely provides that the Deputy Governor of a State “shall hold the office of the 

Governor of the State if the office of Governor becomes vacant by reason of death, 

resignation impeachment, permanent incapacity or removal of the Governor from office…” 

                                                                 
11Section 1(2) of the 1999 Constitution of FRN as amended. 
12 Section 143 
13 Section 188 of the Constitution 
14Alhaji Abdulkadir Balarabe Musa V Speaker, Kaduna House of Assembly 1982 (3) NCLR 450 Abaribe v Speaker Abia, House of Assembly 

2003 1 CHR 225. See Complaint of Justice 
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In view of the fact that the action was brought under the section 188, it is my view that the 

originating summons and all that follow by way of other court processes and proceedings 

should honestly and loyally follow the wording of section 188. This was not the position in 

the first relief and a number of other court processes. In the first relief, the 

plaintiffs/respondents claimed. 

―A declaration that the purported Notice of Allegation of 

Misconduct made against His Excellency, Senator 

Rasheed Adewolu Ladoja, the Governor of Oyo State, as 

a preparatory step to his impeachment by the Defendants 

is unconstitutional, null and void, and of no effect 

whatsoever, having regard to the provisions of section 

188(1) and (2) of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria.‖ 

The point I have been struggling to make it clear from the above relief. Section 188(1) and 

(2) does not provide for the word ―impeachment‖. The appropriate word is removal, although 

section 188(1) contains the verb ―removal‖ in the circumstances, the first relief should have 

used the word ―removal‖ in the place of ―impeachment‖.  

What is the meaning of impeachment? Black‘s Law Dictionary defines the word as follows: 

―A criminal proceeding against a public officer, before a 

quasi-political court, instituted by a written accusation 

called articles of impeachment; for example a written 

accusation of the House of Representatives of the United 

State to the Senate of the United State against the 

President, Vice President, or an officer of the United 

State, including Federal Judges.‖ 

This definition, with a slant for the United State Constitution, does not totally reflect the 

consent of section 188 of the Constitution, as it conveys so much element of criminality. 

Section 188 is not so worded. The section covers both civil and criminal conduct. I am not 

saying that the definition vindicates the totality of the impeachment provisions of the United 

State Constitution. It is my view that the word should not be used as a substitute to the 

removal provisions of the section 188 procedure one for the removal of Governor or Deputy 
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Governor, not of impeachment.15 Nigeria as a sovereign State should obey the law as it is and 

not resort to twisting the law as it ought to be.  

Bailout or Grant from which Account? 

A pertinent question to ask is, from which account should the Federal Government bring out 

the grants to States? 

The answer to this question can be found in the Constitution. It is clear from the provisions of 

the Constitution that the federal government can only make grants to the States from its own 

account. This means the federal government from its own account after the federation 

account had been shared in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution. 16 

The federal government cannot make grant to any state from the federation account because 

the federation account belongs to the three tiers of government, 17 but when any money in that 

account has been shared, then the federal government can make grant to any state from its 

own share of the federation account. The federation account is the distributable pull account 

according to S162 of the Constitution. All the tiers of government can also decide to create a 

reserve fund from which grants can be made to the States on demand like the Excess crude 

oil account is separated before the rest is shared.  

The National Assembly has the duty to pass the Appropriation Bill into law. The 

Appropriation Bill is the national budget which consists of the income and expenditure of the 

federation and provision is made for the share of each state and local government in the 

budget, this share of the budget that belongs to the states and local governments is referred to 

as monthly statutory allocation which States and Local Government rely heavily upon to the 

neglect of their internally generated revenue. The Constitution provides for this allocation in 

Section 162 (4). 

Purpose of the Grant 

Each state applying for federal grant must state the purpose for which the money will be 

applied. The State must apply the money for the purpose of the grant. If the grant was 

approved by the National Assembly, it sets the criteria for the use and conditions and terms 

                                                                 
15Niki Tobi in Adeleke v Inakoju 2000 (pt 353) p 1 at 80, Contrary to Section 175 of the Constitution. 
16 Section 162 (1) 
17 Section 162 (3) 
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which the state must comply with.18 But since the executive have refused to take it to the 

National Assembly to approve the NASS is unable to effectively monitor the application of 

the grant to the States and this was why so many States are accusing their governors of 

misuse of the funds. 

 

 

 

Is the grant/ bailout a loan or an assistance or free gift? 

The grant or bailout is supposed to be a financial assistance to the State concerned and not a 

loan.19 A State has a right to apply for a loan from the Federal Government, and the Federal 

Government has the right to grant the loan or refuse to grant the loan. But the grant or bailout 

envisage by Section 164(1) to the 1999 Constitution cannot be a loan but a financial 

assistance to a state concerned. Therefore, the conversion of the grant to loan to States has not 

only compounded the problems of the state, it is also illegal. The bailout is now a burden 

instead of being a relief to the States.  The grant envisaged by Section164 (1) of the 

Constitution is supposed to be a free gift to the States in order to help the States out of their 

financial crisis. 

Procedure for making grants to States 

The procedure for making federal grants to States in Nigeria is stated clearly in the 

Constitution. The Constitution states clearly that the NASS must approve any grant before it 

can be effective.20 But in Nigeria, this procedure was breached because some argued that 

since the money has been appropriated in the budget as grant to State, it need not pass 

through the National Assembly again. Even newspaper reports show that the so called bailout 

in Nigeria is extra budgetary,21 this is the more reason why the National Assembly should be 

relevant in the exercise. An extra-ordinary expenditure is an expenditure that is outside the 

national budget as approved by the NASS. Nigerian Constitution does not give room for 

extra-budgetary spending. These must either be a budget or supplementary budget.  

                                                                 
18 Section 162 (1) 
19 Najeem A.O. Ijaiya, Olufemi Abifarin and Oladoyin Awoyale Granting of Bailout to States by the president of Nigeria, A relief or burden 
Joseph Ayo Babalola University law Journal Vol 3 No 1 (2016 P90) see also Bashir A. Ramoni 26 January 2017 P 47. 
20 Section 164 (1) 
21 #1.75 trillion Extra-budgetary bailout for States The Guardian 5 may 2017 p 1 
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This argument, we are unable to support because a particular sum may truly be set aside in 

the National budget as grants to States, but it is speculative in the sense that no particular 

State could be pinned down for such grant at the stage of budget approval but within the year 

when States begin to make requests to the Federal Government for financial assistance, the 

proposed grants by the executive should be presented to the National assembly for approval. 

These proposed grants will not only name the States concerned, it will also name the amount 

granted and the purpose for which it is granted.22 This will also enable the National Assembly 

to set up a Monitoring Committee to Superintend over the prudent management of the grant. 

This is referred to as oversight function of the National Assembly over the fund, and this is so 

because the fund belongs to the Federal Government and this leads us to the next question.  

Can the National Assembly Monitor the Grant?  

This question is also important in view of the provisions of the constitutions that stated the 

legislative jurisdiction of the National Assembly and States House of Assembly. This 

question is also important because APC Ekiti State chapter alleged that the State Governor 

had misappropriated its bailout fund instead of using it for payment of salaries and 

allowances of workers. Other States also alleged misappropriation of the fund and Citizens of 

the states called on the National Assembly instead of the States Houses of Assembly to probe 

the use of the money by the State Government.  

In order to have a clear picture of the legislative limits of both the National Assembly and 

State Houses of Assembly, it is apt to relay the entire provisions of the constitutions on 

legislative powers of the Federation and the States in Nigeria.  

Legislative Power of the Federal Republic of Nigeria  

The Constitution provides that:-  

1)  The legislative powers of the Federal Republic of Nigeria shall be vested for the National 

Assembly for the Federation which shall consist of a Senate and a House of 

Representatives.23 

2)  The National Assembly shall have powers to make laws for peace, order and good 

government of the Federation or any parts thereof with respect to any matter included in 

the Exclusive Legislative list set out in Part 1of the Second Schedule to this Constitution.  

                                                                 
22 Robert. B Posey op cit #1.75 trillion The Guardian 5 may 2017 p 1 
23 Section 4 of the 1999 Constitution of FRN as amended 
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3) The power of the National Assembly to make laws for the peace, order and good 

government of the Federation with respect to any matter included in the Exclusive 

Legislative List shall, save as otherwise provided in the Constitution, to be the conclusion 

to the Houses of Assembly. 

4) In addition and without prejudice to the powers conferred by subsection (2) of this 

section, the National Assembly shall have power to make laws with respect to the 

following matters, that is to say- 

a. Any matter in the Concurrent Legislative List set out in the first column of Part II of the 

Second Schedule to this Constitution to the extent prescribed in the school column 

opposite thereto; and 

b. Any other matter with respect to which it is empowered to make laws in accordance with 

the provisions of this Constitution. 

5) If any law enacted by the House of Assembly of a State is inconsistent with any law 

validity made by the National Assembly, the law made by the National Assembly shall 

prevail, and that other law shall to the extent of the inconsistency be void.  

6) The legislative powers of a State of the Federation shall be vested in the House of 

Assembly of the State. 

7) The House of Assembly of a State shall have power to make law for the peace, order and 

good government of the State or any part thereof with respect to the following matters, 

that is to say-  

a. Any matter not inclined in the Exclusive Legislature List set out in Part I of the Second 

Schedule to this Constitution. 

b. Any matter included in the Concurrent Legislative List set out in the first column of Part 

II of the Second Schedule to this Constitution to the extent prescribed in the second 

column opposite thereto; and 

c. Any other matter with respect to which it is empowered to make laws in accordance with 

the provisions of this Constitution. 

8) Save as otherwise provided by this Constitution, the exercise of legislative powers by the 

National Assembly or by a House of Assembly shall be subject to the jurisdiction of 

courts of law and of judicial tribunals established by law, and accordingly, the National 

Assembly or a House of Assembly should not enact any law, that ousts or purports to oust 

the jurisdiction of a court of law or of a judicial tribunal established by law.  
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9) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section, the National Assembly or a 

House of Assembly shall not, in relation to any criminal offence whatsoever, have power 

to make any law which shall have retrospective effect.  

How the Legislative power is exercised in practice 

In a federation, the national government is a government exercising limited or enumerated 

powers. Almost all the powers exercisable by the national and state governments are listed in 

the Constitution. The federal government has no power not granted to it in the Constitution or 

reasonably to be implied from the Constitution.24 It is the state government that have the 

residue of power or (residual power).25 In theory, the States are nearly as restricted in powers 

as is the national since the Constitution defines these powers.  

As could be gleaned from Section 4 of the Constitution, the National Assembly has its 

legislative powers spelt out clearly in Section 4(1), (2), (3) and (4) of the Constitution, while 

Section 4(5) asserts the Supremacy of any law made by the National Assembly when there is 

any Conflict between it and any law made by the House of Assembly of State. This Section 

also resolved the issues of the doctrine of covering the field in legislation.  

The legislative power of the State House of Assembly is defined by Section 4(6) and (7) 

while Section 4(8) subject the laws made by either the National Assembly or State House of 

Assembly to judicial review by the courts and Section 4(9) preclude the legislature from 

making retrospective criminal law. This has been extended to retrospective civil law by the 

Courts.25a 

On the general intendment of Section 4, the Supreme Court had ruled on the Superiority of 

the Federal government that 

―a situation where the Chief Executive of the country or a 

federal functionary could be Subject to Sanction by a State 

House of Assembly or State Chief Executive or functionary 

could be subject to authority of National Assembly would 

offend not only against the spirit but the letters of the 

Constitution. Each of the States‘ legislative Assemblies and 

                                                                 
24 Robert.B. possey op cit 
25 Section 4(7)(a), Olufemi Abifarin, DavidF. Atidoga A Critical Analysis of the Scope and limit of legislative power of National Assembly and 
States Houses of Assembly in Nigeria Confluence Law Journal Vol 1 No 1(2006) P11, Benjamin Ogwo Conflict in the legislature process in 
Nigeria: The Relevance of the Doctrine of Pith and Substance and Covering the field Confluence Law Journal vol 1 No 1 (2006)P  112 
25a INEC V Musa 2003 3 NWLR (part 806) 72 
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the National Assembly is Sovereign in its own house neither 

interferes with the government of the others. This is the true 

basis of federalism; to be otherwise would lead to 

anarchy…‖26 

Looking closely at this Statement of the Supreme Court, it is the State House of Assembly 

that has power of oversight over the activities of the State government but where federal 

special grant is involved, it is logical for the National Assembly to be vested with power to 

oversee the prudent management of the grant especially if the grant was approved by 

National Assembly under Section 164(1), but where the president by-passed the National 

Assembly in making the grant, the National Assembly has no business in overseeing the 

prudent management of the grant. But the National Assembly has the power to query the 

action of the president as a violation of the Constitution. It is on this score that we will now 

examine how American government handles a similar provision in her Constitution.  

Grant in-aid in America 

 In a paper of this nature, it is not out of place to compare Nigerian Constitution with that of 

United States of America because we are both operating federalism and presidential system 

of government. In the U.S, the federal government can and does make grants- in-aid to the 

state governments whereby federal monies are spent under state supervision.  

A modern development of federalism has been the emergence of grant-in-aid. A grant- in-aid 

is assistance, usually financial given to one political jurisdiction by another to be augmented 

and spent for a specified purpose.27 Grants made by the federal government to states usually 

carry five conditions in America. These are that the granted funds be used only for the 

stipulated activities (2) that the funds be supplemented by state funds as a marching basis (3) 

that the federal government maybe set standards and inspect results (4) that a separate 

administrative agency may set up to perform the activities and (5) that merit rather than 

politics, control the selection and management of the personnel to administer the grant. 28 

In America, the spending power of the National government is derived from section 8 of 

Article 1 of the constitution. The government may spend money on paying its debt, providing 

for the defence of the country and providing for the general welfare of the citizens and there 

                                                                 
26Attorney General of Federation V Attorney General of Ogun State 1982 1-2 SC 13 at 115. 
27 Robert B. Possey op cit 
28 Ibid 
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are three constitutional restrictions on the spending power of the federal government namely; 

(1) no money may be spent except on appropriation by the congress (2) a statement of 

receipts and expenditure must be published from time to time and (3) appropriation or the 

money may not extend for a longer period of two years.29 

What is important about American grant- in-aid is that no money can be granted to any state 

by way of assistance without appropriation by the Congress.  

This same principle should hold for Nigeria as section 164 (1) is not ambiguous but clear and 

simple. 

Another important aspect of American federalism is that states are expected to grant aid to 

local government just as the constitution of Nigeria makes provision for states to give to local 

government parts of its internally generated revenue but instead of this, states are grabbing 

and diverting local government revenue to their use in Nigeria thereby impoverishing the 

local governments whereas in America the federal government grants not less than $10 

billion to states, while states grant not less than $30 billion to local government annually. 30 

Concluding Remarks 

We have examined critically the grant or bailout to states by the federal government and 

observed that the financial assistance to states by the federal government was referred to as 

grants by the constitution therefore the use of the word bailout is a misnormal. We also 

observed that the president who is the chief executive of the federation unilaterally disbursed 

the funds to the states without recourse to the National Assembly which amounted to 

violation of section 164 (1) of the constitution. We noted that the National Assembly who is 

supposed to protest the bypassing of the institution by the president made a faint protest and 

this has made the executive to progress in its errors and the bypassing of the National 

Assembly in making the grant has robbed the National Assembly of its power of oversight on 

the prudent management of the fund.  

We equally observed that the grant that is supposed to be a gift or financial ass istance to the 

states as contemplated by section 164 (1) is now turned to loans thereby compounding the 

financial crises of the states instead of it serving as a relief to the states. We also contrasted 

the Nigerian situation with America and concluded that such grants in America normally 

                                                                 
29 Ibid 
30 Ibid 
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passed through the Congress and the Congress set conditions of grant and monitor the 

execution of any project the grant is to be used to execute.  

We also observed that ours is extra-budgetary grant or bailout in Nigeria.31 The constitution 

does not contemplate extra-budgetary spending that is why there is provision for 

supplementary budget or section 164 (1), which over is applicable at any point in time.  

Recommendations 

The executive should always obey the Constitution by securing legislative approval for future 

grants to states. The intended grants to States within a year should be captured in the budget 

of that year, even if the specific States and the amount granted is not stated in the budget the 

subsequent approval by the National Assembly will contain the name of the States and the 

amount approved for those States. The National Assembly should also set the terms and 

conditions of the grant and also monitor the spending of the grant by ensuring that the grant is 

expended on the subject matter of the grant.  

The National Assembly should ensure that there is no extra budgetary grant to States; any 

grant should either be captured by the annual budget or supplementary budget. The 

government should also ensure she uses the correct nomenclature such as grant used by the 

Constitution instead of bailout that is not used by the Constitution. The grant is not 

contemplated to be a loan but free gift or financial assistance to States.  

The States can challenge the loan in Court. They can contend that Section 164(1) does not 

contemplate loan but grant or financial assistance.  

                                                                 
31 #1.75 trillion Extra-budgetary bailout for States The Guardian 5 may 2017 p 1 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE RIGHT TO A NAME IN NIGERIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Name is a symbol of identity both personal and family. Name can also suggest the tribe or 

nativity or country of the bearer. Names are part of every culture and they are of enormous 

importance to the people who received them and the societies who gave them. It is in the light of 

this that this paper examined the legal framework for names and naming in Nigeria with a view 

to x-ray the inadequacy of the law and suggest reform of our laws with a view to providing for 

naming a child and giving the child the right to change his/her name on attainment of majority 

either due to change of religion or by absolute choice. 

DEFINITION OF NAME AND OTHER RELATED TERMS 

Etymologically, name is described, as a word or words that a particular person, animal, place, or 

thing is known by.1 It is also described as a word or phrase identifying or designating a person 

or thing and distinguishing that person or thing from others. 2 A name is different from an alias. 

Alias is an assumed name or additional homo that a poison has used or is known by. It is an 

assumed name or fictitious name or nick name.3 

From the above definition of name, it shows that name is not peculiar to how beings. Animals, 

place or thing has names too. But for the purpose of this paper we will be dwelling on the right 

of Nigerian citizens to a name or to be named.  

IMPORTANCE OF NAME 

Name is important as a symbol of identity of a person. It is like the trademark or brand name of 

a person distinguishing him from another person.4 There are different types of name to surname, 

first name, fore name, Christian name or full name. Full name is an individual's pe rsonal name, 

second or middle names or initials (if any) and surname 5 arranged in a customary order.6 In 

Western cultures, the traditional order is usually personal name, middle names or initials and 

surname. In many other cultures, the order is surname first, followed by one or more personal 

                                                                 
1 Longman Active Study Dictionary Pearson Educatiob Ltd Edinburgh 2004 P. 487 
2 Collins pocket Dictionary for Schools  Glasgow 1987 P. 556 
3 Bryan G.A Black’s Law Dictionary Thomson West 1990 
4 Deluzain H.E Names and Personal Identity www.behindthenames.com/articles/3.PHP 
5 Bryan G.A Op cit 
6 Ibid 
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names. Personal name is on individual‘s name at names given at birth as distinguished from 

family name.7 Surname is that family name automatically bestowed on a person at birth, 

acquired by marriage or adopted by choice. Although in many cultures a person's surname is 

traditionally the father surname or name, but there is netting to prevent someone from taking the 

mother s surname or name or a combination of the parent‘s surnames. 8 

Legal Name: - Is a person‘s full name as recognized in law. A legal name is usually acquired at 

birth or through a court order. There are no rules governing a legal name‘s length or 

constitution. It may be a single name or include word not generally used in human names. 9 

Middle Name: - Is a woman's childhood surname which may or may not remain her surname 

for life. Normally the term is used only in reference to a woman who has married and changed 

her last name. 

Proprietary Name: - It is a non-descriptive name that may be owned and registered as a 

trademark. It is a distinctive name that clearly distinguishes one thing from another. To maintain 

an action for trade name infringement, the plaintiff must prove, among other thing, that it owns a 

distinctive name.10 

It must be noted that generally a person does not have a proprietary right in his name. One 

cannot claim an exclusive right to his name by excluding others from hearing the name except a 

registered business name.11 

Who Gives Name 

When a child is born, it is given name by the parents, if the child is a foundling, it is given a 

name by the person who found him. In the event of controversy over the paternity of a child, it is 

the mother that names the child or her people. 12 An orphan is given name by the orphanage or 

adopter of the child.13 The name is given to the child to identify him or her and to connect him 

to the family that names him or her. A name is given to a child at the earliest opportunity. Some 

give names immediately the child is born while others wait till the seventh or eight ieth day 

                                                                 
7 Ibid 
8 Ibid 
9 Ibid 
10 Ibid 
11Przecha D. The Importance of Given Names www.genealogy.com/35donna.html 
12 Ibid 
13 Ibid 
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where a naming ceremony is performed according to either Christian or Islamic rite or according 

to traditional rite.14 

TYPES OR NAMES IN YORUBALAND 

Oruko Amutoruwa (Preordained Name) 

Yoruba believe that a baby may come with pre-destined names for instance; twins (Ibeji) are 

believed to have natural birth names. Thus the first to be born of the two is called Taiwo or 

―Taye‖, shortened forms of Tayewo, meaning the taster of the world. This is to identify the first 

twin as the one sent by the other one to first go and taste the world. If he/she stays there, it 

follows that it is not bad, and that would send a signal to the other one to start coming.  

Hence the second to arrive is named Kehinde (late arrival; it is now common for many Kehinde 

s to be called ―Kenny‖). The child born to the same woman after the twins is called idowu, and 

the one after this is called Alaba. Ige is a child born with the legs coming out first instead of the 

head; and Ojo (male) or Aina (female) is the one born with the umbilica l cord around his / her 

neck. When a child is conceived with no prior menstruation, he or she is named Ilori. Dada is a 

child born with locked hair and Ajayi (nick named Ogidi Olu) is the one born face downwards.  

Other natural names include Abiodun (one born on a festival day or period), Bosede (one born 

on a holy day; Babatunde/Babatunji) (meaning father has come back) is the son born to a family 

where a father has recently passed. This testifies to the belief in reincarnation. Iyabode, Yeside, 

Yewande, Yetunde (mother has come back) is the female counterpart.  

 

Oruko Abiso (Name given at birth) 

These are names that are not natural with the child at birth but are given on the eight day of 

birth. They are given in accordance with significant events at time of birth or with reference to 

the family tradition as has been mentioned above.  

Examples of names given with reference to the family tradition include Ogundiran (Ogun has 

become a living tradition in the family); Ayanlowo (Ayan drummmg tradition is honorable), 

                                                                 
14 Oruko Yoruba, www.learnyoruba.com/names.html Types of names in yorubaland www.facebook.com/397964.... How children are named in 
Yorubaland www.yorubaland.org/index/phpYorubaNameswww.Nigeriabestforeign Rare Yoruba Names and Meaning 
www.nairaland.com/8730121rare-yoruba-name 

http://www.learnyoruba.com/names.html
http://www.facebook.com/397964
http://www.yorubaland.org/index/phpYorubaNames
http://www.yorubaland.org/index/phpYorubaNames
http://www.yorubaland.org/index/phpYorubaNames
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Oyetoso (chieftaincy is ornament); Olanrewaju (honour is advancing forward); Olusegun (God 

has conquered the enemy). 

Oriki (Pet names) 

The Yoruba also have pet names or Oriki. These are praise names, and they are used to suggest 

what the child's family background is or to express one‘s hope for the child. Akanbi (one who is 

deliberately born); Ayinde (one who is praised on arrival); Akande (one who comes or arrives in 

full determination); Atanda (one who is deliberately created after thorough search). For females, 

Aduke (one who is blessed on sight), Atinuke or Abike (one that is born to be pampered), 

―Anike‖ which come from a longer name meaning we have a meaning we have a crown and it is 

as dedicate as an egg. 

HOW CHILDREN ARE NAMED IN YORUBALAND? 

There is a saying in Yorubaland which says ―Ile la wo kiato somo loruko‖ (meaning you take a 

critical look at a child‘s home before naming a child) in the spirit of this a child born by a king 

will usually have the prefix "Ade‖ meaning crown. Names like that are Adelowo, Aderemi 

Adeniji etc. 

A child born in the midst of wealth will probably have names starting with ―Ola" (wealth) 

Olabisi, Towobola etc.15 

Christian families name their children after God (Oluwa) Olawafemi, Oluwaseyi etc. 16 

IGBO NAMES AND MEANING 

 Chimamandanta female Igbo my God will never fail or fall 

 Ogugomakwa unisex Igbo Has consoled me from crying or has wiped my tears.  

 Abadom male lgbo A reference some situation that the family was traduced  

 Abodom unisex lgbo Chastised hence a plea not to be chastised. The name bear is wish 

well 

 Abaeze male lgbo Branch of kings 

 Abaga unisex Igbo live and multiply 

 Abalunam unisex Igbo Don‘t quarrel with me  

                                                                 
15 Alesinoye M.B Traditional Naming Ceremony and the Symbolism of Yoruba Names Nigerian Tribune 16 octobeer 2013 P. 31 
16 Ocheja D.H. A Concise Dictionary of Christian Names Elvic Printers Lokoja 2007 P xvi 
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 Aboka unisex lgbo Do not holds on too rigidly to your own stand point. In other words, 

by to see other peoples‘ views. 

 Abomeli unisex Igbo A commemoration of the hostilities in which Ado was victorious 

and during the period the name bearer was born.  

 Abua unisex Igbo A variant of Adibuah and Onyeibo. Signifying an arrival of a male 

child especially where the father has no brother but very much desires one. The bearer is 

thus like a brother to him. 

 Abutu unisex Igbo Abutu is of Igala origin 

 Achebe unisex Igbo an advice not to pursue earthly affairs too fast. The corollary is to 

take things easy. 

 Achukwu unisex Igbo let no one question God. The omnipotent knows what is good for 

the name bearer. 

 Achunaifeuwanike male Igbo Dwell not on the things of the earth 

 Achusim unisex Igbo A plea not to drive me away. An inference that the bearer belongs 

to the kindred or has not faulted in any manner to warrant ostracism.  

 Achutebe unisex Igbo there is a limit one can be pushed around and messed around. A 

reference to such situation and a plea should have peace and prosperity or Achuta obe.  

 Ada female Igbo first daughter of a girl. Also refers to a female or daughter 

 

 Ada-afo female Igbo female born on the third day in Igbo land 17 

HAUSA NAMES AND MEANING 

 Abba   male  Hausa   Father 

 Abdul-Aziz  male  Arabic   The Mighty 

 Abudul-Hafeez  male  Arabic   Servant of the 

protector 

 Abdullah  male  Arabic   Servant of God 

 Abdulrahman  male  Arabic   The Beneficient 

 Abdulsalam  male  Arabic   Messenger of peace 

 Ali   male  Arabic    

 Asibi   female  Hausa   Born on Saturday 

 Auta   female  Hausa   Last born 

 Azumi   male  Hausa   Born during fasting 

                                                                 
17 Ibid 
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 Babangida  male  Hausa   The master of the House 

 Babangida  male  Hausa   Father of the house 

 Bako   male  Hausa   Guest 

 Bamaiyi   male  Hausa    

 Binta   female  Arabic   Damsel 

 Danjuma  male  Hausa   Born on Friday 

 Danjuma  male  Hausa   Son born on Friday 

 Dauda   male  Hausa   David18 

Good Names 

The Yoruba believe that a man is important to the destiny of the bearer of that name. The bible 

also stress that a good name is more desirable than great riches and to be esteemed better than 

silver and gold.19 Today, in consonance with this belief a lot of people name their children on 

the path of wealth, strength, faith, love and prophetic names. There are also good names and bad 

names or demonic names. There are also masculine, feminine and unisex names.  

Under native law and custom, names are given on the eightieth day for boys, seventieth day for 

girls. Some nursing mothers may be forbidden from taking certain types of food for the seven or 

eight days. Some may not be allowed to taste any food with salt or pepper for seven or eight 

days.20 The naming ceremony is marked with fanfare, cooking of assorted food and drinks. The 

naming may be carried out by the parents, grandparents or priests or chief priests as the case 

may be.21 

Naming under lslamic law is normally done by Islamic Clerics after an Islamic worship and 

Quranic recitation on the eight day. The names are taken from the Holy Quran and Hadiths. It is 

also marked with killing of rams and cooking of food and provision of drinks for the people. 22 

The Christians do their naming ceremony on the eight day too. The Pastors and Elders of the 

church or denomination gather at the house of the parents of the child early in the morning after 

Morning Prayer. They give both Yoruba or native name and English name to the child. It is also 

                                                                 
18 Ahrry E The Importance of Names, www.behindthename.com/articles13.php 
19 Proverb 22:1 
20 Importance of Arabic Names www.30days.net?Home?AboutIslam>CulturalIssues 
21 Identity Gender and Names www.reformjudaism.org/importance 
22 Ibid 
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marked with serving of food and drinks for all those in attendance. 23 Baptismal names are also 

given by the church according to the doctrines of each sect.  

Names given to the child may be more than one. People have an option to call the child any of 

the names given to the child. The name remains the symbol of identity for the child for life until 

it is changed or renounced by the child when he becomes adult or marries if a woman. 24 

NEW LEGAL ORDER IN NAMING A CHILD 

Before now, there is no specific written law guaranteeing the right to a name for any child or 

person in Nigeria. Every Nigerian is named either under the native law and custom operating in 

place of his birth irrespective of whether the place is his place of residence or nativity, while 

some are named under Islamic law if a Muslim and others are named under the Christian 

doctrine of his denomination or sect.  

The first written law to vest responsibility on parents to name a child in Nigeria is the Child 

Right Act 2003. The Act provides that every child has a right to a name, accordingly, shall be 

given a name on his birth or on such other dates as is dictated by the culture of his parents or 

guardian.25 This section is a reaffirmation of the existing customary and religious law in Nigeria 

on child naming which we have said earlier that the child could be named at birth or later on a 

set day i.e. seventh day or eightieth day. This section of the Act did not negate the practice.  

Another important fact is that the section is also in consonance with the United Nation‘s 

Convention on the Rights of the child and African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the 

Child. Nigeria as a state is a signatory to these Conventions and therefore bound to implement 

the provisions of the conventions. The enactment of the Child Right Act in 2003 is a fulfilment 

of this obligation. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child also provides that 

the child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have the right from birth to a name, 

the right to acquire nationality and as far as possible the right to know and be cared for by his or 

her parents.26 The right to a name at birth is conspicuous in this article. States parties to the 

convention are enjoined to undertake in respect the right of the child to preserve his or her 

identity including nationality, name and family relations as recognized by law without unlawful 

interference and where the child is illegally deprived of some or all of the elements of his or her 

                                                                 
23 Bryan G.A. Op Cit 
24 Section 5(1) of Child Rights Act 2003 
25 Article vii (i) Convention on the Rights of the Child 
26 Article viii of Convention on the Rights of the Child 
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identity, states parties shall provide appropriate assistance and protection with a view to speedily 

re-establish his or her identity.27 

The CRC provisions as could be seen is more elaborate in order to underscore the importance of 

name as a symbol of identity and parental or family heritage. The right to a name is not peculiar 

to Nigeria but a universal or global phenomenon.  

The OAU Charta on Rights and Welfare of the child also provides that every child shall have the 

right from his birth to a name.28 Irrespective of where a Child come from in Africa, and 

irrespective of his religion or cultures every African child is entitled to a name as of right as 

soon as he/ she is born. As could be seen from the provisions of the laws above quoted, the law 

does not contemplate a nameless person. The law also made mention of the right to a name, but 

that does not mean that a person cannot have or be given more than one name. The law only set 

the minimum which is that every person or child must have at least a name but he can be given 

more than one name. 

RIGHT TO CHANGE A NAME 

Article 16(1) (g) of the Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against 

Women (CEDAW) states parties shall like all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination 

against women in all matters relating to marriage and family relations and in particular shall 

ensure on a basis of equality of men and women; (g) that the same personal rights as husband 

and wife including the right to choose a family name, a profession and an occupation 

Article 6 (f) of the Protocol to the African charter on Human and Peoples‘ rights on Rights of 

women in Africa provides that states parties shall ensure that women and men enjoy equal right 

and are regarded as equal partners in marriage. They shall enact appropriate national legislative 

measures to guarantee that a married woman shall have a right to main her maiden name, to use 

it as she pleases, jointly and separately with her husband‘s surname.  

Inherent in the right to a name is the right to change a name. In Europe the popular convention 

now is that a person's name is part of the person‘s human right. The Human Rights Committee 

and the European Court have ruled that a person‘s name falls under the protection afforded by 

the right to respect for private life. In Coerial and Aurik v. Netherlands 29 when National 

Authorities refused the applicants permission to change their surname to Hindu surnames, the 

                                                                 
27 Article vi of OAU charter in the Rights and Welfare of the Child 
28 Communication No. 445/1991 View of 31 October 1994 
29 Communication No. 919/2000 Views of 22 March 2002 
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Human Rights Court established that a person's name including the power to change it fall 

within the realm of privacy and a refusal of it will be contrary to article 17 of the European 

Convention on Human Rights.  

In another case, Muller and Engelahrd v Namibia The Human Rights Committee found that laws 

regulating use of names is discriminatory and therefore contrary to the Human Right of the 

people. 

The effect of these decisions is that a right to a name also includes the right to Change yo ur 

name either as a result of marriage or change of religion or by choice. A married woman may or 

may not change her name and she may combine her surname with that of the husband‘s 

surname. Even though Adoption Laws in Nigeria did not provide for the right to a name, it is our 

view that since the child to be adopted is a Nigerian he should be given a name by the adoptive 

parent or parents. Since the Constitution of Nigeria guarantees the right to private and family 

life, this right also covers the right to a name and the right to change the name following the 

liberal interpretation of that section by the European Court. 30 

Change of names under Muslim Islamic Law 

Muslim marriage does not demand for change of names. It is a matter of regret that several of us 

are victims of our colonial past in making women change their names as a result of marriage. It 

is not haram but there is nothing in Islam to support the practice. A glance at the history of 

Islam will show that the women who were closely related to the Prophet, peace be on him, our 

life model, retained their names after marriage. Fatimah is known till today as Bint Rasulillahi 

despite her marriage with ‗Aliya, of blessed memory. The mothers of the Faithful-the wives of 

the Prophet-did not drop their fathers‘ names after marriage with the Prophet. Khadeejah 

Bintukhuwailid, Hafsah Bint‘Umar, Mainunah BintHarith, Zainab Bint Jahsh and Safiyyah Bint 

Hayyi are ready examples that come to mind. If the ―dry fish‖ is too late to bend, the subsequent 

generations of young Muslim couples should not perpetuate the error inherited from our colonial 

past in adopting the husbands‘ names.  

This opinion is based on the fact that Qur‘anic injunction as contained in Suratul Ahzab, Chapter 

33 verse 5 gives the order saying: 

Call them by their father‘s name: this is more equitable in the sight of God.  

                                                                 
30Section 37 of the 1999 Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria (Amended) 2011  
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The verse shows that Islam supports the practice of calling children, male or female, by their 

father‘s name. As we are aware the inherited practice of calling married women by the names of 

their husbands is an alien culture handed over to us by our colonial masters. The two practices 

compared, Islamic practice has a number of social advantages over the English practice. It will 

encourage the father to give her maximum education and training within his capacity because 

her glorious attainments will still be traced to the father and his family. As a result of that the 

lukewarm attitudes of our people to the training of their female children who feel that the glory 

of her training is carried to other people‘s family and that once she is married she ceases, at least 

in name, to be full- fledged member of their family will stop. Some carry this ridiculous 

mentality to the funny belief that she no longer qualifies to inherit in the estate of the family 

particularly, landed property. It sounds better to retain the maiden name because association 

with the father‘s family is a life association while that of the husband‘s family is subject to the 

sustenance of the marital association. It enhances her personality that in the contract of marriage 

it is two partners (parties) who enter into the contract. Finally, it puts an end to the ugly 

embarrassment of change of name women are usually exposed to, even when the root causes of 

the dissolution of marriage are not attributable to them. If is impressive that the Muslim youths 

in Nigeria have come out with an interesting balance between what obtains in our society and 

Islamic culture. The female Muslim youths do not drop their father‘s names from their names 

for their husband‘s father‘s names. Rather they retain their maiden names and add that of 

husband‘s family names hyphenated for as long as the marriage subsists.  

CONCLUSION 

We have shown that names are part of every culture and that they are of enormous importance 

both to the people who receive the name and to the societies that gave them. It is symbolic and it 

marks personal identity. It is also reflected in the work that hitherto names have been given 

under religions and customary law but the Child Rights Act has come to alter this situation. We 

also noted that the right to a name also includes the right to change a name and no law should be 

made by any state to inhibit this right.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

All states in Nigeria that have not domesticated the Child Right Act should do so without delay 

so as to enhance the right to a name of any child born' in those states.  
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The right to a name given to a child by the law should be respected by parents, guardians and 

custodian authorities. 

If and when a child wants to change his/her name, he /she should be given the opportunity 

Adoption Laws in Nigeria should give right to adopters to name the adoptee.  

The law should make specific provision on the right of Nigerians to change their names on 

attaining majority. 
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CHAPTER X 

THE RIGHT TO RELIGION IN NIGERIA 

INTRODUCTION 

Religion hits since prehistoric times played a significant role in the behaviours activities and all 

aspects of human life. It has continued to play it more dominant role in the affairs of man today 

and will be more relevant in the mind and to achieve a sense of security Religion also gives man 

the basis for moral decisions and values.  

Mankind has from the earliest times been perplexed and distorted by several mysteries and 

supernatural events around him. Even today with the height science has attained, it cannot 

explain certain phenomenon like the source of life and what happens after death. Life itself is a 

wearisome long, journey full of problems and religion claims it is the way and light for this 

journey to paradise. 

MEANING OF RELIGION 

It is important to know the subject matter before going further in this paper. Etymologically, the 

word religion is defined to mean the belief in the existence of a god  or gods and the activities 

that are connected with the worship of them or one of the systems of faith that are based on the 

existence of a particular god or gods.1 It is also defined as a belief in god or gods, a system of 

worship and faith, a formalised expression of belief.2 

Black see religion as a system of faith and worship usually involving belief in the Supreme 

Being and usually containing a moral or ethical code especially such a system recognized and 

practiced by a particular church, sect, or denomination and this include theistic and non-theistic 

beliefs.3 

                                                                 
1 Oxford advance learner’s dictionary of current English, 6 th edition, Oxford University Press, 2000 
2 New English dictionary and thesaurus, new edition, Geddess and Grosset, Finland 2000 
3 Black’s law dictionary, 8th edition, Thomson west USA, 2004 
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The above definitions are dictionary meanings which show the biases of the authors. However, 

the word religion is used often by people in all facets of the society yet it is a Herculean task to 

get an acceptable definition. Thus, the definition of religion varies among different individuals, 

their orientations, background, philosophy, dispensation and circumstances in life. Even within a 

profession, there are divergent views on what religion is.  

To some sociologists, religion is the belief in the spiritual beings, the experience of the holy or 

the unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things, i.e. to so things set apart and 

forbidden, beliefs in which unite into one single moral community All those who adhere to 

them.4 

The communist on the other hand question the truth as well the value of religion and as such are 

hostile to religion which they consider a superstition. To Karl Marx, religion the opium of the 

poor and the oppressed and an obstacle to the growth of a classless society. 5 

To professor Gordon W. Allport, religion encompasses a value that every democrat must hold, 

the right of each individual to work out his own philosophy of life, to find his personal niche in 

creation as best as he can.6 Thus, a man‘s religion is the audacious bid he makes to bind him to 

creation and to complete his own personality by finding the supreme context in which he rightly 

belongs, what each individual does with his own solitariness. 7 

Juristically, Lathem C.J. showed his concern about the futility of a universal definition of 

religion when he said; ―it would be difficult, if not impossible to devise a definition of religion 

which would satisfy the adherents of all the many and various religions which exists or have 

existed―.8 

Wiles J. defines religion thus, is it not what a man honestly believes in and approves and think it 

is his duty to inculcate in others whether with regard to this world or the next? It must, I think 

include the principle of gratitude to an active power who can confer blessings.‖9 

Religion has been defined as ―man‗s relation to divinity, to reverence, worship, obedience and 

submission to mandates and precepts of supernatural or superior beings. ln this broadest sense, it 

includes all forms of belief in the existence of superior beings exercising powers over human 

                                                                 
4 Bohanan 1969 p. 313, Hiachim Wach sociology of religion Email: Durkeim 1915 
5 Dhokalia P. Human Rights To Reeligious Freedom: problems of definition and effective enjoyment, Calabar Law journal, ol. 1. 1986 p. 120 
6 Alfred north Whitehead, Religion in making, 1943 67 CLB, 116 
7Ananabra p.c. The Fundamental Right to Religion scralfred publications Lagos 1999 p. 2 
8 Adelaide company of Jehovah witness v commonwealth 1943 67 CLB 116  
9Baxter . Laugley 1868 38 LJMC 15 
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beings by volition, imposing rules of conduct, with future rewards and punishments. Bond 

uniting to God and virtue whose purpose is to render God worship due to him as a source of all 

beings and principle of government of things.‖10 

Professor Akin lbidapo~0be sees religion as a belief in a supreme being and his worship through 

a specified ritual. Religion is based on moralistic view or way of life. In its doctrinal perspective, 

it may be defined as a system of general truth which has the effect of transforming character 

when they are sincerely held and vividly apprehended. 11 

Just as we have noted earlier, a universal definition of religion is not realistic but for the purpose  

of this discussion, we adopt the definition offered by the court in NlKLNlKOFF V 

ARCHBlSHOP Etc. of Russia Orthodox Greek Church. 12 It was defined in that case as a man‘s 

relation to divinity, to reverence, worship, obedience and submission to mandates and precepts 

of Supernatural or superior beings. In its broadest sense it includes all forms of belief in the 

existence volition, imposing rules of conduct, with future rewards and punishment. Bond uniting 

man to God and virtue whose purpose is to render God worship due to him as a source of all 

beings and principle of Government of things.  

With the various definitions and descriptions of religion above sects like Amoic, Free Mason, 

Grail Movement, Eckankar, Harikrisna and a host of others in the category will q ualify as 

religions or religious movements Others are Bahai, New Age Movement and Chrislam 

Religions of the World 

There are various religions in the world today ranging from the primitive and by gene religions 

with certain similarities common to them all. These similarities are awe before the sacred 

expression of anxiety in ritual, ritual and expectancy, myth and rituals, bi-polarity or religions 

and magic. divination, prayer. Animism, belief in men, veneration and worship of powers, 

recognition of high gods, taboos, purification, rites, sacrifice, totemism, life after death 

fetishism, slamanism and premier magic.  

These religions are: Hinduism, Jainism, Buddism, Sikhism, Taoism, Confusionism, Shintoism, 

Zoro astronism, Judaism, Christianity, lslam and Africa Traditional Religions which are legion.  

                                                                 
10 1958 3 AER 497 
11 Akin Ibidapo-Obe Reality of Religion in Nigeria-Burning Issues in Civil and Criminal Procedure and Practice by International Legal Research 
House 1999 p. 382. 
12 1422MISC 894:225 NYS 653, 663 
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African Traditional Religion refers to all religions in Africa that are of Africa origin as distinct 

from other non-African Religion.13lt does not imply that this form of religion is essentially 

different from other religions of the world. There are numerous and various as the various tribes 

of Africa (which is presently ever 3,000) have their various form of religious expression.14 

These African traditional religions are not universal. They are tribal and cannot be preached or 

propagated by missionaries.15 It is bound and limited to the people among whom it has evolved. 

There are no founders and overseers and reformers like we have in lslam and Christianity and 

other religions of the world.16 

The religion is traditional because it is relatively simple and members of each society share their 

religion as religion cannot be separated from the society which one belongs to. Practically, it 

concerns the everyday thought and action of the people their tribes, lineages, communities and 

clans.17 Speech, arts and inscriptions, talking drums and sacrifices are their media of worship.18 

With no sacred writings and creed to be recited, each individual memorizes his religion carries it 

wherever he goes and his religion influences every aspect of his whole being.19 

Unlike in other religions, there are often no organized systems of dogmas to accept. Wherever a 

man is there is his religion. 

The common basis of the African traditional religion is the belief in the existence of a supreme 

Being and spirits which are associated with features of the environment such as sun, mountains, 

trees, rivers, forests, pools, streams, and other local worship from who protection and security is 

sought.20 There is no belief in hell or paradise.21 

The Right to Religion as a Natural Right 

This is the right to adhere to any form of religion or none, to practice or abstain from practicing 

religious belief and to be free from government interference with or promotions of religion, as 

guaranteed by the law.22 

                                                                 
13 Idowu Emmanuel Bolaji: Africa Traditional Religious SCM press Lagos 1973 Kato B.H. African Culural Revolution and the Christian Faith 
Challenge Publications 203, 1976 
14 Kwabena Ampnsah, Topics in west Traditional Vol 1 Adewinsa publication (Ghana) Ltd 1977 
15 John S. Mbiti African Religion and Philosophy, 2nd edition, Heinemann 1989 
16 Parsons R.T. Religion in African Society E.J. Brill leiden 1964 
17 Smith E.W. African ideas of God Edinbugh House Ltd. London 1959 
18 Ananabra P.C. Supra 
19 Ibid 
20 Ibid 
21 Ibid 
22 Black’s law Dictionary Op. cit 
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The right to religion is one of the natural rights which were produced by the natural law 

philosophy in ancient times which are referred to in contemporary times as human rights. It is a 

right derived from nature and it is inherent in man. It is neither derived from the constitution nor 

the state. It is inalienable, impresscriptible and could not be legally alienated by any state or 

ruler. The nature and essence and relevance of the right to religion has emphasized by Pope John 

Paul II thus: 

 ―Now among men‘s right there is justly listed the right to religious 

freedom rather it is the most fundamental since the dignity of every 

person has its first source in his or her essential relationship with God the 

creation and father, in whose likeness and image the person was 

created.‖23 

Religion obviously remains fundamental element in man‘s conception of life  

The concept of freedom of thought conscience religion and belief and of practicing, religion as 

well as manifesting a belief calls for respect and guarantee against discrimina tion. 

The judicial basis of the right of religion and indeed other human rights lie in the fact that they 

are tools of self-determination, self-actualization and conception of man in a social order and the 

keys to the values of human rights and respect for man‘s inherent and inalienable rights in a 

legal system. Thus in DALLAS V MITCHELL, 24 the United States Supreme Court laid down 

that 

"The rights of the individual are not derived from government municipal, 

state or federal ‗or even the constitution. They exist inherently in man by 

endowment of the creator and are merely reaffirmed in the constitution 

and restricted only to the extent they have been voluntarily surrendered 

by the citizenship of the agencies of government. Thus, ―our liberties is 

not Caesar‗s. it is blessing we have received from God himself. It is what 

we are born to lay this down to Caesar's feet which we are not beholden 

to him for were an unworthy action a degrading of our very nature. 25 

                                                                 
23 Ananabra P.C. supra p 27 
24 16 C.J.S see 199 
25 John Milton 17th Century British poet cited in Ananabra P.C. Op. Cit 
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Lord Action in his. History of freedom, and other Essays posited that26 

These natural rights remained a political philosophy until they were further propounded in 

jurisprudence by Blackstone and thus became the basis of the development of Human rights in 

their present form. To Blackstone,27 Human rights are inherent in mankind from birth as a gift of 

God and it is the duty of every society to protect them and ensure that everyone enjoys them.  

Among these human rights, the right to religion is the most critical as it falls partly within the 

scope of freedom of expression and partly under freedom of assembly and association. Thus, 

when the quest for temporal things falls, men and solutions in spiritual things and this makes it 

imperative that men should have freedom to engage in and practice their various religious 

callings. 

Religion forms the basis for value oriented perspective and moral decision for individuals and 

groups. To properly understand human history and life, it is necessary to understand the various 

relevant religions and in the world today, one must understand other nation‘s ideologies and 

religion. The obvious fact is that what people do is motivated by what they believe and what 

they believe emanates from what they do and experience.  

Especially therefore, the right to religion is more than a code of conduct, ethics or morals. It as 

much more than a view of the world, it is even more than going to the church, mosque, temple, 

shrine, synagogue or other places of religious worship. It includes the believers in God and the 

right not to believe in God. It entails religious liberty, freedom of conscience, freedom of 

worship or not to worship, to profess, practice and propagate religious beliefs or to change them. 

Thus atheism is protected as a religion. It includes freedom to renounce or change your religio n 

or to be converted to another religion.28 

James Madison stated the position clearly to the General Assembly of the commonwealth of 

Virginia in l785 thus:29 

We hold it for a fundamental and undeniable truth that religion or the 

duty which we owe to our creator and the manner of discharging it can be 

directed only by reason and conviction and conscience of every man; and 

it is the right to every man to exercise it as these may dictate. This right is 

                                                                 
26 1907 p. 587 cited in Ananabra P.C. supra 
27 Finnis J.M Blackstone Theoretical inventions (1967) 12 Natural law forum 163 Blackstone commentaries on the laws of England Edition 
Macmillan 19731907 p. 587 cited in Ananabra P.C. supra 
28 Olufemi Abiarin, The Church and the Press Ltd Kaduna 2000 
29 Ananabra P.C. supra 
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in its nature, as inalienable right. It is alienable because the opinions of 

men depending only on the evidence contemplated in their own minds 

cannot follow dictates of other men. It is inalienable because what is here 

a right towards men is a duty toward the creator. It is duty of every man 

to render to the creator such homage and such only as he believes to be 

acceptable to him. This duty is precedent both in order of time and in 

degree of obligation to the claims of society. We maintain therefore that 

in matters of religion, no man‗s right is abridged by the constitution of 

civil society and that religion is wholly exempt from its cognizance.  

The origin of this right dated back to the Greeks-roman philosophers and jurists to the medieval 

periods which led to the Petition of Rights in 1628, Virginia declaration of right of man that ―all 

men are born and remain equal in rights‖. It was Thomas Maine who coined the phrase human 

rights to denote these rights. It was on this principle that the state and the religion or the church 

was separated in Europe and America.30 

The universal declaration of the rights of man in New Delhi in l948 marked the beginning of the 

adoption of these rights into municipal laws and constitutions of various members of the United 

Nations Organization. 

The Rights to Religion in Nigeria 

Before the advent of colonialism, Nigerians in their various nations and nationalities enjoyed 

their freedom of religion which we have said earlier that, they did not have a universally 

accepted one God. Each society worships its own god without let or hindrance. After the 

amalgamation of l9l4 and the country called Nigeria was created, there came lslam and 

Christianity as the dominant religions while the African traditional religion is still practiced by 

its adherents who were the majority.31 

The post- independence constitution especially the I979 constitution was the first law to 

guarantee and protect the rights of Nigerians to religion of their choice. The current I999 

constitution restate the position without any fundamental change. This we shall now discuss in 

full. 

                                                                 
30 Appadorai A. The Substance of Politics, Oxford University press, New 1978, Abolade Adeniji, The International System, International Law and 
the Search for Global Order: Some Reflections, The Constitution VOL. 6 no.2 June 2006 p. 99 
31 Kato B.H., African Culture Revolution and the Christian Faith, Challenge publications, Jos 1976 - he gave the statistics of Christian, Muslim and 
African traditional religionist. Christians are 91,000,000 (30% of African population), Muslims are 125, 164,000 Judaists 281,000 and adherent 
of African traditional religion are 126,428,000 as at 1976 
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Section 35 of the l979 constitution now section 38 I999 constitution provides that: 

1. Every, person shall be entitled to freedom of thought, conscience and religion including 

freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom (either alone or in community with 

others and in public or private) to manifest and propagate his religion or belief in 

worship, teaching, practice and observance.  

2. No person attending any place of education shall: be required to receive religious 

instructions, or to partake in or attend any religious ceremony or observance relates to a 

religion other than his own or religion not approved by his parents or guardian.  

3. No religious community or denomination shall be prevented from providing religious 

instruction for pupils of that community or denomination in any place of education 

maintained wholly by that community or denomination.  

4. Nothing in this section shall entitle any person to form, take part in the activity or be a 

member of secret society and for the purposes of this subsection secret society shall 

mean a society or association, not being a solely cultural or religious body that uses 

secret signs, oaths, rites or symbols- whose members are under oath, obligation or other 

threat to promote the interest of its members or aid one another under all circumstances 

without due regards to merit, fair play or justice to the detriment of the legitimate 

expectations of those who are not members.  

This provision of the Constitution is far reaching; it protects every individual and his rights, to  

any religion of his choice. After choosing that religion i.e. can decide to be a Christian as an 

individual or in community with his family, friends, village, etc. he can profess his religion 

publicly or privately. This explains why church can organize an open air crusade or mount loud 

speakers to proclaim the name of Christ. The same reason accounts for mounting of loud 

speakers in mosques and vehicles belonging to Islamic organization. They also engage in Tafsir 

and Dawah In exercise of this constitutional right. 

This freedom includes the right to change one‘s belief from lslam to Christianity, or vice versa. 

The right also extends to practicing one‘s faith both in the secret and in the open and also the 

rights to teach others your faith.32 Although a change from Islam to any other religion is 

regarded as apostasy which is a serious offence punishable by ‘death, 33 this can only be enforced 

in an lslamic state and not in a secular state like Nigeria. Even the cultural policy for Nigeria 

provides that the state shall recognize Nigeria as multi religious nation.  

                                                                 
32 Olufemi Abifarin supra 
33 Tuxton T.H.Maliki law, luzacs & company London., 1978 p. 325 
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This section also empowers a church or denomination to establish and fund educational 

institution. But students or pupils of those institutions who do not believe in the religion of the 

church shall not be coaxed to accept the belief. Belief must be on choice and not by compulsion 

or coercion but there can be moral persuasion in form of preaching.  

Any adult of full age can change his faith but a child who is under-aged is presumed to believe 

in the religion of his father and therefore no one must convert him without the consent of his 

parents or guardians. Any educational institution by a church has the right to impart religious 

belief or tenets of that church to its pupils subject to the right of the pupils accept or reject. 

It is in the exercise of the rights conferred on the church by this section that ECWA, Baptist, 

C&S, African church etc established nursery, primary, and secondary school throughout the 

nation.34 But unfortunately, the Kwara State‘ Government between 1995-1996 persecuted the 

church on this issue by closing down some Christian secondary schools. Although this act was 

unconstitutional but because we were under military dictatorship, the courts were not bold 

enough to declare the unconstitutionality of the acts of the state military Government and even 

the judge that dared the state was not obeyed. This section clearly forbids secret society and 

further defines what a secret society is. The Supreme Court went further in Amorc Rosicrucian v 

Henry Awoniyi and others35 to include Amorc Rosicrucian and all other societies in that 

category. 

One important factor that must be noted is that the constitution provides that the state shall not 

adopt any religion. That means Nigeria is a secular state both at the federal, state and local level. 

Section l0 provides that the government of the federation or of a state shall not adopt any 

religion as state religion. Thus, the Kwara state Government establishment of Christian college 

at Omuaran and lslamic secondary school at Jebba and College of Arabic and lslamic Legal 

studies at llorin are all unconstitutional. The state should leave such institutions in the hand of 

the various religious bodies that need them. Donations of money or material to churches or 

mosques either at federal, state or local level of government is also wrong, so also sponsorship 

of Muslims and Christians pilgrimage to Mecca and Jerusalem respectively.  

Apart from the constitutional guarantee of freedom of religion, conscience and thought, the I999 

constitution went further in section 23 (former section 22 of 1979 constitution) that the national 

ethic of Nigeria shall be integrity, dignity of labour, social justice and religious tolerance. That 

                                                                 
34 Olubunmi Okogie v Governor of Lagos States (1981) 1 NCLR 105, see also  Adewole v Alhaji Lateef Jakande & others (1981) 1 NCL R 262 
35 1994 SCNJ 309 
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means a deliberate policy of religious tolerance shall be the ethic of the nation. Religious 

tolerance is no doubt an inevitable panacea for peace and stable policy in a multiethnic, and 

heterogeneous society like Nigeria. Therefore, there must be inter and intra religious tolerance, 

sectarian and denominational tolerance. No religion is superior to another both in doctrine, 

tenets and mode of worship as far as the constitution is concerned and nobody should be 

discriminated against on ground of the circumstances of his birth or his religious belief. 36 

To this extent, the federal Government has standing committee on religious tolerance and 

harmony, so also do the state of the federation. The committee is to handle dispute, arising or 

capable of arising from religious intolerance or bigotry This provision in the constitution is 

necessitated by the various religious crisis in certain parts of Nigeria. It was the private initiative 

of Prof. CS Momoh of the Department of Philosophy of the University of Lagos, Akoka who 

organized a National Association for promotion of Religious Tolerance in order to resolve 

various religious crisis in Nigeria between I988 and I994 that influenced the federal 

Government, hence the inclusion of religious tolerance to section 23 of the I999 constitution.  

There is also the question of Sunday closing laws. The history of Sunday closing laws arose in 

America in l96l and was traced back to the United States colonial history which requires the 

observance of the Christian Sabbath as a day of rest.  

The operation of the law was challenge in Me Gowon V Maryland.37 

The Supreme Court of the United States there acknowledged that the law goes back to the 

United States colonial history - English history - and that historically the law has a religious 

motivation and was designed to effectuate concepts of Christian theology. 

 ―But the court determined that more recent history bespoke a secular state interest in the 

promotion of the health, safely, recreation and general well-  being of its citizens, which was 

effectuated by many types of laws, including the requirement of the day of rest. The fact that 

this day is Sunday; a day of particular significance to the dominant Christian sects does not 

prevent the state from achieving its secular goal. To say that the state cannot prescribe Sunday 

as a day of rest for these purposes solely because centuries ago such laws had their genesis in 

religion give a constitutional interpretation of hostility to the public welfare rather than one of 

mere separation of church and state. Valid secular reasons exist for not simply requiring one day 

                                                                 
36 Section 17 (3) (a) of the 1999 constitution of Nigeria 
37 266 US 420 at 445 
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of rest and leaving to each individual to choose the day, reasons of ease of enforcement and of 

assuring a common day in the community for rest and leisure‖.  

The supreme court of United States justified Sunday as a day of rest in that case and I think the 

same line of reasoning goes for Nigeria since our colonial history is the same with that of United 

States of America. But as a sovereign state are we bound by the colonial history? Can‗t we 

evolve our own public holidays independently? 

The rights of Religious minorities 

Religious minorities refer to non- dominant faiths or belief groups. These communities lack 

access to power and face discrimination, persecution and human right abuses. The development 

policies of the religious majorities are imposed on them by the state.  

In Nigeria Islam and Christianity constitute the majority religions while the traditional religion, 

Jehovah witness, Brotherhood of the cross and star, Bahai faith Grail Message, Eckankar, 

Krishna, Mormons, Gordian Religion, religion of Guru Maharaji and satya Sai Baba. Humanism 

etc. are the minority religions. Humanism is included not because it is a religion per se, but 

because it is a life stance informed by religious unbelief. Again, in some parts of the country, 

lslam and Christianity are minority religions. For instance, in the south-East, Islam is a minority 

faith while In North-East and North-west, Christianity is a minority faith. Unfortunately, the 

Nigerian government has refused to acknowledge the existence of minority faith/beliefs in the 

country it continues to conduct its affairs as it these communities do not exist or deserve 

recognition and respect. Constitutionally, Nigeria has no state religion. Section 10 of the 

Nation‗s supreme law prohibits the adoption of any religion as state religion. The right to 

freedom of religion or belief and to non- discrimination is guaranteed in the constitution.38 

Hence, the Nigerian government ought to be neutral in religious matters. It ought not to 

discriminate against any religious community whether it is majority or minority. The Nigeria 

government recognizes and in fact has adopted the two major religions- lslam and Christianity, 

as state religions. It grants them favours and privileges that are not extended to minority groups. 

Officially religious minorities in Nigeria suffer systematic exclusion, discrimination and 

violation of their rights. And this has caused a lot of tension, division, alienation and conflicts39 

for instance, only Muslim and Christian prayers are allowed at state functions. There has never 

been an instance in Nigerian history where a person that is neither a Christian nor a Muslim is 

                                                                 
38 Section 38 & 42 of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria 
39 Leo Igwe on the Rights of Religious Minorities Nigerian Tribune 22 April 2008 p. 18 
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asked to pray at a state function. Also, the Nigeria government uses state funds to build and 

maintain mosques and churches across the country.40 It grants public holiday to Nigerians only 

on Muslim and Christian feast days, sponsors and subsidizes the pilgrimages of only Christians 

and Muslims and allows only the teaching of Christian and lslamic religious education to 

schools.41 

In Nigeria, especially in the Muslim majority state, religious minorities are systematically 

marginalized and disadvantaged. And this has become more pronounced since the adoption of 

sharia law. In fact, the state implementation of sharia has legalized the discrimination against 

minority religions and belief communities. Those who belong to non- lslam faiths do not enjoy 

equal rights to life, security, worship, association, freedom of thought and expression, etc. with 

their Muslim counterparts. 

Human rights are inherent, universal and inalienable, and therefore should be enjoyed by 

individuals whether they belong to dominant or the non- dominant faiths or belief communities. 

More so, Nigeria is a party to the African charter on Human and people‗s Rights and human 

rights treaties. 

Rights of Unbelievers 

Human rights are universal and inalienable entitlements of all human beings. They include the 

rights to life, liberty, pursuit of happiness, security of person, etc. unbelievers refer to those who 

do not belong to any religion or those who do not believe in God (Allah).  

Human rights are liberties and freedoms which all individuals ought to enjoy despite the 

religious belief or unbelief.  

That means belonging to a religion and non-believing or not believing in God, does not qualify 

one from enjoying the full human rights. Article l8 of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights states that "everyone has the right to freedom of thought conscience and religion or 

belief, and freedom either alone or in community with others and in public or in private to 

manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance" and the United 

Nations Human Rights Committee. General Comment 22 on article l8 of the lnternational 

Covenant on Civil and Political rights states that the right to freedom of religion or belief 

―protects theistic, non-theistic and atheistic beliefs as well as the rights to profess any religion or 
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belief.‖ That means states are obliged to protect and defend the rights of those who do not hold 

any religion beliefs or those who do not hold any belief at all. Governments have a duty to 

ensure that religious unbelievers are not discriminated against. That, unbelievers are treated 

equally with their believing counterparts, and that nobody is persecuted for changing one's 

religion or for criticizing religion. Unfortunately, this is not the case globally, a total disregard 

and contempt for the human rights of unbelievers is the norm discrimination against unbelievers 

is the law. 

Non-religious godless persons are treated with indignity, and as second class citizens, in fact, in 

some cases, as criminals and threats to the society.  

Those who do not believe in God, including those who renounced their religion, or are critical of 

religious beliefs- infidels, apostates, religious dissenters or blasphemers- are ―subjected to 

systematic abuse, oppression, persecution and discrimination, often backed by the states in spite 

of the provisions in the international human rights conventions. 42 

Unbelievers are human beings, and are therefore, entitled to their full human rights. Unbelievers 

have the right to life and to freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. In 

other words, nobody should be put to death or be maltreated because of the person‗s unbelief.  

Unfortunately, for ages, organized religions have waged wars and violent campaigns against 

freethinkers. Theocratic governments have persecuted the cleansing and elimination of infidels. 

The catholic inquisition and Islamic jihads are classical examples. In the middle ages, 

freethinkers were condemned to death, tortured and burnt at stake by church authorities. And till 

date, lslamic jihadists continue to kill, maim and behead persons whose only crime is that they 

belong to another religion or hold views that are critical of lslam.  

Religious unbelievers have the right to equal protection of the law and to a just and fair hearing 

at an independent court.  

In most countries, especially under lslamic theocracies, religious infidels are subjected to 

arbitrary arrest, detention persecution or exile. Freethinkers face arbitrary interference with their 

privacy family homes or correspondence movement and association. Unbelievers are denied  

their freedom to marry anybody of their choice and to found a family.  

                                                                 
42 Leo Igwe, Rights of Unbelieers: Nigerian Tribune, 2 January 2009, p.12 
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In lslamic countries, unbelievers are forced to convert to lslam before their marriages can be 

recognized by law. And renouncing lslam constitutes a sufficient ground for divorce.  

Religious unbelievers have the right to freedom of expression, which includes freedom to hold 

Opinion without interference and seek, receive and impact information and idea through any 

media and regardless of frontiers.  

Today, there are no countries in the world where unbelievers enjoy their right of freedom of 

expression without threats. Freethinkers often live in constant fear of their lives and security. 

The case of Salman Rushdie, Taslima Nasrin and Ayaan Hirsi Ali are well known. Fatwa was 

pronounced on them by the then lranian Monarch. 

In fact, in most countries, non-religious expressions are regarded as blasphemy and are therefore 

prohibited by law. Recently, Britain abolishcd its blasphemy law, thereby paving way the 

recognition, respect and protection of the right to freedom of non-religious expression. 

The blasphemy law is inconsistent with the international human rights law. And all countries 

should join Britain in repealing this outdated and discriminatory legal provision. But that may 

not happen very soon following the recent development at the UN. In March 2008, the right to 

freedom of expression suffered a heavy blow. Islamic countries succeeded in forcing through 

and amendment that makes criticizing religion an abuse of freedom of expression.  

The successful adoption of this amendment indicated the parlous state of freedom of expression 

in the world. Particularly, it demonstrated the lack of political will and the opposition of states to 

recognizing and upholding the rights of unbelievers as human rights. 

Criminal law protecting Religion 

The penal code law applicable to Northern part of Nigeria provides that whoever by any means 

publicly insults or seek to excite contempt of any religion in such a manner as to likely to lead to 

a branch of the peace shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to two 

years or with fine or both.43 

It also provides that whoever destroys, damages or defile any place of worship or any object 

hold sacred by any class of person with the intention of therefore insulting the religion of any 

class of persons or with knowledge that any class of person is likely to consider such 

destruction, damage or defilement as an insult to their religion shall be punished with 

                                                                 
43 Section 210 of the Penal Code Law, Laws of Northern Nigeria 1963 
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imprisonment for a term which may extend to two year or with fine or both. Those used to 

demolishing churches in the North should beware of this provision apart from their civil liability 

for the cost of any damage done to the church.44 The demolition of Moremi shrine in 

Offa in Kwara is also a crime under this section of law.45 

Whoever voluntarily causes disturbances to any assembly engaged in the performance of 

religious worship or religious ceremonies shall be punished with imprisonment for a term of 

which may extend to one year or with fine or both. 46 

Whoever with the intention of wounding the feeling of any person or of insulting religion of any 

person or with the knowledge that the feeling of any person are likely to be wounded or that the 

religion of any person is likely to be insulting thereby commits any trespass in any place of 

worship or in any place of burial or offers any indignity to any human corpse or cause 

disturbance to any person assembled for the performance of funeral ceremonies shall be 

imprisoned for a term which may extend to two years or with fine or bout.47 

All these provisions protect the various religions in Nigeria. If any person or group of persons 

infringes any of these provisions, they should be reported to the police for prosecution in 

addition to enforcement of fundamental right procedure in court. 

Abuse of Religions Rights in Nigeria 

Religion is a medium of worship of God or gods and it also refines and gets moral codes for 

man. Religion teaches moral and enjoins worshippers to be kind loving and to live in harmony 

with other members of the society. However, due to human nature that seeks to gratify itself for 

food, sex and power, the practice of religion has been abused in various forms.  

Some religion adherents do not use drugs to cure ailment because it is forbidden by their creed, 

doctrine, or belief,48 while others will refuse blood transfusion when they are sick. 49 Some will 

not salute the national flag or sing the National Anthem because it is akin to having other gods 

                                                                 
44 Section 211 
45 See Holy War in Akwa Ibom Community as Christian destroy shrines -The Nation, 27 October, 2009 pc2 
46 Section 212-See also section 204-206 of Criminal Code operating in Southern Nigeria 
47 Section 213 
48 M.D.DPDT v. Okonkwo 2001 85 LRCN 910 
49 Emmanuel Uko, Refusal to take drugs on Religious Grounds, Family Law and Human Rights in Africa: A comparative Perspective; Livingo 
Publishers 440, 2007 p.109 
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beside the true God,50 some operate religious camps where they raped and torture their victims 

or murder them.51 

Some religions are not tolerant of the other. A little disagreement leads to violence and 

bloodshed including destruction of property like in Northern Nigeria where we have witnessed 

various religious uprisings riots and terrorisms.52 

Some religions like lslam and Christianity use derogatory word to describe other religions in 

their sermons, writing and preaching.53 Such words like sinners, unbelievers, infidels, etc. are 

used to describe people who do not accept their faith. 

Religion has also been used as instrument of politics in Nigeria. Religionist used Christianity 

and lslam to canvass for votes, to bargain for positions of executive like Governors, Deputy 

Governor or Legislative position like senate, House of Representatives, House of Assembly, 

Council Chairmanship and Councillorship. They also use it for ministerial and ambassadorial 

appointments.54 There are cases of ritual murders, kidnapping, abduction and sexual abuse of 

women and children in the name of religion.55 This has led to some priests who cannot abide by 

their oath to commit sexual scandals leading to embarrassment to the papacy or Vatican. 56 

State Abuse of Section 10 of the I999 constitution 

Section l0 of the l999 constitution provides that the Government of the federation or of a state 

shall not adopt any religion as state religion but both the federal and state governments in 

Nigeria have flagrantly violated this section of the law.  

The federal government donated money to lslam and Christianity to build the 

National Mosque and the National Ecumenical Centre (now National Christian Centre) at Abuja 

during the regime of President I.B. Babangida. The Government went further to build a mosque 

and a chap at Aso Rock Villa the official residence of president and vice preside respectively. 

The federal government also conducts or organizes religious services at National Mosque and 

National Christian Centre to commemorate the National Day (1st October) every year. 

                                                                 
50 Jehovah Witness  
51 How our Alfas raped, tortured us into criminals - confesses detention camp inmate; Nigerian Tribune, 12 March, 2008 p.30 See also 1 flog sick 
members, Rev. King; Vanguard, 4 August 2006, p.17 
52Abubakar Dan Halla v. The State unreported Suit No. SC/245/2004 reported in The Punch, 11 February, 2008 p. 55. Where the Supreme Court 
held that no citizen has a right to kill for religion 
53 Olufemi Abifarin Op. Cit 
54 Matthew Hassan Kuka, Religion and Politics of Power Sharing in Nigeria; Sunday Sun, 9 December, 2009  p. 14 
55 Supreme Court and Okija Shrine, Vanguard 23 May, 2008, p. 54 
56 Pope pays $2b for sex abuse, The Graphic, 6 May, 2008 p.1. where the Pope confessed that the Catholic Church had paid $2b as 
compensation to about 5000 Americans who went to court on the ground that they were sexually abused by Catholic Priests. 
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State Governors are similarly directed to conduct or organize similar religious services in the 

Mosque and Catholic or Anglican churches interdenominational service throughout Nigeria 

annually. Other services include Armed forces Remembrance Day held annually in mosques and 

churches either denominational or interdenominational.  

There is also the official establishment of Directorate or Department of chaplaincy and lmams or 

Islamic Affairs In the Nigerian Army, Navy and Air force.  

Each Governor in Nigeria built either a mosque or chapel in the Government House depending 

on his faith, while some states have both the mosque and chapel where the Governor is Christian 

and the Deputy Governor is a Muslim and vice versa.  

Public holidays are declared for Christian and Muslim festivals annually my government spends 

a lot of money on arrangement and sponsorship of Muslim and Christian pilgrimages to Mecca 

and Jerusalem respectively 

To crown it all, Nigeria became a member of Organisation of Islamic conference (OlC) while 

some states in Northern Nigeria introducing sharia legal system against all odds.  

However, some Islamic scholars have argued that Nigeria is not a secular state and can never be 

a secular state in as much as Nigerians are all religious and cannot be separate from their 

religions.57 This position is faulty because there are more than two religions (Islam and 

Christianity) in Nigeria. Why should the government at state and federal levels favour these two 

religions at the expense of others? 

In the proposed amendment to the constitution, section l0 should be amended to read l0 (l) the 

government of the federation shall not adopt any religion as state religion and shall not support 

any religion. (b) The government of a state of the federation is at liberty to adopt a religion that 

is overwhelmingly popular among the citizens or residents of that state. (c) The government of a 

state shall recognize and protect the rights of religious minorities in its territory and shall 

support their cause in deserving cases or on request. If there is no amendment to this section of 

the constitution any aggrieved party can challenge the actions of government in court, although 

the problem of locus standi may militate against such person.  

Conclusion 

                                                                 
57 Yadud, H.A, The Separation of Church and State: Nigerian Constitutional Contriance, A paper delivered at the NBA Biennial Law  Week, Kano 
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The constitutional provision conferring the right to practice a religion of one‘s choice in Nigeria 

is applauded and its continued retention in the constitution should be sustained. But it is 

advisable for the government to regulate the practice of one‘s religion in order to prevent abuse 

that could adversely affect others and the society at large. There is the need to educate 

religionists that they have equal rights and opportunity under the law, so that no religion will 

feel superior to the other and thereby start oppressing or derogating the religion because the 

adherents of that religion in a particular area of the country are in the minority, scanty, or 

negligible. 

A continuous education of religious priests should also be put in place, so that they may be made 

to know the limit of religious right in a state. A religious priest should be made to know that he 

cannot beat his members for any reason as they have right to the dignity of their human persons. 

They could not be detained for any reason by their leaders, they cannot call any persons a witch 

wizard etc. such are defamatory under the law. And that human sacrifice is not permitted by law. 

The committee on inter-religious tolerance should be strengthened at federal, state and 

workshops on religious harmony. The umbrella organization like Christian Association of 

Nigeria and supreme council on Islamic Affairs should be given power to resolve religious 

crises before degenerating to violence. Each religion should respect the other and religious 

propagation should be done with decorum and mutual respect.  

It must also be noted that any aggrieved citizen of Nigeria could challenge these actions of both 

state and federal governments in court sine section 10 of the 1999 constitution is justifiable, 

being in chapter 1 part II of the constitution. The National council on inter-religious Affairs 

(NIREC) should be expanded to include membership of the council. The council is defective 

because as it is presently constituted, it consist only Christian and Muslim members.  
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CHAPTER XI 

THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF DECLARATION OF SHARIA LAW IN ZAMFARA 

STATE OF NIGERIA  

Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to examine the declaration of Zamfara State as an Islamic State thereby 

applying sharia law in all aspects of the life of Muslims in Zamfara State, the legal and 

constitutional implications of that declaration in the light at the secularity of Nigeria State. The 

paper also point out the flaws in the proponents of full operation of sharia in any part of Nigeria 

and the paper will be concluded with suggestions of how best the government of Nigeria can 

handle the problems posed by that declaration.  

Introduction  

In order to do justice to the problem at hand, it is pertinent to define what is a sovereign state? 

And also examine the attributes or characteristics of a state. 

A state could be defined as an independent political society occupying a defined territory with, 

members of which are united together for the purpose of resisting external aggression or force 

and preservation internal order.1 Thus a state is an area possessing territory, population, 

sovereignty and government. It is in the pursuit of the goal of a state that the need arises for a 

constitution. There are different types of states like liberal democratic state, totalitarian state, 

Republican state, Theocratic state, Monarchical state etc.2 

A very important and indispensable feature of a state that we must also consider before going 

further in this discourse is sovereignty. For any geopolitical entity to be called a state, it must be 

a sovereign state. Sovereignty means the supreme authority of a state or within that state. In a 

state's a relation to other states. It is a master of itself; it is tree of foreign control subject to its 

                                                                 
1 R.B Posey 
2 Ibid 
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association with other states through international intercontinental bilateral and multilateral 

cooperation and treaties such as Organisation of African Unity (OAU) United Nations 

Organisation (UNO) North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 3 etc. 

NIGERIA AND CONSTITUTIONAL SUPREMACY 

The constitution is the basic law giving the existing state the enabling power to make other laws 

on various aspects of human activities. It is also referred to as the grund-norm. It is the supreme 

law. The constitution is hierarchically superior, to other laws. S.1 (1) of the 1999 constitution 

provides that this constitution is supreme and its provision shall have binding force on all 

authorities and persons throughout the Federal Republic of Nigeria. While Section 1 (3) 

provided that if any other law is in consistent with the provis ion of this constitution, this 

constitution shall prevail and that law shall to the extent of the inconsistency is void.  

This is the section that gives constitutional supremacy to the Nigerian state, while other 

countries like Britain prefers parliamentary supremacy where the court cannot declare Acts of 

parliament void, Nigeria prefers constitutional supremacy just, like America where 

congressional Acts can be declared as unconstitutional. 4 

SECULARITY OF NIGERIA 

The 1999 constitution provides that the government of the federation or of a state shall not adopt 

any religion as state religion.5 This is the provision 0f the constitution that outlaws the adoption 

of state religion either at federal and state level. Islam is a religion and sharia is its law. In Islam 

it is impossible to separate religious belief from the practice of the faith. Thus law and theology 

cannot be separated from Islam.6 That is why a Muslim will advocate the introduction of sharia 

in Nigeria.7 It shall in his attempt to please Allah and to show his total submission to Allah 

which could only be effectively done in an Islamic State. 8 

A close look at section 10 of the 1999 constitution will establish the fact that: 

(a) The government shall not pass any law establishing religion.  

(b) The government shall not aid any religion. 

(c) There shall be no financial assistance to any religion by the state.  

                                                                 
3 Ibid 
4 Ibid 
5 Section 10 of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria as amended 
6 R.I. Olagunju Administration of Islamic law in Nigeria: some Constitutional Constraints and Bail out - Confluence Journal of Jurisprudence & 
International law vol 4 No. 1 p 44 
7 This Day 9 November 1999 p 7 
8 Olufemi Abifarin Essays on Constitutional and Administrative Law Mafolayomi press ltd Kaduna 2000 p 60 
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(d) The government shall not aid any or all religion.  

(e) The advancement of any religion must be done by its faithful or adherents. 9 

Therefore whatever government has been contributing financially to-ward the advancement of 

any Church or Mosque in Nigeria is illegal The fact that no Nigerian has challenged it in the 

court of law does not make the action of the government legal. The recent utterance of the 

Zamfara State government to the effect that he has ear-marked certain amount of state fund to be 

used to repair and furnish mosques & Koranic schools in preparation for full implementation of 

Sharia Is therefore illegal. Government participation in sponsorship and arra ngement of 

privilege to Mecca and Jerusalem is also wrong.10 

OPERATION OF FEDERALISM 

A federal government operates a federal constitution. A federal constitution is that, that shares 

governmental power between the sovereign state and its subordinate states or component states 

as in Nigeria and United States of America. 11 The federal government is often called the 

National or Central Government. In an ideal federation either level of government, national or 

state depends for its existence upon the other level of government. The two are independent of 

each other in one sense and equal partners in another Sense. This is the basic principle of 

federalism. The United States incidentally is the leading federal democracy in the World and it 

exhibits all the above listed attributes of federalism.12 But in Nigeria the federal government has 

greater power because of its financial might as the major source of revenue to all states and local 

governments. The Nigeria federalism is not a perfect one. It is still undergoing an evolutionary 

process. 

Despite the plane of equality upon which the national and state government exist, the principle 

of national supremacy is observed between the two. The constitution or laws of the land 

establish these principles. The constitutions or laws and treaties of the national government will 

prevail over state constitution or law in case of conflict as provided in S. l (1) & (3) of the 

constitution. A state cannot make a law that will bind a federal functionary and vice versa. 13 

From the above analyses the explanation of Governor Ahmed Sani Yerima of Zamfara State 

which is reproduced below cannot be the correct position of the law in a federation.  

                                                                 
9 Ibid 
10 Asada and Olufemi Abifarin The Right to Religion in Nigeria Confluence Journal of Jurisprudence and International Law vol 4 No. 1 2011 p12 
11 A. Abddul-Majeed The Quest for True Federalism in Nigeria: Historical Antecedent and Contemporary Challenges The Constitution vol 9 No.  4 
(2009) P1 Odia Ofeimun Thoughts on federalism and Nationhood in the year of Awolowo Centenary The Constitution vol 9 No 4 (2009) p 15 
12 G.O.C. Ihebou Fiscal Federalism in Nigeria: A Comparative Analysis Journal of Contemporary law vol 1 (2011) p 125 
13 Attorney General of Ogun State v Attorney General of Federation 1982 2 SC p 12 
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―Our final stand on Sharia‖14 

The Government of Zamfara state of Nigeria wishes to draw the attention of our fellow country 

men and women to every important issues pertaining to the implementation of its sharia a 

programme as follows 7: - 

A WHAT IS SHARlA? 

Sharia is the Islamic law as ordained by Allah in the Qur'an and as practiced through the Hadith 

and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet Muhammed (SAW) and works of the Prophet's companions and 

other renowned Islamic scholars. It covers the whole life of a Muslim from the spiritual to the 

intellectual, political, social and economic spheres. It preaches peace, justice, fairness and 

equality. It is the only legal system that cannot be amended to suit particular circumstances or 

time because it is a divine command. 

We would also like to quote a highly placed Reverend Father and Methodist Minister from 

North Eastern part of this country who says, ―I understand the word sharia itself to mean 

literally, path or way. Its religious connotation is that it is the path chosen by Allah for Muslims 

to follow. Legally, the Sharia is said to be a comprehensive set of rules which regulates every 

aspect of human existence and prescribed punishment for all crimes committed by Muslims.‖ 

This is exactly what Sharia is all about as defined by the Reverend Father.  

 

WHAT IS THE POSITION OF ISLAM WITH REGARDS TO SHARlA? 

Allah (SWA) has clearly stated In the Qura'n that any Muslim leader or follower who does not 

accept Sharia to govern his life is an Unbeliever. The Government of Zamfara State therefore 

must govern Muslims in the state according to the provision of Shari' a.  

WHAT ARE THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS IN SUPPORT OF SHARIA? 

1. Section_38(1) of the 1999 constitution of the Federal Republic of 

Nigeria States that every person shall be entitled to freedom of thought belief and freedom 

(either alone or in community with others and in public or in private) to manifest and propagate 

his religion or belief in worship, teaching practice and observance. Based on this provision, 

therefore, the Muslim in Zamfara State are guaranteed the freedom to manifest and propagate 

                                                                 
14 This Day 9 November 1999 p 7 
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their religion or belief in worship, teaching, practice and observance (whether alone Or in 

community with others in public or in private). This is why we must have Sharia  

2. Section 6 of the constitution of the. Federal Republic of Nigeria dealing with judicial 

powers states as follows 

3. Nothing in the foregoing provisions of this section i.e. section 6 shall be construed as 

precluding. 

a. The National Assembly or any House of Assembly from establishing courts, other than 

those to which this section relates, with subordinate jurisdiction to that of a high court.  

b. The National Assembly or any House of Assembly, which does not require it, from 

abolishing any court which it has power to establish or which it has brought into being.  

4. Such other courts as may be authorised by law to exercise jurisdiction at first instance or 

no appeal on matters with respect to which a House of Assembly may make laws.  

This is why we established Sharia courts in Zamfara state with jurisdiction to administer Islamic 

law for Muslim. 

5. Section 4(7) of the 1999 constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria dealing with 

legislative powers state that. ―The house of assembly of a state shall have power to make 

laws for peace, order and good government of the state or any part thereof with respect 

to the following I matters, that is to say: - 

a. Any matter not included in the Exclusive Legislative List set out in part I of the second 

schedule to this constitution. 

b. Any matter included in the concurrent Legislative List set out in the first column of part 

II of the second schedule to this constitution to the extent prescribed in the second 

column opposite there to; and 

c. Any other matter with respect to which it is empowered to make laws in accordance with 

the provisions of the constitution. 

This is why Zamfara State House of Assembly passed Sharia Bill into Law for peace, order and 

good governance in the State.  

IS ZAMFARA STATE VIOLATING SECTION 10 OF NIGERIAN CONSTITUTION?  

No! Because section 10 states that ―The Government of the Federal or of a state shall not adopt 

any religion as state religion we are not adopting Islam as our state religion. If we were to do 

that there would not be Magistrate Courts or High Courts and even Churches in Zamfara State. 

But we now have two legal systems. Sharia courts to administer sharia laws for Muslims and 
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conventional courts (Magistrate and High Court) to administer common law for non-Muslim. 

There also exist about forty-five churches for about 9.000 (Nine thousand) Christian living in 

Gusau, the state capital according to the state chairman of CAN. But what of using state money 

to build & repair mosques and koranic schools as announced by the Governor? And disallowing 

Christian Religious Knowledge to be taught in primary and secondary schools?  

WHAT IS THE POSITION OF ISLAM WITH REGARDS TO NON MUSLIM? 

Islam guarantees the rights of non-Muslim to practise their religion without hindrance and 

prohibits injustice against non- -Muslim. The Government of Zamfara State will therefore 

ensure the security of lives and properties of all people residing in the state irrespective of their 

religion or tribe and will ensure justice and fairness to all.‖  

Of interest is also the address of Zamfara State Chief Judge Alhaji Mohammed Bashir Sambo at 

the launching of the Sharia in the state captioned Our Position … 15 

There are things on the ground which shows that section 10 of the 1999 constitution cannot 

prohibit the adoption of religion by the government.  

These things are: 

a. Making every Sunday a work free day knowing full well that it is a Christian Religious 

day is adoption of religion by government.  

b. Making Christians day, Easter day, Eid-el-Fatri day, Eid-el-Kabir day, and work-free 

days is an adoption of religion by the government.  

c. The use of cross in government hospitals and ambulances is adoption of religion by the 

government. 

d. Directing Moslems and Christians by the government to Say special prayers In Mosques 

and Churches is adoption of religion by the government.  

e. The official use of the Christian calendar founded by Pope Gregory is adoption of the 

religion by the government. 

This analysis of the use of religion by the government makes it abundantly clear that it is wrong 

to give section 10 of the 1999 constitution the meaning of secularism or prohibition of adoption 

of religion by the government, it therefore belongs to the people of Nigeria through which this 

constitution derives all its powers and authenticity.  

                                                                 
15 The Tempo 11th November 1999 p 12 
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This provision of the constitution has made it clear that the government works with powers and 

authority given to it by the people and so it makes no sense to imagine that the government can 

ignore the religion of the people. Anyway before section 10 of the 1999 constitution can 

accommodate the meaning of prohibition of government adoption of religion; all the adoptions 

of religions in the 1999 constitution and outside it by government must be reviewed first.  

This is an impossible thing to do. ―On this pronouncement of my Lord l refer to what happened 

in America in 1961. The history of Sunday, closing laws arose in America in 1961 and was 

traced back to United States' colonial history which requires the observance of the Christian 

Sabbath as a day of rest.  

The operation of the law was challenged in McGowan Vs Maryland. 16 

The supreme court of the United States there acknowledged that the law goes back to the United 

States Colonial history- English history and that historically the law has a religious motivation 

and was designed to effectuate concepts of Christian theology. But the court determined that 

more recent history is spoken as a secular state interest in the promotion of the health, safety, 

recreation and general well-being of his citizens, which was effectuated by many types of laws, 

including the requirement of the day of rest. The fact that this day is Sunday, a day of particular 

significance to the dominant Christian sects does not bar the state from achieving its secular 

goal. To say that the state cannot prescribe Sunday as a day of rest to these purposes solely 

because centuries ago such laws had their genesis in religion would give a constitutiona l 

interpretation of hostility to the public welfare rather than one of mere separation of Church and 

State. Valid secular reasons gist for not simply requiring one day of rest and leaving to each 

individual to choose the day reasons of ease of enforcement and of assuring a common day in 

the community for rest and leisure 

The supreme court of United States justified Sunday as a day of rest in that case and I think the 

same line of reasoning goes for Nigeria since our colonial history is the same with that of United 

States. 

In Nigeria it has been held by the Supreme Court that voting or fixing election on Saturday does 

not violate the right of like Sabbath keepers to vote on that day Dickson Ojiegbe Vs Marcus 17 

The issue of Gregorian calendar is a universal phenomenon not peculiar to 

                                                                 
16 366 US 420 at 455 
17 1961 NSCC vol 2 153 
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Nigeria. It is in use in Saudi Arabia and Iraq and other part of the world while public holidays in 

religious feasting days is in Compliance with Section 23 of the 1999 constitution which provides 

that religious tolerance shall be part of the National Ethic. Thus the fact that the Federal 

Government respects the religious belief of Nigerians does not make Nigeria a religious state.  

The use of snake and cross as emblem of Nigeria Medical Association or in our hospitals in 

Nigeria is not peculiar to Nigeria. The emblem is a universal emblem of Medical Doctors just as 

lawyers all over the world have uniform emblem. The emblem relates to evolution of medicine 

as a discipline all over the world.  

Directing Christians and Muslims to say special prayers in Church and Mosque by the 

government is a fact to show that government does not ignore the religious belief of the people 

but that it recognises it, protects it and encourages it as their private right if they so wish to be 

religious. The government of Nigeria at any level cannot force a religion on any person going by 

Sections 10 and 38 of the 1999 constitution. The federal government also allows Muslim to 

close for work at 2 p. m. instead of 4 p. m. during the Ramadan Fast and to pray during the 

hours of prayers even during office hour.  

THE LEGAL POSITION OF SHARIA IN NIGERIA 

Sharia is the Islamic 1aw as ordained by Allah in the Qur'an and as practiced through the, Hadith 

and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet and works of the Prophet's companions and other renown 

Islamic Scholars covers the whole life of a Muslim from spiritual to the intellectual, political, 

social and economic sphere. it is the only legal system that cannot be changed or amended to 

suit particular circumstance time because it is a divine command according to Gov. Ahmad Sani. 

Indeed sharia can cover the whole life of a Muslim in an Islamic state but in a secular state like 

Nigeria. sharia cannot cover the whole life of a Muslim It can only cover those aspect permitted 

by the constitution and other laws of the land or an individual Muslim can personally apply 

sharia to all aspect of his life but it will be difficult to make it a deliberate policy of a component 

state within a state which will amount to challenging the sovereignty of the national government 

in a federation. 

Although Section 38 of the 1999 constitution provided for freedom of thought, conscience and 

religion, the correct interpretation of that section will show that the section confers on a citizen 

his right to choose a religion and practice it personally or in community with his family and 

community and to propagate it in a civil manner.  
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Although Section 275-279 give power to each state of the federation to create or establish sharia 

court of Appeal if it requires it but the jurisdiction of that court is limited to civil matters and 

Islamic personal law for Muslims who choose to be governed by that law. The constitution and 

other procedural laws made so far on this aspect even in the Northern part of Nigeria confers the 

right of choice of law on parties or litigants before an area court or sharia court. The Court has 

held that the 1999 Constitution has not enhanced or improve the Jurisdiction of Sharia Court in 

Nigeria.18 

This is so because of the question of fundamental human right. It will be absurd to interpret 

Section 275 to mean that it has conferred a whole- some right to enforce sharia in any part of 

Nigeria or can we say Section 280 which gives power to a state that requires it to create or 

establish a customary court of appeal to mean that, that state can declare its territory as Ifa state, 

or ArochukaIu state, or Customary law territory. It will be wrong for any state in Nigeria to do ' 

that because Section 282 defines and limits the jurisdiction of the customary court Of Appeal. 

Every power has its legal limits, however wide the language of the empowering Act.  

Another inhibiting factor against sharia law is that it is an Islamic customary law which has to 

undergo the three repugnancy tests before its enforceability thus the case of Yunussa Rasaki v 

Timothy Adesubokan19 is very instructive here. Since that case has not been overruled by the 

Supreme Court that is the law in Nigeria today. The decision in that case was that where there is 

conflict between Muslim customary law and the wills Act the wills Act prevails. It goes without 

saying that where there is conflict between Muslim customary law and the constitution the 

constitution will prevail. It will be blasphemous to a religionist to say that sharia Is inferior to 

the constitution or an Act of National Assembly but that is constitutionalism and state 

sovereignty. More importantly any decision of Sharia court is subject to appeal and judicial 

review in the High courts or federal High court or Court of Appeal and Supreme Court.20 

Conclusion 

Having witnessed the attendant controversies after the infamous declaration of 27th October, 

1999 at Gusau, the courts should correctly interpret the constitution in the cases that have 

challenged the action of the Zamfara State Governor so that Nigeria will be informed of the 

correct position of our laws. 

                                                                 
18 Maida v Modu 2000 4 NWLR (part 651) 99 
19 1971 NLR 77 
20 Sections 233 and 240 of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria 
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If it is the Wish of Zamfara and other parts of Northern Nigeria to enforce sharia (both the civil 

and criminal aspects) the Federal Government should convoke a National Sovereign Conference 

where all the ethnic nationalities will be represented and will have the opportunity for the first 

time in the history of the entity called Nigeria to articulate the basis of our continued 

togetherness and unity. And this should be done in time before anarchy is enthroned. We should 

evolve a true federal state. Devolution of power is a must including a return to state or regional 

autonomy. All these will be discussed at the National Sovereign Conference which the power 

that he is afraid of and a lot of gullible Nigerians. 

 

 

 

CHAPTER XII 

THE LEGAL STATUS OF A BASTARD AND HIS INHERITANCE RIGHT IN 

NIGERIA 

Abstract 

In this paper, we examined the legal status of a bastard otherwise known as illegitimate child. 

We discussed the customary, common law and Islamic law position of an illegitimate child 

before the provision of section 42 (1) of the 1979 Constitution which is adumbrated by the 1999 

Constitution, we also looked at the Lagos state Administration of Estate law which further 

elaborate the right of an illegitimate child now legitimated to join in application for letter of 

Administration of the deceased father who died interstate. The paper concluded that an 

illegitimate or a bastard child who is a victim of circumstance not created by him/her should  not 

be deprived of his/her right only because of the circumstances of his/her birth. The spirit and the 

letters of the constitution of Nigeria should be respected and obeyed by all and sundry.  

Who is a bastard? 

A bastard is defined linguistically as (old fashioned) someone who was born to parents who 

were not married.1 While Black described bastard as a child born to a married woman whose 

husband could not be or is otherwise proved not to be the father.2 It is also described as children 

                                                                 
1 Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English New Edition pearson, Educational ltd London 2001 
2 Black’s Law Dictionary Eight Edition Thompson West publication St. Paul Minnesota 2000 
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out of wedlock.3 It is now commonly known as illegitimate child. An illegitimate child is a child 

born to a married woman whose husband is not the father of the child.4 The rebuttable 

presumption is generally that a child born of a marriage is the husband‘s child.5 This 

presumption is rebuttable because of infidelity in marriage. Incidence of adultery and fornication 

are rampant in marriages and has led to divorce or separation of spouses.6  

An illegitimate child is a child who was not conceived or born in a lawful wedlock nor later 

legitimated.7 At common law, such a child was considered the child of nobody (nullius filius) 

and had no name except one was gained by reputation.8 Being no one‘s child, an illegitimate 

child could not inherit, even from the mother, but maternal inheritance is now allowed in all 

states in America.9 In cases such as Levy v. Loisiana10 and Ghana v. American Guar & Liab 

Insurance Co. 11the Supreme Court of America held that limitations on a child‘s right to inherit 

from his or her mother were unconstitutional. As a result, states change their laws to permit full 

maternal inheritance. Full maternal inheritance is permitted if the child can prove paternity in 

accordance with state law. This burden of proof uniquely imposed on an illegitimate child is 

constitutionally permissible.12An illegitimate child is also termed bastard, child out of wedlock 

and non-marital child.13 

A legitimate child on the other hand is the child conceived or born in lawful wedlock. Modernly, 

a child conceived or born in lawful wedlock or legitimated either by the parents‘ later marriage 

or by a declaration or judgement of legitimation.14 

 

Marriage as basis of procreation 

Ordinarily both parents are supposed to have a common home, thereby having their children 

with them or in their custody in the matrimonial home or matrimonial domicile.  

However, certain conditions or circumstances may prevent this. Such condition or circumstance 

may emanate from non-marriage between lovers. Two lovers who are desirous of marrying 

                                                                 
3 Ibid 
4 Ibid 
5 Ibid 
6 Ibid 
7 Ibid 
8 Ibid 
9 Ibid 
10 391 US 68 
11 391 US 73 
12 Black’s Law Dictionary op cit 
13Lalli v.  Lalli 439 US 259 op cit 
14 Black’s Law Dictionary 
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one another may be prevented from marriage by the parents who refused to give consent to the 

marriage on ground of prohibited decree of consanguinity or affinity or due to cultural or 

traditional taboo while the man has impregnated the woman. If the pregnancy is not aborted, 

there will be problem of single parenting after the birth of the baby and his paternity may be 

questionable. Religious difference may also prevent such marriage.15 In Nigeria, non-marriage 

relationship such as trial marriage, live- in-lover or co-habitation, campus couple, illicit sex 

between boyfriends and girlfriends, concubinage and other extra marital relationship have led to 

the incident of illegitimacy of a child.16 

Legitimacy and Illegitimate child 

The necessity to examine the law relating to illegitimate arises from the fact that the rights of 

illegitimate child are controversial. Further, the presumed rights of the illegitimate child may 

possibly conflict with the succession rights of legitimate children of the marriage, whether under 

the Acts or the customary law. This point is evidenced in the statement by kasumu,17 that ―most 

of the cases on illegitimacy deal with the rights of illegitimate children to succeed the 

property… it is in that area…that the consequences of illegitimacy are being greatly felt.‖ 

It is a well-established rule of law that a child born during the subsistence of a customary or 

statutory marriage between his/her parents is legitimate. However, where a child is born to a 

legally married man by extra-marital relations, the question of illegitimacy arises. More often 

than not, the mothers of this class of children in Nigeria believed that their children, though born 

outside marriage, have the same inheritance to the estate of their father, as do the children of the 

marriage. This inevitable leads to litigation, during which the court, in applying the law attempts 

to reconcile it with social realities. This recalls the statement that: 

Illegitimacy as a social problem is as old and unsolved as human existence itself. In attemp ting 

to a legal solution, the courts have allowed strict legal rule to override policy and social 

consideration.18 

However, in consideration of the dual marriage system, the Supreme Court in Adeyemi v. 

Bamidele made it clear that: …legitimacy in England is a different concept to legitimacy in 

Nigeria.19 

                                                                 
15 Awake October 8 2002 p3 
16 Ibid 
17 Kasunmu A.B., “Adultery, Acknowledgement and the Illegitimate Child in Nigeria” (1973) U.G.L.J. Vol.X, pp.1 -15 atp. 1-2. 
18 Rubin N.N.and contran E. (ed) Annual survey of African Law (1967) vol. 1. At p.45 
19 (1968) 1 All N.L.R. 31 atp. 37 
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What Is Status? 

 

Allen defines status as the condition of belonging to a particular class of persons to whom the 

law assigns certain peculiar legal capacities or incapacities or both. 21 Graveson described status 

as a person‗s legal condition in society, either absolute or in relation to another person which is 

imposed by the state in order to secure and protect the interests of society in its institutions, and 

carries with it rights, duties, capacities, incapacities powers and disabilities or any combination 

of them, such legal condition and its incidents being generally unchangeable at the mere will of 

the person or persons subject to the status.22 

 

Status was also defined as the legal standing or position of a person as determined by his 

membership of some class of persons legally enjoying certain rights or subject to certain 

limitations... The rights, duties, capacities, or incapacities, which determine a given person to 

any of these classes, constitute a condition or status which the person occupies, or with which 

the person is interested.23 

 

The dominant factor in the above definitions is that status is a person‘s legal condition, which 

carries with it certain rights, duties, capacities and incapacities.24 There is need to distinguish 

status from capacities. Status involves deciding whether a person is a member of a particular 

class of persons, while the question of capacities or incapacities involves deciding whether a 

particular person is capable or incapable to carry out some specific transactions. 25 Capacity 

cannot really be characterized without having regard to the transaction which it is a part. In the 

past, only slaves were not accorded legal personality and therefore had no status. But in modern 

times, differences of status are less frequent as there is a tilt towards legal equality, globally. 

This was due to the emergence of various human rights treaties with the major principles of 

equality, justice and non-discrimination for all members of the human family. The various kinds 

of status known to legal systems include the following: Sex, minority, familial relationship, 

coverture, bodily defect, menial defect, rank, caste, official position, colour, race, slavery, 

                                                                 
21 Allen, ‘Status and Capacity’ (1930) 46 L.Q. Rev. 277 at 279 
22 Graveson, R. H. Conflict of laws, Private International law, 7 th edition, Sweet & Maxwell (London), 1974, P, 360. See Graveson, Status in the 
Common Law (London, University of London Press, 1953) P. 2. Where Prof. Graveson laid out the meaning of the Status under the  Common 
Law, see generally Nwogugu E. I, Family Law in Nigeria, Heinnman Editorial Books, revised edition, 1974; Kasum, A.B. and  Salacuse J.W., 
Nigerian Family Law, Butterworth London, 1966; Curzon, L.B. Brief Case on Family Law, Cavendish Publication, London, 1997, pa ge 113 
23 Murray’s English Dictionary quoted in the case of RE MACDONALD (1962) O.R 762 
24 S. 119 American Restatement of conflict of Laws (1934); See Baxter, ‘Recognition of status in family law; A proposal for simplification’ (1961) 
39 Can Bar. Rev. 301; See also Beale, et al, in Marriage and the domicile (1931) 44, Harry L. Rev. 501 at 502 excerpted from J.G. Castle op cit. pg 
8-2 
25 J.G Castle, ‘Conflict of laws, Cases, notes and materials’, 4 th Edition, Butterworth pg 8-3 
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profession, civil death, illegitimacy26, heresy, foreign nationality, hostile nationality, bankruptcy 

and criminality.27 

 

A child is a natural offspring of another human being. 28Article 1 of the United Nations 

Convention on the Rights of the Child defines a child as any human being below 18 years.29 This 

concept is examined within the purview of children, as they are incapable of fending for 

themselves. Who is a parent? A parent is a biological father or mother or anybody who has the 

social responsibility of raising a child.30 These definitions are relevant for a clearer 

understanding of the discussions in view. 

 

Legal Status of an illegitimate child 

The question of legitimacy is principally connected with status.20 According to Kasunmu and 

Salacuse21 legitimacy is the status acquired by a person who is born in lawful wedlock, and such 

a person is regarded as been legitimate from birth. Since lawful wedlock includes marriage 

under the Act, as well as customary law, which included Islamic marriage, any child born during 

the subsistence of either of these aforementioned marriages is legitimate.22 Also, if the child is 

within 280 days after his parents have obtained a decree absolute, the presumption of legitimacy 

will apply to the child. Under Islamic law, a child is presumed to be legitimate once he is 

conceived during the subsistence of the marriage. It is immaterial whether the child is born after 

the marriage has been dissolved. In Nigeria, the concept of legitimacy is very important because 

of the social stigma that is associated with illegitimacy. At common law, an illegitimate child 

had no right whatsoever, with regards his parent. He is described as filius nullius. The 

illegitimate was a stranger in law not only to his father but also to his mother and all other 

relatives. He thus, has no right to succeed to their property, to receive maintenance23 or other 

benefits deriving from the status of the parent and child.24 Also, an illegitimate has no right to 

participate in the intestacies of either of his parent. Likewise, neither of his parents has right to 
                                                                 
26 Underlining supplied for emphasis 
27 J.G. Castle, Ibid pg 8-2, Castle’s view is that status is commonly used in connection with those comparatively  few classes of persons who by 
reason of their differences from normal type of personality is taken from granted and rights and liabilities are discussed wi th respect to normal 
persons; see also Allen, “Status and Capacity, op cit; ‘Status’ has a close resemblance with ‘title’ because it is a child of necessity born to deal 
with and attach rights to certain facts of social importance. It is not real in a physical sense nor a pure abstraction, no doubt an existent legal 
quality of a factual situation. 
28 Oyajiobi, A. ‘Better Protection for Women and Children under the Law’, Women and Children under Nigeria Law’ in Kalu, A. and Osibanjo, Y. 

(eds) Lagos Ministry of Justice, 1991, P. 15 
29 Adopted and opened for signature and accession by General Assembly Resoluti on 44/25 of 20th Nov. 1989. Entry into force 2nd Sept. 1990; 
30 Alemika, E.E.O., Child Welfare in the Rights of the Child in Nigeria, Ayua, I. and Okagbue, I.E. (eds) Lagos, Nigerian Institute of Advanced Legal 
Studies, 1996. P. 142 
20 E.I.Nwogugu, Family law in Nigeria (Revised Edition, 2006 Heinneman Educational Books) at 286 
21 Kasunmu & Salacuse, Nigeria Family law (1966) at 207 
22 Lawal v. Yunnan (1961) 1 All NLR 254 
23 Galloway v. Galloway (1965) A.C. 229, 311 per Viscount Simonds (dissenting) 
24 I.E. Sagay, Nigeria law of succession principles, cases statutes and commentaries (1 st ed, 2006, Malthouse press limited) at 2 
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succession on the intestacy of the illegitimate child. He has no right to take on the intestacy of a 

grandparent or brother or sister (whether legitimate or not) and vice versa.25 

In Adeyemi v. Bamidele (supra)26 the Supreme Court held that ―legitimacy in England is a 

different concept to legitimacy in Nigeria.‖ Thus, the Legitimacy Ordinance of 1929 has 

modified this common law position.27 Thus section 10 of the Ordinance, where the mother of an 

illegitimate child died intestate after 17 October 1929, leaving real or personal property, but not 

survived by any legitimate child, the illegitimate child or if he is dead, his issue, is entitled to 

take any interest in the estate to which he or his issue would have been entitled to if he had been 

born legitimate.28 Also where an illegitimate person who has not been born legitimated dies 

intestate in respect of all or any of his real or personal property, his mother, if surviving shall be 

entitled to take any interest in his estate to which she would have been entitled to if the child 

have been born legitimate and she would have been the only surviving parent. It has been argued 

that this Ordinance provided partial remedy to the problem created by the common la w rule 

concerning illegitimacy.29 

 

 

A Legitimate Child: Common law and Customary Law position Contrasted 

A legitimate child is one who is born of parents lawfully married to each other.30 A child is 

legitimate at birth if born in a lawful wedlock. To be legitimate at birth, the parent of the child 

must be lawfully married either at the time of his conception or at the time of his birth. For 

instance, a child may be regarded as legitimate even though the natural parents are not married 

to each other and with respect to who the child is legitimate is not its father. In Ibo custom, for 

instance, a man who has no male child may persuade one of his daughters to stay behind and not 

marry; the purpose of such agreement is for her to produce a male successor to her father, and 

thereby save the line from threatening extinction thus any child she bears while remaining with 

her parents is considered legitimate child of her father at birth. Any male child so produced has 

                                                                 
25 Cretney, Principles of Family law (4 th Ed, 1984) at 594 
26 Ibid at 604 
27Adeyemi . Bamidele (1968) 1 All N.L.R. at p. 37 
28Now legitimacy Act, Cap. 103, 1956 law of Nigeria 
29 According to E.I. Nwogugu in his book family law in Nigeria (2006 Revised Edition Heineman Educational Books) at 305 under the ordinance, 
an illegitimate child can only share in his intestate’s mother’s legitimate child, the implication of this statement is that if the mother had a 
legitimate child. Also, the legitimate issue of the mother’s issue can displace her illegitimate child. 
30 Oxford Advanced learner’s dictionary (7 th Edition) 
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full right of succession to the grandfather‘s land and title.31 Again, a barren wife may, in an 

effort to fulfil her obligation to bear children for her husband, marry another woman for her 

husband –that is, provide the bride price for the marriage. Children of the other wife are 

regarded as the legitimate children of the husband. There are also instance of a child been 

regarded as the legitimate child of a man who is not his natural father. For instance, a widow 

remains in her late husband‘s home without remarrying and her marriage with her late husband 

is not formally dissolved, any child she bears post humously is regarded has the legitimate child 

of her late husband at birth. This custom was judicially approved in Nwarbe v President Oru 

District Court & Anor32 as not been contrary to natural justice and equity. In this case the 

husband of Oyibo died and she continued to live in the matrimonial home, in the family of the 

deceased. She became pregnant by the applicant, Nwarbe, while she‘s still leaving there, but 

before delivery she left she left there and went to stay with her parent. Subsequently, she took an 

action in the customary court for a formal divorce. The court held that marriage to the deceased, 

Obiora, was not dissolved by death in 1952, and awarded Oyibo‘s child to brother of the 

deceased. Although the applicant did not participate in the customary court proceedings, he 

challenge the decision of the court as being contrary to natural justice and equity. Egbuna, J. 

distinguished the case before from Edet v Essien 33 on the ground that in that case under 

consideration Oyibo continued to reside in her late husband‘s house after his death and became 

pregnant while staying there. There was no question of claim to the child on the basis that the 

late husband was not refunded the dowry, aswas the case of Eddet v. Essien. Moreover, the 

learned judge argued that the applicant did not contest the issue of the custody of the child in the 

customary court proceedings, and he was aware and admitted in the affidavit that by custom of 

his locality the child was that of Oyibo‘s late husband, he therefore held that that custom was not 

contrary to natural justice and equity.  

Legitimacy under Islamic Law 

Under Islamic law, Legitimacy by birth is conferred on two occasions Vis:- Children born of a 

―Sahin‖, which is a valid marriage34- or ―Fasid‖, this could arise where a woman marries during 

her ―Idda‖ period.35 The legal presumption that a child born to a married woman is the 

                                                                 
31 This custom is known as Arewa or Arhewa in Ishan custom and Idegbe in Western Ibo Custom; see Bradbury, R.E and Lloyd, P.C. The Benin 

Kingdom and the Edo-speaking people of south-western Nigeria, West Africa, part XIII (international African institute, London 1957), 80; 
Thomas, N.W., The Edo-speaking people of southern Nigeria (1970) vol. 10, journal of Rayal African society, 7 -8, Rowling, C.W. Notes on land 
Tenure in Benin, Kukuruku, Ishan and Asaba Divisions of Benin province (Lagos, Government printer 1948) para 99 
32 (1964) 8 ENLR 24 
33 (1934) II NLR 47 
34 It means valid marriage and union according to the Sunni school. See Yemi Osibanjo, ‘Legitimacy and Illigitimacy under Nigerian Law’, the 
Nigerian Journal of Law. Vol. 14, 1984-87 p. 32 
35‘Idda’ period means an Islamic waiting period after divorce or after the death of the husband, when the woman is not supposed to remarry. 
See Osibanjo ibid 
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legitimate child of her husband is based on the Arabic maxim „Al-walad-Lil-Firash‟ which 

means ―the child belongs to the marriage bed”36. The Islamic law attributes to the husband the 

paternity of the child born to his wife not less than six months of marriage and within not more 

than seven years of the termination of the marriage, provided that in the latter case, the birth of 

the child represents the end of the wife‘s Idda period.37 However, contemporary medical science 

regards one year as absolute limits of pregnancy. It seems that paternity here goes with 

legitimacy unlike in some customs. 

Also a statutory law marriage that is void has its own implication on legitimacy.in Nigeria, prior 

to the enactment of section 39(2) of the 1979 constitution38, any child born of a void marriage 

was illegitimate.39 Finally, children of a voidable marriage are not considered illegitimate 

because such a marriage is voided at the instance of any of the parties. Again, under customary 

law, any child born illegitimate can be legitimated by subsequent acknowledgement. More so, 

there is a general presumption of legitimacy under the common or statutory law,40 in favour of 

children born in the subsistence of the relationship considered or believed to be valid and up to 

280 days after the situations of voidable marital union under customary law, if the marriage is 

subsequently voided at the instant of any of the married partners, any child born, or any pending 

child to be born, from a prevailing pregnancy before decree absolute voiding the said marriage, 

remains legitimate. 

Legitimation of a child 

Legitimation is the process by which a child who has not been born legitimate acquires 

legitimate status. The process of legitimation may be achieved by the subsequent marriage of the 

parents or his acknowledgement, that is, by recognition of the paternity of the child by his 

natural father. Legitimation by subsequent marriage can be achieved either under the statutory 

law or under the customary law. 

Legitimacy As A Violation Of Rights Of The Child 

                                                                 
36 See Aishetu Mayaki & anor v. Nda, ISMC, Vol. 1, 2002 P. 101 
37 Note that Idda of a divorce pregnant woman ends with birth of the child under the traditional Islamic law and not three months after the 
termination of the marriage 
M.A Ambali The principles of Iddah in The practice of muslim family law in Nigeria Tamaza publishing Company ltd Zaria 2003 p  231 
Samandra Olarinde and Clement Olugbo The Relevance of Islamic law of succession in the twenty first century ABUAD Law Journal vol 1 No 4 
(2016) p 1 Chigozin Ojiaka Illegitimacy: An Abuse of the Rights of the child Journal of Commercial and Contemporary law vol 4  (2014) P115 
38 Currently enacted as section 42 of the 1999 constitution as amended 
39 This statement might not be true in all cases if the parent contracted a customary marriage before the statutory marriage, th e child will be 
legitimated as a result the subsisting customary law marriage between his parents. See also Kasumu & Salacuse (supra) 
40 Cap. 62 law of the Federation of Nigeria, 1958  
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Illegitimacy is the converse of legitimacy. Invariably, any person who is not regarded as  

legitimate is illegitimate.41 It carries with it a diminution in the rights belonging to the child and 

for a complete legal disability especially in right to custody, succession42 and property.43 These 

inhuman treatment has a lot of adverse effect against the victims: they are traumatized 

psychologically, feel rejected and envious about their counterparts, and often result to mental 

illness; they are exposed to street life which result to drug and substance abuse, crime and in 

fact, become deviants; Poverty is sure as they lack necessaries of life nutrition, education, skill 

and inheritance. 

 

Testate succession right of a bastard child 

The right of a bastard or illegitimate child to inherit his father or mother by will is not 

contestible since the testator has the right to give any of his properties to his child or anybody 

whatsoever, whether the child is born within or out of wedlock or not born by him at all.  

The Supreme Court has held that ―the chief if not the only aim of making wills is to allow 

owners of property or rights to indicate how their affairs on their death could be given or those 

to succeed them otherwise, for instance, the nature and quantum of the interest which could go 

to a beneficiary can be attained by testamentary disposition. In other words the testator can 

appoint as head of his family, a person other than his eldest son, or extend the category of the 

beneficiaries beyond his nuclear family.‖44 

From the above statement of the court, it is clear that a testator determines who takes what under 

his will. It is necessary to make a will in order to avoid the problems of intestacy, to have choice 

as to who will administer the testator‘s property, to confer extended powers on the 

executor/executrix among other reasons. Under the will‘s Act, a testator can freely dispose of his 

properties and make his will without any hindrance prescribed by the statute custom or 

religion.45 Because of the hardship this rule can occasion on the relatives of a testator, a caveat 

has been devised to ensure that reasonable financial provision is made to the testator‘s 

dependants. Customary law and Islamic law are also accommodated, 46 since a testator can make 

                                                                 
41 The soviet family law does not use the terms ‘Legitimate’ and ‘Illegitimate’ but rather prefers the expression ‘children bo rn in wedlock’ or 

‘children born to unmarried mothers’, it is obvious that categorization of persons still exist; See Lapena, I., The illegitim ate child in soviet law, 
I.C.L.Q (vol. 25) Jan. 1976 pg 169 
42 The Status of illegitimacy further creates legal disabilities in the area of succession and inheritance where the parent dies intestate. Though, 
section 10 of the Legitimacy Act ameliorates the position of an illegitimate child by providing that the child benefit from i ntestacy of the 
mother only where the mother has no legitimate child 
43 See Dicey and Morris, ‘Conflict of laws’, 13 th edition, vol. 2, Sweet and Maxwell, 2000, pg 857 
44 Ideheu v Ideheu 
45 Banks v Good fellow 1870 LRS QB544 
46 YYD Dadem property law practice in Nigeria Abuja 2009 p. 235 
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his will freely and give to his children, it is logical that he will give to his children out of 

wedlock in his will as long as he acknowledges the paternity of the child in his lifetime.  

Intestate Inheritance Right of a bastard child 

It is no longer unusual in Nigeria for a deceased who was married under the Marriage Act to 

have children out of wedlock. Whenever instances such as this arise, one of the major issues 

which crops up is, who amongst the children of the intestate person is entitled to apply for letters 

of administration in respect of the estate of the intestate person. This is because by virtue of 

section 24 (1) of the Administration is of Estate law of Lagos, only four persons are allowed to 

apply for letters of administration.47 

Our law reports are replete with cases where children of an intestate person who were born 

within wedlock were up in arms against children born outside wedlock in respect of the 

modalities for applying for letters of administration for their late parent‘s estate.  

This paper therefore seeks to explain the status of children born out of wedlock with regards to 

their right to apply for letters of administration in respect of their late parent‘s estate.  

Section 42 (2) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 (as amended) 

provides, thus: ―No citizen of Nigeria shall be subjected to any disability or deprivation merely 

by reason of the circumstances of his birth.‖ 

The effect of the provision of section 42 (2) of the Constitution is that there is no legal 

distinction between children born in a lawful wedlock and children born out of wedlock. This is 

because section 42(2) specifically precludes discrimination against a child on the basis that 

he/she was born outside wedlock. 

The Supreme Court of Nigeria endorsed the position stated above in the case of Salubi v. 

Nwariaka,48 where it held that the children of the deceased who were born within a lawful 

wedlock and the children of the deceased who were born out of wedlock are entitled n equal 

shares to the properties of the deceased. Ayoola, JSC captured this point beautifully when his 

Lordship held thus: ―It suffices to hold that the court below was right in holding that the trial 

court below had jurisdiction to entertain the claim before it and that the two issues born out of 

wedlock are entitled in equal shares with the two other issues of the marriage of deceased and 

the widow.‖ 

                                                                 
47 Faruq Abbas intestate Succession in Nigeria: what is the Status of children Born out of wedlock? This day 20 October 2015 P14 
48 (2003) 7 NWLR (Part 819) 426 
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The implication of the foregoing is that the mere fact that a child was born out of wedlock will 

not be an impediment to the child getting an equal share of his/her deceased parent‘s prope rties 

with children born in a legitimate wedlock. Devolution follows the blood. This new rule as a 

result of both the Constitution and administration of estate law is capable of encouraging 

promiscuity and multiplying children outside wedlock. It is also d iscriminatory against women. 

Can a Child Born Out of Wedlock Apply for Letters of Administration?  

Section 26 (1) of the Administration of Estate Law, Laws of Lagos State, Volume 1, CAP A3, 

2003 provides as follows: 

―In granting administration the court sha ll have regard to the rights of all persons interested in 

the estate of the deceased person or the proceeds of sale thereof, … and any such administration 

may be limited in any way the court thinks fit‖ 

The effect of section 26 (1) is that all the beneficiaries or persons who have an interest in the 

estate of a deceased person can apply for the issuance of letters of administration in respect of 

the estate of the deceased person. This means that the surviving spouse and all the children of 

the deceased can apply for the issuance of letters of administration. Also, other relatives of the 

deceased such as his/her siblings, aunts, uncles, cousins and so on can also apply for the 

issuance of letters of administration.  

The crux of section 26 (1) in granting letters of administration is in the phrase, ―rights of all 

persons interested.‖ Children born out of wedlock definitely fall within the category of persons 

interested. This does not however give room for all comers, as ―any such administration may be 

limited in anyway the court thinks fit.‖  

It is submitted that a child who was born out of wedlock can apply for the issuance of letters of 

administration in respect of the estate of his/her deceased parent. This is because the provision 

of section 26 (1) of the Administration of Estate Law of Lagos State is encompassing and covers 

children born out of wedlock. Further to this, the provision of section 42 (2) of the Constitution 

of the Federal Republic of Nigeria also makes it unlawful for a child to be denied his/her right to 

be appointed as an administrator of his/her deceased parent‘s estate just because he/she was born 

out of wedlock. 

Again, it is important to note that the Court has a discretion regarding persons to whom letters of 

administration are to be granted and this discretion must be exercised on the basis of materials/ 

evidence placed before the Court and with due regard to the rights of all materials/evidence 
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placed before the Court and with due regard to the rights of all persons interested in the estate  of 

the deceased person or proceeds of the sale thereof as was held in Asere v. Asere. 49 

In the case of Chief J.L.E. Duke v. Rev. (Dr) Peter Etim Duke 50, the Court of Appeal upheld the 

judgement of the trial Court where it granted letters of administration in respect of the estate of 

the deceased to both the Appellant and Respondent. Although the Appellant, who was born 

within the lawful wedlock of the deceased, had contended that the Respondent was not entitled 

to grant of the letters of administration because he was born out of an adulterous relationship, 

the Court of Appeal held that this was not enough ground to refuse the Respondent his right to 

be appointed as an Administrator to his late father‘s estate. The Court of Appeal also held that 

the Respondent could not be discriminated against based on the provision of section 42 (1) of 

the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria and that the Respondent was able to show 

that he had sufficient interest in the properties of the deceased.  

Also, in the recent case of Mgbodu v Mgbodu51 the Court of Appeal held that a child born out of 

wedlock must not be prevented from partaking in the sharing of his deceased father‘s estate. His 

Lordship, Bolaji-Yusuf, JSC at page 439 paragraphs D-F held thus: 

―It has long been established that in this land, Nigeria, once a father acknowledges the paternity 

of a child whether born in or out of wedlock, the child is regarded as a legitimate child and is 

entitled to share in the estate of his/her father… This custom has now received a constitutional 

approval first through section 39 of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1979 

and now through section 42 of the 1999 Constitution (as amended) which provides that no 

citizen of Nigeria shall be subjected to any disab ility or deprivation merely by reason of the 

circumstances of his birth.‖ 

Conclusion 

Justification of this new position could be found in the fact that the child born out of wedlock is 

a victim of a circumstance which he did not create. Why should such a child be made to suffer 

exclusion from inheriting his father or mother? 

Whilst it is conceded that it might be emotionally traumatising for the children of a deceased 

person who were born within a legitimate wedlock to recognise the rights of their siblings who 

were born out of wedlock when applying for letters of administration, it is important to state that 

                                                                 
49 1992 6 NWLR (pt 107) 316 
50 (2014) LPELR 23095 (CA) 
51 (2015) 12 NWLR (pt 1474) 415 
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the failure to recognise the rights of the children born out of wedlock can lead to the 

nullification of any letters of administration, which was obtained without their knowledge, 

consent or input. 

In the case of Mgbodu v. Mgbodu52 the Court of Appeal set aside the letters of administration 

which was granted to the Appellant and his mother because they refused to include the 

Respondent‘s name as one of the children of the deceased in the application for letters of 

administration on the ground that he was born out of wedlock.  

Therefore, it is important for the beneficiaries of an intestate person to adopt the consensual 

approach to the administration of the estate and distribution of the assets of the deceased in order 

to prevent a protracted and unnecessary litigation over the assets of their deceased parent. The 

incidence of children born out of wedlock is stark reality in Nigeria and the law must be 

dynamic enough to accommodate the interest of such children who did not create the 

circumstance leading to their birth but they themselves are victims of circumstances which they 

did not create. It is therefore fair for the law to protect their interests as it has been done both 

through the Constitution and Administration of Estate laws of each State of the federation. To 

prevent high incidence of children out of wedlock fidelity in marriage should be encouraged 

through preaching in the churches and mosques. The National orientation Agency may also be 

involved in the campaign.                                                . .

                                                                 
52 (2015) 12 NWLR (pt 1474) 415 
. 
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CHAPTER XIII 

GENDER DISCRIMINATION IN CHIEFTAINCY INSTITUTION IN NIGERIA: A 

NEED FOR PARADIGM SHIFT 

Abstract 

Chieftaincy institution in Nigeria is not gender balanced just as it was in Europe in the 

medieaval time when it was only male that could be an emperor, king, duke, baron, peer in 

parliament etc 

Although with the passage of time, various reforms came to alter the situation in favour of both 

male and female, thus in England today, we can talk of the Queen, Duchess, baroness and 

peeresses in the House of Lords. This paper looks at the role or place of women in chieftaincy 

institution across the length and breadth of Nigeria. We noted that in the North East and North 

Western part of Nigeria dominated by Islamic religion women are not reckoned with in 

chieftaincy matter except in Islamic honorary titles in the mosque while in the Eastern part of 

Nigeria women cannot lead a town as Obi, Igwe or Eze. In Western Nigeria populated by the 

Yorubas women could not be Oba or King but could be lesser chiefs among womenfolk or 

regents in cases of vacancy on the throne. We contend that the present practice linking 

chieftaincy to men only is discriminatory and makes nonsense of the egalitarian provisions of 

the constitution. We concluded by recommending a reform of our chieftaincy laws in line with 

constitutional provision that prohibits discrimination in any guise and in respect of any person.  

Key Words: Nigerian: Gender, discrimination, chieftaincy, paradigm shift  

Definition of Chief: 

According to Adebayo ‗one of the problems prevalent in chieftaincy matters is the determination 

of the meaning to be ascribed to the word ‗chief‘. The courts have had to decide on several 

occasions whether a particular traditional title is a chief or not. There is no generally acceptable 

definition of the word ‘chief‘ as its meaning varies from one tribe to the other, and from one 

state to the other1 . The yardstick for determining chieftaincy title is not static. It includes but not 

limited to wealth, age, position of authority, vocation, membership of religion group, trade,  

employment to mention but a few. 

                                                                 
Olufemi Abifarin Ph.D  College of Law, Joseph ayo Babalola University, Ikeji -Arakeji PMB 5006 Ilesha, Osun State, NAO Ijaiya Faculty of Law 
University of Ilorin Nigeria and J.O. Olatoke SAN Ph.D Faculty of Law Unilorin Nigeria. 
1 M.A. Adebayo, Practical Approach to Chieftaincy matters in Nigeria (Lagos Princeton Publishing Company 2013) p.6 
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Generally, a chief may be defined as the most important person or the main or principal person 

within a group of people bind together by a common interest. This may be an organization, 

community or clan. 

To the learned society however, the word chief has different connotation depending on the 

context and for what purpose the word is being defined. The Chambers 20 th Century Dictionary 

defines chief to mean, head, principal, highest, first, outstanding and the most important while 

chieftain means the head of a clan.  

The word ―Chief‖ has been variously defined in different Laws where the expression has been 

used with minor variations. In the interpretation Ordinance 1946, No. 7 of 1947 subsequently 

repealed and replaced by the Interpretation Act 1964,2 section 18 (1) of the Act states: 

“Chief means a person who in accordance with the law in force in any part of Nigeria, is 

accorded the dignity of a chief by reference to that part or to a community established in that 

part.” 

This definition relates to the law in force at a particular time in order to determine who a chief 

is. For someone to properly define the word chief, such person must first consider the provisions 

of the law in force in a particular community at the time. The Chiefs Law of Ogun State simply 

defines the word chief as follows: 

 

“Chief means a person whose chieftaincy title is associated with a native community and 

includes a minor chief and a recognized chief.‖3 

This definition too is vague in that it does not te ll us who a chief is. It only defines the word 

chief in two ways: minor chief and recognized chief. A minor chief by the definition of the 

Chiefs Law is a chief other than a recognized chief4. The law defines a recognized chief to mean 

a person appointed to a recognized chieftaincy.5The law goes further to define a recognized 

chieftaincy as a chieftaincy to which the provisions of Part 2 of the Chief Law apply. 6 

Our understanding of the above definitions is that the Chiefs Law does not precisely define the 

word chief. The Law however refers to a ―chieftaincy title‖ which means a traditional title 

                                                                 
2 Now Cap. 123, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 2004 
3Section 2 of the Chiefs Law, Cap 20, Laws of Ogun State of Nigeria, 1978. 
4 Ibid 
5 Ibid 
6 Ibid 
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conferred on an individual by his clan or community. This definition is not reliable as it makes 

the meaning of the word chief open to speculation. Section 2(1) of the Chiefs (Appointed and 

Deposition) Law of Kaduna State defines ―chief‖ as any person for the time being recognized by 

the Governor as a chief and includes an Emir. This definition too is speculative. Apart from an 

Emir it is very difficult to state precisely who a chief is under this law as it leaves the 

determination of who is a chief to the whims and caprices of the State Governor.  

Under section 2 of the Traditional Rulers Law of Enugu State, a ‗chief means  

“a traditional chieftaincy title or honorary chieftaincy title conferred on a person by a 

community or a recognized chief of a community which shall not attract Government 

recognition in accordance with this Law and shall not entitle such person to operate under the 

title and style of “Igwe” or “Obi” or to ascribe to himself the title “His Royal Highness” or 

“His Highness”. 

This definition although appeared comprehensive, distinguishes between a Chief and an Igwe or 

Obi. It also includes the holder of an honorary chieftaincy in the definition of a chief. This 

definition is similar to the definition contained in section 2 of the Traditional Rulers and Chiefs 

Law of Edo State where a chief is defined as a person whose chieftaincy title is associated with a 

community in the State and includes a traditional chief and an honorary chief.  

For better understanding of the word chief, we shall resort to judicial interpretations. In the case 

of Adesola v Abidoye7. The Supreme Court per KARIBI WHYTE JSC defined the word chief. 

He said: 

“It is accepted that a chief is an acknowledged leader in his society and among members of his 

community, which Status carries with it both social prestige and political functions.” 8 

This definition is made up of three elements, which are: 

1. A chief must be a native. This simply means that for a person to be regarded as a chief, 

he must be a member of the community or clan wherein he is a chief.  

2. A chief exercises authority and control over other members of his community or clan 

who are known as his subjects. Hence, there exist arrangements whereby members of the 

community or clan yield some controls and authorities to the chief.  

                                                                 
7 Supra (1999) 10-12 SC 109 at 145 
8 At page 124 
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3. The native community must recognized the person so appointed as a chief. That is, the 

appointment and installation of a person to the position of a chief must be with the 

consent and approval of the native community or clan.  

In the case of Enwezor v Onyejekwe & Ors9 the court was called upon to decide among other 

questions whether the obi of Onitsha was qualified to be a chief in view of Section 3 of the 

interpretation Ordinance. It was argued both at the trial and on appeal that the Obi of Onitsha 

was not a chief but a traditional ruler.  

It was held by the Supreme Court that the Obi of Onitsha was a chief by virtue of Section 3 of 

the Interpretation Act according to ADEMOLA CJN. 

“The Obi of Onitsha is a traditional ruler. The essence of a natural ruler is that his authority 

and control be recognized by the men in his community over whom he is accepted as a ruler” 10 

The implication of this decision is that the word ―chief ― has the same meaning with the word 

―traditional ruler‖ and can be used inter-changeably. A chief must exercise control and authority 

over his subject and this makes him to be a traditional ruler.  

In Eze v Okechukwu11, the Supreme Court of Nigeria quoted with approval the definition of 

‗traditional ruler‘ as contained in the Anambra State Traditional Rulers Law No. 14 of 1981 

thus: 

“ A traditional ruler‟ means a person selected as Obi or Igwe of a town or community in 

accordance with Anambra State Traditional Rulers Law(No. 14 of 1981) who, on recognition by 

the Governor, shall be styled or  known as the recognized Chief…. A traditional ruler is selected 

and appointed by his town or community and later presented by the state Governor.12 

A similar situation fell for judicial determination the early West Africa Court of Appeal decision 

in Ononye v Obanye13. In this case, the Plaintiff claimed a declaration that as Okpala, he is the 

head of Mgbelekeke family, and that as such head he was entitled to all the r ights attached to 

that office according to native and custom. It was contended that the Okpala was merely the 

head of the extended family, which only enable d him to bring action on behalf of the family. 

The court rejected the contention and relying on Dr. Meeks book on ‗Law and Authority in am 

Nigerian Tribe‘ held that the Okpala couldd be regarded as Chief.  

                                                                 
9 (1964) NSCC 9 
10 At page 11 
11(2002) 12 SC (Pt. 11) 103. 
12 Iguh, JSC, at 116 
13 II WACA 60 
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In Osamar v. Obi Izediuno & Anor14 the court held that the control and authority of a Juju Priest, 

if recognized by native community would bring such a person within the definition of Chief.  

Thus in Akanbi & Other v. Yakubu & Others15 the Court had to decide whether the Onijagbo or 

Bara of Ijagbo was a Chief. It shows by the pleading of the parties that the Ijagbo community 

consisted of six compounds each compound nominated representative to a committee, which 

administered the community. The committee in its meeting appointed one of its members as the 

chairman or president from time to time. The question was whether the chairman or president of 

the committee, the Bara or Onijagbo was Chief. It was held that the chairman or president of the 

committee of six heads of compound at Ijagbo couldn‘t be a chief because he is no more than 

titular head of gerontocracy appointed by the remaining five members from time to time and 

whom he is accountable for his action. In the worst of ELIAS CJN 

 “He could appears only to be primus inter pares who has no authority of any kind over 

the village community of Ijagbo apart from the nebulous power and influence granted him if 

properly appointed by his responsibility towards their community. 

The society is clearly republican in its political complexion and has yet to evolve into a 

chieftaincy or indeed a kingdom…. The social contract theory, if one may apply it to the Ijagbo 

society would make it appear to be at an inchoate stage, in that the other five members of the 

entire community have not agreed to surrendered their sovereignty to an almighty ruler in 

return for protection and succors: or if one subscribes to that view of the social contract theory 

which recognizes two stages in the process, the community would seem to have achieve only a 

pactum unus one, not yet a pactum subjectus.” 

More importantly, whatever the definitions proffered by the court, the word chief is still limited 

to the definition provided by the Chiefs Law of each State of the Federation. Thus, the court can 

only define the word chief in the light of the definition contained in the Chiefs Law of the State 

concerned. In Ogun State and other States carved out of the former Western Region of Nigeria 

except Lagos State, a person can only be regarded as a Chief if he is a Minor Chief or a 

Recognized Chief. 

Thus in the case of Esuru-Oso v Ogidi16 the Court of Appeal decided among other issues 

whether the title of Basegun (Head of Traditional Healers) can be regarded as a Minor Chief 

under the Chiefs Law of Ogun State over which the 1st Defendant is the Prescribed Authority. It 

                                                                 
14(1955-56) WRNLR 118. 
15 (1973) NSCC 701 
16 At page 704 
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was rightly held that the title of Basegun of Ijebu- Igbo branch of the Traditional Healers 

Association of Ogun State is not a recognized or a minor chieftaincy title for which the 1 st 

defendant as a traditional ruler or Oba of Ijebu will be a Prescribed Authority as anticipated 

under Section 22 (Now Section 25) of the Chiefs Law of Ogun State.  

In the case of Adesola v Abidoye17 the Supreme Court held that the Mogaji assumes the position 

and status of a minor chief under the Chiefs Law of Oyo State.  

However, the Court in Alhaji Salami Olaniyi v Aroyewun18held that a village head is not a chief 

within the purview of the chiefs (Appointment and Depositions) Law of Kwara State unless the 

Governor of Kwara State under Sections 3 and 5 of the Law has appointed him a Graded Chief.  

In conclusion, a Chief is a person who has the control and authority to rule other members of his 

clan or community and who is so recognized by the members of his community or clan and the 

government. 

Classes of Chiefs: 

A consideration of the various definitions highlighted above reveals that there are different 

categories of chief depending on the State and the law governing chieftaincy matters in the state 

at a particular time. Chief can therefore be categorized into the followings: 

a. Recognized chief: One can only determine who is a recognized chief by looking at the 

enabling law applicable in the state concerned. Thus, the meaning of recognized chief 

varies from state to state. In Ogun, Oyo, Ekiti, Osun and Ondo states, Section 2 of their 

Chiefs Law define ‘recognized chief as a person appointed to a recognized chieftaincy. A 

recognized chieftaincy means a chieftaincy to which the provisions of Part 2 apply. 

Hence, one can only determine who is a recognized chief by first considering the whole 

provisions of Part 2 of the Chiefs Law. 

 

In Enugu state and the other states carved out of the former Eastern Region of Nigeria, a 

―Recognized Chief‖ means an ―Igwe‖ or ―Obi‖ selected and appointed by a town or 

community as the town‘s or community‘s traditional ruler and recognized as such by the 

Governor in accordance with the provisions of the Law, so however that such a 

recognized chief shall ascribe to himself the title of ―His Highness‖ 

 

                                                                 
17 (2002) FWLR (Pt. 112) 85 
18 (1991) 7 SCNJ 40 
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 In a nutshell, a Recognized Chief may be defined as a chief who is recognized by the 

Government or appropriate authority.19. 

b. Minor Chief: This is described as a Chief other than a Recognized Chief. This can only 

be found in section 2 of the Chiefs Law of Ogun, Oyo, Ekiti, Osun and Ondo States.  

c. Traditional Chief: This is defined by section 2 of the Traditional Rulers and Chiefs Law 

of Edo State as the holder of a chieftaincy title to which traditional functions are 

attached. 

d. Traditional Ruler: This is defined by section 2 of the Traditional Rulers and Chiefs 

Law of old Bendel State which is applicable in Edo State as the traditional head of an 

ethnic unit or clan who is for the time being the holder of the highest traditional authority 

within the ethnic unit or clan and whose title is recognized as a traditional ruler title by 

the Government of the state. Hence, a ‗traditional ruler‘ is a ‗traditional chief ‗who has 

been given recognition by the state Government. Thus, the only different between a 

‗traditional chief‘ and a ‗traditional ruler‘ is the recognition by the state Government 

which is accorded to the traditional ruler.  

 

On the other hand, section 2 of the ‗Traditional Rulers Law of Enugu state defined a 

‗traditional ruler‘ as a person selected and appointed as ‗ Igwe‘ or ‗obi‘ of a town or 

community in accordance with thi Law, who, on his recognition by the Governor, shall 

be styled or known as a recognized chief. Under the provisions of this law, a chief needs 

not be recognized before he can be called a traditional ruler. However, a traditional ruler 

becomes a Recognized Chief if he is recognized by the State Government.  

 

 In Kogi state a traditional ruler is defined by section 2 of the Chiefs (Appointment 

Deposition and Establishment of Traditional Councils) Law of Kogi state, 1992 as any 

person who by virtue of his ancestry occupies a throne or stool of an area or was 

appointed to that stool in accordance with custom or tradition of the people20. 

e. Honorary Chief: Under the provisions of Section 2 of the Traditional Rulers and Chiefs 

Law of Edo State; honorary Chief refers to the holder of a chieftaincy title to which no 

specific traditional functions are attached. A better definition of a Honorary Chief is 

contained in section 2 of the Obas and Chiefs Law of Lagos State, 1994 which defined 

an honorary Chief as a Chief who is not a Recognized Chief or a customary chief, but 

                                                                 
19 (1991) 7SCNJ 40 
20 See also section 36 of the Chieftaincy law of Bayelsa State (Cap. C4) Laws Bayelsa State 
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whose title was conferred by an Oba in appreciation of meritorious services to the 

welfare and progress of the community.  

f. Family Chief: This is provided for in section 36 of the Chieftaincy Law of Bayelsa 

State. It means a title person selected by his people according to their custo ms and 

usages not being a village, town or community head by virtue of the provisions of this 

Law and includes an honorary or personal Chief.  

g. Igwe or Obi: According to section 2 of the Traditional Rulers Law of Enugu State this 

refers to a title designated exclusively to describe the office, style or title of a recognized 

chief in the Enugu State. Hence, an Igwe or Obi is a traditional ruler who has been given 

recognition by the Governor.  

h. Customary Chief: This is contained in part 3 of the Obas and Chiefs o f Lagos State 

Law. Although, it is not defined by the Law, it refers to a chief other than an Oba or 

recognized chief or a chieftaincy to which the part 3 of the Obas and Chiefs of Lagos 

State Law applies. It has the same connotation as that of minor chief in Ogun State.21 

i. “Oba”: This is provided for under section 2 of the Obas and Chiefs of Lagos State Law. 

It means the paramount traditional ruler of a native community recognized as such by the 

Government under any law and includes Aholu.  

j.  Head Chief: This means the principal or the highest chief in a community. It refers to 

any chief who is not subordinate to any other chief. In Kaduna State Head Chief are 

graded by Section 5 of the Chiefs (Appointment and Deposition) Law (Cap. 25) into 

first, second and third class chief. 

Women and Rulership in Historical Perspective 

Women have always been marginalized in rulership since time immemorial. Even during the 

biblical days, among the long list of judges that were of male gender, the Bible records only 

Deborah as a judge who led Israel to war and won the battle. 22 There was another account of the 

Queen of Sheba who visited Solomon to listen to his wisdom and see his management acumen. 23 

In England, the story was not different, the Monarchy was of male gender (male pr imogeniture) 

although there were occasions when some kings could not produce a male child and the custom 

was adjusted to install a female child as Queen, this led to the emergence of Queen Victoria, 

later Queen Elizabeth I and Queen Elizabeth II. 24 The peerage to the House of Lords was also an 

exclusive preserve of men until the peerage Act was amended to include the first daughter incase 

                                                                 
21 See the case of Omaye v Omagu (2008) 7 NWLR (Part 1087) page 477 at 504 
22Efunsetan Aniwura of Ibadan eccentric. Yoruba word press. Com/2010/….. (last accessed on 21 April 2015) 
23 P.O. Agbese Chiefs, Constitution and Policies in Nigeria www.bjournal.co.uk/paper/BJASS 52/ last accessed 21 April 2015 
24 H. Calvert Introduction to British Constitutional law (Cardiff 1985 University College Cardiff) 57 

http://www.bjournal.co.uk/paper/BJASS%2052/
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a peer could not produce a male child to succeed him in the House of Lords. 25 The rule of 

succession to the throne in England was gender bias in favour of men before the reforms. 

Regency was also introduced in 1937 in the event of the infancy or incapacity of the monarch.25b 

In the Islamic world, in the middle East like Saudi Arabia, Iraq or even North Africa, women 

have not yet been allowed to rule either as the caliph, Emir or Sultan. 26 In Nigeria, the Northern 

part of Nigeria have not considered women for traditional rulership in form of Emir, District 

head, Magaji, Alangua, Etsu Gbogwon, TorTiv, Ochildoma etc.27 In Yoruba land of Western 

Nigeria, women have not been allowed to preside as king or queen over any community but they 

are recognized as wives of kings, or lesser or minor chiefs who can attend meetings of Oba in 

council when requested to attend.28 In Ibo land, even though women cannot be Igwe, Eze or Obi 

but they can be title holders (lesser or minor chiefs) holding female traditional titles and who 

could also be invited to meet with the Igwe, Eze or Obi in council. 29 A very important aspect to 

note in Yoruba land is the regency institution in Ondo and Ekiti states which allow the first 

daughter of a late king to hold for as a regent pending the appointment of a new king. 30She is a 

temporary administrator or ruler of the village or town. Her tenure or reign depends on how 

soon the village is able to appoint or select a new king. 31 Although chiefs law of Ondo and Ekiti 

states limit their tenure to maximum of two years but some regent have spent up to 10 years on 

the throne due to crisis that delay installation of a new king. The regent of Akure, the first 

female child of the late Deji of Akure Oba Adebiyi Adesida was wrongly reported as the first 

female Paramount Ruler in Yoruba land, Samuel P.O. a notable yoruba man quickly correc ted 

the error by restating it clearly that she is not first female yoruba Oba but a regent. 32 She had 

vacated the throne since the appointment of the new Oba on 8 June 2015 33 

Regency Institution in Nigeria 

                                                                 
25 S.H Richards Introduction to British Government(London Macmillan Press Ltd 1978)64 
25 b. Peerage Act 1963 see also Act of settlement 1701 and succession to the Crown Act 2013 which finally ended male preference 
primogeniture rule in England Peerage Act 1958 was to allow women for life peers while the peerage Act 1963 was to allow women fo r 

Hereditary peers 
26 - M.A Adebayo Supra note 1 
27 M.A Adebayo  Supra note 1 
28 Ibid 
29 Ibid 
30W. Akintide The Role of Regents in Yoruba Tradition Sahara reporters. Com/2014/01/25/role…. Last accessed on 1 st July 2015. 
31 Ibid 
32 A. Badejo New Regent Installed in Akure daily post.ng(2013/12/29 new-regent…last accessed on 1st July 2015. 
33 Y. Akintonu U.S Based Prince Emerges New Deji of Akure Daily Independent nig.com/2015/06/U.S……last accessed on 1 st July 2015 
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A regent is a person who exercises the ruling power in a kingdom during the minority, absence 

or other disability of the sovereign34. Regency is designed as a crisis management after the 

demise of a chief and there is a dispute or crisis on the choice of a new chief35. 

Yoruba tradition precludes a princess from becoming a king but many of them have been 

installed as regents or stop-gap kings in many towns and cities across the South West36. Regents 

temporarily hold fort as kings on the throne, performing the roles and duties of the office of a 

king like settlement of disputes, attending to the community issues, attending state functions and 

doing other duties of the office of a king37 while some communities are said to choose males as 

regents, the more common and familiar are the females who are direct daughters of recently 

deceased monarchs.38Findings shows that males are seldom made regents because of the fear 

that they may refuse to vacate the throne when a substantive monarch is installed, causing a 

situation in which two monarchs lay claim to one royal stool39. The regent runs the affairs of the 

community in conjunction with other chiefs and there can be a regency council where it is 

difficult to appoint a person as a regent40. 

According to Yoruba tradition, the moment a princess ascends the throne and as long as she 

remains the regents  she is no longer regarded as a woman and she is expected to appear always 

like a man, but she is only allowed to wear the round beaded crown unlike the male kings who 

have various crowns designed and decorated with beads which may fall over their faces. The 

faces of regents must not be covered and the beads on the neck, falling on their chests must not 

be more than three and graduated in three layers, although this varies in some communities. But 

the beads of the kings though of the same length but could be more than three41. 

Regents are regarded as miniature kings who are barred from doing menial jobs. Married regents 

can also not engage in sexual intercourse with their husband while in the palaces and should not 

be pregnant during the period they occupy the throne because such a child may wish to aspire to 

the throne in the future42. 

                                                                 
34 B.A. Garner Black’s Law Dictionary Eight Edition Thomson. West 1990 USA 
35 F.A. Oladipo A case for Female Traditional Rulers in Nigeria cited in A.A. Borokini –The place of Regents in Chieftaincy institution in Nigeria 

Yoruba states Era case study. Unpublished paper p.25 
36 Salawudeen The many female king of Ekiti www Nigeria news digest. Com/the – many accessed on 8 August 2015 
37 Ibid 
38 Ibid 
39W. Akintide The Role of Regent in Yoruba Tradition Sahara reporters. Com/ 2014/01/25/role….. Accessed on 8 th August 2015. He even gave 
account of two regents who refused to vacate throne and reigned as Deji of Akure. They were Eyearo 1393 -1419 and Eyemoin 1705-1735. 
40 Morgan chieftaincy Review Commission Report 1981 see also section 26 of Ogun State chiefs Law 1994 
41 S. Salawudeen op cit 
42 Ibid 
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And apparently to avoid the temptation of getting pregnant while on the throne the regent in 

those day was either a virgin or an aged woman. But these  days regents do have babies on the 

throne. The risk associated with this is that in future such babies could demand to be installed as 

kings, especially if there is a long period of interregnum and those who know the history of the 

community are no longer alive, history may be distorted for the child to lay claim to the 

throne43. 

Further, the regents must not carry loads on their heads for whatever reasons or engage in such 

other menial engagement including domestic chores like making pounded yam. They must  not 

expose their heads and must dress in reflection of the position they occupy all the time 44. 

A regent cannot attend the State Council of Chiefs (Obas) a regent cannot install chiefs during 

her tenure, she cannot remove an erring chief from office and cannot involve in registration of 

chieftaincy declaration45. At a particular time, there were about 12 regents on the throne in 

various communities in Ekiti State. The communities are:- Erio Ekiti, Awo Ekiti, Ayede Ekiti, 

Erijiyan Ekiti, Ilogun Ekiti, Araromi Oke Ekiti, Ijurin Ekiti, Temidire Ekiti, Ilu Omoba Ekiti, 

Oke Ako Ekiti and Ilasa Ekiti46. 

Originally, the tenure of regent used to be 21 days but now extended to 2 years but some 

protracted  disputes on choice of a new king may prolong the tenure of a regent more than 2 

years. The government pays stipend to regents but the amount is meager. There is also Council 

of Regents in Ekiti State47. Any deposed and banished monarch cannot have his daughter as 

regent48. Regency as an institution in Yoruba land is purely based on native law and custom, it 

has not been reduced into writing except Ogun State chief law that incorporates regency council 

and regents into the chieftaincy system. 

By virtue of section 26 of that law where there is no provision under customary law or any 

declaration for the appointment of a regent, the Governor may appoints Regency Council for a 

community under an instrument signed by him in public interest. The Regency Council shall 

exercise and perform all the functions, rights and duties pertaining to such chieftaincy. A 

regency council shall consists of not less than five of the most senior chiefs. The quorum of 

regency council shall not be less than three with the most senior chief presiding as chairman and 

                                                                 
43 W. Akintide op cit 
44 Ibid 
45 A.A. Borokini The Place of Regents in chieftaincy Institution in Nigeria: Yoruba states as a case study. An unpublished paper  delivered at 
College of law Benson Idahosa University Benin city September 20, 2015 
46 Ibid 
47 Ibid 
48 W. Akintide op cit 
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in his absence the next in rank shall preside. The tenure of Regency Council is for a specific 

time stated in the instrument or when a vacant chieftaincy is filled. The tenure can be extended 

from time to time based on public interest.  

Some Women Rulers of the Recent past 

Queen Amina of Zaria was a princess who ascended the throne of Zaria as a ruler in 1610. She 

ruled for 34 years. She ruled an expanse of cities to Katsina, Kano, Nupe and Kwarafa. Her 

father Bakwa Turuuku ruled between 1492 and 1522. Queen Amina was born in 1533: The 

history of how she emerged a ruler was not told.49 

Female rulership was said to be recognized in Igala the first Attah of Igala was said to be a 

female.50 

But along the line the patriarchal system which is predominant in Africa eliminated the women 

out of the stool.  

Moremi Ajasoro was a Queen of Oranmiyan in Ile Ife who used her position and military to 

deliver Ile Ife from war.51 

Efunsetan Aniwura the great Iyalode of Ibadan. She was a wealthy woman who had her own 

warriors and armies she was made the first Iyalode of Ibadan. (A high chief).52 

Queen Owani of Ilesha is another important woman in the history of Yorubas in Nigeria. They 

played decisive and crucial roles in the politics of their time. 53 

In Northern Ghana, it was reported that women are excluded from chieftaincy institution. The 

institution is regarded as male institution. The women folk in Ghana resented this practice by 

complaining. They see the syndrome as marginalization, oppression and discrimination contrary 

to the human rights provisions of Ghana constitution. They contended that for women to be 

involved in grassroot governance, leadership and peace building, there is need to integrate 

woman into traditional chieftaincy institution.54 

Egalitarian Provisions of the Nigerian Constitution 

                                                                 
49 History and Woman: Amina of Zaria www.history and women. Con(2010/08/ami…. last accessed on 1 st July 2015 
50 Igala people  en. Wikipedia.org/wiki/igala-people igala place: why Attah is a woman igala place.blogspot.com/2013/03/how---- last accessed 
on 1st July 2015 
51Moremi ajasoro en. Wikipedia.org/wiki/moremi ajasoro last accessed on 1 st July 2015 
52Efunsetan Aniwura of Ibadan eccentric. Yoruba word press. Com/2010/….. last accessed on 1st July 2015 
53 Dan Coaladman Ningi Traditional Rulers: Fluctuations in fortunes www.facebook.com/permalink.php% 3fst…… last accessed on 1st July 2015 
54 B.A.Osei chieftaincy conflict and women in Ghana www.duo.410.ng/handle/ 10852/12979 last accessed on 3rd August 2015 
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Egalitarian is described as based on or holding the belief that everyone is equal and should have 

the same rights and opportunities.55 The constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria creates 

an egalitarian society by providing that every citizen shall have equal r ights, obligations and 

opportunities before the law and that all groups shall be treated equally. 56 If this is our law why 

are women treated differently in chieftaincy matters?  

The constitution went further to state that the state shall protect, preserve and promote Nigerian 

culture that enhances human dignity.57 Is discrimination against traditional rulership of women 

justifiable under the constitution? Does it enhance human dignity? Certainly not, it rather 

demean women or relegate them to the back ground as second class citizens as was observed by 

Osei in Ghana58 

The constitution prohibits discrimination against any person by reason of places of origin, sex, 

religious or political opinions.59 This section of the constitution is observed in breach than 

obedience with respect to traditional rulership of women in Nigeria.  

National integration is encouraged by the constitution whilst discrimination on ground of place 

of origin, sex, religion, status, ethnic or linguistic association or ties shall be prohibited and the 

state shall foster a feeling of belonging and of involvement among the various peoples of the 

federation, to the end that loyalty to the nation shall over ride sectional loyalties. 60 Women are 

not given sense of feeling of belonging when they are excluded from our traditional rulership 

system, especially leading as Oba, Igwe, Eze, Emir or District head. They are not even made 

Baale or Magaji, Alangua which is at the bottom of the ladder in traditional rulership in Nigeria. 

They are not also appointed into membership of Area Court judges in the North and Customary 

Courts in the Southern part of Nigeria61 

History of Gender Discrimination Policies in Nigeria  

According to Shirley, the root of gender inequality is the patriarchal system of oppression 

prevalent in most societies62. Joseph and Sumption also stated that a system founded on 

inequality is against nature63 one of the central characteristics of a civilized state is that freedom 

                                                                 
55 Section 17(2) of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as amended 
56 Section 42 
57 Section 21 
58 Osei B.A Supra note 39 
59 Section 42 of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as amended 
60 Section 15 
61 Y. Olowojobi Human Rights on Gender, sex and the law in Nigeria(Lagos Princeton publishing company 2013) p. 231 
62 http:/www just quoted. Com/quote/The emotional –sexual. And-psychological-stereotyp.htm last accessed on 1st July 2015 
63 Ibid 
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from discrimination is a hallmark of social equality. Lord Denning in Noble v David Gold 64 

also asserted that ―noting differences between the sexes is not within the context of 

discrimination, as both sexes have unique qualities‖ 

Gender discrimination is not about the differences between the sexes, but to determine whether 

woman have access to what men have in any society moving closer, it seems that customs and 

traditions which solely subjugate women can be seen as the main source of discrimination in 

Nigeria65 

Injustice to women comes in many forms. Women tend to have less access to education, justice 

and opportunities for employment than men. The stigma of discrimination on women is mainly 

present in institutions such as marriage, inheritance, politics reproduct ion health, real property 

and chieftaincy institution. It can safely suggest that discrimination is widely a customary 

tradition in Nigeria. Gender analysis illustrates that the social institution and Gender Index 

ranked Nigeria 79 out of 86 in 2012. In respect of discriminatory practices toward women. In 

terms of gender disparities in terms of empowerment, Nigeria is ranked 120 th in the 2011 Global 

Gender Gap out of 135 countries with a score of 0.6011 66. 

In terms of political participation of women, in data compiled by inter parliamentary union on 

31st July, 2013, Nigeria was listed number 127 out of 142 countries with women having 24 seats 

out of 360 in the House of Representatives in 2011 elections. Moreover, in terms of economic 

disparities between men and women, the Global Gender Gap Index 2011 rankings initiated by 

the world Economic Forum listed Nigeria 120 out of 35. It is therefore, not surprising that 

Nigeria is rated as having a large scale of gender based disparities. In 2006, it was observed that  

in Nigeria, women‘s participation in the manufacturing sector was 11% when matched with 30% 

for men. In addition, the Federal Civil Service, 76% of civil servants were men while 24 % were 

women. Moreover, women represented 17.5% and men 82.5% of those engaged in medical 

profession67 

In the religious sphere, Mohammed writing on Equality and Gender Rights. Islamic law 

perspective asserted that there is no verse in the Holy Quran or any particular Hadith which 

specifically prohibits women from holding leadership position68but inspite of this assertion, 

women cannot be Imam or lead a congregation prayer consisting of men. Men must lead while 
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67 Ibid at p.34 
68 S.O.Mohammed Equality and Gender Rights: Islamic law perspective(Abuja National Judicial Institute lecture Series  2010) p 45 
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women must follow. Also in the church women are denied leadership position. In the words of 

Olowojobi, they do not ordain women as pastors…. The highest place you can get as a woman is 

deacons ushers etc 69 Gender Discrimination in Southern Africa in traditional practices: A shift 

in policy through legislation and judicial Activism.  

It appeared that it is only in Southern Africa that women has taken the lead by challenging 

infringement  of their rights to chiefship in courts and they are getting it.  

In Lesotho the only case where a woman has challenged the discriminatory primogeniture rule 

of succession to traditional title is the case of Senate Masurpha v senior magistrate for the 

subordinate court of Berea and others. In this case senate masupha sued the senior resident 

magistrate and her brothers and others who refused to install her as the successor to her father‘s 

chieftaincy stool after the death of her father. Her brothers and uncles claimed that they are more 

entitled to the throne because they are men and she being a woman cannot ascend the throne 

since under their native law and custom, only men could ascend the throne. The Constitutional 

Court ruled that she could not ascend the throne under the native land and custom and 

chieftaincy Act of Lesotho. The High Court confirmed this decision on appeal70. The lesson 

from this case is that some one took step to challenge the d iscriminatory policy restricting 

chiefship to men only. No woman has done this in Nigeria. A more progressive interpretation of 

Lesotho constitution visa is the chieftaincy Act would have upheld the claims of senate masupha 

to the throne. 

However, South Africa has amended itsa law to allow women to take chieftainship title as 

natural rulers. This she did by constitutional provisions in the 1996 constitution called the Bill of 

Rights and traditional leadership and Governance framework Act 41 of 2003. The two important 

cases that came for adjudication under these laws are: Nwamitwa v Phillia 71 and shilubana and 

others v Nwanutwa72. The cases had some set back both at the High Court and Court of Appeal 

because the two courts affirmed and justified the primogeniture rule on so many grounds. These 

decisions have been criticized by many scholars 73but the constitutional court came to the rescue 

by stating categorically that ―customary law is living law and will in future inevitably be 

interpreted, applied and when, necessary amended or developed by the community itself or by 

                                                                 
69 Y. Olowojobi Supra note 46 
70 Africa Journalist the world. Com/2014/0….. last accessed on 3 rd August 2015 
71 2005 3 SA 536(T) 
72 20072 SA 452(SCA) 
73 O.Mireku Customary law and promotion of gender equality: An Appraisal of Shilubana decision. (2010 Africa Human Rights law journal p 515, 
W.Lehnert The role of courts in the conflict between African Customary law and Humans Human(2005) 21 South African Journal of Human 
Rights 241 264 266 C.Himonga. The advancement of African Woman rights in the first decade of democracy in South Africa: The Reform of 
customary law of marriage and succession (2005) Acta juridical 82, 107 
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the courts. This will be done in new of the existing customs and traditions, previous 

circumstances and practical needs, and of course the demands of the constitution as the supreme 

law‖. In obedience to the constitution the court upheld the right of the first female child to 

succeed to the throne of her late father. Although this decision has also drawn some criticisms 

from scholars on the ground that the constitution should have been interpreted to consolidate the 

primogeniture rule which has been the tradition of the people from time in memorial 74 but 

looking at the written laws of South Africa for example the constitutional and leadership and 

governance framework Act the, Constitutional Court was correct on its approach and final 

decision. This decision promotes gender equality in chieftaincy matters in South Africa and this 

mind of change must show to other parts of Africa. The largest ethnic group of Balete in 

Botswana has also appointed its first female paramount chief and president of National House of 

chiefs. Besides, the Balobedu and pondomisa ethnic communities in South Africa have been 

famous for having female rulers and these are other isolated cases of female chiefs such as 

among the Amarharbe, Nkoya and Barotse in Zambia, and two female paramount chiefs in 

Sierra Leone and the Appraponso tribe in Ghana75. But in Nigeria, there has not been any female 

paramount chiefs. Those paraded or depicted as chiefs like Deji of Akure are not chiefs but 

regents who are temporarily holding fort before appointment of substantive male chiefs. 76 

Regional/International Instruments against all forms of Discrimination against Women 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) provides that all human beings are born free 

and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and shall act 

towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. Everyone is entitled to all rights and freedoms set 

forth in this Declaration without distinction of any kind such as role, colour, sex, language, 

religion, political or other opinions, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.77 

The African charter of Human and people‘s rights on the rights of women in Africa also 

provides that state parties shall combat all forms of discrimination against women through 

appropriate legislature, institutional and other measures, in this regard they shall include in their 

national constitutions, if not already done, the principle of equality between women and men 

and ensure its effective application--- take correction and positive action in these areas where 

discrimination against women in law and in fact continues to exist. Support local, national and 

continental initiatives directed at eradicating all forms of discrimination against women and state 

                                                                 
74 N. Ntlama & D.D Ndima. The significance of South Africa’s Traditional Courts Bill to the challenge of promoting African traditional justice 
systems’ (2009) 4 International Journal of African Renaissance studies - multi-Inter and Trans disciplinary 615 
75 O.Mireku (Supra note 58) 
76 W.Akintide supra note 30 
77 Articles 1,4 & 7 of Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 
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parties shall commit themselves to modify the social and cultural patterns of conduct of women 

and men through public education, information, education and communication strategies, with a 

view to achieving the elimination of harmful cultural and traditional practices and all other 

practices which are based on the idea of the inferiority or superiority of either of the sexes, or on 

stereotyped roles for women and men.78 

The solemn Declaration on Gender equality in Africa, Africa Union (AU) July 2004 also 

support, promote and affirmed Africa‘s commitment to gender parity. It went further to required 

annual progress report on gender mainstreaming in the respective member countries and setting 

up of Africa Trust Fund for women.  

Article 1 of the Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against women 

that came into force on 3rd September (1981) defines discrimination against women as any 

distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of 

impairing or disqualifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women irrespective of their 

mental status, on the basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other fields.  

While Article 2 of protocol to African Charter enjoined state parties to condemn discrimination 

against women in all its forms agree to pursue by all appropriate means and without delay a 

policy of eliminating discrimination against women and to this end undertake. 79 

a. To embody the principle of the equality of men and women in their national constitution 

or other appropriate legislation if not yet incorporates therein and to ensure, through law 

and other appropriate means, the practical realization of this principle.  

b. To adopt appropriate legislature and other measures, including sanctions where 

appropriate, prohibiting all discrimination against women.  

c. To established legal protection of the rights of women on an equal basis with men and to 

ensure through competent national tribunals and other public institutions the effective 

protection of women against any act of discrimination.  

d. To refrain from engaging in any act or practice of discrimination against women and to 

ensure that public authorities and institutions shall act in conformity with this obligations  

e. To take all appropriate measures to eliminate discrimination against women by any 

person, organization or enterprise.  

                                                                 
78 Article 3 of African Charter of Human and peoples’ Rights 
79 Article 2 (1) (a) of the protocol to the African Charter on Human and peoples Rights on the Right of Women in Africa 2003 
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f. To take all appropriate measures, including legislations to modify or abolish existing 

laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute discrimination against women 

and to repeal all national penal provisions which constitute discrimination against 

women. 

With these copious provisions in our municipal, regional and international instruments, it is 

clear that the spirit and the letters of the law prohibit all forms of discrimination against women 

especially on matters of native law and custom. Since chieftaincy institution is part and parcel of 

our social and cultural institution that is also regulated by law such laws must be repealed or 

amended to accommodate women. 

We want to challenge the civil societies, Human Rights organizations and women Advocacy 

groups to stand up to sensitize the people about this aspect of discrimination against women. 

They should also go a step further by challenging in court or tribunal this discriminatory practice 

against women just as a woman had done in Lesotho. Princess should always contest with men 

whenever there is a vacancy in the stool of their fathers.  

We have stated elsewhere that another strand of discrimination in Nigeria is in our traditional 

setting is the chieftaincy and traditional rulership whereby some people are classified as princes 

and princesses while others are commoners who could not aspire to be a chief, Oba, Baale, 

King, Queen, Emir, Sultan, Obi, Igwe, Eze etc depending on the area a person‘s comes from. 

We asserted that in a democratic state, traditional institution should also be democratized or 

reformed to give opportunity for every responsible citizen to aspire to leadership at the 

traditional level And that the system of appointing or selecting traditional chiefs by 

primogeniture rule, or male line, creating a royal house or royal family is discriminatory in 

nature in as much as some people get advantage to rule others while those others can never rule. 

We commended the system of traditional rulership and ascension to the throne of Olubadan of 

Ibadan80 which is by promotion of lesser chiefs is fair and un-discriminatory in nature but must 

be adjusted to accommodate women. So also is the system of the appointment of Ohinoyi of 

Okene which is made open to all Ebira sons81. The only snag is that it should be made open to 

all Ebira sons and daughters. Someone who is even disgusted with the whole traditional system 

because of what he perceived as injustice has called for its outright abolition.82 

Conclusion 

                                                                 
80 V.O. Olunloyo Olubadan of Ibadan: Succession myths, facts and problems Nigerian Tribune 18 th  November 1996 
81 Y.O. Aliu Ebira History makers (Zaria A.B.U. Press ltd 1996) 61 
82 P. Onomuakpokpo A World without King and Princes The Guardian 20 th August 2015 p.19 
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We have examined in detail discriminatory practices against women in Nigeria in our traditional 

or chieftaincy institutions. This practice, we have noted to be a flagrant violation of municipal 

and international law. It is also a further subjugation of women and it has to be addressed by 

reform of our laws in order to promote national integration and national loyalty. We also noted 

that it is the duty of women to fight for their right to rule and that such right may not be granted 

to them on a platter of gold. 

Recommendation 

Whenever anyone is discriminated against, he/she should raise a serious protest or complaint 

and if not addressed by the appropriate authority, legal action should follow because this is the 

only way people can assert and enforce their rights, to freedom from discrimination. The court 

has noted with dismay that Nigerians don‘t complain about violations of sections 37, right to 

private family, section 41 right to freedom of movement and section 42, right to freedom of 

discrimination and that these rights are the least claimed in Nigeria. 83 This comment from the 

court only shows that Nigerians can only fight discrimination to a standstill by positive action of 

challenging discriminatory policies in court.  

The Civil Societies, Human Rights Community and women Advocacy Groups can join the 

campaign against discriminatory practice against women on chieftaincy institution in Nigeria. 

The chief‘s law of various states should be amended to incorporate women into the traditional 

rulership in accordances with the regional and international instruments we have earlier cited in 

this paper since Nigeria is a signatory to these instruments.  

                                                                 
83 Anzaku & 33 others v Governor of Nasarawa State 2005 5 NWLR( pt 919) p. 449 
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CHAPTER XIV 

FIGHTING THE WAR AGAINST CORRUPTION WITHIN THE RULE OF LAW: THE 

DSS RAID ON JUDGES IN PERSPECTIVE 

Abstract 

This paper examines the recent raid of judge‘s homes by the men of Department of State 

Security in their bid to fight the endemic corruption in the judiciary which is aided and abetted 

by the lawyers especially the Senior Advocates of Nigeria who should be the leading lights of 

the bar. We examined the modus operandi of the DSS and the Rule of law. We also examined 

the role of the National Judicial Council in appointment, promotion and discipline of judges in 

Nigeria. We concluded the paper by condemning the mode of operation of DSS and 

unequivocally state that the DSS has no business with corruption war but internal security of 

Nigeria. The evidence obtained through the raid though illegally obtained may still be 

admissible in criminal trials according to Nigerian law.  

Nigeria Judiciary and Corruption  

The Nigerian Judiciary is not an Island like other arms of government, it has had a fair share of 

the twists and turns in the evolution, development and history of the country from the era of 

military dictatorship to civilian dispensation, the judiciary constantly come under serious 

scrutiny colonizing in setting up of either panels or commissions to x-ray the judiciary 

painstakingly and recommend appropriate reforms that should be carried out by the concerned 

authorities 1 

The most popular of initiatives was the one presided by late Justice Kayode Eso, whose far 

reaching recommendations included a holistic purge of the judiciary of bad eggs 2. The late Chief 

Gani Fawehinmi SAN, lived the greatest part of his life leading a crusade for self-cleansing by 

the Nigerian judicial system3. The Nigerian Bar Association and Senior lawyers have also being 

castigating the judiciary for corruption but no decisive action has been taken until this recent 

sting operation by the department of state security Services4. 

The National Judicial Council has been keeping to its mandate by investigating allegations of 

corruption and misconduct against judges. Many judges found culpable have been suspended, 

                                                                 
1 Raid on judges Sunday Tribune 16 October 2016 p.21 
2 DSS Raid: Judges plan mass resignation Sunday Tribune 16 October 2016 p.4 
3 DSS v Judiciary: who will judge this case Sunday Tribune 16 October 2016 p.19 
4 The DSS axe on judges Sunday Tribune 16 October 2016  p.20 
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dismissed or retired but non has been prosecuted on the recommendation of the National judicial 

council5 This might have prompted the recent action of the DSS. 6 

The DSS and sting operation 

Acting upon allegations of official misconduct and corruption, the DSS in a sting operation 

stormed the houses of two justices of the Supreme Court and five other judges7. The seven 

judges are: Justices John Inyang Okoro and Sylvester Nguwata of the Supreme Court, Justice 

Ademola Adeniyi of the Federal High Court Abuja,Kabir Auta of the Kano High Court, Muazu 

Pindinga of Gombe High Court, Muhammed Tsaniya of the Court of Appeal Ilorin Division and 

the Chief Judge of Enugu state I.A. Umezulike8. They were arrested and detained for some days 

and granted bail on self-recognition by the DSS.9 

This was the first time the DSS would be making such sweeping arrests of Judges in Nigeria and 

some sections of the country believe that the action of the DSS was an usurpation of the 

responsibilities of police, EFCC or ICPC. 

Since the incident there have been several reactions from various sections of the society, most 

especially those in the legal profession. The umbrella body of lawyers in the country, the 

Nigerian Bar Association gave the first dose of criticism. The NBA president, Abubakar 

Mahmood at a press conference in Lagos said the harassment and arrest of judges was absurd, 

unacceptable and declared a state of emergency in the judiciary over the incident.  

The Chief Justice of Nigeria and the Chairman of the National Judicial Council, Justice 

Mahmood Mohammed had in his address at a valedictory session held in honour of Justice 

Suleiman Galadima who retired from the Supreme Court condemned the incident and said it was 

regrettable sad and unfortunate.10 

The judges are now charged before various Federal High Courts in Nigeria 11 

Arising from the above scenario is.  

Was the raid on judges called sting operation constitutional or 

Was the mode of operation of DSS legal or Constitutional?  
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Is it within legal competence of DSS to arrest anyone for corruption?  

What is the role of NJC in curbing corruption in the judiciary?  

How did other countries of the world address corruption in their judiciary?  

Is the evidence collated in the raid admissible in law? 

We answered these questions one after the other: 

In a constitutional democracy, the rule of law is the sine qua non. There was no evidence 

that the judges were invited by the DSS, or police, ICPC or EFCC for questioning before 

the raid. The raid was tagged sting operation aimed at riding judiciary of bad eggs but it 

was not lawfully done. The DSS has no constitutional power to arrest for corruption any 

person in Nigeria.12 

This mode of arrest has been justified by some Nigerians as legal relying on section 149 of 

Administration of criminal justice Act 2015 which allows law enforcement agents to break open 

any outer or inner door or window of any house or place of suspect to be arrested, if access to 

such building cannot be obtained or is denied. They also contended that the arrest could also be 

effected on public holiday13 

Our contention is that the raid by the DSS is illegal and improperly done. Any raid or sting 

operation on the judges should have been done by police, EFCC or ICPC under the relevant 

laws that set them up14 

The modus operandi of the DSS was wrong they got to the houses of the judges by 2a.m 

to 4 a.m. They knocked and requested the judges to open  door at that hour of the night. 

They failed to open and justice Ademola requested to be allowed to call his lawyer 

before he can allow them to enter15irrespective of the provisions‘ of the administration of 

criminal justices Act 2015 section 36 of the 1999 constitution is the grund norm on arrest 

and detention of any criminal suspect in Nigeria. The provision of section 36 will 

override the provision of ACJA 2015. The constitution is supreme over any other law in 

Nigeria.16 

                                                                 
12 - Section 2(3) of National Security Agency Act cap 74 law of the federation 2004. See also O. Abifarin S.A.Bello and J.E. Isah National Security 
Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism in Nigeria contemporary journal of inter disciplinary studies vol.2 No.2 p.306 at 315 
13 See sections 148 and 149 of Administration of Criminal Justice Act 2015 
14-Section 4 of Police Act, sections 6&7 of EFCC Act and section 10 of ICPC Act 
15The DSS Axe on judges op cit 
16Section 1 (3) of the 1999constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as amended and section 36 (6) 
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The principal function of DSS by virtue of the enabling law is internal security of the 

nation. The three legal entities that are allowed by our laws to go into corruption matters 

are the EFCC, ICPC and the police17 

2. According to section 2(3) of Nigeria Securities Agency Act the function of DSS is the 

prevention and detention of any crime against the security of Nigeria, the protection and 

preservation of all classified matters concerning or relating to security of Nigeria and such other 

purposes within or without Nigeria as the head of the federal government may deem necessary 

with a view to securing the maintenance of security of Nigeria.  

Looking critically at the above provision the mandate of DSS is limited to securing Nigeria not 

arrest or prosecuting  corruption cases. Some Nigerians have been claiming that corruption is a 

security matter and can threaten internal security therefore it is within the mandate of DSS to 

arrest and prosecute the judges. This reasoning is wrong going by the canons of interpretation of 

statutes either by literal rule or ejusdem generis rule. 18 

Section 2 (3) of the enabling Act is clear and unambiguous. The DSS has no mandate to arrest, 

detain and prosecute any person for corruption in Nigeria. If it comes across evidence or 

information on corruption while performing its duties, such evidence or information should be 

passed to the relevant agency of government for immediate and prompt action. This can be 

referred to as inter agencies cooperation.  

Internal machinery to control and prevent corruption in the Judiciary 

The National Judicial Council is the body set up by the constitution to prevent and control 

corruption in the judiciary19. The body is chaired by the Chief Justice of Nigeria20 according to a 

report by the secretary to the body, this body has been disciplining judicial officers in all the  

superior courts since its creation under the 1999 constitution21. 

The DSS ought to have sent any petition it received from the public against any judge to the 

NJC instead of embarking on sting operation or arrest and detention of judges.  

 It is an encroachment of the roles and duties of the NJC by the DSS which is a violation of the 

Nigerian constitution. The DSS could also report any financial crime against any Judge to the 

                                                                 
17 Section 6&7 of EFCC Act, section 10 of ICPC Act and section 4 of Police Act 
18 Section 153 (1) of the 1999 constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as amended 
19 Third schedule I to the constitution of Nigeria 1999 
20Section 153 (i) 
21 Fifth schedule to the constitution of Nigeria 1999 
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Police, EFCC or ICPC or if any judge violates the code of conduct such a judge could be tried 

by the Code of Conduct Tribunal under the Code of Conduct Tribunal Act22 

The judges can also be tried in the regular court under the Criminal Code or penal code 

depending on the place of commission of the crime. Judges have no immunity against cr iminal 

trial if they commit criminal offences.23 While the NJC is doing its best to sanitize the judiciary, 

Nigerians believe that the NJC is docile or slow but the fact remains that the body is doing its 

best within the available time and resources to it.24 The point must be made clear that NJC is the 

first point of call for any misconduct of any judicial officer in Nigeria. It is the NJC that will 

refer the matter to EFCC, ICPC, Police and CCT.  

In other lands, many judges have received severe sanctions over wide ranging offences based on 

due process, as well laid down rules and procedures. Apart from losing their revered positions as 

judges through sudden retirement, some were arrested and prosecuted by appropriate agencies of 

the state, a few of which are highlighted below25 

Indonesia 

The Chief Justice of Indonesia‘s Constitutional Court, Kil Mochtar was arrested by anti-

corruption officials for allegedly accepting at least $250,000 (E154,000) in bribes in respect of a 

regional election. The Constitutional Court, established in 2001, enjoys a similar status with the 

country/s Supreme Court. Its responsibilities include hearing cases concerning the constitution 

and making decisions on election-related cases, Mochtar was once a member of the Golkar Party 

before joining the Constitutional Court. According to the Corruption Eradication Commission, 

he was arrested at his home in Jakarta, the Indonesian capital after a businessman and a 

lawmaker allegedly handed him money. The case was linked to a disputed election o n Borneo 

Island. 

 

FIFA 

                                                                 
22 A.A. Oba, I.A Abdulquadir et al Untying the knots of Immunity Clause and the fight against corruption in Nigeria in corruptio n and National 
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State Services. The Nation 19 October 2016 p. 45 
24 Ibid  
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Hector Trujillo, a Guatemalan judge and soccer official was charged by the United States last 

December with accepting and laundering hundreds of thousands of dollars in bribes. He was 

held in solitary confinement at a detention centre in Brooklyn until he was released on a $4 

million bond. But part of the stringent bail condition was that Trujillo must wear an electronic 

monitor and remain within 50 miles of the federal courthouse in Brooklyn.  

Trujillo was arrested on December, 2015, when the Disney cruise ship he was on with his family 

docked in Port Canaveral, Fla. For five years, he had served as the Secretary General of 

Guatemala‘s soccer federation and a judge on Guatemala‘s Constitutional Court, and was 

indeed, one of the 41 defendants in the United States‘ criminal case against FIFA. After his 

arrest by customs agents, Trujillo spent three weeks in the custody of United States marshals at a 

central transfer facility in Oklahoma. After arriving in New York, authorities placed him in 

solitary confinement at the Metropolitan Detention Centre in Brooklyn for his protection 

because of his judicial position. He later appeared in court with his wife and their son. Trijillo 

pleaded not guilty to the charges against him, which include racketeering conspiracy, money 

laundering conspiracy and wire fraud conspiracy.  

United Kingdom 

A report by the Sun newspaper of London on August 28 2011indicated that, a total of 29 

members of the judiciary were sacked, including one coroner and six tribunal panel members in 

the United Kingdom. 

Their offences ranged from ―inappropriate behavior or comments‖ to professional misconduct or 

getting into trouble with the law themselves. Another 25 resigned while under investigation, 

including two judges, and 18 magistrates. One judge was accused of having an affair with a 

male prostitute, while a number of magistrates were axed for being at the centre of fraud 

investigations. Judge Gerald Price resigned during the disciplinary process into claims he had an 

affair with a male prostitute. 

India 

The Press Trust of India reported that the Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) allegedly 

arrested a senior judge of Tis Hazari court while she alleged accepted a bribe from a lawyer. 

Rachna Tiwari Lakhanpal, Civil Judge, was allegedly caught in the act with an advocate, who 

was appointed as local commissioner by her in a case before her court. It was allegedly that Rs 4 

lakh was the first installment of total demand of Rs 20 lakh demanded by the judge.  
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Taiwan 

In 2010, three high-court judges and a prosecutor were reportedly detained over allegations of 

collecting bribes to fix the outcome of a high-profile case. With time, Taiwan‘s highest-level 

judicial official, Lai In-Jaw, who was in in charge of the island‘s supreme and lower courts, 

chose to resign because of the public outrage over the case.  

The case was said to be Taiwan‘s biggest judicial, corruption scandal in more than a decade and 

involved Ho Chih-hui, an ex- lawmaker with the ruling Kuomintang. He was convicted in 2006 

by a lower court for taking kickbacks over the building of a science park. He was given a 19-

year sentence. Taipei District Court documents indicated that contacts of Mr. Ho allegedly tried 

to bribe judges sitting in a higher court in an attempt to buy his freedom. Earlier in the year, the 

judges handed down a not-guilty verdict to Mr. Ho, but on July 13, members of an anti-

corruption task force stormed the homes and offices of the judges and the prosecutor in the 

matter. Because of the case, the then president of the country, Ma Yingjeou, commenced moves 

to establish a new commission to battle corruption and vote-buying. 

Guatemala 

Guatemala authorities arrested three lawyers representing defendants in a massive customs tax 

fraud case known as Caso SAT. The scandal forced Vice-President Rosana Baldetti to resign. 

The UN Commission International contra la Impunided en Guatemala (International 

Commission Against Impunity in Guatemala-CICIG0 which investigated the La Linea 

corruption network, accused lawyers Jose Arturo Morales, known as ―Chepito,‖ Jorge Luis 

Escobar and Ruth Emilsa Trigueros of allegedly running a ― law film of impunity‖ that bribed 

corrupt judges to make unjustified decisions in favour of organized crime groups. A total of 27 

individuals- including the director and former director of Guatemala‘s Superintendence-SAT)-

alvaro Omar Franco Chacon and Carlos Enrique Munoz Roldan, were also apprehended. 

Wiretap recordings showed how six other leading defendants in the case allegedly used the three 

lawyers to bribe the presiding judge, Josefina Sierra Gonzalez de Stalling, in exchange for 

obtaining release on bail and unguarded house arrest instead of prison.  

The members of La Linea periodically met in a clothes boutique owned by Mendizabal, a 

controversial figure. As part of a separate investigation conducted, the Supreme Court agreed to 

impeach Judge Jisela Reinoso, who was accused of money laundering and illicit enrichment.  
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The president of the country, Otto Perez Molina, was also forced to quit because of the scandal. 

He resigned after a judge issued an order to detain him in a customs fraud case, which already 

had led to the jailing of his vice-president and the resignation of some Cabinet ministers. The 

judge‘s order dealt the most serious blow entrenched political corruption in the country, as it 

was not for arrest alone but also for Molina to appear before judge Miguel Angel Galvea, who 

granted the request from Attorney General Thelma Aldana. Prosecutors claimed they had reason 

to believe that Molina was involved in a fraud scandal involving bribes funneled to a chain of 

officials, who allegedly helped businesses evade import duties. The scandal clsimed the job of 

former Vice-President Rosana Baldetti whose former personal secretary was named as the 

alleged ringleader. 

United States 

On January 31, 2013 the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) arrested nine judges 

for‖conspiracy to commit wire and mail fraud, wire fraud, mail fraud, perjury, making false 

statements to the FBI, and aiding and abe tting‖ One of the judges, Willie Singletary, was seen in 

a video meeting with a motorcycle club called the Philadelphia First State Road Rattlers, 

saying:‖ There‘s going to be a basket going around because I‘m running for Traffic Court judge, 

right, and I need some money. I got some stuff that I got to do, but if you all can give me $20 

you‘re going to need me in Traffic Court. Am I right about that?  

….Now you all want me to get there, you‘re all going to need my hook-up, right?‖ 

Some of the accused judges – who were on the Bench between 2008 and 2011 – are William 

Hird and Michael Sullivan. They faced hundreds of years in prison.  

On November 4, 2015, the agency arrested a superior North Carolina court judge for bribery and 

corruption. The judge, Arnold Jones II allegedly attempted to bribe an FBI agent for information 

on what he described as a ‗family matter‘. He faced about 37 years in jail. Prosecutors said he 

approached then unidentified FBI officer in October 2015, and the two subsequently met in 

Goldsboro to exchange $100 for a disk supposedly containing the text messages. Jones initially 

offered to give the officer ―a couple cases of beer‖ for his help but later agreed to $100 in cash.  

Also, on May 30, 2014, FBI arrested a superior Puerto Rico court jud ge for bribery. Manuel 

Acevedo Hernandez, the judge, was accused of accepting bribes to pervert the cause of justice in 

a fatal drunk-driving case. He was detained at his home after the FBI concluded its 

investigation. The suspect was detained at his home in Aguadilla. The indictment also charges 
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that the judge agreed to acquit Lutgardo Acevedo Lopez, a certified public accountant, in 

exchange for help in being promoted to appellate judge and to find employment for two of 

relatives. ―In my 35 years of experience, I‘ve never seen anything like this,: US Attorney Rosa 

Emilia Rodriguez said at the time. The judge pleaded not guilty and received a $50,000 bail.  

After judiciary, where next in Nigeria? 

While ripples created by the DSS action against some judges sp read, Lilymjok, the Senior 

Special Assistant President Muhammadu Buhari on Legal Matters Research and Documentation, 

has hinted that the authorities planned to step on more toes in the coming days. He said the 

current on corruption would at the right time be taken to the Executive arm of government. His 

words: ―The current onslaught of the war on the judiciary is only a phase in the anti-corruption 

war. This being the case, the judiciary should accept the eventuality of the war in its hallowed 

chambers instead of going to town by itself or through the lawyers crying fowl,‖ he said. 26 

4. The Raid as violation of Human Rights of the judges 

The judges have their right to life27 and dignify of their human persons28 They also have their 

right to personal liberty29 and right to fair hearing30  but these rights were flagrantly violated by 

the action of the DSS. 

Above all, their right to private and family life was also violated contrary to the provision of the 

constitution31. The same Gestapo style was used on the premises of former first lady Mrs. 

Patience Jonathan on 4th January 2017, without prior invitation of the suspects and without 

verification of the true identity of the suspects they were looking for, they raided some innocent 

judges homes, while they also raided seized and carried away some items without taking 

inventory in the presence of at least two witnesses as required by the law they relied on. The 

judges were held hostage for hours which can be described as false imprisonment.  

These fundamental rights provision override the Administration of criminal Justice Act 2015 

5. Admissibility of improperly obtained evidence 

 

                                                                 
26 Ibid 
27 Section 35 of the constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as amended 
28 Section 34 
29 Section 35 
30 Section 36 
31 Section 37 
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Prior to the enactment of the Evidence Act 2011, Nigerian courts adopted the English approach 

to admissibility of illegally obtained evidence. Under English law judicial attitude to illegally 

obtained evidence is predicated upon the believe of the courts that relevancy more than anything 

else determines admissibility32. 

Admissibility of illegally obtained evidence is at the discretion of the judge in Scotland 

and Australia33. 

 

In America, it was decided in 1904 in Adams v New York34- that any relevant evidence is 

admissible even if improperly obtained. After the fourth amendment to the American 

Constitution the Supreme Court in weeks v United States35 held that any evidence procured in 

any way that does harm to the fourth amendment could not be used. This is known as the 

exclusionary clause in in America. The fourth amendment to the constitution is to the effect that 

―No state shall deprive any person of life, liberty or property without due process of law‖ This 

exclusionary rule was enforced to Nardone v U.S 36-and Katz v U.S37. 

 

Following English approach, section 54 of the defunct Evidence Act provides Act, provides that 

― Nothing in this Act shall prejudice the admissibility of any piece of evidence which would 

apart from the provisions of this Act be admissible‖. The interpretation given to this provision of 

the Evidence Act is that illegally obtained evidence would be admissible it it is relevant 38 

 

The first major innovation of the Act in my view, is to be found in sections 14 and 15 on 

admissibility of improperly obtained evidence, which provisions were absent from the previous 

Act. Before now, Nigerian courts applied the principles of English common law in treating 

evidence illegally or improperly obtained. The principle is that evidence which is relevant will 

not be excluded because it was improperly obtained. Authority for this principle can be found in 

the following cases: Fawehinmi v NBA (No.2, Haruna v. A-G Federation, Ibrahim v. Ogunleye, 

Asuquo v. Eyo 

In criminal cases the application of this principle is made subject to the discretion of the Court to 

exclude such evidence if in the opinion of the Court, to admit it would be unfair to the accused 

                                                                 
32 R.V. Leatham (1861) 8 Co x cc 498, Jones v Owen 1870 34JP 759, Bunning v gross ( 1878) 141 CLR 54 R v Sang 1980 AC 402 
33C . Nwanyanwu Admissibility of Illegally obtained Evidence in the Nigerian Criminal Justice: A Critique Rivers State Universi ty of Science and 
Technology Journal of public law vol.1 (2003) p.99 
34 192 US 585 (1904) 
35 1232 us 383 (1914) 
36 302 US 3779 (1937) 
37 389 us 347 (1967) 
38 Kuruma v R 1955 1 ALL ER 236,Musa Sadan v.The State 1968 All E.R. 125 AND Igbinovia v. State 198 
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person. The courts have reiterated thids position of the law in several cases, such as :Kuruma 

Son of Kaniu v Queen, Sadau v. State Abubakar v. Chucks.  

Section 14 of the new Evidence Act has now codified this legal principle, in providing as 

follows;‖Evidence obtained  

Improperly or in contravention of a law; or 

In consequence of an impropriety or of a contravention of a law; 

Shall be admissible unless the court is of opinion that the desirability of admitting the evidence 

is out-weighed by the undesirability of admitting evidence that has been obtained in the manner 

in which the evidence was obtained.  

Section 14 also now makes the provision which was only previously applicable in criminal 

cases, enabling the court to exclude such evidence in appropriate cases, also applicable to civil 

cases, as the provision does not make any distinction between criminal and civil cases.  

The law makers also went further than the prevailing legal principle by stipulating in Section 15, 

the matters that the Court will take into account in exercising its discretion under sec tion 14 to 

admit or not to admit a piece of evidence obtained contrary to law or prescribed procedure. 

Section 15 provides: 

For the purposes of Section 14, the matter that the Court shall take into account include-  

The probative value of the evidence; 

The importance of the evidence in the proceeding; 

The nature of the relevant offence, cause of action or defense and the nature of the 

subject matter of the proceeding; 

The gravity of the Impropriety or contravention; 

Whether the impropriety or contravention was deliberate or reckless; 

 Whether any other proceeding(whether or not in a court) has been or is likely to be 

taken in relation to the impropriety or contravention; 

The difficulty, if any, of obtaining the evidence without impropriety or contravention of 

law‖ 

Very recently, in case of John v. State, delivered on the 3rd of May, 2013, the Court of Appeal 

applied with approval, Sections 14 and 15 of the Evidence Act 2011, in upholding the decision 

of the lower court to admit a statement said to have been irregularly or wrongly obtained by the 

police. 
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While some may consider the guidelines contained in Section 15 an unnecessary stifling or 

circumscription of the court‘s discretion, the author humbly disagree. In the author‘s view, the 

legislature has done well to stipulate these guidelines as they will assist the Courts in exercising 

their discretion more judiciously and judicially, thereby preventing arbitrariness and possible 

injustice. 

An unguided discretion to admit evidence improperly obtained, based only on relevance, could, 

in the author‘s view be quite dangerous and give room for mischief, especially in criminal trials, 

cases with political content and matters between individuals and the state. The author therefore 

considers Section 15 a provision in the right direction. 

Conclusion 

In the paper, we have examined the fight against corruption in the judiciary by the present 

administration using the department of state security services. We noted that the use of DSS to 

arrest and detain judges is illegal and improper going by the provisions of extant laws in Nigeria 

that set up DSS cannot and should not be used to do this kind of sting operation since their 

mandate is limited to securing and maintaining internal security of Nigeria.  

The proper security agencies vested with power to arrest detain and prosecute for crimes in 

Nigeria are Nigeria police, EFCC, ICPC or office of the Attorney General of the Federation or 

of a state. 

It is also observed that the way and manner that the sting operation was carried out was 

orchestrated to intimidate and harass the judiciary at all levels by the government of the day 

because of the perceived injustice president Mohammed Buhari felt he has experienced during 

the previous election petition tribunal. It is a pay back time for the judiciary that refused to 

return him as president of Nigeria. This is bad for democracy and rule of law, natural justice and 

good conscience. It is an attempt to turn Nigeria into fascist state. Therefore, the emergency 

power that the president is seeking to turn around the economy of Nigeria should not be granted 

to him by the legislature because it will be used against the good people of Nigeria.  

The DSS should apologise for what they have done to the judges because they have succeeded 

in usurping the functions and powers of Nigeria  police, EFCC and ICPC in a crude and 

uncivilized manner. 
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We must reiterate that no one is against the war on corruption in Nigeria but corruption must be 

fought within the law of Nigeria and we must also respect international best practices as shown 

in other civilized countries of the world.
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CHAPTER XV 

THE CODE OF CONDUCT TRIBUNAL AND ITS ROLE IN FIGHTING 

CORRUPTION IN NIGERIA: A REPLY TO THE EMINENT JURISTS 

ABSTRACT 

This paper looks at constitutional provisions on the Code of Conduct Tribunal and the Code of 

Conduct Tribunal Act on the nature of the Code of Conduct Tribunal and its criminal 

jurisdiction. We also discuss the unnecessary controversy by eminent jurists on the decision of 

the Supreme Court on the jurisdiction of the tribunal in Code of Conduct Tribunal v Saraki. We 

concluded the paper by stressing that the Code of Conduct Tribunal has criminal jurisdiction and 

that the Code of Conduct Tribunal Act which enjoined the tribunal to apply the Criminal 

Procedure Act and Criminal Procedure Code conclusively laid the controversy to rest. We also 

despised the proposed amendment of the constitution to confer immunity from crimina l trial on 

the principal officers of the legislature in Nigeria especially at a time some of the principal 

officers of the National Assembly are undergoing criminal trial.  

Introduction 

Since the beginning of the trial of Senator Bukola Saraki before the Code of Conduct 

Tribunal, Nigerians have reacted in diverse ways. While some Nigerians said the trial is 

democracy on trial, some saw it as persecution because the offence had been allegedly 

committed since 2003 (about 13 years ago)1. Even, though, under Nigerian law, crimes are not 

statute barred. Crimes could be tried any time the state is prepared for trial2. The most intriguing 

comment on the trial is the one that comes from eminent jurists like Justices SMA Belgore, 

Oguntade, Uwaifo and Professor B.O. Nwabueze who is a foremost constitutional expert in 

Nigeria3. While they are all entitled to their views on any matter of constitutional importance in 

Nigeria, but the way and manner they are going about it has the effect of intimidating the 

chairman and members of the Code of Conduct Tribunal and ridiculing the Supreme Court 

                                                                 
1 Abati The Senate, CCT and the politics of Saraki Trial. The Guardian 22April 2016 P 48. 
2 Ibid 
3 Tribunal not Court of law say Belgore, Nwabueze, Agbakoba. The Guardian 25 march 2016 P 1. 
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Justices who gave a well-considered judgment on the issue of jurisdiction of Code of Conduct 

Tribunal. 

Another effect of the controversy generated by the eminent jurists is that the culprit in 

this case (Senator Saraki) is treated as special breed Nigerian jettisoning the principle of 

egalitarian society created by the Nigerian Constitution4. If everyone is equal before the law in 

Nigeria, then all the side comments and distractions in the case of Saraki before the Code of 

Conduct Tribunal should not have arisen. After all, Senator Wabara, the then Senate President 

was tried for corruption under Obasanjo administration. A serving Inspector General of police 

was tried and convicted in Nigeria among so many others5. Nobody should be untouchable in 

Nigeria; nobody should be above the law in Nigeria, no matter his position or office.  

Issues Raised by the Jurists on the trial 

(1) The CCT‘s refusal to grant a stay of proceeding based on section 306 of Administration 

of Criminal Justice Act 2015 is an error of law6. 

(2) The Administration of Criminal Justice Act 2015 is not applicable to proceedings before 

the Code of Conduct Tribunal because the Code of Conduct tribunal is not a court as 

defined by section 6(5) of the constitution7. 

(3) That the Code of Conduct Tribunal is established to exercise disciplinary power over 

public officers and not as criminal court that can try criminal offences 8.Citing United 

States case of United States v Loveth and Ceylon case of kanapper v Winjesinha8a. 

(4) That the Code of Conduct Tribunal not being so listed under section 6(5) of the 

constitution as a court has no power or jurisdiction derived from the constitution to try 

convict and impose punishment on persons for a criminal offence9. 

 

(5) That the decision of the Supreme Court attributing that such Jurisdiction derived from 

the constitution is null and void under sections 1(3), 6 and 36(13) of the constitution, 

also any law made by the National Assembly that confers such Jurisdiction in the Code 

of Conduct Tribunal is null and void10. 

                                                                 
4 Section 15(1) and 15(5) & section 17 (2) (a). 
5 FRN v Tarfa Balogun Reported in Corruption and National Development Abdulqadir (ed) 20 13 Ilorin P 259. 
6 Eminent Jurists Querry CCT’s Criminal Jurisdiction, demand farness in Saraki’s case. The Guardian3 May 2016 P 44. 
7 S.O. Uwaifo Code of Conduct enshrined in Nigeria’s Constitution and its Importance in fight against corruption.    The Guardian 19 April 2016 
P 47. 
8 Ibid 
8a 1945 328 45 303 and 19673 All ER 485. 
9 Ibid 
10 Ibid 
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(6) That the Supreme Court‘s decision on the issue of the jurisdiction of the CCT is 

inconsistent with the constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as amended. 

The court was wrong in holding that the constitution itself invests the CCT with a quasi 

criminal jurisdiction11. 

We shall proceed to react to these issues one after the other.  

In our considered view, the Code of Conduct Tribunal is a tribunal set up by law in 

conformity with the constitution of Nigeria. The Code of Conduct is a Judicial Tribunal 

established by the constitution and the Code of Conduct Tribunal Act to exercise criminal or 

quasi criminal jurisdiction as the Supreme Court rightly held in CCT v Senator Saraki12. The 

constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 provides that as otherwise provided in this 

constitution, the exercise of legislative powers by the National Assembly or by a House of 

Assembly shall be subject to the jurisdiction of courts of law and of judicial tribunals established 

by law and accordingly the National Assembly shall not enact any law, that oust or purports to 

oust the jurisdiction of a court of law or of a judicial tribunal established by law13. 

Going by provision of the above provision of the constitution the Code of Conduct Tribunal is a 

judicial tribunal because it is set up both by the Constitution and the CCT Act 14. Secondly the 

National Assembly cannot make any law or amend the Act or the constitution to oust, reduce or 

limit the jurisdiction already vested in the Code of Conduct Tribunal15. 

The Code of Conduct Tribunal not being one of the courts listed under section 6(5) of the 

constitution has no power or jurisdiction derived from the constitution.  

The fallacy of this assertion is the failure of the eminent jurists to look closely at the constitution 

which provides that nothing in the foregoing provisions of this section shall be construed as 

precluding (a) the National Assembly or any House of assembly from establishing courts, other 

than those to which this section relates with subordinate jurisdiction to that of the High Court 16. 

It is under this section that States creates Magistrate, District, Area and Customary courts. It is 

under this section that the National Assembly has created so many Judicial Tribunals like Code 

of Conduct Tribunal, Tax Appeal Tribunal, Investment and Security Tribunal etc. in addition to 

the enabling Acts. 

                                                                 
11 Ibid 
12 CCT v Saraki sahara reporters.com 20 April 2016. 
13Section 4 (8) of the constitution of FRN 1999 as amended.see also section 36 (4) & (7) which vests criminal jurisdiction on both courts and 
tribunals. 
14Section 20 of Code of Conduct Bureau and Tribunal Act Cap C 15 laws of the federation 2004. 
15Section 4 (8) of the constitution of FRN 1999 as amended. 
16Section 6 (4) (a). 
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The Code of Conduct Tribunal has power to use Administration of Criminal Justice Act 

2015 in its proceeding because the code of conduct tribunal procedure rules provides that where 

the rules contain no provision in respect of any matter relating to or connected with the trial of 

offences under this Act, the provisions of Criminal Procedure Act and Criminal Procedure Code 

shall apply depending on the venue17. The Administration of Criminal Justice Act 2015 is the 

current law that was enacted to harmonize both CPA and CPC, therefore it is the Act that is 

most applicable to the trial before the CCT in the instant case. 

Glancing through the Code of Conduct Tribunal Act and the Code of Conduct Tribunal Rules of 

procedure the words offences18, accuse19, prosecutor20, guilty21, conviction22 and punishment23 

occurred throughout these laws. This shows that any proceeding before the Code of Conduct 

Tribunal is criminal in nature. To confirm this it is the Attorney General of the Federation that 

can initiate any proceeding before the tribunal or any officer he authorizes 24. 

That the Code of Conduct Tribunal is established to exercise disciplinary power over public 

officers and not as a criminal court that can try criminal offences. This position is equally faulty 

because a crime is an act that the law makes punishable or a breach of legal duty treated as the 

subject matter of criminal proceedings25. There are many types of crime namely administrative 

crime, capital crime, commercial or financial crime, corporate crime, cyber crime, 

environmental crime, violent crime etc26. 

In this instance, we are concerned with administrative crime which is an offence consisting of a 

violation of an administrative rule or regulation that carries with it a criminal sanction. The Code 

of Conduct in the constitution laid down what can be called administrative crime and it gave 

three types of punishment. These punishments are (1) resignation of the officer, refund of any 

money or property involved and barring the officer from taking public office for not more than 

10 years27. The Code of Conduct Tribunal Act further provides that the officer could still be 

tried for any offence under the Criminal or Penal Code or any other law28. The Act further 

provides that any officer convicted under the Act cannot be granted pardon by the President 29. 

                                                                 
17 Order 17 of Code of Conduct Tribunal rules of procedure third schedule to the Code of Conduct Tribunal Act 
18Section 23 of Code of Conduct Act. 
19Order 2. 
20 Orders 5 & 6 
21 Order 4 
22Section 23 of CCT Act. 
23 Ibid. 
24Section 24 of CCT Act. 
25 B.A. Garner Black’s law Dictionary 6 th edition st’ paul minnesola west publishing co. 2000 
26 Ibid 
27section 23 (2) of CCT Act. 
28Section 23 (3) CCT Act. 
29Section 23 (7) CCT Act. 
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The indelible mark will remain on him for life. This shows that any conviction under the Code 

of Conduct is condemnable in highest degree to the extent that the convict cannot get respite. It 

is our conclusion here that the Code of Conduct Tribunal is a judicial tribunal with criminal 

jurisdiction and can apply Administration of Criminal Justice Act 2015. Therefore the refusal of 

the tribunal to grant stay of proceeding in accordance with section 306 of ACJA 2015 is in 

order. 

The tribunal has power to issue search warrants, issue summons for witness, warrant of 

witness after summons, and can order an accuse to appear before it30. On the issue of fair 

hearing, the rules of procedure before the tribunal gives the tribunal power to order an accuse to 

appear and after reading the charges to him to enter a plea of not guilty or no plea at all. 

Prosecution will present his case while the accuse can defend himself either by himself or 

through a legal practitioner of his choice resident in Nigeria 31. This rule is in conformity with 

the rule of fair hearing enshrined in section 36 of the constitution. The Act gives a right of 

appeal without the leave of the tribunal to the Court of Appeal32. There is noting in the Act that 

violates the rule of fair hearing and natural justice32a. 

The jurisdiction attributed to the Tribunal by the Supreme Court is not inconsistent with the 

provision of the constitution. We have shown this earlier on by looking at sections 4(8) and 6(4) 

(a) of the constitution. It also appears that offences under the CCT Act are not compoundable 

and plea bargain is not applicable to them too but the Attorney General of the Federation can 

discontinue the trial under section 174(3) of the constitution.  

The National assembly has power under the constitution to make law establishing the code of 

conduct tribunal in addition to the constitutional provision33 that established superior courts of 

record. 

The challenge of the Tribunal‟s jurisdiction as abuse of court process 

The incessant challenge of the jurisdiction of the Tribunal to try the Senate President  

(Bukola Saraki) which had been determined by the Supreme court in CCT v Saraki34 ought not 

have been raised again either before the tribunal or any court of competent jurisdiction. The 

Supreme Court is the court of finality on any issue of law in Nigeria. No lower court in Nigeria 

                                                                 
30section 25 of CCT Act & order 13 and 14 of CCT Rules of procedure. 
31Orders2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 of CCT Rules of procedure. 
32 Section 24 (4) of CCT Act 
32a M. Onigbanjo, No section of Administration of Criminal justice Act 2015 violates right to fair hearing, The Guardian 12 May 2016 P 43. 
33 Section 4 (8) of the constitution of FRN 1999 amended. 
34 CCT v Saraki, sahara reporters.com 20 April 2016. 
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can overrule the Supreme Court on any issue of law settled by the Supreme Court 35. Therefore, 

it is advisable for Senator Bukola Saraki to face his trial squarely, and if he has a strong legal 

objection to the case he can raise it on appeal or in his final addresss before the CCT. In the 

spirit of anti-corruption crusade pervading the country now, it is better for the senate president to 

win or loose the case on the merit otherwise, the anti-corruption stance and the change mantra of 

president Buhari and APC will be in jeopardy. 

The sanctity and inviolability of the hierarchy of courts is enshrined in the 1999 Constitution 

of Nigeria. Under this Constitution, a court should not conduct its proceeding in the manner 

which negates the letter and spirit of the Constitution. The High Court cannot undermine the 

Court of Appeal in the exercise of its Jurisdiction under the Constitution, nor can the Court of 

Appeal do so to the Supreme Court. Each hierarchy of Court created by the 1999 Constitution 

must jealously guide its jurisdiction and strike unrelentingly at any attempt to destoy the efficacy 

of its power.36 Following this proposition by the Court, it is wrong for any lower Court to 

entertain any challenge of the Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court is a court 

of finality in Nigeria.37 

Code of Conduct Bureau and Tribunal Act Amendment Bid 

Another controversy trailing the trial of Senator Saraki before the CCT is the attempt by the 

National Assembly to amend the CCB and CCT Act during the pendency of the trial of the 

Senate President, Senator Bukola Saraki38. The National Assembly now introduced a new 

section 3(c) which provides that the code of conduct Bureau will examine the assets declarations 

and ensure that they comply with the requirements of this Act and of any law for the time being 

in force if otherwise: the bureau shall invite the public officer concerned and take down his 

statement in writing. The amendment is to give any person accused under the Act a second bite 

at the cherry by having opportunity to correct himself or through a corrupt Bureau officer amend 

his declaration to reflect the true position of his assets already falsely declared 39. This proposed 

amendment is not acceptable. 

The second major amendment is paragraph 17 of the Rules of procedure under the Act in the 

third schedule. The new amendments prevents the Code of Conduct Tribunal from reverting to 

                                                                 
35 Adigun v A.G. Oyo State 1987 2 NWLR part 56 P 40. 
36 Nigerian-Arab Bank Ltd v Comex Ltd (1999) 6 NWLR (pt 608) 648 (CA) 
37 Adigun v Attorney General of Oyo State 1987 2 NWLR pt 56 p 40, Olufemi Abifarin and Enock Onuche prospectivit y of law as an 
indispensable Ingredient of the Rule of law in a liberal Democratic State Journal of law and International Security (vol 1) 2 006 p 73 
38 Why amendment of CCB and CCT Act is necessary-NBA President. The Guardian 10 May 2016 P 43. 
39 Y. Dansu Code of Conduct Bureau and Tribunal Act (Amendment) Bill 2016: A critique The Guardian 17 May 2016 P 47. Reps amend CCB and 
CCT Act, The Guardian 1 June 2016 P 5. 
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criminal procedure Act and criminal procedure code when it rules does not have any provision 

in respect of any matter relating to trial of offences before the tribunal and consequently this will 

remove the use of Administration of Criminal Justice Act 2015 which ensures speedy trial of 

offences before the tribunal. This is an unfortunate proposal for amendment when Nigerians are 

clamouring for speedy dispensation of justice in both criminal and civil matters. The amendment 

is ill timed because the presiding officer of the National Assembly is currently under trial by the 

Tribunal any purported proposal for amendment now is bias, prejudicial and malafide. More 

importantly, the National Assembly should bear it in mind that the amendments will operate 

prospectively and not retrospectively because the law looks forward and not backward 40. 

The Politics of CCT Trial of Senator Bukola Saraki 

It has been alleged in some quarters that the Senate President Bukola Saraki is facing his 

current ordeal because of the way he defied the directive and arrangement of his party, All 

Peoples Congress (APC) on the election or selection of the Senate Leadership. While his party 

leadership had another game plan, he as a Nigerian and member of Senate has his own ambition 

to lead the senate being a ranking Senator who has the political and financial clout to get the 

position41. He got the position against the wish and arrangement of the leadership of his party in 

a desperate manner. A manner that made a party that has minority members of the senate to 

align with him on the condition that the minority party (PDP) will get a Deputy Senate President 

in spite of the overwhelming majority of APC members in the Senate 42. The same scenario 

repeated itself in the House of Representatives who elected Dogara as speaker against the wish 

of APC but while the house of Representatives adjusted itself to the directive of the APC leaders 

on election of its leadership after the emergence of Yakubu Dogara as speaker instead of Femi 

Gbajabiamila, the Senate refused to toll the line of the party insisting that the Senate has a right 

to choose its leadership independent of the party43. Most Nigerians supported this fallacious 

claim. For the Senate of Nigeria to have a bi-partisan leadership, there must have been a hong 

parliament. A parliament where no party produces a clear majority and the bi-partisan leadership 

arrangement must come from the parties and their leadership. This is what happened before 

David Cameron became Prime Minister of Britain in 2010.  

The Principle of Party Supremacy 

                                                                 
40 O. Abifarin and E. Onuche, Prospectivity of law in a Liberal Democratic State Journal Public Law Vol. 1 2006 P. 30. 
41 Nigeria: Senate leadership, allafrica.com/stories/2015/06250374.html accessed on 24 -6-2016. 
42 Nigeria; Senate, House of Reps Elect new leaders allafrica.com/stories/2015/06090778.html accessed on 24 -6-2016.  
 A.T. Daka Saraki’s trial must be devoid of political coloration. The Guardian 7 October 2015 P 57. 
43 Ekweremadu and Bi-partisan Senate Leadership www.thisdaylive.com..politics accessed on 24-6-2016. 

http://www.thisdaylive.com/
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In a democratic state, party and party leadership cannot be relegated in governance. The 

party sponsors candidates for elective and appointive positions, therefore, it is fallacious to 

believe that after getting to power or position through a party, the party will become irrelevant 

or toothless bull dog. The principle of Party Supremacy and party discipline is very important 

and central to democracy44. The problem of internal democracy, defections of members of one 

political party to another and so many political cases in court due to substitutio n of one 

candidate for another after conduct of party primaries are products of lack of respect for party 

discipline and party supremacy45. Party discipline and Supremacy were visible in the first and 

second republic in Nigeria than the third and fourth Republic. The constitutions of all the 

registered in Nigeria provide for party discipline and disciplinary procedure including internal 

machinery for redress and appeal but party members rarely explore these opportunities, instead 

they rush to court to seek redress against their parties. This is probably so because party 

membership nowadays is not influenced or propelled by ideology or principle but by platform to 

contest or realize one‘s ambition. This account for the ease at which people defect from one 

party to another having lost primary election for a particular post.  

The recent attempt by the National Assembly to amend the constitution to allow 

independent candidature in future elections in Nigeria is to reinforce indiscipline in political 

parties in Nigeria. If independent candidature is allowed in our political system, it will only 

encourage a person disciplined by his party to jump out of the party and run as an independent 

candidate. The call for independent candidature by the National Assembly members now, is 

preparatory to what to expect in 2019 election, if the call gets through. It is a self serving agenda 

of the national Assembly members.  

Although independent candidature is a safely valve for anybody who wants to contest 

but could not locate any political party that suited his ideology or principle. It is common in 

advance democracies like Britain and America.  

Also in the advance democracy like Britain, United States of America etc the principle of 

the party discipline and party Supremacy is reflected in party caucuses that usually conduct 

nuctonal meetings to reach consensus on appointments and elective offices after wide 

consultations with members and party leadership 46. This tradition has been jettisoned in Nigeria 

and the attempt of APC leadership to restore it or to reinvent it may have led to the trial of the 

                                                                 
44 O. Abifarin and B.A. Bello, Democracy God fatherism and imperative of good governance in Nigeria Journal of contemporary legal Issues vol 
2 2014 P 284.  
45 Ibid. 
46 ibid. 
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Senate President because he has forgotten that he has some covered skeletons in this cupboard 

which has now been uncovered to discipline him or to let him know that ‗those who live in glass 

house don‘t throw stones‘. It is for this reason that some people labeled the trial of Senator 

Bukola Saraki before the CCT as persecution. While a more objective person will see it as a 

justifiable trial because in liberal democratic state claiming to adhere to the rule of law, nobody, 

no matter how highly placed in Nigeria should be above the law and should be above trial for 

any infraction of the law irrespective of when he did the act, once caught, he should account for 

his action. After all, criminal acts cannot be statute barred. And under the previous 

administration, he had been using court injunctions to stop EFCC from trying him in the courts 

but because of the change mantra and the new anti-corruption posture of the new government 

nobody can be spared if the anti-corruption drive will not be distracted, questionable and partial. 

This is why it is difficult for APC or the President to intervene in the trial. The trial must be 

logically concluded. Trial does not necessarily mean conviction. Trial may end in conviction, 

discharge or acquittal. Therefore, let us all put our hands on deck and pray to live long to see the 

end of his trial. Let us all ensure fair trial, due process and rule of law. Let us stop intimidating 

and blackmailing the Tribunal. The Incessant harassment of the CCT chairman by Senate is 

uncalled for44a. 

On the issue of indictment of the Chairman of the Tribunal by the EFCC, every 

complaint laid before EFCC must be investigated and if a frima facie case cannot be established, 

the complaint or petition will be discarded and the suspect discharged or released. This is what 

has happened to the chairman of CCT. What the EFCC has done is not a favor but a discharge of 

its constitutional and statutory duty44b. 

A person who is not indicted by a court of law cannot be denied his right to chair the CCT or 

any other public body in Nigeria47. This was the argument that made Rotimi Amaechi to be a 

minister today. This same argument is making Senate President to still retain his seat in the 

senate. The latest challenge of the propriety of Code of Conduct Tribunal chairman to continue 

the trial as a result of his utterance to the effect that – no matter how many adjournments are 

made to delay the trial, it does not reduce his punishment or sentence, is unfortunate if the 

remark was actually made by the chairman of the tribunal. The implication of the statement is 

that, he is already a convict or his mind has been made to convict him even while the trial is 

ongoing. Under normal circumstance, the case should be transferred to another tribunal but in 

                                                                 
44a Senate Ethics Committee summons Umar. www.naija/806310/bribery-read-Efcc-say accussed in 15 july 2016. 
44b #10million bribery: EFCC clears CCT chairman umar www.naija.com/806310/tag/justice-danladi accessed on 15 july 2016. 
47 Sections 66(1)(h) and 137 (1)(i). 

http://www.naija/806310/bribery-read-Efcc-say
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this case, the Code of Conduct Tribunal is one, it has no other tribunal or division. This is bad 

for Nigeria. The Code of Conduct Tribunal should have geo-political zone divisions or state 

divisions in order to be effective and to decongest the one Single Tribunal we presently have. It 

portends danger to have the single tribunal if anyone should successfully challenge the 

jurisdiction of the tribunal on ground of bias and partiality. The trial will then be stalled and 

inconclusive, which is what the culprit is trying to achieve here. But if there are many divisions, 

a case can be transferred from one division to another if there is a complaint of bias and 

partiality. 

Proposed Amendment of Constitution to Confer Immunity on Principal Officers of the 

Legislature in Nigeria 

The National Assembly is proposing to amend section 308 (3) to include immunity for 

Senate President and his deputy and speaker and his deputy; the same principle to be applicable 

to States House of Assembly Speakers and their deputies. This is proposed in order to shield the 

Senate President and his deputy from the current criminal charges preferred against them48. 

Nigerians have reacted in various ways to the proposal. Even within the rank and fi le of the 

National Assembly, the proposal is not popular.  

This proposal shows that the National Assembly is prepared to protect its members at all 

cost even if it harms national interest. It also shows that the rule of self preservation first is more 

important to them than legislating for peace, order and good government of Nigeria 49. More 

importantly, the proposed amendment to confer immunity from criminal trial on the principal 

officers of the legislature in Nigeria is novel and peculiar. It is against universal legislative 

convention. It should be resisted by Nigerians especially that Nigerians are now calling for 

removal of executive immunity.  

The Legislative Houses (powers and privileges) Act50 which protects members of the 

legislature from prosecution for anything said in the princint of their hallowed chamber is 

sufficient for them and it accords with universal legislative convention but to be shielded from 

criminal prosecution while in office will be counter productive.  

Another horrible proposal of the National Assembly is the proposal to amend the 

constitution to provide for life pension for the principal officers of the legislature at National and 

                                                                 
48 Life pension/immunity for legislators not acceptable, The guardian 15 July 2016 P 16. 
49Section 4(2) of 1999 constitution of Nigeria as amended. 
50Section 3 of legislative Houses (powers and privileges) Act cap law of federation 2004. 
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State levels51. The proposal is anti-people and unpopular because the thinking of Nigerians is 

that legislature in Nigerians should become part-time so as to reduce the cost of government to 

the barest minimum rather than increasing it. It is on record that the National Assembly alone 

consumes 25% of the national budget every year according to Sanusi Lamido Sanusi, former 

Central bank Governor and now the Emir of Kano.  

On the issue of pension for principal officers of the legislature many Nigerians resent 

this proposal because their service period in the National Assembly does not qualify them for 

pension because it is short. Some spent only one term of four years while others spent two terms 

of 8years. 10years service qualify civil servant in Nigeria for pension. They are also entitled to 

severance allowance which is a fortune therefore to give them life pension will be too much. 

Some of them are also receiving pension as Ex-governors and retired public servants. Are they 

going to be drawing two pensions? Even Ex-president Obasanjo is receiving pension as a retired 

military general and he is entitled to pension as an ex-president. The Nigerian Labour Congress 

raised this issue recently and Nigerians have not reacted to it52. There is need for a law to 

streamline these issues in such a way that no person will earn two pensions at a time. This is also 

another way of curbing corruption in Nigeria.  

Conclusion and Recommendation 

We observed in this paper that sentiment does not have a place in law and that equality 

before the law as guaranteed by the constitution should be allowed to take root in Nigeria polity. 

Nobody should be above the law. We also noted that the Code of Conduct Tribunal should not 

be stampeded, intimidated or harassed. While the Code of Conduct Tribunal chairman should be 

allowed to do his job, since there is a right of appeal after his judgment whichever way it goes. 

In line with the provisions of Administration of Criminal Justice Act, all interlocutory 

applications should stop so that the case can be heard and concluded on merit and all those 

applications will be decided in the judgment and on appeal too. 

There is the need to establish more divisions of Code of Conduct Tribunal. The 

government can establish one at each geo-political zone and later extend it to states in order to 

cope with the cases that will come up from each state of the federation. Another reason for more 

divisions of Code of Conduct Tribunal is that if there is a sustained complaint of bias on the part 

                                                                 
51 Life pension/immunity for legislators not acceptable op cit., G.B. Ayantunji who check The National Assembly? Leadership 29 June 2016 P 40. 
See also Double pensions. Nigerians react The Punch 28 july 2016 P 2. 
52 Labour rejects life pension for political office holders business day on line.com/2016.06/labour-rejects— accessed on 15 July 2016. See also 
Nigeria: NLC rejects proliferation of pension allafrica.com/stories/200603050016-html accessed on 15 July 2016 proposed pension for Saraki 
and Dogara product of greed. New 2.onlinenigeria.com/latest-addition/488446-propose-accessed on 15 July 2016. 
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of the Tribunal, where will the case be transferred to? There must be another tribunal where 

cases can be transferred and determined on merit. We noted in the paper that the Code of 

Conduct Tribunal Act and the fifth schedule to the constitution allows double jeopardy in that it 

allows a person convicted by the Tribunal to be tried again before a court of law for any other 

offence the infraction may amount to and that any conviction by the tribunal is not subject to 

state pardon or prerogative of mercy either by the President or Governor. This shows that the 

offences created by the Code of Conduct are high crimes and abominable crimes.  We also noted 

that the cases of United States, Ceylon and Australia cited by the eminent jurists to conclude that 

the Code of Conduct Tribunal does not have criminal jurisdiction are not applicable to the 

Nigeria situation. Since the Supreme Court is the Court of finality in Nigeria, the decision of the 

Supreme Court in CCT vs Bukola Saraki that concluded that the CCT has criminal Jurisdiction 

is the correct position of the law. 

The proposed amendment of the constitution to confer immunity from criminal tr ial on 

the legislature in Nigeria should be resisted by Nigerians. The civil societies should be active on 

this issue since the People Democratic Party that is supposed to provide virile opposition is now 

enmeshed in crisis.  

The proposal for life pension for the principal officers of the legislature is not also necessary 

now that Nigerians are calling for reduction of cost of governance. The civil societies are too 

docile on these issues, they should be patriotic enough to mobilize Nigerians to resist the antics 

of the National Assembly before it is too late. The Conference of Nigeria Political Parties and 

the Interparty Advisory Council of Nigeria should stand up to the challenge instead of their 

current leadership crisis.  
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CHAPTER XVI 

AN EXAMINATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF IMPLIED AND INHERENT POWER OF 

THE NATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND THE RESIDUAL POWER OF STATE IN A 

FEDERATION: TWO DOCTRINES IN PERPECTUAL CONFLICT 

Abstract 

This paper discusses the doctrine of implied power of the Congress of the United States of 

America vis-à-vis the residual power of states. It is globally accepted that in a federation, 

powers are distributed between the central or federal government and the component states or 

regions. In this power distribution, there are bound to be confusion, conflicts and ambiguity 

because of the doctrines of Implied and Inherent powers of the congress which is antithetic to 

the residual powers of the states. This paper examines the residual powers of the states in a 

federation, the Implied and Inherent powers of the Congress and how they are in perpetual 
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conflict and we also examine the unapplicability of the doctrines of Implied and Inherent powers 

to the National Assembly in Nigeria. The paper was concluded by recommending a strict 

constructionist approach in construing the constitution on whether or not the Implied or Inherent 

powers should be assigned to the National Assembly in Nigeria.  

Introduction 

The form of government established in the constitution exhibits a number of important 

principles. 

The first one of them is that sovereignty resides and stem from the people. 1 It may also be said 

that the government is a republic or representative democracy. 2 In Nigeria, we operate 

federalism and presidential democracy where the national government is exercising limited or 

enumerated powers. Almost all the powers are listed in the constitution. 3 The federal 

government has no power not granted by the Constitution or reasonably to be inferred 

therefrom. It is the State government that has the residual powers. Under this doctrine of 

residual powers of the States, the states are supposed to have broader and wider powers than the 

national government. 

The power of the National government rests directly upon the people, as has been stated 

previously. The powers of the states‘ governments, too, rest upon the people, neither level of 

government, national or state depends upon for its existence upon the other in one sense  and are 

equal partners in another sense.4 This is the basic principle of federation. Despite the plane of 

equality upon which the national and state government exist the principle of national supremacy 

is observed as between the two.5 The supreme-law-of- land clause establishes the principle. The 

Constitution, laws and duties of the national government will prevail over the state constitutions 

or laws in case of conflict.6 

While this might seem to be quite an impairment of the sovereign equality of the states, it is the 

only possible working arrangement otherwise the legal situation in each state could be slightly 

different from that of other state and what national law mean would be subject to thirty six 

different interpretation (or four different interpretation under the four region. 

                                                                 
1 Section 14 (2) of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria AS Amended 
2 Section 1(2) 
3 Section n14(2)(c) 
4 R.B. Posey American Government Littlefield, Adams & Co New Jersey (1975) Although Nigerian federation is peculiar and does not conform to 
this principle thus the various agitations for restructuring. 
5 Section 1(1) of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria as Amended 
6 Section 12 
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Again the Constitution being the principal law of a state cannot contain in detail all the rights, 

duties and obligations of citizens, government and her apparatus therefore the doctrine of 

residual power emerge after exclusive and concurrent7 legislative lists. The doctrines of implied 

powers and inherent power of the National Assembly may also be helpful in certain 

circumstances where the Constitution is not explicit on an issue. 8 It is in the light of this that we 

intend to look into the issues of residual power of states in a federation like Nigeria and its 

inconsistence with the doctrine of implied and inherent powers of National Assembly as 

operative in America. 

Constitutional Basis of Legislative list in a Federation 

According to Akande, this important subject of distribution of legislative powers between the 

Federal and State Governments is embodied in the scond Schedule. There are 68 numbered 

items and two items of matters incidental and supplementary to those mentioned o n the 

Exclusive List and 12 main items on the Concurrent List subdivided into 30 Subsidiaries. The 

National Assembly may also make laws for the peace, order and good government of the 

Federation or any part thereof in respect to any matter that is included in the two legislative lists. 

In addition to this, it can also legislate for the Federal Capital Territory on any matter, whether 

or not it is included in the Legislative List. In this regard, therefore, the National Assembly has 

the same residual powers of Legislation with respect to the Federation Capital Territory as are 

granted to each State Legislature with respect to the State. 9 

In respect of matters on the Exclusive Legislative List only the National Assembly may 

legislate. A State Legislature may legislate on matter not on Exclusive List. This means that the 

States can legislate on matters on the Concurrent Legislative List as well as on all other matters 

which are not on either of those two lists except where the matters are ―incidental and 

supplementary‖ to matters on the Exclusive Legislative List which can be likened to implied and 

inherent powers of American Congress.10 

In a way, the Concurrent Legislative List may contain an element of exclusiveness within itself 

for the state as well as empowered to make Laws with respect to antiquities and monuments so 

designated- item B on Concurrent List. But the State House of Assembly may make laws for the 

State or any part thereof with respect to antiquities and monuments not so designated. So that 

once an antiquity in a State, with the consent of the State has been designated a national 

                                                                 
7 Section 4(2) & (3) see part III supplemental and Interpretation second schedule to the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria 
8 R.B. Posey op cit 
9 Jadesola Akande Introduction to Nigerian Constitution 1999 
10 Ibid 
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monument, it falls within the exclusive control of the National Assembly even though it lies 

physically in the State. But without such designation, the National Assembly has no power to 

make laws on it. In any case where the concurrent Legislative item is so spread as to be covered 

by both the federal legislature as well as the state legislature and both make laws, the Law made 

validly by the National Assembly shall prevail and the State law, to the extent of inconsistency, 

shall be void.11 

The question of an inconsistency between Federal and State Law came up in the case of 

Girembe v. Bornu L.A.,12 where the appellant had been convicted in the court of the Shehu of 

Bornu on a charge of culpable homicide punishable by death. The High Court of Northern 

Nigeria had confirmed the sentence, but the conviction was set aside by the Supreme Court 

because, while the record of the trial disclosed evidence of severe assault by the accused person 

upon the deceased shortly before his death, there has been no medical evidence before the court 

that the deceased died as a result of the injuries inflicted upon him. The court considered it 

appropriate to order retrial before the Northern Region High Court, and did so, having power to 

make such an order under section 20 of the Federal Supreme Court Act, 1960. The result would 

be the trial of the accused before the High Court in a situation not specified in section 185 of the 

Northern Region Criminal Procedure Code, which purported to define exhaustively the 

circumstances in which such trials could take place. It followed that the code, a Regional Law is 

inconsistent with a Federal Act. By virtue of section 64(4) of the Constitution, the Act prevailed. 

Various criteria for determining inconsistency between a Federal and State Legislation have 

been employed in other Federal Constitution. In the Australian case of Australian Boot Trade 

Employer‟s Federation v. Whybrow,13 the view was expressed that a Commonwealth Law and a 

State Law are not inconsistent if it was possible to obey the State Law without disobeying 

Commonwealth Law. It must be mentioned that there is no Concurrent List in the Australian 

Constitution, just as there is none in the United State and Canada; the Constitution enumerates 

only the Exclusive powers of the Federal Legislature. In spite of that, it is provided that where a 

State Law is inconsistent with a Commonwealth Law, the latter prevails. As more clearly 

enunciated by Dixon J. in Victoria v. Commonwealth,14 ―where a State Law is inconsistent with 

a Commonwealth Law, if valid, would alter, impair or detract from the operation of a law of the 

Commonwealth Parliament, then to that extent it is invalid. Moreover, if it appears from the 

terms, the nature or the subject matter of a Federal enactment that it was intended as a complete 

                                                                 
11 Section 1 (3) of the 1999 Constitution o Nigeria (as amended) 
12 [1961] 1 All N.L.R. 469 
13 (1914) 10 C.L.R. 266 
14 (1937) 58 C.L.R. 618, p. 630 
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enactment of the law governing a particular matter or set of rights and duties, then for a State 

Law to regulate or apply to the same matter or relation s regarded as a detraction from the full 

operation of the Commonwealth law and so is in consistent.  

Thus, if a legislature clearly shows its intention of ―covering the field‖ (a doctrine well known in 

Australia and United State of America) that is a conclusive test of inconsistency. 

In contrast to the Nigerian method of detraction or the Australia/America methods, the Indian 

Constitution provides a unique method. It has three distinct lists, one exclusive to the Union 

Parliament, one exclusive to the State and a third which is concurrent to both. Besides, only the 

Union Parliament can legislate on a matter not on any of the Lists. This is another method of 

indicating the superiority of the Union Parliament over State and is more indicative of a very 

strong-centred Federation. This later effect has been achieved in Nigeria by the placing of 

virtually most of the important matters of government within the exclusive legislative 

competence of the Federation Legislature. 15 This two broad legislative power of the federation 

has led to discontent and the current agitations for restructuring and devolution of power.  

Distribution of Legislative power in a Federation 

Exclusive Legislative List 

These are the powers reserved exclusively for the central government: This means that only the 

central government can legislate on the two lists and when a State or region legislate on the 

exclusive list it can be declared null and void and unconstitutional. 16 

Concurrent list: These are where powers are shared jointly by both the central and 

regional/state government as stipulated in the constitution even though both governments can 

make laws on matters that falls under Concurrent List, the central is Supreme. This means where 

there is a Conflict of law made by both governments, that the law made by the central 

government is supreme and will super cede that of the regional/ State government. 17 

Residual List: These are the leftover power not included in either the exclusive or the  

concurrent list. The powers in the residual List are left for the regions/states. In some 

                                                                 
15Jadesola Akande op cit. 
16 R.B. Posey-American Government little field Adams & Co New Jersey 1974 p. 84 
17 Ibid 
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constitution, residual powers are exercised by both governments. Such matter in the residual list 

includes chieftaincy matters etc.18 

In some jurisdiction Like the USA, there is also the implied power of the federal Legislature.  

The implied power doctrine 

In America, almost immediately upon the beginning of the federal government an argument 

arose between the strict constructionists of the constitution and the loose Co nstructionists. 

Alexander Hamitton wanted to establish government-owned bank. The strict constructionists led 

by Thomas Jefferson said that this was unconstitutional. The national government, possessed 

enumerated powers only, and establishing a bank was not one of them. The board constructionist 

contended that the national government could exercise the enumerated powers, into effect. 19 

The argument was by all odds the most important theoretical issue debated on the national 

scheme for thirty years after the founding of the government. The Supreme Court ruled upon it 

in 1819, in the important case of Mccullock V Maryland. The court said in part, ―Let the end 

be... within the Scope of the constitution and all means which are appropriate, which are plainly 

adapted to that end and which are not prohibited... are constitutional. 20 

The court said that the national government has not only enumerated powers but also powers 

which may be reasonably implied therefrom. The doctrine of implied power of the congress in 

America has been of major importance in expanding constitutionally the powers of the federal 

government. 

Possey, commenting on the implied power said, ―Congress is not a legislative body with broad, 

vague powers, its powers are limited. Congress is told what powers it may exercise in section 8 

article 1 of the constitution. Among the more important powers of the congress are its taxing 

power, regulation of interstate and foreign commerce, coinage of money, operation of the post 

office department, protection of patents as copyrights, maintenance of an army and a navy and 

declaring war.‖21 

On the implied power, he said, ―matching the list of delighted powers is another List of powers 

which the constitution has specifically withheld from congress. Many of these are contained in 

section 8 of Article 1. But what of the powers neither expressly granted nor prohibited? Some 

                                                                 
18 Ibid 
19 Ibid 
20 Ibid 
21 Ibid 
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powers in between the two categories may be exercised by the Congress. In Mccullock V 

Maryland22the supreme court said, let the end... be within the scope of the constitution, and all 

means… plainly adapted to that end, which are not prohibited… are constitutional‖ Thus 

congress is not confined to the powers named in the constitution. Congress may also exercise 

powers which may be reasonably implied from the enumerated powers.23 This clause is 

contained in Article I section 8(18) of the American Constitution of 1789 as Amended.  

Inherent power of congress 

Further to implied powers of the American Congress is also the inherent powers espoused in the 

United States v Curtiss- Wright Export Corporation.24The Supreme Court allowed the concept 

of enumerated and implied powers to stay only in respect to Internal Affairs of the nation. Then 

power to declare and wage war, to conclude peace, to make treaties, to mainta in diplomatic 

relations with other sovereignties, if they had never been mentioned in the constitution, would 

have vested in the federal Government as necessary concomitants of nationality.‖ Thus in the 

field of foreign relations, the powers of the national government are inherent and are not 

limited.25 

It is gratifying to note that the doctrine of implied and inherent powers may not be applicable to 

the Nigerian situation because the constitution of Nigerian is more detailed that it enumerated 

exhaustively the powers of the National Assembly and states Houses of Assembly both in the 

exclusive and concurrent legislative lists. The only area of conflict between the National and 

State legislature is the exact limit and scope of residual power which contains eve rything not 

included in exclusive or concurrent legislative list. Instead of inherent power being giving to the 

National Assembly in Nigeria, it is the Court that is giving that power.  

Relevance and essence ofinherent power of court:  

The ineherent power of any court is that power which is itself essential to the very existence of 

the court as an institution and to its ability to function as such institution, namely, as an 

institution charged with the dispensation of justice. An inherent power has to be inhe rent in the 

sence that it forms an essential and instinsic element in the whole process of adjudication. It is 

innate in a court, and is not a subject of specific grant by the Constitution or by legislation. That 

                                                                 
22 4 Wheaton 316 (1819) 
23 Ibid 
24 229 U.S. 304 (1936) 
25 Ibid 
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is why inherent powers of the court cannot be taken away or abridged by legislation for he who 

gave, he only can take away.26 

Whether a court can exist without inherent powers: 

A court cannot exist without inherent powers. The word ‗court‘ importing adjudicatory 

capabilities in the entity to which it is applied at once conjures up the notion of inherent powers. 

That is the power to fulfil itself as the entuity denoted by that word. A court must have some in-

born power to act as a court and also to enable it function as a court. A court without inhere nt 

powers can only be likened to a very good- looking wheel on a car that has no ball bearings or 

grease in the hub. Such a contraception may look but can never function properly as a wheel. 27 

Nature of inherent power of court and whether statutory power can detract or derogate 

from it: 

Where there is a legislation dealing with an inherent powers of court, it is no longer an inherent 

power because it henceforth becomes a statutory power or constitutional power, as the case may 

be. Statutory power does not detract or derpgate from or abridges the inherent power of a court. 

This is because it is inherent. A court exercising any such power exercises a statutory power or 

constitutional power only.28 

Incidental and supplementary power 

Incidental is defined as happening or existing in connection with something else that is move 

important or subordinate to something of greater importance, having a minor role to play.  

Part III of second schedule makes provisions for incidental and supplementary power of the 

National Assembly in Nigeria. Supplementary means in addition to already existing thing. The 

Schedule provides that: 

1. Where by this schedule the National Assembly is required to designate any matter or 

thing or to make any declaration, it may do so either by an Act of the National Assembly 

or by a resolution passed by both Houses of the National Assembly.  

2. In this Schedule, references to incidental or supplementary matters include, without 

prejudice to their generality, references to – 

a) Offences; 

                                                                 
26 Ogwuegbu v Agomuo & Ors (Supra) 
27 Ogwuegbu v Agomuo & Ors (Supra) 
28 Ogwuegbu v Agomuo & Ors (supra) 
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b) The jurisdiction, powers, practice and procedure of Courts of Law; and 

c) The acquisition and tenure of land.  

It is not clear whether the National Assembly can now legislate by resolution rather than go 

through all the processes of law making with particular reference to when it is required to 

designate any matter. There are not many areas within the constitution where it is not 

specifically provided that an Act of the National Assembly is required, thus, this section will not 

affect important issues. But subsection 2, which lists certain specific incidental and 

supplementary matters, cannot be regarded as comprehensive. It has already been decided in 

another context admittedly that the use of the word `include‘ implies the possibility of other 

matters29. This Schedule also empowers the National Assembly to make law by resolution or to 

make binding resolutions on persons and authorities in Nigeria.  

Residual power in Nigeria Context 

Nigeria operates a federal system of government. In it, power is shared among the three tiers of 

government, namely, federal, states and the local government areas.  

The constitution also provides for the roles of each of the federating states. In the Second 

Schedule of the 1999 Constitution, the federal government handles matter under the exclusive 

legislative list, shares roles with the federating states in incurrent list while states take care of 

matters under the residual list.  

The question on the Lips of stakeholders is: does the National Assembly now have the power to 

legislate on a matter that is under the residual list? 

The Supreme Court in suit number SC. 340/2010 between the Attorney General of the 

Federation and Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Lagos and Commissioner for Justice 

had declared that the Federal Government lacks the Constitutional powers to make laws outside 

its legislative  competence, which are by implication residual matters meant for the State 

Assembly.30 

The apex court says the National Assembly cannot, in the, exercise of its powers to enact laws, 

take the liberty to confer power or authority on the Federal Government or any of its agencies to 

engage in matters, which ought to be the responsibility of State Government or its 

agencies.31The apex court, following the conflict between the federal government and Lagos 

                                                                 
29Jadesola Akande Introduction to Nigeria Constitution 1999. As Amended 
30 Attorney General of federation v Attorney General of Lagos state 2013 16 NWLR (pt 1380) 249 
31 Ibid 
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State over registration of hotels and tourism establishments, evinced the argument about legality 

of such action. 

By virtue of the Nigerian Tourism Development Corporation Act 1992, the Nigerian Tourism 

Development Corporation (NTDC) whose functions were to register, classify, grade and 

regulate Hotels, Motels, Hospitality and tourism enterprises, and tour operators was created.  

But in 2003, the Lagos State Government passed into law the Hotel Licencing Law Cap H6 

Laws of Lagos State of Nigeria 2003, which conflicted with the mandate of the Nigerian 

Tourism Development Corporation Act.  

In 2009, the Lagos State Government published a public notice that registration of hotels and 

tourism related establishments in Lagos State was the exclusive responsibility of the Lagos State 

Ministry of Tourism and intergovernmental relations.  

The law was subsequently amended by the Hotel Licensing (Amendment) Law, the Lagos State 

of Nigeria Official Gazette dated 20th July 2010. 

Based on the foregoing, NTDC issued a public notice advis ing all operators of hotels, and 

companies alike to disregard the earlier notice issued by the Lagos State Government.  

In this regard, the AGF on behalf of the Federal Government commenced an action at the 

Supreme Court against Lagos AG, by way of originating Summons challenging the validity of 

the laws enacted by the House of Assembly of Lagos State.  

However, the Supreme Court ruled in favour of Lagos and held that the Law promulgated by 

Lagos State was not among items in the Exclusive and Concurrent lists but was rather among 

residual matters of the State.32 

Interestingly, a bill is now pending before the National Assembly called the Nigeria Tourism 

Development Authority (NTDA) ACT CAP N 137 LFN, 2004 9 (Repeal and Enactment) Bill, 

2017 (SB. 429). 

The Bill has gone through public hearing and is allegedly being pushed by NTDC.  

Stakeholders and lawyers said the move is inappropriate. The executive secretary, Nigerian 

Hotel and catering institute (NHCI), Victor Kayode said the bill if enacted into law is vexatious 

and un- implementable. 

                                                                 
32 Attorney General of Lagos State v Attorney General of federation 2013 No NWLR (pt 1300) 383 
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According to him, the proposed bill seeks to establish a new organization, which is beyond 

NTDC mandate as a government agency. Only the parent Ministry, he stated, could seek 

approval from the Executive council to establish a corporation within a corporation and seek 

legislative enactment, ―It is also unclear, whether we are dealing with Tourism Development 

Corporation (NTC), Nigerian Tourism Development Corporation (NTDC) or Tourism 

Development Authority (NDA) as there are different documents speaking different things about 

the same bill,‖ he said that Section 15c of the bill seeks to regulate hotels and tourism, which 

will be indirect conflict with the Supreme Court judgement if passed. 33 It must be stressed here 

that National Assembly can make this law the Constitution must be mended which is not 

necessary, because of the already overbearing power of the federal government.  

Federalism and the Technique of „Listing‟ as catalysts for constitutional adjudication  

According to Nweze,34 the concept of federalism, though enveloped in a web of controversies,35 

is, unarguably, one of the principles which make up the doctrinal and philosophical pivot of 

constitutional Jurisprudence.36 Indeed, it is not amenable to any precise definition, so much so 

that most leading constitutional Law scholars have opted for a description, rather than a 

definition,37 of its essential principles.38 Since, so much scholastic ink has been expended on 

them,39 the elucidation of these principles does not need to detain us here. 

For this reason, our presentation will only venture a dissertation on an aspect of the concept of 

federalism, namely, the technique of division of powers between the Central Government and 

the federating units.40 Our preoccupation in this presentation, therefore, will be to explore the 

extent to which this technique has been employed in the Constitution of the Federal Republic of 

Nigeria, 1999.41 The presentation will, also, probe into the scheme evolved by the 1999 

Constitution for abridging the frontiers of conflict. This is the philosophy of ―Pragmatic 

                                                                 
33 Joseph Onyekwere it is unconstitutional for National Assembly to legislate on Residual list The Guardian 12 September 2017 p 32 
34 C.C. Nweze Constitutional Adjudication for Democratic Consolidation in Nigeria: The role of the Supreme Court being a paper delivered at 
16th Justice Idigbe memorial lecture at faculty of law University of Benin on 8 th November 2017 
35 See Olafisoye v. FRN (2004) 4 NWLR (pt 864) 580, 646-649; also, K.C.Wheare, “Federalism”, in International Encyclopaedia of Social Sciences 
(1968) vol. p. 33, see, also, Sobel Mogi, “The Problem of Federalism”, Williams Livingstone, “A Note on the Nature of federal ism”, in 
Mackinson, (ed), Canadian federalism: Myth or Reality, p. 22, cited in Taiwo Osipitan, “Inter-Governmental Relations and the 1989 
Constitution: Problems & Prospect”, in (1990) Jus Vol. 1 No. 2 p. 27 at p. 28 fn 12 
36 See, Ademola Popoola, “The Legislative Powers of the National Assembly: The Exclusive and Concurrent Lists,” in 1.A. Umezuike (ed) 
Democracy Beyond the Third Republic, (Enugu: fourth Dimension Publishing Co. Ltd, 1993) 65 
37 See, for example, FRN v. Anache (2004) 14 WRN 47 – 49; per Tobi JSC; also Glendening and Reeves, Pragmatic Federalism (2nd ed. 1984) p. 13 
cited in Oyelowo O. Oyewo, “The Legislative Powers of the National Assembly: The Exclusive and Concurrent Legislative Lists”,  in I.A. Umezulike 
(ed)Ibid p. 42 fn 2 
38 See, B.O. Nwabueze, Federalism in Nigeria under the Presidential Constitution (London: Sweet and Maxwell, 1983) 1. See, also Oyelowo 
O.Oyewo, art.cit, 42 fn 2 
39 See, the works cited in notes 18, 19, 20 and 21 (supra). 
40 The concept of “division of powers” has been described as “one of the greatest attributes or one of the bridges of federalism”, see, per Tobi 
JSC in Olafisoye v. FRN (supra, note 1) 669 
41 Throughout this presentation, the more convenient formula “1999 Constitution” shall be used 
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Federalism‖42 which Bello, CJN, admirably captured in Attorney General of Bean State v. 

Attorney General of the Federation and Ors43 thus: 

It may be observed that although the framers of our Constitution 

enshrined therein the principles of division of powers between the 

Federation and the component states, they realised that absolute division 

of such powers would not achieve the purpose of the Constitution which 

is to promote the good governance and welfare of all persons in our 

country it seems to me the framers appreciated that mutual c-operation 

reciprocity and inter dependence between the Federal and state 

governments are essential in the promotion of  the laudable purpose of 

the Constitution. 

In effect, the purport of this philosophy of the Law of federalism is that there is no clear and 

clean border or bifurcation between the Federal and State Governments in the field of 

cooperation and assistance flowing from the Federal Government to the State Governments.44 

DICHOTOMY IN LEGISLATIVE JURISDICTIONS: AN OVERVIEW 

There is a striking convergence of juristic45 and juridical46 opinions to the effect that 

theevolution of the technique of dichotomy in legislative jurisdictions 47 between the Exclusive 

andConcurrent lists, which first featured in the 1954 Constitution, is a contrivance of Australian 

Constitutional jurisprudence. Although, scholars would appear to be unanimous that the 

evolution ofthis technique is for avoidance of conflicts, 48 the paradox of the Nigerian experience 

is that rather thanfostering conflict avoidance, the technique of Legislative Lists has 

considerably catalysed what ProfessorSmithey has graphically described as the ―Judicialisation 

of politics,‖ which occurs ―when societaldecision-making becomes more judicially oriented.‖49 

                                                                 
42 See, Oyelowo O. Oyewo, art. Cit, 41 
43 {1983} 6 SC 8 
44 Per Tobi JSC in A.G. Lagos v. A.G. federation (2003) 12 NWLR (pt 833) 1,246 
45 See per Fatayi-Williams, CJN in A.G, Ogun State v. A.G. federation (1982) 2 FRN 4, 14 
46 B.O. Nwabueze, Federalism in Nigeria…op. cit. Chap 3 
47 It is useful to note that as Professor B.O. Nwabueze explained about the 1979 Constitution, the technique of division applies to both 
Legislative and Executive powers. With humility, we share his view that” *a+lthough the enumeration of matters is specificall y for purposes of 
the exercise of legislative power, the division of executive power follows upon the same principle…” See B.O. Nwabueze, The Presidential 

Constitution of Nigeria (London: C. Hurst & Company in association with Nwamife Publishers, 1982) 54; also, AD v. P.S.I.E.C (2004) 10 NWLR (pt 
880) 19,34, 45; Ojibara v. Governor of Kwara State (2004) 30 WRN 26, 60-61 
48 See, e.g. Jadesola Akande, “Constitutional Developments”, in T.A. Aguda (ed), The Challenge of the Nigerian Nation: An Examin ation of its 
legal Development 1960-1985 (Lagos: Heineman Educational Books Nigeria, Limited, 1985) p. 21; B.A. Susu, “Techniques of Power -sharing and 
the Concurrent List,” in (1992)JUS vol. 3 Nos. 4 & 5 p. 25; O. Orojo, “Intra -Governmental Relations under the Nigerian Constitution,” in I.A. 
Umezuike (ed) Towards the Stability of the Third Republic (Enugu: Fourth Dimension Pub. Co. Ltd., 1993) 154, 155; Abiola Ojo, C onstitutional 
Law and Military Rule in Nigeria (Ibadan: Evans Brothers Nigeria Publishers Limited, 1987) 152; B.O. Nwabueze, The Pr esidential Constitution of 
Nigeria op. cit., 53. 
49 Amuwo, op cit 7 
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The 1999 Constitution adopts two approaches in specifying the powers of the Federation. First, 

it adopts a specific textual inclusion of certain matters in the Constitution. 50 Secondly, it 

perpetuates the technique of enumeration of powers in two legislative lists, the Exclusive 

legislative list51 and Concurrent legislative list.52 

The epistemological context of the adjectival form ―concurrent‖ must be clearly borne in mind 

here. The Supreme Court has endorsed, as correct, the definition of the word ―concurrent‖ as 

―existing together.‖ The court has equally approved the view that in the context of the 

Constitution, when a matter is said to be concurrent to the Federal and State Governments, it 

means that their powers in that respect exist side by side. 

That, in effect, means that the powers of both governments in. respect of the matter are co-

existent, not mutually exclusive; the power of one does not exclude that of the other. Both 

governments can, in theory at least, act on the matter. However, their powers need not, 

necessarily, be co-extensive in the sense of extending over the entire field of the matter; they 

may co-exist only in respect of some aspects of it.53 

The Exclusive legislative list specifies 66 items. Item 67 is a provision incorporating reference 

the matters provided for in the body of the Constitution. The last item, item 68, deals with ―any 

matter incidental or supplementary, to any matter mentioned elsewhere m the list.‖54 

Paragraph 2, part, III of the second schedule is instructive as it elaborates on the ―scope of 

incidental and supplemental matters.‖55 It provides that: 

In this schedule, references to incidental and supplementary matters include, without prejudice 

to their generality, references to: 

(a.) offences; 

(b.) the jurisdiction, powers, practice and procedure of courts of law: and  

(c.) the acquisition and tenure of land. 

Although, the ―impressive specificity‖ of the above list has been noted, 56 there was a demurrer57 

to the retention of the equivalent of item 67 which provides: 

                                                                 
50 Item 67, Part, Secod Schedule incorporates, by reference, the matters provided for in the body of the Constitution. For e.g. S.4 (Legislative 
Powers, generally); S. 7 (6)(a) Public revenue of local governments); S. * (Creation of States, boundary adjustment); S. 9 (altering the 
Constitution); S. 11 (Public Order & Public Security); S. 12 (Implementation of treaties); etc. 
51Part 1, Second Schedule, 1999 Constitution. See, A.G. Lagos v. A.G. federation (2003) 12 NWLR (pt 833) 1 
52 Part II, Second Schedule, 1999 Constitution. See, also, Olafisoye v FRN (supra) 668-669 
53 See, per Tobi JSC approvingly quoting and adopting the views of Professor B.O. Nwabueze, federalism in Nigeria, see, Olafisoye v. FRN 
(supra) 668-689 
54 Note the decision in Doherty v Balewa (1961) All NLR (reprint) 630; Akwule v. The Queen (1963) All NLR 191 
55 See, B.O. Nwabueze, The Presidential Constitution, Op. cit. 53 
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Any other matter with respect to which the National Assembly has power 

to make law in accordance with the provisions of this Constitution 

Voicing his opposition to item 70, Part 1 of the Second Schedule of the Draft Constitution, 

1976/77, in pari materia with the above item, Dr. B. A. Adebisi contended that this provision: 

leaves room for the emergence of an ubiquitous Federal Government 

which might spread itself too thing to be effective58 

He further deposed that this: 

undesirable item... on the list robs the Nation of the main advantage 

which nominally accrues from the single exclusive list system, namely, 

clarity of legislative jurisdiction.59 

Indeed, the question of the clarity of legislative jurisdictions in item 68 of the 1999 Constitution 

has, considerably, tasked two eminent panels of the Supreme Court. In Federal Republic of 

Nigeria v. Anache and Ors,60 one of the questions referred to the Supreme Court was: 

Whether the combined effect, of the provisions of sections 4 (2), 15 (5), 

items 60 (a) and 68 in part 1 of the second schedule and section 2 (a) of 

part [II of the Second schedule of the Constitution. of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria, 1999, confer powers on the National Assembly to 

make Laws for the peace, order, and good government of the Federa l 

Republic of Nigeria with respect to offences arising from, connected with 

or pertaining to corrupt practices and abuse of power? 

Tobi JSC, Speaking for the full court, answered in the affirmative. Uwaifo JSC also thought that 

since in the Ondo61 case items 60 (a), 67 and 68 of part I of the second schedule and paragraph 2 

(a) of part II of the second schedule to the 1999 Constitution were also there [was] nothing more 

to be said in respect of question 1.62 

Now, in A G Undo v. A. G. Federation,63 the same question of the clarity of legislative 

jurisdiction in item 68 had been vigorously canvassed before the court By an originating 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                
56 See, B.A. Susu, art cit., 25 
57 B.Adebisi, “State Autonomy an financial development” in W.I.Ofonagoro et al (eds), The Great Debate (Lagos: Daily Times, Ltd)  215 
58 See, Ibid 215 
59 (2004) 14 WRN 1 
60 See, infra 85 
61 See, Ibid 
62 (2002) 27 WRN; (2002) 9 NWLR (pt 772) 222 
63 See, Ibid. 468 
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summons at the Supreme Court, for adjudication in its original jurisdiction, the plaintiff sued the 

first defendant the Attorney General of the Federation It joined the other defendants as parties 

whose rights may be affected by the action. The following relief, Inter alia was asked for: 

A determination of the question whether or not the Corrupt Practices and 

other Related Offences Act, 2000 is valid and in force as a Law enacted 

by the National Assembly and in force in every state of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria (including Ondo State).  

Part of the contention of the plaintiff was that the Act was not in respect of a matter or matters  

either in the Exclusive legislative list or the Concurrent legislative list. In resolving the conflict, 

the Supreme Court conflated several provisions of the Constitution, including item 68 of the 

Exclusive legislative list in part 1 of the second schedule  to the 1999 Constitution which lists the 

Exclusive legislative powers to include ―Any matter incidental or supplementary to any matter 

mentioned elsewhere in this list.‖ 

Arguments were canvassed by those in support of the Act that the National Assembly was 

empowered to enact it, by virtue of sections 4 ( 1), (2) and (3), relying on items 60 (a), 67 and 68 

of the Exclusive list and paragraph 2 (a) of part III of the second schedule to the Constitution.  

The court, held, inter alia, that the provisions of section 2 (a) of part III of the second schedule 

to the Constitution was enacted to expound the effect and the extent of the provision of item 68 

of part 1 of the second schedule. According to the court, it is by that provision that offences may 

be enacted by the National Assembly if it is shown that such offences, as may be created, are 

incidental and supplementary to matters on which the National Assembly is vested with power 

to make laws.64 Listen to Ogwuegbu JSC: 

Item 68 is contained in the Exclusive legislative list. The reference to 

incidental and supplementary matters on the Exclusive legislative list 

underscores the well-established principle of law that every grant of 

power includes by implication all and other powers as are reasonably 

incidental thereto and not expressly excluded.65 

The net effect of it all is that Dr. B. A. Adebisi's postulations (supra) underestimated the 

vigilance of the guardian of the Constitution, namely, the judiciary. 66 Thus, there is authority for 

                                                                 
64 Ibid 334-335 
65 C.C. Nweze, “The Judiciary; The Guardian of Democracy under the Constitution”,  in UNIZIK Law Journal Vol. 1 No. 3, 1 
66 See, Oyewolo Oyewo, art. Cit. 34 
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the, Proposition that since ―the legislative powers of the National Assembly being derivable 

from the Constitution are thus delimited by the provisions of the Constitution.‖67 This is the 

import of the decision in Attorney General of Bendel State v. Attorney General of the 

Federation.68 

More specifically, contrary to his fear that ―an ubiquitous Federal Government‖ was, bound, to 

emerge, a survey of judicial pronouncements on the 1979 Constitution reveals that the judiciary, 

Scrupulously, upheld the supremacy of that Constitution. Hence, all, efforts were made to tie 

legislative Dower to the legislative lists. In the words of Nnaemeka Agu, JSC in Military 

Governor of OndaState v. Adewunmi69 that ―whereas the legislative powers of the Federal 

Government were under 1979 Constitution tied to the legislative lists (they were also) limited 

thereby…‖ 

The impregnable mandate of the judiciary in this regard derived from express constitutional 

empowerment. In this connection, it must be reiterated that the exercise of legislative powers 

was made subject to Judicial review.70 More dramatically, it was constitutionally ordained that 

legislation purporting to oust the court's jurisdiction was not to be brooked. 71 

Indeed the Legislature was not only bound by the express limitations in the legislative lists the 

circumstances and procedure for enacting laws prescribed by the Constitution were to be 

obeyed. Thus, the litmus test for the validity of any law was set as the extent of its compliance 

with the constitutional provision for doing so.72 In addition to procedural questions, legislation 

that were so manifestly and flagrantly ambitious that they were tantamount to a usurpation of 

executive functions were struck down as being unconstitutional. 73 

It is, perhaps, appropriate to revisit an awkward development that reared its head under the 1979 

Constitution. Whereas that Constitution (and in deed the 1999 Constitution) preserved the 

‗inherent powers‘ 'of the courts of law, 74 no such inherent powers were conceded to the 

Legislature and the Executive. The true position,  therefore, under the 1979 Constitution was that 

                                                                 
67 (1982) 10 SC 1; also, A.G. Abia v. A.G. federation (supra); INEC v. Musa (supra) 
68(1983) 3 NWLR (pt 83) 280 at 254. See also Oil Palm Co. v A.G. Bendel State (1981) 6 NCLR 344, 351 
69 On the evolution of judicial review, see, C.C. Nweze, “Judicial Sustainability of Constitutional Democracy in Nigeria: A Response to the 
Phonographic Theory of the Judicial function”, in E.S. Nwauche and f.I. Asogwa, (eds) Essays in Honour of Professor C.O. Okon kwo (SAN) (Port 
Harcourt: Jite Books, 2000) 221 
70 Section 4(8) 
71 See, par Fatayi-Williams CJN in A.G. Bendel State v. A.G. of the federation (981) 10 SC 1 at p. 33 
72 Adeniyi Adele & Ors v. Governor Lagos State & Ors (1982) 3 NCLR 698; Balogun & Ors v. A.G. Lagos State (1981) 1 NCLR 31 See, generally, 
A.G. Karibi Whyte, The Relevance of the Judiciary in the Polity- In Historical Perspective (Lagos: NIIA, 1987) p. 80 et seq 
73 Section 6 (6) (a) 1979 and 1999 Constitution 
74 Section 6 (6) (a) 1979 and 1999 Constitution  
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powers exercised must be founded on a provision of the Constitution or on legislation founded 

on the Constitution.75 

But alas, certain Governors elected under that Constitution invented and purported to exerc ise 

inherent powers, neither derived from any constitutional warrant nor anchored on any legislative 

fiat. In a series of forensic contests, the courts greeted such exercise of power with unmistakable 

disapprobation. The instances are legion. Only a highlight is attempted here. 

In Jideonwo & Ors v. Governor of  Bendel State & Ors76 the court struck down the exercise of 

the purported inherent power in the Governor, neither derived from the Constitution nor from 

Statute to suspend an elected local government council, remove its members, and revoke the 

appointment of the Chairman. 

In Orisakwe v. Governor of Imo State,77 the court rejected the claim to exercise an inherent 

power to withdraw recognition from a traditional ruler without legal authority and without 

complying with the prescribed procedure under the law. The decision in Jideonwo v. Governor 

of Bendel State (supra) established the principle that neither the President nor a Governor could 

appoint a Minister Of Commissioner without complying with the constitutional provision for 

such appointment. Where the Constitution has not created an office, it would be unconstitutional 

for either the President or a Governor to create such an office and attempt to invest it with 

constitutional imprimatur.78 

The story is even more heart-warming under the 1999 Constitution. In what evidently must rank 

as the most eloquent vindication of Smithey‘s theory of ―judicialisation of politics,‖ or in other 

words, the relevance of the judiciary in the shaping of politics, 79 the courts, particularly, the 

Supreme Court, have gallantly intervened in conflicts precipitated by divergent perceptions of 

the roles of different tiers of government under the legislative lists of the Constitution The list of 

cases is long.80 Take the following examples 

In INEC v. Mesa (supra) the respondents, political associations, and other political associations, 

sought to be recognised as political parties as defined in the 1999 Constitution. Each of the 

                                                                 
75 (1981) 1 NCLR 4; also, Oleri v. Awhinawhi (1982) 3 NCLR 680 
76 (1982) 3 NCLR 743 
77 A.G. Bendel State v. Omonuwa (1982) 3 NCLR 472, 476; see, generally, A.G. Karibi -Whyte, op. cit 82 
78 C. Otakpor, “Assessing Democracy via Litigation” Book Review, in New Age (Lagos), Tues. Oct. 26, 2004, 33 
79 A.G. Abia v. A.G. federation (supra); A.G. federation v. A.G. Abia (No. 2)(2000) 6 NWLR(pt 764) 542; INEC v. Musa (supra); A. G. Lagos v. A.G. 
federation (2003) 12 NWLR (pt 833) 1; A.G. federation (2002) 9 NWLR (pt 972) 222; Olafisoye v. FRN (supra), A>G. Ogun v. A.G. federation 
(2002) 18 NWLR (pt 798) 232 and so on 
80 See, Ibid. 213-214 
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respondents, along with the twenty-two other political associations, who were all plaintiffs at the 

trial court, applied to the first appellant for registration as political parties.  

The National Assembly had enacted the Electoral Act, 2001, which prescribed the mode of the 

registration of political parties. Pursuant to the said Electoral Act, the first appellant issued 

guidelines for political associations wishing to be transformed into political parties. A time table 

for the registration or the recognition of political associations as political parties was also 

published. The respondents challenged these processes. The reaction of the Supreme Court, on 

appeal is very germane here. Listen to this: 

Section 1 (1) of the Constitution provides for the supremacy of the 

Constitution. By section 1 (3), if any other law is inconsistent with the 

provisions of the Constitution, the Constitution shall prevail and that 

other law shall, to the extent of the inconsistency, be void. In the total 

package of the supremacy of the Constitution in this appeal are mainly 

sections 40 and 222. The provisions of chapter IV, in which section 40 is 

a part, are sacrosanct. The procedure for the amendment of the chapter is 

tedious and difficult as spelt out in section 9 (3) of the Constitution. Since 

section 40 vests in every person the right to freely associate with other 

persons and belong to any political party, an Act of the National 

Assembly or a guideline of the first appellant ambitiously trying to take 

away the rights guaranteed in the section cannot stand. The same applies 

to section 222. Since that section has provided for six conditions for a 

political association to be recognised or registered by the first appellant 

as a political party, neither National Assembly nor the first appellant can 

now enact any Act or make guidelines respectively detracting from the 

provision of section 222.81 

This was how the apex court widened the canvass of the soapbox to accommodate more political 

gladiators. This Singular decision triggered off the registration of more political parties, bringing 

the total number of registered parties, at the time, to about thirty, perhaps, the largest in the 

continent of Africa! It cannot be otherwise for: 

Plural democracy is enhanced by the opportunity for as many parties as 

satisfy the legal and constitutional requirements to contest elections… 

                                                                 
81 See, The Guardian, Tues. Nov. 19, 2002, 12 
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what is required is to have more players on the political scene to expand 

the scope for political expression.82 

This editorial opinion by the flagship of the Nigerian Press (The Guardian) was an affirmation 

that the judgement of the apex court was an invaluable building block in the political 

architecture of our fledgling democracy.  

By some curious irony, the Electoral Act, though impugned as having ―provided a model of an 

Act which qualifies for, but excels, in contravening the Constitut ion,83 will always be 

remembered as one Act of the National Assembly that fecundated the resolution of the several 

breath-taking constitutional questions. 

One of such questions was the cassus belli in A.G. Abra v. A. G. Federation (supra). The 

plaintiffs, the Governments of all thirty six states of the Federation of Nigeria, sued the Attorney 

General of the Federation, claiming inter alia a declaration that no law enacted by the National 

Assembly could validly increase or, otherwise, alter the tenure of office of elected officers or 

Councillors of Local Government Councils in Nigeria except in relation to the Federal Capital 

Territory alone 

The National Assembly enacted the Electoral Act, 2001. The Federal Government claimed to 

have acted in the belief that all the provisions contained in the Act were on matters with respect 

to Mirth the National Assembly was empowered to legislate for the peace, order and good 

government of the country. 

The plaintiff‘s case was that a perusal of the provisions of the Act would reveal that they 

transgressed the legislative competence of the Federal Government; that the Act made serious 

incursions into the legislative and executive functions of the states.  

The contention of the plaintiffs was that pursuant to section 4 (7) (a) of the 1999 Constitution, 

the House of Assembly of a state is empowered to make laws with respect to any matter not 

included in the Exclusive Legislative List. They further argued that subject to the powers 

conferred on the National Assembly by the provisions contained in the Concurrent Legislative 

List, all remaining or residual powers with respect to Local Government Councils are, subject to 

the Constitution, vested in a House of Assembly alone.  

                                                                 
82 See, the submission of F.R.A. Williams, SAN, cited in A.G. Abia State v. A.G. Federation (supra) 402 
83 See, R.A. Joseph, Democracy and Prebendal Politics in Nigeria: The rise and fall of the Second Republic (Ibadan: Spectrum Boo ks Ltd, 1991, 
1999) 8 
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The implication of these arguments is that it is the states, which must be responsible for the 

tenure of members of the Local Government Councils. In consequence, only the House of 

Assembly alone has the power to prescribe, increase or otherwise alter the tenure of the elected 

officers or councillors of the Local Governments other than the Federal Capital Territory for 

which only the National Assembly could legislate.  

Now, the volatility of the situation at the time must be viewed from the context of the sociology 

of Nigerian Politics. The 1999 Constitution consecrated seven hundred and seventy-four Local 

Government Councils. That meant that the interests of seven hundred and seventy-four 

Chairmen, their Wives, descendants, and sundry political protégées were at stake! 

When to these were added the countless members of Councillors in these Local Government 

Councils, the anxiety the Electoral Act generated could be appreciated. This was more so, when 

what Professor Richard Joseph calls ―Prebendal Politics‖84 had become the mainstay of political 

jobbery! 

The Supreme Court found for the plaintiffs. It was, indeed, a finding in favour of consolidating 

the democratic temperament after several years of military rule. Coming eight hundred and 

eighteen (818) days into the fourth experiment in democracy, the judgement successfully doused 

the palpable tension that had enveloped the arena of politics.  

As if to allay the fears of the vast array of elected functionaries in the Local Government 

Councils, the court declared ex cathedra: 

The National Assembly has no power whatsoever under item 11 of the 

Concurrent Legislature List or indeed under any provision of the 

Constitution, to increase or alter the tenure of the elected Local 

Government Councils. Only the House of Assembly of a State has such 

power.85 

These authoritative and weighty words emanating from the apex court were not lost on the 

addressees. The pronouncement was a psychological tonic for most politicians who were already 

securely twined by fear and anxiety! 
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85 Educational Comment in This Day, loc. cit 
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Just like most of the other decisions, this decision will always stand the apex court in good stead 

in the judgement of posterity! Indeed, a leading newspaper in Nigeria has already declared the 

Supreme Court the "people‗s court.‖86 

The decision in A.G. Lagos State v. A.G. Federation & Ors87 is remarkable for the fecundity of 

jurisprudential issues that flourished in it. The issues, inter alia, were  

i. Whether urban and regional planning (or town planning) as well as the regulation of 

physical development in relation to any land in Lagos State are Within the legislative and 

executive jurisdiction of the Federal Government? 

ii. Whether Nigerian Urban and Regional Planning and Act (Decree No. 88) of 1992 is not 

inconsistent with the provisions of section 4 of the 1999 Constitution and, therefore, 

unlawful, null and void and so on? 

The Supreme Court held inter alia that since the subject of town and regional planning is not in 

the Exclusive and Concurrent Legislative list of the 1999 Constitution, it is a residual matter. 

Thus, only states could legislate on it.  

Section 20 of the 1999 Constitution, which the first defendant relied on in this case as enabling 

the National Assembly to enact a law on urban and regional planning, such as the Nigerian 

Urban and 

Regional Planning Act, (supra) to have effect throughout Nigeria, must be confined to pure 

matters of environment and not by extension to matters of pure town and regional planning. 

However, by virtue of sections 4 (4) (b) and 299 of the 1999 Constitution, the subject of town 

and regional planning, as far as the Federal Capital Territory IS concerned, is the residual matter 

for the National Assembly. 

TECHNIQUE OF DEFINING CONCURRENT POWERS 

An orthodox concurrent list itemises subject matters on which both the Central and State 

Governments are entitled to make laws simultaneously. 88 The 1999 Constitution departs from 

this technique. It, instead, evolves a peculiar kind of concurrent list. There are at least four 

different techniques that are evident in the concurrent list adopted by the Constitution. 

In the first place, there is the technique of ―mutually exclusive list‖ in the concurrent list. 

Mutually exclusive legislative powers are vested in the Federal and State Governments within 
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87 See, T. Osipitan, art. Cit 29 
88 See, T. Osipitan, loc. cit 
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the concurrent list.89 In all, there were twelve items in the concurrent list - (A - L), however, the 

actual elaboration of these Items spans thirty paragraphs. Now, the techniques: 

(a) Mutually Exclusive Legislative Powers 

The first instance is item A on Allocation of revenue. This item vests the National Assembly 

with the legislative power to make provisions for: 

(a) the division of public revenue 

i. between the federation and the states 

ii. among the states of the Federation90 

On the other hand, by item A, legislative powers are vested on a State House of Assembly to: 

make provisions for grants or loans from and the imposition of charges 

upon any of the public funds of that state or the imposition of charges 

upon the revenue and assets of that state...91 

The effect of this provision can be better appreciated in the context of the following submission, 

which we subscribe to; that is to say: 

...the authority of the state government can be interpreted as exclusive 

authority over a limited scope of the topic of national revenue, the state 

revenue being seen as merely a limited aspect part of the total subject 

matter of national revenue.92 

Another illustrative example of this technique of mutually exclusive list in the concurrent list is 

the item on University, technology and post primary education. Here, the National Assembly is 

empowered to make laws for: 

The Federation or any part thereof with respect to University education, 

technological education or such professional education as may from time 

to time be designated by the National Assembly.  

The power conferred above includes the ―power to establish an institution for the purposes of 

University, post primary, technology or professional education.‖93 

                                                                 
89 See, for these and more, item A 1 (a) (i)-(iv) 
90 See, item A 2 
91 See, B.A. Susu, art. Cit. 26 
92 See, item L 27 
93 Item L 28 
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On its part, a State House of Assembly is vested with power to make laws for the state with 

respect to the establishment of an institution for purposes of University, technological or 

professional education.94 

Elaborating on the implication of this power sharing formula, Professor B. O. Nwabueze has 

pointed out that: 

...the federal government has competence over the whole field of 

University, technological and professional education, including the 

establishment of institutions for the purpose, while the state governments 

may only establish institutions for University, professional or 

technological education.95 

Exercising competence over the whole field of University education, for instance, implies that 

only the Federal Government, to the exclusion of the state governments, can make regulations 

relating to standards, mode of admissions, such questions like free education at the University 

level and so on.96 

As opposed to a typical concurrent list where the doctrine of covering the field applies in all its 

amplitude, the technique of mutually exclusive list is an obvious advantage in the reduction of 

legislative conflicts between the state and federal legislation on the same subject matter. 97 

(b) Conditional Powers 

The Concurrent list also employs the technique of power-sharing through the provision of 

conditional powers. The legislative devise used for this technique is the phrase ―subject to." In 

item C, paragraph 4 empowers the National Assembly to make laws for the Federation or any 

part thereof with respect to the archives and public records of the Federation. On the other hand, 

the power of the House of Assembly to make laws for the state or any part thereof with respect 

to archives and public records of the Government of the state is made subject to paragraph 4 

above.98 

                                                                 
94 Item L 29 
95 See, B.O. Nwabueze, The Presidential Constitution of Nigeria, op. cit. 53-54 
96 See, B.O. Nwabueze, “Reflections on the 1999 Constitution: A unitary Constitution for a federal System of Government” (Paper de livered at a 
seminar in Abuja organised by the ICJ 14-16 Feb. 2000) 9 
97 The Academic Controversy that has enveloped the extent of a pplication of the doctrine in Nigeria is beyond the scope of this paper. For this 
debate, see, D.I.O. Ewelukwa, “The doctrine of covering the field”, in Nig. J.R. vol. 2 (1999) 30; B.O. Nwabueze, The Presidential Constitution, 
loc. Cit.; A.O. Popoola, “The  Legislative Powers of the National Assembly…” art. Cit. 74. See, however, the following decisions, Lakanmi v. A.G. 
of the West (1971) UILR 201; A.G. Ogun State v. A.G. federation (supra) p. 13 
98 See, T. Osipitan, art.cit. 29 
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In effect, the draftsman intended to subordinate the exercise of legislative power by a State 

House of Assembly to the exercise of legislative power by the National Assembly on the subject 

of archives and public records of the Federation. In other words, the breadth of exercise of 

power by the House of Assembly is to be determined by the provisions of paragraph 4. This is 

the net effect of the expression ―subject to" in paragraph 5.  

The words ―subject to‖ are words of art. In Tukur v. Government of Gongola State 99 Nnaemeka-

Agu, JSC explained that: 

Whenever the expression (subject to) is used at the commencement of a 

statute, it is an expression of limitation. It implies that what the section or 

subsection is ‗subject to‘ shall govern, control and prevail over what 

follows in that section or subsection of the enactment.  

In my submission, this dictum applies to the interpretation of paragraph 5 notwithstanding that 

the expression ―subject to‖ is not used at the commencement of the section. In the latter case of 

Idehen v. Idehen,100 Karibi-Whyte, JSC stated that: 

The phrase (subject to) has been constructed to render the provision to 

which it is subject conditional upon compliance with what is required in 

the provision referred to. 

The above interpretation applies with equal force to such items like item K. The National 

Assembly is empowered to make laws for the Federation or any part thereof with respect to 

trigonometrlcal, cadastral and topographical surveys. The power of a House of Assembly to 

make laws for a state, or any part thereof, with respect to trigonometrical, Cadastral and 

topographicai surveys is expressly made subject to the power of the National Assembly to make 

laws over the subject matter.101 

(c) Technique of Action or in-action 

Another type of conditional authority which was associated with the 1979 Constitution:  

Where the power of one tier is made subject to the action or in-action of the other tier with 

regard to the legislative topic where there is seeming concurrence of authority102 has also been 

perpetuated by the Concurrent list of the 1999 Constitution. Hence, with respect to the 

                                                                 
99 Item C 5 
100 (1989) 4 NWLR (pt 117) 517 at 580 
101 [1991] 7 SCNJ (pt 11) 196 
102 Item K 25 
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generation, transmission and distribution of electricity, the authority of a State House of 

Assembly can only be exercised in ―areas not covered by a National grid system within that 

state‖.103 

Now, in the first place, it is the exclusive authority of the National Assembly to make la ws for 

―the promotion and establishment of a national grid.‖104 In this regard, it is the action or inaction 

of the National Assembly in promoting and establishing a national grid that dictates the extent of 

exercise of legislative power by a State House of Assembly.105 

 (d) Exclusive and Residual Dichotomy in the Concurrent List  

Like the 1979 Constitution, the Concurrent list in the 1999 Constitution employs the ‗Exclusive 

and residual' dichotomy within individual topical provisions. 106 

This is achieved by circumscribing the authority of the National Assembly to exclusive subject 

matters, ―leaving the residual powers on such topic to the state‖107 

Item J dealing with statistics clearly illustrates this technique. Here, the power invested on the 

National Assembly to exclusively legislate on statistics must relate to ―any matter upon which 

the National Assembly has power to make law‖. 108 The residual powers on the subject of 

―statistics‖ are conceded to the State House of Assembly, in these words, viz. to make laws for 

the state with respect to statistics and on any matter other than that referred to in paragraph 23 of 

this item.109 

A hint on the operation of this technique was also given in A. G. Lagos State v. A. G. Federation 

(Supra). There, it was held that by section 4 (4) (a) of the 1999 Constitution, the National 

Assembly has powers to legislate on matters on any item in the Concurrent Legislative list as set 

out in the first column of part II of the second schedule to the Constitution to the extent 

prescribed in the second column. 

Since under the items listed in the columns, there is no mention of urban and regional planning 

or physical development or control of land therein, it means that the National Assembly has no 

                                                                 
103 Item K 26 
104 See, B.A. Susu, art.cit.26 
105 Item f 14 (b) 
106 Item f 13 (e) 
107 See, generally, B.A. Susu, loc. cit 
108 See, generally, B.A. Susus, loc.cit 
109 See, B.A. Susu, loc.cit 
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jurisdiction in this matter under the concurrent legislative list. It is, therefore, a residual matter 

for the states.110 

Knight Frank and Rutley (Nig) and Anor v. A. G. (Kano), 111 equally, gives a clue to this 

technique. The issue there was whether the Kano State Government acted ultra vires in entering 

into contract with the appellant for the purpose of preparing a valuation list of rateabie 

hereditaments in the municipal area of Kano.  

By a written agreement between the then Commissioner for Finance, Kano State, and the 

appellants, the latter were to prepare a valuation list of rateable hereditaments for the collection 

or property rates in certain parts of Kano State. Later, the Commissioner intimated the appellants 

of Government's intentions to rescind the contract. The reason for this action was that the 

valuation of hereditaments fell within the responsibility of Local Government of the state and 

not the State Government. The appellant then sued.  

The Supreme Court had the onerous responsibility of giving meaning to the near laconic 

provisions of the Constitution defining the functions of the Local Government. The court 

construed section 7 (5) and paragraph 1 (b) and (j) of the Fourth Schedule to the 1979 

Constitution. It, insightfully, concluded, from this combined reading of these provisions, that the 

collection of rates on rateable hereditaments and the assessment of rates on privately owned 

houses were subjects within the responsibilities of Local Government Councils.  

Accordingly, it held that it was the Local Government of Kano State that possessed the power to 

assess, impose and collect rates on privately owned property. The conclusion is worth quoting in 

extension for the guidance of the appropriate authorities: 

There is no legislation which empowers Kano State Government to dabble in and interfere with 

the compilation of valuation list for the purpose of assessing or collecting rates on private 

properties in Kano State. Therefore, the Government acted ultra vires in entering into contract 

with the appellant to do what only the Local Government Councils were entitled to do under the 

constitution and [the law].112 

Conclusion 

We have examined the distribution of legislative powers within Nigerian federation and 

observed that the Exclusive Legislative List is for the National Assembly while states and 

                                                                 
110 Item J. 23 (e) 
111 See, Ibid. 160-170 
112 (1998) 4 KLR (pt 62) 847 
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National Assembly can legislate on concurrent legislative list. The residual list which is not 

expressly stated in the Constitution is by convention reserved for the states.  

The list contain all matters not included in either the Exclusive or Concurrent Legislative  list.it 

is equally observed that in Nigeria the National Assembly and the states Houses of Assembly 

have been having conflicts on legislation because either of them has been overstepping its 

legislative jurisdiction. The other very important issue noted in this paper is that the doctrine of 

Implied and Inherent powers of the National Assembly is not recognised in Nigeria although it 

is part and parcel of American Congress. Our observation is that the doctrine is anthetical to the 

residual power of states and will lead to further legislative conflicts between the states and 

National Assembly. 

We must also stress that the doctrine of Implied and Inherent power of Congress in America and 

the incidental and Supplementary matter in Nigerian Constitution are not the same. The 

purported attempt to make another NTDC or NTA law without amending the constitution will 

be a futile exercise. The constitution must first be amended to increase the power of the National 

Assembly to cover hospitality and tourism before such a law can be validly make by the 

National Assembly. 

However, in View of the clamour for devolution of power in Nigeria, it is not advisable for the 

constitution to be amended to give more power to the centre. Rather power should be dispersed 

or devolved on the states for a stable polity, and for States to have more power to generate 

revenue for sustenance and provision of infrastructure.  
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CHAPTER XVII 

FEDERALISM, RESOURCE CONTROL, DEVOLUTION OF POWER AND 

RESTRUCTURING: WITHER NIGERIA 

Introduction 

Nigeria as a geopolitical entity has at some point in its history, been variously described as 

politically arranged country, a product of a British experiment in political cloning,1 a mere 

geographical expression2 and as the mistake of 19143. This seeming lack of faith in the Nigeria 

project, expressed by individuals, some of who could well be referred to as part of the founding 

                                                                 
1 Anyoade, J.A.A, “The Federal Character Principle and the Search for National Integration” being a chapter in Federalism and Political 
Restructuring in Nigeria, Kunle Amuwo et al (ed Ibadan, 1988, pg 10) 
2 Chief Obafemi Awolowo, Paths to Nigerian Freedom, London, Faber and Faber, 1947, pg47 
3 Ahmadu Bello, My Life, London, Cambridge University Press, 1962, pg. 133 
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fathers of sovereign Nigeria, could be anything but fortuitous. They were, no doubt borne out of 

experiences and events that are as disturbing now, as at the time they were made. It is an 

undeniable fact that Nigeria at birth, consequent upon the amalgamation in 1914, 4 of ' the colony 

and protectorate of Southern Nigeria with the protectorate of Northern Nigeria, was bedeviled 

by what could best be described as foundational and structural problems. Those problems 

remained, while the British hegemonic influence lasted, even after Nigeria regained her political 

sovereignty in 1960; then a republic in 1963. They threatened our corporate existence, in part 

encouraged or fanned by our erstwhile colonial masters.  

It need be stated that those threats to the survival of Nigeria are not only as imminent then as 

they were, long after the last vestiges of colonialism were dispensed with, but today are huge. 

They are political and economic and jointly are capable of, in a manner of speaking terminating 

the life of not just our much harped about nascent democracy, but the country itself. 5 A 

passionate consideration of events, happenings, occurrences, in and around the states of the 

federation will clearly reveal that never in the history of this country have people been so 

concerned as they are (today) of their differences. This has called into question, the whole 

essence of the Nigeria project. Again the profound change in the practice of federalism in 

Nigeria, that came with the 1979 and 1999 constitutions, has raised serious posers as to whether 

Nigeria is indeed a federation. 

However, one of the severe challenges facing Nigeria as a nation today is the fiscal one. This has 

to do with the revenue rights and fiscal jurisdiction of the component entities of the Nigerian 

federal set-up. Which in turn has led to agitation for true federalism, resource control and fiscal 

federalism. In fact the temis are, these days used inter-changeably. It has remained the most 

dominant and contentious issue in the relationship between the government at the c enter and the 

federating units, within the Nigerian political landscape.  

It6 is settled that in a country with a federal government, its lower tiers of government-be it 

states/regions or local governments —are deemed to be autonomous and enjoy some modicum 

of independence in their areas of competences. They therefore have some ―sovereign‖ powers as 

provided for in the Federal Constitution. Thus, a Federal constitution as a matter of necessity 

gives rise to fiscal federalism.  

                                                                 
4 The issue has been further accentuated by the recent damning report of the National Intelligence Council of the United States Government, 
which forecasted that by the year 2020, Nigeria might case to exist as a nation state 
5 See generally Tanzi, v. “Fiscal Federalism and Decentralization: A Review of some Efficiency and Macroeconomic Aspects”. In B runo, M., and 
B. Pleskovic, (eds) Annual World Bank Conference of Development Economic, World Bank, 1995, PP. 317 -322. 
6 Chukwudi Chukwujekwu, “Historical Origin and Evolution of Nigerian Federalism”, in Obi Emeka Anthony et al (eds), Federalism and National 
Integration in Nigeria, 2004, Book Point Ltd (Onitsha) P. 19 culled from Amah E.I. The Problem of Resource Control -A Critique 2006, L.L.M 
Dissertation submitted to the Faculty of Law, Absu, P. 1 
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How has the country fared, respecting her experiences with fiscal federalism, in terms of 

deconcentration of fiscal management since 1954 she may be adjudged to have made serious 

move at becoming a federal state? The assignment of expenditures responsibilities; revenue 

collection and sharing between the government at the center and the federating units in Nigeria, 

are they in accord with the conventional wisdom on such, as well as with the pattern in majority 

of federal governments around the world? This and similar posers, shall be addressed in the 

instant paper. But before we do that, it is imperative that we appreciate the import and purport of 

the concept of federalism. 

Exigencies of Federalism 

The antecedents of the concept of federalism are both classical and contemporary. It is believed 

to have originated from the ancient twelve tribes of Israel and the league of Greek city states. 

The term itself, is derived from a Latin word ―foedus (convenant)‖ and was coined by the 

Bible—centered federal theologians of the 17th century Britain and New England.7 

Although it has been argued elsewhere8, that federalism as a principle of government is a 

distinctly American invention. As past attempts at Federal union had usually remained at the 

level of a league or long term alliance. Meanwhile, one of the modern expositions on federalism 

that has received wide acceptability is that given by Professor Ben Nwabueze thus:  

 

Federalism is an arrangement whereby governmental powers within a 

country are shared between a national country-wide government and a 

number of regional governments, all equal in status as governments, in 

such a way that each of the national and regional governments exists 

separately and independently from the others and operates directly on 

persons and property within the territorial area of its jurisdictions. With 

a will of its own and its own apparatus for the conduct of its affairs, and 

with an authority in some matters exclusive of all the others.9 

Against the back-drop of the afore-considered views of some of the leading lights in the field of 

federalism, there is unanimity of opinion that all governments within a federal arrangement have 

                                                                 
7 Carl J. Fedrich, the Impact of American Constitutionalism Abroad (1966), p. 45, culled from Nwabueze, Ben  
8 Constitutional Democracy in Africa (vol 4) Op. cit. 201 
9 Fatula O., “Constitutional issues in Nigerian Federalism”, University of Maiduguri Law Journal, Vol. 6, 2003, p.84 
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a horizontal relationship with each other, with no inferior or superior partner. There is no 

hierarchy of authorities, with the central government, sitting on top of the other federating units.  

Again, that such matters of general concern to the nation as a whole like powers for and over 

such matters like currency, external resources, defence, citizenship, should be reserved for the 

central government It is only in respect of the scope and dimension of powers to be so allocated 

and the relationship between the levels of government/federating units that opinion seems 

divergent.10 

It need be stated that some writers11, informed by the exigencies of the modern time or 

contemporary realities, have called for high degree of centralization of power. That is, a stronger 

central government vis-à-vis component units. The implication of which is that in sharing 

powers/competences, the federal government must have overriding power over the states. On the 

other side of the divide, are those who insist that the fundamental and distinguishing 

characteristic of a federal system is that neither the central nor the regional governments are 

subordinate to each other, but rather, the two are co-ordinate and independent.12 

However, a pragmatic evaluation of the whole scheme of allocation of powers under our extant 

constitution13 reveals a high level of centralization of power. This tendency undeniably is 

informed by dual factors. The realization that neither history, economy, nor politics has been fair 

to the Nigerian project coupled with the genuine fear that Nigerian federalism is not been an 

aggregative federalism, but a devolutionary one, needs a strong center in the system. In any 

event, this has elicited criticisms. With unceasing calls for ―true federalism‘ in the polity. This is 

understandable because the very long period of military intervention in the governance of this 

country, seems to have seriously impacted on our collective psyche. So much so that what 

Nigerians now yearn for, is the ideal form of federalism. If there is anything like that as rightly 

observed by R. H. Bhalla: 

There is no strictly rigid Federal system set as a pattern for all to copy as 

wheare maintains, nor any sanctity attached to any particular form of 

                                                                 
10 Adediran, M.O. (Prof) “Critical Examination of the constitutional provisions in the Legislative Powers of the Federal and State” being a 
chapter in proceedings of the conference on the 1995 Nigerian Draft Constitution edited by professor J.O. Ojo at P.11 
11 Sagay Itse, “Nigeria federalism the constitution and resource control” being text of speech delivered at the fourth sensitization program 
organized by the Ibori Vanguard at the Lagoon, Restaurant, Lagos 2009, p.18 
12 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 
13 Essays in Constitutional Laws of Nigeria, (1984) Jos, UNIPRESS, p. 18 
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federalism. Under federalism, there are many gateways of ideas and 

actions so that their fate is seldom settled by a single arbiter14 

What the agitators of ―true federalism‖ seem not to appreciate, is that no federal systems are 

exactly the same in details, in terms of devolution of competencies between the central 

government and the other federating units. No one federal system can serve as a yardstick for 

measuring the correctness or trueness of federalism. Fundamentally, what makes federalism 

―true‖ or not is whether there is an exclusive division of powers between the center and the 

constituent parts even on one single item. 

Before bringing our exposition on federalism as a concept, to its terminus ad quem, it is apropos 

to place on record that the most remarkable feature of federalism in Africa is the fact that the 

majority of federations originated by the inverse process of devolution from an existing unitary 

state, with significant consequences as regards the constitutional forms employed 15. Conversely 

the federal governments of USA, Canada and Australia have been built on the basis of separate 

states surrendering to a Federal government some of their powers for the benefit of all. The 

reverse process we are engaged, particularly in Nigeria — that of the creation of a federal 

government by devolution - as rightly observed by the drafting committee on the review of the 

Nigerian constitution in 1951, is to say the least, a political experiment for which there is no 

precedent to guide us and we are not unmindful of the inherent pitfalls in such an experiment. 16 

Therefore, it meant that the issue of power sharing, participat ion in the political process, equal 

access to and equitable distribution of economic resources are bound to remain thorny in the life 

of the Country, as each section tries to maximize political and economic opportunities available 

in the Country. Again, in the struggle for power-sharing, the national question has assumed a 

more complicated inter-ethnic dimension, in which the minority question, revenue rights and 

fiscal jurisdiction of the federating units, have become a more worrisome aspect.  

Be that as it may be, the fact can hardly be gainsaid, that Nigerian has come a long way, from 

being a mere geographical expression to a more organic and obviously in dissoluble polity.  

Theories of Fiscal Federalism 

                                                                 
14 Nwabueze, Ben (Prof), op. cit. p. 2007 
15 Commission’s Report (1951) p.3 culled from Nwabueze Ben, Constitutional Democracy in Africa (vol. 4) op. cit. p.2008 
16 Nwosu, N. I., et al, An Introduction to Constitutional Development in Nigeria, SUNAD Publisher Ltd, Ibadan, 1998 culled from Ayodele Jimoh, 
“Fiscal Federalism: The Nigerian Experience”, being a paper delivered at the Ad-Hoc Expert Group meeting, 7-9 October 2003, UNCC, Addis 
Ababa, P.5  
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It is an unarguable fact that fiscal federalism was indeed envisaged at birth for our polity, by both 

our colonial masters and highly respected tourch bearers in the Nigerian project, such as Herbert 

Macauley, Ahmadu Bello, Nnamdi Azikwe, Obafemi Awolowo, Tafawa Balewa. This included 

of course many of our patriots who fought for our independence. This disposition was informed 

by their sincere desire to keep Nigeria as one, against the back-drop of the diverse nature of our 

polity. They realized early enough that our strength in diversity can only be maximized 

harnessed under a federal structure with significant autonomy for the regions.  

Although the Clifford Constitution brought some constitutional reforms, it was actually the 1946 

Richards Constitution that sowed the first seed of federalism in Nigeria. Even at that, Nigeria 

was still a unitary colony. This was improved upon by McPherson Constitution of 1951, to the 

extent that the period between 1951 and 1953 is often referred to, under any analysis of Nigeria‘s 

constitutional development, as period of quasi federalism. However, the Lytletton Constitution 

of 1954, granted a large measure of regional autonomy. This could be said to be when full 

federalism arrived on the Nigeria political scene. 17 Since 1954 till date, Nigeria has remained a 

federal state, except the periods the military disrupted the prevailing Constitutional /legal order. 

During which time she experienced, what could, for want of better expression be referred to as 

nominal federalism. As already observed in this stanza of the instant work, as const itutional 

development produced political federalism, fiscal federalism was an unavoidable corollary.  

By way of definition, fiscal federalism, as the terminology implies, is the division of public 

sector functions and finances in a. logical way among different tiers of government.18 In other 

words, it is essentially about the allocation of government expenditures and resources among 

levels of government. That is to say, fiscal relationship between tiers of government in a federal 

state. Some writers have surmised that fiscal federalism or Intergovernmental fiscal relations, 

entails the allocation of tax-raising powers and expenditure responsibilities between levels of 

government.19 In fact, the real import of intergovernmental fiscal relations or fiscal federalism as 

it is usually known, is concretely located within the definitional framework of the concept of 

federalism, though with economic blending. As rightly pointed out elsewhere, 20 while economic 

analysis as enshrined in the theory of fiscal federalism, seeks to guide the division of public— 

sector functions and finances among multiple layers of government. This is by focusing on 

efficiency and welfare maximization in determining optimal jurisdictional authority. It needs to 

                                                                 
17 Musgrave, R.A. and P.B. Musgrave,Public Finance in Theory and Practice, 5 th Ed. Singapore, MMcGraw-Hill, 1989, p.216 
18 Tanzi V., “Fiscal Federalism and Decentralisation: A Review of some Efficiency and Macro -Economic Aspects”. In Bruno, M. Pleskovic, (eds) 
Annual World Bank Conference of Development Economics, World Bank, 1995, PP317 -322 
19 See for example Akindele, S.T. and Olaopa, “Fiscal Federalism and Local Government Finance in Nigeria, 2002 (unpublished) pg.5 
20 Ozo-Eson, Peter, “Fiscal Federalism: Theory, Issues and Perspectives. Daily Independent Newspaper, Lagos Nigeria, August 29, 2005, P.1 
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be recognized that the construction of optimal jurisdictional authority in practice, goes beyond 

purely economic considerations, political, as indeed constitutional considerations, including of 

course, historical events and exigencies, have in practice played fundamental roles in shaping the 

intergovernmental fiscal relations in most federations.  

Interestingly, even in non-federal states, there have been a growing movement towards greater 

fiscal decentralization in recent years. A ready example is a unitary country like China, whose 

unitary character is strongly reinforced through one party system. Yet, for practical purposes, it 

mimics a federation in many respects.21 Some analysts have attributed this to globalization and 

deepening democratization, the world over on the one hand and increasing incomes on the 

other,22 to mention but two. 

It is imperative at this juncture, to point out that the public-sector (government) functions are as a 

matter of conventional wisdom, categorized into three id est. allocation, distribution and 

stabilization. This division cum assignment, of functions and resources, is usually done to 

enhance the government‘s23 effective provision of public goods and services, at different levels 

to the citizens. Meanwhile, it could be said that the basic foundations for the initial theory of 

fiscal federalism were laid in two incisive papers on the theory of public goods, by trio of 

Kenneth Arrow, Richard Musgrave and Paul Sadweh Samuelson in 1954 and 1955 respectively; 

Kenneth Arrow‘s solo effort in 1970 on the roles of the public and private  sectors and of course, 

Musgrave‘s book, on public finance.24 These works provided the framework for what became 

accepted as the proper role of the state economy.  

However, as it relates to revenue collection and sharing, the conventional wisdom suggests that 

in order to maximize both the benefits of central and decentralized revenue collection, revenue 

collection should not be over-centralized. That is to say, revenue collection powers be shared 

between the different tiers of government in a manner that ensures that revenue collection 

powers are closely aligned with expenditure functions. 25 Nonetheless, when some imbalances 

that are inevitable, exist, the revenue sharing role of the central government should be discharged 

in such a manner that would ensure equitable provision of public goods, promotion national 

unity and equity (e.g. through grants).  

                                                                 
21 Snah, Anwar: “Federalism and Macroeconomic Governance: for Better or for worse” being a paper presented at Decentralisation and 
Macroeconomic Governance, conference, held in Brazilia, 16-17 June,1997,p.1 
22 See World Bank Annual Report, 1997 culled from Ozo-Eson, Peter, op. cit., p.1 
23 Musgrave R. A., The Theory of Public Finance, New York, Mcgraw Hill, 1959 
24 See Tanzi, V., op. cit. p.320; Ayodele, Jimoh; op cit, p4 
25 Ozo-Eson, P. op. cit. p.2 
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Basically, under the theoretical framework being considered herein, what is being canvassed is 

an activist role of the state in economic affairs Governments and the ir officials were seen as the 

custodians of public interest who would seek to maximize social welfare based on their 

benevolence or the need to ensure electoral success in democracies. It has been asserted 26 that 

once we allow for a multi- level government arrangement, this role of the state in maximizing 

social welfare then provides the basic ingredients for the theory of fiscal federalism.  

This principle, which Oats27 has formalized into the ―Decentralization Theorem‖, 28 constitutes 

the basic foundation for what may be referred to as the first generation theory of fiscal 

decentralization. It needs be stated that the afore-stated postulation and similar literature on fiscal 

federalism, has received severe criticism from some writers. Some of who, insist that the main 

analytical task of fiscal federalism is to define the appropriate functions and finances of local 

governments as efficiently as possible —— that is in such a way as to maximize community 

welfare. 

Quite curiously, since after the return of our dear country to civilian rule on May 29, 1999, there 

have been calls, particularly from quarters that can hardly be ignored, 29 that constitutional 

democracy is not enough but there is a clear need for the re-birth of true federalism with 

devolution of powers to the states and better managed local governments. This, it is hoped, will 

resolve several of the conflicts and contradictions in the constitution of the Federal Republic of 

Nigeria, l999. It, of course, include the problems of resources control and derivation; fiscal 

federalism; and greater state participation in security management.  

Nigeria‟s Experience with Fiscal Federalism 

The issue of fiscal federalism or intergovernmental fiscal relations has, right through the colonial 

days till date, occupied the front burner of our national discourse. Between 1948 and date, about 

nine commissions,30 military decrees, one Act of the legislature and two Supreme Court 

judgments have failed to resolve the issue of defining and modifying fiscal interrelationships 

among the component entities of the Nigerian federation.31That is to say, the framework for 

revenue sharing both between the regions (now states) and the center (vertical sharing) and 

                                                                 
26 Oates, Wallace E. Fiscal Federalism, New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1972. P. 282 
27 The Theory focused on situations where different levels of public goods “for those goods whose special patterns of beneits were 
encompassed by the geographical scope of their jurisdiction”. 
28 Dafinone, D.O. (Senator). “State of the Nigerian Nation, being a keynote address, delivered at the special meeting of 
29Distinguished Leaders of Thoughts of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, May 29-30, 2001 at Nicon Hilton Hotel, Abuja, p.4  
30 Philipson (1948), Hicks(1952) chick (1954); Raisman (1959); Binns (1964); Aboyade (1977); Okigbo (1979); and Danjuma (1988), culled from 
Owasa, O.L., “Fiscal Federalism in Nigeria: A Historical Analysis”, Transafrican Journal of History, vol. 24, 1995, pp. 70-83See Egwaikhinde and 
Isumonah (201) culled from Ozo-Eson. P., op.cit. p.4 
31 See Egwaikhinde and Isumonah (201) culled from Ozo-Eson. P., op.cit. p.4Op.cit., p.6 
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among the regions (states) themselves (horizontal sharing). Strictly speaking, that rep resents the 

Nigerian fiscal federalism structure. It is also an irrefutable fact that fiscal laws in Nigeria, 

including our extant constitution, in unambiguous terms give more tax powers to the federal 

government, in contra-distinction with the other two lower tiers of government. The country is 

thereby denied the very obvious benefits of fiscal decentralism because the negative multiplier 

effects of fiscal centralism are not only enormous but incompatible with the demands of 

federalism. 

For a better appreciation of the subject on hand, it is empirically apropos, to do a quick historical 

overview, of the issue of fiscal federalism in Nigeria. During the period 1960-1966, steps were 

deliberately taken to reduce the earlier emphasis on regional financial independence  based on the 

principle of derivation. It was reckoned that the financial stability of the federal government was 

crucial for the overall stability of the regions. In fact, both the Independence constitution, 1960 

and the Republican constitution of 1963 provided for 50 percent derivation in respect of 

revenues from all minerals. It was in this phase that, what was referred to as Distributable Pool 

Account was instituted. What was paid into that account, consisted in the main of specified tax 

proceeds collected by the federal government. Thereafter it was distributed or shared to the 

regions based on the following criteria: - 

(a) continuity in government services 

(b) minimum responsibilities of each government 

(c) need based on population size of the region; and 

(d) the balanced development of the federation.  

The period, beginning from 1966 has been characterized by increasing centralization, as the 

states, which evolved from and supplanted the regions, have become more dependent on the 

center. This period coincided largely with the period of aberrational intervention in the political 

landscape of this country by the military. They came into governance with the centrist command 

structure, which was brought to bear on inter-governmental fiscal relations. Such factors like the 

need for national unity following the civil war and the continuous fragmentation of the states, 

promoted a concentration of fiscal authority at the center. In addition to this, various decrees 

were promulgated by the military ―expropriating tax authorities and jurisdiction from the states32 

liven under our nascent democracy, fiscal centralization was smuggled as it were, into the I999 

Constitution, handed down by the military. 33 Since the inauguration of former president 

Olusegun Obasonjo in May 29, 1999 till date, calls for a more decentralized fiscal arrangement 

                                                                 
32 Op.cit., p.6 
33 It was actually the Abdulsalam Abubakar Administration that promulgated the 1999 Constitution 
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have been ceaseless. In spite of this, Fiscal Mobilization Commissions appointed by past and 

present central government and the National Assembly have continued to formulate revenue 

formula, which maintain fiscal centralism. 

Revenue Sharing Arrangement and the 1999 Constitution 

Before any just consideration could be done to the current fiscal arrangement in our polity, a 

quick foray into the historical background respecting revenue allocation is imperative. This, no 

doubt will help in appreciating how we have fared in this sphere of our national life, where we 

have failed, and where we need to modify, improve upon or out-rightly abandon. 

One of the fundamental debilitating factors or clogs in the wheel of Niger ian Federalism has 

been how to equitably share revenue between the center and the federating units. 34 In any event, 

this could be anything but peculiar to Nigeria. As in any federal state, a- formula is usually 

devised to share the revenue of the federation between the central government and the 

governments of the component units on the one hand, and among the government of component 

units on the other.35 

There have always been controversies on the appropriate formula that should be used to share 

out resources in Nigeria. This, no doubt, is partly because the component states are extremely 

dependent on their share of federally — collected revenue to maintain their services. Meanwhile, 

the inception of the revenue allocation system in Nigeria is traceable to the Richards Constitution 

of 1946.36 Granted that that constitution ushered in what could rightly be described as quasi 

federalism, the creation of the regional level government raised the question of allocating 

revenue among the central government, the regional governments and the native authorities.37 

A remarkable We of me post- independence fiscal commissions was the strengthening of the 

position of the federal government vis-à-vis the regions or states and local governments in the 

allocation system The provisions under the 1999 Constitution38 on revenue allocation between 

the federal and state governments as well as the local Government Councils is enshrined in 

Sections 162-168 and in items A and D of part 1 l of the second schedule.  

                                                                 
34 Olutayo C. A., “ Revenue Allocation Commissions and the contradictions in Nigeria’s Federalism” being a chapter in Federalism  and Political 
Restructuring in Nigeria, edited by Kunle Amuwo & others at p. 233 
35 Oyobaire, et al, Government: A Preparation Course, Ibadan, Evans (Nigeria Publisers) Limited, 1991, p. 110 
36 Obi I.C., “The impact of oil on Nigeria’s Revenue Allocation for National Reconstruction” being a chapter in Federalism and Political 
Restructuring in Nigeria, culled from Fatula O. “Constitutionalism”, University of Maiduguri Law Jounral, Vol. 6., 2003, P.89 
37 Adebayo, A.G. “Revenue Allocation: A historical Analysis of the Nigerian Federalism in a Changing World, edited by Olaniyan R ., the 
Presidency, 1988, p. 64 
38 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 
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The salient features of the extant fiscal arrangement are that the Federal Government is vested 

with the competence vide section 162(l) to maintain a common pool of financial resources called 

the Federation Account. Such revenue is directed by the Constitution to be distributed among the 

federal, the 36 states, and the 774 Local Government Councils in the federation on such terms 

and in such manner as may be approved by the National Assembly, taking into account such 

principles like population, equality of states, internal revenue generation, land mass, terrain, as 

well as population density.39 The principles of derivation came up as a provision in Section 

162(2) of the Constitution It is only to be reflected in any approved formula as being not less 

than l3% of the revenue accruing to the federation account directly from any natural resources.  

It need be stated herein that the said Section 162 of the Constitution came up before the Supreme 

Court for interpretation recently. This was part of the struggle for increased revenue for the states 

with a view to guaranteeing at least some measure of financial autonomy of the states. It was 

argued in this case, under reference, on behalf of the eight littoral states of the Federation, inter-

alia, that the Federal Government ceded ownership of the o ff— shore of Nigeria to them, having 

regard to the operations of various Decrees and Nigeria‘s previous constitutions, especially the 

Allocation of Revenue (Federation Account etc.)  (amendment) Decree, 40 which amended cap 

16, Laws of the Federation of Nigeria, 1990.41 

It need also be observed that some states, who counter claimed, in that suit, argued that thirteen 

percent is the barest minimum Section 162(3) of the Constitution has allowed as derivation, 

hence the Supreme Court should use figure 13 to compute their claims for accrued revenue. Also 

some states from the Middle Belt and the North counter-claimed at least 13 percent derivation 

from sale of agricultural related products. While same counter-claim was made by some states in 

the South for Ports, wharfs, et cetera. The full court of the Supreme Court, relying on several 

cases and statutes relevant to the case, held that it is the low-water mark of the land surface 

thereof or the seaward limits of inland waters within the state that would be used for the purpose 

of calculating the amount of revenue accruing to the Federation Account directly from any 

natural resources derived from the states pursuant to the proviso to Section 162(2) of the 1999 

Constitution. 

The Supreme Court further held that by Section 315(2) of the Constitution, the President, as the. 

―appropriate authority‖ ought to have modified cap 16 to bring it into conformity with the 

Constitution. This, the president, has not done. The phrase not less than thirteen percent gives 

                                                                 
39 See Section 162(2) of the Constitution 
40 Attorney General of Federation V. Attorney- General of Abia State & 35 Ors (2002) 4 SCNJ 1 
41 No. 106 of 1992 
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discretion to the lawmaker, in this case, the President as the modifying authority. The Court 

cannot, therefore use figure 13 to calculate the claims of the Counter-Claimants. This was apart 

from declaring as unconstitutional such policies or practices of the Federal Government like, 

unilaterally allocating 1% of the revenue accruing to the Federation Account to the FCT, Abuja; 

servicing of external debts through first line charge on the Federation Account, to mention but 

two, herein. 

In the consolidated cases of Attorney General of Ogun State & Ors V. Attomey-General of the 

Federation.42 filed before the Supreme Court gave its judgment in A-G (Federation) V. A-

G(Abia) & 35Ors.43 The Supreme Court held inter alia - that the National Assembly will enact a 

law first before the provisions of Section 163 of the Constitution will come into force. That 

without such Act, the provisions of section 313 of the Constitution will hold sway. As regards to 

allocation of other revenues, this is captured under Section 163 of the Constitution and the case 

law authority in A-G of the Federation V. A-G, Abia State & 35Ors.44 

The share of the Local Government Councils of federally collected revenue are routed from the 

federation account, through the states and accordingly sub-section, thereof requires such local 

government share to be paid into the state joint Local Government Accounts and pursuant to sub-

section 8 shall be distributed to the Local Governments on such terms and in such manner as 

may be prescribed by the House of Assembly of the State. It need be stated that apart from what 

states will get through statutory allocation and shared taxes, the 1999 Constitution45 also makes 

provision for Federal Grants to the States. Which are of a general character and aimed at 

augmenting the resources of those states that find themselves in financial trouble, due to natural 

disaster or simply to correct the disparity in services to the people of different states.  

It may be chipped in here, that the decision of the Supreme Court46 has practically changed the 

perspectives, the views and the framework on dealing with the revenue allocation formula. The 

littoral states are presently limited to the minimum of 13 per centum derivation as provided in 

the Constitution, the States, 24.72 per centum, the Local Government 20.60, while the Federal 

Government retains 54.68 per centum. In fact there have been fundamental positive changes in 

the fiscal relations of the three tiers of government under our current democratic dispensation. 

The states and local government allocations from the Federation Account have been increased in 

line with the increase in oil prices. Again the constitutionally stipulated 13 per centum derivation 

                                                                 
42 The effect of this amendment was the absolution of the on-shore/off-shore dichotomy on the sharing of oil and non-oil revenue 
43 (2003) FWLR (pt 143) 206 
44 Ibid 
45 Id est. of the Section 162 of the Constitution 
46 See Section 164(1) 
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principle has been implemented and the Niger Development Commission has been established 

and adequately funded to champion the social and economic development of the oil producing 

states. Worthy of note also, is the fact that, since the Supreme Court judgment in April 2002, the 

treatment of external debt service as first line  deduction from the Federation Account has 

stopped and only the debtor states will suffer deductions at source from their statutory 

allocations based on the external debts service due from particular sates, among other positive 

actions. 

Comparative Appraisal of Fiscal Federalism 

It is apropos at this juncture of the instant discourse to appraise some very old and successfully 

operated federal systems i.e. states practice, for a better appreciation of how entrenched our 

application of the principle of fiscal federation in our polity and of course provide appropriate 

lessons from their experiences. This is inevitable, since we do not have to reinvent the wheel 

with regard to best practices in fiscal federalism. Our focal states here are the United States, 

Canada, Australia, and perhaps India, albeit with occasional thrust to some other federations, as 

the need presents itself.  

In older federations, such as the USA, Canada and Australia, onshore resource ownership is 

normally with the states, though there are subs tantial ―federal lands‖ in the Western States of the 

USA and in Alaska. More so, the Federal Government in Washington has no business with what 

Texas State does with its oil. Typically new federations have assigned natural resources 

exclusively or substantially to the Federal Government. However, in virtually all federations, 

offshore resources are federally owned, though Canada has effectively transferred management 

and the royalties and license fees to the contiguous provinces.  

It need also be placed on record that in most Federations with twentieth century constitutions, 

natural resources are owned by the Federal Government. This is particularly true of the heavily 

oil dependent federations, like Mexico, Venezuela and Russia The issue is still not settled for 

Iraq‘s Federal arrangements, while Sudan‘s Federalism is based on a shared6 control of oil and 

gas, with the southern states getting half of the revenues accruing there from. 47 Therefore there is 

nothing particularly unusual about Nigeria‘s arrangement, whereby oil and gas ownership and 

revenues are federally controlled.  

                                                                 
47 Anderson, George, “Nigerian Fiscal Federalism seen from a comparative perspective” being an Address to Governors forum, Abuja, Nigeria, 
28th October, 2007 p.3 
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Also, it will not be out of place to observe that the motivation for revenue allocation in Canada 

and most other older federations is economic; essentially to assist the financially and fiscally 

weak provinces or states with federally collected revenue. Therefore, the system of revenue 

allocation is mainly through grants, whether tied to a formula, project, program or to a category 

of needs.48 This is quite unlike what obtains in Nigeria.  

Perhaps, a cursory consideration of the political configuration of Canada will immensely 

elucidate the application of fiscal federalism in that polity. The federation evolved from the 

political marriage of fairly independent North American entities of Nova Scotia, the New 

Brunswick and United province of Canada, comprising Ontario and Quebec, with already 

developed sources of revenue of their own. The issue then, was how much of such sources of 

revenue that should be surrendered to the new federal government - the Dominion Government. 

This situation, clearly contracts with the Nigerian situation, where it started as a unitary state 

devolving some of its powers to the newly created governmental units based in the three original 

regions of the country.49 

As rightly observed by a contributor50 the Canadian federation permits its provinces a measure of 

considerable control of revenue resources. Even the province of Quebec has been granted 

substantial autonomy in the management of its resources and internal affairs to discourage it 

from seceding from Canada. This bears an eloquent testimony to the fact that Canada is sincerely 

committed to strict adherence of derivation principle, despite the fact that not all the provinces 

are equally endowed. 

In the United States, the state of Wyoming is still reaping the benefits of its resource control of 

oil realized from the oil boom of the recent past. The above treatise on Canadian Federalism 

should not be construed to totally mean that there have not been conflicts over control o f natural 

resources, especially oil in Canada. Indeed there have been manifest conflicts between provinces 

with natural endowments of fossil- fuel and new vulnerabilities experienced by provinces and 

regions deficit in such resources.51 In final analysis, it need be observed that the bane of fiscal 

debate and fiscal relations in Nigeria is the relatively parochial focus on the appropriate, formula 

for sharing the major revenues rather than articulating on other issues of public and fiscal policy.  

                                                                 
48 J.S Omotola Sustaining Nigeria’s Federal Democracy Constitutional Imperatives The Constitution vol 6 No. 2 June 2016 P. 21. O . Abifarin 
Federation as a system of Government Essays in Administrative and Constitutional law vol 2 
49 W. Omole federalism and National Economic Development The Constitution vol 12 No. 1 March 2012 p 16 
50 OBC Nwankwo Indistructible Units Contra Indossoluble Union Re-dressing the Distjunctive in the Nigerian federal System The Constitution 
vol. 10 No. 1 March 2010 p 28 
51 V. Wigwe-Chizindu The Efficacy of the Arguments for federal Ownership of Oil and Gas in Nigeria Journal of Jurisprudence and Contemporary 
Issues vol. 7 No. 1 September 2012 P. 163 
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FEDERALISM AS A SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Federalism is a system of government whereby power is shared between the central and state or 

regional government. In such situation each level of Government is coordinate to the other with 

each level working within a constitutionally defined area or terrain. The national or central 

government and the state governments are partners. The power of both, rest directly upon the 

pe0ple. Neither has any constitutional control over the other. 52 The constitution is clear in 

resolving conflicts in power between the national government and the state government in favour 

of national government because of the doctrine of supremacy of the national government as 

entrenched in the constitution e.g. Section 1(1-)&(3) of the 1999 constitution of Nigeria and 

Article V1 of the constitution of United states of America. For federalism to work smoothly and 

effectively the sharing of powers must be constitutionally defined and delineated. Thus, there is 

usually the exclusive legislative list which is in the exclusive preserve of the national 

government while the concurrent legislative list falls within the jurisdiction of both the National 

and state governments in Nigeria but in America, the national governments is concerned with the 

exclusive legislative list as Opposed to the situation in Nigeria where both the national and state 

government legislate and formulate policies on the concurrent legislative list. Their areas of 

jurisdictions are not clearly defined and this often leads to frict ions and crises. As a matter, of 

fact the central government has invaded all the traditional functions of the states. There is 

nothing like concurrent legislative list in America it is either exclusive legislative list or residual 

power of the states, except of course the incidental and inherent powers of the Congress.  

FEDERALISM IN AMERICA 

The American federalism is many steps ahead of that of Nigeria because the national 

government restricted itself to the exclusive legislative is as enumerated in the constitution and-

by the supreme court of America which has the sole and final jurisdiction to interpret American 

constitution. 

Article 1 Section of the American constitution provides that the congress shall have the power:-  

(1.) To-lay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises to pay the debts and provide for the 

common defence and general welfare of the united states but all duties, imposts and 

excise shall be uniform throughout united states.  

(2.) To borrow money on the credit of the united states 

                                                                 
52 R.B.Posey op cit 
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(3.) To regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several states and with the 

Indian tribes – 

(4.) To establish a uniform rule of nationalisation and uniform laws on the subject of 

bankruptcies throughout the united states 

(5.) To coin money, regulate the value thereof and of foreign coin and fix the standard of 

weights and measures 

(6.) To provide for the punishment of counter fainting the securities and current coins of the 

united states 

(7.) To establish post offices and post roads.  

(8.) To promote the progress of science and useful arts by securing and inventors the for 

limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right to their respective writings and 

discoveries. 

(9.) To constitute tribunals inferior to the Supreme Court.  

(10.) To define and punish any felonies committed on the high seas and offences 

against the law of nations  

(11.) To declare war, grant letters of margue and reprisal and make rules concerning 

captures of land and water.  

(12.) To raise and support armies. 

(13.) To provide and maintain a navy. 

(14.) To make rules for the government and regulation of the land and naval forces.  

(15.) To provide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws of the union, suppress 

insurrections and repel invasions.  

(16.) To provide for organising, arming and disciplining the militia, and for governing 

such part of them as may be employed in the service of the United States, reserving to the 

States respectively, the appointment of the officers, and the authority of training the 

militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress.  

(17.) To exercise exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever, over such district (not 

exceeding ten miles square) as may, by cession of particular States, and the acceptance of 

Congress, become the seat of the government of the United States, and to exercise like 

authority over all places purchased by the consent of the legislature of the State in which 

the same shall be, for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dockards, and other 

needful buildings; and 
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(18.) To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution 

the foregoing powers, and all other powers vasted by this Constitution in the government 

of the United States, or in any department or officer thereof.  

The American federalism is invested with the doctrine of separation of powers as entrenched In 

Articles 111 section 1 on judicial power, Article 11 S.1 on executive power and Article 1 section 

1 on legislative power just as the Nigeria federalism entrenched the doctrine in section 4, 5&6 of 

the 1999 constitution. The doctrine ensures cheeks and balances among the; three arms of 

government.53 

Article x now specifically provides that the power not delegated to the united states by the 

constitution or prohibited by it to the states are; reserved to the states respectively or to the 

people. 

The exclusive legislative list as listed In Article 1 section 8 limits the power of the national 

government in America to those items as exhaustively enumerated while article x specifically 

restricts the national government to those items and gave the residual powers to the state 

government. Thus in the American federalism the state has wider scope of power. This will lead 

to less friction and conflict between the national government and the states. Whereas in Nigeria 

states have no residual power because of the concurrent list States have their own constitutions in 

America but this is not so in Nigeria.  

Again the federal government in America has no specific constitutional power to conserve 

natural resources but it can conserve natural resources upon the lands it owns. This we cannot 

find any provision like section 44(3) of the 1999 constitution of Nigeria in the American 

constitution. In-America there is individual, state and federal ownership of land, forest, wild life, 

petroleum, minerals and coals. Whatever an owner of land finds on his land belongs to him, be 

you an individual, corporate body, state or federal government subject to the right of the federal 

government to collect taxes or royalties. This system makes each state to get its own revenue. 

Without depending on the national government, although the national government do give, 

grants- in-aid to the states just to assist the states occasionally but this is definitely different from 

the Nigerian situation where all the states of the federation depend on monthly federal statutory 

allocation in order to survive. Although Section 164 of the Nigerian constitution also makes 

provision for grants-in-aids to states by the federal government. This has always been handled 

politically. 

                                                                 
53 C. Wigwe Nigeria’s federalism: The State of the Union Journal of Jurisprudence and Contemporary Issues vol. 7 No. 1 September , 2012 P. 30 
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THE NIGERIAN PECULIAR FEDERALISM 

Federalism in Nigeria is an acknowledgement of the varying interest that needed to be 

accommodated within the sovereign state of Nigeria. A federal system evolves when a group of 

states hitherto sovereign agrees to come together in unity as one country and administered by a 

federal authority such as was done‗ in America in 1789‗. Nigerian federation is a child of 

circumstance. Federalism which resulted from the 1914 amalgamation of the Northern and 

southern protectorates was foistered by Britain which was the colonical overlord of both 

protectorates. The so called federalism in Nigeria was only practiced between 1946 and 1966. 

When we had the regidnal government, each region had its autonomy in terms of political 

arrangement, commerce, human and natural resources management in semb lance of the 

American system. 

But the military incursion into Nigerian politics had twisted our hitherto federal state to unitary 

State both in content and in form. Although , we still refer to it as the federal republic of Nigeria 

when it is neither federal nor republic. Under a military regime the republic falls into abeyance 

while a federal state is administered unitarily because of the command structure and orientation 

of our military leaders. The constitution which guaranteed the republican and federal status of 

the state was suspended or abrogated by Decrees. 54 

Even under civil rule in the second "republic (1979-1983) the 1979 constitution was out rightly 

against the spirit of federalism especially section 4 which provides for the exclusive and 

concurrent legislative lists as further enunciated in part 1&11 of no schedule to the constitution. 

This section confers too wide legislative power on the national government in the exclusive 

legislative list and gave wider power to the national government on the concurrent legislative list 

8.43 (3) of the 1979 constitution (now 8. 44(3) which vest all land where mineral resources are 

found in the national government is another provision against the spirit of  federalism. This 

provision is also the bane of the Niger delta crisis and the general uprisings in Nigeria.  

The 1999 constitution rather than evolving true federalism for Nigeria now abridged the 

federalism into unitary system. Apart from repeating 8.4 of the 1979 constitution, it included 

844(3) replacing section S.43(3) of 1 979 which confers ownership and control of mineral 
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resources in Nigeria on the federal government. The NNPC is the federal organ regarding 

mineral oil production and distribution in Nigeria.55 

The constitution went further to create national revenue mobilization and fiscal commission and 

gave it power to fix uniform minimum wage for Nigeria. This negates the principle of 

federallsm. The national judicial council was established to appoint state judges instead ―of the 

normal state apparatus that were constitutionally invested with power to appoint state judges 

under the 1979 constitution. Presidential power to declare state of emergency in a state is an 

aberration in federalism see article 1 8.8(15) of American constitution, rather than declaring state 

of emergency in any state in American, the central government is constitutionally enjoined to 

protect the state against violence and invasion and to assist in quelling insurrection and riots.  

By the exclusive legislative list and s. 44 (3) of the constitution there cannot be a true federalism 

in Nigeria because all the mineral resources a state can derive revenue from have been taken over 

by the federal government. These have constitutionally made the states to be at the mercy of the 

federal government including the local government whose statutory allocation are deducted 

illegally at source by the federal Government to pay teacher‘s salaries, buy jeep for police etc. 

All these actions are against the Spirit Of federalism. Therefore in the spirit of the on-going 

privatization and commercialization of public enterprises in Nigeria the federal government 

should relinquish its ownership of oil and solid minerals in Nigeria. The struggle for resource 

control by the Governors is not a misnomer but a legitimate struggle. 

As a result of all the above stated short comings in our federalism in Nigeria, a national 

conference of all the ethnic nationalities In Nigeria inevitable in order to discuss the future of 

federalism, confederalism or eventual break up of Nigeria because the union is presently unitary 

but called federalism. Nationalization of mineral resources is antithetic to federalism, ethnicity is 

still very much pronounced in our national life and politics of religion is still very much 

pronounced in our national life. We have educational crisis because some part of Nigeria felt 

they are backward and they want to catch up, thus they are agitating for scraping of satellite 

campuses of our universities. Egalitarianism is still a mirage, federal character is not fairly or 

justly implemented. There is strong delusion that a section of Nigeria is born to rule and that its 

interest is equal to national interest. .  

The question of sharia in a secular state needs redefinition. We also need to know whether we 

should have state police and state army and there must be redefinition of federal and state powers 
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and jurisdiction necessary for survival of federalism. l have said it earlier on in chapter 14 the 

why and the how of the national conference as was held in 1966 where each region came 

forward with proposals for the continued existence of the unit called Nigeria. There cannot be 

uniformity of systems and government in a federation. Each state can fashion out its own system 

in order to meet the peculiar needs and circumstances of its people thus in America while some 

state operate unicameral legislature others operate bicameral legislature, while others elect their 

governors, some governors are appointed56. The underlying principle is that no state shall make 

any law that shall contradict the national law. Tenure of governors and legislature varies from 

state to state in America while some governors have 4 years term, some have 2 year term, while 

some serve for 4 to 5 terms some cannot serve more than 2 terms. 57 In a true federalism, state 

Government should not have constitutional power to dissolve democratically elected local 

government or neither should it have power to, suspend local government chairman or power to 

set up a panel on local government chairman. There is inbuilt machinery for local Government to 

probe itself and suspend or impeach any executive chairman for misconduct. Constitutionally 

just as a senator or House of Assembly member can be recalled so also can the councillors. In a 

true federalism, federal or state government cannot impose any transaction such a buying of 

jeeps for police on local government, purchase of tractors for and on behalf of local government 

local government having its own constitutional duties and functions as spelt out in the forth 

Schedule to the 1999 constitution. Apart from this fact each local government has its annual 

budgets and estimates but the frequent interference in a local Government affairs by both the 

state and federal government has impeded the growth and smooth Operation of local 

Government 10A state government should make payment of 10% of their internally generated 

revenue to lose Government a priority because it is a constitutional duly 10B. These are issues to 

be addressed in a National conference if and when convened, including Zero allocation to local 

Government from federation account.  

THE RELEVANCE OF AMERICAN EXPERIENCE TO NlGERlA: A 

CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF AMERICA 

In America there were many conferences prior to her independenceand after independence. 

America was discovered in the year 1492 by anItalian sea captain called Christopher Columbus; 

venture to look unto thiscountry because its past history is similar to that of Nigeria. 

Englandorganized a company for the purpose of colonizing America, this wascalled the Virginia 

                                                                 
56 Y. Fasakin The status of the local Government under the 1999 Constitution: A Constitutional impasse Kogi Readings in law AA. Borokini (ed) 
Stebak Books and publishers Akure 2006 P 69 
57 JAM Agbonika Nigerian federalism: problems and prospects Bi -Annual Journal of public law vol. 2012 P. 14 
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Company similar to the Royal Niger Company' in Nigeria.There was a charter given to the 

company over business and trading rightin America. The charter also gave the company the 

power to rule Americain the name of the English king and according to English law. There 

werealways constant conflict between the settlers and the company. A houseof Burgesses was set 

up to make local laws. The settlers elected men torepresent them in the law making body. This 

makes the colony to be partlyself-governing. But they could not elect their governors they have 

to beappointed by the company. Later the king of England appointed theGovernors. 58 

The first continental congress met in 1774 to condemn what it called the intolerable acts of 

British parliament. All the thirteen original states that formed the union Called United States of 

America sent representatives to the congress at Philia-delphia. The states are:-  

(1.) Delaware 

(2.) Pennsylvaniai, 

(3.) New jersey, 

(4.) Georgia 

(5.) Connecticut 

(6.) Massa chusetts 

(7.) Mary land, 

(8.) South Carolina 

(9.) New Hamphire, 

(10.) Virginia 

(11.) New York 

(12.) North carolina and 

(13.) Rhodes island. 

Thirty seven others states later joined the union voluntarily while the entire original thirteen 

states unanimously admitted them59 

These states urged the colonists to organize local militia and start military training for them 

while at the second continental congress a petition was sent to the king of England and by July of 

                                                                 
58 A.T. Sheu Challenges to local Government System in Nigeria: The way forward Bi -Annual Journal of Public law vol. 4 No. 1 2012 P. 309 
59 A.E. Ibiam Nigerian federalism and the bane of Resource ownership and management: An Appraisal Confluence Journal of Jurisprudence and 
International law vol. 6 No 2 (2013) P 44 
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1775 the declaration of independence was published which led to war and America won the war 

and got its independence in 1776.60 

Without a formal central government, the continental congress being a representative body 

administered the states and the war successfully. By 1781, Article of confederation was adopted. 

There was no executive like governor nor president but rather congressional committees. .At this 

time members of congress were elected by state legislature. 61 

The constitutional convention met in philadel-phia in May 1787 to change the Article of 

confederation. Colonel George washing-ton was chosen as chairman of the convention. Each 

state was proportionally represented. There were about 55 delegates who met from May to 

September 1787. It was in this convention that the 1789 constitution was completed. The new 

constitution ushered in federalism which gave more power to the central government. italso 

provides for three branches of Government which are executive, legislature and judiciary. The 

new constitution makes provision for checks and balances, separation of power and a strong 

national government. The states surrendered certain rights to the federal government and they 

also agreed that no state would pass a law that would contradict the constitution.  

This constitution has seven articles and has recorded twenty seven Amendments.  

Flowing from the American experience are:-  

1. That Americans decided for the congresses and conventions.  

2. That Americans had their destiny in their hands.  

3. That Americans decided the various forms of government they practised at any particular 

time. 

4. That there were 'no go areas‖ during their congresses and conventions. 

5. That America took their decisions to referendum for peoples‘ approval.  

6. That America decided to be a great nation that will rule the world politically and 

economically. 

7. That America though a multi religious and multi-  ethnic state promoted a deep sense of 

belonging and loyalty in its citizenry.  

                                                                 
60 JAM Agbonika and JAA Agbonika Fiscal Federalism and the Challenges of Administration of personal Income Tax in Nigeria. Topical Issues in 
Nigerian Tax Laws and Related Areas JAA. Agbonika (ed) Ababa press ltd Ibadan 2014 P. 409 B. Ogwo A comparative Analysis of the practice of 
federalism in Nigeria, Canada and Switzerland Journal of comparative law vol. 1 No 1 P. 40 
61 O.Oluduro, O. Oke-Samuel and A.M. Owoyemi Revenue Allocation and Resource Control in Nigeria Leadcity University Law Journal vol. part 2 
July 2008 June 2009 P. 398 
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8. That America got her Independence through war and this has influenced her development 

economically and politically but Nigeria got her independence on a platter of gold and 

this made her susceptible to neo colonialism and military mis-adventurism. 

9. That because Americans believed federalism and 'opted for it they all cooperated to make 

it work as a role model for the whole world.  

10. That American government invest in their citizenry, support and protects their lives and 

property against violence and unlawful invasion either by the state, individual or a 

foreign state. Thus Nigeria being a former colony of Britain could as well decide to be a 

role model in Africa and indeed in the whole world if we come together under the banner 

of a national conference or national dialogue where a solid and solemn pact for the 

continued existence of Nigerian federation will be prepared and later. Signed sealed and 

delivered in a referendum. It is no gain saying that we have a lot to learn from America 

since we have adopted their presidential constitution, federalism and free enterprise 

economic system, but there must sincerity of purpose and egalitarianism. We must shun 

sectionalism and nepotism. 

CONCENTRATION OR DEVOLUTlON OF POWER lN THE 1999 CONSTITUTION  

Devolution means the taking away of powers from a Central Government or body and dispersing 

them to other bodies e.g. dispersing of power from the Federal Government of Nigeria to states 

of the Federation and Local Government within the states of the federation 'or dispersing power 

from Central Government in Great Britain to nations like Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland or in 

America dispersing power from the Central Govemmenrt to States and Local Governments  

There are three main types of devolution which are: - 

(a) Administrative devolution by which the functions of government departments and 

agencies are decentralized in such a way that there are zonal states and local government 

or districts offices. 

(b) Executive devolution is a devolution whereby the central government would retain 

responsibility for general policies but states and local governments are empowered to 

control their detailed execution. 

(c) Legislative devolution allows state assemblies within a federation to make laws in certain 

areas of administration. This may also extend to local government or provinces or regions 

making laws or bye laws on certain matters allowed by law. This may account for 

Exclusive and Concurrent legislative lists In the 1999 constitution of Nigeria and the 

previous constitutions of Nigeria 
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This principle of devolution of power is prominent in English legal and political system 

However in Nigeria the call for devolution of power became pronounced after the annulment of 

June 12 presidential elections of 1993. As part of the solution to solving the problem of political 

marginalisation in Nigeria and the rush for power at the centre, it was suggested that power 

should be devolved from the centre to the states so that presidency will be less attractive and the 

attendant bickering and suspicion will be erased permanently. In order to tackle the problem the 

government of General Sani Abacha set up a Devolution of Power Committee headed by Alhaji 

AbdulRahaman Okene alter the winding-up of the Constitutional conference. The committee 

traversed the nook and cranny of Nigeria took oral evidence and accepted memoranda from cross 

sections of Nigeria including pressure groups like labour, professional bodies, Non-

Governmental Organizations, associations, ethnic groups, states and local governments. In spite 

of the huge amount of money the government spent on this committee, the report of the 

committee was never made public neither did the government come out with any white paper on 

the report. 

The 1999 constitution which came on board on the 29th of May, 1999 retained all the provisions 

of the 1979 constitution on the powers of the legislature, executive and the judiciary in toto.  

The constitution also retained the Exclusive and Concurrent legislature lists of the 1979 

constitution without any major amendment that will disperse power from the centre to the states 

or local governments. 

The 1999 constitution in ignoring the popular call for devolution of power further transferred 

power from the state to the centre in its provision in Section 153(1)(i) which creates the National 

Judicial Council which now has power to appoint Chief Judge and Judges of high courts of a 

state by virtue of S. 271, Grand Kadi and Kadis of Sharia Court of Appeal of a State by virtue  of 

S. 276, and president and judges of customary court of Appeal of a state by virtue of S. 281. 

This provision arose as a result of the call by the judiciary for a self-accounting system whereby 

they will not be subjected to the excesses of the executive which in the past undermined the 

independence of the judiciary but the provision has created more mischief than what it was set to 

stem. It is therefore submitted that Section 271, 276 and 281 must be amended without further 

delay. The National Judicial Council can be made relevant only with respect to the consolidated 

'Account of the judiciary but its functions must not be extended to include the powers to appoint 

or remove a high court judge, Kadi or customary courts of appeal judges. The provisions of 

Sections 271, 276 and 281 also makes the state‘s judicial service committee irrelevant. A judicial 
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service commission is now constituted under Section 197. The commission will make 

recommendation on appointment of judges to the National judicial Council who  shall in turn 

recommend to the governor, and the House of Assembly will approve before the final 

appointment of the judge. 

The state judicial service commission will appoint dismiss and exercise disciplinary control over 

the chief Registrar, Deputy Chief Registrar of State High Court, chief Registrar of Sharia Court 

of Appeal, Customary Court of Appeal, magistrates, judges and members of Area Courts and 

customary courts and all other members 0f the staff of the Judicial Service of the state not 

otherwise specified in the constitution see part II of third schedule to the constitution.  

From the foregoing it is practically impossible for any Governor of, a state to remove a chief 

judge or a judge of a high court of a state. They are now federal officers and who has to be paid 

federal minimum wage. Although this will also make them to be independent of state executive 

who will now find it difficult to dictate to them or intimidate them. But this provision is unitary 

in nature. 

Another departure from devolution of power is the creation of Revenue Mobilization Allocation 

and Fiscal Commission under Section 153 of the constitution. The functions of this commission 

as stated in part 1 (N) of the third schedule includes determining the remuneration appropriate 

for political office holders like Presidents, Vice Presidents, Governors, Deputy Governor, 

Ministers, Commissioners, Special Advisers Legislators etc. These provisions are against the 

spirit and principle of federalism. It is an over concentration of power in the centre. It is a unitary 

System rather than federalism. This provision does not allow each state to pay its officers 

according to its ability. 

Akin to this is the provision of Section 17 (3) (e) which provides that the state shall direct its 

policy towards ensuring that there is equal pay for equal work without discrimination on account 

of sex or any other ground whatsoever. When this provision is juxtaposed with item 34 of the 

Exclusive legislative list in the schedule of the 1999 constitution which provide s that the 

National Assembly shall have power to legislate (to the exclusion of any other legislature) on 

labour, including trade unions, industrial relations, conditions, safety and welfare of labour, 

industrial disputes, prescribing a national minimum wage for the federation or any part thereof; 

and industrial arbitrations while item 44 of the same schedule includes pensions, gratuities and. 

other like benefits payable out of the consolidated revenue fund or any public funds of the 

federation. 
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All these provisions have made Nigeria to be a defacto and dejure unitary state. In a true 

federation like America provisions like these are not in their constitution. Apart from the federal 

constitution, each state has its own constitution subject to the principle o f supremacy of Federal 

Constitution over State Constitutions and Laws. The old regional system was much more of 

federalism than the present state structure.  

Apart from the constitution providing that the Revenue Mobilization, Allocation and Fiscal 

Commission shall determine the remuneration of all public office holders Sections 173 and 210 

which protects pension right both at the federal and State level respectively went further to say 

that pension shall be reviewed every five years or together with any state civil service salary 

review, whichever is earlier and that pension in respect of service in the public services of both 

the federation and state shall not be taxed. The provisions of; Sections 13 (3) and 210 (3) are 

imposition, on the state. These provisions are not in concord with the principle of federalism. 

Each state should enjoy some measure of autonomy in terms of economic, social and educational 

policy in a federation. A complete revision of this military constitution is inevitable if indeed 

Nigeria wants to operate the true principles of federalism.  

Commenting on this constitution Chief Gani Fawehinmi62 said in his Thirty Days of Civil Rule 

in Nigeria at page 52 thus: 

1. The 1999 Constitution is not a Federal Constitution. It is a Unitary Constitution coated in 

Federalism. 

2. It does not address the ethnic nationality differences and grievances in Nigeria today.  

3. The structural absurdities which had been the bane of the polity since 1966 have neither 

been addressed nor resolved by this constitution.  

4. It is imposed on the Nigerian people by a group of discredited military officers that 

constituted the Provisional Ruling Council (PRC) and signed into law on the 51h of May, 

1999, by a General in the Armed Forces The imposition reflects the syndrome of 

imposition of the Lugard arrangement of 1914, the Clifford arrangement of 1922, the 

Richard arrangement of 1946, the Macpherson arrangement of 1951, the Lyttleton 

arrangement of 1954, the James Robertson arrangement of 1960, the Republican 

arrangement of 1963 and the Obasanjo concoction of 1979. Since 1914 to date the 

Nigerian people have never had an input by way of a referendum into how they should be 

governed. 

                                                                 
62 P.O. Odiase Comparative Analysis of the use of Residual clause in the Distribution of power in a federation Journal of public  law and 
Jurisprudence (UDUS) vol. 2008/2009 P. 27. K. Alonge Dynamics of Government in Nigeria Up P. 1 Ibadan 2011 P. 75 
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5. All the provisions that should make life worth living for the masses their education, their 

health their housing  etc. are not legal rights for which they can seek redress it not given 

They are merely declared Fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles or State 

Policy in the seemed chapter 

6. Chapter IV which provides for the fundamental rights does not contain any economic 

rights: like the rights to education, employment and in the absence of any employment, 

the right to good medical facilities, fundamental rights to water, electricity. All these are 

absent in these-called chapter of the 1999 constitution dealing with fundamental human 

rights. Even the political rights they appear to have given are circumscribed by several 

provisions, exceptions and interpolations of various types.  

I will now give some details of the above observations he continued: - Unitary and not Federal. 

Judiciary 

Before the military came in 1966, we had Regional Constitutions which enabled each region to 

appoint its judges. What do we have under the 1999 constitution? All the 36 (thirty- six) States 

of the Federation do not even have individual authority to appoint their own 3 judges in their 

own states. Abuja must have an input before that is done.  

I refer you to the powers vested in the National Judicial Council who must make 

recommendation to a Governor of a State before a Judge of that State is, appointed. That 

National Judicial Council must also recommend who should be the Chief Judge of a State before 

the appointment is made. The same National Judicial Council also has power to recommend to 

the Governor of a state removal from office of judicial officers which include the Chief Judge of 

the State, and to exercise disciplinary control 'over such judicial officers. Do you know the 

composition of the National Judicial Council? For the purpose of its composition and function, I 

refer you to paragraphs 20 and 21 of Part I of the Third Schedule to the 1999 constitution the 

members of each House and also approved by resolution of the Houses of Assembly of not less 

than two-thirds of all the States. 

We should consider Zonal Police established in each zone of the 6 (six) geo political zonal of the 

Federation Each geo- political zone should have its own police. These police should be different 

from a Federal Police. Each geo-political zone should have its own Constitution. It must be 

remembered that when we had the 4 regions, each region had its own Constitution. This 

suggestion is worthy of consideration in the process of making the people's Constitution through 

a Sovereign National Conference.  
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On Imposition of the ConstitutionHe has this to say: 

I am one of those who have been agitating and will continue to agitate against the imposition of 

Constitution on the Nigerian people. The people should be the owners of the Constitution and 

they must be allowed to make the constitution. For General Abdulsalami to insert a preamble 

that says:   

 ―We the people of the Federal Republic of Nigeria do hereby make, enact and give to ourselves 

the following constitution is false, fraudulent and deceptive. We did not make this Constitution.  

We know nothing about its making. The making was done by 26 uniformed men who, behave 

like the leaders of an army of occupation, impose this document on us and enacted by their 

Commander- in-Chief on the 5th of May, 1999. I have said it times without number that we will 

not have peace and stability in the polity until we have a Constitution which is a product of a 

Sovereign National Conference which is approved in referendum.  

RESPECTIVE FEDERAL/STATE JURISDICTIONS: DISTORTION OF POWER 

STRUCTURE 

The 1999 Constitution has, significantly, distorted the configuration of powers initially 

consecrated in the 1960 and 1963 Constitutions, to the detriment of the states. As will soon be 

evident, the true position as has aptly been pointed out is that: 

The sharing arrangement under Nigeria's Federal system assigns to the 

Federal government powers and resources so overwhelmingly greater 

than those assigned to the states, thereby depriving the latter of any 

meaningful autonomy in relation to the Federal government.63 

Perhaps, instances will help in elucidating this state of affairs. The matters listed in items 2;645;65 

8;66 10;67 21;68 28;69 34;70 48:71 49:72 54;73 62(f);74 60(d);75 63;76 51;77 and 57;78 nowfall within 

                                                                 
63 See, B.O. Nwabueze, “Reflections on the 1999 Constitution…” art. Cit. 45 
64 Arms, ammunition, and explosives 
65 Bankruptcy and insolvency 
66 Census 
67 Commercial and Industrial monopolies, Combines and Trusts 
68 Drugs and poisons 
69 Finger prints, identification and criminal records 
70 Labour, including trade unions, industrial relations etc 
71 Prisons 
72 Professional Occupations as may be designed by the National Assembly 
73 Quarantine 
74 Registration of Business Names 
75 Regulation of Tourist Industry 
76 Traffic on federal trunk road 
77 Public Holidays 
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the exclusive legislative competence of the National Assembly. This is in sharp contrast tothe 

1960 and 1963 Constitutions, wherein the above mentioned matters were in the 

Concurrentlegislative list, thereby permitting legislative actions by the Federal and Regional 

Governments.  

The scope of activities of the Regions under those Constitution has been captured thus: 

{the Regions] were given wide scope to operate independent of federal 

control in so, far as such operations were designed to cover matters 

confined within the region and in so far as such exercise of power did 

not: amount generally to a regulation of such activities. Thus, the regions 

could establish authorities or other bodies to carry on many of the 

activities. In some cases, subject to federal regulation, but in several 

others, they could act independent of federal regulation and control. Also, 

with regard to those matters on the concurrent legislative list, the regions 

had freedom of action until such a time as the Federal Government 

wanted to move in. Even then such was done after due consultation with 

and usually, the concurrence of the Regions. The purpose being a desire 

to have a national consensus in such matters.79 

As has been suggested, in the spirit of federalism, there can be no gainsaying the preference for 

a national consensus on critical issues to a system where there is ―a predominance of power and 

resources in the hands of either the National or State Governments as to make it so powerful that 

it is able to bend the will of the other to its own.‖80 

Taxation power is another example where the power structure under the 1999 Constitution is 

skewed in favour of the Federal Government. Both section 70 of the 1960 Constitution and 

section 76 of the 1963 Constitution, specifically, conferred power on the Regions o ver personal 

income taxation and estate duty.81 The exercise of the power was, however, for purposes 

specifically prescribed in the Constitution such as the securing of uniform standards.  

In addition, a perusal of sections 64(5) and 69(5) of the 1960 and 1963 Constitutions, 

respectively reveals the added constitutional impetus which the regions enjoyed. Constitutional 

allocation of residual powers was made to the regions in those provisions. Hence, they exercised 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                
78 Service and Execution of Process 
79 See, O. Akanle, “Develpoment in Commercial, Business and Trade La ws”, in T.A. Aguda, (ed) The Challenge of the Nigerian Nation, op cit. 132 
80 See, B. O. Nwabueze “Reflections on the 1999 Constitution…” art. Cit. 41 
81 O. Akanle,The Power to tax and federalism in Nigeria, (Lagos: CBIS, 1988) 17 et seq. 
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legislative power in matters relating to commercial, business and trade law subjects such as 

general principles of contract, arbitration, sale of goods, hire purchase, partnerships, bailment. 82 

The result of this scheme was that: 

...the regions were given wide enough scope to stimulate the economic 

development of their respective regions, while the Federal Government 

was sufficiently strengthened to intervene wherever national interest 

called for it. This way, regional rivalry and competition, a necessary 

attribute of federalism, was ensured though in a way not to rock the boat 

of state.83 

This scenario may be contrasted with the current position under the 1999 Constitution. Now, the 

federal power over taxation of the income and profit of individuals, just as in company taxation 

is plenary.84 What is even more curious is the plenitude of the exclusive powers now enjoyed by 

the federal government over trade and commerce, not only with foreign countries and between 

states, but also over trade and commerce within a state. 85 

There is also a clear evidence of the denudation of powers, which the regions hitherto had, the 

1999 Constitution Instances include the prescription of the minimum standards of education at 

all levels, the election of a State. Governor and members of the State House of Assembly These 

are now exclusive matters for the Federal Government. 86 The position with regard to Local 

Governments is even more intricate. Professor Nwabueze has, thus, argued that a casual reading 

of section 7 create the impression that the subject of local government is an exclusive state 

matter. In his review, this is not correct for: 

Aspects of it... registration of voters at local government elections, the 

procedure for such elections, local finance and the creation of new local 

governments areas are subjected to regulation and control by the Federal 

Government.87 

The technique of power sharing in the 1999 Constitution, as shown above, has fanned inter-

governmental frictions. It has promoted forensic contests. The courts have, thus far, managed to 

keep the conflicts within manageable limits. However, what has not be been emphasised is that 

                                                                 
82 O. Akanle, Development in Commercial, Business and Trade Laws, “art. Cit. 132 
83 O. Akanle, Development in Commercial, Business and Trade Laws, loc. cit 
84 See, Items 59 part I. The States are empowered to collect tax etc. Item D 9, part II 
85 Item 62 part I; See, B.O. Nwabueze, “Reflections…”art.cit. 10; also, A.G. Ogun State v. Aberuogba (1985) 1 NWLR p. 395 
86 See, B.O. Nwabueze, “Reflections…” loc.cit 
87 B.O.Nwabueze loc.cit 
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the present arrangement where power-relations have been skewed in favour of the centre is a 

carry-over from Military rule. It has, thus, been suggested that the power imbalance evident in 

the 1999 Constitution must be ―corrected by the restoration of the scheme of division under the 

1960 and 1963 Constitutions.‖88 

Going back to regionalism 

We are unable to agree with the Yoruba concept of restructuring which in essence is going back 

to the pre-1966 regional arrangement. As far as we are concerned, restructuring does not 

necessarily mean going back to regionalism but each State can have the powers that the regions 

had then. 

There can also be regional integration by the States within each geopolitical zone in Nigeria. 

Our panacea is postulated above and in the concluding remarks.  

Conclusion 

Allocation of authority to varying subunits of the polity is the should of federalism. Authority is 

about power, and power is about control of resources, the availability of which determines the 

quality of lives of the people. 

But resources control itself is about power tussle, since it appears that, the one most important 

objectives of politicians, is their determination to control resources of the people, so that they 

(politicians) can share then according to their whims and caprices.  

A proper Federalise is the only platform which ensures that people in various constituencies are 

allowed to utilise their own resources for survival and development.  

At the moment, the resources of our nation are generally centrally controlled. The task of getting 

them back to the owners will require discussions, hard bargaining and compromises. It is the 

series of these exercises that have been generally Summarised and labelled, a conference or 

convention. 

It will, however, be naïve to believe that the ones holding on the resources, will be glad to 

participate, or even see any value, in a conference that may lead to sharing of the resources by 

their owners. In their perception, such a conference will erode from their huge authority. But 

hardly do they realize, that such a conference, will give power back to the people and they the 

current custodians of the resources w, 11 become the martyrs of the nation.  

                                                                 
88 B.O. Nwabueze loc.cit 
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For a diversely pluralistic country like Nigeria, and for the Nation unity, that is commonly and 

generally verbalized, to eventually be attainable, the conference is a MUST! The issue is not 

whether the conference will take place. The issue is when? The answer is sooner than later. The 

current events in various parts of the country, firmly indicate that time seems to be running out, 

and therefore the time is Now. 

It will be in the greatest interest of the current rulers to bell the car. It is an opportunity for a 

great legacy they should not miss. 

Need for a National Meeting to Achieve the Proposal 

Federation is the Pactum foederis. It is agreement or pact to live together in mutual benevolence. 

It is important for us as a people, not to assume or presume that we are already living together 

somewhat, but to meet and to agree to live together in mutual benevolence. And now is the time, 

after 43 years of Independence. The consequences of not meeting for such a pact are for more 

grievous than the presumed and imagined danger of a meeting. Indeed, there are not such 

dangers in granting ourselves liberty, growth and prosperity. All occupying forces, naturally 

create many dangers in granting liberty. There is no such fear for us in Nigeria.  

Agenda for the Meeting 

I propose only two items on the agenda: 

(i.) Resource control and sharing 

(ii.) Appropriate instrument and authority to actualize (i) above 

The first main meeting will only need to ratify item (i) of the agenda. While item (ii) should go 

to an appropriate committee to draft and bring back also for ratification. 

Modus Operandi 

About two months preceding the national meeting, the issue of resource control and views on 

the various political constituencies as well as traditional constituencies nationwide for positions. 

Representatives of people at both the traditional and political constituencies should present their 

position at the state levels for harmonization. Each state will then select a specified number of 

delegates (equal for each state) representing the constituencies to attend the national meeting. 

The Conference 

1. Delegates after the initial interactions, rhetories, wining and dinning, will generally 

resolve and agree to live together in mutual benevolence. It is the nature of man to do so.  
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2. The delegates will consider for ratification the need for each federating states to control 

its resources, but at the same time empower the federal government to be able to 

adequately perform its traditional coordinating obligations under a federal system.  

3. The delegates will appoint, among themselves, necessary committees that will include a 

powerful committee on details, harmonization committee, drafting committee on style, 

committee on postponed matters, committee on oversight issues and other appropriate 

committees. The conference will break for another month or two enable the committees 

do their job. 

4. The conference will reconvene to consider reports from the committees, consider the 

draft agreement and ratify, after appropriate debates. This section should not last more 

than two weeks and the conference will rise but may reconvene again, if necessary.  

5. The report without any modification, will now be worked into a new constitution, 

through the national assembly. 

6. The new constitution will be launched and should take off immediately.  

7. A Nigerian Bill of Rights should be passed by the National Assembly to protect the 

constitution. 

8. A careful provision for amendment to the constitution should be formulated to enable 

generations in future modify the constitution inconsonance with their times.  

9. The conferral should officially windup. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

PROSPECTIVITY OF LAW AS AN INDISPENSABLE INGREDIENT OF THE RULE 

OF LAW IN A LIBERAL DEMOCRATIC STATE 

Abstract 

This article seeks to examine the subject prospectivity of law and its reception into Nigerian law. 

An attempt will also be made to distinguish between retrospective and prospective laws with a 

view to highlighting the seeming disparity or inconsistency between the statute law and case law 

on the subject. We shall also compare- law making by the military and civilian with respect to 

prospectively in Nigeria. The piece will be concluded on the important note that where there is 

disparity or conflict or inconsistency between the statute law and case law in Nigeria, the  case 

law 5 settled by the Supreme Court is the law, being the court of finality in Nigeria. 1 

Introduction 

                                                                 
1 Adigun vs Attorney General of Oyo State No. 2 1987 2 NWLR Part 56 
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Prospectivity of law 

There is a common law presumption against prospectivity of law or Statue. This presumption of 

law was incorporated into Nigerian law through section 4(9) of the 1979 Constitution for the 

first time. Section 4 (9) of the 1979 Constitution, which was adumbrated in S. 4 (9) of the 1999 

Constitution 1979 Constitution which was adumbrated in 8.4 (9) of the 1999 Constitution 

provides: that notwithstanding the foregoing provisions 'of this section, the National Assembly 

of House of Assembly shall 1n relation to any criminal offence whatsoever have power to make 

any law which shall have retrospective effect. And Section 36 (8) also provides that no person 

shall be held guilty of a criminal offence on an account of any act or omission that did not at that 

time it took place constitute such as offence .The combine effect of these two sections is that no 

criminal law or enactment shall have retrospective effect in Nigeria; therefore such law will be 

void. In spite of the clear wordings of these two sections which restricts prospectivity of law to 

criminal law only, the supreme court in various cases has extended the presumption to all laws, 

whether civil or criminal in Nigeria.  

What is prospectivity of law? 

Prospectivity of law was explained rather than defined in Afolabi v Governor of Oyo State 2 by 

the Supreme Court when it said in my view; the law has a ways been that an enactment as no 

retrospective operation. The principle is ―lex propicit non respicit‖ that is the law looks forward 

and not back. The court went further to say that ―a law is said to have retrospective effect when 

the date of commencement is earlier 1n point of time than the date o f enactment. It is thus a 

fundamental principle of our law in Nigeria that statue shall not be construed as to have 

retrospective operation unless its language is such as plainly to require such construction‖3. In 

Olaniyi vs Areyehun4 Unaemeka-Agu stated ―A Constitution like other statues operated 

prospectively and not retrospectively unless it is expressly provided to, be otherwise. Such a 

legislation affect only rights which come to existence after it has been passed.  

When will a Law be Retrospective? 

A statute will be deemed to be retrospective which takes away any vested right acquired under, 

existing laws or creates new obligation or imposes a new disability in respect of transaction or 

consideration already past.5 Explaining further, Aniagolu JSC-said, ―Based upon the 

                                                                 
2 1985 2 NWLR Part 9 Page 129 at 164-165 
3 Ibid 
4 1991 5NWLR (Part 194) 652 at 691 
5 Sedgnick, Statutory and Constitutional Law at page 160 Maxwell on Interpretation of Statutes 12 th Edition at page 215 
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presumption, that a legislature does not intent what is unjust, the courts have always leaned 

against giving statute a retrospective effect and usually regard them as applying it facts or matter 

which came into existence after the statute have been passed, unless it is clearly shown that a 

retrospective was intended by the legislature. This is a fundamental rule of English law, which 

Nigeria has adopted.6 Retrospective laws were common in Nigeria during military regimes, such 

law is not only retrospective but also removed court‘s jurisdiction. 7 

 

Retroactive or Retrospective Laws  

Retroactivity of law occur when the date of the commencement is backdated from the date of 

publication of the statute i.e. the commencement date of the Constitution (suspension and 

modification) Decree No. 1 1984 was 31St December 1983 whereas it was published on 9th 

February 1984 a Decree No.2 of 1984 commencement date was December 31st 1983 while 

publication date was 19th February 1984. 

Decree No.3 of 1985 commencement date was 31st December 1983 while publication date was 

19th March 1984 etc. retroactivity in any law may be expressly stated or implied from the statute. 

The above listed are examples of express retroactive laws while implied retroactive laws could 

result from an expansion of the scope of an existing crime or punishment. Retroactivity was 

defined as any statute which makes that criminal which was not so at the time the action was 

performed or which increases the punishment or in short in relation to the offence or its 

consequences, alters the situation of a party to his disadvantage. 8 It is an ex-post facto law. 

Retroactivity of law is frowned at by jurists because one of the attributes of law is that it is 

certain, prospective and predictable. The law should not depend on the arbitrary will of any 

judge but must be fixed, permanent and unchangeable unless by the authority of the parliament.9 

A citizen should be able to know what the law is so that he can plan his conduct with reasonable 

certainty of the legal consequences.10 The need to protect the people from inevitable fluctuations 

of legislative policy and a situation whereby an innocent act or omission or a non-criminal act 

when it took place might not over-night be converted into a criminal act or omission punishable 

under the law.11 This principle was applied in the case of Aoko v Fagbemi. 12 In America Justice 

                                                                 
6 Afolabi vs Governor of Oyo State 1985 2NWLR Part 9 at 164-165 
7 Lakanmi v. Attorney General Western Nigeria 1971 1 UILR 1 See also Abifarin Olufemi, Essays on Constitutional and Administrat ive Law, Vol. 
1, Mafolayomi Press Ltd. At page 56 
8 Lindsay vs Washington 1937 301 US 397 
9Blackstone, William Commentaries on the Laws of England. Sweet and Maxwell, London (1821) 1 p IJI III P 454 
10 Hochman, Charlse B., The Supreme Court and Constitutionality of Retroactive Legislation, 73 Harvard Law Review P 697. 
11 Godwin Ikpasa V Bendel State 1982 3 NCLR 152 at 156 per Udo Udoma JSC 
12 1961 1 ANLR 490 
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Brenan if the Supreme Court stated the, principle that due process requires that criminal Statutes 

give sufficient warning to enable man conform their conduct to avoid that which is forbidden is 

one if great bulwarks of our constitutional liberty. 13 Therefore, the need for notice of what 

constitutes a crime or an offence underlies the basis of justice and retroactive law or Statute 

would therefore seem to undermine it.  

Another point against retroactive law is the inherent inequity in that law because the legislator 

has full knowledge of where the guilt or loss will lie. It is to legislative attempt to control or 

proscribe activities of a known individual or group whereas the law is to look forward and not 

back. In retroactive legislation the criminality is based on past activities. 14 

The Military Decrees and Prospectivity of law 

During the first military governance of Nigeria between 1966 and 1979, one of the first Decrees 

promulgated by that regime was the Recovery of Public Property (Special Military Tribunal) 

Decree No. 51 of 1966. This Decree that was promulgated in 1966 was backdated to take effect 

from 1st October 1960 thereby making any act or omission of the first republic politicians that 

were lawful when done or omitted to become unlawful and criminal. The Regional military 

Administrators for the regions made similar edicts. The western Nigerian government then made 

Recovery of Public Property (Special Military Tribunal) Edict no 5 of 1967 of Western, Nigeria. 

The Edict was made to have retroactive effect. Chief E.O Lakanmi15 was charged with a 

criminal offence of corruptly enriching himself and was convicted. He went to court to challenge 

the propriety of western Nigeria government to make the Edict and validity of the Edict vis-à-vis 

the constitution of Nigeria 1963 especially with respect to the retrospective and retroactive 

nature of the Edict. The Supreme Court declared the Edict null and void for violating the 

Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. The Supreme Court for roaring to declare 

military Decree and Edict null and void in this case, the Federal Military Government quickly 

promulgated Federal Military Government (Supremacy of Power) Decree 1970 which in effect 

nullified the judgment of the Supreme Court in Lakanmi‘s case. This is the horrible and 

harrowing experience of the judiciary and Nigerians under military autocracy and dictatorship. 

Similarly, in the cases of Federal Military Government v Chief Bola Ige and Federal Military 

                                                                 
13 Rose v. Lock 46 L ed. 2nd 185 1975 
14 Lakanmi & Anor Attorney General of Western Nigeria 1871 1 VILR 201 
15 Ibid 
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Government v Chief Olabisi Onabanjo,16 the two accused persons were former civilian 

governors of Oyo and Ogun States respectively.  

They were tried and convicted of corruptly enriching Unity Party of Nigeria (UPN) by donating 

N50, 000 each to the party. This was the party under which both of them were elected as 

governors of their respective states. They were tried under Recovery of Public Property (Special 

Military Tribunal) Decree No. 3 1934. This Decree was promulgated in l984 and its operation 

was backdated to cover acts or omissions done between 1979-1983 by the civilian politicians. 

This was clearly against the principle of law against retrospectivity of law. The Decree did not 

also give the accused persons the right of appeal against their conviction. They were both 

convicted and sentenced to one-year imprisonment, which they fully served. The trial and 

conviction was conducted under General Muhammed Buhari regime while in 1985 after the 

ousting of Buhari by Gen. Babangida, the Decree was amended and a Special Appeal Panel was 

set up headed by Justice Akinola Aguda to review the cases of those convicted under Decree 

No.3 of 1984. The cases were reviewed and Chiefs Bola Ige and Olabisi Onabanjo were  

discharged and acquitted by the special appeal tribunal after they had fully served their jail 

terms.17 These trials were against the rule of natural justice; rule of law and dire process. 18 It 

also offends the principles of penology. It was a serious issue of injustice to the eminent 

Nigerians involved. I therefore call for reparation or' compensation for the victims of these 

obnoxious and crude laws in Nigeria. Where such victims are already dead, their family 

members of relations should be entitled to compensation and reparation. 

Application of the Doctrine of Prospectivity of law in Constitutional Matters  

The Supreme Court decided in Ojokolobo v Alamu19 when interpreting-the meaning and effect 

of S. 258 (4) of the 1979 Constitution as amended by Decree No. 17 of l985 inrelation to a 

judgement which is hitherto a nullity by reason of non-delivery of the judgementwithin three 

months from the conclusion of evidence and final address that what theamendment in section 

258 (4) of the constitution brought about was to confer Specialjurisdiction upon the courts with 

effect from 27th August 1985 to revive the proceeding whichotherwise could have become a 

nullity unless the court exercising the jurisdiction by way ofappeal from or review of that 

decision is satisfied that: the― party complaining of such compliance has suffered a miscarriage a 

justice by reason thereof: The court concludedthat Decree No. 17, of l985does not have 

                                                                 
16 Abiola Ojo Constitutional Law and Military Rule in Nigeria, Evans Brothers Nigeria Publisher Ltd. Ibadan, 1987 
17 Ibid. other review panel were Justice Akinola Aguda and Justice Uwaifo Panels 
18 Susu B.A. Retroactive Decrees, the Constitution 1979 and the Issues of Due Process, Journal of Contemporary Legal Problems, Vol. 1, No. 8 & 
9, p. 15 
19 1982 7 SC 124 
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retrospective operation. The effect of this judgementis that the amendment to section 258 of 

1979 is a prospective amendment to take effect from27th August 1985 instead of taking effect 

from 1st October 1979 when the constitution comeinto effect.  

In Uwaifo vs A.G. of Bendel State20 the Supreme Court said Since Nigeria had not had a 

presidential constitution before 1979, it is a truism that section 182 (l) (b) and 166 (1) (b) were 

not designed to disqualify any‗ particular Nigerian at the time the constitution came to force on 

1/10/79. Rather, it was anticipatory in nature and therefore prospective ands, only applicable 

after the country would have two elections under the constitution. The Supreme Court in this 

case placed reliance on Re Athumney where write J. Said perhaps on rule of construction is 

more firmly established than this that a retrospective operation is not to be given a statute so as 

to impair existing right or obligation, otherwise than as regards a matter of procedure unless that 

effect cannot be avoided without doing violence to the language of the enactment. If the 

enactment is fairly capable of either interpretation if ought to be construed prospective only;  

This same Section 182 (l) (b) came for interpretation after the 1999 Constitution by the Nigeria 

courts in Attorney General of the Federation v. All Nigerian People Party and 2 others.21 

In this case Alhaji Abubakar Audu who was Executive Governor of Kogi State in 1991 under, 

the 1979 Constitution was elected Governor of Kogi State in May 1999 under the 1999 

Constitution. He wanted to contrast for second term in May 2003 but it was contended that he 

was not qualify to contest because by virtue of Section 18 (1) which provides inter alia ―no 

person shall qualify for election to the office of Governor of a state if he has been elected to such 

office at any two previous elections‖. The question therefore is having been elected in 1991 and 

1999, can he stand for election 1n 2003 for the same office? The Court of Appeal held in that 

case that the 1999 Constitution came into being on 29- 05-99 all rights, liabilities and privileges 

as contemplated by the constitution arose as of that day Its provisions can only be read 

prospectively looking into the future. If the framers of the constitution have intended otherwise 

they would have said so in very clear words. The only view to take is to give the provision the 

only meaning clearly stated. Any provision of 1999 Constitution becomes applicable as at 29-

05-99 and cannot be retrospectively applied. Thus the court concluded that the election of 2nd 

respondent (Alhaji Abubakar Audu) m 1991 couldn‘t be taken into account for the purpose of 

1999 Constitution. The court further held that the length of tenure recognized under the 1999 

Constitution is four years. The tenure of 2nd respondents for two years between 1991-1993 is not 

                                                                 
20 1982 7 SC 240 
21 2003 1 ELRI 
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within the contemplation of 1999 Constitution. It seems to me .that a Governor that can be 

removed at the will of a General is not the type contemplated. And. finally to construe section 

182 (1) (b) retrospectivity will create an absurdity.  

 

Conclusion 

From the above analysis and the cases cited, one thing is clear and that- is that one of the cardinal 

principles of interpretation is that a statute operates prospectively and not retrospectively and, 

that this fundamental principle of English 1 law has been adopted in Nigeria. 22 It must also be 

noted that although while the provision of the constitution in sections 4 (9) and 36 (8) restricts 

prospectivity to criminal law or statutes only, judicial authority extends to all laws and statutes 

in Nigeria.23 And the Supreme Court being the court of finality 24 in Nigeria has settled the 

matter and prospectivity of law now forms part of our jurisprudence. It must also be noted that 

although sections 4 (9) and 36 (8) were not directly involved in the cases analysed above 

nonetheless the principle of prospectivity of law was directly in issue. This is a cardinal 

principle of law in a liberal democratic state as opposed to military totalitarian state which has 

the habit of making retrospective laws through decrees and edicts as was experienced in Nigeria 

between 1966 and 1979 and between 1984 and 1999.  

For proper demilitarization and democratic consolidation in Nigeria, the essential ingredients of 

the rule of law which includes prospectivity of law, (whether criminal or civil) which has been 

entrenched in the constitution should be religiously applied by the courts and tribunals who are 

the authorities vested with power and jurisdiction to interpret and enforce the law25 Court orders 

and judgement should be complied with and obeyed both by the citizenry and the state so as to 

promote peace, order and good government, which is the very intendment of the constitution. 

Thus the continued withholding of statutory allocation of Lagos Local Governments of Lagos 

State by the Federal Government in spite of the Supreme Court judgement 18 not only illegal 

but portends a grave danger to our fledgling democracy in Nigeria.  

                                                                 
22 Ojokolobo v. Alamu supra 
23 Attorney General of the Federation v All Nigerian Peoples’ Party supra 
24Adigun v. Attorney General of Oyo State op cit. 
25 Section 6 of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 
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CHAPTER XIX 

GODFATHERISM: THE BANE OF GOOD GOVERNANCE IN NIGERIA 

Abstract 

Democracy is now a global political system that ensures entrenchment of fundamental human 

rights of the citizens, due process, rule of law and economic growls. Nigeria as a state embraced 

democracy since 1999 after many years of military interregnum. However, because of the 

godfather phenomenon Nigerians cannot boast of any significant dividend of democracy. This 

paper looked at democracy as practiced in Nigeria, the constitutional basis of democracy in 

Nigeria, the godfather phenomenon and its effects on the economic development of the nation. 

The paper was concluded by advocating active electorate that will take back its sovereignty from 

the hands of the retrogressive and corrupt godfathers. The godfathers in Nigeria should also 

change their orientation and system to a more positive mode of mentoring that can guarantee 

good governance in Nigeria.  

Meaning of Democracy 

Democracy is defined as a form of government in which the people exercise their governing 

power either directly or through elected representatives periodically.1 Therefore, this informs us 

that democracy provides institutions for the expression and the supremacy of the people or 

popular will on the basic issues bordering on socio-political decision and policy making. 

The origin of democracy is traceable to ancient Greek. The word demo in Greek means people 

and Kratia means government. These two words Demo and Kratia metamorphosed into the word 

Democracy.2 Abraham Lincoln a onetime American president defined democracy as 

Government of the people by the people and for the people. 3 In this definition, Government of 

the people has been said to refer to government on behalf of the people or representative 

government or government through responsible, principled and transparent people.4 

The main characteristics of democracy are that it guarantees political liberty, free associations 

and groups inform of political parties, interest groups within parties which are referred to as 

factions in political parlance, periodic elections to choose party leaks and executives and to elect 

people to political or government offices, secret or open ballots, party manifestoes and 

                                                                 
1 Idowu W. Citizenship, Godfatherism and Democracy Essence Interdisciplinary-international Journal of Philosophy Vol. 1 No. 1 (2004) P. 158 
2 Adeyemi-Suenu W. Godfatherism and Political Development, Understanding its impacts on Emerging Democracy Essence op cit. p 72 
3 Ibid 
4 Omotola J.S. Sustaining Nigeria Federal Democracy The Constitution Vol. 6 No. 2 2006 p 2 
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programmes.5 Good governance is guaranteed by democracy. Bad government can be changed 

through ballot box in election. It also ensures freedom of the press, separation of powers, 

independence of the judiciary, rule of law, human rights, supremacy of the constitution and 

party supremacy on its members.6 

Internal Democracy 

Democracy can be external or internal. External democracy is the general election conducted by 

the Electoral Commission of a state among many candidates from two or more political parties, 

whereas internal democracy is the election conducted within a party to elect party leaders or 

executives or conduct of primaries to elect candidates of a political party who will face 

candidates of other political parties in a general election. 7 There is one party democracy, 

multiparty democracy or two party democracy.  

Internal democracy which is as important as external democracy is the bane of democracy and 

good governance in Nigeria.8 Internal democracy is not allowed in the conduct of party affairs 

by the leaders of the parties who got to leadership position by election or selection and hijack 

party institutions and now became arbitrary and dictators their major qualification is their wealth 

which they used to install and remove candidates at will without recourse to due process. 9 

Party supremacy and discipline have been sacrificed on the alter of godfatherism. 10 This has led 

many party members who are robbed of party primary victory to defect to other parties. 11 

Of the many questions which the court has deliberated on, perhaps, what the apex court has 

referred to as ―internal democracy‖ remains the most ubiquitous. In PDP v. Sylvia, 12 the court 

explained, that Section 87 of the Electoral Act, 2010 was: 

                                                                 
5 Debie C.C. Essential Government Tonad Publishers Ltd Lagos 2008 P. 12 
6 Ijalaiye D.A. Democratic Governance in Nigeria: A critical  Appraisal Law, Politics and Development Lagos 2010 p. 3 Taiwo L.O. Democracy and 
the Rule of Law in Nigeria Issues, Problems and Prospects Law, Politics and Development Lagos  2010 p. 21. Bona Chizea  Parties and Party 
System in Nigeria The Constitution Vol. 4 No. 2 (2004) p 40 see also Good Morning Nigeria on NTA Democracy and Party Politics  in Nigeria 
www.nts.news24 
7Bamishaiye A.O, Ashiru M.O. and Olaopa O.R An Analysis of Democracy in Relations to Factionalization of political parties in Nigeria. Law 
Democracy and Social Change Makurdi 2013 p. 93. Olufemi Abifarin Essays on Constitutional and Administrative Law Mafolayomi P ress Kaduna 
2000 
8 Kabir D.M. Democratic Governance and the Rule of Law as Panacea to National Development Law, Democracy and Social Change op cit. 9 110 
9 Ibid 
10 Ojekunle G. Party Supremacy in South Africa and Nigeria  the union 15-21 December 2013 p. 32, Ukhn C.E Godfatherism and the  Scourge of 

Democracy in Nigeria Essence op cit p 81 
11 “ Ojukwu c.c and Olaifa The Challenges of Internal Democracy in Nigeria political parties: The Bane of Intra Party Conflict in  the peoples 
Democratic Party of Nigeria SocialScienceresearch.org>Home 9 Vol. ii Akinola Olbode Nigerian Political Party Lack Internal Democracy 
www.dailytimes.com.ng/article...Party Politics and Intra Party Democracy to Nigeria www.centreinpub.org/pub/Dec2012/JSS Atiku Abubarkar 
Thoughts on Internal Democracy in Nigeria Political Parties theeagleonline.com.ng/thoughts… 
Elections, Internal Party Democracy  and Nigerians Economic Development www.proshaveng.com/reports/2751/election... 
Gabriel Agbeja Toward Ensuring Internal Democracy in Political Parties www.nanugronline.com/section/featue... 
Mark Mayah Instilling Internal Democracy in Nigeria’s Political Parties dailyindependent.ng.com/2012/08/ins… 
Political parties and internal democracy in Nigeria the pointernewsonline.com/%3Fp%3D23511 

http://www.centreinpub.org/pub/Dec2012/JSS
http://www.proshaveng.com/reports/2751/election
http://www.nanugronline.com/section/featue
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...intended to achieve besides the inculcation of internal democracy in the 

affairs of political parties in this country more so in the conduct of their 

party primaries includes thus making them transparent and providing 

level-playing ground for their contestants in party primaries.13 

In the earlier case of Shinkafi v Yari,14 the court had given insight into the basis of this 

requirement of transparency. Listen to the court: 

...It is now trite that where a political party conducts is primary and a 

dissatisfied contestant at the primary election complains about its conduct 

of the primary, the courts have jurisdiction by virtue of the provision of 

Section 87 (9) of the Electoral Act, 2010 (as amended) to examine if the 

conduct of the primary was in accordance with the party‘s Constitution 

and Guidelines. The reason is that in the conduct of its primaries the 

Courts will never allow a political party to act arbitrarily or as it likes. A 

political party must obey its Constitution See, also, Tarzoorv Iornem 

[2016] 3 NWLR (pt 1500) 463, 529, CPC v Ombugadu [2013]18 

NWLR(1385) 66,129-130 

Mahmud Mohammed JSC (as he then was) in Ugwu v Ararume 15 had firmly entrenched U525 

V. reasons for these subsequent rationes. According to the eminent jurist, who later became the 

CJN: 

..if we want to instil sanity into our human affairs, if we want to entrench 

unpolluted democracy in our polity, the naked truth must permeate 

through the blood, nerve and brain of each and every one of us. Although 

credit may not always have its rightful place in politics, we should try to 

blend the two to attain a fair, just and egalitarian society where no one is 

oppressed. Let us call a spade a spade! 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                
12 Text writers have devoted considerable intellectual energies to this, see, for example, A. Awah, “Politics of Impeachment:  Legislative Control 
or Arbitrariness,” in E.Azinge and B. Owasanoye (eds) Rule of Law and Good Governance (Lagos: NIALS, 2009) 165; O.D. Amucheazi and C. 
Onwuasoanya, The Judiciary, Politics and Constitutional Democracy in Nigeria (1999-2007) (Enugu: SNAAP Press Ltd, 2008); N.A. Inegbedion 
and J.O.Odion, “Overcoming The Legal Burden in Election Petitions,” in Nigerian Bar Journal vol 8 No. 1, August, 2012, 161; O. N. Ogbu. “The 
Doctrine of Political Questions and Judicial Resolution of Party Primary Election Disputes in Nigeria,” in Nigerian Bar Journal vol 8 No. 1, August, 
2012, 191; etc 
13 [2012] 13 NWLR (PT 1316) 85, 148 
14 Italics supplied for emphasis 
15 [2016] 1 SC (pt 11) 1, 13 
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Although, severely, criticised,16 the apex court has settled the timeframe for the hearing and 

determination of election petitions and appeals arising therefrom. 17Closely related to the above 

is the settlement of the sacrosanctity of the constitutional tenure of office in Governor, Kwara 

State v. Ojibara.18 

In that case, the respondents, members of KWASIEC, who had a five—year term, were removed 

at the end of their term. They challenged the order. The High Court dismissed their case. The 

Court of Appeal upturned the decision. The Supreme Court affirmed the judgement of the Court 

of Appeal. 

Explaining the rationale for this constitutional method of providing disparate terms, the court 

charted its nexus with the deliberate effort to create continuity and stability in the electoral 

process and governance: 

...the tenure of the Governor, as well as that of the State Legislature is 

four years. The Constitution, however, grants members of [KWASIEC] a 

term of five years. It ought not to escape attention that the deliberate 

purpose of the Constitution is to create an Electoral Commission, the life 

span of which exceeds those of both the Governor and the legislative 

House. This is done with a view to create continuity and stability in the 

electoral process and governance. The same is done in relation to the 

State CSC and State JSC. It is not the intendment of the Constitution that 

membership of those commissions should change with the fortunes of the 

political parties in a State.19 

                                                                 
16 [2017] 12 NWLR (pt 1048) 376, 514 
17 A.S. Shaakaa, “Time Limitation for the hearing and determination of Elections Petition and Appeals Arising Therefrom under the Relevant 
Nigerian Laws: A Critique of ANPP v Goni,” in University of Jos Law Journal, vol 10, No 2, July 2015, 1 -17; also, F.M. Kwede and G. Jerome, 
“Contending Issues Under the Electoral Act, 2012 (as amended) and the Electoral Process in Nigeria,” in University of Jos Law Journal Vol 10, 
No. 1, January 2015, 100-120, citing Shetima v Goni [2012] All EWLR (pt 607); Marwa v Nyako(2012) All FWLR (pt 622) 1621; Amadi v INEC 
*2012+ All FWLR (pt 524) 1415 and I.Akintayo, “Supreme Court’s Election Petition Time -Limitation Judgement: A Critique,” in The Nation 
(Lagos), vol 7, No 2231, 36; see, C.A. Igwe, ‘Appraisal of Jurisdictional Issues in Election Matters in Nigeria’ in Ebonyi State University Law 
Journal, vol 5 No. 1, 2013, 106 
18 ANPP v Goni [2012] 7 NWLR (pt 1298) 155; Ugba v Suswan etc 
19 (2007) 1 MJSC 1, 10 
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As indicated earlier in this presentation, it is impossible to exhaust the ideas embedded in the 

commodious subject of this presentation. The temptation, therefore, is to proceed interminably! 

We must however, resist this temptation.  

Permit us, therefore, to refer to just one more technique which the apex court has deployed in 

tackling one of the serious problems which tends to hinder the enthronement of an enduring 

democratic government. 

This technique is the court‘s responsiveness to the failure of the political parties to abide by the 

Provisions of the Constitutions 

Thus, in Ugwu V Ararume,20 the court responded, most admirably, to the attempts by counsel to 

employ Onuoha V Okafor (supra) to arm-twist the law: 

My humble view on the decision in Onuohar V. Okafor… is that it has 

ceased to be a guiding light in view of the present state of our political 

life. I have no doubt that the reasoning in the case might have been useful 

at the time the decision was made. It seems to me, however, that in view 

of the contemporary occurrences in the political parties, in their own 

wisdom, had written into their Constitutions that their candidates for 

election would emerge from their party primaries, it becomes 

unacceptable that the court should run away from their duty to enforce 

compliance with the parties‘ Constitution. An observer of the Nigerian 

political scene today easily discover, that the failure of the parties to 

ensure intra-party democracy and live by the provisions of their 

Constitutions as to the emergence of candidates for elections, is one of 

the major causes of the serious problems hindering the enthronement of 

representative government in this country…21 

 

Party Supremacy and Party Discipline in Nigeria  

A new dimension to party politics and party defection is now manifested in Nigeria where three 

Governors defected to APC from PDP but their deputies refused to defect with them to the new 

party APC. The Governor of Sokoto state defected to APC but his deputy refused to follow him. 

                                                                 
20 See, Ibid page 10 
21 (2007) 12 NWLR (pt 1048) 451 
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The same goes for Nasarawa and Adamawa states. The Adamawa state is the most funny 

because all the 25 members of the House of Assembly defected to APC and later went back to 

PDP and are now threatening to impeach the Governor. Alhaji Abubakar Atiku who was Vice 

President to President Olusegun Obasanjo had earlier defected to Action Congress while 

Obasanjo remained in PDP. The unilateral declaration of his seat as Vice President vacant by 

Obasanjo was declared null and void by the court. So many legislators both at the state and 

federal levels have also cross carpetted from one party to another based on the inclination of 

their godfathers or in protest against the godfather and in violation of sections 86(1) and 109(1) 

of the Constitution.22 

Ojekunle contrasted the situation in Nigeria with that of South Africa where President Jacob 

Zuma was once persecuted within the rank and file of African National Congress as a leader. In 

spite of the enormity press Campaign of Calumny against him, he refused to leave the African 

National Congress. He endured his persecution and later become the President of South Africa 

under the platform of the same party23 while godfatherism is responsible for some of these 

defections, greed, arrogance and lack of political culture is responsible for others. Governors in 

Nigeria are also proud and pompons that they want to control the parties both at the state 

individually and collectively through the Governors Forum at the national level because they 

sponsor the parties at state level, they also donate to the parties at the national level and award 

contracts to National Officers of the parties or give money to them in order to manipulate them 

in their favour. But does this give them power to become the Lord Manors of the parties? They 

also go to the extent of manipulating the president in their favour or against Nigerians when they 

openly suggested deregulation of the price of petroleum so that they can have more allocation 

from the federation account.  

There are various conflicting opinions about these defections. While some believe that it is a 

constitutions right, others believe it has some constitutional implications such as lost seal as a 
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remit of defection.24 The courts are not left out in the controversial topic. 25 Even lNEC chairman 

is of the view that defected legislators and executives should vacate their seals in order In give 

way to bye-elections to fill the vacant seals.26 

Godfatherism in Nigerian Politics 

According to Emordi, Oshadare and Attah, Godfatherism is a global phenomenon. It is not just a 

derogatory concept used in Nigeria as Adeyemi-Suenu inferred. It is well known all over the 

world, power and influence play a tremendous role in the activities of people especially in public 

affairs. Those who possess these traits tend to control the affairs of the moment either in politics, 

economics, sports, religion, management, and education etc. This phenomenon held sway even 

during the period of classical leaders.27 

A godfather, therefore, is my influential or powerful person or leader who sponsors another 

person into an elective political position, who helps another person to get a political 

appointment, to acquire basic social and material goods such as scholarship, loan, employment, 

promotion etc.28 In relation to states colonial masters could be godfathers of the colonized sums 

even after independence according to Akinyemi.29 Generally in the context of power relations in 

politics godfathers are the persons who direct the affairs of politics.  They are the king makers at 

the federal, state or local government levels or even in business affairs. They see the business of 

politics and elections in Nigeria as their pre-occupation.30Although, there are various types of 

godfatherism ranging from political, economic, religious to business godfatherism. 

However, political godfatherism is of two types. There is the type which offers to the godson 

leadership, idols, expertise, wisdom, mentorship all of which are of immense importance to the 

career of the godson. Obafemi Awolowo, Ahmadu Bello, Nnamdi Azikiwe and Aimnu Kano 

and godfathers who inspired and directed their godsons such as Lateef Jakande, Tafawa Balewa, 

Jim Nwobodo and Balarabe Musa correctly and positively. These godsons later became 

godfathers in their own rights. It is this type of godfatherism exhibited by these people that are 

regarded as positive.31In other words, the godfather influences the godson in such a way as to 

enhance an overall development of the godson. This being the practices or the disposition of the 
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godfather it is hoped that the benevolent action of the godfather would also affect the large 

environment where such symbolic relationship exists.  

On the negative sits in the course of the godfather pursuing the business of politics, they set 

aside democratic norms, principles and moral values. In this type such a godfather expects the 

godson to adopt or exhibit slave mentality of complete obedience and the godson to have 

cowardly, subservient and beggarly disposition and which must be well developed it the godson 

would enjoy or continue to enjoy the favour and support which flows out of the god fathers 

strength and power.32 In this class, we have godfathers like Emeka Offor, Chris Uba, lamidi 

Adedibu, Dr Olusola Saraki and later Dr Bukola Saraki, who enslaved their godsons, Chinwoke 

Nbadinuju Governor of Anambra State I999-2003, Chris Ngige Governor of Anambra 2003-

2006. Resheed Ladoja Governor of Oyo State 2003-2007 and Alhaji Mohammed Lawal 

Governor of Kwara State I999 - 2003 (Earlier Alhaji Adamu Attah between 1979-I983 and 

Alhaji Fatah Ahmed Governor of Kwara State 2011-2015,33 The Godfather ms is today a 

dmguous phenomnon in Nigeria. It has erupted in many states in Nigeria and has consumed 

many Governors by either failure to win a second term or not being able to complete a term. The 

godfather is so desperate to destroy or remove a recalcitrant godson even if it involves testifying 

against him at electoral tribunal.34 

Godfatherism, therefore emerges as an unholy alliance between the man of ideas, but without 

the resources to win an election and the man with the resources to win an electron but lacks the 

qualities to stand as the candidate. Under this alliance, the godfather, without the ideological 

commitment and whose self- interest in the alliance is his political and financial gains dictates 

how the state should be run, not the man of ideas won the election. Through the instrument of 

enslavement fashioned before and after the election, the godfather is assured of a regular 

princely chunk of the national, state or local government resources. This is to recover the 

resources expended on the election and to ensure continued accumulation of wealth to to sustain 

the political machinery or structure of the godfather. Godfathers in contemporary Nigeria see 

their efforts toward their godsons as investment from which they must profit bountifully. 35 

In some cases godfathers nominate 80% of the commissioners of the state, board members, and 

special advisers including the personal staff of the Governors. These are done at caucuses in the 
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godfathers‘ houses and major contracts are awarded in the living rooms of the godfathers to their 

cronies and loyalists and whether or not the contracts are executed cannot be queried by the 

Governor or whether or not the contract is executed to specification.36 Any act of disobedience 

or deviation from the pact between the godfather and the godson by the man is met with 

violence by the followers of the godfathers. 37 The godfathers during the era of President 

Olusegun Obasanjo held the states to ransom because some of the godson could no longer pay 

salary of workers after servicing the political machinery of the godfathers. 38 Resulting from 

these are unemployment underemployment, lack of basic infrastructure, poverty, high maternal 

mortality rate, decrees in life expectancy, high incidence of divorce, judicial separation, single 

parents, street children, area boys and area girls, prostitution, human trafficking, slave labour, 

child labour, armed robbery, child abandonment, and increase in orphanages and motherless 

babies homes in Nigeria. These are all indicators of bad governance. We also have monumental 

corruption in both public and private sectors in Nigeria. The EFCC and ICPC are unable to 

effectively tackle this menace, because of the influence and connections of godfatherism and 

government officials.  

Godfatherism across states in Nigeria 

The disturbing aspect of godfatherism is that it is crude and has no regard for due process, rule 

of law and natural justice. The constitution of Peoples Democratic Party for instance provides 

that the incumbent governor is the leader of the party in his state while the president is the leader 

of the party at the national level. But godfatherism will not allow this provision of the party 

constitution to be fulfilled39 - in Kwara State between 2003 and 2011 Dr Olusola Saraki whose 

son was the governor was the leader of the party contrary to the PDP constitution. While Alhaji 

Abdul Fatah Ahmed became the governor, Dr Bukola Saraki remained the leader of the party 

(PDP) in Kwara State. Even at the time some members of PDP in Kwara State wanted to leave 

PDP for APC, the Governor confessed openly that Dr. Bukola Saraki is the leader of the party 

who could decide which party they will go. In Benue, Senator George Akume who was the 

former Governor of Benue state installed Governor Gabriel Suswam but shortly after the 

inauguration of Suswam he could not obey his godfather Senator George Akume. This made 

George Akume to defect to APC and be sponsored Professor Ugba against Suswan his former 
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godson. But with new alliances with Senator David Mark, (Senate President) Senator Barnabas 

Gemade and few other leaders in Benue he was able to win second term. Even the serious legal 

battles that followed in the tribunals were also won by Suswam. But this was not without serious 

violence in the state during the period of these contests in the court. In Abia state, governor 

Theodore Orji, a godson of Olji Uzor Kalu, the former Governor of the state, do not see eye to 

eye since 2008 barely a year after his election. Although, he was able to sustain himself in 

power by forming few alliances and coupled with good performance in office.  

In Zamfara state, Governor Shinkafi could not win the second term because of his disobedience 

and disloyalty to former Governor Ahmed Yerima who was his godfather. Ahmed Yerima 

boasted that he will not win the second term election, and he made good his promise. In the face 

of godfatherism in Nigeria the winning or losing of an election does not depend on meeting the 

needs of the electorate or performance or provision of infrastructural facilities for the people but 

loyalty and slavish obedience of the godfather as exhibited by Alhaji Abdul Fatah Ahmed of 

Kwara State. Spies and loyalists of his godfather are planted and strategically positioned around 

him, so much so that if he sneezes the godfather knows. 40 

In Kogi state, because of misunderstanding between former Governor Ibrahim Idris and his 

erstwhile godson Jibrin Isa (Echocho) he was dropped as the governorship cand idate of PDP. 

Another candidate who is now the governor of the state was brought in from nowhere. Governor 

Idris Wada who was eventually brought is still loyal and obedient to his godfather, former 

Governor Ibrahim Idris. In this scenario, the new governor has not been able to pay primary 

school teachers‘ salary for five months. There is no significant improvement in infrastructural 

development in the state, local government staffs are paid 30% of their monthly salary since 

January 2014 till date. 

At the national level former president Olusegun Obasanjo who was instrumental to the election 

of President Jonathan was having too much overbearing influence as godfather on him as 

godson. It was his resistance of this that lead to the current face-off between him and the 

president. This face off climaxed in his letter to the president which the president replied. In 

order for the president to sustain himself independently of his godfather (Obasanjo) he is now 

providing dividends of democracy to Nigerians who are watching whether or not he will survive 

the battle by winning a second term in the midst of crisis of confidence between him and his 
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godfather.41 It must be noted that President Olusegun Obasanjo promoted and sustained 

godfatherism across the state throughout his tenure as the president of Nigeria.  

The Kwara State Debacle 

Kwara State has the worst form of godfatherism. The former godfather Dr Abubakar Olusola 

Saraki otherwise known as Oloye was an absolute godfather who does not recognize nor tolerate 

any other leader in any part of Kwara during his lifetime. No member of his party could indicate 

interest in any political office without his prompting and tacit approval. You dare not print a 

postal or announce your ambition without his prior authorization, then you have lost before the 

contest. He successfully established a political dynasty in Kwara State that at the same time his 

biological son was serving as a governor, his younger sister was in senate. His attempt to 

succeed his son with his daughter was successfully resisted by his son Dr Bukola Saraki by a 

palace coup. Dr. Bukola Saraki‘s candidate Abdul Fatah Ahmed defeated the father‘s candidate 

Senator Gbemisola Saraki - Fowora. The implication of Gbemisola winning the election would 

have made her the godfather of Kwara politics instead Dr. Bukola Saraki because Gbemisola as 

a serving Governor and a more open handed person like her father would have overrun her 

brother in the game of succession to the leadership of the father‘s political dynasty. Such issues 

like religious sentiment and federal might were used in the electioneering campaign to defeat 

Gbemisola and her father. It must be noted, however, that it is only in Kwara State that a son 

succeeded his father as the godfather of Kwara politics. Thus, since 1979 when Saraki emerged 

as the godfather of Kwara politics, he has been in effective control and this has also held the 

state down in terms of industrial and infrastructural development. Although individual godsons 

were enriched by political patronage. But how far will Dr Bukola Saraki reign as the godfather 

of Kwara politics is a matter for Kwarans to decide.  

The legal Basis of Democracy in Nigeria 

The constitution of Nigeria provides that the Federal Republic of Nigeria shall be a state based 

on the principle of democracy and social justice.42 It is hereby accordingly declared that 

sovereignty belongs to the people of Nigeria from whom government through this constitution 

derives all its powers and authority.43 The security and welfare of the people shall be the 
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primary purpose of government and the participation by the people in their government shall be 

ensured in accordance with the provisions of this constitution. 44 

The constitution further guarantees the right to peaceful assembly and association which 

includes the right to belong to a political party recognized by the Independent National Electoral 

Commission.45 Since democracy can only be achieved by party politicking it is not surprising 

that the constitution makes copious provisions on the right to belong to a political party or 

association recognized by INEC. The court has also lent credence to this constitutional provision 

by holding that Democracy demands that any person wishing to rule must get the mandate of the 

people.46 

Constitutional Regulation of Politics in Nigeria 

In order to regulate political activities in Nigeria the constitution provides that: No association, 

other than a political party, shall canvass for votes for any candidate at any election or contribute 

to the funds of any political party or to the election expenses of any candidate at an election? 47 

No association by whatever name called shall function as a political party, unless- 

(a) The names and addresses of its national officers are registered with the Independent 

National Electoral Commission; 

(b) The membership of eh association is open to every citizen of Nigeria irrespective of his 

place of origin, circumstance of birth, sex, religion or ethnic grouping; 

(c) A copy of its constitution is registered in the principal office of the Independent National 

Electoral Commission in such form as may be prescribed by the Independent National 

Electoral Commission. 

(d) Any alteration in its registered constitution is also registered in the principle office of the 

Independent National Electoral Commission within thirty days of the making of such 

alteration. 

(e) The name of the association, its symbol or logo does not contain an ethnic or religious 

connotation or give the appearance that the activities of the association are confined to a 

part only of the geographical area of Nigeria, and 

(f) The headquarters of the association is situated in the Federal Capital Territory Abuja. 48 It 

went further to state that: 
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The constitution and rules of a political party shall provide for the 

periodical election on a democratic bas is of the principal officers and 

member of the executives committee or other governing body of the 

political party; and ensure that the members of the executive committee 

or other governing body of the political party reflect the federal character 

of Nigeria. This is to present a situation whereby members of a family, 

tribe or ethnic stock will dominate national polity. The provision will 

also enhance national integration and spirit of belonging to every 

Nigerian. 

For the purpose of this section, the election of the officers or members of the executive 

committee of a political party shall be deemed to be periodical only if it is made at regular 

intervals not exceeding four years.  

And the members of the executive committee or other governing body of the politica l party shall 

be deemed to reflect the federal character of Nigeria only if the members thereof belong to 

different State not being less in number than two-thirds of all the States of the Federation and 

the Federal Capital Territory, Abuja.49 This provision is to prevent selection of party executives 

or party candidates or imposition of candidates on party members.  

Finance of Political Parties 

The programme as well as the aims and objectives of the political party shall conform with the 

provisions of chapter, II of this constitution.50 

Every political party shall at such times and in such manner as the Independent  

National Electoral Commission may require submit to the Independent National  

1. Electoral Commission and publish a statement of its assets and liabilities.51 

2. Every political party shall submit to the Independent National Electoral Commission a 

detailed annual statement and analysis of its sources of funds and other assets together 

with a similar statement of its expenditure in such form as the commission may require. 

3. No political party shall— 

(a) Hold or possess any funds or other assets outside Nigeria, or 
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(b) Be entitled to retain any funds or assets remitted or sent to it from outside 

Nigeria. 

4. Any funds or other assets remitted or sent to a political party from outside Nigeria shall 

be paid over or transferred to the Commission within twenty-one days of its receipt with 

such information as the Commission may require.  

5. The commission shall have power to give directions to political parties regarding the 

books or records of financial transactions which they shall keep and, to examine all such 

books and records. 

6. The powers conferred on the commission under subsection (4) of this section may be 

exercised by it through any member of its staff or any person who is an auditor by 

profession, and who is not a member of a political party. 52 

1. The independent National Electoral Commission, shall in every year prepare and submit 

to the National Assembly a report on the accounts and balance sheet of every political 

party. 

2. It shall be the duty of the Commission, in preparing its report under this section, to carry 

out such investigation as will enable it to form an opinion as to whether proper books of 

account and proper records have been kept by any political party, and if the commission 

is of the Opinion that proper books of accounts have not been kept by a political party, 

the commission shall so report.  

3. Every member of the commission or its duly authorized agent shall-  

(a) Have a right of access at all times to the books and accounts and vouchers of all 

political parties; and 

(b) Be entitled to require from the officers of the political party such information and 

explanation as he thinks necessary for the performance of his duties under this 

constitution, and if the member of the commission or such agent fails or is unable 

to obtain all the information and explanation which to the best of his knowledge 

and belief are necessary for the purposes of the investigation, the commission 

shall state that fact in its report.53 This provision is to ensure probity and 

transparency in the running of the affairs of the parties. It is also to prevent 

sponsorship of political parties in Nigeria by money from abroad.  

Prohibition of Violence and Thuggery 
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No association shall retain, organize, train or equip any person or group of persons for the 

purpose of training them to be employed for the use or display of physical force or coercion in 

promoting any political objective or interest or in such manner as to arouse reasonable 

apprehension that they are organized and trained or equipped for that purpose.54 Most godfathers 

in Nigeria are in break of these provisions of the constitution. The Nigerian police and other 

security agencies should live above board in curbing the menace.  

The National Assembly may by law provide- 

(a) For the punishment of any person involved in the management or control of any political 

party fund after due inquiry to have contravened any of the provisions of section 

221,225(3) and 227 of this constitution.  

(b) For the disqualification of any person from holding public office on the ground that he 

knowingly aids or abets a political party in contravening section 225(3) of this 

constitution. 

(c) For an annual grant to the Independent National Electoral Commission for disbursement 

to political parties on a fair and equitable basis to assist them in the discharge of their 

functions. 

(d) For the conferment on the commission of other power as may appear to the National 

Assembly to be necessary or desirable for the purpose of enabling the commission more 

effectively to ensure that political parties observe the provision of this part of this 

chapter.55 

In addition to the constitutional provisions and in order to fulfill the constitutional obligations 

imposed on the National Assembly, the National Assembly enacted the Electoral Act 2010 

amended in 2011. 

The Electoral Act and Democracy in Nigeria 

The Act established the Independent National. Electoral Commission (INFLT), stated the 

procedure at election and gave power to INEC to register or recognize political parties, 56 with 

symbols57 allow merger of parties,58 supervise party conventions and congresses59 and 

monitoring of political parties generally.60 It is also to ensure parties nominate candidates for 
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elective positions within time frame and can withdraw or substitute candidate with genuine or 

cogent reasons.61 INEC is also given power under the Act to monitor finances of the parties by 

looking at the books of account of the parties periodically, by setting limits of contribution to 

political parties and limitation to election expenses by political parties, disclosure of sources of 

funding of political parties which should be within Nigeria. 62 It also regulates conduct at 

political rallies and processions and it also prohibited use of force or violence at political 

campaigns.63 The overall effect of these provisions of the Electoral Act is to ensure fairness, 

openness, transparency, accountability and probity. It also reinforce the fact that parties are to be 

political associations of likeminded people who are to run the party affairs on egalitarian basis 

by eliminating the possibility of hijack of the party by money bags or god fathers.  

The constitution and the Electoral Act guarantee internal democracy by providing for party 

election of executives and party primaries to choose candidates for general election.64 

Regional Convention and Protocol on Political Participation by Citizen (Democracy)  

The African charter of Human and People‘s Rights provides that every citizen shall have the 

right to participate freely in the government of his country, either directly or through freely 

chosen representatives in accordance with the provisions of the law. 65 Every citizen shall have 

the right of equal access to the public service of his country66 and every individual shall have the 

right of access to public property and services in strict equality of all persons before the laws. 67 

These rights are available to every citizen of Africa whose country has subscribed to the charter 

in addition to the municipal laws that guarantees the right to participation in governance. 

United Nations Convention on Political Rights and Democracy  

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 declares that everyone has the right to 

freedom of peaceful assembly and association. 68 No one may be compelled to belong to an 

association.69 Everyone has the right to take part in the government of his country and the will of 

the people shall be the basis of the authority of government, this will, shall be expressed in 
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periodic and genuine elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be held 

by secret ballot or by equivalent free voting procedures. 70 

These articles guarantee that every citizen of any state in the world has a right to participate in 

government of his state. Whether directly by contesting an e lection or indirectly by voting for 

people he wants to represent him and others in an election. By these provisions a citizen has a 

right to participate in party conventions, congresses and primaries. He should not be deprived of 

participation by godfathers or money bags of the party. No unconstitutional or illegal obstacle 

should be put on his way in order to deny him his right of participation in the political activities 

of his party. To this effect, consensus candidacy should be agreed upon by the aspira nts 

themselves and not imposition by the party or party leaders or godfathers.  

In built in the political process to check the excesses of elected executives like President 71 and 

Governors72 is impeachment by parliament, while recall is to check legislators who are not 

performing or representing their people well.73 Electoral tribunals are also established to deal 

with disputes arising from elections.74 Currently in Nigeria people are calling for establishment 

of tribunals to try electoral offenders so as to deter election riggers, ballot papers hijackers and 

ballot boxes destroyers. There are also advocates of using Alternative Dispute Resolution 

mechanisms to resolve inter and intra party disputes and electoral matters.  

Conclusion 

We have discussed democracy as the best form of government that can guarantee sustainable 

development in Nigeria, if it is practiced according to the rule of the game as enunciated in the 

constitution and the Electoral Act. We also observed that the bane of sustainable development in 

Nigeria is godfatherism. The godfathers have seized the sovereignty which the constitution 

vested in the pe0ple by imposition of their cronies or godsons on the people because of their 

economic power which has placed them in vantage position to manipulate the political process. 

We also clearly showed that the interest of the godfathers is inversely opposite to the interest of 

the people. While the people voted in order to get dividend of democracy by way of 

infrastructural development, employment, eradication of poverty, the godfathers imposed their 

candidates to recoup their financial investments. These have made all the political parties to 

violate section 224 of the constitution which stipulates that: the programme as well as the aims 
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and objectives of a political party shall conform with the provisions of chapter 11 of the 

constitution. 

Can political godfather be eradicated? This looks like an impossible task, but what we can 

advocate is good, resourceful, and ideologically sound and people oriented godfather. This is 

what can engender good governance in Nigeria. The emergence of Bola Tinubu as a godfather in 

Western Nigeria is currently being understudied in order to know whether he is a positive or 

negative godfather. The performance of his godsons and their political conduct will prove the 

type of leadership and mentorship he dishes out to the godsons.  

Recommendations 

The electorate must be given political education as to their rights to vote, defend their votes and 

insist on dividend of democracy not by the so called empowerment by distribution of money and 

bags of rice but infrastructural development, gainful employment and industrialization.  

The electorate should not sell their cards because it amounts to selling their future and essence. 

The electorate should hold their elected representatives accountable by rejecting a non 

performing elected officer through the ballots and where necessary recall a legislator and 

instigate impeachment of the executive where necessary too.  

The electorate should also ensure that people elected to represent them are people of proven 

integrity, honest and experienced people with track record to the community. We need active 

electorate and not passive electoral in Nigeria. The electorate should also elect people with 

vision idea and programme. People who seeks power for the sake of the people and not people 

who are errand boys to the godfathers who will do the bidding of the godfather when they get to 

power. Candidate‘s imposition should be resisted by protest votes.  

The civil societies and the human rights community should sensitized the electorate so as to 

educate them on their right to demand for developmental projects instead of collecting money 

and bags of rice in exchange for infrastructural development. The civil societies in Nigeria need 

to be more active. They are currently passive for any meaningful change in the polity.  

And in so far as section 224 of the constitution enjoyed political parties to ensure that their 

manifestoes conform to chapter II of the constitution, it follows that political office holders who 

are elected on party basis can be challenged in the court for failure to comply with section 224 

of the constitution and this is indirectly making chapter 11 of the constitution justiciable with 
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respect to performance of elected officers who got to office on the platform of a political party. 

Such officer could be sued jointly and severally with his party and be compelled to perform.
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CHAPTER XX 

A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF CITIZENSHIP, INDIGENESHIP, RESIDENCY AND 

SETTLERS‟ RIGHTS IN NIGERIA 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper critically examine/the concept of citizenship in global context, highlight; the Nigeria 

present constitutional provision on citizenship, expose its inadequacy and the resultant crises of 

residence, settlers an indigenes syndrome and landlords and tenant dichotomy. The paper is 

concluded by proffering workable and all-embracing definition of citizenship that will promote 

the much desired national integration and national unity in Nigeria.  

DEFINITIONS 

The word citizen is not defined in the constitution and this is one of the reasons why there is 

crisis all over the country as to who is really a citizen and what is the extent of citizenship in 

Nigeria? A citizen is described as one who under the constitution and laws of a particular State 

is a member of the political community owing allegiance and being entitled to the enjoyment of 

full civil rights.1 It has also been described as a member of a political community, who in their 

associated capacity have established or submitted themselves to the dominion of government for 

the promotion of their general welfare and protection of their individual as well as collective 

rights.2 

                                                                 
1 Black’s law Dictionary 5th ed 
2Herriot v. City of Seattle 81 Wash. 2d.48. 
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From the two above definitions, it can be summed up that a citizen is a member of a political 

community and by virtue of that membership, he possess certain rights, privileges and carries 

certain obligations. Ordinarily, the term citizen refers to membership in a State and not a lesser 

political unit, which does not have sovereignty. Therefore it is wrong to say in Nigeria for 

example that Mr. A is a citizen of Ekiti or Kaduna state because these states are not sovereign 

states. Who is a Citizen of Nigeria?  

Nigeria as a State came into being on 1st of October 1960. Therefore, nobody was a citizen of 

Nigeria before 1st of October 1960. Since, there was no Nigeria as such but rather a Colony or 

Protectorate of Nigeria.3 Although section 25(l) (a) provides that the following persons are 

citizens of Nigeria by birth namely: 

a) Every person born in Nigeria before the date of independence either of whose parents or 

any of whose grandparents belongs or belong to a community indigenous to Nigeria. 

This section seeks to backdate Nigerian citizenship before the date of independence 

when in neural fact there was no State of Nigeria. The exercise is futile and unnecessary. 

Apart from the term citizen that is not defined by the constitution, some other important 

terms such as indigene, or indigenous, residence, domicile and parent or grand-parents 

are not Specifically defined. These concepts are therefore left for jurists, scholars and the 

courts to define for us and up till now in Nigeria, these terms remain nebulous and 

undefined. Before going further in this discussion, we shall try to state the traditional 

mode of acquisition of citizenship. 

Traditional Mode of Acquisition of Citizenship 

The citizenship of a country could be acquired 1n a variety of ways in so far as it is in 

consonance with the law of that country or agreeable to the citizens. Normally, the constitutions 

in most countries usually identify three modes i.e. by birth, by registration and by naturalization. 

But there are other traditional ways even recognized in intentional law by which citizenship 

could be acquired. We shall first discuss these ways or modes before discussing the three modes 

given constitutional recognition in Nigeria.  

A Citizenship by Unification 

When two or more independent States agree to come together and form one country, the citizen 

of the former independent States automatically become the citizen of the new State with the 

                                                                 
3 Lasisi v. Registrar 1976 7SC 73 
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dropping of the former citizenship e. g. The former original thirteen S tates that united to form 

United States of America dropped their original citizenship to take the new citizenship. 4 

Citizenship by Agreement 

This form of citizenship is acquired when the citizens of a State agreed to join another State, 

hereby dropping their former identity while the other State retain its own identity for example, 

by referendum the citizens of the former Northern Cameroon decided to join Nigeria before they 

went back to Cameroon again. Also many other States that later joined United States of America 

became citizens of America by this method.5 

Citizenship by Secession 

This happens when a country breaks up onto different autonomous and independent units, the 

citizens of the former country now acquire the nationality of their new country. Exa mples of this 

are the citizens of the former USSR, (Ukraine, Yugoslavia) Pakistan (from India) Bangladesh 

(from Pakistan) etc.6 

Citizenship by Conquest 

Although the present international arrangement does not encourage forceful take over, invasion 

or annexation of a country by another State but in sometime past, citizenship could be acquired 

when the citizens of the defeated and annexed State becomes the citizen of the conqueror. This 

was common during colonialism imperialism and protectorates. 7 

Having discussed exhaustively the traditional and international modes of acquisition of 

citizenship we shall now proceed to discuss the three modes of acquisition of citizenship 

specified in the constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria.  

Modern/Constitutional Acquisition of Citizenship 111 Nigeria a) Citizenship by Birth. Under 

section 25(1) of the 1999 constitution, the following persons are citizens of Nigeria by birth, 

namely: 

(i) Every person born in Nigeria before October 1, 1960, either of whose parents or any o f 

whose grandparents belongs or belonged to a community indigenous to Nigeria;  

                                                                 
4 Rossy R.B. American Government little field, Adams & Co. Totowa New Jersey 1975. 
5 Idowu O. et al citizenship education Digi Tech micro services Ilorin. P 65-66. Bagudu Nankin Civic Education. Konrad Adeanuer Foundation Jos 
2005 p. 13-15 
6 Ibid, see Wallace M.M International Law 5 th ed. Sweet & Maxwell London 2005 
7 Approderai A. The Substance of Politics, University Press Limited, London Idowu. O. O. et al Citizenship Education Digitech Micro Services 
Ilorin 2003 p. 65 Ibrahim B.Y. Citizenship and Citizens rights in Nigeria ABU LJ vol.21-22 p. 12 
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Provided that a person shall not become a citizen of Nigeria by virtue of this section if 

neither of his grandparents was born to Nigeria; 

(ii) Every person born in Nigeria after October 1, 1960, either of whose parents or any of 

whose grand-parents is a citizen of Nigeria; and 

(iii) Every person born outside Nigeria either of whose parents is a citizen of Nigeria.  

 

This section derived from section 23 of the constitution of the Federal Rep ublic of Nigeria, 

1979. The provisions of section 26(1) of 1999 constitution on citizenship by registration apply 

to: 

a) Any woman who is or has been married to a citizen of Nigeria, or  

b) Every person of full age and capacity born outside Nigeria any of whose grandparents is 

a citizen of Nigeria. 

Under section 26(1), subject to the provisions of section 28 of this constitution (on Dual 

Citizenship), a person to whom the provisions of section 26 apply may be registered as a citizen 

of Nigeria, if the President is satisfied that-  

(i) he is a person of good character; 

(ii) he has shown a clear intention of his desire to be domiciled in Nigeria; and  

(iii) he has taken the Oath of Allegiance prescribed to the Seventh Schedule to this 

constitution. 

This section derived from section 24 of the 1979 constitution. Section 27 of the 1999 

constitution deal with "Citizenship by naturalization". Under section 27(1), subject to the 

provisions of section 28 (on dual citizenship), any person who is qualified in accordance with 

the provisions of section 27(2) may apply to the President for the grant of a certificate of 

naturalization Section 27(2), accordingly provides that, no person shall be qualified to apply for 

the grant of a certificate of naturalization unless he satisfies the President that-  

a) He is a person of full age and capacity; 

b) He is a person of good character; 

c) He has shown a clear intention of his desire to be domiciled in Nigeria;  

d) He is, in the opinion of the Governor of the State where he is or he, proposes to be 

resident, acceptable to the local community in which he is to live permanently, and has 

been assimilated into the way of life of Nigerians in that part of the Federation;  
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e) He is a person who has made or is capable of making useful contribution to the 

advancement, progress and well-being of Nigeria; 

f) He has taken the Oath of Allegiance prescribed in the Seventh schedule to this 

constitution; and 

g) He has, immediately preceding the date of his application, either – 

(i) resided in Nigeria for a continuous period of fifteen years. Or  

(ii) resided in Nigeria continuously for a period of twelve months, during the period 

of twenty years immediately preceding that period of twelve months has resided 

in Nigeria for periods amounting in the aggregate to not less than fifteen years.  

Section 27 derived from the 1979 constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, Section 28 of 

1999 constitution concerns dual citizenship. Subsection (1) provides that:-  

Subject to the other provisions of section 28, a person shall forfeit forth with his Nigerian 

citizenship if, not being a citizen of Nigeria by birth, he acquires or retains the citizenship or 

nationality of a country, other than Nigeria, of which he is not a, citizen by birth. Subsection (2) 

further provides that: 

Any registration of a person as a citizen of Nigeria or the grant of a certificate of naturalization 

to a person who is a citizen of a country other than Nigeria at the time of such registration or 

grant shall, if he is not a citizen by birth of that other country, be conditional upon effective 

renunciation of the citizenship or nationality of that other country within a period of not more 

than twelve months from the date of such registration or grant. Section 28 of 1999 constitution 

derives from section 26 of the 1979 constitution (Avoidance of dual citizenship). 

Section 29 of the 1999 constitution deals with the renunciation of citizenship Under section 

29(1), any citizen of Nigeria of full age (i. e. 18 years old) who wishes to renounce his Nigeria 

citizenship shall make a declaration in the prescribed manner for the renunciation. Section 29 (2) 

further provides that the President shall cause the declaration made under section 29 (l) to be 

registered and upon such registration, the person who made the declaration shall cease to be a 

citizen of Nigeria. Under section 29 (3) the President may withhold the registration of any 

declaration made under subsection (1) of this section if: - 

a) the declaration is made during any war in which Nigeria is physically involved; or – 

b) in his opinion, it is otherwise contrary to public policy. 

Section 30 of the 1999 constitution provides for the ―Deprivation of Citizenship‖. Under section 

30 (l), the President may deprive a person, other than a person who is a citizen of Nigeria by 
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birth, or by registration, of his citizenship,  if he is satisfied that such a person has within a period 

of seven years after becoming naturalized, been sentenced to imprisonment for a term of not less 

than three years. 

Under section 30(2) the President shall deprive a person, other than a person who is a citizen of 

Nigeria by birth, of his citizenship, if he is satisfied from the records of proceedings of a court of 

law or other tribunal or after due inquiry in accordance with regulations made by him that:-  

a) the person has shown himself by act or speech to be disloyal towards the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria; 

b) the person has, during any war in which Nigeria was engaged, unlawfully traded with the 

enemy or been engaged in or associated with the business that was in the opinion of the 

president carried on in such a manner as to assist the enemy of Nigeria in that war, or 

unlawfully communicated with such enemy to the detriment of or with such enemy to the 

detriment of or with intent to cause damage to the interest of Nigeria.  

This section derived from the 1979 constitution, section 27. In a recent case, Mr Elias Antonio 

Dahboul,8 Government on 8th September 2004 deprived a Nigeria-born Lebanese businessman 

of his citizenship status. Government also ordered his immediate deportation. Among offences 

listed against him are possession of two Nigerian international passports, multiple citizenship 

including that of Britain, involvement in oil racketeering and illegal bunkering in addition to 

other economic related offences.  

His citizenship certificate was issued to him 1n February 2003. Under section of the l999 

constitution, certain persons are deemed to be Nigerian citizens. This deportation and 

deprivation of citizenship was criticized by press on the ground that the fundamental rights of 

the deportee was violated but the fact remains that the president acted in consonance with the 

provisions of the constitution. 

A parent or grand-parent of a person shall be deemed to be a citizen of Nigeria if at the time of 

birth of that person such parent or grandparent would have possessed that status by birth if he 

had been alive on October 1st, 1960- date of independence. 

 

                                                                 
8 Reported in Cukwurah A.O. Citizens Nationalities, Indigenes and Settlers and the National question in Nigeria search for one indissisiable and 
indivisible soverign state LAREALMI 2003 Abuja p. 14 
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This section derived from section 28 of the 1979 constitution. The grand parent, has been 

defined or construed to include the mother and father of the child. 9 

POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF CITIZENSHIP 

The idea of citizenship is very important in constitutional law in that some vital constitutional 

rights and duties contained in the constitution have citizenship of Nigeria as part of the criteria 

required for the assertion or protection of such rights and also for the purpose of imposing such 

constitutional duties.10 

For instance it is no longer sufficient to assert that a person is a citizen of Nigeria but is a citizen 

by birth or by registration or nationalization, because the constitution has put a limitational 

dichotomy on Nigerian citizenship. Any citizen of Nigeria by registration or naturalization 

cannot contest for the position of President or Governor of a State in Nigeria. 11 Citizenship is 

equally relevant with respect to protection abroad immigration, taxation, marriage, etc.  

A citizen of Nigeria has a right to Nigerian passport. No citizen of Nigeria shall be refused entry 

or exit from Nigeria. Therefore every citizen is entitled to a passport or visa since it is the only 

means of entering into Nigeria and exit therefrom. 12 Although it has been held that issuance of a 

passport does not automatically mean that a person to whom it is issued is a citizen of Nigeria.13 

A person who has no passport will not be allowed to enter Nigeria by conference of Interpol 

because it amounts to floating Nigerian law.14 No citizen of Nigeria can be expelled to another 

country, especially, a Nigerian by birth. His deportation will be unconstitutional and void. 15 And 

a Nigerian cannot be deported from his country even if he is declared a security risk. A Nigerian 

cannot be declared a persona non grata in Nigeria either by the Federal Government, State or 

Local Government or by any person or group of persons either registered or unregistered. 

However, Nigerian citizenship by naturalization could be withdrawn and expelled from 

Nigeria.16 

A full exercise of the right of citizenship includes not only the right to vote but also the right of 

assembly and free speech, the right to present one‘s view to fellow citizens and the right to 

                                                                 
9 State vs. Obor 1972 2 ECSLR 4 
10 See section 24 of the 1999 Constitution, Yakubu A.J. Constitutional Law in Nigeria. Demyaxs Law Books, Ibadan 2003. Cukwurah A.O. 

Citizens, Nationalities, Indigenes and Settlers and the National Question in Nigeria is Search for one indivisible and indissoluble sovereign state. 
supra 
11 Section 131 (a) and 171 (a) of the 1999 Constitution 
12 Lasisi v. Registrar 1976 7SC 73 Agbakoba v. SSS 1994 6 NWLR (pt 351) 475 
13 Ibid 
14 Sabe v. D.P.P. Unreported suit No. M/93/1966 of 23 rd July, 1966 
15 Alhaji Shgaba A. Darman vs Minister of Internal Affairs 1981 INCLR 25 
16Patrick Wilmot, a senior lecturer in ABU Zaria was in Nigeria recently for Gen. Murtala Mohammed memorial lecture - He was deported to 
England in 1986 by Babangida Administration  
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submit one‘s claim to leadership to the people. 17 A Nigeria either by birth, registration or 

naturalization is entitled to Nigerian national identity card free of charge. 18 A Nigerian citizen 

has to perform the obligations and duties placed on him/her in section 24 of the 1999 

constitution 

Residence or domicile factor in acquisition of citizenship 

A resident, who wishes to acquire citizenship of a State, must answer a qualitative as well as 

quantitative test. Thus while residence itself alone cannot constitute domicile, the longer the 

residence the stronger becomes its value as evidence of the intention to reside permanently in a 

country.19 Residence and domicile are only relevant to acquisition of citizenship by registration 

and naturalization but not citizenship by birth. 20 It has also been argued that citizenship 1s not a 

fact of nature but a constructed concept with three distinguishable strands namely: - 

Civic citizenship: which defined the optimal legal relationship between persons and their 

territorialized political community. This relationship may or may not be accompanied by any 

emotional attachment to his political community but it exacts legal obligations on both sides of 

it. Citizenship in this sense is most easily understood in international law and relations as being 

the domestic equivalent of nationality.21 

Cultural citizenship on the other hand is more closely associated with identity although the two 

are not necessarily the same thing. The main difference between civic and cultural citizenship is 

that the former is territorialized while the later is historized. Civic citizenship does not 

necessarily exact an emotional pull from its bearer: cultural citizenship offers in claimant the 

comfort of an ethnic homeland and the thind typology or strand is translational citizenship 

which is evolving in the language of Article 55(a) of the UN charter to seek to advance higher 

standards of living or development within regimes of enhanced economic integration e.g. 

ECOWAS EU.22e.t.c. Transnational citizenship is not legally powerful as the national 

citizenship. The object of it was to enable common wealth or ECOWAS citizens have free 

mobility in the common wealth or ECOWAS countries without any restriction as to entry, exit 

or residence. Presently almost all common wealth or ECOWAS countries insist upon entry 

                                                                 
17 Smith v. Higgin Botham 48 A 2nd 754, Idowu William, Citizenship, Godfatherism and Democracy, Essence Interdisciplinary – International 

Journal of Philosophy vol. 1 2004 p. 161 
18 Section of National Civic Registration Act 
19 Graveson R. H. Conflict of Laws, Private International Law p. 201 
20 Sections 26(1)(b) and 27(2)(c) of the 1999 Constitution 
21 Odinkalu C. A. Cited in Cukwurah A. O. Citizens, Nationalities, Indigenes and Settlers and the National Question in Nigeria’s  Search for One 
Indissoluble, and Indivisible Sovereign State LAREALMS Abuja 2004. Ola Joseph Toyin, Intenational law and Organization in a Dynamic world 
Joe Cryss venture Nig Abuja 2003 p 85. Jande G.G. legal implication of Dual Nationality; the Nigerian case – NSULJ Vol.1 No 1 p 143 
22Mowoe Kehinde Constitutional Law in Nigeria Vol. 1 Malthouse Elaigwu J. Isawa Ethnicity and the Federal Option in Africa in, Federalism and 
National Building in Nigeria Elaigwu J. Ed. Abuja 1994. P. 145 
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visas, residence permit, job permits etc. for the nationals of other common wealth or ECOWAS 

countries. Therefore much of the substances or advantages of this status has been lost but 

nonetheless the term is still frequently used in official documents of some countries e.g. 

Nigerian passport. There are even cases of mass deportation of ECOWAS citizens residing in 

another ECOWAS country on ground of joblessness, human trafficking, drug trafficking, non-

possession of resident permit etc.23 To erase these barriers, a new call has been made for Africa 

Citizenship by a conference of civil societies held at Accra Ghana. 24 

I think it must be stressed that cultural citizenship is coterminous with indigeneity in Nigeria 

today. 

THE RIGHT TO RESIDENCE IN NIGERIA 

The Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria provide that every citizen of Nigeria is 

entitle to move freely throughout Nigeria and reside in any part thereof and no citizen of Nigeria 

shall be expelled from Nigeria or refused entry thereto or exit therefrom. 25 

Nothing in subsection (l) of this section shall invalidate any law that is reasonably justifiable in a 

democratic society. 

a. Imposing restrictions on the residence or movement of any person who has committed a 

criminal offence in order to prevent him from leaving Nigeria or  

b. Providing for the removal of any person from Nigeria to any other country 

(i) To be tried outside Nigeria for any criminal offence or 

(ii) To undergo imprisonment outside Nigeria in execution of the sentence of a court 

of law in respect of a criminal offence of what he has been found guilty provided 

there is a reciprocal agreement between Nigeria and such other country in 

relation to such matter. 

Thus by this constitutional provisions, every Nigerian citizen is entitled to move freely 

throughout Nigeria and to reside in any part, it went further to say that no citizen can be refused 

entry into or exit from Nigeria nor expelled from Nigeria especially any citizen to Nigeria of 

birth. Attached to his right of exit however, is the fact that in order to enter another country, a 

                                                                 
23 Nuhu Mohammed Jamiu. An Appraisal of the right to citizenship under the 1999 constitution.Journal of private and comparative law. 
Ahmadu Bello University Zaira Vol. 1 No 1 2006 p. 164 
24 Passports for Africans Inaugurated in Ghana, The Punch of 29 th June 2007 p. 8 
25 Agbakoba v The director, State Security Services 1994 6 NWLR (pt. 351) 475 
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person must have an international passport and therefore once a person passport is seized by the 

government that person is deprived of this right of exit. 26 

The question must, therefore, arise as to whether the seizure of a citizens passport violates his 

right to freedom of movement. In Shugaba v Minister of Internal affairs,27 the plaintiff had been 

deported to Chad by the federal government on the ground that he was not a Nigeria citizen. The 

High Court held that he was a Nigerian and that the deportation order was a violation of his 

freedom of movement. In the course of the trial his passport has been seized and on application 

for its release, the court held that the seizure of his passport would affect his freedom of exit 

from Nigeria and therefore constitutes a violation of his right to freedom of movement.  

Without doubt this provision of the constitution has adequately guaranteed the right of any 

Nigeria to move freely within Nigeria and the right to reside in any part of the federation 

irrespective of state of origin or birth. When this Constitution provides for right to peaceful 

assembly and association28 right to freedom from discrimination,29 and right to own movable 

and immovable property by citizens of Nigeria irrespective of where they reside, the constitution 

has tried all it could to promote national integration. On electoral matters, the right to contest for 

any elective position in Nigeria is based on residence 30 in an area or state and not origin or 

indigeneity. These provisions in the constitution can only be meaningful if our elites and 

political actors change their attitude and orientation to national issues and think more as a 

Nigerian than as a Yoruba, Hausa, and Ibo or from Northeast, North central, South South, South 

East or South West. Tribalism, ethnicity, geo-political Zonal cleavages are the divisive factors in 

Nigeria. Nigerians are more loyal to their tribes, states, Geopolitical Zones than the nation as an 

entity.31 

Any resident of any state, town or community in Nigeria who has assimilated himself unto the 

way of life of his host community should not have any disability whatsoever. He should be 

entitled to what the indigenes are entitle to since we have only one citizenship which is the 

citizenship of Nigeria as a sovereign state and not citizenship of our various components states 

in Nigeria. We do not have citizenship of our village, town or city but Nigerian citizenship. 

Citizen refers to membership in a state and not a lesser political unit which does not have 

                                                                 
26 Agbakoba v SSS supra 
27 (1982) 3 NCLR 915 
28 Section 40 of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 
29 Section 42 of the same Constitution 
30 Section 65, 106, 131, 171 of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria for National Assembly State House of Assembly, 
President Governors and Section 109 of Electoral Act 2006 for Local Government Chairman. 
31Goerge Crothers American History, Holt Rinchart and Winston Inc. New York 1964, Rossey R.B. American  Government Little Field Adams and 
Co. New Jersey 1975 p. 61 
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sovereignty. A citizen is a member of a sovereign state, thus citizenship is synonymous with 

nationality. This only difference being that citizenship is used internally while nationality is used 

externally or in international law to refer to the same concept.  

Does a Nigerian living outside his state or ethnic homeland need to naturalize or culturalize? 

This situation arose in Olowu v Olowu,32 the issue before the court was the personal law of the 

deceased. What was his personal law? He was born a Yoruba man if ljesha extraction but lived 

in Benin where he married Benin women. During his lifetime he applied to Oba of Benin to be  

naturalized as a Bini, that is to be conferred with Bini status under Benin native law and custom. 

The Oba of Benin gave his assent to his request and the deceased became a Benin subject. The 

court held in that case that the deceased had voluntarily extinguished his Yoruba cultural 

heritage for Benin by naturalization and by so doing his personal law is Benin native law and 

custom. The supreme court in the same case expressed the view that change of status under 

native law and custom could not be naturalization but culturalization which may take place by 

assimilation or by choice and have the resultant effect of change of personal law.  

These situations should not have arisen if we have a definition of citizen that reflects the 

plurality of Nigerian state. In 21st Century Nigeria, citizenship should be defined to 

accommodate our pluralism, heterogeneity and ethnicity. Change of personal law do not have to 

be effected by my such complex procedure but residence or domicile and the way and manner a 

person lives his life, should be sufficient evidence of his personal law.  

Citizens Residency Right Bill 2004  

In its response to the problem of citizenship, indigeneship and settlers rights in Nigeria the 

National Assembly promoted a bill called Citizens Residency Right Bill 2004. This bill was 

sponsored by the deputy senate president (Senator Ibrahim Nasir Mantu) along with five others. 

This bill seeks to provide for residency rights for every citizen of the federal Republic of Nigeria 

who has lived or resided consecutively and paid taxes to the relevant local government of the 

area where such person has lived or resided for a period of not less than five consecutive years 

and for any child of such person who is less than 18 years of age and who has lived with such 

citizen for the same period of time and for other related purposes. 33 

The bill further provides that no Nigerian citizen shall suffer from any discrimination on the 

ground of place of origin, sex, religion, status, ethnic or linguistic association or ties and the bill 

                                                                 
32 (1985) 12 Sec.84 
33 Preamble to citizen Residency Rights Bills 2004 
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seeks to abolish settler/indigene status hitherto attached to Nigerians residing in various part of 

the country.34 

According to Chief U.M. Enwerre35 the provisions of this bill if passed into law will to a great 

extent reduce the many suffering of Nigerians who on a daily basis suffer some forms of 

discrimination or the other. He contended that there are cases of refusal to grant Nigerians land 

for settlement because of their state or tribe of birth and others because of their religious 

affiliations. In Northern Nigeria there are specific instructions by Emirs and district hands that 

their subjects should not sell or lease land to churches or to any person or group for purposes of 

building churches. 

However, he condemned some provisions in the bill that tends to promote discrimination 

between the settlers and indigenes in relation to what the bill called traditional right.  

The bill inserted a clause or section which provides that this right, as provided under this Act 

shall not include the traditional rights of the host community, especially the right to traditional 

heritage and practices. 

The purpose and meaning of this provision seem to contradict the intendment of the Bill itself. If 

what the Bill seems to achieve is national integration and harmonious living of Nigerians then 

there should be no limitation or no go area in terms of assimilation and full integration. 

Assimilation and integration should include, religions, social, cultural, traditional and 

educational. It should also include the right to traditional Chieftaincy titles where a person is 

found to be worthy in term of credibility and integrity.  

A critical look at this Bill shows that except for the offending section, the provision are a replica 

of sections 40, 41 & 42 of the I999 constitution. These sections of the constitution are adequate 

on residency rights in Nigeria. We only need to claim these rights through due process whenever 

any Nigerian is denied of the right. Discrimination on any ground in Nigeria is prohibited by the 

constitution. Therefore the citizens Residency Bill 2004 is unnecessary in Nigeria.  

THE CRISIS OF CITIZENSHIP IN NIGERIA 

The inherent contradictions in the constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 had 

created the crisis of citizenship in Nigeria. Some of these contradictions are:-section 149 of the 

                                                                 
34 Section 3 of the Bill 
35 Enwere U.M. Citizens’ Residency Rights Bill 2004: An Appraisal, Isiba Law and Legislative Magazine Vol. VII No. 14 Part 17 20 05 p.8 
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constitution which stipulates that the president shall appoint at last one minister from each State 

who shall be an indigene of such State. The constitution fails to define who is an indigene.  

The second problem emanates from the creation of States and local governments. The creation 

of Enugu from Anambra made people of Anambra see Enugu people as non- indigene. Plateau 

sees Nasarawa people as non-indigenes; Adamawa sees Taraba as non- indigenes, Oyo sees 

Osun as non-indigenes while Ondo sees Ekiti as non- indigenes etc. Creation of States is a valid 

constitutional duty imposed on the Federal Government36 and this was done to bring 

government closer to the people and also solve the problem of minorities or ethnic 

marginalization but the exercise has also created some other problems.  

Women who are married to men from another State suffer worse dilemma, as they can neither 

claim the State of their parents or that of their husbands. 37 While children born to non-indigenes 

face discrimination in admission into schools and in payment of higher school fees than 

indigenes. There is therefore the need for provisions on citizenship that is all inclusive and shall 

foster national unity. This provision should be based on residency or settlement in a State rather 

than indigeneity, origin or nativity. The provision should also accommodate the interests of 

spouses who are not indigenes of the same place. 

Ethnicity in Nigerian politics has been noted to have played divisive role such that either under 

military or civilian government there is an ethnic dominance of governance by the ruling elite 

and these leaders influence sitting of government protects in their area,38 appoint their people 

into various Juicy offices, influence their postings and promotions. The various dismissal and 

retirement are in form of ethnic cleansing.39 However ethnicity has also played some positive 

role in national affairs. That it protects local interest by creation of regional scholarship boards, 

regional investments such as Northern Nigeria Development Company (NNDC), Odua group of 

companies etc. The fallout from ethnic politics is that every part Nigeria want a short at the 

presidency while every part of a State wants a short at the Governorship and every part of a local 

government wants a short at chairmanship seat. 40 

                                                                 
36 Section 8 of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria 
37 Omolara Awe- n Nigeria Life is Hellish for non-indigenes. The Punch of 27 th April. 2006 P. 2 Ogoh-Indigeneship crises as a threat to Nigeria 
existence. Sunday thrust of 26 th November 2006 p. 26 
38 Jemibewon D. M The Military Law and society Spectrum Books Ltd., Ibadan 1998. Governors Ambrose Ali cited a university at Ekp oma his 
country home, Adebayo Adefarati cited Adekunle Ajasin university at Akungba Akoko his country home, Chimaroke Nnamani cited N igerian 
Law School, and Enugu State University of Nigeria Nsukka, at Nsukka instead of Onitsha his home town, Chief Obafemi Awolowo , who sited 
University of Ife at Ile-Ife, Instead of Ikenne-Remo, his home town or Sir Ahmadu Bello, who cted Ahmadu Bello University in Zaria, instead of 
Sokoto his home town 
39Sections 8 & 9 of the 1999 Constitution although no state has been createdby a democratic government in Nigeria. All the present states 
structure are creation of the military regimes. 
40Abiola Kayode Afolabi- Gender Gaps in the 1999 Constitution.The Punch of 12 th of August, 2005 p.56. Eziolor Ngozi Joy: The 1999 Constitution 
and the women question – Vanguard of 17th March, 2006 p. 54 
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In order to minimize or erase the incidence of ethnicity in governance the constitut ion of the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 has gone a step further to control this trend by inserting 

section 14(3) & (4) which provides that the government of the federation or any of its agencies 

and conduct of is affairs shall be carried out in such a manner as to reflect the federal character 

of Nigeria and the need to promote national unity, thereby ensuring that there shall be no 

predominance of persons from a few States or from a few ethnic or other sectional groups in that 

government or in any of its agencies. The Federal Character Commission was set up to monitor 

and ensure compliance. 

While the composition of State Government or local Government or any agency of such 

government or council and the conduct of the affairs of the government or council shall be 

carried out in a such a manner as to recognize the diversity of the people within its area of 

authority and the need to promote sense of belonging and loyalty among the people of the 

federation. Although in practice the majority tribes are still marginalizing the minority tribes in 

elective and appointive offices.  

Typology of Nigerians 

Professor Oye Cukwurah41 identified and discussed the typology of Nigerians, as detrabalised 

Nigerians, ethnocentric Nigerians, Nigerian rabid politicians, pastoral Nigerians and itinerant 

farmers and fishermen, border land Nigerians, refugee Nigerians, ostracized Nigerians i.e. 

(Lepers. Osu, Ostracized Nigerian as a result of communal and community punishment, 

HIV/AIDS patients) Nigerians in Diaspora and Nigeria's minor ities it is pertinent to discuss this 

typology here in view of their relevance to the crisis of citizenship in Nigeria.  

He described the detribalized Nigerian as those Nigerians who before the 1966 crisis and 

Nigeria Biafran War (1967 - I970) readily travelled out of their immediate geographical location 

or reports of origin whether as public servants, missionaries, in pursuit of business, trade, 

employment, education and other forms of livelihood without fear of domination or deprivation. 

According to him, in many cases they had resided for long years in urban or rural areas of the 

host region, learning and speaking the local languages, contributing immensely to the 

development of their new homes and raising generation of families there. They usually 

cultivated good relations with other ethnic Nigerians within or outside their region or State of 

origin. He noted that the 1966 crisis and the Biafran War (1967 — 1970) and the proliferation of 

                                                                 
41Chukwurah A. Oye, supra. 
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States with attendant fallouts completely changed the environment turning otherwise 

detribalized Nigerians into endangered species.  

While ethnocentric Nigerians according to him are Nigerians from either the minority or 

majority ethnic groups whose vision of the country is sadly limited to their immediate region or 

State of origin. Some of these people reside in urban, others in rural areas of their native 

environment from where they never rarely ventured out. They are understandably hostile to 

other Nigerians who resided among them. 

Another typology of Nigerian identified by Cukwurah are the Nigerian rapid politicians who in 

politics appeal to base sentiments to build their political power base on the exclusion of the so-

called ―Stranger elements‖ within their State of origin. Ethnic and other differences come 

readily to the rapid politician's mind. The impact of their brand of politics with bitterness has 

devastating effect in the balance of power in the country. On this typology, he concluded that of 

course he does recognize that State of origin marks a person‘s inherited roots. But in the context 

of modern nation building and globalization characterized by mobility of population (internal 

and external) ernigrations and new residences, the time has come for us in Nigeria to device an 

effective formula that will reconcile the demands national unity with constraints of political 

calculations grounded principally on claims of nationalities and State of origin.  

He also identified the pastoral Nigerian and itinerant farmers and fishermen: Pastoral Nigerians, 

he opined, consist mainly of the nomadic Fulani's who must necessarily lead their herd of cattle, 

sheep, and goats across inter-State and international boundaries alike in search of good grazing 

grounds or pasturage for their livestock. Often times there are reports of persistent clashes 

between nomadic Fulani‘s and farmers in various part of the country.  

These itinerant farmers and fishermen by reason of the nature of their vocation also find 

themselves outside their States of origin and may well be affected by discriminatory laws within 

the host States, where they cross international boundaries to farm or to fish, often without the 

knowledge of Nigerian government, as with many of them who fish in Cameroon's creeks near 

the Bakassi Peninsula or reside within Cameroon's rural area to farm. 

Borderline Nigerians are another typology. These are Nigeriens normally resident or settled in 

international or the inter Suite border areas who in the tradition of border districts and 

communities usually function harmoniously and feel foreign to the people of their respective 

distant State capitals but not to their neighbours across especially in most regions where the 

substitution of linear for rural boundaries cut off kinsmen from each other as in the case of the 
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Ndoki clan in lmo (now in Abia) River and Cross-River States. Some people from Mambilla 

Plateau areas in Taraba State are more in touch with Cameroonians from Yang than their local 

government or State. 

Refugee Nigerians are refugees from internal forces like the people of Nto‗ Etuk-Udom in 

Akwa-lbom lmo State boundary area or the lsobo's in Anambra Enugu Cross-River State 

boundary area: - that is to say, Biafran refugees who could not go home several years after the 

war, such also characterize Ife /Modakeke, Tiv / Jukun, Jukun / Kutep fracas in_Benue, Aguleri 

/ Umuleri, etc. Their status as refugees lingers on for as long as the destabilizing problems 

remain unresolved. 

The Ostracized Nigerians 

According to Cukwurah Ostracism is an inhuman phenomenon. It is both physical and mental 

but often times it is only the physical, which involves a segregation pattern of settlement that is 

highlighted. To ostracize a person group of persons whether as a form of punishment or 

traditional practice means either banishing such a person or group of persons to an isolated place 

from where they cannot have any social contact with the rest of the community in question. 

Among such groups are Leppers, Osu of the notorious Osu caste system in lgbo land,42 

HIV/AIDs victims, Dwarfs who are forbidden by custom to inter many in order not to continue 

breeding Dwarfs in the country. The men among them have succeeded in getting married into 

normal ladies while their girls have not been so lucky. Dwarfs Association of Nigeria is now the 

usual organization fighting for the interests of the Dwarfs in Nigeria. Before its abolition, Osu 

girl or boy find it difficult to marry a non-Osu members. He or she is regarded as a second-class 

citizen among his/her own people.  

He also spoke at length on the problem of Nigerians in the diaspora, those who saw Nigeria as a 

mere transit camp and who also believe that any other country is better than Nigeria or a greener 

pasture than Nigeria. These people are in virtually every corner of the World seeking milk and 

honey. They may never return from the country of their abode. 

The minorities question was also discussed in his work. This consists of minority nationalities in 

the Northern and Southern parts of Nigeria. We have the problem of majority ruling the 

minorities while some minorities are ganging up against the majority to rule. There is also the 

problem of the minoritized majority as in Kogi State where Yoruba people are ceded from their 

                                                                 
42 Ossai Jude Osu castle in Igbo Land Sunday Tribune 13 th January 2007 p. 4. Where it was reported that osu caste system which is a farm of 
discrimination has caused inter communia l classes and wars between the Osu and the Diala in Igboland. Although this system was legally 
abolished 50 years ago but in reality the menace is still very much with us 
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Yoruba kith and kin to join the Ebiras and lgalas in Kogi State. The hitherto Yoruba majority of 

Kwara are balkanized into minority to both Kwara and Kogi, 43 The import of this consideration 

is that it forms part and parcel of the crisis of citizenship in Nigeria. It also hampered the much 

desired notional integration and unity as the fall out of this is the intense agitation for power 

shift within the States of federation.44 

THE SOCIAL CONFLICTS 0F INDIGENEITY. ETHNICITY AND SETTLERS  

An outside might find it odd that people, who call each other brothers, consider themselves to be 

of the same ethnic group and have cohabited together for two centuries would still divide 

themselves in the way of Ife-Modakeke, Tiv/Junkun, Aguleri/Umuleri Oshogbo/Ede. 45etc. Thus 

even after centuries of living together in certain areas those who came second only have lease 

right to the land, the first settler becomes the land lord or over lord except if he is dispossessed 

by war or conquest or where he abandons or leave the area permanently. 46 The original 

landowner or the first settler was himself a settler at one point or the other and the issue of 

determination of first settlement was usually based on the research of colonial anthropologists 

stored in the achaive.47 It is understanding of who owns what land that keeps Nigeria 

permanently divided. 

If the issue of indigeneity, ethnicity and citizenship are not well handled Nigerians will always 

see themselves as indigenous and in allegiance to a particular place rather than to the country. 

The formation of militant groups along ethnic line is a glaring example of this fact. 48 Therefore, 

what Nigeria really needs is beyond a more review of the constitution but a ordering of the 

structure of the nation beginning at the grassroots level including a fundamental review of our 

                                                                 
43 Adebayo C.O. Federalism in Nigeria, Towards a perfect Union the case of the minoritized majority. Running to Dear Life, my work in Exile 
NADECO Representatives Report. Moremi Foundation Publications U.S. p. 277 
44 Presidency must come back to the North- 18. North lays structure for power shift The Graphic 18-24 January, 2006 p. 10 South, the search 
for new identity- This-day No. 11 vol. 3898 18thy December, 2005 p. 18. Powers belong to Nigerian, not the North-ABC Nwosu a former 
minister of Health from South-East Nigeria replying Northern agitation for power shift back to the North in 2007,  presidential election 
Vanguard of 9th December, 2005 p. 19. Danmole Oyinlomo- Indigeneship should not be a factor in Lagos Governorship, daily Independent of 
23rd February 2006. P.1  which is a negative of an earlier view expressed by Fafunwa A.B. a forme r minister of education in Nigeria from Lagos 
who asserted marginalization of indigenous Lagosians by settlers in National Conference and Indigene/settler issue. The Punch  of 16th June. 
2005 p.42Vlusa Olabode-Asprant wants zoning of chairmanship among clans. Daily Independence of 23rd February, 2006 p.B&. Southern 
Clamour for presidency get spiritual boost. The Graphics - 18-24 January, 2006 p. p.10. Re: Power shift in Kogi State Vanguard 26 th August. 2005 
p.33 Ajibade Erelu, power shift in Ekiti State will ensure justice. Sunday Independent 26 th August.2005 p.B20. Forum moves against non-
indigenes governing Lagos- Daily Independent of 8th December 2006-They canvassed that Lagos State Governorship. Position should rotate 
among the indigenes of Lagos Island, Ekpe, Ikorodu Ikeja and Badagry. They defined non-indigenes as those brought /imported into Lagos from 
somewhere else – while indigenes are those born into the locality called Lagos - the five districts of (Lagos, Epe, Ikorodu, Ikeja and Badagry). By 
this definition anybody not an indigene of any of these five districts or locality if not an indigene no matter how long he or his ancestors have 

stayed in Lagos. What is worrisome about that sorum is the pressure of Chief B.2B SAN, Athem Femi Olanulus. 
45Aguda Oluwadare, Understanding the Nigerian constitution of 1999.M.I.J. Professional Publishers it in Lagos 2000. 
46 Madu Rex Imo State and Minister of Nepotism vanguard of 16 th September, 2005 p.41  where the writer alleged that Owerri and Okigwe 
senatorial zones were dominated by Orlu zone, the birth place of the Governor of the State. See also Idoma seeks power shift in 2007 
Governorship position. Daily independent of 19 th January, 2006 p. 1 11 Power Shift, zoning, elites tools against the masses. Daily independe nt 
of 19th January, 2006. P.B8. Ajibade Erelu Power shift in Ekiti State will ensure Justice Sunday independent of 11 th December, 2005 p.B20 
47 Ethnic genocide in Kwara Judiciary the Mail 27 th February to 5th March 2006 p. 20 
48Ajayi Adewale Ethnic militants and National Unity, Nigerian Tribune of 21st May 2007 p.31 Oodua peoples’ Congress (OPC).Arewa peoples’ 
Congress (APC) Ijaw National Congress (INC) Bakassi Boys, Agbesu Boys etc. 
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landholding system. At present every Nigerian is categorized as being indigenous to a particular 

place, it is often difficult to move to another place and enjoy full rights as a citizen. Even those 

who have achieved the move and have lived elsewhere for generations are never considered to 

be from the new place of abode rather they remain visitors, strangers or aliens (native aliens) 

staying only because of the generosity of the hosts. 49 Obviously this makes it difficult for any 

kind of full integration and national identity to be developed. One is not really a citizen of 

Nigeria but only a citizen of the place, which they are indigenous. It may come as a surprise to 

many readers from outside Nigeria that Nigerians now have indigenization forms that identify 

an individual ethnicity and village of origin.50 The gap between the rights of a citizen listed in 

the 1999 constitution and the cultural reality on the grand is quite distant. The lofty goal of the 

constitution in promoting, and encouraging, intermarriage among persons from different places 

of origin, different religions, ethnic or linguistic association and promote and encourage the 

formation of association that cut across sectional barriers cannot be attained except that issues of 

settlers and indigenes are addressed.51 

Ethnocentrism, Nepotism and Egocentrism in Nigeria  

In Nigeria today, ethnocentrism is the order of the day both at the elite level and at the local 

levels. Every tribe or tongue considers itself superior and more original than the other tribe or 

tribes. This fact is often reflected in our reference to that tribe or tongue in our conversation 

among our tribesmen especially when we believe or perceive the other man we are talking about 

does not understand nor speak our language. For example; a Yoruba man calls on Hausa Mola a 

short form of Mallam an Islamic terminology for a Muslim male adult. 

But the Yoruba man uses it in a derogatory manner to describe an Hausa man. So also Yoruba 

will refer to an lbo man as Okoro or  Ajokuta Mamumi, Okoro means adult man in Ibo but it is 

used in derogatory manner by Yoruba. Ajokuta mamumi literally means someone who eats 

stone without taking water. It is, derogatory expression used by Yoruba to describe an Ibo man 

as a hard person or difficult person. The lbo's in turn calls Yoruba the 'Ngbati' people. This is 

because the word 'Ngbati' which means 'when' is often used by Yoruba's in their sentences and 

conversation. It is also used in a derogatory manner by lbo's. The Nupe‗s and lgala refer to 

Yoruha‗s as ‘Eyaji'. Also used in a derogatory manner showing that Yoruba is an inferior tribe  

to them. In llorin Kwara State Capital, visitors and settlers are referred to as ‗eero‗ which 

literally means strangers. In Lagos settlers and strangers are called by Lagosians as 'Ana-Oke' or 

                                                                 
49 Olawale Albert Isaac Building Peace Advancing Democracy: Experience with third party interventions in Nigeria conficts p. 20-27 
50 Ibid 
51 Ibid 
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'Ara llu-Oke‗ or 'atounrinwa‗ which literally means strangers from afar place, or stranger from a 

village. 

Another very divisive and ethnocentric factor in Nigeria is designation of settlers by their origin 

or where they come from. For instance, anywhere Hausa's settled in Nigeria is referred to as 

Sabo or Zango. Sabo or Zango can be found in Ogbomosho, Ibadan, and Lagos etc. When you 

get to Kaduna, Kano and other cities in the North, the settlements of settlers are referred to as 

Sabongari. Each of these settlements all over Nigeria created self- identity and they direct their 

own affairs. They are recognized by the traditional rulers of the area and the government. 

Examples of these are Seriki Hausawa of Ilorin, Seriki Fulani of Ilorin, Oba Yoruba of Minna, 

Kano or Kaduna. Asiwaju Ndigbo of llorin, Eze Ndigbo of Lagos, Asimju Ndigbo of lbadan etc. 

Another dimension is that any tribe or tongue that settles in another town or city often name 

their settlement after their original homeland where they come from. An example of this can be 

found in Lagos where you can see ljesha-tedo, Ofatedo in Osun State, Abule Egba in Lagos, lfe-

Tedo, Ago lgbira in Ondo State.  

I think Nigerians should do away with all these ethnocentrism and sectionalisation and 

encourage national integration, unity and tolerance rather than promoting separatisms and 

parochial interest. There is also regionalization of interests and placing regional interest above 

national interest by groupings like Northern Governors Forum, Southern Governors Forum, 

Northern or Southern Senators Forum, Arewa consultative Forum, Yoruba Council of Elders 

etc. these fora do not promote Nigeria Unity but sectional interests.  

Another important issue in Nigeria today is the State of origin syndrome in filling of 

employment, admission, contract bid forms etc. in this regard some State governments now have 

discriminatory school fees. The fact is that, it is not restricted to only Zamfara State. The only 

snag is that it is only Zamfara State Governor that publicized its own and thereby made it a 

national issue but other States like Kwara, Kogi, Benue operate discriminatory fees for 

indigenes and non- indigenes in their States tertiary institutions. 52 It has been held that the 

provision of the constitution in S. 42 (l) protects a Nigerian citizen from application of 

discriminatory policy by any state on the basis of belonging to a particular community, ethnic 

group, place of origin, sex, religion or political opinion. The policy of Nasarawa State 

government which redeployed citizens of Nasarawa of Lafia Local Government origin to 

Nasarawa - Eggon Local Govcrtunent was null and void because it was a discriminatory 

                                                                 
52 Omodara Awe in Nigeria Life is Hellich for non-indigenes, supra. Iheabunike Azuka, The State of Origin Syndrome- Daily Independent of 
24thb October 2006 p. B5 
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policy.53 While the policy was fair and favourable to non- indigenes it was unfair and 

discriminatory against indigenes of Nasarawa State. The court complained in the case that 

sections 37, 41 and 42 of the constitution seem to be least claimed rights in Nigeria. This 

comment by the court implies that, Nigerians can only fight discrimination by positive action of 

challenging discriminatory policies and tendencies in court.  

CONCLUSION  

Having identified the problems posed by the definition of citizenship in the constitution of 

Nigeria it is suggested that the constitution be amended in the following words: ―All persons 

born; naturalized or registered in Nigeria and subject to the Jurisdict ion thereof are citizens of 

Nigeria and of the States wherein they reside".  

This definition and provision in the constitution would solve our current problem of citizenship 

in that, two kinds of citizenship which are national and State have been created. The latter is 

defined as well as the former so that no State by its own constitution or law or through its 

legislature can change the definition of State citizenship. The possession of citizenship will be 

virtually be automatic for any citizen of Nigeria, becomes a Citizen of a State simply by residing 

therein. By this definition the unnecessary disparity between indigene and citizenship is 

permanently eradicated and this is recommended for the on-going proposal for the amendment 

of the constitution.54For women who married outside their state of origin-  a provision like this 

will solve the problem:- A Nigerian Woman married to a Nigerian who is not of the same state 

of origin shall be entitled to all the right and privileges of the indigenes of that state in all cases 

of appointment, employment or election to any political and public office as if she were an 

indigene of that state. 

The proposed definition is also capable of removing the problem suffered by who marries a man 

a State: other their own and a non-Nigeria male who marries a Nigeria female. This kind of 

definition of citizenship seems to agree with civil citizenship earlier explained in this paper. This 

definition also eradicates the settler residence problems will promote national integration. Non-

natives, non-indigenes, settlers and strangers or by whatever name they are called will be able to 

contest election in any state, town or city they reside without necessarily being indigenes. They 

will also have protectable interest or rights under the law, an interest or right that is justiciable if 

any person wants to tamper with it. The provision will also promote and encourage interethnic, 

inter- linguistic and intercultural marriage. A Nigerian will not need to naturalize himself under 

                                                                 
53 Anzaku & 33 Others v. Governor of Nassarawa State 2005 5 NWLR part 919  
54 Ibid 
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the native law and custom of his place of residence in order for the customary law of the place to 

govern his interest.55 The new proposal by the joint National Assembly Committee on 

Constitution review that presidency should be rotated between the North and the South. 

Governorship position should be rotated among the three senatorial districts in a State may also 

douse tension and eliminate mutual suspicion in the polity.  

Chairmanship should also be rotated among the wards in a local government just us  

councillorship should be rotated among the towns and villages in a ward and in any place where 

a town constitutes a local government, or a ward, chairmanship or councillorship should be 

rotated among the compounds or clans. 

                                                                 
55Olowu v. Olowu, supra. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

WOMAN AND CHILD WITCH STIGMATIZATION AS A FORM OF GENDER 

DISCRIMINATION IN NIGERIA 

Abstract 

The child-witch phenomenon in Nigeria is a terrible and devastating menace that is ravaging 

families in Akwa-Ibom and Cross River States of South-South Region of Nigeria. This 

phenomenon is a creation of religious bigots like witchdoctors, Alfas, priests, prophets and 

prophetesses who claimed that they have power to see visions and therefore can know who is 

a witch or wizard. Children between the ages of 5 and 17 were most affected by this devilish 

and wicked phenomenon. Families of peasants and poor people are victims of this 

phenomenon. They became prey to these witch doctors, priests, prophets and prophetesses 

when they visit them for spiritual assistance ranging from prayer to deliverance to help them 

overcome poverty, sicknesses and ill luck. The prophets and witch doctors claimed to see in 

visions and revelations from the holy spirits or divination that their children who are demon-

possessed are responsible for their condition and except these children are killed, thrown out 

of the home or delivered spiritually, their parents cannot get out of their problems. This has 

led to throwing out to the streets over 200,000 children between the age of 5 and 17 leading 

to unguided and unprotected sex and sexual abuse of these children and women, thereby 

increasing the incidence of HIV/AIDS and other STDs apart from those who were criminally 

murdered or maimed by these prophets and witch doctors with the connivance of the parents 

of these children. Women also suffer similar fate in the hands of their husbands, in- laws and 

children. 

 The situation became dreadful that the Governor of Akwa-Ibom State has signed into 

law Child Rights Law with certain sections prohibiting stigmatizing any child as a witch and 

or killing or maiming any child under the guise that he or she is a witch or wizard, in addition 

to the existing provisions of the Criminal and Penal Codes. This paper examined critically 

this dreadful criminal behaviour and proffered pragmatic solution to the problem. 

The Concept of Stigmatization 

 Etymologically, stigma is a strong feeling in society that being in a particular situation 

or having a particular illness is something to be ashamed of, e.g. the stigma of alcoholism, 

mental illness, single parenthood, stigma of smoking especially in the U.S 1. 

                                                                 
1 Oxford Dictionary of Current English 
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 Stigmatization is defined by health educators as a pervasive health related problem 

that threatens an individual psychological and physical wellbeing. 2 Stigma according to 

Ekstrand conceived under two main components namely a mark of enduring condition or 

attribute and condition that is negatively valued by the society. 3 It is therefore a condition that 

reflects dishonour and disadvantages to those affected AIDS related stigma refers to the 

prejudice and discrimination directed at people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) and the 

groups and communities that they are associated with. It can result in people living with 

AIDS being rejected from their community, shunned, discriminated against or even being 

subjected to physical hurt. The kid witch or women witches suffer worse stigmatization and 

discrimination to the extent of their being killed, ostracized, injured, throne out to the streets, 

rejected and abandoned. 

 There are basically two types of stigmas. They are felt and enacted stigma. Felt stigma 

according to Zaccagini refers to perception of social norms on the stigmatized condition. 

Enacted stigma is manifested in community level stigma and discrimination in form of 

ostracism, rejection, verbal and physical abuse. In the extreme circumstances, it has extended 

to acts of violence and murder.4 

 

 

The Concept of Gender 

 Gender is a range of characteristic of femininity and masculinity. 5 Gender refers to the 

socially determined differences between men and women, such as roles, attitudes, behaviours 

and values.6 It refers to socially constructed roles and responsibilities of women and men. 

The differences in roles and responsibilities among women and men stem from our families, 

societies, culture.7 The concept of gender includes our expectation about the characteristics, 

attitudes, and behaviours of women and men, and is vital in facilitating gender analysis. The 

different roles, rights and resources that both the gender have in society are important  

determinants of the nature and scope of their inequality and poverty. 8 

                                                                 
2 Cabe & Sokin 2002, Stigma Global Health Research explored, available at http://www.nih.gov.news/N111Record/02192002.Story02.htm 
3 Ekstrand M.I., 2009, Health Consequences of AIDS related stigma, Centre for AIDS Prevention Studies University of California,  San 
Fransisco. See also Omaka C.A. & I.N.A. Omaka, The Health Implications of  HIV/AIDS Stigmatization and the Rights of HIV/AIDS  Patients, 
Nigerian Journal of Food, Drug and Health Law Vol. 2 2009 P. 93. 
4Zaccagini M., 2009, Averting HIV and AIDS based on an original article by Fenni Frediliasson and Annabel Kanabus. AVERT – Averting HIV 
and AIDS www.avert.org See Police rescue women accused of witchcraft, Nigerian Tribune, 6 January 2010 P. 45 Man slices mother’s 
throat over witchcraft, The Punch, 6 January 2010 P. 5. 
5www.wikipedia (last visited 22/09/2012) 
6Action on Gender Equality, Women’s Empowerment and Ending Violence against Women in Africa. ADEVI Progress Report Eng Ptf  
7 Imiran S. et al, The Impact of Gender Inequality in Education on Rural Poverty in Pakistan. An Empirical Analysis 
http://www.eurojournals.com/EJEFAS.htm (last visited 22/09/2012) 
8 Ibid  
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Gender Discrimination 

 It refers to the systematic unfavourable treatment of individuals on the basis of their 

gender which denies them enjoying their right and accessing opportunities or resources.9 Any 

distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose 

of impairing or nullifying the recognition of enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of 

their marital status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and 

fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field is 

discrimination10. It is symptomatic of a situation where pattern of structural inequality are 

maintained by rules, norms and procedures that dictate a subordinate role for women in all 

spheres of society11. It also means the effect of law or established practice that confers 

privileges to a certain class because of race, age, sex, personality, religion or handicap 12. 

Child or Woman Witch Stigma in Nigeria 

 Africa is a superstitious society and this is seen in happenings in various part of 

Africa as well as it is shown in this section of the work.  

 In Burundi, 10 persons were accused of the ritual killings of albinos based on 

superstitious belief that albinos are special specie of human being suitable for money making 

rituals.13 Ghana is another African country with superstitious and religious belief. It has a 

Witches Camp situated in Gambaga in the Northern region of the country. The camp is a 

sanctuary where women alleged to be witches seek refuge from attack and persecution. 

Ghana‘s Witches Camp is the first of its kind in Africa. 14 In fact, it is alleged that it is only 

Ghana‘s and Nigeria that witches camps exist in Africa. 15 Unlike in Ghana, most of the 

people accused of bewitching their neighbours in other African countries do not make it to be 

refugee camp alive. 

 They are hunted down, killed with clubs, or matchets, lynched or made to die a slow 

but painful death. To brand somebody a witch is to pass a death sentence on her. Most 

victims of this cruel treatment are women;16 that is why the hue and cry is always about 

                                                                 
9Action on Gender Equality, Women’s Empowerment and Ending Violence against Women in Africa. ADEVI Progress Report Eng Ptf  
10Article 1, United Nations Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) 1979. 
11 Mojbol Olfnk Okome, Domestic, Regional, and International Protection of Nigeria Women against Discrimination Constraints and 
Possibilities, African Studies Quarterly. The Online Journal of Africa Studies. 
12 Agugua V.C, Gender Dynamics of Inheritance Rights in Nigeria: Need for Women Empowerment (Onitsha: Folmech Printing and 
Publishing 10 LTD, 2009) 
13Leo Igwe, Fighting Superstition in Africa, Nigerian Tribune, 18 September 2009 P. 19. 
14 Debruner H., Witchecraft in Ghana – Kumasi 1959 
15 Leo Igwe, Supra 
16 Police rescue women accused of witchcraft. Nigerian Tribune 6 January 2010 P. 45. Woman kills mother over witchcraft, The Pun ch, 6 
January 2010 P. 5. An American graduate returnee used harmer to hit her mother and killed her because she claimed the mother was 
responsible for her misfortune. Nigerian Compass, 6 October 2009 P. 6. Another pathetic story was reported in Nigerian Compass of 28 
November 2009 P. 1 under the caption “Is this Girl a Cat?” it reveals how people concerted a story that a girl of about 15 years is a witch 

and that she turned to a cat. This happened in Akure in Ondo state Southwest Nigeria. The father and the relations of the girl disclaimed 
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witches and not wizards. Witchcraft is largely a patriarchal tool for the oppression, 

domination and marginalization of women.17 There seems to be a gender factor in the whole 

local belief and practice of witchcraft. Wizards who are men are rarely persecuted or 

stigmatized. 

 Children and the elderly women have also been targeted by witch hunters in Nigeria.18 

In Cross Rivers and Akwa-Ibom states, thousands of children branded witches and wizards 

were tortured, exiled and abandoned by their family members under guise that they had 

bewitched their parents to poverty and bad luck.19 

 A lot of pastors, prophets, Alfas and witch-doctors are now feeding fat on ignorance 

and illiteracy of parents telling them that the source of their poverty, sicknesses and bad luck 

is their children and that they can deliver them or that the children must die before they can 

make it or recover from their ailments.20 Some of these pastors claim to have the power to 

exorcise the witchcraft from these children while some claimed that they have killed many of 

these children.21 The so called witch children have been scape goated and blamed for the 

poverty, misery and frustration their families suffer in their poor and sometimes war torn 

countries.22 

 In Edo state, Southern Nigeria, at least 10 elderly persons accused of witchcraft died 

in 2004 after they were forced to drink magical portions. 23 In Kenya, aged people have been 

targeted in a deadly witch hunt that is sweeping the nations Kissi region. 24 In most part of 

Africa, people regard the gray heirs, red eyes, and wrinkle stain of the aged as bewitching 

features and identify them with evil without any empirical proof.25 While witch attacks are 

often carried out by mobs and gangs, in Gambia, it is the State that is executing the witch 

                                                                                                                                                                                                          
her on the ground that she transformed to a cat and back to human being. She would have been lynched to death but for timely 
intervention of good Samaritans. Another report of Nigerian Compass of 14 October 2009 P. 28 with the caption “Our father kic ked us out 
into the streets, alleging that we were witches” revealed a gory tale of how the father of two girls, Blessing Okeke 16 and her sister 
Sandara Okeke 14, were sent out into the streets by their father on the ground that they were witches and that they were the one that 
killed their mother. A similar story was revealed by the Nigerian Compass of 30 January 2010 at pages 8 & 9, where one Chisom  Alamba, 
an eight year old girl was accused of being a witch by her father and step mother, she was said to have killed her  mother by witchcraft she 
was thrown out of the house to the street where the was serially raped and sexually harassed. As at press time, it could not be confirmed 
whether or not she has been infected with HIV/AID or STDs. This situation is definitely dehumanizing and constitute an abuse of the girl. 
Her two palms were also burnt with fire by the father. There are many cases like these in other arts of Nigeria that are not covered by the 
press. See witches and wizard: How man Transform Daughter into Cow, The Graphic 7 July 2010 P. 8 
17 Leo Igwe, Supra 
18 Ibid  
19Akwa Ibom Fake Spiritualists. Healing Homes in Trouble over killing of Child Witches, The Nation 15 December 2008 P. A2. 
20 Pastors take advantage of poverty to defraud members – Saturday Sun 24 November 2009 P. 3. See also Fake Prophets, the havoc they 
cause. Sunday Tribune, 21 February 2010 P. 31. Pastor 48 Arrested with 23 children in Abuja: Claims I cure them of witchcraft , Sunday 
Trust, 11 April 2010 P. 7 
21 Akwa Ibom state Fake Spiritualists, Healing Homes in Trouble over killing of Child Witches, The Nation 15 December 2008 P. A2. See also 
my Encounter with Witches & Wizard, The Graphic, 7 July 2010 P. 17 
22Gluman M. Customs and Conflicts in Africa. See also Bloom H.G. Witchcraft in Africa 1962 (ed). Mulungi L., Witchcraft and Criminal Law 
in East Africa 1966, 6 ST 687 
23 Leo Igwe, Op. Cit. 
24 Ibid  
25 Ibid 
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hunts.26 In February 2009, the Gambia security officials and some witch doctors from Guinea 

abducted more than 1000 persons and took them to a secret location where they were tortured 

and forced to drink magical concoctions. Some died after taking the portions while other have 

serious health complications.27 

 Apart from witchcraft, juju and charms, ritual sacrifice and traditional medicine are 

other superstitious beliefs that undermine African development and progress. Most Africans 

believe that charms are potent and effective. They believe charms can protect them from 

harm, diseases, accidents and death or that charms can enhance their success. Many African 

football teams use charms for their matches, yet an African team has never won the world 

cup.28 One of the major causes of accident in Africa is that drivers do not care to put their 

vehicles in good order or obey traffic rules because they believe their charm/juju will protect 

them from any road accident.29 African traders and politicians believe juju and charms will 

help them succeed in their business or in election, 30 instead of good feasibility studies, hard 

work good credentials and issue based campaigns or good manifestoes.  

 Africans believe that ritual sacrifice – not education, not research and development 

will help them excel in any trade, position or profession. 31 Africans believe that wealth and 

success cannot be achieved without some form of ritual sacrifice.32 Prosperity is always 

associated with the occult, and in most cases the sacrifices are performed with human body 

parts hence the prevalence of ritual killings in Africa. 33 There is a great need of anti-

superstition campaign in Africa because superstition is regressive, destructive and counter 

productive. 

Health Implications of Child and Woman Witch Stigma and Assault 

 The World Health Organization defines health as a state of complete physical, mental 

and social wellbeing not merely the absence of diseases or infirmity. 34 This definition implies 

that health as a concept relates to all aspect of human lives, from physical wellbeing to social 

interactions, mental and emotional capacities. 

                                                                 
26 Ibid 
27 Ibid  
28 Ibid  
29 Folasade Adejimi, Fetish objects cannot prevent accident, The Nation, 3 December 2009, P. C5  
30 Ibid. Desperation for Husband: Lady falls victims of ritualists, Lagos Life, Sunday Tribune, 25 October 2009 P. 7. 
31 Leo Igwe, Supra 
32 Witch Doctor Reveal Extent of Child Sacrifice in Uganda, Freedom Express 8, January 2010 P. 1. The newspaper supported as witch 
doctor in Lira Northern Uganda who confessed to killing of 70 children for ritual sacrifice including his own son. 
33 Nollywood Films Blamed for Money Rituals in Uganda. The Nation 30 August 2009 P. 34. See also the comment of Minister for 
Information, Professor Dora Akunyili, where she accused Nollywood of destroying Nigeria’s image. She was quoted as saying “Yo u are 
giving Nigeria Bad Name”, The Punch of 25-11-2009. 
34 Zaccagni M., Op. Cit 
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 Discriminatory practices affect negatively the identity of people stigmatized as 

witches. Stigmatization and discrimination impact on a stigmatized person‘s perception of 

himself, sense of identity, sense of belonging and interaction with others in the community. 

Such practices as abandonment, denial of rights and ostracization makes the victim feel 

isolated, guilty, dirty and full of same.35 These also have the potential of steering unhealthy 

feelings such as depression, frustration, withdrawal attitude, lack of self worth and the desire 

for suicide.36 These conditions are in addition to physical illness sustained from assault, 

lynching and terrorism on the victims of the stigma. 37 As a result of rejection and 

abandonment of women by husbands, children and in- laws they are prone to unguided and 

unprotected sex on the streets or at dilapidated buildings adopted as shelters, thereby 

contacting HIV/AIDS. The children who are of adolescent age equally susceptible to the 

same condition (age 12 – 17). 

 HIV/AIDS prevalence between the ages of 15-19 years is 4.9% in Nigeria, while 

between ages 20-24 is 8.0%, 25-29 is 6.8% and 30-34 years is 1.3%. HIV/AIDS prevalence 

by zone in Nigeria is 5.2% in Southeast, 3.5% in Southwest, 3.2% in Northwest, 4.5% in 

Northeast, 7.0% in North Central while it is 5.2% in South-South between 1992 – 1999.38 

 Most of the victims of this social malaise are within age 7-40 and above. Another 

report identified the hot sports of HIV in Nigeria by states as follows: Southeast – Ebonyi 

state is 11.1%, Southwest Lagos is 67%, Northwest – Kaduna 11.6%, Northeast – Taraba 

7.5%, North Central – Benue 21% and South-South – Akwa-Ibom 13.5%. Out of the many 

causes of this problem is the stigmatization, assault, rejection and abandoning of kids and 

women suspected to be witches and wizards is also prominent apart from the hitherto 

traditional causes of HIV/AIDS.39 Therefore, government should reinvigorate the law 

enforcement agencies and educate the citizenry on the evils of stigmatization and as saulting 

of people suspected to be witches and wizards. Other problems affecting these people are 

alcoholism, drug addiction resulting from frustration, prostitution, street orchin, area boys, 

almajiri40 etc. These constitute a serious social and economic menace to the society. This 

situation will further aggravate the spread of HIV/AIDS because these vulnerable people are 

helpless as there is no special security for them.  

                                                                 
35 Ibid  
36 Ekstraud M.I., Op. Cit. 
37 11 years old housemaid stabbed by her boss over witchcraft accusation, National Life, 7 March 2010 P. 41 
38HIV/AIDS and Human Rights: The Role of the Judiciary, published by Centre for the Right to Health, Lagos 2004  
39 Ibid  
40 The situation became worrisome that the Inspector General of Police as reported to have advised parents to stop calling child ren 
witches. Nigerian Compass, 24 February 2010 P. 28, while the Commissioner of Police Lagos State also stated that children stigmatized 

with witches who are abandoned and rejected don’t go back home but they became permanent street children. 
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Protection of Children and Women under the Constitution 

 The constitution is the most important law providing protection for children and 

women, although the applicable provisions are indirect. Chapter II of the Constitution, on the 

fundamental objectives and directive principles of state policy, contain principles that are 

supposed to guide and direct the Nigerian state in the formulation and execution of policies. 

Several of these principles are important for child survival, development and protection.  

 Similarly, there are provisions in Chapter II on the equality of the sexes and the 

prohibition of discrimination in all forms. Thus, under Section 15(2), the Government is 

charged with the responsibility of promoting national unity and a sense of belonging and 

loyalty among its citizens and accordingly discriminating on the ground of origin, sex, 

religion, status, ethnic or linguistic association or ties is expressly prohibited. Section 17 of 

the Constitution espouses the ideas of freedom, equality justice, human dignity and the 

sanctity of the human person, as well as the provisions of adequate infrastructure for leisure, 

social, religious and cultural life, medical and health facilities for all persons, and protection 

for children and young persons from all exploitation and from moral and material neglect. 

Section 13 enjoins all organs of Government and authorities to observe and apply the 

provisions under Chapter II.  

 Unfortunately, these provisions that directly address the rights of the children and 

women are non-justiciable and cannot be legally enforced in a court of law. Because Section 

6(6) of the Constitution prevents the courts from looking into whether or not the fundamental 

objectives and directive principles of state policy have been implemented. The judiciary in 

Nigeria has maintained an attitude of helplessness on implementation of chapter II of the 

Constitution. 

 Unlike the fundamental objectives, the fundamental human rights spanning Sections 

33-44 of Chapter IV of the Constitution are justiciable. Chapter IV covers provisions on the 

right to life, dignity, fair hearing, private and family life, thought, conscience and religion, 

expression, peaceful assembly and association, movement, freedom from discrimination and 

the right to own property. Specially, Section 33 guarantees the right to life lf all citizens, 

children and women inclusive. Section 42 also provides that no citizen of Nigeria shall be 

subjected to any disability or deprivation merely by reason of the circumstances of his or her 

birth. 

 This particular provision is a bastion for children born outside wedlock because 

through it, they are given the same right as children born within wedlock. Although the 

fundamental rights apply to al citizens, a child cannot invoke them directly through legal 
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action. If an adult does not act on the child‘s behalf, the child is unable to seek enforcement 

of his or her rights. 

Witchcraft and Criminal Law in Nigeria 

 Both the Criminal Code and the Penal Code law made provisions on witchcraft. The 

Criminal Code provides that any person who:41 

a) By his statements or act represent himself to be a witch or to have the power of 

witchcraft; or 

b) Accuses or threatens to accuse any person with being a witch or with having the 

power of witchcraft; or 

c) Makes or sells or uses or assists or takes part in making or selling or using or has in 

his possession or represents himself to be in possession of any juju, drug or charm 

which is intended to be used or reported to possess the power to prevent or delay any 

person from doing an act which such person has a legal right to do or to compel any 

person to do an act which such person has a legal right to refrain from doing or which 

is alleged or reported to possess the power of causing any epidemic; or  

d) Directs or controls or presides at or is present at or takes part in the worship or 

invocation of any juju which is prohibited by an order of the state commissioner; or 

e) Is in possession of or has control over any human remains which are used or are 

intended to be used in connection with the worship or invocation of any juju; or  

f) Makes or uses or assists in making or using or has in his possession any thing 

whatsoever the making or use or possession of which has been prohibited by an order 

as being or believed to be associated with human sacrifice or other unlawful practice; 

is guilty of a misdemeanor and is liable to imprisonment for two years. 

It is under this Code that one Abiodun Akerele was convicted in 1954 42 the fact of this case 

was that sequel to the mysterious death of Bode Thomas, was that Abiodun Akerele was in 

20th September 1984 conviced by a magistrate‘s court for unlawfully accusing one woman. 

Taiwo Amoke of being a witch and that through her witchcraft she had caused the death of 

Bode Thomas, the then Deputy Chairman of Action Group. He appealed to the High Court 

Ibadan on 7th January 1955, justice Adetokunbo Ademola dismissed the appeal. 43 This is the 

only reported case on witchcraft stigmatization in Nigeria.  

                                                                 
41Section 210 of Criminal Code and Section 216 of the Penal Code Law. 
42 Akerele v. Inspector General of Police 1955 21 NLR 337 
43 Auda T.A. Flash Back Specturm Books Ltd, Ibadan 1989, P. 8. 
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 Apart from the above provision of criminal law on witchcraft in Nigeria, the Criminal 

and Penal Code law also created the offence of criminal defamation. 44 It follows therefore 

that any person who alleges or calls another a witch or wizard without being able to prove 

that the person is actually a witch or wizard will be guilty and be liable to terms of 

imprisonment provided in that section of the law. How can it even be proved that someone is 

a witch when there is no acceptable parameter to determine who a witch is? 45 

Stigmatization, Assaulting and Killing of Witches the Response of Civil Law 

 We have said that branding a person a witch is a criminal offence both under the 

Penal Code law and the Criminal Code.46 It is noteworthy to state clearly that to brand a 

person a witch or wizard could also amount to defamation of character under the law of tort.47 

While criminal defamation incurs penalty in form of fines and imprisonment, 48 defamation of 

character in tort will entitle the plaintiff to claim compensatory damages. 49 

 Assault is trespass to person which is actionable per se. 50 it is also a crime under the 

law.51 A plaintiff who is victim of stigmatization and assault because of wrong accusation as 

a witch or wizard can sue for damages for assault and instigate police to prosecute the 

offender for assault. Killing of a person suspected to be a witch is murder. 52 The perpetrators 

have no defense under the law. A self-confessed witch cannot also be assaulted or killed 

neither could she be stigmatized. Self-confession to witch could be a medical case of 

paranoid, because so far no scientific method has been devised to identify who is a witch and 

what are the characteristics of a witch. We have shown elsewhere that religious sociologists 

and anthropologists believe in existence of witches but no scientific proof you.  

 Who is a witch or a wizard? And how do we identify or recognize a witch? In 

religionists believe there are witches and wizards and that they are devilish, while some 

anthropologists also traced the origin of witchcraft to agricultural age, and that it originally 

for good before the younger generation corrupted it and make it to wear its proof devilish 

garb. The humanists consign the concept of witchcraft to superstition. The position on 

witchcraft is more confusing because it recognizes the existence of witchcraft making 

                                                                 
44Section 391 of the Penal Code Law operating in Northern Nigeria and Section 375 & 376 of the Criminal Code operating in South ern 
Nigeria. 
45 Ben Ezinma, Are They Witches? Daily Independence, 30 th June 2010 P. 33. 
46Section 210 of the Criminal Code operating in Southern Nigeria and Section 216 of the Penal Code law operating in Northern Ni geria and 
Abuja. See also the case of Akerele v. IGP (1995) 21 NCR 337, where the court convicted lawyer Akerele for calling a woman a witch in Oyo 
by alleging that the woman killed Chief Bode Thomas by witchcraft. This is the single reported case on this issue. 
47 D. Folorunsho Tom, Nigerian Press Law, Pecurt Press  Ltd, Asaba 2009 
48Section 375 & 376 of Criminal Code and Section 391 of Penal Code Law. 
49 D. Folorunsho Tom, op. cit. 
50 Ibid  
51Sections 351 and 356 of Criminal Code and Section 264 of Penal Code Law. 
52 Adeoyo Lambo, The Role of Cultural Factors in Paranoid Psychosis among Yoruba Tribe 1955, 10 Journal of Mental Science, PP. 229 – 

249. 
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provisions in criminal laws forbidden calling any person a witch or a person call himself a 

witch. But juristic opinions and decisions do not favour the existence of witch and wizard. 

Courts decisions are to the effect that it is unreasonable to believe in existence or influence of 

witchcraft for commission of crimes and that no defense can and any offender who claimed 

to act under the believe or influence of witchcraft. 53 

Human Rights and Witches 

 Every human being is entitled to enjoyment of Human Rights.  

 Any person alleged to be a witch or wizard as long as he is a living person have 

entitled to his or her fundamental human rights such as the right to life, 54 right to dignity 

his/her human person,55 his rights to personal liberty56 and rights to freedom of movement. 

He also has the right to privacy of his family and home,57 the right to fair hearing,58 and right 

to reside in any where in Nigeria.  

Child Witchcraft Saga as Child Abuse 

 The African child has suffered several abuses ranging from violence, 59 sexual abuse,60 

sexual exploitation,61 child labour62 and slavery,63 early marriage,64 female gender 

mutilation,65 gender discrimination,66 etc. 

 The child witch saga is another form of child abuse which both municipal and 

international law have adequately addressed.67 The present scenario in some states in Nigeria 

constitutes serious child abuse that must be squarely addressed by the government.  

 The Criminal Code makes it a crime for any parent or guardian to willfully or without 

any lawful excuse abandon or desert a child without means of support. 68 Many parents and 

guardians in Nigeria today ‗have inflicted serious injuries on their children through 

                                                                 
53 D.K. Olukoya Witchcraft in the Church, MFM Publications, Lagos 2005, D.K. Olukoya, Praying Dismantle Witchcraft, Battle Cry Ministry 
Publication, Lagos 2002. Adam A. SarafaDeen, The Reality Demonic Possession and Islamic Method of Exorcism, Saru Media Publishers, 
Kaduna, 2003 P. 52. 
54 Olufemi Abifarin, An Appraisal of the Response of Law to Witchcraft Phenomenon in Nigeria, CJJIL Vol. 1 No. 1 2010, P. 13. 
55 Nnana Kalu in Adam Suraafudeen/Supra 
56 Leo Igwe, op. cit. 
57Borokini A.A. op. cit. 
58 R.V. Udo Aka Ebong (1947) 12 WACA, R.V. Odo & Co. (1938) 4 WACA, 71 
59 R.V Gadam (1954) 14 WACA 442, R.V. Nwaoke (1934) 5 WACA 120 
60 Section 33 of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria 
61 Section 34  
62 Section 35 
63 Section 41 
64 Section 37 
65 Section 36 
66 Abuse and Violence against Women and Children – Children and Women’s Rights in Nigeria: A Wake up Call, UNICEF 2001, P. 192 
67 Gogo G. Otuturu, The Legal Responses to Child Labour in Nigeria , Kogi State University Law Journal Vol. 1 No. 1 2007 P. 1, Musikilu 
Mojeed, Inside Nigerian Transnational human Trafficking Industry, The Punch, 16 October 2008, P. 3. 
68Abifarin Olufemi, Abdulrasaq F.F. and Sola Olayemi, Reflections on Marriageable Age. Child Rights Act and the Health of the Child in 

Nigeria, Nigerian journal of Food Drug and health Law, Vol. 1 No. 1 2008 P. 158 
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HIV/AIDS,69 which these children contracted either through birth by infected parents or 

contacted through sexual abuse such as rape, incest and exposure to prostitution or worst still, 

through mother to children as a result of breastfeeding. 70 

 The Penal Code operating in the Northern part of Nigeria provides that whoever being 

the father or mother or having the care of a child under the age of twelve years exposes such 

child in any place with the intention of wholly abandoning such child, shall be punished with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to seven years or with fine or with both. 71 

 The Code went further to provide that whoever having the charge or care of a child 

under the age of 15 years or being in a position of authority over him willfully illiterates or 

neglects him in such a way as to cause him unnecessary suffering shall be punished (a) with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to two years or with fine or with both and (b) if 

the ill-treatment or neglect results in serious injury to the health of such child, the offender 

shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which may extend to five years or with fine 

or with both.72 

 The combined effect of the provisions of both Criminal and Penal Codes is that, they 

both impose legal obligation on parents, guardian and any one who is in care of any child to 

provide food, shelter and clothing for the child. The Penal Code is even more emphatic on 

provision of education to the child in addition to food, shelter and clothing. To all intent and 

purposes, the criminal law in Nigeria adequately protects the interest of children against 

abuse, neglect, torture and abandonment.  

Child Rights Act and Child Witchcraft Saga 

 The Child Rights Act provides that the best interest of the child should be of 

paramount consideration in all action73 and a child is to be given protection and care 

necessary for his well being.74 The Act went further to stipulate that the child has 

fundamental rights in Chapter IV of the Constitution, 75 a right to survival and development,76 

right to a name,77 right to leisure, recreation and cultural activities, 78 right to health and health 

                                                                 
69Hakeem Ijaiya, Female Genital Mutilation and Harmful Traditional practices against Children and Women in Nigeria, Nigerian Jo urnal of 
Food, Drug and Health Law Vol. 1 No.1 2008 P. 
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71 Sunkanmi Anwo, Critical Issues on Childhood and Status of a Child in International  Law. Modern Trend in Laws of Nigeria, edu ted by 
Gbenga Ojo, Abeokuta 2009 P. 99 
72Akwa-Ibom and Cross River States Especially. 
73 Section 2 
74 Section 3 
75 Section 4 
76 Section 5 
77 Section 12 
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services,79 right to parental care, protection and maintenance, 80 and right to free and 

compulsory primary education.81 

 To further safeguard the interest of the child, the Act prohibits child marriage, 82 child 

betrothal,83 tattoos and skin marks on the child,84 exploitative labour,85 prostitution and child 

trafficking.86 The Act also protect the child from begging and being used by beggars, sexual87 

abuse and exploitation including harmful publications. 88 

 

The Rights of the Child under International Law 

 The United Nations Organization in its Convention on the Rights of the Child defines 

a child as every human being below the age of 18 years unless under the law applicable to the 

child majority is attained earlier89 this article makes provision for countries like Germany and 

America where marriage is permissible for a sixteen year old boy or girl.  

 The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child forbade discrimination 

against a child any punishment of a child on the basis of status, activities, expressed opinions 

or beliefs of the child‘s parents, legal guardians or family members. 90 And in all actions 

concerning children whether undertaken by public or private, social welfare institutions, 

courts of law, administrative authorities or legislative bodies, the best interest  of the child 

shall be a primary consideration.91 

 The Convention provides further that State Parties undertake to ensure the child such 

protection and care as is necessary for his or her wellbeing, taking into account the right and 

duties of his or her parents, legal guardians or other individuals legally responsible for him or 

her and to this end shall take all appropriate legislative and administrative measure and the 

State Parties shall ensure that the institutions, services and facilities responsible for the care 

or protection of children shall conform with the standards established by competent 

authorities, particularly in the area of safety, health, in the number and suitability of their staff 

as well as competent supervision92. 
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 The Convention also recognize that every child has the inherent right to life and the 

State Parties shall ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of the 

child.93 

The Rights and Welfare of the Child under African Union Charter 

 The African Union in its Charter on the rights and Welfare of the Child also define a 

child to mean every human being below the age of 18 years. 94 It forbids discrimination 

against children,95 and also recognizes that the best interest of the child should be of 

paramount consideration in all actions concerning the child.96 This Charter also recognizes 

that every child has an inherent right to life and this right shall be protected by law.97 

Fundamental Rights of the child is guaranteed by the Charter. 98 It also guarantees the right to 

education,99 leisure, abuse and torture are prohibited.100 

 The Charter also guarantees that a child shall be entitled to the enjoyment of parental 

care and protection.101 Parents and other persons responsible for the child shall have the 

primary responsibility for the up bringing and development of the child and shall have the 

duty to ensure that the best interests of the child are their basic concern at all times, to secure, 

within their ability and financial capabilities, conditions of living necessary to the child‘s 

development102 and to ensure that domestic discipline is administered with humanity and in a 

manner consistent with the inherent dignity of the child. 103 

 To further protect the child from arbitrariness, the Charter provides that no child shall 

be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family, home or 

correspondence or to the attacks upon his honour or reputation, provided that parents or legal 

guardians shall have the right to exercise reasonable supervision over the conduct of their 

children. The child has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or 

attacks104. This provision is in pari material with article XVI of the Convention on Right of 

the Child. The case of kid or child witches in Nigeria is a direct violation of these laws. 

Nigeria being a member of UN and AU and having ratified and domesticated these laws have 

a legal obligation to ensure obedience of these laws and to sanction any one who violates 
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these laws within her territory. CEDAW is another international instrument that protects 

women from discrimination and stigmatization.  

Conclusion and Recommendations  

 We have shown that there is stigmatization and assault on children and women 

suspected to be witches and that there are adequate laws to check the menace but what 

needed urgently now is effective law enforcement. 105 Government at all levels should 

recognize this problem and work out a synergy on effective and community policing. There 

should also be networking and cooperation among all the security agencies in Nigeria. The 

Nigeria police alone cannot successfully combat this menace except they work with other 

security agencies. 

 The Government in collaboration with Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) 

should work out effective advocacy programme whereby the citizens will be educated on the 

illegality of stigmatizing, assaulting, lynching or murder of any person suspected to be a 

witch or wizard. The churches and mosques should also be educated about the limit of right 

to religion and the imperative of practicing religion within the ambit of the law. The clerics 

should be made to know that they have no immunity against criminal and civil prosecution in 

the course of their religious and secular duties.106 

 Government should also identify the victims of this stigmatization with a view to 

rehabilitating them. Some of them have been dispossessed of their property and homes, while 

others have lost their loved ones, some have become street orchins, area boys, thieves, 

robbers, prostitutes, etc. They need rehabilitation, love and care. They also need counseling 

and economic empowerment after rehabilitation.  

 The broken homes as a result of stigmatization should be restored by reconciliation of 

husbands, wives and their children and giving them economic assistance to start off life again 

as one united family. 

 The efforts of the various Non Government Organizations (NGOs) who are already 

helping to identify and rehabilitate victims of kids and women witch stigmatization should be 

commended. Such organizations include International Federation of Women Lawyers 

(FIDA), Association of Reproductive and Family Health (ARFII), Child Growth Concern 

Initiatives (CGCI), Child Rights and Rehabilitation Network (CRARN), Stepping Stones 

Nigeria (SSN) etc.107 

                                                                 
105 Nosike Agokei, Op. Cit. 
106 Olufemi Abifarin, The Right to Worship in Nigeria: The Church and the Law, Kaduna, 2008 P. 5. 
107 Child Abuse, NGOs Appeal for Adoption of Victims, Daily Independent, 10 February 2009, p. VIII, see also Fighting the cause o f Child-

Witches, Nigerian Compass, 13 June 2010 P. 14. 
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 Some of these NGOs have suffered attacks from pastors, prophets and witch doctors 

who see the NGOs as a clog in the wheel of their progress. 108 Some of them have also been 

given award of excellence in rehabilitating the victims of witchcraft stigmatization. 109 They 

have successfully organized advocacy and educative programmes such as Saving Africa‘s 

Witch Children, and Child First Conference; preventing abuse of Nigeria Child Today.  

 The focus of Government has always been how to eradicate child and human 

trafficking110 but no effort has been recorded on prevention of stigmatization of children and 

women as witches which is a common phenomenon in Nigeria today. Government‘s attention 

should be shifted to eradication of this stigma, punishing the culprits and educating the 

masses about the evils of stigmatization and assaulting of children and women on ground of 

witchcraft which is hardly provable or sustainable in law. Since it has also been established 

that there is a link between stigmatization of children and women as witches and HIV/AIDS 

infection because the victims are exposed to unguided and unprotected sex, the government 

should take the battle against stigmatization of child and women‘s witches seriously.  

 Those of them who are already infected with HIV/AIDS should be given drugs to 

prevent foetal HIV infections or prevention of HIV infections from mother to child. 111 The 

victims should also be assisted with antiretroviral drugs to make them live long and healthy 

lives. Good governance in Africa will go a long way in solving this problem. Governments in 

Africa should institute welfare programme like social security for the unemployed, the aged 

and he disabled in order to reduce poverty. More funds should be voted for education, so that 

ignorance and illiteracy which is the breeder of superstitions could be eradicated.  

                                                                 
108 Akpabio, Why I am Campaigning against Child Witches, The Nation 23 May 2010 P. 55. 
109 Child Witch advocates get award – The Nation, 24 June 2009 P. A4. See also Kanu visits abandoned Children in Akwa Ibom State. 
110 Policemen receive training in handling child sexual abuse cases, Nigerian Compass, 10 September 2009, P. 45. 
111 Akanmu Suleman, How Drug Compliance prevent foetal HIV Infection, Sunday Independent, 12 July 2009, P. E6. Sokunbi Yinka, 
Challenges of Preventing Mother to Child Transmission of HIV/AIDS. Sunday Independent, 11 December 2005 P. D7. See also Izuora Chika, 
Fighting HIV/AIDS through Multisectoral Collaboration, New Nigeria Weekly, 17 December 2005 P. 8 where it was revealed that every day, 
over 17,000 women became pregnant among whom 900 are HIV positive, 300 women transmit HIV to their children. He also said 25% of 
infants with HIV get infected before or after their birth while about 15% of infants with HIV are infected through breastfeed ing. He then 

concluded that about 1.8 million children are orphaned through AIDS. 
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CHAPTER XXII 

MAINTENANCE OF LAW AND ORDER WITHIN HUMAN RIGHTS NORMS IN 

NIGERIA: EXAMINING THE MODUS OPERANDI OF SECURITY PERSONNEL 

Abstract 

Security is the basic preoccupation of every individual, community or nation. This is because 

security affects not only human aspirations but also the fundamental issue of national 

survival. It is only under a secure atmosphere that individual within a state can engage in 

productive ventures to meet their respective needs. Similarly, it is under a safe and secure 

atmosphere that the state can mobilize both its human and natural resources for meaningful 

development. To provide this much needed security therefore, service personnel in internal 

security operations come in contact with the rights of other people. This paper examines the 

modus operandi of the various security personnel in Nigeria with a view to highlighting the 

level of observance of the rule of law, due process and human rights in their operation. We 

observed that the Nigerian Army, Police and Department of State Security have shown no 

regard to the human rights of Nigerians in the course of their duty. We suggested training and 

retraining of these security personnel so that they can be more civil in their modus operandi.  

INTRODUCTION 

All over the world, the concern for security is the basis preoccupation of every individual, 

community or nation. This is because security affects not only human aspirations but also the 

fundamental issue of national survival. It is only under a secure environment that individuals 

within a state can engage in productive ventures to meet their respective needs. Similarly, it is 

under a safe and secure atmosphere that the state can mobilize both its human and materials 

resources for meaningful development.1 

To provide this much needed security therefore, service personnel in internal security 

operations come in contact with the rights of the individuals. A right is an entitlement. It is a 

claim which one person can bring against another to the extent that the exercise of the right 

                                                                 
1 E. Bitner Law enforcement in modern Society (Washington: US Government Press 1990) Abifarin, S.A. Bello and J.k. Isah, National 
Security Terrorism and Counter-terrorism in Nigeria” Contemporary Journal of InterDisciplinary Studies vol. 2 No.22015 p.306 Abubarkar, 
A.A. The challenges of National Security in Democratic Nigeria (Silver Jubilee Lecture of the National Institute of Policy and Strategic 
Studies, kuru Jos 26 November 2004) Adesina, J.O.(2004) In Search of Public Mindedness: Nigeria, The Crises of Human Security and 
Beyond. Being a Convocation Lecture Delivered at Joseph Ayo Babalola University Ikeji Arakeji on 11 th December 2014. Alubo, A.O. (ed) 
Abuja Constellation Nig. Publishers. Bello, S.A. J.O.Chijioke  and O.Abifarin, “Terrorism Human Righs, Good Governance and Africa 
Development” Contemporary Journal of the Inter-disciplinary Studies vol. 2 No.2 2015 p.154 Bello S.A. and Odusote, A. “The Matrixes of 
Bad Governance, Corruption and Insecurity in Nigeria” in Corruption and National Development, Abdukardir. A. (ed) Ilorin: National 

Association of Nigeria Law Teachers p.606 
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does not infringe on the rights of other people. ―Human Rights‖ are legal entitlements which 

every person, as a human being, possesses. They are universal and belong to everyone, rich 

or poor, male or female.  Such rights may be violated but they can never be taken away. 2 

Human rights are legal rights- this means that they are part of the law. The fundamental basis 

of the modern laws of human rights has existed throughout history. However, it was not until 

the last century that the international community realized the need to develop minimum 

standards for the treatment of citizens by their governments. The reasons for this awareness 

are best expressed in the preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by 

the United Nations in 1948. 

“Recognition of the inherent dignity and…equal and inalienable rights of 

all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and 

peace in theworld…disregard and contempt for human rights have 

resulted in barbarous acts…it is essential, if man is not to be compelled to 

have recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and 

oppression, tat human rights should be protected by the rule of law.”  

Service personnel in internal security operations play a great role in the promotion and 

protection of human rights. Their function is a public service created by law, with 

responsibilities of maintaining public order and rendering the aid and assistance to civil 

authority/power. The powers and authorities that are required for the effective discharge of 

their responsibilities are also granted by the laws of the land. However, these legal 

foundations in themselves are insufficient to guarantee lawful and non-arbitrary law 

enforcement practices; they merely offer a framework and create potential. 3 

The effective and correct task performance of service personnel in internal security 

operations depends upon the quality and capability of each one of the official. Internal 

security operations must be carried out in full compliance with the law and with a correct and 

                                                                 
2 O. Eze Law and National Security Compliments or Opposites The military lawyer vol 3 (2003) P. 1 O.O. Nwanko Operating In accordance 
with Human Rights Norms: the Responsibility of Service Personnel in Internal Security Operations. The military lawyer vol 3 (2007) P. 41 
Bozeman, A.B. Human Rights and National Security, Yale Journal of World Public Order (vol.9)1982-83 Durojaye E. (2010) Corruption as a 
Threat to Human Security in Africa in Ademola Abbas (ed) Protecting human security in Africa Oxford University Press p.218 Gambo, A.N. 
(2008) Nigeria and Africa’s Security in the 21st Century Contemporary Readings in Governance, Law and Security. Gamaliel, J.D. (2008) “The 
Concept of National Security,” Contemporary Readings in Governance, Law and security. Nweze A. (2004) National Security Threats in 
Nigeria” In Issue of Peace and Security, D.A Briggs and J.G, Sauda (ed) National Institute for Strategic Studies Kuru, Jos. Nweze C.C. (1990) 
Instruments of Internal Security and Alternative Force in Nigerian Defence Policy Issues and Problems, A.E. Ekoko and M.A Vogt (eds), 
Lagos. Malt House Press Ltd Odome, S.U. (2004) security, Mispercieved in Nigeria, Ibadan; John Achers Publishers Ltd. Onuoha,  F. 
Corruption and National Security Nigeria Journal of Economic and Financial Crimes (2009)p. 1 -9 Orhea O. and Aghedo, I. Corruption and 
Internal Security in Nigeria, African security 127-147. Thomas, c. and Wilkin P. (1999) Globalization, Human Security and African 
Experience Colarado and London; Lyone Rienner Publishers Inc. 
3 Ibid 
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reasonable use of powers and authorities granted by the law. Internal security operations 

cannot be founded on illegal, discriminatory or arbitrary practices on the part of service 

personnel. Such practices will destroy public confidence, trust and support and will serve to 

undermine the very authority of the law itself.4 

Identifying the Security Personnel in Nigeria 

The security personnel in Nigeria consist of the Nigeria Armed forces (Army, Navy and Air 

force) Nigeria police, Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corps, State Security Service, 

Nigeria Intelligent Agency and Defence Intelligent Agency. 

But those that are directly  involved with the civil populace are the police, Civil Defence 

Corps and State Security Service while the armed forces are directly involved with securing 

Nigeria territorial integrity and border,  the NIA and DIA are concerned with espionage, 

spying and foreign threat to the security of Nigeria. The Nigeria armed forces can be used 

during insurrection, insurgency and militancy such as it has been used to suppress 

insurrection in Lagos during Abacha regime, to suppress insurgency of Boko Haram and 

various religious riots in Northern part of Nigeria. The armed forces have also been used to 

quell militancy in the Niger Delta of Nigeria.5 

For avoidance of doubt and clarity purpose, we shall state the mandate of each of the three 

security personnel that are involved in the day to day security of lives and properties of 

Nigerians. 

The Nigerian Armed Forces 

The Nigerian Armed has its mandate set out in the Constitution and the Armed Forces Act. 

The Constitution provides that there shall be armed forces for the federation which shall 

consist of the Army, Navy and Air force and such other branches as may be established by an 

Act of the National Assembly.6 

The federation shall equip and maintain the armed forces as may be considered adequate and 

effective for the purpose of defending Nigeria from external aggression, maintaining its 

territorial integrity and securing its border from violation on land, sea and air, suppressing 

insurrection and acting in aid of civil authority to restore order when call upon to do so by the 

                                                                 
4 Ibid 
5 Ibid 
6 Section 217 (1) of the Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as amended 
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president and performing other functions as may be referred to it from time to time by an Act 

of National Assembly.7 The Armed Forces Act further reinstated and elaborated on the 

functions of the Nigeria armed forces:8 

It must be reiterated here has that both the constitution and the Armed Forces Act did not vest 

power on the Armed Forces to derogate from the observance of Human Rights of Nigerians 

and non-Nigerians when carrying out its mandates. 

The Nigeria Police 

The Nigeria Police is also a creation of the Constitution, 9 although the Constitution did not 

spell out the functions of the Nigeria Police Force like it did for the Armed Forces, the police 

Act10 filled this gap by stating clearly the functions of the Nigeria Police Force. The 

Constitution gave the National Assembly the power to make provisions for branches of the 

Nigeria Police Force forming part of the armed forces of the federation or for the protection 

of harbours, waterways (marine police), railways and airfield.  

Functions of Nigeria Police Force  

According to the Police Act, the police shall be employed for the prevention and detention of 

crime, the apprehension of offenders, the preservation of law and order, the protection of life  

and property and the enforcement of all laws and regulations with which they are directly 

charged and shall perform such military duties within or without Nigeria as may be required 

by them by or under the authority of this or any other Act. 11 

It must be reiterated here that both the Constitution and Police Act did not excuse Nigeria 

Police from observing norms of human rights when performing its functions under the law.  

Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corps 

The corps was set up by the National Assembly In 2003 with the following functions:12 

(1) The Corp shall-  

a) assist in the maintenance of peace and order and in the production and 

rescuing of the civil population during the period of emergency; 

                                                                 
7 Section 217 (2) 
8 Section 1 of Armed Forces Act Cap A 20 Laws of the Federation 2004 
9 Section 214 (1) of the Constitution of Federal Republic Of Nigeria 1999 as amended. 
10 Section 4 of Police Act Cap p19 Laws of the Federation 2004 
11 Section 4 of Police Act Cap p19 Laws of the Federation 2004 
12 Section 3(1) of Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corps Act 2003 
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b) recommend to the Minister the registration of private guard companies; 

c) from time to time, inspect the premises of private guard companies, their 

training facilities and approve same if it is up to standard; 

d) supervise and monitor the activities of all private guard companies and keep a 

register for that purpose:-  

i. periodically organise workshop, and training courses for private guard 

companies, and 

ii. seal up any private guard company which operate without a license; 

e) maintain twenty-four hour surveillance over infrastructures, sites and project 

for the Federal, State and Local Government;-  

i. enter and search any premises and seize any material suspected to have 

been used in vandalization or suspected proceed of vandalization,  

ii. enter and search any premises of any suspected illegal dealer in 

petroleum products or material used by Power Holding Company of 

Nigeria, Poster Services, Nigeria Telecommunication or for any other 

utility or infrastructure; 

f) have power to arrest with or without warrant, detain, investigate and institute 

legal proceedings with the provisions of the Constitution of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria against any person who is reasonably suspected to have 

committed an offence under this Act or is involved in any:-  

i. criminal activity; 

ii. chemical poison or oil spillage nuclear waste, poisoning: 

iii. industry espionage or fraud; 

iv. activity aimed at frustrating any government program or policy; 

v. riot, civil disorder, revolt, strike, or religious unrest; or 

vi. power transmission lines, or oil pipelines, NIPOST cables, equipment, 

water board pipes or equipment vandalization; 

g) monitor the activities of religious bodies and trade associations; 

h) monitor, investigate, and take every necessary step to forestall any planned 

Act of terrorism particular:-  

i. cult and ethnic militia activities,  

ii. criminal activities aimed at depriving citizens of their properties or 

lives, or 
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iii. syndicate activity aimed at defrauding the Federal, State or Local 

Government; 

i) monitor, investigate, and take every necessary step to forestall any act of 

terrorism and report same to appropriate Federal security agency; 

j) provide necessary warning for the civilian population in times of danger; 

k) evacuate the civilian population from danger areas; 

l) provide and manage shelters for civilians during period of emergency; 

m) assist in the decontamination and in the taking of precautionary measures 

during any period of emergency; 

n) carry out rescue operations and control volatile situations; 

o) assist in the provision of emergency medical services, including first aid, 

during any period of emergency; 

p) detect and demarcate any danger area; 

q) assist the Federal and State Fire  Service in fire-fighting operation; 

r) assist in the distribution of emergency supplies; 

s) provide assistance to restore and maintain order in distressed areas in any 

period of emergency; 

t) assist in repairing indispensable public utilities during any period of 

emergency; 

u) provide intelligence information to the Ministry on any matter relating to: 

i. crime control generally;  

ii. riot, disorder, revolt, strike or religious unrest; 

iii. subversive activity by members of the public aimed at frustrating any 

Government programme or policy; 

iv. industrial action and strike aimed at paralyzing Government activities;  

v. any other matter as may be directed by the Minister; and  

vi. have power to arrange willing members of the public.  

(2) The Corps shall change from present observer‘s status in the International Civil 

Defence Organisation (I.C.D.O) to full member immediately after the commencement 

of this act by fulfilling all conditions including payment of membership dues. 13 

                                                                 
13 Section 3(2) 
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(3) For the purposes of efficiently carrying out the functions set out in section 3 of the 

Principal Act, the Corps shall maintain an armed squad which shall be entitled to bear 

fire arms and deployed by office of the Commandant-General. 

This law did not give arbitrary power to the Corps. They are to operate within human 

right norms at all time.14 It must be noted that the functions of the Civil Defence 

Corps are too wide, but some of those functions can be cancelled to Peace Corps of 

Nigeria if the Bill seeking to establish it, is enacted by the National Assembly.  

National Security Agencies Act 

This single Act made provision for these Security Operatives or agencies in Nigeria.  

There shall, for the effective conduct of national security, be established the following 

National Security Agencies, that is to say15 

(a) The Defence Intelligence Agency, 

(b) The National Intelligence Agency, and 

(c) The State Security Service.  

General duties of the National Security Agencies 

(1) The Defence Intelligent Agency shall  be charged with the responsibility for- 

(a) the prevention and detection crime of a military nature against the security of Nigeria; 

(b) the protection and preservation of all military classified matters concerning the 

security of Nigeria, both within and outside Nigeria; 

(c) such other responsibility affecting defence intelligence of a milita ry nature, both 

within and outside Nigeria, as the President, or the Chief of Defence Staff, as the case 

may be, may deem necessary.16 

(2) The National Intelligence Agency shall be charged with responsibility for – 

(a) the general maintenance of the security of Nigeria outside Nigeria , concerning 

matters that are not related to military issues; and 

(b) such other responsibilities affecting national intelligence outside Nigeria as the 

National Defence Council or the President, as the case may be, may be deemed 

necessary.17 

(3) The State Security shall be charged with responsibility for- 

(a) The prevention and detection within Nigeria of any crime against the internal security 

of Nigeria; 

                                                                 
14 Section 3(3) 
15 Section 1 of National Security Agencies Act Cap N74 Laws of the Federation 2004 
16 Section 2(1) 
17 Section 2(2) 
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(b) The protection and preservation of all non-military classified matters concerning the 

internal security of Nigeria; and 

(c) Such other responsibilities affecting internal security within Nigeria as the National 

Assembly or the President, as the case may be, may deem necessary.  

(4) The provisions of subsection (1), (2) and (3) of this section shall have  effect 

notwithstanding the provisions of any other law to the contrary, or matter therein 

mentioned.18 

The mandate of State Security Service 

From the above provisions of the National Security agencies Act, the functions, powers and 

mandate of the State Security Service does not extend to financial crime or corruption cases, 

however, under the present administration of president Buhari the State Security Service had 

been turned into an octopus having limitless functions and mandate contrary to Nigerian Law.  

The Act did not also excuse the SSS from compliance with human rights norms and rule of 

law in the discharge of its duties but in practice, human rights norms, means nothing to the 

personnel of SSS. 

The raid on judges, the attempted arrest of Apostle Johnson Suleman, raid on Patient 

Jonathan‘s house in Abuja, raid on President Jonathan- in- law‘s house at Abuja, invasion of 

Federal Government Girls College Calabar by SSS operatives because a ward of one of them 

was disciplined by a teacher and host other arbitrary arrests and detention of innocent citizens 

are vivid examples of human rights violation by the SSS.19 

The sting operation of the DSS on judges that was justified by the provisions of 

Administration of Criminal Justice Act has been faulted by scholars and jurists.20 The actions 

of DSS on judges was wrong because it violates the human rights of the judges to fair 

hearing-21 they were never invited by the DSS before the action. The raid and searches were 

done without due process. It also violates the right to privacy and family life which has been 

said to include private living protected from publicity or interference, quiet, safety and 

                                                                 
18 Section 2(3) 
19 Security Operatives raid Jonathan’s-in-law’s House in Abuja The Guardian 5 January 2017 p 4, Security Operatives disrupt Heroic 
welcome for Super Eagles The Guardian 11 October 2016 p 1 DSS and The Politics of arrests The Guardian 2 February 2017 DSS raid 
Patience Jonathan’s House in Abuja The Guardian 4 th January 2017 when DSS run Amok in Calabar The Guardian 28 November 2016 p 17. 
Fayose foils bid to arrest pastor- The Guardian 26 January 2017 p 6. Family begs DSS to release suspected Avenger members The Guardian 
5 January p 44 
20 O. Abifarin and E. A Adesina Fighting the war Against Corruption within the Rule of Law: The DSS raid on judges in perspective Ekiti State 
University Law Journal vol 7 forth Coming see also Court Acquits Justice Ademola and Others of 18 Court Charge by DSS The Gua rdian 6 
April 2017 p 4 
21Section 36 of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 as amended. 
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security of his home, protection against unlawful body searches and unlawful entry into 

premises, protects a person against unlawful telephone tapping and seizure of mails, and 

protection of family privacy.22 

Whenever there is a conflict between the Constitution and other law, that other law shall be 

void to the extent of its inconsistency, and whenever there is conflict betwee n human rights 

provision and the Constitution and any other law, the human rights provision must prevail. 

The law must lean in favour of preservation of human rights of citizens against any provision 

of substantive or procedural law that takes away the fundamental rights of citizens.23 The 

military and the police were also involved in human rights violation in Nigeria. 24 They were 

also involved in lean: and violence. Although they are been warned by the Superior Officers 

but human right violation remain unabated. Military25 and Police Personnel are used as debt 

collectors to settle scores and to harass the poor by the rich. These are termed illegal duties by 

the authorities.26 

OPERATING IN ACCORDANCE WITH HUMAN RIGHT NORMS 

The Nigeria military is one of the principal agencies responsible for internal security 

operations. It is controlled by and responsible to the Federal Government of Nigeria and 

Nigeria populace. It is therefore true to say that the military is the solid rock on which the 

government builds its social and economic policies, because without peace and stability, the 

aims and objectives for economic and social aspirations of the nation cannot be attained. 

Obviously, the role of the military in internal security operations is a direct consequence of 

the powers conferred upon it by law. Consequently, the law must regulate the performance of 

its duties relating to arrest, detention, search and seizure, military assistance to civil 

authority/power, and the use of force. In other words, these duties must be exercised strictly 

within the limits prescribed for the military by law. Any form of exercise of these powers 

which does not strictly conform to the prescriptions of the law can have unpleasant 

consequences for the military as a corporate entity, as well as for the individual service 

personnel. 

                                                                 
22 J.E. Idugboe Right to Privacy under the 1999 Nigeria Constitution The Nigeria Law Journal vol 19 No 1 (2016) p 174 see also Stanley v 
Georgia (1969) 384 US 557, Malone V. Metropolitan Police Commissioner 1979 2 WLR 700. Tolahi V. Kwara State Judicial Service 
Commission 2009 ALL FWLR (patt 481) p 880. 
23 Ibid 
24 The military and Nigeria Security The Guardian 24 January 2017 p 14. State of Human Rights in Nigeria Cen cod 2011 and 2012 Annual 
Reports. 
25 IGP warns personnel on unlawful detention of Suspects The Guardian 6 April 2017 p 7 
26 Sani Mohammed ed. Civilian and Security Agencies Relationship: The Role of the Police Towards Building An Equitable and Democratic 

Society, Abuja, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 2006. 
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One of the responsibilities of the military as have been alluded to earlier is internal service 

operations. Wisely, the law grants certain freedoms, rights and limits certain liberties. The 

freedom of an individual ends where that of another begins. The society must therefore 

recognize the correlates of liberty and restraint and the importance of balancing them without 

necessarily causing any dislocation or disarticulation within the polity. The difficult task of 

balancing these seemingly contradictory correlates has been a constant challenge to the 

Nigerian military in their internal security operations. However, the vitality and creativity of 

the Nigerian military in forcing that harmonious balance between liberty and restraint is the 

potent factor for the stability of the society.27 

The Nigerian military has a sacred obligation to ensure that its service personnel perform 

their duties within the limits prescribed by law. It becomes mandatory that the performance 

of such duties as arrest, detention, search and seizure, and the use of force are strictly 

regulated and monitored to ensure compliance with international accepted standards. Nigeria 

is a signatory to the International Charter on Human Rights and since these rights are 

entrenched in her constitution, the Nigeria military is obliged to avoid actions which might 

have negative implications for civil liberties.28 

Numerous as these human rights seems, the law enforcement agencies, especially the military 

and the police are obliged to protect and respect these rights. Such observance becomes more 

compelling, not only because Nigeria has embraced a democratic system of government, but 

also because issues of human rights have gone beyond the mere concerns of national 

sovereignty and become matters for protection and enforcement by the international 

community. Accordingly, the Nigerian military of the twenty-first century will have to 

contend with the need for meticulous observance of human rights in the performance of its 

internal security operations duties.29 

HOW TO CURB HUMAN RIGHT VIOLATIONS BY SECURITY SERVICE 

PERSONNEL 

Most suggestions to contain the violation of human rights by Security Personnel have been 

directed at controlling the action of civil personnel. These include proposals for adequate 

training, good welfare packages and appropriate logistics for them and public enlightenment 

                                                                 
27 Osita C. Eze “Civilian – Security relations” in Civilian and Security Agency Relationship: The Role of the Police Towards Building An 
Equitable Democratic Society, Sani Mohammed ed. 
28EEO. Alemika, “Overview of Patterns of Human Rights Violations by Law Enforcement Agencies in Nigeria”, Paper Presented at Wo rkshop 
on Prevention of Rights Violation In Nigeria, August 2005. 
29 Ibid 
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about citizens‘ rights and responsibilities. Thought these submissions, are genuine and 

worthy of implication, we must appreciate the fact that the Nigerian Security Personnel 

functions in a flawed socio-economic and political environment in which both the 

government and people show little respect for the rights of citizens. 30 

The wide constitutional powers of Security Personnel are largely exercised at the discretion 

of service personnel without the corresponding restraints to guard against the misuse of these 

powers. Underpaid, ill-equipped, and constantly exposed to hazards of internal security 

operations in a social climate that appears to have little respect for law and order, the average 

service personnel easily succumbs to temptation to abuse his discretionary powers.  

It would require the collective efforts of both the government and civil society to curb the 

tendency of the service personnel to abuse the rights of citizens. While the government 

concentrates on providing adequate funding for the service personnel, the civil society 

through the various non-governmental organizations should have the responsibility for 

enlightening the people on their constitutional rights and responsibilities. In the absence of 

such collaborative efforts, the problems that lead to the widespread allegations of human 

rights abuses by services personnel shall linger without resolution. 31 

PROTECTION OF CITIZENSHIP RIGHTS IN EMERGING DEMOCRACY 

It is a well-known fact that the citizens‘ rights are more easily protected in a democratic 

society than in a dictatorship. A culture of respect for the rule of law by both the citizens and 

the government is the accepted standard of behaviour in a democracy. On the other hand, 

military dictatorship thrives on the suppression of the rule of law. The interest of the dictators 

is usually synonymous to that of the state and any attempt by individuals or groups to resist 

the imposition of arbitrary rule is considered a crime against the state. Under such conditions, 

the protection of human rights by the state and its agencies is a mirage. 32 

Countries that experience long years of dictatorial rule are usually characterized by high level 

of intolerance among citizens and a disdainful perception of citizens‘ rights by the state 

security agents who do not appreciate the fact that the citizens have certain inalienable rights 

and privileges that must be protected by the state. Another characteristic of dictatorial rule is 

                                                                 
30 Sani Mohammed ed. Civilian and Security Agencies Relationship: The Role of the Police Towards Building An equitable and Democratic 
Society, Abuja, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung, 2006. 
31 Osita, C. Eze “Civilian-Security Service Relations” in Civilian and Security Relationship: The Role of the Police Towards Building An 
equitable and Democratic Society, Sani Mohammed ed. 
32 CRP, Report of the Civil Liberties Organization 1998 (Lagos: CRP, 1998) 
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the higher propensity of citizens to easily take the law into their own hands, because the rule 

of law that should normally guarantee the protection of their rights has been supplanted by 

the supremacy of force and privilege.33 

Though an emerging democracy can boast of greater freedoms as a result of the dismantling 

of dictatorial rule through democratic elections, such society is yet to make any meaningful 

progress in the development of democratic structures. The judic iary, the legislature and viable 

party systems that can sustain the new found democratic culture are still in their formative 

stages and must grapple with the important task of dismantling the vestiges of dictatorship in 

the psyche of the people. Nigeria has had its share of dictatorial rule from three stanzas of 

military incursion into politics culminating in a total of 28 years, during which the country‘s 

constitution, and by implication the rule of law, was suspended. The leaders of each 

successive junta were free therefore, to abridge the rights of the people as they saw fit and 

employed the apparatus of the state security to ensure that the infringements of the people‘s 

rights went unchallenged. The obligation of the political parties by each ruling clique meant 

that citizen‘s rights of association, freedom of expression and other fundamental liberties had 

also been withheld. The people were thus vulnerable to every manner of human rights abuses 

by agents of the state.34 

Since the turn of the century, Nigeria has been free from the menace of dictatorship and is 

battling to install self-sustaining democratic institutions even as it endeavours to install 

democratic norms in the citizens. Coming, like the rest of the society, from a long tradition of 

arbitrary rule, the service personnel are challenged primarily by the need in an emergent 

democracy that is striving the achieve stability.  

THE WAY FORWARD 

According to Nwankwo,35 in order to operate effectively in accordance with human rights 

norms, the Nigerian Security Personnel must embark on the following: 

Change of Orientation: the officers and men of the Nigerian Security Personnel must face 

the arduous duty of reorienting themselves from the old internal security operations methods 

that obtained in the military dispensations to the new methods that suit a democratic society. 

In this dispensation, citizens‘ rights are encoded in the constitution and the state has the 

                                                                 
33 M. Cranston, Human Rights Today (London: Pengium Books, 1962) 
34 O. Eze, Human Rights in Africa: Some Selected Problems, (Lagos: Macmillian, 1984) 
35 O.O. Nwankwo Op cit 
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responsibility to protecting such rights from violation by either its agents or other citizens. 

Granted that the hierarchy of the military is already embarking on the reorientation and 

attitudinal change, however, this must be target specific with particular reference to human 

rights norms, otherwise, service personnel will still indulge in the use of unwarranted and 

excessive force in the discharge of their duties.  

Positive Public Perception: There is the need for the Nigerian Security Personnel at various 

road blocks to consciously correct the long held public perception of being a brutal and 

corrupt organization. All efforts by the military hierarchy through professionalism, change 

management and attitudinal change at all levels notwithstanding, such widespread 

misunderstanding and distrust by citizens still persist. The Security Personnel therefore, 

needs to do more in educating the public that the Security Personnel of today is no longer that 

of yester years. This should be done not only in words, but also in action especially as service 

personnel encounter the public in the discharge of their internal security operation duties. The 

ultimate obligation service personnel owe their citizens and their government is not only to 

respect human rights but also to protect and safeguard such rights. It is then and only then, 

can the negative perception about service personnel change positively for good of the nation.  

Resisting Political Pressure: service personnel must resist political pressures from political 

office holders and exuberant politicians who look upon them as instrument for the 

achievement of parochial political ambitions. Many political office holders presume that the 

law can, and must be bent to suit their purpose at any time. They have been known to abuse 

the privilege of their exalted offices by misleading service personnel to arrest, detain and 

prosecute innocent citizens. People in position of authority routinely use service personnel to 

curtail the rights of citizens to lawful assembly by raising unfounded fears about the 

gathering as threat to public peace. The consequence of such action is the hardening of 

negative public opinion on the service personnel. The challenge before the leadership of the 

Nigerian Security Personnel is that of ensuring that service personnel discharge their 

responsibility of internal security operations without fear or favour and without violating the 

fundamental rights of the citizens. Thus, service personnel must be empowered to take 

independent action irrespective of the position of those who are likely to be affected by such 

action. 

Adequate Funding and Welfare: the responsibility of service personnel in internal security 

operations in an emerging democracy is so crucial to the peace and progress of the nation, 
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that extra attention must be given to the logistic and motivational needs of the personnel. An 

ill motivated and poor equipped service personnel can only be a clog in the wheel of political 

progress for an emergent democracy. The institutions of state are still relatively weak to cope 

with extra pressures of rising internal security challenges and violations of citizens‘ rights 

that will result from poor funding of the Security Personnel and other security agencies. All 

hands must be on deck, therefore, to provide the necessary support for the service personnel 

to function effectively in the discharge of their duties. 

Demilitarization of the Society: The long years of rule in Nigeria and its attendant 

disrespect for the rule of law, enthroned a culture of impatience for the niceties of due 

process. It would appear that due to military rule, many Nigerians lost hope in the system and 

easily resort to violence to press home their demands. Government therefore, should educate 

the largest society on the need to follow democratic principles and the rule of law in whatever 

they do. This will go a long way in safe guarding human rights as service personnel will no 

longer be pitched against the rights of citizens.  

Judicial reforms: The nation‘s judicial system is overdue for reforms to bring it into the 

information and communications technology age. The judiciary must keep pace always with 

social, economic and political developments in society. Justice delayed, they say, is justice 

denied. When a minor case of assault is allowed to drag on interminably at the courts, a 

victim may justifiably be tempted to resort to taking the law into his or her own hands. The 

judiciary should be reorganized I such a manner that criminal cases and civil disputes are 

resolved within three months or less. Courts should be established at all levels federal, state, 

and local governments to handle human rights cases and dispute only.  

CONCLUSION 

From the above allusions, there is no doubt that efforts must be made with a view to aligning 

service personnel with the tenets of the emerging democratic culture which entails respect for 

human rights. Such efforts must be geared towards change of orientation, positive public 

perception, resisting political pressure, adequate funding and welfare, demilitarization of the 

society and judicial reforms. It is the submission of this paper therefore, that the enforcement 

of Security Personnel as a tool for enhancing national security is sine qua non to the 

safeguarding of human rights of citizens. This position was rich due to the fact that the 

responsibility of service personnel in internal security operations must be hinged on operating 

accordance with human rights norms. It is only then that they can operate efficiently and 
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effectively under a democratic setting with local acceptance and international recognition. 

The time to begin is now. 

 

 

CHAPTER XXIII 

THE HUMAN RIGHT IMPLICATION OF DEPOSITION AND BANISHMENT OF 

CHIEFS IN NIGERIA 

Abstract      

This paper looks at Removal and deposition of chiefs in Nigeria both during pre-colonial, 

colonial and post-colonial  era. We examined arbitrary nature of the removals and 

depositions. Especially during colonial and post-colonial régimes, the none adherence to the 

rule of natural justice, by not making known to the chiefs their offences until after their 

removals and banishment. We concluded that chiefs are citizens of Nigeria who are equally 

entitled to the protection of the constitution and other laws of the nation. The constitutional 

and human rights of chiefs should not be compromised even if they are to be removed. 

Banishment or deportation of chiefs should not be done without the order of a court of 

competent jurisdiction while reparation should be made to those chiefs who had been unjustly 

and arbitrarily treated. 

Introduction 

Deposition, removal and dethroning of a natural ruler, paramount ruler, king, Emir, Oba or 

Obi, Igwe and Eze are a common phenomenon in Nigeria. It was a rarity during the pre-

colonial era and was used as a sort of checks and balances on the powers and sovereignty of 

rulers in that era1. Atypical example was the Oyo Empire where an arbitrary and wicked 

Alaafin could be forced to abdicate the throne or commit suicide, so that another benevolent 

ruler can step in2. During the colonial era, the British government as represented in Nigeria 

                                                                 
1 J.A.A  Ayoade and Adigun A .B African Traditional Political Thought and Institutions, Centre for black and African Art and Civilization Lagos 
1989 p.183 J.A. Yakubu Constitutional law in Nigeria \Ibadan Demy as publication   
2 J. A. Sokefun Constitutional Development of Nigeria[Ibadan Onibonoje press 2002] 2003p 15   
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through her governors-general or even under royal Niger Company era removed or dethroned 

kings and chiefs who rejected their protectorate deals because of their superior gun power. 3 

In order to comprehend the tenor of this paper we want to define some terms that may be 

used interchangeably. These are deposition, removal and dethrone in turn. Deposition is 

defined as the act of removing somebody especially a ruler from power, the deposition of the 

king4 while Removal is defined as taking somebody or something away from a particular 

place or the act of getting rid of something5 and to dethrone means to remove a king or queen 

from power or to remove somebody from position of authority or power. 6 It could be gleaned 

from the above definitions that to depose, remove or dethrone mean the same thing and they 

could be used interchangeably as we proceed in the work.  

We shall also define banishment, deportation and exile which were the words used by the 

various chiefs law to describe the executive action of government of removal, deposition or 

dethronement of a chief. 

Banishment- banish mean to order somebody to leave a place especially a country as a 

punishment. While banishment is the punishment of being sent away from a place especially 

from a country.7Deport means to force somebody to leave a country, usually because they 

have broken the law or because they have no legal right to be there, deportation means the 

same thing.8Exile is the state of being sent to another country that is not your own especially 

for political reasons or as a punishment to be or live in exile or to be forced or sent to exile.9 

Looking at all these definitions, banishment, deportation and exile connote the same thing in 

that three features are discernible from the three concepts namely; - they all come as 

punishment, force is involved because the person is forced to leave his usual place of abode 

or domicile, to another and he may never return to his former place of abode or domicile, so 

he may die in exile, or in where he is deported or banished. The point must be made here that 

all the deportations, banishments and exiles are within Nigeria. No chief has ever been 

deported, banished or exiled to any place outside Nigeria but they were banished, deported or 

exiled to a far place to their former domain in order to reduce tension, chaos or crisis that 

may erupt as a result of the removal of the chief. Some of those dethroned chiefs were 

                                                                 
3 Ibid 
4 As Hornby Oxford Advance Learner’s Dictionary of Current English( Oxford university Press 2000) 
5 Ibid  
6Ibid   
7 Ibid 
8Ibid  
9 Ibid 
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popular among their people and this may generate spontaneous violence to protest the 

perceived unjust removal of the chief, this informs the idea of deportation, banishment and 

exile after removal. 

The pre-colonial position of chiefs or traditional rulers in Nigeria  

During the pre-colonial days, the traditional rulers reigned over vast areas depending on the 

military prowess of the king or ruler. thus the Oyo Empire, Benin kingdom and other empires 

had strong leaders who exercised executive, legislative and judicial powers over their 

subjects,10These rulers were not paid salaries and emolument by any authority because there 

were no other authorities superior to theirs. In Yoruba land, the kings were referred to as 

AlaseEkejiOrisa (the second in command to the gods) Kabiyesi, (who can query the king or 

the unquestionable) the kings/ rulers collected taxes, tributes and appropriated the spoils of 

war or booties of war as the revenue to sustain the palace and administer the empire or 

kingdom.11When the British colonialist came, the traditional rulers started having problem 

with them because they were first forced into treaty of friendship and trade and later they 

were made to sign treaty of protectorate. This later metamorphosed into full imperialism 

turning the traditional rulers who were hitherto independent and sovereign in their domain to 

agents of the imperial government12 they were translated to quasi-public servants, who were 

responsible to the British government. They were paid allowances for collecting tax for the 

colonial government.13After independence, they participated in governance in the first 

republic in a limited form by being integrated into the house of assembly at the regional level. 

They were made members of council of state in the second republic. The third republic made 

some provisions for the traditional rulers by creation of council of chiefs and traditional 

council but the constitution of 1989 that effected this was aborted before promulgation. 14 

The 1999 constitution was silent on traditional rulers, only Chiefs Law of various states made 

provision for them. By and large, traditional rulers in Nigeria are now public servants 

because, they collect salaries and allowances from government. They are also responsible to 

the government on matter of peace and order in their domain and they also serve as 

community mobilizers on government policies in addition to their traditional responsibilities 

                                                                 
10W.A.Lawal The Position of Chiefs,  in Nigeria Since Independence; The First 25 years Y.B Usman (ed)  Heinemann Educational Books 
Ibadan 1989 p.83.J.A. Atanda West African Chiefs M. Crowder and I.Obaro (eds) Ibadan p.226 
11A.E.Davies The Fluctuating Fortunes of Traditional Rulers in Nigeria ,Plural Societies Vol.xix No.2&3 March 1990 p.138 
12 C.L. Temple Native Races and their Rulers London 1918 W.F. S. Miles  Traditional Rulers and Development Administration: Chieftaincy in 
Niger, Nigeria and Vanuatu, Studies in Comparative International Development Vol.28 No. 3 Fall 1993 p.31.  
13P.O.Agbese Chiefs, Constitutions and Politics in Nigeria, West African Review, Issue 6 2004 
14 Ibid 
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to their subjects.15Confirming this position Kusamotu concluded that ―the installation of a 

person as a traditional ruler or chief entitles him to receive stipends either from the state 

government .the position also entitles him to receive tributes from his subjects‖.16 The 

traditional ruler is also responsible for the management of the community land, forest or 

assets.17 

However, we must be quick to add that their hitherto executive, legislative and judicial 

powers have been lost to the modern constituted government.18It is this theirlost of power, 

prestige and reigns to the modern states that has subjected them to the ridicule and 

embarrassment of removal, dethronement and deposition by the state governments and their 

consequent banishment, deportation and exile.  

Deposition of chiefs by colonialists 

Traditionally when a Chief is installed, he reigns for life subject to good conduct.  

Thus in the Oyo Empire, Oyemesi has great influence in forcing an irresponsive and wicked 

king to either abdicate the throne or commit suicide.19 We shall discuss the this process later.  

During the colonial era our traditional Chiefs suffered a great deal of persecutions in the hand 

of the colonial officers, Kosoko was dethroned because of his hostilit ies toward the whites 

when they wanted to take over Lagos, so also  wasOverami of Benin, King Jaja of Opobo, 

Pepple of Bonny, OlupoArojojoye of AjasseIpo in Kwara State, Olofa of Offa(Keji 1)etc. 20 

The colonialists in other parts of Africa and Asia where they held sway adopted the same 

method. For example, in South Africa, they jettisoned the traditional set up and took over the 

power to appoint and depose chiefs. Nelson Mandela describing the damage done to the 

traditional power of the chiefdoms in South Africa said:  

―My father, Gadla Henry Mphakanyiswa was a chief by both blood and custom. He was 

confirmed as chief but, under British rule, his selection had to be ratified by the government, 

which in Mvezo took the form of the local magistrate.  

                                                                 
15 Ibid 
16G.Kusamotu Chieftaincy and the Law Ibadan Sulek- Temik publishing Company 2001p 11 
17 Ibid 
18 Sections 4,5and 6 of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as Amended 
19 A. Gboyegasupr (n 16 above) 
20 Ibid 
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As a government-appointed chief, he was eligible for a stipend as well as a portion of the 

fields the government levied on the community for vaccination of livestock and communal 

grazing land. Although the role of chief was a venerable and esteemed one, it had, even 

seventy-five years ago, become debased by the control of an unsympathetic white 

government.‖21 

The excesses of the British imperialists in dealing with the traditional set up in Africa were 

best encapsulated in the story told by Nelson Mandela on how his Father was deposed as a 

Chief. it went thus:  

―When I was not much more than newborn child, my father was involved in a dispute that 

deprived him of his chieftaincy at Mvezo….As a chief or headman, as it was often known 

among the ‗Whites‘ – my father was compelled to account for his stewards not only to the 

Thembu king but also to the local magistrate.  

One day one of my father‘s subjects lodged a complaint against him involving an ox that had 

strayed from his owner. The magistrate accordingly sent a message ordering my father to 

appear before him. When my father received the summons, he sent back the following reply: 

‗AndiziNdisaqula‘ (I will not come, i am still girding for battle‘). One did not defy magistrate 

in those days. Such behavior would be regarded as the height of insolence – and thus it was.  

My father‘s response buttressed his belief that the magistrate had no legitimate power over 

him. When it came to tribal matters, he was guided not by the laws of the king of England, 

but by Thembu custom. This defiance was not a fit of pique, but a matter of principle. He was 

asserting his traditional prerogative as a chief and was challenging the authority of the 

magistrate. 

When the magistrate received my father‘s response, he promptly charged him with 

insubordination. There was no inquiry or investigation; that was reserved for white civil 

servants. The magistrate simply deposed my father…. 22 He concluded 

Post-colonial deposition of chiefs 

Since independence in 1960 Nigerian government had also at various time removed 

traditional rulers or chiefs whose position were supposed to enjoy life tenure in the Western 

                                                                 
21Nelson Mandela, “Long Walk to Freedom,” ‘The Autobiography of Nelson Mandela’ (Pretona little Brown & Co 1995) 6see.  M.A. 
Adebayo Practical Approach to chieftaincy Matters in Nigeria Lagos Princeton Publishing Company 2013) 10  
22 Ibid  
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part of Nigeria, the Alaafin of Oyo Oba AdeniranAdeyemi 11 was removed and was banished 

to Lagos in 1961. While Olowo of OwoSir,olateru- Olagbegi 11 was dethroned and banished 

to Okitipupa and later to Ibadan in  1968 by the military governor of western state. In the 

northern part of Nigeria, Emir of Muri was deposed by the military governor of Gongola 

State and was banished to Gashua in 1986. Emir of Kano AhajiLamidoSanushi was removed 

and banished to Azare in Bauchidistress in 1966   While sultan of Sokoto (Alhaji Ibrahim 

Dasuki)   was removed and banished to Jalingo in 1996. Emir of S uleja was removed by 

order of the court due to non-compliance of his appointment with the native law and custom 

of Suleja Emirate. He was reinstated after the Niger State chiefs‘ law was amended and due 

process was followed. The Oloro of Oro-Ago, Oba of Idera and Elessa of Oke-Ode all in 

Kwara State were all removed through the due process of the law. i.e  lawful court  orders 23. 

Although Sir Olateru-Olagbegi regained his throne in 1993 under the democratic government 

of Ondo State while BamideleOlomilua was the governor of the State after 22 years out of the 

throne in exile. The Emir of Gwaudu who was removed and banished to Gasau in Zamfara 

State during the era of Obasanjo as president went to court to regain his stool, the court 

nullified his dethronement and ordered his reinstatement24. This makes him the first chief to 

regain his throne by court order in Nigeria but in reality the judgement has not been obeyed 

by Kebbi State government. 

Non-justiciability of Deposition of Chiefs before 1979 

The deposition of these chiefs except those that were deposed by order of the court left very 

much to be desired. Both Oba Alaafin of Oyo and Sir Olateru Olagbegi were removed 

improperly but the existing law then gave unfettered powers to the governors   and this power 

could not be challenged in the court of law by virtue of Chieftaincy Disputes (Preclusion of 

Court) Ordinance no.30 of 1948 and section 161 (3) of 1963 constitution. It was on this basis 

that the case of Sir Olateru Olagbegi was dismissed by the court the deposition of the Emirs 

of Muriand Agie were also frailed with irregularities including the removal of Sultan of 

Sokoto Alhaji Ibrahim Dasuki, and Emir of Gwandu, Alhaji Jokolo Mustapha 25. 

 On each of these occasions the emirs or traditional rulers were accused of corruption, 

or disobedience to constituted authority but they were not given fair hearing as guaranteed by 

section 33 of the 1979 constitution (now section 36 of 1999 constitution) which was the 

                                                                 
23 O. Abifarin chieftaincy Institution in Nigeria Essays on Constitutional and Administrature Law O.Abifarin (ed) (kadunamafolayemi press 
LTD 2000) 112 
24Court Reinstates Deposed Emirs of Gwadu www.Thisdayllive.com} HOME} NEWS ascessed o 28 th August 2015. 
25 O. Abifarin (n 23 above)115 
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existing law at the material time. They were all removed before their offenses were made 

known to them or the public. The question to ask at this juncture is that, are these emirs or 

traditional rulers not Nigerians who are entitled to the protection of Nigerian law? Even if 

they are to be removed, the due process of law must be strictly observed. The rule of natural 

justice such as Audi Alterampartem- hears the other side, and Nemojudex in casuaSua- You 

cannot be a judge in your own cause should have been observed the rule of law and 

fundamental rights as clearly spelt out in section 33 (1) of 1979 constitution (now section 36 

of 1999 constitution) should have been meticulously adhered to. 26 

 Another point worthy of mention is the detention and banishment of these chiefs 

when they were removed their freedom of movement and right to the privacy of their homes 

and family were violated ridiculously. This trend should change in the 21st century Nigeria. 

The military had done most of the removal of Emirs & Obasin Nigeria and this is normally 

done through edict swiftly passed without recourse to administrative law. 27But civilian 

administration in Nigeria removed some chiefs arbitrary too.  

 Governors are advised to always refer these matters to Department of Chieftaincy 

Affairs under the Ministry of Local Government for advice and proper consultation should be 

made with the Ministry of Justice before Emirs and Obasare removed, this will enable the 

government to be properly guided on the procedure. Commission of Inquiry should be set up 

such as was done in the case of OlupoAlebiosu of AjasseIpo in Kwara State who was not 

removed after he was heard. The government of Kwara State was guided by the report of the 

commission of inquiry set up to investigate the case and this has ensured the due process of 

law and the rule of law. This procedure is commended to all the state governments. Justice 

must not only be done but it must have manifestly be seen to have been done. Fair hearing, is 

essential before deposition of any chief.28 

Deposition of Chiefs under Customary Law 

 Under the customary law and usage of different tribes and ethnic groups in Nigeria, a 

chieftaincy stool exists in perpetuity. This fact has been recognized by the courts. According 

to Deane, C.J. in Quam v Yankah 11.29 

                                                                 
26 Ibid 
27AlhajiTukur v governor of Gongola State 1989 4 N W L R(part 117) 517 
28Joseph OdetoyeOyeyemi& Others V Commissioner for Local Government Kwara State 1992 2 SCNJ 
29 (1930) 1 W. A. C. A. 80 
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 ―The conception of the stool that is and has always been accepted in the court is that it 

is an entity which never die, a corporation sole, like the crown, and while the occupants of the 

stool may come and go the stool goes on forever. The existence of a chieftaincy stool in 

perpetuity can be terminated. Such termination can occur as a result of the abolition of such 

stool, either by the agreement of the people who are subjects to the customary law pertaining 

to the stool, or by a legislation duly passed by appropriate authority.‖30 

 In the like manner, the tenure of office of a traditional chieftaincy title holder, which 

such holder is allowed to enjoy until the day of his death under the customary law can be 

terminated. there are provisions in the customary law of the people for the removal and 

replacement of a Traditional Chief if such Chief; 

a) Abuses his position, e.g. by seducing the wives of his subjects or selling the 

community land without authority of his subjects, or grabbing of lands privately 

owned by his subjects and fidding with the community‘s funds;  

b) Fails to perform the duties pertaining to the stool as required by the custom of his 

community; 

c) Violates the customary law and usage of his people; 

d) Engages in conducts unbecoming of a traditional ruler31. 

It was as a result of conducts unbecoming of a traditional ruler that plaintiff in Oba Orioge 

Vs. The Government, Ondo State &Anor, 32 was removed as an Oba of his community. The 

allegations against the plaintiff by his subjects showed that since the plaintiff was appointed 

an Oba he had been drinking in bars, hotels and other public places and behaving on 

numerous occasions in a way unbecoming of the holder of the traditional office of an Oba. It 

was also alleged that on one occasion he had his car sold to satisfy a judgment debt.  

d) Engages in criminal conducts; 

e) Rules his subjects in high-handed manner; and 

f) Rules his subjects in a manner detrimental to the progress, development and the 

peace of his domain. 

In Nigeria, every ethnic group and tribe has customary method of dealing with a chief 

who has been guilty of an offence meriting deposition and deprivation of his chieftaincy 

title. For example, under the Yoruba custom, a traditional ruler may be called upon to 

                                                                 
30 See Kimsey&Ors. V .Military Government of Gongola State &Ors. (1988) 2 N.W.I.R.(PT.33) 445.  
31 G. Kusamotu supra.(n 16 above)  
32 (1982)3 N.C.L.R.349 
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abdicate. Also, a traditional chief may be dismissed from his chieftaincy by means of 

―drumming out‖ under the custom of the Yoruba‘s. The court gave recognition to the 

procedure of ―drumming out‖ in the case of Ademolall&Anor. Vs Thomas & Ors. 33In 

stating the requirement of a valid ―drumming out‖ of a chief from the stool the defunct West 

African Court of Appeal said; ―The evidence upon which this contention is based goes to 

show that, by reason of disagreements between the first respondent and certain other chiefs, 

the latter decided to take steps equivalent to dismissing him from his chieftaincy by means 

of ―drumming out‖. It is clear in the first place, that this is customary method of dealing with 

a Chief who has been guilty of an offence meriting deposition and deprivation of his title….. 

In order that a chief may be deposed and deprived of his title in accordance with native law 

and custom, there must be certain formalities, including an announcement to the 

community…. The presence of the Chief to be deposed, who must be informed of his 

offence, the expression of opinion on the part of various persons present, and the offer to the 

Chief to be deposed of an opportunity to pay a fine. Only in such case may the formal 

proceeding known as ―drumming out‖ be concluded….‖ This customary procedure of 

deposition guarantees hearing to the chief.  

 

Deposition of Recognized Chiefs Underthe Chiefs Law 

 Under the various Chiefs laws, a recognized traditional chief has a right in the strict sense to 

hold office until he is deprived of it in accordance with appropriate provision of applicable 

Chiefs law. 

 In the modern Nigeria, except in cases involving minor chieftaincies, it is the practice of the 

State Government to institute a commission of inquiry to investigate allegations leveled 

against a traditional ruler who is to be deposed from the throne.  

 The relevant provisions of Kwara State Chiefs (Appointment and Deposition).  

Law which empowers the Governor to institute an enquiry provide; 

The governor, after due inquiry and consultation with persons concerned in the 

selection, may depose any Chief or any head Chief whether appointed before or after the 

commencement of this law, if after inquiry he is satisfied that such deposition is required 

according to native law and custom or is necessary in the interest of order or good 

government. 

                                                                 
33(1950)12 W.A.C.A. 81. 
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The Governor cannot exercise his statutory power to depose a Chief under these provisions 

after instituting a due inquiry without being; 

(i) Satisfied that such deposition is required according to native law and custom; 

(ii) Satisfied that such deposition is necessary in the interest of peace, order or good 

government, and neither can he depose a Chief without consultation with those 

persons concerned with the selection of such Chief. Failure on the part of the 

governor to get the required satisfaction and to hold consultation with those 

concerned with the selection of the Chief will render any deposition or purported 

deposition made by him invalid, null and void. Adherence to this law has made 

deposition of chief to be a rarity in Kwara State.   

The Chiefs Law of Oyo State dealing with the power of the Executive Council to suspend or 

depose any Chief reads; section 26(1) the Executive Council may suspend or depose any 

Chief whether appointed before or after the commencement of this Law, if it is satisfied that 

such suspension or deposition is required according to customary law or is necessary in the 

interest of peace, or good government.  

While the provisions of Chiefs (Appointment and deposition) Law of Kwara State stipulate 

three conditions for exercise of the valid power of deposition conferred on the governor, the 

satisfaction of the executive Council that one of specified grounds for deposition exists is a 

condition precedent to the exercise of its power under Section 26(1) of the Chiefs law of Oyo 

State,1978. 

The construction of Section 22(1) of Western Nigeria Chiefs law, 1958, (which is 

now Section 26(1) of Oyo State Chiefs law) came up in the Queen Vs. The Governor- in 

Council, Ex Parte Adebo34which was a case involving an application for an order of certiorari 

to quash an order of Governor- in –Council purporting to depose the applicant as a recognized 

traditional chief under section 22 of the Chiefs Law, Cap. 19 of Western Nigeria, 1958.  

The application was argued on the grounds that the deposition was made without 

jurisdiction in that the Governor- in-Council did not give the applicant an opportunity of being 

heard in his own defence. Speaking on when the power of deposition can be exercised by it 

Justice Charles said; 

                                                                 
34 See the Queen Vs. The Governor-in-Council, Ex parte Adebo (1962) W.R.N.L.R.93 at 98 
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Under the Chiefs law, recognized Chief has a right in the strict sense to hold office 

until he is deprived of it in accordance with Section 22, that is, until the Governor- in –

Council decides to depose him after being satisfied that any of specified grounds exists…. 

The office of chiefs is not held at the will of the Governor- in Council but is one which the 

holder is entitled to retain until the governor-in-council is satisfied that one of the specified 

grounds for deposition exists.35It was held by the courts that the power to depose under 

section 22(1)36 is not a power which can be exercised against Chiefs collectively but can only 

be exercised against chiefs individually and only after a determination of the existence of 

grounds which admits of specification of the particulars in respect of the individual 

concerned; for instance, the conduct alleged against him as being contrary to customary law 

or the rule of which requires his deposition, or the way or ways in which he has offended 

against the interest of peace, order and good government.  

 It is an established  rule of  law that the Governor or the Executive Council of a State 

before exercising his or its statutory power under the Chiefs Law to either depose a Chief or 

to withdraw recognition of a Chief, (which is tantamount to deposition) as  was done in Chief 

Oyeyemi Vs. Commissioner for Local Government37 or issue an approval of the deposition of 

a Chief (which is an apparent order of deposition) as happened in Ex-parte Adebo38is bound 

to act judicially by affording the person to be affected by such exercise of power an adequate 

opportunity of hearing the complaint against him. Failure to give the person to be affected a 

hearing will vitiate the order of deposition or withdrawal of recognition or any order of 

approval of deposition issued. 

If the Governor or Executive Council (as the case may be) considers that there is a case 

against a Chief for his deposition he can at least inform the Chief concerned fully in writing 

what the case is and let him make representation against it. If that is not sufficient, the 

governor or the Executive Council has power under the Chiefs Law to cause a formal inquiry 

to be made.39 

Deposition of minor chiefs 

 By virtue of the provisions of section 26(3) of the Chiefs Law, the Executive Council 

may delegate, by notice in the gazette, its power to suspend or depose any Chief to a 

                                                                 
35  Ibid at 98 
36 Section 26(1) Oyo State Chiefs Law,1978 
37 (1992) 11/12  S .C .N .J. 266. 
38(1992) W.R.N.I.R. 93. 
39G.Kubamotu op cit. 
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prescribed authority. It was in the exercise of power conferred on the former Western Region 

Governor-In-Council by Section 22(3)a of the Chiefs Law, Cap. 19, Law of Western Nigeria, 

1959, that enable the then Western Nigeria Government to enact the Prescribed Authorities 

(Delegation of powers) (No. 1) Notice, 1967 W. S. L. N. 63 of 1967 which empowered the 

late Olowoof Owo, Oba Ogunoye, to depose some of his minor Chiefs for dereliction of 

traditional duties and disloyalty.The deposition of the said minor chiefs culminated in the 

institution of the suit entitled: Ex-Parte Olakunrin.40 

 Any Chief deposed or suspended by a prescribed authority in the exerc ise of the 

powers delegated to such prescribed authority by the Executive Council may, within twenty-

one days of such deposition or suspension, make representations to the Executive Council 

through the Commissioner responsible for chieftaincy matters to have his depositions or 

suspension set aside.41The Executive Council may after considering the representations, 

confirm or set aside such deposition or suspension.42 

The Executive Council has the power under the Chiefs Law to reinstate a deposed 

Traditional Chief. In the exercise of such power the Ondo State Government promulgated the 

Olowoof Owo(Revocation of Deposition) and (Restoration) Order of 1993 and reinstated Sir 

OlateruOlagbegiwho was deposed and banished from Owoin 1968. The reinstatement of Sir 

Olagbegiaccording to the Government was as a result of the representations from the majority 

of Owopeople for the deposed Oba‘s reinstatement in order to bring peace to the town43. 

It is an established and recognized principle of law that the vested right of a ruling 

house cannot be taken away or eroded during an inter-regnum by the Government by the 

amendment of the registered declaration. In exercising the power to reinstate a deposed 

Chief, the Government should have respect for the vested right of other co ntestants to the 

throne before exercising this power.  

Section 13(c) of the Interpretation Law, Cap. 52, laws of  Oyo State, 1979, takes 

care of citizen‘s vested right. it provides: ―The repeal of any law or any part thereof shall not, 

unless the contrary intention appears – affect any right, privilege, obligations or liability 

accrued or incurred under any enactment so repealed‖.  

DEPORTATION OR BANISHMENT OF CHIEFS 

                                                                 
40 11 (1985) 1 N. W. L .R. (part 4) 652 
41 12 Section 26(3)(9c) Chiefs Law of Oyo State, 1978 
42 Ibid 
43G. Kusamotu (n 16 above) 21  
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The Chiefs Law of Ogun State like all the chiefs Laws of other States confer power on 

the State Executive Council or the Governor as the case may be to deport any person who has 

been convicted of an offence, suspended or deposed to any place in the state in the interest of 

public safety or public order.44 

Section 31 of the Chiefs Law of Ogun State 45 is hereby reproduced as follows:  

31(1) If any person shall have been convicted of an offence against the provision of 

this law or have been suspended or deposed under the provision of section 30 and the 

Executive Council shall consider that in the interests of public safety or public an order of 

deportation to any place in the State should be made, it may by writing under its hand order 

such person to be deported accordingly.  

(2) If a person ordered to be deported is sentenced to any term of 

imprisonment, such sentence shall be served before the order of deportation is 

carried into effect.  

(3) An order of deportation may be expressed to be in force for a limited time 

or for an unlimited time and may require the deported person to report himself 

to the nearest administrative officer or officer of police at such intervals as 

may be prescribed by the order.  

(4) An order of deportation shall be sufficient authority to all people to whom 

it is directed or delivered for execution to receive and determine the person 

therein named and to carry him to the place named.  

(5) If a person leaves or attempts to leave the district or place to which he has 

been deported while the order of deportation is still in force, without the 

written consent of the Executive Council, which consent may be given subject 

to any term as to security for good behavior or otherwise as the Executive 

Council may seem good or willfully neglects or refuses to report himself as 

ordered such person shall be liable to imprisonment for six months and to be 

again deported on a fresh warrant under the original order or under a new 

order.  

(6) In this section the word ―deported‖ with its grammatical variations and 

cognate expressions means deportation from the place in a area of the native 

                                                                 
44 See Section 39 of the Obas and Chiefs of Lagos State Law and Section 31 of the Traditional Rulers and Chiefs Law of old Bendel State 
nowapplicable in Edo State. 
45 See Section 27 of the Chiefs Law of Oyo State, 1978 
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community associated with the chieftaincy where the chief concerned resides 

to any other place in the state.46 

 

Note that while the Chiefs Law of Ogun State used the word ―Deport‖ in 

section 31, Section 39 of the Obasand Chiefs of Lagos State and the Law of 

old Bendel  Statenow applicable in Edo State used ―Banishment‖. Whatever 

the choice of word, they all mean the same thing. All the Laws confer power 

on the State Executive Council or the Governor as the case may be to order a 

suspended or deposed Chief to leave his domain and relocates to a place 

within the State.  

 

Contrary to the provision of the Chiefs Law above, Section 41 of the 1999 

Constitution of Nigeria (as amended) guarantees individual right to freedom of 

movement. It provides:  

 

41(1) Everycitizen of Nigeria is entitled to move freely throughout Nigeria 

and to reside in any part thereof, and no citizen of Nigeria shall be expelled 

from Nigeria or refused entry there to or exit there from.  

 

(2) Nothing in subjection 1 of this section shall invalidate any law that is 

reasonably justifiable in a democratic society.  

 

(a) Imposing restrictions on the residence or movement of any person who has 

committed or is reasonably suspected to have committed a criminal 

offence in order to prevent him from leaving Nigeria; or.  

(b) Providing for the removal of any person from Nigeria to any other country 

to-  

(c) Be tried outside Nigeria for any criminal offence, or 

(d) Undergo imprisonment outside Nigeria in execution of the sentence of a 

court of law in respect of a criminal offence of which he has been found 

guilty:  

                                                                 
46 See Section 39 of the Obas and Chiefs of Lagos State law and Section 31 of the Traditional Rulers and Chiefs Law of old Bende l State now 

applicable in Edo State.  
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Provided that there is reciprocal agreement between Nigeria and such 

other countries in relation to such matter. 

This section emphasizes the modern phenomenon relating to fluidity of movement of person 

both within and outside the country. The purport of the section is to allow every Nigeria 

citizen to move freely and reside in any part of Nigeria. In the case of Shugaba v. Minister 

for Internal Affairs47, the Federal government deported the applicant who was the majority 

leader in Bornu State House of Assembly from Nigeria on the pretense that he was not a 

Nigerian. He brought an application for Fundamental Human Right (Enforcement 

Procedures) Rules, 1979 to enforce and secure his fundamental rights and for redress for 

violation of the same.  

The court declared his deportation illegal. The court held inter alia that the applicant being a 

Nigerian couldn‘t be deported. The court held further that a Nigeria citizen cannot be denied 

his right to a passport or visa and also that the passport or visa cannot be seized from him by 

anyone as that may amount to an infringement of his fundamental right under section 38 o f 

the  1979 Constitution (now section 41 of the 1999 Constitution). 48 

In certain exceptional circumstance however, the constitution permits restrictions on the 

movement of a citizen or a person‘s residence in Nigeria. Such cases contemplated by the 

constitution include 

1. On commission or suspicion of commission of an offence, for the purpose of 

preventing the escape of the person from criminal prosecution49, or  

2. For the purpose of facilitation of trial of a person outside the country where such a 

person had committed an offence outside the country or for the purpose of undergoing 

and imprisonment outside Nigeria in consequence of executing of a sentence of court 

of competent jurisdiction with respect to a criminal offence of which he has been 

found guilty50, or  

3. In the interest of defense, public safety, public order, public morality or public 

health51,or  

4. For the purpose of protecting the right and freedom of other person. 52 

                                                                 
47[1981] 1 NCLR 25. 
48See also Director of State Security Service & Anors v. Agbakoba [2003] 10 WRN 93. 
49 Section 41 (2) (a) of the 1999 Constitution.(as amended). 
50Section 41 (2) (b) & (ii) of the 1999 Constitution. (as amended)  
51 Section 45 (1) (9) of the 1999 Constitution (as amended) 
52 Section 45 (1) (b) of the 1999 Constitution (as amended) 
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Before we considered the constitutionality of the provisions of Section 31 of the Chiefs La w 

of Ogun State it is apposite to consider the provisions of section 45 of the 1999 Constitution 

(as amended). Section 45 of the 1999 Constitution is a cautionary section with respect to the 

fundamental human right as contain in Chapter IV of the Constitut ion. As the side note to 

Section 45 states, it is a restriction on and derogation from fundamental rights.  

For the purpose of our discussion, Section 45 (10) is relevant. It provides thus:  

―45(1) Nothing in section 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41 of this constitution shall 

invalidate any law that is reasonably justifiable in a democratic society:  

(a) In the interest  of defense, public safety, public order, public morality or public 

health; or  

(b) For the purpose of protecting the rights and freedom of other person‖.  

There is no doubt that section 31 of the Chiefs Law of Ogun State was fashioned after the 

power of the Colonial masters to banish chiefs in the colonial era. 53The question we shall 

now consider is whether the provision of section 31 of the Chiefs Law is constitutional in 

view of   provisions in section 41 quoted above.  

The Chiefs Law of Ogun State is a valid State Law and an existing law under section 315 (b) 

of the 1999 Constitution (as amended). The provision of section 31 violates the provision of 

section 41 of the constitution discussed above as it is not cover by any of the exception 

provided in section 41(2) of the Constitution (as amended).  

However, since the purpose of Section 31 is to safeguards public safety or public order, it is 

covered by the general exception provided for in section 45(1) (a) of the 1999 co nstitution (as 

amended). To this extent, the provision of Section 31 of the Chiefs Law of Ogun State, 2006 

is constitutional and valid.  

The words ―public safety‖ or ―public order‖ used in section 31(1) of the Chiefs Law of Ogun 

State is too wide as it gives so much discretion of the State Executive Council. Judicial 

attitude to such wide discretion must be reasonably justifiable in the circumstances of the 

case. in the case of Olawoyinv. Attorney General of Northern Nigeria 54BATE J.gave a 

judicial interpretation to the words reasonably justifiable in line with what operates in other 

                                                                 
53 For instance, the Alafin of Oyo, Oba Adeyemi was deposed and banished in 1954 by the Colonial government. 
54[1961] 1 ALL NLR 269. 
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jurisdiction such as india and united states of America. He held inter alia that a restriction 

upon a fundamental human right before it may be considered justifiable must:  

(a) be necessary in the interest of public morality or public order and  

(b) Not be excessive or out of proportion to the object which it is sought to achieve  

Note also that the deportation of a person for an unlimited period under section 31(3) of the 

Chiefs Law of Ogun State and Section 31(3) of the Traditional Rulers and Chiefs Law of the 

old Bendel State which is applicable in Edo State is not reasonably justifiable. it is my 

opinion that any punishment under the law must be specific and its terms ascertainable. That 

provision should be expunged from the Chiefs Law of Ogun State and Edo State.    

The Obas and Chiefs of Lagos State Law contained the best provisions in this area. Section 

39(2) of the Law provides that an order for restriction made by the Governor shall be for a 

period not exceeding six months, but may be extended for one further period of six months.  

Worthy of consideration is section 31(2) of the Chiefs Law of Ogun State and Section 31(2) 

of the Traditional Rulers and Chiefs Law of the old Bendel State which is applicable in Edo 

State, which provides for the deportation of a person even where he has been sentenced to 

any term of imprisonment. This to our mind will amount to double jeopardy, which is 

forbidding by the constitution. The two issues of ―autrefois convict‖ or ―autrefois acquit‖ are 

dealt with by section 36(a) of the 1999 Constitution (as amended).  

The gist of the principle stated above is that a person who has been tried and convicted or 

acquitted with respect to a subject matter of litigation should not be made to suffer again with 

respect to the same in the words of HAWKINS J.in the case of R. v. Miles55 

 ―Where a criminal charge has been adjudicated upon by a court having jurisdiction to 

hear and determine it, that adjudication whether it takes the form of acquittal or 

conviction is final as to the matter so adjudicated upon and may be pleaded in bar to any 

subsequent prosecution for the same offence.‖  

Unless the order of deportation form part of the sentence imposed by the court on an acc used 

person, it cannot be justified where a person had already served his term of imprisonment. 

Thus, it is our suggestion that the punishment of deportation should only be imposed on an 

offender who has not yet been taken before the court of law or where after either a conviction 

or acquittal, the accused still continue to behave or act in any way that amount to the breach 

                                                                 
5529 QBD 423. 
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of public safety or order. Note that this provision is not contained in the Obasand Chiefs of 

Lagos State Law. Again, the Chiefs Laws of the various States considered are silent as to 

whether the State Executive Council or the Governor in appropriate cases should take 

evidence or conduct inquiry before exercising its power to deport an accused person or not. 

However, the law is settled on whether administrative body acting in a judicial capacity is 

bound by the rule of natural justice or not.56Considering this subject, the Court of Appeal per 

TOBI, JCA in the case of Steel Bell (Nig) Ltd v. Govt Cross River State57 held as follows:  

―In my view, gone are the days and they are almost out of human memory when the courts 

dichotomized between judicial acts and administrative acts; as if no water can pass through 

the demarcation, as it related to the applicability or otherwise of natural justices rules. If i 

may restrict my experience, the last case or almost the last in England was the Stevenage 

Case (1948) AC 87…. The Trend changed in 1958 in the Pyx Granite Case (1958) 1 QB 558 

and since then English Courts have held in appropriate cases that ce rtiorari will apply to 

quash administrative acts where rules of natural justice are not complied with. 58 

To this extent, the State Executive Council or the Governor in exercising its power to deport 

a person under section 31 of the Chiefs Law of Ogun State must first hear by way of evidence 

from the person to be deposed. That is, there must be a formal allegation against the person 

and he must be given the opportunity to defend himself.59 

Where the State Executive Council or the Governor as the case may be deports a person 

without given him the opportunity of being heard, the deportation would be declared 

unconstitutional, illegal and void.60 

The Human Rights Implication of Deposition and Banishment of chiefs 

When a chief is deposed without being afforded fair hearing his fundamental Human 

Right guaranteed by the constitution has been violated. 61When he is deported or banished to a 

place his rights to dignity,62 personal liberty,63 private and family life64 and freedom of 

                                                                 
56Attorney Gen. Lagos State v. Eko Hotels Ltd. [2001] FWLR (Pt. 82) 1996 at 2014. 
57(1996) 3 NWLR (Pt. 438) 571. 
58 See also RE HK (1967) 2 QB 617. 
59Akande v.The State (1998) 7 SCNJ 314. 
60Ogundoyin v. Adeyemi  [2001] FWLR (Pt. 71) 1741 at 1755.  
61Section 36 of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as Amended 
62  Section 34 
63 Section 35 
64 Section 37 
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movement65 have also been violated. even though the various chiefs‘ law in the states gave 

power to the Governors to depose and banish a traditional ruler, such law is subject to the 

provisions of the constitution which is the supreme law in Nigeria. 66The fundamental human 

rights provisions in the constitution are also superior to the provisions of chief‘s law. 

Therefore our states chief executives should take proper legal consultation from their 

attorneys-general before acting on traditional ruler‘s issue.  

Since traditional rulers are citizens of Nigeria who are also protected by Nigerian law, 

they should be treated with respect and dignity even when undergoing investigation or trial. 

They should bear in mind that any law that is inconsistent with the provision of the 

constitution is void to the extent of that inconsistency.67 

Regional and International Human RightsofChiefs 

 The universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948 also guarantees that everyone has a 

right to life, liberty and security of person. 68No person shall be subjected to torture cruel or 

inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment deportation and banishment are inconsistent 

with personal liberty or freedom of movement. While ordinary Nigerians are not banished, 

deported or exiles when they commit an offence chief are given such discriminatory 

treatment.69It violates all the egalitarian provisions of human right instruments. The UDHR 

provides further that no one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest detention or exile. 70It also 

guarantees fair hearing to everyone,71 right to private and family life,72 and freedom of 

movement.73 

 The African Charter of Human and Peoples‘ Rights 1981 also protect the dignity of 

every one including chiefs.74Every individual shall be equal before the law and also shall be 

entitled to equal protection of the law.75Every individual shall be entitled to respect for his 

life and the integrity of his person.76The charter also guarantees fair hearing,77 freedom of 

                                                                 
65 Section 41 
66 Section 1 (1) 
67 Section 1(3)  
68 Article 3 
69 Article 5 
70 Contrary to Article 7 of UDHR 
71 Article 9 
72 Article 10 
73 Article 12 
74 Article 13 
75 Article 5 
76 Article 3  
77 Article 4 
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movement78 and right to private and family life.79 Banishment and deportation or exiles 

violate these cherished rights.  

Conclusion  

From the above analysis, chiefs are respectable citizens because before you can be made a 

chief you must have lived above board apart from being a prince or princess. Therefore, our 

chiefs should be respected and afforded fair hearing when there is any complaint against 

them. Even when found guilty, he should be removed honorably and allowed to live his live 

wherever he chooses in accordance with the constitutional provision. Deportation, 

banishment and exile should stop because it violates human rights instruments both municipal 

and international. We recommend that all chiefs that had been unjustly dethroned and 

banished should be given reparation or compensation and if they are already dead, their 

estates or families should be adequately repatriated or compensated. 

                                                                 
78 Article 7 
79 Article 12 
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CHAPTER XXIV 

GRANTING OF BAILOUT FUNDS TO STATES BY THE PRESIDENT OF 

NIGERIA: A RELIEF OR A BURDEN TO THE STATES? 

Abstract 

Constitutionally, state revenue in Nigeria consists of allocation from the federation account 

normally referred to as state monthly statutory allocation as enunciated in section 162(4) of 

the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as amended and internally 

generated revenue of each state which is largely determined by population, number of 

workforce and volume of commercial activities in each state. It is not in doubt that most of 

our state governors are not prudent in management of their resources. This is usually 

reflected in the number of political appointments they make and the resources expended on 

frugality, inflated contracts and outright embezzlement which has led  some states to a state 

of helplessness, indebtedness and comatose. The governors through their Nigeria Governors 

Forum approached the president for financial assistance to pay arrears of salaries of 

workers in their respective states. 

In response to their request, the president invoked his power to grant aids to states under 

section 164 of the constitution without recourse to the National Assembly. This paper 

examines this unilateral action by the president visa vis section 164(1) of the 1999 

constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as amended. We also examine the constitution 

of America on similar provision like that of Nigeria and conclude that it is wrong for the 

president to grant aid to any state without the concurrence of the National Assembly. We also 

remarked that the lackadaisical attitude of the National Assembly toward the infraction on 

the constitution by the president is not good enough for our fledging democracy and smooth 

operation of principles of federalism. 

 

Introduction 

Immediately, after the inauguration of the federal and state governments on May29th 2015, 

the states governors in Nigeria cried  out for financial assistance from the federal government 

because of their inability to pay staff salaries and allowances ranging from three to eight 
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months in some  states1. This request is in addition to their monthly statutory allocation from 

the Federation Account as stipulated in section 162 (4) of the 1999 constitution and their 

IGR. 

The president relying on the provisions of section164 (1) of the constitution granted their 

requests for financial assistance and releases the sum of #700 billion to the states with certain 

conditionalities to be fulfilled before release of the money by the Central Bank of Nigeria 2. It 

was later discovered that the money released to the states was not a gift or grant but a loan to 

be paid within 20 years3. The states are now requesting for moratorium of 18 months while 

the federal government granted only one month moratorium4, however, this is not the focus 

of this paper. The focus of this paper is whether the president of Nigeria can unilaterally grant 

aid to states of the federation without the approval of the National Assembly as prescribed by 

section 164 (1) of the 1999 constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as amended.  

 Before, we answer this question; it is apt to quote section 164 of the constitution.  

This section provides that the federation may make grants to a state to supplement the 

revenue of that state in such sum and subject to such terms and conditions as may be 

prescribed by the National Assembly.5 

The federation may make external grants to a foreign state or any international body in 

furtherance of the foreign policy objectives of Nigeria in such sum and subject to such terms 

and conditions as may be prescribed by the National Assembly6. 

From the above provisions of the constitution, it is crystal clear that the federation as 

epitomized by the president who is the chief executive of the federation can grant- in-aid to a 

state or some states or all the states of the federation but this can not be done as an executive 

act that he can unilaterally exercise without the concurrence or approval of the National 

                                                                 
1Salary Crisis: Nigerian Governors demand federal bailout to pay worker’s salaries http:// www.premiumtimes. 
Ng.com/news/headlines/185213/salary workers.html accessed on 6 th May 2016 
C. Olayinka , Labour Governors and Burden of Salaries. The Guardian 10 th May 2016 p.30 
Labour flays Governors Salary Payment . The Guardian 10 th May 2016 p.31 
M. Mbamalu, M. Abubakar and I. Onyewuchi, States’ Financial mess is ticking time Bomb. The Guardian 8 May 2016 p.1 
L. Onyekaleyah States Financial Crunch and diversification of economy. The Guardian 8 December 2015 p.19 
2Nigerian : CBN releases name of 19 states given bailout http://www.premiumtimes ng.com/news/top-news/190299-nigeria-cbn-releases-
names-of 19-staes-given-bailout.html accessed on 6th May 2016 
3 Nigerian president okayed funds for unpaid salaries http://allafrica. Com/view/group/main/id/00037646html accessed on6th May 2016- 
Lawmakers drag Buhari to Court over #700 billion bailout 
4 Ibid 
5 Section 164 (1) 
6 Section 164 (2) 

http://www.premiumtimes/
http://www.premiumtimes/
http://allafrica/
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Assembly. The wordings of section 164 (1) of the constitution is not ambiguous, therefore the 

canon of interpretation to be used is the literal rule of interpretation7.  

Section 164(2) relates to the power of the federation to grant-in-aid to a foreign state or an 

international body whether Nigeria is a member of such body or not but this also has to be 

done with approval or concurrence of the National Assembly.  

It is note-worthy that the president went ahead to grant- in-aid to 27 states without reference 

to the National Assembly8. This makes the whole exercise null and void to the extent that it 

did not comply with the provisions of the constitution. Although some members of the 

National Assembly protested and even went a head to go to court to challenge the action of 

the president but the case was not logically pursued to the end, it was later withdrawn from 

the court9. This is not good enough for constitutionalism, rule of law, democracy and good 

governance. 

The opposition party, People Democratic Party could not challenge the situation nor the civil 

societies that should remain the conscience of the people. Since the president was able to get 

away with this illegality, states are now making more demands which they hope to be treated 

in the same manner. Only a few individual Nigerians criticized the issue 10. 

It must be reiterated that the effect of the provision of section 164 (1) requiring the approval 

of the National Assembly is to prevent abuse of power by the president and to ensure that the 

National Assembly not only approve the grant but perform its oversight function by 

monitoring how the money is expended by the states.  

Federal grants to states in America 

Some people are arguing that since the National Assembly has approved the budget then the 

president can act without recourse to the National Assembly. This is a wrong reasoning 

because section 164(1) was inserted into the constitution inspite of the power of appropriation 

granted to the National Assembly in section 59 of the constitution. 

                                                                 
7 H.Ijaiya. The General principles of interpretation of the constitution in Nigeria Confluence Journal of Jurisprudence and International law 
vol. 2 (2009) p.96 N.Alili Construction of Constititional provisions CILJ vol. 2 2011 p.140 
A.G. Abia state v A.G. federation 20026 NWLR (PT763) 264 
Fawehinmi v IGP 2002 7 NWLR (PT767) 606 
Ojukwu and others v. Obasanjo & others 2004 12 NWLR (PT886) 169 
Abacha v. FRN 2006 4 NWLR (pt970) 239 
8 ibid 
9 Ibid 
10 B.A. Ramoni Constitutionality of bailout fund for states and Alternative Remedy. The Guardian 26 January 2016 p. 47 
Doyin Okupe tackles governors over bail out funds http.//naya24 news.com/2016/05/doyin-okupe-tackles-governors-over-bailout-request 

accessed on 6th May 2016. 
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It must be made clear that federation account is different from federal government account. 

Federation Account is the money belonging to the federal government, states and local 

governments which is in the distributable pool account11 while federal government account is 

the money already appropriated to the federal government as part of its own share of the 

distributable pool account12. This is the money that the president can spend after approval of 

the National Assembly but any money in the distributable pool account i.e federation account 

can only be spent after its allocation to each tier of government and approval of the National 

Assembly. 

Another problem with the bail out fund is the allegation of mismanagement of the funds by 

the state governors. The Nigerian Labour Congress and other stakeholders in the Nigerian 

project have alleged that rather than the governors using the money to pay salaries, they 

diverted the fund to other uses and as at today in Nigeria, all the sta tes that collected the bail 

out fund are now in a more precarious state than before they collected the bail out fund. They 

are still owing arrears of salaries and allowances.  

So many states today are witnessing strikes of workers due to inability of states to pay their 

wages. In addition to these wage crisis, the Nigerian labour congress is demanding for 

#56,000 as minimum wage. According to NLC, workers‘ wages in Nigeria are due for 

increase as provided by sections173 and 210 of the constitution.  

In a paper of this nature, it is not out of place to compare Nigeria constitution with that of 

United States of America because we are both operating a federalism and presidential system 

of government. In the U.S. The federal government can and does make grants- in-aid to the 

state governments whereby federal monies are spent under state supervision for 

conservation.13 

Grant- aid to states 

A modern development of federalism has been the emergence of grant- in-aid. A grant –in-aid 

is assistance, usually financial given to one political jurisdiction by another to be augmented 

and spent for a specified purpose. Grants made by the federal government to states usually 

carry five conditions in America. These conditions are that the granted funds be used only for 

the stipulated activities (2) that the funds be supplemented by state funds as a marching basis 

                                                                 
11 Section 162 (1)  
12 Section 162 (3) 
13 R.B. Possey American Government Little field, Adams&co Totowa New Jersey 1975 p. 149 
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(3) that the federal government may set standards and inspect results (4) that a separate 

administrative agency may be set up to perform the activity and (5) that merit rather than 

politics, control the selection and management of the personnel to administer the grant. 14 

In America, the spending power of the National government is derived from section 8 of 

Article 1 of the constitution. The government may spend money on paying its debts, 

providing for the defence of the country and providing for the general welfare of the citizens 

and there are three constitutional restrictions on the spending power of the federal 

government namely: (1) no money may be spent except on appropriation by the congress (2) 

a statement of receipts and expenditure must be published from time to time and (3) 

appropriation or the money may not extend for a longer period of two years. 15 

What is important about American grant –in-aid is that no money can be granted to any state 

by way of assistance without appropriation by the congress16. 

This same principle should hold for Nigeria as section 164 (1) is not ambiguous but clear and 

simple. 

Another important aspect of American federalism is that states are expected to grant aids to 

local government17 just as the constitution of Nigeria makes provision for states to give to 

local government parts of its internally generated revenue18 but instead of this, states are 

grabbing and diverting local government revenues to their use in Nigeria thereby 

impoverishing the local governments19 whereas in America the federal government grants not 

less than $10 billion to state.20 While states grant not less than $30 billion to local 

government annually21 

Budgeting in Nigeria 

 A budget is a comprehensive statement of estimated revenues and projected expenditures in 

the ensuing fiscal period.22 

                                                                 
14 Ibid p 189 
15 Ibid p 203 
16 Ibid 
17 Ibid p 233 
18 Section 162(7) of 1999 constitution of FRN 
19 We are helpless over local government fund diversion-ALGON www.today. Ng/news/national/123517/helpless-council-f… accesses on 
20th May 2016. See local Govt financial autonomy in Nigeria http:// www.s. austilii.edu.au/journals/com.jil.oc Gov/2010/7.pdf…. accessed 
on 20 May 2016. Fund Diversiion EFCC goes afgter Aregbesola http: // daily post. Ng/2016/fund-diversion –EFCC goes-after…. EFCC 
commences investigation into alleged diversion of LG fund. Daily news on line . com. 
20 Ibid 
21 Ibid 
22 R.B. Possey op cit p.232 

http://www.today/
http://www.s/
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The purpose of a budget is to control and thereby help reduce expenditures. The budget is 

prepared under the supervision of the governor and converted into actual appropriation by the 

legislature at the state level23 while at the national level budget is prepared under the 

supervision of the president and it is equally appropriated by the National Assembly. 24 A 

normal budget will consist of recurrent and capital expenditure in a balance manner in order 

to allow for development. 

The unfortunate scenario in Nigeria is that states budgets rely heavily on statutory allocation 

from the federation account while little is generated internally from other sources and 

burdensome loans are taken from local and foreign sources. These loans were used to 

prosecute elections and other frivolities. 

Whereas in the U.S. some states collected nearly $48 billion in taxes, while they received 

only $20 billion from federal government and another $4.5 billion as loans in the 1970s 25. 

Looking at this trend, internally generated revenue by states in the U.S takes the largest share 

of their income while grants and loans are by far less or low but the contrary is the position in 

Nigeria. There is the need for power to be devolved on the states so that they can generate 

more revenue, they also have to comply with their budgets and stop frugality. There must be 

fiscal and financial discipline, transparency, probity and accountability in governance. 

Supplementary budget can be used to alter, amend or add to the main budget and this must 

also be approved by the legislature for the first time in the history of national budgeting in 

Nigeria, the 2016 budget was first of all declared missing and was later padded by the 

executive 26. The National Assembly later tinkered severely with the budget that the president 

was reluctant to sign the budget27. 

The other notty issue about budgets in Nigeria is the level of implementation which is always 

below 40%28. This trend must change in this budget of change. Nigerians demand 100% 

budget implementation. 

Why are states crying for bail out funds in Nigeria? 

Corruption, inflated contracts, too many political appointees in form of special assistants and 

senior special assistants that have no relevant assignments, expenses on parties, expenses on 

                                                                 
23 Sections 120&121 of the constitution of FRN 
24 Section 59 of the constitution of FRN 
25 R.B. Possey op cit p.233 
26 I will deal with those who padded the budget- president. Nigerian pilot.com-accessed 17 May 2016 
27 Nigeria: 2016 budget runs into trouble water allafrica.com/stories/2016 021000052 html. Accessed on 17 th May 2016 
28National Planning Commission of Nigeria Annual Report 2015. 
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elections remittances to godfathers, over bloated security votes of governors and flamboyant 

entourage of governors and white elephant projects now abandoned as a result of lack of 

funds, heavy severance allowances and pensions of political office holders, problem of ghost 

workers etc. The states are relying heavily on monthly statutory allocation to the neglect of 

internally generated revenue29 and the constitution has given too much wide power to the 

federal government on resource control. Such issues as oil and gas exploration mining of 

solid mineral and coal are vested in the control of federal government30. The heavy deposit of 

bitumen in Ondo state cannot be tapped by Ondo state except through the federal 

government. The non-viability of states has made some people to call for scrapping of some 

states by the National Assembly31 while others believe that the National Assembly has no 

power to scrap states32 Our position is that states can wind up or merge for efficiency and 

viability but cannot be scrapped by National Assembly . The constitution did not give that 

power to the National Assembly. By our constitution, states cannot be scrapped, merged or 

wound up. Governors are now looking for external loans33. How will they pay back? 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

We have compared and contrasted the position on granting of aids to states in Nigeria and 

America by looking closely at the constitutions of the two countries. We observed that while 

America obeys its constitution to the letter when granting aids to its states, Nigeria flagrantly 

violates its own constitution. We therefore conclude that Nigeria constitution is good but the 

political will to implement it is what is presently lacking. We therefore urge the National 

Assembly to be up and doing by challenging any infraction of our constitution by the 

executive. The Civil Societies and the opposition political party should also be alert to their 

responsibilities of serving as watch dogs and mobilizers of Nigerians.  

We need prudent managers of resources as governors in Nigeria. The states need to beef up 

their internally generated revenue in order to meet their financial obligations without begging 

for bailout or grant- in-aid every time. The states also need to diversify their economy into 

agriculture and agro allied industries. Property tax should also be explored while appropriate 

machinery should be put in place to ensure probity, transparency and good governance. The 

states houses of Assembly should sit up to monitor and supervise the implementation of states 

                                                                 
29 The state of States in Nigeria: Debt Hangman and dwindling Revenue. The Guardian 10 December 2015 p.14 
25 states record dramatic slide in Revenue, The Guardian 16 April 2016 p.4 
30Item 39 of Exclusive legislative list second schedule to 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria as amended. 
31 National Assembly can scrape federating states-Balogun. The Guardian 3 May 2016 p.43 
32C.Akiri National Assembly’s power to scrap states. The Guardian 16 May 2016 p.17 
33Governors Approach World Bank for $3.25bn lifetime. The Punch 20 May 2016 p. 27 
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annual budgets, States should evolve ways and means of collecting taxes from the informal 

sector of the economy. This sector is sizeable and are active participants in the economic 

activities in all the states of the federation.  

We need progressive and people oriented godfathers in Nigeria not cash and carry godfathers 

or looters. This is the only thing that can free some of our governors from the chains of their 

godfathers. The constitution should be amended to devolve power to the states on tapping 

their natural resources. The exclusive legislature list is too long it should be reduced to just 

18 from the present 69. Item 39 on the list should be transferred to the concurrent legislative 

list. The allocation that goes to the federal government from the federation account is too 

much and it allows for waste and corruption at the Centre. It is presently 56% of the total 

revenue while the remaining 44 is share by the states and local governments. The revenue 

allocation formula must be revisited and adjusted to give more money to states and local 

government because they are better positioned to solve the problem of infrastructure in  

Nigeria. While the federal government should refund to states the funds they have expended 

on federal roads in their states.  
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CHAPTER XXV 

ANALYSING THE NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE SCHEME ACT AND THE 

KWARA STATE HEALTH INSURANCE LAW WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE 

DOCTRINES OF PITH AND SUBSTANCE AND COVERING THE FIELD  

Abstract 

Successive federal governments have made attempts to improve the quality of life of 

Nigerians through policies which designed to provide qualitative medical facilities, to provide 

the desired medical services as well as funds to procure the required equipment and drugs. 

However, the goals of the government to provide qualitative healthcare has been elusive due 

to the high cost of healthcare delivery in the country. A vast majority of the population live 

below the poverty line and are unable to afford the necessary health care. In its efforts to 

make healthcare affordable to the populace, the federal government introduced the National 

Health Insurance Scheme. The scheme which was introduced in1999 became operational in 

2005 as part of efforts of the federal government to achieve universal health coverage with 

financial risk protection mechanisms. However, eight years after the launch of the 

programme, only about 4% of the population are covered by health insurance. These are 

mainly workers in the federal government employ and military officers. Out of 36 states in 
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Nigeria, only three states have adopted the scheme. Considering that health insurance is a 

veritable tool in health financing, the apathy towards the scheme needs to be appraised and 

addressed. This paper looks at the Nigerian health policy, the legal framework and 

operational guidelines of the health insurance scheme. The paper looks at the Exclusive 

Legislature List which vests power in the National Assembly to make law on Insurance and 

the vires of the state to make Health Insurance Law. The paper concludes that state Health 

Insurance law is ultra vires and therefore null and void.  

Nigeria Health Policy 

In August 1987, the federal government launched its Primary Health Care plan (PHC) as the 

cornerstone of the country‘s health policy.1 The policy was intended to affect the entire 

national population, with its main objectives including accelerated health care personnel 

development; improved collection and monitoring of health data; ensured availability of 

essential drugs in all areas of the country; implementation of an Expanded Programme on 

Immunization (EPI); improved nutrition throughout the country; promotion of health 

awareness; development of a national family health program; and widespread promotion  of 

oral rehydration  therapy for treatment of diarrhoea disease in infants and children. 2 The 

federal government further instituted a National Health Policy in 1988 with the primary 

objective of improving the health status of the people and allowing Nigerians have access to 

wholesome, productive, social and economic lives. 3 The National Health Plan document 

released by Nigerian‘s Federal Ministry of Health proposed that: 

The goal of the National Health Policy shall be to establish a 

comprehensive healthcare system based on primary healthcare that is 

promotive of protective, preventive, restorative and rehabilitative, to 

every citizen of the country within the available resources so that 

individuals and communities are assured of productivity, social well-

being and enjoyment of living.4 

                                                                 
1 Amudat O. Ayanloye A Legal Appraisal of NHIS in Nigeria UNIZIK Journal of Public and Private law Vol 5 (2013) p 106 C. Onoka, 
O.Onwujekwe, B.Uzochukwu, and N.Ezumah, (2012), Why are states not adopting the formal sector programme of the NHIS and what 
strategies can encourage adoption? Policy Brief available at http://www.who.int/alliance-
hpsr/projects/alliancehpsr_nigeriapolicybriefstates.pdf accessed on 12/8/2013. C.Onoka, et al, op cit. Nigeria Primary Health Care Policies, 
(1991), http://www.photius.com/countries/Nigeria_society_primary_health_care_~10006.html accessed on 12/8/2013. 
2 Ibid 
3 R.A.Sanusi..and A.T.Awe, (2009), Perception of National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS) by Health Care Consumers in Oyo State,  
Nigeria., Pakistan Journal of Social Sciences 6 (1) 28-53, Medwell Publishing. 
4Anweze, “The Impact of Cabotage Act on Entrepreneurial Opportunities and Nigeria’s Economic Growth.” 

http://www.stclements.edu/grad/gradnwez.pdf, 4/5/2010. See also M.T. Ladana, (2006), “Reviewed of Existing Reproductive Health 

http://www.who.int/alliance-hpsr/projects/alliancehpsr_nigeriapolicybriefstates.pdf%20accessed%20on%2012/8/2013
http://www.who.int/alliance-hpsr/projects/alliancehpsr_nigeriapolicybriefstates.pdf%20accessed%20on%2012/8/2013
http://www.stclements.edu/grad/gradnwez.pdf
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Unfortunately, the current situation is worse now than when that statement was made about 

26 years earlier.5 A majority of the populace still do not have access to healthcare and many 

are dying as a result of preventable diseases and causes. The current policy framework is 

derived from the National Health Policy, the draft National Health Plan, the National Vision 

of live 2010 Report.6 The vision for health sector reform is to improve the health status of all 

Nigerians, and to attain a level of health care that would permit all Nigerians to live a socially 

and economically productive life. However the reality is the opposite of a quality health care 

is still out of the grasp of the average Nigerian.  

Health Insurance in Nigeria 

The basis for insurance is to protect the individual from the financial consequences of events 

with a low probability of happening but with the potential to cause substantial loss.7 

Prepayment and risk pooling through social health insurance has been advocated by 

international development organisations. Social health insurance is seen as a mechanism that 

helps mobilise resources for health, pool risk, and provide more access to healthcare services 

for the poor.8 Health Insurance is a social device for pooling the health risks and costs of an 

exposure unit with view towards predictability.9 The idea of a national health insurance was 

first mooted in 196210 when the need for health insurance in the provision of health care to 

Nigerian citizens was first recognised.11 However, every mention of the scheme since then 

went under until the regime of General Abdul Salaam Abubakar, who promulgated the 

National Health Insurance Scheme Decree No. 35 of 1999 ―for the purpose of providing 

health insurance which shall entitle insured persons and their dependants the benefit of 

prescribed good quality and cost effective health services”.12The objectives of the scheme as 

stated in Section 5 of the Decree are to – 

(a) Ensure that every Nigerian has access to good healthcare services; 

                                                                                                                                                                                                          
Policies and Legislations in Nigeria” being a paper presented at a one -day Stakeholders’ Forum on Reproductive Health in Nigeria, 
organized by: The independent Policy Group, Abuja at Tahir Guest Palace Hotel, Kano-Nigeria available on 
http://www.dawodu.com/ladan5.htm accessed on 1/5/2010 
5Nweze A. op cit. 
6 (Johnson 2000) 
7 L.Awosika, Health Insurance Managed Care in Nigeria, Annals of Ibadan Postgraduate Medicine, Vol.3 No. 2 December, 2005 46 available 
on http://indexmedicus.afro.who.int/fulltext viewed on 12/11/2009. 
8P.A.Dalinjong, and A Suuk Laa, “The National Health Insurance Scheme Perceptions and Experiences of Health Care Providers and  Clients 
in Two Districts of Ghana” Health Economics Review available at http://www.healtheconomicsreview.com/content/pdf/2191-1991-2-
13.pdf accessed on 12/8/2013. 
9 Ibid 
10 D.Eboh, “National Health Insurance Scheme: Just a Popular Name or a Model for Realistic Change in Healthcare Delivery in Nige ria”, 
available at http://www.nigeriavillagesquare.com/articles/david-eboh.national-health-insurance-scheme-a-a-model-for-healthcare-
delivery.html accessed on 9/9/2012 
11 Kujeniya J. (2009), Troubled National Health Insurance Scheme, www.thenationonline.com accessed on 31/5/2010 
12 National Health Insurance Scheme Decree No. 35 of 1999. 

http://www.dawodu.com/ladan5.htm
http://indexmedicus.afro.who.int/fulltext
http://www.healtheconomicsreview.com/content/pdf/2191-1991-2-13.pdf
http://www.healtheconomicsreview.com/content/pdf/2191-1991-2-13.pdf
http://www.nigeriavillagesquare.com/articles/david-eboh.national-health-insurance-scheme-a-a-model-for-healthcare-delivery.html
http://www.nigeriavillagesquare.com/articles/david-eboh.national-health-insurance-scheme-a-a-model-for-healthcare-delivery.html
http://www.thenationonline.com/
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(b) Protect families from the financial hardship of huge medical bills;  

(c) Limit the rise in the cost of healthcare services; 

(d) Ensure equitable distribution of healthcare costs among different income groups;  

(e) Maintain high standard of healthcare delivery services within the scheme; 

(f) Improve and harness private sector participation in the provision of health care 

services; 

(g) Ensuring adequate distribution of health facilities within the Federation;  

(h) Ensure equitable patronage of all levels of health care; 

(i) Ensure the availability of funds to the health sector for improved services.  

To achieve its objectives, the National Health Insurance Scheme pursuant to section 6 of the 

Decree developed various programmes to cover different segments of the society, and these  

are: 

i. Formal Sector Social Health Programme (FSSHIP) 

ii. Urban Self-employed Social Health Insurance Programme 

iii. Rural Community Social Health Insurance Programme 

iv. Children Under-Five Social Health Insurance Programme 

v. Permanently Disabled Persons Social Health Insurance Programme 

vi. Prison Inmates Social Health Insurance Programme 

vii. Tertiary Institutions and Voluntary Participants Social Health Insurance Programme  

viii. Armed Forces, Police and other Uniformed Services. 13 

Operational Guidelines 

The Formal Sector programme covers employees of the formal sector, i.e., the public sector 

and the organized private sector. The Armed Forces program covers all members of the 

Armed Forces, the Nigerian Police Force, Nigerian Customs Service, Nigerian Immigration 

Service, Nigerian Prison Service and other Federal uniformed services. Tertiary   institutions 

cover students in the tertiary institutions whether full-time or part time. Voluntary 

Contribution Social Health Insurance Program (VCSHIP) is health insurance that is taken up 

and paid for at the discretion of willing individuals or at the discretion of employers on behalf 

of employees in organisation with less than 10 staff. 14 The VCSHIP is designed for those who 

may not have partial coverage for services that are excluded or not fully covered by statutory 

                                                                 
13 NHIS Operational Guidelines, available on 
www.nhis.gov.ng/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=92&Itemid=77&limitstart=3  accessed on 13/8/2013 
14 National Health Insurance Scheme, “Voluntary Contribution Social Health Insurance Program” available at 

www.nhis.gov.ng/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=129:vcship&catid=38:quick-links accessed on 13/8/2013  

http://www.nhis.gov.ng/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=92&Itemid=77&limitstart=3
http://www.nhis.gov.ng/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=129:vcship&catid=38:quick-links
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health system. Premium in the case of VCSHIP are not risk related and access to healthcare 

by voluntary contributors is always dependent on proof of contribution. Further, family 

members of person voluntarily insured in the social health insurance scheme are not covered 

as co-insured.15 

Contributors under the NHIS are as entitled to: 

i. Out-patient care (including consumables) 

ii. Prescribed drugs as contained in the NHIS Essential Drugs  List  

iii. Diagnostic tests as contained in the NHIS Diagnostic Test List 

iv. Antenatal care 

v. Maternity care for up  to four (4) live births for every insured person 

vi. Post nattal care 

vii. Routine immunization as contained in the National Programme on Immunization 

viii. Family planning 

ix. Consultations with a defined range of specialists e.g. physicians, surgeons, etc.  

x. Hospital care in a public or private hospital in a standard ward during a stated 

duration of stay, for physical or mental disorders; 

xi. Eye examination and care excluding prescription glasses/spectacles and contact 

lenses. 

xii. Dental care, i.e., pain relief and treatment 

xiii. Prostheses, i.e., Nigerian-made simple artificial limbs. 

It is worthy of note that the NHIS cover only routine illnesses. High risk diseases that cost a 

lot of money like cancer, HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, heart diseases are not covered under the 

scheme. That the scheme also exclude prescription glasses shows the insincerity of the 

scheme. Though this may be to curb excessive spending, the scheme could place a ceiling on 

the amount to be spent on prescription glasses rather exclude it from insurance.  

Contributions 

In case of the formal sector, contributions are earnings-related and currently represent 15% of 

basic salary. The employer will pay 10% while the employee will only contribute 5% of basic 

salary to enjoy health benefits. However in the case of the armed forces, the Federal 

government pays the full 15 percent contribution. The contributions made by/for an insured 

                                                                 
15 Ibid 
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person entitles himself, or herself, a spouse and four (4) biological children under 18 years of 

age to full health benefits. Extra contributions will be required for additional dependants. 16 

It is contended that limiting the age of children who can benefit from their parents‘ 

contributions to 18 years does not take cognisance of the realities of the Nigerian situation. At 

that age most children are still under the care of their parents as secondary school students, 

applicants seeking admission, apprentices learning trades or fresh undergraduates. In some 

cases, they may be unemployed are over 18 years, they would be precluded from benefiting 

though they may still be under the care of their parents. Such parents may not see the need to 

participate in the scheme. It is suggested that the age limit should be removed. Further a 

contributor who has dependants that are not biological children should also be able to take 

advantage of the scheme as long as they are limited to four.  

 

How the Programme Works 

An employer registers itself and its employee with the scheme. Thereafter, the employer 

affiliates itself with an NHIS-approved Health Maintenance Organisation(s) (HMOs), who 

now provide(s) the employees with a list of NHIS-approved Health Care Providers (Public 

and Private). The employee registers himself and dependants with such Provider of his/her 

choice. Upon registration, a contributor will be issued an identity card with a Personal 

Identification Number (PIN). In the event of sickness, the contributor presents his/her identity 

card to his/her chosen Primary Health Care Provider for treatment. The contributor will be 

able to access care after a waiting period of sixty (60) days to enable the completion of all 

administrative processes.17 It is submitted that the waiting period is unnecessarily long. The 

contributor should be able to access healthcare after a week. In reality, contributors still have 

pay 10% of services or drugs dispensed by the health provider, thus, where the contributor 

does not have the required percentage of fees, he/she might be unable to access healthcare.  

Challenges 

The NHIS as conceived was meant to bridge an existing gap and widen opportunities for 

access to qualitative healthcare with strong private sector participation, and with government 

                                                                 
16 NHIS Operational Guidelines, op cit. 
17 Ibid 
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defining its policy and framework.18 However, the generality of the populace are yet to 

benefit from the scheme. Several factors are militating against the successful implementation 

of the scheme. Healthcare is on the concurrent legislative list as such states are not under 

compulsion to embrace the NHIS. Nigeria operates a three tier healthcare system, the primary 

healthcare, secondary healthcare and tertiary healthcare. 19 The provision of healthcare at the 

primary level is largely the responsibility of Local Governments with the support of state 

ministries of health and within the overall national health policy. Secondary Health Care is 

provided by the state governments and provides specialized services of hospitals for general 

medical, surgical, paediatric patients and community health services. Secondary Health Care 

is available at the district, divisional and zonal levels of the states. Tertiary healthcare is 

provided by the federal government.  

The states do not feel a compulsion to embrace the scheme as it is seen as a federal 

government programme hence only three states have so far adopted the scheme. Even in the 

states that adopted the scheme, the local government workers have not been included as that 

is left to the local government authorities to decide. In a study by Onoka et al, 20 one of the 

reasons adduced for failure of states participation is the concern about the unclear role of 

states in the programme. Undefined accountability systems and the absence of financial 

reports of activities carried out for the FSSHIP created distrust amongst actors and 

constrained adoption. 

Another factor militating against the programme is the past antecedent of the government. 

Several laudable programmes launched to improve the condition of living of the populace 

end up in the dust bin as successive government change policies and the contributions of the 

workers end up in private pockets.  

The scheme has failed to gain acceptability amongst Nigerian. In a study of the University of 

Lagos, the Health Care incessantly called members of the community to come and register 

for the NHIS. The response has been persistently low.21 The question then is if it is so 

difficult to persuade members of this supposedly enlightened community to enrol for the 

scheme, how much more difficult would it be to persuade the less enlightened members of 

the society to participate in the scheme? 

                                                                 
18 R.Abati, Nigeria’s problematic Insurance Scheme, http://www.nigeriavillagesquare/com/articles/reunben-abati/nigerias-problematic-
health-insurance-scheme.html accessed on 30/4/2010. 
19 Health Care (2009), http://www.motherlandnigeria.com/health.html#Policy 
20 Onoka et al, op cit. 
21 A.Ibiwoye, and I.A Adeleke, (2009), “A log Linear Analysis of Factors Affecting the Usage of Nigeria’s National Health Insura nce Scheme,” 

The Social Sciences  4(6): 587, Medwell Journals. 

http://www.nigeriavillagesquare/com/articles/reunben-abati/nigerias-problematic-health-insurance-scheme.html
http://www.nigeriavillagesquare/com/articles/reunben-abati/nigerias-problematic-health-insurance-scheme.html
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Lack of awareness by a majority of the populace is another challenge facing the scheme. 

Presently only workers in the federal civil service, who are contributors by compulsion as 

contributions are deducted from their salaries at source irrespective of whether they register 

with a health provider or not. Several studies have shown that a majority of the populace and 

even some health workers of the scheme.22 Even those who are aware of the scheme, tend to 

shy away from it as they view it as another avenue for the government to deprive them of 

their hard earned money. The apathy to the scheme might not be unconnected to the failure of 

several government schemes where workers‘ salaries are deducted from projects that never 

materialised such as National Social Insurance Trust Fund (NSITF) and the National Housing 

Fund (NHF). The federal government amassed a lot of money through the NHF while its 

workings remain a mystery to the average Nigerian worker as they have no idea how to 

access the funds for their housing needs.23 They have also been unable to recover their 

savings. 

Another challenge facing the scheme is the lack of cooperation between the various 

professional bodies of the health providers, the Nigerian Medical Association (NMA) and the 

Pharmaceutical Society of Nigeria (PSN). The grouse of the PSN is that, modalities for 

prescribing and dispensing drug is lopside (Uwaga)24. The health provider is empowered to 

prescribe and also dispense drugs to the exclusion of the pharmacist except where such 

provider does not have the drug in stock. Uwaga argues that the system which puts money in 

the hand of the physician and leaves him to determine what drugs to stock and when to refer 

his patients for specialist care (for which he is expected to pay) is bound to compromise the 

quality of health service to the insured. One tends to agree with this view. What is meant to 

be a cost saving devise would at the end of the day turn out to be expensive. It is a fact that 

health provider collect 10 percent of the fees chargeable from the patients at point of service. 

The health provider may therefor see it as an avenue to make money as dispensing drugs 

would then be seen as a commercial activity and the provider would prescribe only the drugs 

he has in stock. 

                                                                 
22 U.M.Lawan, Z Iliyasu, A.M Daso Challenges to the Scale-up of the Nigerian National Health Insurance Scheme: Public Knowledge and 
opinions in urban Kano, Nigeria. Ann Trop Med Public Health Insurance [serial online] 2012;5:34 -9, available at 
http://www.atmph.org/text.asp?2-12/1/34/92878 accessed on 14/8/2013. See also Onoka et al op cit. 
23 E.E.Anugwom,.”Privatization of Workers’ Housing Provision: the National Housing Fund (NHF) Scheme in Nigeria” African Trainin g and 
Research Centre in Administration, for Development, available at 
http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/goups/public/documents/CAFRAD/UNPAN017696.pdf accessed on 31/5/2010. 
24U.N.O Uwaga, “Recent Developments in the Implementation of the National Health Insurance Scheme (NHIS)”, available at www.ps-

nigeria.org/files/nhis.pdf accessed on 31/5/2010. 

http://www.atmph.org/text.asp?2-12/1/34/92878%20accessed%20on%2014/8/2013
http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/goups/public/documents/CAFRAD/UNPAN017696.pdf
http://www.ps-nigeria.org/files/nhis.pdf
http://www.ps-nigeria.org/files/nhis.pdf
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One of the scheme‘s greatest challenges is the implementation of the Community-Based 

Social Health Insurance Programme (CBSHIP) as about 80% of Nigerians belong to that 

platform. This challenge has been attributed to the failure of the state governments to 

embrace the scheme.25 Perhaps the greatest challenge of all is the level of poverty of the 

majority of the populace. The minimum wage in the country is N18,000.00 which is about 

$112 USD per month. This comes to less than 4USD per day. It is out of this amount that the 

worker is expected to feed, shelter and cloth his family. It is also out of this paltry sum that 

the worker will pay tax, NHF and also pay for health insurance. The level of unemployment 

in the country is also very high so that a majority of the populace would not be entitled to 

participate in the scheme as there is no social insurance in place for the unemployed. With 

widespread poverty in the land, most Nigerians are unable to spare an extra Naira on 

healthcare and many Nigerians patronise quacks, or they make compromises with their health 

with tragic consequence.26 

Further, people in the rural area even if they wanted to, can‘t benefit from the scheme as a 

result of lack of health providers. Many towns and villages do not have standard health 

facilities that may qualify as health providers under the scheme. To participate, people in the 

rural area may have to travel several kilometres to reach a health provider. Most of the 

private hospital in the country are ill equipped and without adequate staff. It is not uncommon 

to find that it is only the doctor/proprietor of a private clinic in Nigeria that has the requisite 

training. Most of the people who parade themselves as nurses in these hospitals do not attend 

the regular school of nursing or midwifery. They are often trained on the job by the doctor. 

Such ―nurses‖ do not possess the requisite skills and are health hazard to the people. The 

public hospitals are only a little better in that they have become mere consulting rooms.  

The Kwara State Health Insurance Law 2017 

According to the explanatory note to the law, the law was enacted to establish the Kwara 

State Health Insurance Agency and the Kwara State Health Insurance Scheme to provide 

access to affordable health care for residents of Kwara State. In consonance with this 

                                                                 
25R.Rabiu, Community Insurance. Remark credited to Dr. Waziri Dogo Mohammed (The Executive Secretary to the National Health 
Insurance Scheme) available on news.dailytrust.com viewed on 10/12/09. 
26 R.Abati, R. op cit, See also P.F.Omonzejele, (2010), The Right to Healthcare in African Countries: Nigeria in View-A Moral Appraisal, Ethno 
Med, 4(1): 37-42, © Kamla-Raj2010 Ethno Med. 4 (1): 37-42 (2010) http://www.krepublishers.com/02-Journals/S-EM/EM-04-0-000-

10Web/EM-04-1-000-2010-Abst-PDF/EM-04-1-037-10-077-Omonzejele-P-F/EM-04-1-037-10-077-Omonzejele-P-F-Tt.pdf. 
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objective, the law provides for establishment of Kwara State Health Insurance Agency which 

shall be a body corporate with perpetual succession. 27 

The principal objective of the Agency shall be to promote, regulate supervise and ensure the 

effective administration of the Kwara State Health Insurance Scheme in other to provide 

access to efficient and affordable health care for the residents of Kwara State. 28 

The functions of the Agency are set out to include: guarantee the accessibility of residents of 

Kwara State to a package of health needs assessments of the beneficiaries at an affordable 

cost, conduct health needs assessments of the beneficiaries, integrate primary healthcare 

activities and vertical disease programmes into a sustainable and effective framework 

anchored on health insurance, generate resources for the provision of health care services 

through the health insurance scheme, maintain a high standard of healthcare services delivery 

within the scheme, improve the medical and administrative capacity of the health care 

providers that will serve the beneficiaries, improve and harness private sector participation in 

the provision of health care services, ensure adequate distribution of health facilities within 

the communities in the state and ensure equitable patronage of all levels of healthcare. 29 

Other functions are to ensure availability of resources to the scheme through collaboration 

with other bodies, agencies or institutions for improved services to the beneficiaries o f the 

scheme, improve the healthcare indices (mortality and morbidity indices and life expectancy) 

for Kwara State, ensure public awareness of the scheme and to do such other things that are 

expedient for the discharge of its functions.30 

The Agency has a governing board headed by a Chairman and other members representative 

of the stakeholder in the sector except the insurance industry. 31 The qualification of the 

chairman of the Governing Board was equally stated in the law, and the law provides for a 

term of four years renewable once.32 The law also provide for the remuneration of chairman 

and members of the Governing Board.33 The chairman and any members can be removed for 

misconduct and could resign on his own volition. 34 The general functions of the board are 

also set out in the law which include to register NHIS accredited HMOS, health facilities etc. 

                                                                 
27 Section 1 of Kwara State Health Insurance law 2017 
28 Section 2 
29 Section 3 
30 Section 3(J-M) 
31 Section 4 
32 Section 6 
33 Section 7 
34 Section 8 
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to contract, monitor and Supervise the implementation of NHIS accredited HMO and other 

institutions, to sanction non complaint health care providers and HMOs. 35 

The law also create Kwara State Equity Health (EHP) plan, Informal Health Plan (IHP), 

Formal Health Plan (FHP), Private Health Plan (PHP). 36 The Agency shall have an Executive 

Secretary who shall be in charge of the day to day running of the Agency. He has a four years 

tenure, renewable once.37 A fund was established for the Agency to be kept by the fund 

manager.38 The fund shall be raised from government initial grant and public contribution.39 

How the public contribution shall be raised is not stated in clear  terms like NHIS. The 

government of Kwara State will contribute 1% of its consolidate Revenue to the fund 

annually. The fund of the Agency shall not be taxable. 40 

Comparative analysis of the NHIS Act and Kwara State Health Insurance Law 

The Kwara State Health Inuarance Law 2017 which repealed the Kwara State Community 

Health Insurance Law No. 7 of 2012 is a duplication of the NHIS Act. It covers most of the 

things that the NHIS Act has covered. A comparison of section 3 of the Kwara State lawwith 

section 5 of NHIS Act will illustrate this fact. Section 6 of NHIS Act and section 18 of Kwara 

law cover the same products. 

The Kwara law also amount to duplication of institutions. The states in Nigeria are supposed 

to key into the programme of NHIS according to the tenor of the Act, most especially that it 

is only the federal government that can make law on Insurance but these States went ahead to 

set up their apparatus relying heavily on local and foreign donors as stated in section 27 of 

Kwara law. 

Also the state law attempts to control and register an already registered and recognised HMO 

by NHIS. This is an anathema in a federation. A state which is a component part of a 

federation is not expected to subject any federal agency to its control or supervision.  

Both the NHIS Act and Kwara law cover public, private, formal and informal sectors 

including rural communities. Why should state makes such a law which it has an Attorney 

                                                                 
35 Section 15 
36 Section 18 
37 Section 20 
38 Section 23 
39 Section 24-27 
40 Section 30 
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General who should have advised the state about its lack of legislative power to make such 

law because it is on item 33 of Exclusive legislative list.  

The funding pattern under the NHIS is more realistic in that employers pay 10%, employee 

pays 5% while under Kwara law it is not clearly stated how each participant will pay or 

contribute rather the Kwara ;aw relies on local and foreign donors and some health 

Institutions to bear the costs.  

The problem that is common to both laws is that no professional insurer is among the list of 

stakeholders or membership of the Agency or Board of the Agency and scheme. If it is really 

an Insurance Scheme, it is difficult to see how the scheme can succeed without insurance 

practitioners or input of Chartered Insurance Institute of Nigeria (CIIN) or Nigerian Insurance 

Association (NIA). 

However, if the Scheme can work without professional Insurers, is that scheme an insurance 

product or a social security scheme that can properly be christened National Health Security 

Scheme? This will also allow the state to be able to make its own law and plan its own 

scheme to meet the needs of the people of the state without encroaching on the legislative 

power of the National Assembly. 

The Kwara law creates an unnecessary multi- institution like Kwara state Health Insurance 

Agency, the Governing Board and board of Trustees for the fund of the agency, all the staff 

of the agency, the members of the Governing Board and trustees shall be entitled to 

remuneration which may cripple the Agency. Therefore the Agency should be able to keep its 

fund and spend with approval of the Board after consultation with the Governor or 

Commissioner of Health of the State.  

Law making power of the House of Assembly of a State 

The Constitution provides that the House of Assembly of a State shall have power to make 

laws for the peace, order and good government of a state or any part thereof with respect to 

any matter included in the Concurrent Legislative List set out in the first column of part II of 

the second schedule of the Constitution to the extent prescribed in the second column 
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opposite thereto, and any other matter with respect to which it is empowered to make laws in 

accordance with the provisions of this constitution.41 

The power of the House of Assembly of the state to legislate on matters contained or stated 

under the Concurrent Legislative List is unfettered even though co-existent with the power of 

the National Assembly to legislate on matters contained or stated in Concurrent Legislative 

List,42 unless the law so made by the House of Assembly of a state is in consistent or in 

conflict with the law made by the National Assembly and to the extent of such inconsistency, 

the law made by the House of Assembly of a state is in consistency, the law made by the 

House of Assembly of a state shall be void or invalid. 43 Of course, the legislative powers of 

the House of Assembly of a state, does not extend or cover the matters stated or contained on 

the Exclusive Legislative List.44 

The question then is what happens when the House of Assembly of a State in the cause of 

legislating or making law with respect to matters contained or stated under the Concurrent 

Legislative List or any other matter with respect to which is empowered to make laws in 

accordance with the provisions of the constitution, makes laws that accidentally or 

incidentally encroached or entered matters exclusively within the ambit of the powers of the 

National Assembly to legislate? Would the encroachment on this matters contained in the 

Exclusive list by the House of Assembly to legislate be justified by the fact that it was 

accidental or incidental? Or, would the law made by the House of Assembly of a State be 

avoided or invalidated by reason of the said encroachment on the matters contained o n the 

Exclusive Legislative List? In this case Kwara State lacks the power to make laws on 

Insurance but can make laws on Health matters.  

It seems that the answer or solution to this constitutional problem has 

not been expressly stated or provided for in the constitution itself. Do 

we then say that since the provision has not been expressly stated in 

the constitution, there is no solution to this problem? No, for every 

legal problem there must be a legal solution. Over the years it has not 

                                                                 
41Sections 4 (7) (b) & (c), op. cit; Also, Akin Akintoye Jnr. “The Doctrine of covering the Field and the Blue Pencil Rule in L egislative 
Enactments.A Judicial Revalidation” in Ilorin Bat Journal, Bol. No. 2 August, 2002, P, 196.Olufemi  Abifarin  and Daniel Atid oga A Critical 
Analysis of the Scope and Limits of Legislature powers of National Assembly and States House of Assembly under the 1999 Constitution of 
Nigeria Confluence Law Journal vol 1 No. 1 p 11. Ogwo Benjie Conflict in the Legislative process in Nigeria: The Relevance of the Doctrines 
of Pith and Substance and Covering the Field, Confluence Law Journal vol 1 No. 1 p 79 
42Sections 4 (4) (a), op. cit. 
43Section 4 (5), op cit. 
44Sections 4 (30. Op cit 
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been heard or seen that the law is so bad that there is no solution to 

problems arising from a particular legislation.  

It is in this respect to lacunas, in the legislation that judges make bold to proffer solution and 

in the course of doing that they (Judges) make law. The contention whether judges make law 

under any circumstance has been a subject of judicial pronouncement as far back as 1932. 

This was exemplified in the celebrated case of Donoghue v. Stevenson, 45 where the House of 

Lords, stated: 

―Judges must decide cases as they arise: When the facts are not clearly 

covered by a statute; where there is room for two views concerning 

the meaning of statutory word; and when no past decision is clearly in 

point. What can our judges do but make new law…‖ 

The Doctrine of Pith and Substance 

It is worth noting that this doctrine has not been expressly stated in the constitution of the 

Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999. However, from a plethora of authorities, it has been 

observed that the doctrine of pith and substance is a Constitutional remedy or measure 

evolved by the Courts of law to handle or deal with situations where the House of Assembly 

of a state makes a law or an enactment within the substance of the Legislative Power or 

competence of the state governments but incidentally or accidentally encroaches or enters 

unto the sphere of the matters exclusively reserved for the National Assembly which is 

outside the authorized field of the House of Assembly of a state and yet it is not invalidated, 

just as it is in the instant case where a State can legislate on Health but not on insurance. The 

rule or doctrine of pith and substance according to Oluyede, 46 is that the legislation must not, 

under the guise of dealing with one matter, in fact encroaches upon a forbidden field. The 

object of the legislator may not even matter; a statute may have a perfectly lawful object and 

yet may seek to achieve the object by invalid methods. In short the clauses of the statute must 

be examined to see whether they do not encroach upon a forbidden field, therefore, if on a 

thorough examination of the whole statute it is discovered that the substance of the legislation 

is whether the competence of the state government, then it is not invalidated if accidentally or 

incidentally it affects matters outside the authorized field. 

                                                                 
45Sections 4 (3). Op cit 
46 P. A. Oluyede, op cit. P. 190 
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This matter of the validity of a state government legislation encroaching on the matters within 

the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal government and the consequent application of the 

doctrine of pith and substance came up in the Northern Ireland case of Gallagher v. Lynn.47 

In this case the Legislature or Northern Ireland had passed an Act on Milk Products, which 

was attacked as been ultra vires section 4 of the Government of the Ireland Act, 1920, on the 

ground that it affected or interfered with the trade in milk between farmers outside Northern 

Ireland and customers within it, contrary to the limitation not to legislate on trade with any 

place out of the part of the Ireland within their jurisdiction. Lord Atkin, delivering the 

judgement of the House of Lords said: 

―…the short answer to this is that this Milk Act is not a law in respect 

of the trade; but it is a law for the peace, order and governance of 

Northern Ireland in respect of precautions taken to secure the health of 

the inhabitants of Northern Ireland by protecting them from the 

dangers of an unregulated supply of milk. These questions affecting 

limitations on the legislative powers of subordinate parliaments or the 

distribution of powers between powers between parliaments in a 

Federal system are not familiar, and I do not propose to cite the whole 

range of authority, which has largely arisen in discussion of the 

powers of Canadian parliaments. It is well established that you are to 

look at the ‗true nature and character of the legislature‘. Russell v.The 

Queen (L.R.7 App. Cas. 839) the pith and substance of the 

legislation. If, on the view of the state as a whole, you find that the 

substance of the legislation is within the express powers, then it is not 

invalidated if incidentally it affects matters outside the authorized 

field. The legislation must not under the guise of dealing with one 

matter in fact encroach upon the forbidden field. Nor are you to look 

only at the object of the legislator. An act may have a perfect lawful 

object, e.g. to promote the health of the inhabitants, but may seek to 

achieve that object by invalid methods, e.g. a direct prohibition of any 

trade with a foreign country. In other words, you may certainly 

                                                                 
47 (1937) A.C.863 
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consider the clauses of the Act to see whether they are passed in 

respect of the forbidden subject.‖48 

We have taken the time and space to reproduce the above portion of the judgment because it 

is germane to the subject under discussion, especially as this decision has been referred  to by 

the Nigerian Courts in its earliest opportunity to deal with the matter of resolving the 

seemingly ‗conflict‘ in the exercise of legislative powers within their respective competence 

between the State or regional governments as the case may be on the one hand and the Federal 

or National government on the other hand.  

For instance,, in the case of Akwule & Ors v. The Queen,49where Mr. Titus Akwule was 

charged amongst other counts to wit: 

―Titus Akwule between the 1st October, 1960 and 19th September, 

1961 at Kano being entrusted with dominion over property to wit cash 

in your capacity as a banker to wit the manager of the Bank of West 

Africa Limited, Fagge Takudu, committed criminal breach of trust of 

a sum of f1000,089.8s 5d, and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under the section 315 of the penal code.‖ 

The Appellant (Titus Akwule) was of course convicted for the offence of abetting the 1st 

Accused to commit criminal breach of trust. On appeal, the Appellant Counsel in his 

argument inter alia contended that section 315 of the penal code was void and referred to the 

exclusive Legislative List under the 1960 Constitution to say that the Appellant being a 

banker and the offence affecting banking which was on the Exclusive Legislative List, the 

Northern Region Government had no jurisdiction to have legislated on the matter, that the 

Northern region law was passed in respect to a forbidden subject. The court adopting those 

views stated in the case of Gallegher v. Lynn50for guidance, held that it is clear that the 

legislature of Northern Nigeria has power ‗to make law for the peace, order and good 

government of the Region‘ and that there is no suggestion that in including bankers in section 

315 of the Penal Code, that the legislature was under its power to legislate on an offence such 

as criminal breach of trust as cloak for encroaching on the field of banks and banking. That 

the offence is created and defined in section 311 and that any person guilty of the said offence 

may be punished under section 312. The true nature of persons (including bankers in section 

                                                                 
48 Ibid, at P. 869 
49 (1963) NWLR 105 
50Op. cit. 
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315) should be liable to heavier punishment. The court is dismissing the appeal and referring 

to section 315 of the penal code said: 

―…we are of the view that this is not legislation in respect of banks 

and banking but merely and incidental provision in penal legislation 

enacted for the peace, order and good government of Northern 

Nigeria. We therefore reject the submission of Counsel that this 

legislation is invalid in respect of bankers and that it is null and 

void…‖ 

Obviously, the pith and substance of the statute was examined in order to ascertain whether 

the legislature of the Northern Region set out to legislate in a forbidden subject. With due 

respect, the doctrine of pith and substance was at work in this case, hence, Section 315 of the 

penal code was not declared invalid.  

It should be noted that where in the course of applying the doctrine of pith and substance, it is 

shown or demonstrated that the law made by the state government affects substantially the 

subject matter exclusively within the purview of the National Assembly, same shall be void 

and so also where the House of Assembly of a state or the legislature of a state enacts a law 

which is in conflict or inconsistent with the law of the National Assembly or the legislature of 

the federal government, such other law made by the state government shall be void. This was 

also shown in the case of Chief Sule A. Balogun & 4 Ors v. Attorney – General of Lagos 

State & 3 Ors,51 where, the Lagos State Government enacted the Local Government Law, 

1980, which conferred some powers including the establishment of Local Government 

Council. In pursuance of this legislation, the existing eight (8) Local Government Councils in 

the State were abolished and in its place, new 23 ones were created. The plaintiffs who felt 

affected by the legislation instituted an action and challenge the purported creation of new 

Local Government Councils as unconstitutional, null and void same being inconsistent or in 

conflict with the provisions of the 1979 constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, with 

respect to the Constitutional requirement for the creation of new Local Government Councils 

and more so that the law was inconsistent or in conflict with the Local Government 

(Electoral) Regulation 1976, which by virtue of Section 274 of the 1979 Constitution had 

become an Act of the National Assembly.  

                                                                 
51 (1981) 2 NCLR 589 
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The Court is not mincing words said: 

―The purpose of section 4(5) of the Constitution, 52 which deals with 

inconsistency between a Federal law and the Constitution or between 

the state law and the Constitution is to ensure that whenever a valid 

and operative Federal law and State law, each taken as a whole or in 

particular provisions are found to be inconsistent with one another, the 

State law becomes inoperative to the extent of the inconsistency. In 

consistency, because it is impossible to obey both Federal Law and 

State Law, or because there is a direct collision between the Federal 

law and the State law, or because the Federal law permits what the 

State law prohibits (or Vice Versa), or because the Federal law covers 

a field on which the State law trespasses.‖ 

A critical assessment or analysis of the decision in the above case introduced ano ther doctrine 

though similar to that of pith and substance called the doctrine of covering the field. On the 

case at hand a State cannot legislate on Insurance but only health therefore, the law is void.  

“Does the NHIS Act cover the field on Health Insurance in Nigeria?” 

The Doctrine of covering the field 

It is humbly submitted that the doctrine of covering the field is another constitutional concept 

used in resolving a seemingly conflicts or inconsistency between the National Assembly and 

the House of Assembly of the state in the exercise of their respective legislative powers within 

their competence. For instance, by section 4 (4) (a) and 4 (7) (b) of the Constitution, 53 both 

the National Assembly of the Federation of Nigeria, have concurrent legislative powers to 

legislate on matters contained or stated under the Concurrent Legislative List.  

The question that arises is what happens to the law made by the House of Assembly of a state 

over a subject that the National Assembly has exhaustively or comple tely legislated upon and 

there is no area or room left for the House of Assembly of a State to legislate? Would the two 

legislations be allowed to remain in force whereby the citizens or inhabitants in such a state 

be made subject to two laws existing side by side over the same subject matter? Or, would the 

law made over the said subject matter by the House of Assembly of state be declared 

                                                                 
521979 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria which in parl material with section 4 (5) of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria. 
53 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria 
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unconstitutional, null and void or be declared inoperative? It seems that the answer or solution 

to this constitutional problem is found in the doctrine of covering the field.  

The writer straight away state that the doctrine of covering the field had been in existence 

before the decision of the court in the case of Chief Sule A. Balogun & 4 Ors v. A.G of 

Lagos State.54 According to Oluyede,55a regional (state) law may be in consistence with any 

law validly made or enacted by the Federal parliament (National Assembly) in two ways: - 

Firstly, by direct conflict, and; 

Secondly, by the Federal law dealing exhaustively with the subject matter so as to manifest an 

intention to exclude any other legislation on the same matter.  

Can it properly be said that the two situations presented by Oluyede have the same meaning 

and/or similar consequences? In other words, can both be correctly referred to as ‗conflict‘? 

To him (Oluyede), the second leg of inconsistency above is referred to as the doctrine of 

covering the field. 

It seems that the Australian Court in the case of Clyde Engineering Co. Ltd. V. 

Cowburn56propounded the doctrine of covering the field as far back 1926, where Isaac J. 

stated: 

―But sure the vital question would be, was the Second Act on its true 

construction intended to cover the whole ground, and therefore, to 

super cede the first? If it were so intended, then the inconsistency 

would consist in giving any operative effect at all to the first Act, 

because the second was intended entirely to exclude it.‖57 

No wonder, to Niki Tobi:58 

―The doctrine of covering the field is one of American and Australian 

constitutional law origin. To my restricted knowledge, the doctrine 

was invoked for the first time in Nigerian Law in the case of Lakanmi 

v. Attorney – General of West (1971) 1 U.I.L.R 201…” 

                                                                 
54 Op. cit 
55 P.A. Oluyede; op. cit 
56 (1926) 37 C.L.R 496 
57 See also FRA Williams; Constitutional Problem of Federalism in Nigeria (1960) PP. 31 33 
58 I.N.E.C. V. Musa op. cit PP. 811-812; See also, Charlse Ilegbune, “The Nigerian Constitution, 1999 and the Law Maker,” injustice in the 
judicial process: (Essays in Honour of Honourable Justice Eugene Ubaezonu, JCA)” CC Nweze (ed) 2002, at P. 308; Also, Olubayo Oluduro., 

op. cit. P, 132 
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There is no doubt that the Nigerian Courts under the various Constitutions of the Federal 

republic of Nigeria had applied the doctrine of covering the field. Hence, it is referred to as a 

‗Constitutional panacea‘ likes its twin sister, the doctrine of pith and substance to resolve 

conflicts or inconsistency that might arise between laws made by two bodies exercising 

legislative powers within their respective competence commonly seen under the Federal 

system of Government. Agreed that the nature of federation of a particular country depends 

entirely on the provisions of the Constitution of that country as the grundnom or fons et origo 

of its legal system.59 

However, it has been generally accepted that the concept of Federalism or Federal System of 

Government or Federation presupposes division of legislative powers between the Federal 

(Central) government and State (Regional) governments.60 

It should be emphasised that where this division of powers exist between the government of 

the Federation and that of the component States Constitutionally, the executive arm of 

government of a state of the Federation cannot execute the laws made by the government of 

the Federation without express delegation of such powers of execution. Therefore, where the 

government of a state in absence of such a delegation of powers executes the laws made by 

the Federal government, such execution shall constitutes an act of trespass or encroachment 

and same shall be declared unconstitutional, null and void. It is in the spirit of this principle of 

division of powers in Federalism that the case of A.P. Anyebe v. The State61 was decided. In 

this case, the Appellant was prosecuted by the Attorney- General of Benue State and 

convicted for unlawful possession of firearms (a double barrel short gun) without a valid 

licence duly granted, contrary to sections 4 and punishable under section 28 of the Firearms 

Act as amended by the Firearms (Amendment) Act No. 31 of 1966. The Court of Appeal, Jos 

division, upheld the conviction and on further appeal to the Supreme Court of Nigeria, the 

Appellant contended that the appeal to the Supreme Court of Nigeria, the Appellant 

contended that the Attorney- General of Benue State had no constitutional authority or power 

to prosecute him for what is patently a Federal offence. The Supreme Court of Nigerian in its 

full court allowed the appeal and amongst others stated: 

                                                                 
59 See Chief Adebiyi Olasifoye v. Federal Republic of Nigeria op. cit. PP. 647 Par. a – b, 649 Par. a – b. 
60 Black’s Law Dictionary, St. Paul, Min, West Group, 7th Edition, 1999 PP 625, 629. 
61 (1986) 1 N.W.L.R. (Pt. 14) 39 
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―Under Section 160(1)(a) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic 

of Nigeria, 1979,62 as amended, it is only the Attorney-General of the 

federation who can institute and undertake proceedings against any 

person in relation to matters within the Exclusive Legislative List of 

the Constitution or in respect of offences created by or under any act 

of the National Assembly or Decree or the Federal Military 

Government. By subsection (2) of section 160, the powers conferred 

on the Attorney – General of the federal under subsection 1 of that 

section may be exercised by him in person or through officers of his 

Department who are expressly delegated to exercise him. The 

Attorney General of Benue State is not an officer of the Department of 

the Attorney General of the Federation, and so it is incompetent of 

him to have instituted the prosecution without any delegation from the 

Attorney-General of the Federation.‖ 

The court further per Hon. Justice Nnamani, J.S.C. said: 

―The powers granted to the Attorney-General of the Federation by 

section 160 of the 1979 Constitution are limited and confined to 

matters over which the National Assembly can legislate while the 

powers granted to the Attorney-General of the states by section 19163 

are limited and confined to matters over which the respective Houses 

of Assembly can legislate.‖64 

It is on the premise of this division of legislative powers that the doctrines of pith and 

substance and covering the field as preceded.  

For instance, the doctrine of covering the field was impliedly applied in the case of Chiroma 

Giremade v. Bornu Native Authority.65In this case the appellant was tried in the Court of 

the Shehu of Bornu on a charge of beating one of Yerwana to death with stick and was 

convicted for culpable homicide punishable with death and sentenced to death. His appeal to 

the High Court of Northern Nigeria was dismissed and now appealed to the Federal Supreme 

Court. The Court was confronted with the provisions of section 185 of the Criminal Procedure 

                                                                 
62Similar to Section 174 (1) (a) of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999. 
63 Similar to Section 211 of the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 
64 A.P.Anyebe v. A.G. Benue State, op. cit. PP. 43 - 44 
65 (1961) ALL NLR 469 
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Code of the Northern Region and section 30 of the Federal Supreme Court Ordinance which 

empowered the Court to order a retrial while section 185 of the Criminal Procedure Code of 

the Northern Region provides that no person shall be tried by the High Court unless he has 

been committed for trial or a charge of a contempt is preferred against him under section 314 

or section 315. The Court applying section 64 (4) of the Constitution of the Federation of 

Nigeria, 1960, which is similar to section 4 (5) of the 1999 Constitution of the Federal 

Republic of Nigeria to the effect ‗if any law enacted by the legislature of a Region is 

inconsistent with any law validly made by the Federal parliament, the law made by the 

parliament shall prevail and the regional ordered  a retrial in line with the provision of section 

30 of the Federal Supreme Court ordinance empowering the court to order a retrial.  

It is interesting to note that this case illustrates more of conflicts under the doctrine of 

covering the field. Since the regional law (state law) is in conflict with the Federal Law, of 

course, the Federal Law was applied to the detriment of the Regional Law (State law) and the 

Federal Law applied also covered the field of the Regional Law (State law) apart from the 

Regional Law (state law) being in conflict with the Federal Law.66 

The fact of this case (Chiroma Germade Supra) is distinguishable from that of Akwule & Ors 

v. The Queen,67wherein there was no conflict between any Regional and Federal Laws except 

that in the process of making the Regional law there was incidental or accidental 

encroachment on the matters within the exclusive jurisdiction of the Federal law, hence, the 

doctrine of pith and substance, was applied to save the Regional law.  

Furthermore, where the state law is in conflict or consistent with the Federal Law apart from 

the fact that the Federal Law exhaustively and completely covers the subject matter, the state 

law would not be left in mere abeyance but would be declared null and void for being 

inconsistent with the Federal law on the subject matter. This was demonstrated in the case of 

J.A. Okafor v. P.H.M. Okonkwo,68where the jurisdiction of the Magistrate Court under the 

Magistrate Court‘s law Cap 88, Laws of Anambra State,  1991 vis-à-vis the provision of the 

Land Use Act, was considered. The Court of Appeal, Enugu Division, held inter alia: 

―By the doctrine of covering the field, the Land Use Act which was 

the legislation enacted for the regulation of transactions in land 

                                                                 
66 Prof. Jabesola O. Akinde, Introduction to the Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999, at P. 480 referred to in  Olubayo 
Oluduro, op. cit. p. 132 
67Akule & Anor v. The Queen op. cit 
68 (2002) 17 NWLR 262 at 291 
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matters throughout the country covers the entire gamut of control and 

management of land within the country. Therefore, the Land Use Act 

supersedes all states legislations on the matter except any one that is 

expressly saved by the Act. Consequently, the Land Use Act having 

covered the legislative field, any state legislation that is inconsistent 

with the Act is to the extent of the inconsistency void.‖  

The court in the above case further elucidated the relevance of the doctrine of covering the 

field to the effect that the essence of the doctrine of covering the field is to support the 

principle of the hierarchy of legislations as a practical demonstration of the supremacy of the 

Federal Act when Federal and State legislations touch upon the same subject matter.69 

From the plethora, of authorities, it seems that for the doctrine of covering the field to apply, 

the laws of both the Federal Government and the State Government must have been validly 

passed. This is so, because if any of such laws is not validly passed, such a one shall be 

declared null and void on the strength of its own invalidity. Consequently, the matter of 

comparative analysis of the two laws would not arise.  

Furthermore, the maker of the Federal Law must have intended the Federal Law to be 

comprehensive, exhaustive and detailed enough to cover the field of the subject matter.  

It seems that these two factors were brought out in the old English case of Ex-Parte Mclean,70 

where the court asserted: 

―Where the Parliament of the Common Wealth and the parliament of a 

state each legislate upon the same subject and prescribe what the rule 

of conduct shall be in prescribing what the rule to be observed, the 

Federal  statute shows an intention to cover the subject matter and 

provide what the law upon it shall be. If it appeared that the Federal 

Law was intended to be supplementary to or cumulative upon state 

law then no inconsistency would be exhibited in imposing the same 

duties or inflicting different penalties. The inconsistency does not lie 

in the mere co-existence of two laws, which are susceptible to 

simultaneous obedience. It depends upon the intention of the 

paramount legislature to express by its enactment completely 

                                                                 
69 Ibid. p. 266 Par. a - b 
70 (1929) 43 C.L.R. 427 at 482 
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exhaustively or exclusively what shall be the law governing the 

particular conduct or matter to which its attention is directed. When a 

Federal statute discloses such an intention it is inconsistent with it for 

law of a state to govern the same conduct or matter.‖ 

By implication or interference, from the above decision, unless, the intentio n, is expressly 

stated in the statute, it cannot be deemed or taken that the legislator intends citizens to be 

subject to or obedient to two or more laws by two different bodies at the same time. The 

NHIS Act covers the whole of Nigeria and every State should operate it. 

Effects of the doctrine of covering the field 

The effect of the doctrine of covering the field where it is applicable appears controversial. In 

some cases, the court declares the laws of a state over the subject matter covered by the 

federal law null & void, while, in other cases, the court merely declares the laws of a state 

over the subject matter covered by the federal law null & void, while, in other cases, the court 

merely declares a state law inoperative and kept in abeyance as long as the Federal law over 

the subject matter subsists.71 

For instance, in the popular case of Lakanmi v. Attorney General West,72where there 

existed two legislations, that of the federal i.e. Decree No. 51 of 1966 public officers and 

other persons (Investigation of Assets) while the other state law was Edict No. 5 of 1967 

public officers and other persons (Investigation of Assets) Edict. The Appellant of course 

challenged the jurisdiction of the Tribunal that was set up in pursuant to the state law (Edict). 

The contention was that the Edict No. 5 was void as it purported to operate in the same field 

covered by the federal government Decree No. 51. The court in declaring the state Edict void 

in spite the glaring inconsistencies said: 

―We fail to see anything in the  charges made by the various Decree in 

1966 and 1967, which deprived the Federal Military government of its 

rights as the supreme legislative body to manifest within its powers, 

its intentions or to express by enactment a complete, exhaustive and 

exclusive code as to what shall be the law governing the investigation 

of assets of public officers etc. In our view any other law made by any 

                                                                 
71 Olubayo Oluduro, op. cit p. 138 
72 (1971) 1UILR 201 
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state on the same subject is void. This of course is the doctrine of 

covering the field.‖ (Italics mine for emphasis).  

Still on the effect of the state law, where the doctrine of covering the field applies, the 

Supreme Court in the case of Adetona v. Attorney General, Ogun State, 73 after it had 

considered the provisions of Ogun State law titled Commission of Inquiry Law while the 

Federal Government enacted a law titled Commission of Inquiry Act. Both statutes contained 

identical provisions almost word for word and were to commence on the same date. The 

activities of the commission set up by the Ogun State were challenged on the ground that the 

federal law was already in existence and it contained identical provisions, consequently, it 

was argued, the state law could not stand in the face of the federal law and as such the state 

law was inconsistent with the federal law and should be declared invalid since the federal law 

is exhaustive and intended by the federal parliament that same should cover the entire field. 

The court in agreeing with the contention of the appellant held that the state law would have 

been invalidated but only so long as the federal law remained in force. However, since there 

was an amendment of the federal law to the extent that: 

―Nothing in this decree shall be construed as precluding the military 

Governor of a state from constituting a Tribunal or inquiry to enquire 

into any matter in respect of which the military Governor that state has 

power to make law.‖ 

Consequently, the court held that the amendment granted power to a state to set up its own 

parallel tribunal of inquiry which means that the federal law was never intended to deal 

completely, exhaustively with the subject matter as room is left for a state to enact its own 

law. The State law was therefore held to be validly sub subsisting law and complementary to 

the federal law. 

It is submitted with respect, that if it were not for the amendment, the state law would have 

been declared invalid. In other words, the state law would have been rendered impotent and 

not legally binding. Would that have had the same consequences with being null and void 

and/or unconstitutional? 

The matter of the nature of the result or consequences of a legislation of a state being affected 

by the doctrine of covering the field seems not to have been laid to rest. The writer is of the 

                                                                 
73 (1984) 5 NCLR 299 at 308 – 309 
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view that once it is declared null and void, it is invalid as it has no legal effect.74 But can we 

be correct to say that such a state law is unconstitutional having been validly passed in 

accordance with the law of which it would have been valid if the subject matter were not have 

been covered by the federal law? In other words, can we be satisfied to say that such a state 

law is inconsistent with the provisions of the constitution? 

In other to provide an answer, a further recourse is made to the decision of the Supreme Court 

in the case of Attorney General Ogun State & Ors v. Attorney General of the 

Federation.75 In this case the status of the public order law of the various state of the 

federation was to be determined vis-à-vis the public order Act, 1979 of the Federal 

government which came on board much later after the public order laws of the various states 

of the Federation had been enacted. Maintenance of public order and safety was a matter of 

the Concurrent Legislative List under the 1979 Constitution of the Federal Republic of 

Nigeria. The implication was that both the National Assembly and the Houses of Assembly of 

a state could validly legislate upon the matter. Of course, when the Federal law was adopted 

as an existing law, several modifications were made which were unacceptable to the state 

Governors. In a consolidated suit by the Governors challenging the Adaptation Order as being 

unconstitutional on the ground that the purported Public Order Act with its modifications 

being inconsistent with the constitution and should be declared void.  

The court upholding the validity of the Federal Law per Hon. Justice, Fatayi Williams CJN 

(as he then was) of blessed memory said: 

―Where identical legislation on the same subject matters are validly 

passed by virtue of their constitutional powers to make law by the 

National Assembly and State House of Assembly, it would be more 

appropriate to invalidate the identical law passed by the state House of 

Assembly on the ground that the law passed by the National Assembly 

has covered the whole field of that particular subject matter. To say 

that law is inconsistent in such a situation would not in my view 

sufficiently portray clarity or precision of language‖ (Italics mine for 

emphasis) 

                                                                 
74Long Man Dictionary of Contemporary English; Long Man Group Limited, England, 3rd Edition, 2000. P. 970 
75(1982) 3 NCLR. 166 at 176 
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It is interesting to note that in the same case,76 Hon. Justice Idigbe, J.S.C has this to say: 

―Where under a Federal set up, both the federal and state legislatures, 

each being empowered by the constitution so to do legislate on the 

same subject, if it appears from the provisions to cover the entire field 

of the subject matter and thus provide what the law on the subject 

should be for the entire federation, then the state law on the subject is 

inconsistent with the federal law and the latter must prevail and the 

state law on the subject is invalid. If no general intention to cover the 

entire field on the subject can be gathered from the federal law, then 

the mere concurrence of the two laws on the subject is not eoipso an 

inconsistency although the detailed rules in the provisions of both 

laws may lead to different result on the same facts.‖ 

With utmost respect, it is humbly submitted that from the decision in the above case, it is 

misleading and incongruous to say that the state law is unconstitutional simply because the 

state law is affected by the doctrine of covering the field. It seems that this view has the seal 

of finality by the Supreme Court in the case of Independent National Electoral 

Commission & Anor v. Alhaji Abdul Kadir Balarabe Musa,77where the Hon. Justice Niki 

Tobi, JSC, said: 

―In my humble view, a state law which is not necessarily inconsistent 

with either the Constitution or an Act of the National Assembly but 

merely covers the legislative field of the National Assembly is not that 

harmful as it is merely a surplus age. In line with the decisions of Hon. 

Justice Eso, JSC, in Attorney-General of Ogun State (Supra), such a 

law of a State House of Assembly is in abeyance and inoperative if, 

for any reason the Federal legislation is repealed.‖ 

It is humbly submitted that the effect of the application of the doctrine of covering the field is 

to render the state law dormant and sleepy as long as the Federal law covering the field exists 

and remain in force. In this case the Kwara State Health Insurance law should be inoperative 

in so far as NHIS Act exists.  

The Constitution and the doctrine of covering the Field 

                                                                 
76 Ibid; p. 194 
77 Op. cit; pp. 812 - 813 
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It has been established in this paper, that even though the doctrine has not been expressly 

provided for in any of the Constitutions of the Federal republic of Nigeria, but it is not in 

doubt that over the years the doctrine had been applied to resolve seemingly constitutional 

conflicts or inconsistencies over the exercise of the legislative powers in a Federal System of 

government. The writer is not oblivious of the decision of the Supreme Court in Chief 

Adebiyi Olasifoye v. Federal Republic of Nigeria,78where it is said: 

―While the legislative powers of the government of the Federation are 

vested in the National Assembly, the Legislative Powers of a State 

Government are vested in the House of Assembly of a state. The 

sections are in the parts. Section 4(1)-(4) provides for the legislative 

powers of the National Assembly while section 4(6) and (7) provides 

for the legislative powers of the House of Assembly of a state. Section 

4(5) seems to be hybrid provision as it provides for the legislative 

powers of both the National Assembly and the House of Assembly of 

a State. That is the subjection which provides for the doctrine of 

covering the field”(Italics mine for emphasis).  

With due respect, section 4(5) of the 1999 constitution which has been reproduced in this 

paper, do not literally provide for the doctrine of covering the field but by a careful or a 

critical analysis of the provisions, analyst came to the conclusion that the doctrines of pith and 

substance and covering the field are being used to reconcile the conflicts envisaged by section 

4(5) of the 1999 Constitution. 

Consequently, it is worth noting that the doctrine can be extended to cover the provisions of 

the constitution vis-à-vis laws by the federal and/or state legislatures. For instance, what 

happens where either the National Assembly or the House of Assembly of a State legislate on 

matters expressly, completely and comprehensively covered by the constitution? Would such 

legislation of the National Assembly or House of Assembly of a State be void simply because 

it is on the subject matter extensively, completely and comprehensively covered by the 

provisions of the constitution? I think the answer is in the Negative. It is interesting to note 

that this view also express in the case of Attorney General-General of Abia State v. 

Attorney- General of the Federation,79 where, Hon. Justice Uwais, CJN, said: 

                                                                 
78 Chief Adeiyi Olasifoye v. Federal Republic of Nigeria; op. cit 
79 (2002) FWLR (Pt. 101) 1410 or (2002) 6 NWLR (Pt. 763) 264; See also, Olubayo Oluduro, op cit. P. 138 
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―I agree that the doctrine of covering the field can conveniently be 

extended to apply to situation where the constitution has covered the 

field vis-à-vis a federal or state legislation, such legislation is not void 

simpliciter but will not be operative in view of the provisions of the 

constitution. However, if the legislation is void to the extent of the 

inconsistency vide section 1 subsection 3 of the constitution.‖ (Ita lics 

mine for emphasis). 

Of course, Hon. Justice, Uwais, CJN applying the principles 

enunciated in the above case80 to the case of Independent National 

Electoral Commission & Anor v. Alhaji Abdulkadir Balarabe 

Musa,81had no difficulty in holding that some sections of the Electoral 

Act, 2001 were either void for being inconsistent with the Constitution 

or inoperative for repeating what the Constitution has provided.‖ 

By these decisions, the doctrine of covering the field could result in the state law being 

declared null and void and unconstitutional where such a law is inconsistent with the 

provisions of the Constitution or the Federal Law or it could be inoperative where it (state 

law) deals with the subject extensively or completely covered by the Constitutio n or Federal 

Law but obviously not inconsistent with them. Since NHIS Act is comprehensive and 

complete on Health Insurance in Nigeria and Insurance is in the Exclusive Legislative List, 

the NHIS Act is valid while any State law on Health insurance is void. 

Conclusion 

From the above analysis, the National Health Insurance Scheme is the proper law to regulate 

health insurance in Nigeria, since it is only the National Assembly that has Legislature power 

over any matter listed in the Exclusive Legislative List of the Constitution. 

The National Health Insurance Scheme Act enacted by the National Assembly is all 

embracing, complete and Comprehensive enough to accommodate all citizens of Nigeria, 

employees of both Local, State and Federal government. Therefore no state law is required on 

the subject matter of Health Insurance more so that the States lack legislative competence to 

make the law. The federal law has covered the field of health insurance in Nigeria.  

                                                                 
80 Ibid; pp 391 - 390 
81 Op. cit; p. 812 
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The Federal law has not left any gap or lacuna to be filled by the states. It is arrogance of 

states or profligacy that made the states to want to have its own law. Just as the Pension 

Reform Act 2003 is operative in all the States of the federation, the National Health Insurance 

Scheme Act is to operate in all the states of federation including the Federal Capital Territory, 

Abuja. 

It is also worthy of not that since insurers are not involved in the scheme and it is not 

operating on insurance principles. It is wrong to call the scheme health insurance; it should 

rather be called National Health Security Scheme Act or Kwara State Health Security law, in 

which case a state will have the power to make its own law.  

A health insurance scheme that has no bearing with National Insurance Commission 

(NAICOM), Chartered Insurance Institute of Nigeria (CIIN), or Nigerian Insurance 

Association (NIA) is not an Insurance Scheme but a social security scheme and should be so 

named. 

This paper could be safely concluded that the doctrine of pith and substance is not applicable 

to the issue at hand but the doctrine of covering the field is applicable more so that the States 

have no legislative power over insurance matter.  
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CHAPTER XXVI 

TERRORISM, HUMAN RIGHTS, GOOD GOVERNANCE AND AFRICAN 

DEVELOPMENT 

Abstract 

Africa should be made safe for democracy, good governance and investment and this has 

necessitated a concerted effort at riding Africa of self-inflicted crisis like terrorism and civil 

wars because these avoidable crises have hindered economic and political development of 

the region making it the only region in the world that has not produced any industrialized 

state. It is the realization of this fact that this paper focused on terrorism as a clog in the 

wheel of African development. The paper also discussed human rights and good governance 

as panacea for integrated rural development in Africa. The leadership challenge issue was 

discussed and the paper is concluded by advocating consolidation and commitment to the 

already existing states, sub-regional and regional instruments for eradication of terrorism in 

Africa so that Africa can became a region to be reckoned with in global affairs. Africa states 

can in fact become donors rather than being a perpetual beneficiary of donations and aids 

from Europe and America. 

Key words: Terrorism, Human Rights, Governance, Development.  

Definition and Conceptual Clarification 

 The term terrorism has been variously defined or described by scholars resulting in no 

acceptable universal definition of the term.1 This controversy about the definition is largely 

due to ideological stands of those scholars, while some see terrorists as criminal elements 

who should be punished by the state, others see them as nationalists, freedom fighters and 

                                                                 
1 O. Abifarin and B. Ogwo Assessing the Global War against Terrorism, Selected Essays on war and peace S.E. Edeko (ed) (Ambrose  Alli 

University Ekpoma 2006) P. 1  
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anti- imperialists or peoples liberators.2 However, in spite of this controversy it is still 

appropriate to attempt a definition of terrorism whether it is universally or globally 

acceptable or not. 

 Terrorism is defined as the use of violence especially against ordinary people to try to 

force government to do something3 or the use of force and violence to intimidate, subjugate 

etc especially as a political policy4. It is also described as the use of bombs and violence, 

especially against ordinary people to try to force government to do something5 or the use of 

violence action in order to achieve political aims or to force a government to act 6. These 

English dictionary meanings point out the act of violence and force as key elements in 

terrorism and that ordinary people are targeted while the action is intended to influence or 

force government to act in a particular direction.  

 The judicial approach to the definition or description of terrorism is not different. 

Terrorism is also seen as the threat of violence to intimidate or cause panic especially as a 

means of affecting political conduct7 or violence or threat of violence especially bombing, 

kidnapping and assassination carried out for political purposes or the use of threat or violence 

for political, religious, or ideological ends.8 

 The most modern and comprehensive definition was given by the Longman dictionary 

of law as the use of threat of action designed to influence the government or to intimidate the 

public made for the purpose of advancing a political, religious or ideological cause where that 

action involves serious violence against a person, serious damage to property, endangers a 

person‘s life other than that of the person committing the action, creates a serious risk to 

health or safety of the public or a section of it or is designed seriously to interfere with or 

seriously disrupt an electronic system.9 

 As earlier stated, this definition which adopted the definition in section 1 of the 

English Terrorism Act 2000 is comprehensive enough to accommodate all the earlier stated 

definitions. But it is still important to consider the definition offered by others which sees it 

as an organized system of violence and introduction for various and which can be political, 

                                                                 
2 C. Oriaku Terrorism and African Perspective in the 21 st Century (Otinan ventures Abuja 2005) P 40 
3 Longman Active Study Dictionary New Edition, (Longman, London 2005) P. 772 
4 The Collins Pocket Dictionary for Schools (Collins London 1987) P. 871 
5 Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Oxford University Press London 2010) P. 1543 
6 Webster Dictionary of the English Language (Random House London 2010) P. 253 
7 B.A Garner Black’s Law Dictionary 7 th edition (St. Paul Minnesota 1999) P 1484 
8 Encarta World English Dictionary (Microsoft Bloomsbury 1978) 
9 LB. Curson and P.H. Richards The Longman Dictionary of Law 7 th edition (Pearson Longman London 2007) P 573 
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religious, nationalism, ideology and economic10 etc. Wilkinson, a political scientist, sees it 

from a political stand point when he said political terrorism may be briefly defined as a 

special form of clandestine undeclared and unconventional warfare, waged without any 

humanitarian restraint or rules.11 This definition sees terrorism as always politically 

motivated which is not true, it could be political, religious, cultural, economic or ideological. 

It is true that terrorists use unconventional system to wage their war without humanitarian 

restraint. This account for their wanton destruction of human lives and property. They attack 

civilians, soldiers, police and public institutions, buildings and cars without restraint. This 

also a security breach that disrupts social, cultural economic and industrial activities.12 

Statutory Definitions  

 The Nigerian Terrorism Prevention Act 291 provides that 

A person who knowingly: 

a) Does, attempts or threatens to do an act preparatory to or in furtherance of an act of 

terrorism; or 

b) Commits to do anything that is reasonably necessary to promote an act of terrorism; 

or 

c) Assists or facilitates the activities of persons engaged in an act of terrorism commits 

an offence under this Act.13 

In this section, ―act of terrorism‖ means an act which is deliberately done with malice, 

aforethought and which:14 

a. May seriously harm or damage a country or an international organization;  

b. Is intended or can reasonably be regarded as having been intended to – 

i. Unduly compel a government or international organization to perform or 

abstain from performing any act; 

ii. Seriously intimidate a population; 

iii. Seriously destabilize or destroy the fundamental political, constitutional, 

economic or social structures of a country or an internal organization; or  

                                                                 
10 Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 7 th Edition (Longman London 1999) 
11 A.F Umar A Handbook on Terrorism (Salashi Associates Lagos 2003) P. 6 
12 C. Harmon Suing for order and Security in Nigeria Daily News Watch 28 July 2014 p. 38 
13 Section 1 of Nigeria Terrorism Act 2011 
14 Section 2 of Nigeria Terrorism Act 2011  
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iv. Otherwise influence such government or international organization by 

intimidation or coercion; and 

c. Involves or causes, as the case may be 

i. An attack upon a person‘s life which may cause serious bodily harm or death;  

ii. Kidnapping of a person 

iii. Destruction to a Government or public facility, a transport system, an 

infrastructure facility, including an information system, a fixed platform located 

on the continental shelf, a public place or private property, likely to endanger 

human life or result in major economic loss; 

iv. The seizure of an aircraft, ship or other means of public or goods transport and 

diversion or the use of such means of transportation for any of the purposes in 

paragraph (b) (iv) of this subsection; 

v. The manufacture, possession, acquisition, transport, supply or use of weapons, 

explosives or of nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, as well as research into, 

and development of biological and chemical weapons without lawful authority;  

vi. The release of dangerous substance or causing of fire, explosions or floods, the 

effect of which is to endanger human life; 

vii. Interference with or disruption of the supply of water, power or any other 

fundamental natural resource, the effect of which is to endanger human life;  

d. An act or omission in or outside Nigeria which constitutes an offence within the scope 

of a counter terrorism protocols and conventions duly ratified by Nigeria. This 

definition reflects the trends of terrorism globally today, it is encompassing enough to 

cover all methods and technology used by terrorists. 15 

Article I (a & b) of the African Union 1999 Convention on the Prevention and 

Combating of Terrorism, describes terrorism as ―any act which is a violation of the criminal 

laws of a state and which may endanger the life, physical integrity, freedom, or cause serious 

injury or death to, any person, any member or group of persons, or cause or may cause 

damage to public or private property, natural resources, environmental or cultural heritage, 

and is calculated or intended to: 

                                                                 
15 B. Ogwo Terrorism Act 2011 and Boko Haram Activities in Nigeria: An Appraisal Benue State university Law Journal Vol. 4 No. 1 (2012) p 

137 
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a. Intimidate, put in fear, force, coerce or induce any government, body, institution, the 

general public or any segment thereof, to do or abstain from doing any act, or to adopt 

a abandon a particular standpoint or to act according to certain principles or;  

b. Disrupt any public service, the delivery of any essential service to the public or to 

create a public emergency or; 

c. Create general insurrection in a state‖.  

This definition of terrorist acts in the 1999 African Union Convention suggests a wide 

variety of acts of terror or violence against a legitimate government that constitute terrorism. 

But it makes no provision for the inclusion of some form of state terrorism, which is 

sometimes called repressive terror. Terrorism can either be physical or psychological in 

nature. The physical aspect is reflected in Wanton destruction of human lives and property 

while the psychological is the fear, trauma and the state of uncertainty it creates. 16 It is also a 

threat to security peace and order in a state. Terrorism can be caused by failure of 

government to address certain issues and it can also lead to government failure if the terror is 

so pervading to cause civil war.17 Terrorists are brutal and wicked with no milk of human 

kindness in them. 

Types of Terrorism 

Four basic classification were initially identified but with the rise in technology, there 

are many more added to the list namely: - state terrorism, which is terrorism perpetrated by 

the state to subjugate opposition or a particular group within the state, religious terrorism is 

perpetrated by religious zealots, criminal terrorists are the criminal groups that infiltrated the 

Niger Delta during the era of youth militancy and restiveness. Political terrorism is 

perpetrated by political groups or towards political gains or ends. 18 Others are classified 

according to their mode of operation or tools of operation e.g Eco terrorism – 

environmentalist of Niger Delta, Bio terrorism, the use of toxic biological organisms to kill 

human beings or animals, (chemical weapon) aviation terrorism, terror targeted against 

aviation industry like hijack of plane, cyber terrorism is targeted against the cyber website, 

internet etc Digital terrorism is the use of short message service (SMS) to intimidate or terrify 

victims.19 In the light of the opinions of Wilkarson, Oriakhi and Umar, the Niger Delta 
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militants could be classified as freedom fighters, liberations and self determination groups,20 

although they are expected to carry out their demand in lawful way.  

Some terrorists are state funded or supported while others raise money from their 

legitimate business or from illegal businesses like drug trafficking, human trafficking or 

donations from organizations that support their cause. 21 Terrorists may be motivated by 

desire for publicity of their cause/opinion about issues like religion, economic interest, 

political interest or ideology. They may also want to win concession from government on an 

issue or sometimes it may be to revenge a perceived injustice done to them corporately or any 

of their members. Terrorists may also want to punish their victims for speaking against them 

or for offending them. It can also serve as a means to alienate the people from the state 

authority. Terrorists may want to liberate their people from oppression, colonization, 

imperialism and misrule. This group is normally referred to as revolutionary terrorists.22 It 

could be for spreading their political, religions, cultural or economic ideology. 23 

Internal and International Terrorism 

 Terrorism could be internal or international. It is internal when the perpetrators are 

nationals of the state where the terror attack took place or when the targets of attack are 

within the state of operation. This form of terrorism is usually controlled by the municipal 

law of the state where the terrorists operate. Whereas, international terrorism includes those 

acts where two or more states are involved i.e. where the perpetrator and victim are citizens 

of different states, or where the act is performed in whole or in part in more than one state. It 

implies that international terrorism occurs when the interest of more than one state is 

affected24. International terrorism is of more serious concern to the international community 

hence the need for international control and prevention of international terrorism. Although 

internal terrorism is equally important because it is a threat to internal security of the state.20b 
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 International terrorism may come either with or without violence, in time of peace and 

in time of armed conflict. It may also take place either by individual or group of individuals 

or it may take place by the act of a state.25 

 However, the above scope of international terrorism is not acceptable to all states. 

While the western states do not agree for the inclusion of governmental acts within the scope 

of international terrorism, the third world countries and Non Align countries are of the view 

that international terrorism includes acts of state as well. According to Agarwal the later view 

appears to be sound in view of the fact that the act of terrorism committed by states beyond 

transnational borders affect the relations between the states in one way or the other in the 

same way as to that of acts committed by individuals or group of individuals. 26The actions of 

United States of America by the invasion of Iraq, Afghanistan shows acts of state terrorism 

and the actions of Indiamin Dada in Uganda.27 The 28 November 2010 disputed presidential 

election of Ivory Coast is an example of state sponsored terrorism which resulted in paralysis 

of the country by a political tug of war between president Larent Gbagbo and the newly 

elected Allassan Quattara28. The fact remains that most statutory definition given to terrorism 

excludes the possibilities of state terrorism. This is evident in the English Terrorism Act 

2000, Nigerian Terrorism Act 2011 and African Union Convention on the prevention and 

combating of terrorism 1999 and other laws of West African states. A realistic definition that 

will include the possibility of state terrorism is desirable.  

Trend of Terrorism in Africa 

 Adigbuo contended that civil wars and terrorism have left millions dead in Africa. 

This he opined was so because of the political history of Africa, from slave trade to 

colonialism, independence and military regimes which killed democratic institutions and 

culture and subsequent transmutation of military rulers to civilian presidents with many 

amendments of state‘s constitution to allow for life presidency. Military rules led to arms 

proliferation and enthronement of violence as a culture. Government in African states are pre-

occupied with primitive accumulation, corruption, nepotism and dictatorships. 29 
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In East Africa, Al shabab is an insurgent group based in Somalia that employs guerilla 

warfare and terrorist tactics to seek control of the country. Al shabab in Arabic means the 

youth. The activities of this group have spread to Kenya and Ethiopia. It has also established 

ties with Al Qaeda and now has international agenda. In the North West African subregion Al 

Qaeda in the Magreb is a notorious group involved in smuggling and kidnapping for 

ransom.30 

In the North Africa subregion, Aquim is a group that seeks to rid North Africa of western 

influence and civilization and western style government by imposition of puritan Islamic 

government. This group also has link with Al Qaeda. All these groups have splinter groups as 

a result of disagreement among their leaders. Algeria bombing of 1992 and Morocco 

bombing of 2003 were done by these Islamic extremists. 31 

 In Nigeria, Boko Haram is a group of extremists Islamists which is grassroot based 

radical insurgent group. It has waged bloody campaign against Nigeria government. The 

group operates in Northern Nigeria states of Adamawa, Yobe and Borno. They have also 

crossed borders to Niger, Cameroon and Mali. The group is Influenced by Wahabism Islamic 

teaching from Saudi Arabia.32 According to this group secular government is evil, therefore, 

they seek to establish God kingdom on earth. Unemployed youths are ready recruits because 

of bad governance.33 The persistent kidnapping of foreigners, can lead to break in fore ign 

relations with the home country of the foreigners. These groups have been classified as 

foreign terrorist organizations and specially designated global terrorists by America and 

Canada.34 Before the current Boko Haram insurgence, there had been terrible militancy, 

kidnapping and wanton destruction of public utilities in the Niger Delta between 2006 and 

2009 which was subsided by the amnesty granted the militants by the Federal 

Governments.30b 

To reduce the incidence of security threats the Public Order Act35 was promulgated by the 

government but its effective operation has been hampered by judicial decision in the use of 
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IGP VANPP36 where it was held that the Police Order Act violates the fundamental Right 

(right to freedom of association) granted to Nigerian citizens in the constitution. Another 

threat to security is the emergence of ethnic militias in Nigeria. The ethnic militias are 

terrorizing Nigerians in every part of the nation37 the Public Order Act prohibits these ethnic 

militias38 while cultists are another threats to security in the polity and our tertiary institutions 

in Nigeria.39 

Terrorism and Human Rights 

 Terrorism and human rights can be viewed in two perspectives. The first is the human 

rights of the victim and the second is the human rights of the perpetrators if and when they 

are caught or during implementation of counter terrorism measures.  

 Terrorism brings sufferings and miseries to human beings. It is also immoral and 

inhuman to put fellow human beings under threat and fear and it is a vio lation of the right to 

life, right to dignity of human person and right to freedom of movement and association. 

Women, children and adults have been killed while property rights of the individual have 

been violated by wanton destruction of property. 40 Realizing the enormity of the damage 

done to humanity by terrorists, the security council of the United Nations in its resolution 

1377 adopted on November 12 2001 declared that acts of terrorism constitute ―one of the 

most serious threats to international peace and security in the twenty first century and a 

challenge to all states and to all humanity‖.  

 Apart from violation of individual rights by acts of terror the community right are also 

jeopardized by declaration of state of emergency in the affected area by state authority. This 

is necessary to reduce the casualties and to repress or counter terrorists effectively41. A case 

in point is the declaration of state of emergency in the states of Adamawa, Borno and Yobe in 

Nigeria. The state of emergency declared by the Federal government of Nigeria was to ensure 

effective repression of the acts of terror going on in these states. The state of emergency 

indirectly has restricted the movement of the people while their telephone lines have been 

disconnected, air traffic was also discontinued. 
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The citizens of these states can no longer reach their loved ones for the period of the 

emergency which is an infraction on the right to communicate, right to privacy, 

correspondence and telephone conversation guaranteed by the constitution. The state 

authority relocation of these people for safety elsewhere within the state is a violation of their 

right to their homes guaranteed by the constitution. When they fled to neighbouring towns 

and villages for safety as internally displaced persons or where they cross the border to other 

stats for safety as refugees or asylum seekers, all these constitute a violation of their right to 

reside within a place of their choice in their state or country42. But since the constitution and 

all international conventions allows for state of emergency and derogation from these rights 

in terrorism and war situation, the citizens could not sue the government for infraction of 

these rights and neither could they sue the terrorists because they are always faceless.43 It was 

reported that over 70,000 Nigerians are now refugees in Niger, Cameroon and Chad. While 

over 16,470 Nigerians are internally displaced and are in various camp‘s within Nigeria.  

Another important issues of terrorism and Human Rights is the human rights of 

terrorists. Are terrorists entitled to human rights as violators of other people‘s human right? 

There are two schools of thought on this vexed issue.  

The first school of thought posited that human rights are inherent in all human beings. 

They by birth possess human rights in order to maintain their dignity and therefore it is an 

obligation of the state to provide human rights to all individuals regardless of their acts 44. To 

support this contention, the General Assembly of United Nations in a resolution adopted 

December 12 1997 has also called upon the states to take all necessary and effective measure 

to prevent, combat and eliminate terrorism but in accordance with relevant provisions of 

international law, including international human rights standard. Another resolution 

reinforced this on December 18 2002 adding that in particular, international human rights, 

refugee and humanitarian law must be respected in treatment of terrorists or in counter-

terrorism. It means therefore that terrorists are entitled to human rights and in counter-

terrorism operations, measures put in place must not violate their human rights. The United 

States Guatamala cell where terrorists are detained is questionable here.  
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The second school of thought is that terrorism is terrorism and those who pursue it 

must be punished on the ground that they violate human rights of others. Terrorists according 

to this view must be apprehended and punished regardless of political sympathy or 

nationality. Perpetrators of terrorist acts violate human rights of others and they therefore 

render themselves susceptible to losing their own human rights. Thus, according to this view 

terrorists cease to possess human rights on the ground that they have violated the human 

rights of others.45 

While it is difficult to support a position that will give impetus and courage to 

terrorists will also be difficult to suggest that terrorists should be crushed or annihilated. The 

melting point should be that the state has a duty to ensure security of lives and property and 

to that extent the state should use all force or measure that are reasonably justifiable to 

suppress or repress terror and where necessary a state of emergency declared and a 

derogation from human rights provision could be permitted so as to prevent further loss of 

lives and damage to property. This will also allow the state to arrest terrorists and interrogate 

them to know their grievances and provide solution to these grievances if they are reasonable 

demands. As much as possible, force should not be  met with force but rather government 

should be open and responsive to the yearnings of every group in the state. Terrorists are like 

other criminals, the punishment given to them should depend or be commensurate with the 

degree of havoc they have done. Terrorists can change and they can be rehabilitated too and 

they should be given the opportunity to change by affording their human rights or amnesty as 

was done in Nigeria for Niger Delta militants and Boko Haram insurgents. While the Niger 

Delta militants accepted the amnesty, Boko Haram insurgent are yet to accept it.36b 

Terrorism, Good Governance and African Development 

 Terrorism has a profound effect on the political and economic development of Africa. 

It is a clog in the wheel of political and economic progress in Africa. For instance terror 

activities resulting from election which was perceived to have been rigged has led to violence 

of great proportion in Kenya and Cote D‘ Ivoires. Presently in Egypt, the government is not 

stable and there is no peace because both sides to the dispute in Egypt are not ready to 

dialogue to resolve the impasse. The Niger Delta crisis in Nigeria greatly affected the 

economy of Nigeria negatively because the insecurity in the Niger Delta, the abduction and 
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kidnapping of foreigners made them to flee from Niger Delta, some of them went back to 

their countries while others went to peaceful neighbouring countries thereby denying the 

Niger Delta and Nigeria foreign investment.46 

 The oil companies like Shell B.P., Cheveron, Total etc reduced their production 

capacity because of vandalization, sabotage and interruptions. They were tired of paying 

ransom for their kidnapped staff because it is telling on their turn-over‘s. As a result of Boko 

Haram activities the North-east and North-west are no longer safe for investment47. Many 

investors have left Mali because of the crisis there, so also is Sudan, Angola and Somalia 

because of persistent terror related crises. The Sierra Leon and Liberian crises came as a 

result of political vendatta48. 

 For Africa to develop politically and economically there must be a stop to all form of 

terrorism. This can only be achieved by political tolerance and government of national unity. 

There should be religious and cultural tolerance. Human r ights of majority and minority 

groups should be respected. African leaders should be selfless and shun nepotism. They 

should accommodate all shades of opinion and abide by the rule of the game of politics. 

Corruption should be eradicated in all public and private lives. Internal democracy should be 

allowed to thrive within the political parties, while god fatherism should be down played and 

discouraged. 

 Good governance is the only panacea for African development. Good governance can 

only be guaranteed by democracy, due process and rule of law. State institutions should be 

strengthened above personal goal of leaders and powerful individuals. Everybody should be 

equal before the law. The leaders should not see themselves as being above the law. They 

should be transparent, honest and firm. State resources should not be seen as their estate. 

They should realize that they are mere trustees of the people‘s resources and therefore they 

must be accountable to the people.49 
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State resources should be used for infrastructural development like provision of 

portable water, building and equipping of hospitals, generating enough electric power for 

domestic and industrial usage, good roads and provision of qualitative education and 

investment in agriculture and agro-allied industries.50 There should be adequate investment in 

small and medium scale enterprises which will grow side by side with foreign direct 

investment. Therefore both the commercial banks and micro finance banks should be 

empowered to finance these subsectors. 

Efforts to Combat Terrorism in Africa 

 Many international, regional, and local efforts have been made to combat terrorism in 

West Africa. At the global level is the UN Security Council Resolution 1373 (CTC). It was 

an effort to stop terrorism in all of its forms. UN Security Council Resolution 1624 (2005) is 

designed to improve border security and countries have had partial compliance as observed in 

the UNSCR 1624 reports. Other policies to stop terrorism predate the UN resolutions but 

have proven equally ineffective. The Organization of African Unity (OAU) (now African 

Union) first addressed terrorism in its 1992 Dakar declaration, and its 1999 Algiers 

agreement determined to ―eliminate terrorism in all its forms and manifestations‖.  

 At the national level, many West African states have legislated anti terrorist acts. 

These include: 

a. Sierra Leone 1861 Malicious Damage Act; 

b. Niger Titre VI du Terrorisme et du Financement du Terrorisme (2003)  

c. Ghana Anti-Terrorism Act (2005) and the Anti-Money Laundering Act (2007); 

d. Senegal Loi Modifiant le Code de procedure Penale et Relative a la lute Contre les 

Actes de Terrorisme (2007); 

e. Gambia Anti-Terrorism Act (amended) 2008 and the Money Laundering Act (2003);  

f. Nigerian Terrorism Prevention Act 2011 and the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2011. 

Besides these national legislations, some West African regional groups have taken 

some action to curb terrorism. In this category, the West African Police Chiefs Corporation, 

the African Centre for the Study and Research on Terrorism, and ‗ECOWAS‘ Inter-

Governmental Action Group against Money Laundering in West Africa as well as its 

Committee of Chiefs of Security Service stand prominently. Collectively, on 27 and 28 
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February 2013, the new ECOWAS Counter-Terrorism Strategy was adopted by the Authority 

of heads of State and government of the Economic Community of West African states 

(ECOWAS) at its 66th ordinary session in Yamoussoukro, Cote d‘ Ivoire. The West African 

leaders have vowed to leave no stone unturned in their fight agains t terrorism. This vow was 

embodied in the Political Declaration on a Common Position against Terrorism, which 

included a Counter-Terrorism Strategy and Implementation Plan. The Strategy is the result of 

an inclusive process that began in 2009 and has involved national, regional and international 

experts, civil society and media organizations. The principal purpose of the Declaration and 

Strategy is to prevent and eradicate terrorism and related criminal acts in West Africa, with a 

view to creating conditions conducive to sound economic development and ensuring the 

wellbeing of all ECOWAS citizens. The plans also seek to give effect to regional, continental 

and international counter-terrorism instruments and to provide a common operational 

framework for action.51 

At a time of rising terrorist activities in West Africa, the declaration is a historic 

achievement in ECOWAS efforts to combat terrorism. Military coups, internecine conflicts, 

mercenary activities, and authoritarian regimes have exposed West Africans to different 

incarnations of terrorism. The contemporary intensification of terrorist attacks in the region, 

particularly following the escalation of the Niger-Delta conflict in 2006 and the resurgence of 

Boko Haram in 2009, as well as the occupation of Northern Mali by terrorist groups in 2012, 

have alarmed not only West African countries but also the broader international community. 

These developments have exposed the fragility of West African states and the profound threat 

that terrorism poses to peace, stability, development and territorial integrity.52 

The key question is whether the Declaration and Strategy can solve the complicated 

problem of terrorism in West Africa, which is often intertwined with transnational 

criminality. The effectiveness of any such instrument depends on its implementation. To 

achieve results, systematic actions are needed to enforce the Strategy. The commitment of 

ECOWAS member states, other regional actors and international partners to the practical 

translation of the Strategy‘s provisions will be key to the Strategy‘s success.  

Counter-Terrorism Strategies in Africa 
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 Counter-terrorism generally implies a heavy reliance on the specialized capabilities of 

the works of intelligence and counter-intelligence sector. Its central goals are the prevention, 

disruption, and preemption of terrorist activities and networks. African States have joined in 

the global war on terrorism and many countries have ratified regional as well as international 

conventions on terrorism alongside other measures. This section of the work examines such 

counter-terrorism efforts in Africa. 

 The preamble to the 1999 Algiers Convention on the Prevention and Combating of 

Terrorism clearly states the deep concern over the scope and seriousness of the phenomenon 

of terrorism and the danger it poses to the stability and security of States. The convention is 

also desirous of strengthening cooperation among member States in order to forestall and 

combat terrorism. The convention is equally aware of the growing links between terrorism 

and organized crime, including illicit traffic of arms, drugs and money laundering and is 

determined to eliminate terrorism in all its forms and manifestations.  

 Articles 4 (2) therefore calls members to adopt national legislation aimed at 

preventing and combating terrorists acts, urging them to do the following: 

a. Prevent their territories from being used as a base for planning, organization or 

execution of terrorist acts or the participation or collaboration in these acts in any 

form whatsoever. 

b. Develop and strengthen methods of monitoring and detecting plans or activities aimed 

at the illegal cross-border transportation, importation, export, stockpiling, and use of 

arms, ammunition and explosives and other materials and means of committing 

terrorist acts. 

c. Develop and strengthen methods of controlling and monitoring land, sea, air borders 

and customs and immigration check points in order to preempt any infiltration by 

individuals or groups involved in the planning, organization and execution of terrorist 

acts. 

d. Strengthen the protection and security of persons, diplomatic and consular mission, 

premises of regional and international organizations accredited to a state party in 

accordance with the relevant conventions and rules of international law. 

e. Promote the exchange of information and expertise on terrorist acts and establish 

databases for the collection and analysis of information and data on terrorist elements, 

groups, movements and organizations.  
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f. Take all necessary measures to prevent the establishment of terrorist support networks 

in any form whatsoever. 

g. Ascertain, when granting asylum, that the asylum seeker is not involved in terrorist 

act. 

h. Arrest the perpetrators of terrorist acts and try them in accordance with national 

legislation, or extradite them in accordance with this convention or extradition treaties 

concluded between the requesting State and the requested State and in the absence of 

a treaty, consider facilitating the extradition of persons suspected of having committed 

terrorist acts. 

i. Establish effective cooperation between relevant domestic security officials and 

services and the citizens of the states.  

At the level of international cooperation, the apex organ, the United Nation has 

constituted, the United Nations Security Council (UNSC), Counter-Terrorism Committee 

(CTC), which among other things, seek to ensure that states comply with the UNSC 

Resolution 1373 (2001). The UNSC Resolution 1373 reaffirms the need to combat by all 

means, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, threats to international peace 

and security caused by terrorist acts. The resolution therefore calls upon alls states to:  

a. Find ways of intensifying and accelerating the exchange of operational information, 

especially regarding actions or movements of terrorist. Persons or networks; forged or 

falsified travel documents; traffic in arms, explosives or sensitive materials; use of 

communications technologies by terrorist group, and the threat posed by the 

possession of mass destruction by terrorist groups; 

b. Exchange information in accordance with international and domestic law and 

cooperate on administrative and judicial matters to prevent the commission of terrorist 

acts; 

c. Cooperate, particularly through bilateral and multi- lateral arrangements and 

agreements, to prevent and suppress terrorist attacks and take action against 

perpetrators of such acts; 

d. Become parties as soon as possible to the relevant international conventions and 

protocols relating to terrorism, including the International Convention for the 

Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism of December 1999; 
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e. Increase cooperation and fully implement the relevant international conventions and 

protocols relating to terrorism and Security Council Resolutions 1269 (1999) and 

1368 (2001); 

f. Take appropriate measures in conformity with the relevant provisions of national and 

international law, including international standards of human rights before granting 

refugee status, for the purpose of ensuring that the asylum-seeker has not planned, 

facilitated or participated in the commission of terrorist acts; 

g. Ensure in conformity with international law, that refugee status is not abused by the 

perpetrators, organizers or facilitators of terrorists acts, and that claims of political 

motivation are not recognized as grounds for refusing requests for the extradition of 

alleged terrorist. 

The Resolution also notes with concern the close connection between international 

terrorism and transnational organized crime, drugs, money-laundering, illegal arms 

trafficking, illegal movement of nuclear, chemical, biological, and potentially deadly 

materials. In this regard, the resolution emphasized the need to enhance coordination of 

efforts on national, sub-regional and international levels in order to strengthen a global 

response to this serious challenge and threat to international security. 53 Since the passage of 

the UNSC resolution 1373 compliance has been effected by States by way of:  

 National legislation to criminalize the finance of terrorism and money laundering;  

 Training personnel to prevent and combat money laundering; and  

 Cooperation with international institutions for the development of global 

comprehensive, anti-money (AML/CFT) methodology and assessment process. 54 

To demonstrate Africa‘s commitment to the ―global war on terrorism‖ and give effect 

to the AU‘s regional instrument, (the Algiers Convention, 1999), the plan of Action on the 

Prevention and Combating of Terrorism was adopted in September 2002. This meeting held 

in Algiers further emphasizes the proved readiness and ability of the African Union to 

provide political cohesion and a sense of purpose needed for Africa to combat terrorism. The 

Plan of Action emphasizes the need to strengthen the capacity of African states through inter-

governmental cooperation and coordination55 as the preamble notes that, eradicating 

terrorism requires a firm commitment of member States to pursue common goals. These 

include exchange of research and expertise and the mobilization of technical assistance and 

                                                                 
53 UNSC, Resolution 1373, S/RES/1373, 28 September 2001, from www.un.org/Docs/Scres/2001 
54 Ibid  
55 AU, Plan of Action of the Africa Union for the Prevention and Combating of Terrorism, 19/9/2002, Preamble Article 3. 

http://www.un.org/Docs/Scres/2001
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cooperation, both within Africa and internationally to upgrade the scientific, technical and 

operational capacity of member State.56 

 The first undertaking of the Plan of Action was to ensure the ratification and 

implementation of the Algiers Convention of 1999, by member States and where necessary 

seek assistance for the amendments to national legislation, so as to comply with the 

provisions, the instruments such as the UNSC Resolution 1373 and the International 

Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism of 1999. Article 10 (d) of the 

Plan of Action recognizes the intimate relationship between terrorism, corruption and money 

laundering while Section C commits member states to specific measures to suppress the 

financing of terrorism. Some of these include among others, national legislation to 

criminalize the financing of terrorism and money laundering and the setting up of financial 

intelligence units in members State.57 With regards to policing and border control, member 

States agreed to take a number of steps to: 

 Ensure that identity documents contain advanced security features that protect them 

against forgery; 

 Issue machine – readable travel documents that contain security features that protect 

against forgery; 

 Check applications against the passport stop list and the population register before the 

document is issued; 

 Computerize all points of entry in order to monitor the arrival and departure of all 

individuals.58 

One of the measures to promote exchange of information of Plan notes is to establish 

a common Terrorism Activity Reporting (TAR) schedule as a data collection instrument on, 

―names of identified organizations, persons, places and resources by member states. The 

TAR should then provide timely exchange of information, experience and lessons learnt o n 

counter-terrorism tactics over a secured electronic network. 59‖ Unlike the Algiers Convention 

of 1999, where the most glaring omission was the lack of reference to monitoring or 

compliance mechanism, the Plan of Action although not mandatory, specifically sets out a 

monitoring and enforcement role for the new Peace And Security Council (PSC) and the 

commission of the AU to ensure the implementation of the Algiers Convention and other 

                                                                 
56 Ibid  
57 Ibid, Article 10(d) 
58 Ibid, Article 11(b) – (e) & (g) 
59 Op. Cit P. 8 
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relevant, international, regional and sub-regional instruments to combat terrorist. The Plan of 

Action also believes in a common interest of building stability, strength and legitimacy of 

African States as the war against terrorism could become a wider campaign against conflict 

and instability in the continent.  

 Domestic legislations by member states have been on the increase, and governments 

have set up structures to counter terrorism. In Nigeria as well as in many other countries 

concrete measures by way of legislation have been taken. Kenya has shown strong 

commitment to this effort by the passage of anti-corruption legislation, establishment of 

counter-terrorism, police unit and the establishment of a National Counter-Terrorism Centre. 

The Tunisian government passed anti-terrorism legislation in 2003 and the government has 

introduced state of the art machined readable passport in an on-going effort to secure its 

borders.60 The Economic and Financial Crimes Commission Act of Nigeria, was passed in 

2004. Section 15 (1 – 3) stipulates that: 

a. A person who willfully provides or collects by any means, directly or indirectly, any 

money from any other person with intent that the money shall be used for any act of 

terrorism, commits an offence under this Act and is liable on conviction to 

imprisonment for life. 

b. Any person who commits or attempts to commit terrorist act or participates in or 

facilitates the commission of a terrorist act, commits offences under this Act and is 

liable on conviction to imprisonment.  

c. Any person who makes funds, financial assets or economic resources or financia l or 

other related services available for use by any other person to commit or attempt to 

commit, facilitate or participate in the commission of a terrorist act is liable on 

conviction to imprisonment for life.61 

The Economic and Financial Crimes Commission Act of 2004 is empowered in the 

above regard because Section 6(b) states that part of the responsibility of the Commission is 

the investigation of all financial crimes, including advance fee-fraud, money laundering, 

counterfeiting, illegal charge transfers, market fraud, fraudulent encashment of negotiable 

instruments etc. additional provision is made in section 6(d), which empowers the 

commission to ensure: ―the adoption of measures to identify, trace, freeze, confiscate or seize 

                                                                 
60 Op. Cit p. 16 
61 Section 15 (1 – 3), Economic and Financial Crimes Commission, Act, 2004 
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proceeds derived from terrorist activities, economic and financial crimes related offences or 

the properties, the value of which corresponds to such proceeds. 62‖ 

 One counter-terrorism initiative in Africa is the collaboration between the United 

States Government and some specialized organizations in the area of training and logistical 

support for combating terrorism. The Trans-Sahara Counter-Terrorism Initiative (TSCTI) is a 

United States programmed designed to help develop the internal security forces necessary to 

control border trading, movement of persons, combating terrorism and enhancing regional 

stability.63 The trans-Saharan region spans ten African and Maghreb countries with a long 

history of being a center through which arms and other illicit trade flow because of its vast 

expanses of desert and porous borders. TSCTI propose to assist governments in this region to 

better control their territories and to prevent huge tracts of largely deserted African territory 

from becoming a safe haven for terrorist groups. TSCTI programmed started officially in 

June 2005. United States special operations force have already trained security operatives in 7 

countries under the TSCTI programme, involving military tactics critical in ensuring regional 

security. It is important to note that the TSCTI was planned as a follow on to the Pan-Sahel 

Initiative (PSI) that began in 2002 that trained and equipped at least 150 soldiers in each of 

the following States: Mali, Niger, and Chad.  

 Another collaborative effort is the East Africa Counter-Terrorism Initiative (EACTI), 

which is putting in tremendous efforts to combat terrorism and foster cooperation among 

various governments. Some of these efforts include military training for border and coastal 

security, and programmers aimed at strengthening control of the movement of people and 

goods across border, aviation security capacity building, and assistance for regional efforts 

against terrorist financing.64 The EACTI also includes police training and education program 

to counter extremist influence and a robust outreach programme. 

 The US Department of State also instituted the Terrorist Interdiction Programmed 

(TIP) since 2003. The TIP computer system is operational at selected airports in Kenya, 

Tanzania, Ethiopia, Djibouti and Uganda. The TIP hardware/software package is intended to 

significantly impede terrorists‘ freedom of movement between countries by providing 

participating nations with a state-of-the-art computer name-check network that enables 

                                                                 
62 Ibid, section 14(e), O. Abifarin and B. Ogwo Nigeria and the War Against Terrorism Law, Democracy and Social Change Essays in Honour 
of Chief Bayo Ojo, SAN O. Abifarin and H.I Jaya  (eds) Makurdi 2013 P. 200, see also I Okoronye Comments on Terrorism Prevention Act 
2011 Journal of Commercial and Contemporary Law Vol. 3 2012 P 176. See also O.A Fatula Nigeria/US and the war on Terrorism, Law, 
Politics and Development Lagos 2010 P. 459. 
63 Trans-Saharan Counter-Terrorism Initiative, 2004 Report P. 2. 
64 East Africa Counter-Terrorism Initiative, 2003 Report, P. 8. 
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immigration and border control officials to quickly identify suspected persons, attempting to 

enter or leave the country. TIP also provides nations with an increased capability to collect, 

compare and analyze traveler data and thereby contribute to the global effort to understand 

terrorist methods and track their movements.65 

 Despite all these global and regional efforts, the UN Secretary General believes that 

the war against terror should not be narrowed to only legislations and military training. Hence 

he proposes what he calls, ―principled comprehens ive counter-terrorism strategy‖ these 

strategies include; 

a. The need to dissuade disaffected groups from choosing terrorism as a tactic;  

b. The need to deny terrorists the means to carry out their attacks, which entails making 

it difficult for them to travel, to receive financial support or to acquire nuclear or 

radiological material; 

c. The need to deter states from supporting terrorist groups, by apply UNSC sanctions 

against State that harbor or assist terrorists; 

d. The need to develop the capacity of States to prevent terrorism particularly weak 

states that are vulnerable havens for terrorist hide outs, recruitments and training. This 

means promoting good governance and the rule of law, and security forces that 

respect human rights; and 

e. The need to defend human rights and the rule of law, since upholding human rights is 

compatible with a successful counter-terrorism strategy, and also an essential element 

in it.66 

The above counter-terrorism strategies proposed by the UN Secretary General are 

quite reasonable and would certainly be very helpful in the dealing with the problem, 

especially, as it affects Africa. Given the situation in Africa we strongly believe that attacking 

terrorism effectively in Africa requires a mix of these comprehensive counter-terrorism 

strategies and the existing legal instruments. The proposal of the UN Secretary General will 

produce long-term strategies that will address the underlying factors that make Africa an 

emerging haven for terrorist activities. Such factors as the lack of any visible  future for a 

huge and growing unemployed population of young people in economically and politically 

unstable African States present an enormous challenge for any serious counter-terrorism 

                                                                 
65Ibid P. 10. 
66 Kofi Annan, “A Global Strategy for Fighting Terrorism”, The Guardian, Lagos, March 14, 2005, (Vol. 45)P. 65. 
D. Olarenwaju Legal Response to Terrorism: The United Nations Perspective The Journal of Jurisprudence and Contemporary Issues (Vol. 7 
No. 1) 2012 P. 42 P.E Abebaku The UN and Global Coalition Against Terrorism, Terrorism and Counter Terrorism: An African Perspective 

Op. Cit P. 129 
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efforts. This situation makes it easier for terrorist to recruit adherents and gain support of 

their message among the people. Other issues of poverty and bad governance are also major 

challenges. 

 Government‘s blanket violation of peoples rights in most African States have literally 

proved to be a potent avenue by which terrorism is unleashed by the state. Even with the 

national legislations on counter-terrorism, it is believed that some African governments will 

use them to crackdown on opposition, sometimes terming them to be terrorists. Some states 

are exploiting the situation by applying draconian steps like using secret warrants, illegal 

arrests, seizing of property, closing down of private radio stations and newspapers that are 

critical of government policies and freezing of their bank accounts. Terrorism flourishes in 

States where violation of all sorts (violation of civil, political, economic, social, religious and 

cultural right) of rights occur.67 And many African States are guilty of these lapses.  

Conclusion/Recommendations 

 Terrorism in Africa is a challenge that should be given more attention than it is 

presently receiving. Many scholars argue that African people are not directly threatened by 

terrorism. They stress that the number affected by terrorism are incomparable to the tally of 

hostages of Africa perennial terrors of wars, hunger and disease.  

 However, what is true is that in waging war against terrorism, Africa states will 

covertly address the conditions that make Africa vulnerable to conflicts, instability and 

under-development. Because all the variables – conflicts, terrorism, instability, hunger and 

disease, share the same denominators of bad governance, inequality, corruption and lack of 

respect for the rule of law, it is possible to attack the root causes of under-development when 

we focus on combating terrorism. 

 The following measures are therefore recommended.  

Initiatives of counter-terrorism should include both the medium as well as long-term 

strategies. This means that a broad based approach against terrorism that focuses on not only 

security but also addresses the root causes should be adopted.  

Regional and national efforts should be channeled to peaceful conflict resolution 

mechanisms that foster, intercultural dialogue and understanding, which are essential 
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ingredients of conflict prevention. To this end, the integrated conflict management approach 

is very helpful. 

Finance is a major constraint for most African States in this global war against terror. 

International organizations need to assist regional organizations and national governments to 

acquire the necessary training and security equipment for their activities. The United States is 

commendable here. It is imperative to uphold and spread the benefits of human rights, by 

encouraging debates by vibrant civil societies, free press, open univers ities and a deep respect 

for diversity and tolerance. 

Education for the young is vital as also is the creation of employment opportunities. 

Any action in this regard would protect the youths from being ready tools for instability and 

recruitment by terrorist groups. 

States should emphasize greater protection and respect for economic, social and 

cultural rights through greater equitable development and distribution of resources. This will 

include integration of minority group into the polity.  

States should ensure that they sign and ratify relevant international and regional 

conventions and protocols – relating to terrorism. 

It is also important to ensure that counter-terrorism legislations maintain a proper 

balance between security requirements and the enjoyment of civil and political rights of the 

people. 

Measures such as creating good governance that gives hope and sense of belonging to 

all citizens, adequate intelligence, financial and policing will stem the tides of terrorism and 

instability in Africa. It is in the light of this that the recent Afro-Arab summit held in Kuwait 

is applauded. The summit reiterated commitment to combat terrorism and to shun aids and 

donations but embrace investment.68 We wish to add that African states can become donor 

states if they entrench good governance.  

                                                                 
68 D. Seteolu African Union on Foreign Aid and Investment in Africa National Mirror 27 November 2013 (Vol. 3) P. 17. 
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CHAPTER XXVII 

NATIONAL SECURITY, TERRORISM AND COUNTER-TERRORISM IN 

NIGERIA: AN APPRAISAL 

Abstract 

National Security is the totality of the nation‘s equilibrium state which needs to be 

maintained so that the nation can carry out is normal functions without unnecessary 

interruptions from any where. Internal security involves government coordination of all those 

actions that would ensure that the equilibrium of the state is constantly maintained or quickly 

brought back to normal wherever and whenever it is threatened by any form of civil 

disturbances. This paper examines the state of internal security in Nigeria the threats to 

national security such as civil unrests, Niger Delta militancy, Boko Haram insurgency and 

electoral violence. We also examined the legal and institutional framework to counter-

terrorism and enthrone peace that will promote political, social, economic and cultural 

development. We concluded by suggesting inter sectoral cooperation among security 

agencies, well coordinated security by the National security Adviser, properly trained and 

equipped security personnel and collaboration with advanced countries like Europe and 

America in fighting the war against terrorism.  

 

 

Meaning of National Security 

 Security is defined as the activities involved in protecting a country, building or 

person against attack, danger1etc. the state of being secure especially from danger or attack.2 

Generally, security has to do with freedom from danger or with threats to a nation‘s ability to 

protect and develop itself, promote its cherished values and legitimate interest and enhance 

the wellbeing of its people.3 National Security is the defense of a country against external 

aggression while internal security could be seen as the freedom from or the absence of those 

tendencies which could undermine internal cohesion and the corporate existence of the nation 

and its ability to maintain its vital institutions for the promotion of its core values and socio-

political and economic objectives as well as meet the legitimate aspiration of the people.4 

Internal Security also implies freedom from danger to life and property and the presence of a 

                                                                 
1 A.S Hornby Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary Seventh Edition Oxford University Press Oxford  2006 
2 D.A Garner Black’s Law Dictionary Eight Edition Tom West Minesota 1999 
3 T.A Imobighe Doctrines for and Threat to Internal Security, Nigerian Defence Policy: Issues and Problems A.E Ekoko and M.A Vo gt (eds) 
Malthouse Press Ltd Lagos 1990 p. 223 
4 Ibid  
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conducive atmosphere for the people to pursue their legitimate interests within the society.5 

Internal security management sees the essence of society as the maximization of the general 

wellbeing of all the people within the society.6 

 So internal security goals, in this sense, should seek to promote and sustain the 

necessary internal conditions and climate that would facilitate the realization of the genuine 

aspirations of the people. Internal security is meaningful only when it creates the conducive 

atmosphere for the generality of the people to pursue their legitimate interest and realize their 

basic needs. 

 In essence, internal security is the totality of the nation‘s equilibrium state which 

needs to be maintained so that the nation can carry out its normal functions without 

unnecessary interruptions from any where. Internal security involves government 

coordination of all these actions that would ensure that the equilibrium of the state is 

constantly maintained or quickly brought back to normal wherever and whenever it is 

threatened by any form of civil disturbances – students, political or religious.7 In another 

vein, internal security could also mean the citizens‘ expectation of government to make 

provision for protection of life and property and the safety from criminals and armed robbers.  

 The security of any nation depends, to a large extent, on certain facts. These include 

the stability of the environment, equilibrium in the state machinery including political, social 

and economic, the relative satisfaction on the part of the human elements of the state and the 

general state of alertness of the citizens of the state. 8 In addition, all those charged with the 

responsibility for protecting lives and property, maintaining law and order and preventing all 

forms of aggression either from outside or within the country should be honest and dedicated. 

It is when the factors mentioned above are in order or are guaranteed that the nation‘s internal 

security is said to be in a balanced state.  

 Nigeria internal security management is said to be conservative and based on coercive 

measures rather than positive non coercive response which seeks to remove the causes of 

discontent and internal strife, by minimizing socio-economic hardship and inequities9 

                                                                 
5 Ibid  
6 Ibid  
7 C.C Iweze Instruments of Internal Security and An Alternative Force Nigerian Defence Policy: Issues and Problems A.E Ekoko and M.A 
Vogt (eds) Malthouse Press Ltd Lagos 1990 p. 237. C. Harmon Suing for order and security in Nigeria Daily News Watch 27 July 2014 p. 38. 
A. Oyakhire How to Tackle insurgency and Terrorism in Nigeria Saturday Tribune 19 July 2014 p. 34 
8 Ibid D.O Ashaolu Solving Security Challenges in Nigeria Through Intelligence Gathering and Surveillance The Arbiter Vol. 4 No . 1 p. 253 
9 Ibid  
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Nigeria‘s approach in internal security management was aptly put by Mohammed A. Gambo 

when he said:10 

―To achieve this goal of internal security, every country has always invested a 

lot of money and material. In Nigeria, this has been done by increased budget 

spending on the military, police and other security agencies whose foc us is 

more often than not on ability and realistic preparedness to counter threats 

(apparent and real), to internal security‖.  

 Excessive manifestation of the coercive doctrine in the management of internal 

security easily leads a country‘s security enforcement efforts to charges of fratricidal action 

and extrajudicial killings or genocide.11 

Threats to Internal Security in Nigeria 

Threats to internal security are usually of low intensity in nature. They are often 

manifested in a rather clandestine manner, hence they sometimes prove very difficult to 

manage. Though they might seem intangible, yet, they often have cumulative effect of 

eroding the basis of the nation‘s defence. And no nation can boast of a credible defence plan 

without first putting its home base in order.12 Using some objective criteria to analyze 

security situation in Nigeria, the country is more threatened from within than from external 

quarters. 

Among the potent threats to Nigeria‘s internal security are religions and political 

intolerance, electoral violence gross mismanagement of the country‘s resources, and the 

conventional threats to internal security such as subversion, sabotage, espionage, smuggling,  

mutiny, coup de tat, and civil unrest/revolutionary insurgency and terrorism. Also worth 

mentioning is alien influx which could serve as agents of destabilization. 13 In fact, the current 

Boko Haram terrorism in the Northern part of Nigeria has been beefed up by foreigners from 

neighbouring countries of Chad, Mali, Niger, Cameroon etc.  

Meaning of Terrorism 

There is no acceptable general definition of terrorism. There are about 109 

definitions; each school sees terrorism from his own point of view or ideological stand 

point.14 

                                                                 
10 Ibid Gambo A Mohammed Role of the Police in the Maintenance of Internal Security: A Crucial Appraisal. Paper Presented at Nigeria 
Institute of Policy and Strategic Studies Kuru Jos 1988 
11 Ibid 
12 T.A Imobighe op cit 
13 Ibid  
14 I. Okoronye Terrorism in International Law Whytem Publishers Nigeria Okigwe 2013 p. 7 
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According to Ward law,15 because terrorism engenders such extreme emotions, partly 

as a reactant the horrors associated with it and partly because of its ideological context, the 

search for a definition which is both precise enough to provide a meaningful analytical device 

yet general enough to obtain agreement from all participants is fraught with difficulty. 

Liqueur16 is of the opinion that the difficulty in defining terrorism has in the fact that its 

character has greatly changed over the years. To him: 

“Terrorism is not an ideology but an insurrectional strategy that can be used 

by the people of very different political convictions. It is not merely a 

technique…its philosophy transcends the traditional dividing times between 

political doctrine. It is truly all purpose and value free”. 

From a sophistic approach, we could see terrorism as the use of threat of violence or 

actual violence to intimidate or cause panic especially as a means of affecting political 

conduct17 since we have a statutory definition we shall adopt that in this paper. 18 The 

Terrorism Prevention Act provides that: 

1. A person who knowingly: 

a. Does, attempts or threatens to do an act preparatory to or in furtherance of an act 

of terrorism; 

b. Commits to do anything that is reasonably necessary to promote an act of 

terrorism; or 

c. Assists or facilitates the activities of persons engaged in an act of terrorism, 

commits an offence under this Act.  

2. In this section, “act of terrorism” means an act which is deliberately done with 

malice, aforethought and which: 

a. May seriously harm or damage a country or an international organization; 

b. Is intended or can reasonably be regarded as having been intended to:-  

i. Unduly compel a government or international organization to perform or 

abstain from performing any act; 

ii. Seriously intimidate a population; 

iii. Seriously destabilize or destroy the fundamental political, constitutional, 

economic or social structures of a country or an international organization; 

or 

                                                                 
15 G.O Ward Law Political Terrorism Cambridge, Cambridge University Press p. 3 
16 Liqueur W Terrorism London Weidenfeld and Nicolson 1977 p. 4 
17 B.A Garner op cit 
18 Section of the Terrorism (Prevention) Act 2011 
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iv. Otherwise influence such government or international organization by 

intimidation or coercion; and 

c. Involves or causes, as the case may be: - 

(i) An attack upon a person‘s life which may cause serious bodily harm or 

death; 

(ii) Kidnapping of a person; 

(iii) Destruction to a Government or public facility, a transport system, an 

infrastructure facility, including an information system, a fixed platform 

located on the continental shelf, a public place or private property, likely to 

endanger human life or result in major economic loss; 

(iv) The seizure of an aircraft, ship or other means of public or goods transport 

and diversion or the use of such means of transportation for any of the 

purposes in paragraph (b) (iv) of this subsection; 

(v) The manufacture, possession, acquisition, transport, supply or use of 

weapons, explosives or of nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, as well 

as research into, and development of biological and chemical weapons 

without lawful authority; 

(vi) The release of dangerous substance or causing of fire, explosions or 

floods, the effect of which is to endanger human life; 

(vii)  Interference with or disruption of the supply of water, power or any o ther 

fundamental natural resource, the effect of which is to endanger human 

life; 

(viii) An act or omission in or outside Nigeria which constitutes an offence 

within the scope of a counter terrorism protocols and conventions duly 

ratified by Nigeria.  

3. An act which disrupts a service but is committed in pursuance of a protest. However, 

demonstration or stoppage of work is not a terrorist act within the meaning of this 

definition provided that the act is not intended to result in any harm referred to in 

subsection (2) (b) (i), (ii) or (iv) of this section.  

 From the above definition and other numerous definitions of scholar it is discernible 

that terrorism is characterized by the use of or threat of force or violence by an individual or 

group or government. This definition also shows that states can sponsor or perpetrate 

terrorism. The force or violence is usually targeted on symbolic individuals, places or 

structures for dramatic effect, it affect an audience wider than the primary victims and the 
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purposes are mainly political, but could be criminal, religions, ideological, sadistic or quest 

for recognition. It may be localized within a state or may transcend national boundaries. 19 

Terrorism can be internal or local or domestic when it occurs primarily within the 

territorial jurisdiction of a state. This is terrorism that is carried out against one‘s own 

government or fellow citizens while international terrorism is that, that is primarily outside 

the territorial jurisdiction of a state or that transcends national boundaries by the means in 

which it is carried out, the people it is intended to intimidate or the place where the 

perpetrators operate or seek asylum.20 

Four basic classifications of terrorism had been identified but with the introduction of 

high technology it has increased tremendously. These are state terrorism, religions terror, 

criminal terror, political terror, eco terrorism, bro terrorism, a nation terrorism, digital 

terrorism and cyber terrorism.21 Terrorists wants publicity, wants to win concession, 

vengeance or sometimes to punish certain group of persons. They may also want to alienate, 

or liberate certain groups too.22 Then derive their finance through state sponsorships, 

donations from similar organizations, narco terrorism money laundering and legitimate 

business.23 

According to Stern24, the student of terrorism is confronted with hundreds of 

definition, but only two characteristics of terrorism are critical for distinguishing it from other 

forms of violence…first terrorism is aimed at non combatants…second, terrorists use 

violence for dramatic purpose; instilling fear in the target audience is often more important 

than the physical result…‖ 

Nature of Terrorism in Nigeria 

Before now, Nigeria has not experienced any major international terror ism but it has 

experienced series of internal terrorism beginning from religious violence of the 1980s. After 

the Civil War the major upheavals experienced in Nigeria was the Maitasine riots of 1980. It 

was an Islamic religious extremist group which tried to impose its own Islamic tenets on 

other Muslims in Northern Nigeria. This led to the lost of lives and property worth millions 

                                                                 
19 Laqueur op cit 
20 B.A Garner op cit 
21 O. Abifarin and Ogwo B. Nigeria and the War Against Terrorism Law Democracy and Social Change Op. Abifarin and H. Ijaiya (eds )  
22 I. Okoronye op cit, okoronye I, Comments on the Terrorism Prevention Act 2011 Journal of Commercial and Contemporary Law Vol. 3 
2012 p. 165 
23 Ibid  
24 Odoma S.U Security Misperceived in Nigeria Johu Achers Publishers Ltd Ibadan 2014 p. 5 
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of naira.25 There were also serious upheavals in some tertiary institutions both in the Northern 

and Southern parts of Nigeria.26 

This was followed by the youths militancy of the Niger Delta. The Niger Delta is the 

oil rich wetland in Nigeria that has been neglected by the government of Nigeria inspite of its 

contribution to the Nigerian economy. This neglect led to the agitation of Isaac Adaka Boro, 

succeeded by Ken Saro Wiwa who was murdered for his activities of liberating the Ogoni 

people by the late Gen. Sani Abacha. The murder of Ken Saro seemed to change the hitherto 

peaceful agitation of the Niger Delta to a violent one. 27 

These youths closed down operations of oil companies, kidnapped expartrates for 

ransom, destroyed pipelines and other installations. The Joint Task Force consisting of 

military, police and state security personnel were deployed to the area to maintain peace a nd 

order but it failed.28 The government of Nigeria under president Yar Adua then instituted a 

programme of amnesty and disarmament. This programme is a success and it has brought 

peace to the Niger Delta and oil production and revenue have also improved tremendously.29 

Just as Nigerians were singing hosanna for the peace of the Niger Delta, the Boko 

Haram Islamic insurgents started terrorism in the North Eastern part of Nigeria. In fact, the 

states of Adamawa, Bornu and Yobe became the hot spots of these insurgents.30 Although, 

they spread their violence to other states of the North like, Niger, Bauchi, Kaduna, Kano, and 

Abuja the Federal Capital Territory. Since 2009 to date, the violence has grown in its 

intensity and technology.31 Thousands of people have been killed, property worth millions of 

naira have been destroyed while many Nigerians have been injured or maimed. The climax of 

the activities of these insurgents is the abduction of over 200 girls from Chibok Government 

Secondary School since February 2014. While some of the girls were said to have escaped 

and returned to their families, but more than 200 are still held by the insurgents. 32 The 

president‘s offer of amnesty to them was rejected by them. Quite a number of them have been 

arrested, some have been convicted while others are facing series of charges in the courts.33 

The Boko Haram insurgency has now grown international by its link with Al Qaeda, 

Alshabab and other international terrorist groups. Other nationals like Cameroonians, 

                                                                 
25 O. Abifarin and B. Ogwo Assessing the Global War Against Terrorism Selected Essays in War and Peace Edeko S.E (ed) Dept of Public Law 
Ambrose Ali, University Ekpoma 2006 p. 1 
26 Ibid  
27 I. Okoronye op cit  
28 Ibid  
29 P.A Ahiaramunnah Legality of the Amnesty to the Niger Delta Militant Ekiti State University Law Journal Vol. 5 2013 p. 47 
30 I. Okoronye op cit p. 214 
31 Ibid  
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Malians, Chadians and Nigerians have joined the groups and they have established training 

camps in these countries too.34 

Terrorism (Prevention) Act 2011 As A Counter-Terrorism Measure  

 To reduce the incidence of security threats the Public Order Act35 was promulgated by 

the government but its effective operation has been hampered by judicial decision in the use 

of IGP VANPP36 where it was held that the Police Order Act violates the fundamental Right 

(right to freedom of association) granted to Nigerian citizens in the constitution. Another 

threat to security is the emergence of ethnic militias in Nigeria. The ethnic militias are 

terrorizing Nigerians in every part of the nation37 the Public Order Act prohibits these ethnic 

militias38 while cultists are another threats to security in the polity and our tertiary institutions 

in Nigeria.39 

One of the boldest steps taken by the federal government is the enactment of 

Terrorism (Prevention) Act 2011. The Act define terrorism40 

 The Act also prescribes certain organization, 41 meetings42 and support of terrorism.43 

It also make illegal harbouring of terrorists,44 provision of training for terrorists45 and 

concealment of information about terrorists.46 The Act gave power to the National Security 

Adviser or the Inspector General of Police to apply to court for warrant of arrest and 

investigation of terrorism.47 The Attorney General of the Federation is given power to 

prosecute anyone charged with any offence under the Act. 48 The Federal High Court is 

granted sole jurisdiction in terrorism cases.49 The terrorism prevention (freezing of 

international terrorists funds and other related measures) regulations 2011 was also made to 

provide for freezing procedure of terrorists fund. The regulation vests responsibility on banks 

and financial institutions to disclose information about terrorist accounts.  

  

                                                                 
34 A. Oyakhire How to Tackle Insurgency and Terrorism Saturday Tribune 19 July 2014 p. 34 
35 Public Order Act Cap 2 Laws of the Federation 
36 CA/A/193/M/05 Court of Appeal Decision of 11 th December 2007 
37 Akubor E.O. An Outline of Ethnic Militias in Nigeria The Constitution Vol. 14 No. 2 (2014) p. 23 
38 Section 6 of Public Order Act Cap p. 2 Laws of the Federation 2004 
39 Abifarin O. The Falacy of Using Law to Curb Cultism in Nigeria – Modern Trends in Nigeria Law Gbenga Ojo (ed) Lagos 2008 
40 Section 1 of Terrorism (Prevention) Act 2011 
41 Section 2 
42 Section 3 
43 Section 4 
44 Section 5 
45 Section 6 
46 Section 7 
47 Section 24 
48 Section 30 
49 Section 32(1) 
45a Okutepa 
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 The Act makes applicable to Nigeria all counter-terrorism conventions of the United 

Nations.50 

 The major flaw of the Act is the non creation of Anti Terrorism Agency. Instead of 

creation of an agency to prevent and counter-terrorism, the National Security Adviser to the 

President and the Inspector General of Police were jointly granted power to coordinate and 

manage counter-terrorism operations. This joint power is not only dangerous; it can also lead 

to inefficiency. The National Security Advisers in Nigeria have always been retired Major 

Generals who is naturally superior to the Inspector General of Police both in training and 

doctrine. The present occupier of that office is a retired colonel who is junior in rank to the 

Inspector General of Police. There can be inferiority and superiority complex which is 

usually associated with police/military relationship in Nigeria. There have been 

police/military conflicts, on several issues of public importance in Nigeria.45a It is therefore 

suggested that either the National Security Adviser or the IGP should be vested with the 

exclusive power to manage counter-terrorism in Nigeria or the creation of Anti-terrorism 

agency to be headed by a retired Major general. The Act vest power on law enforcement 

agencies to arrest and investigate terrorism51 and prosecuting agencies are defined as Nigeria 

Police Force, EFCC and SSS.52 

Instruments of Internal Security 

 The instruments of internal security are those agencies vested with the responsibility 

of internal security of any given country. The instruments may be divided into two broad 

categories, namely the coercive and the non-coercive. The coercive instruments are the 

Armed Forces which comprise the Nigerian Army (NA), the Nigerian Navy (NN), and the 

Nigerian Air Force (NAF) and the Nigerian Police Force (NPF). The non-coercive 

instruments are those agencies whose activities must, of necessity, not attract public attention 

but must complement the coercive instruments. These are: 

a) The State Security Service (SSS); 

b) The Customs & Excise Department; 

c) The Immigration Department; 

d) The Nigerian Prisons Service (NPS); 

e) The Federal and State Fire Services; 

f) Office of National Security Adviser 

                                                                 
50 Section 40 
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g) The Judiciary; and  

h) Civil Defence. 

Roles of each of these Agencies 

Armed Forces 

 The roles of the Armed Forces of Nigeria be it NA, NN or NAF are common. They 

are as follows: 

a) Defending Nigeria from external aggression; 

b) Maintaining its territorial integrity and securing its borders from violation on land,  sea 

and air; 

c) Suppressing insurrections and acting in aid of civil authority to restore order when 

called upon to do so by the President, subject to such conditions as may be prescribed 

by an act of the National Assembly; and 

d) Performing such other functions as may be prescribed by the Act of National 

Assembly.53 

The intervention of the armed forces in the restoration of law and order only becomes 

necessary when: 

a) The police are no longer capable of coping with the existing situation;  

b) It is clear that the police have exhausted all available means within their reach without 

coming up with desired result; 

c) The said disturbances are ascertained to have been organized on a large scale with 

sinister motives savouring on revolt against constituted authority; and  

d) The appropriate authority has made request to the President for military aid and the 

President has given his consent.  

Section 217(c) of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution entails the suppression of 

insurrection by the armed forces, and acting in aid of civil authorities to restore order when 

called upon to do so by the President subject to such condition as may be prescribed by the 

act of the National Assembly. The invitation of the armed forces presupposes that law and 

order have broken down and the military is called in to restore it. As of now, there is no 

limitation on the President as to the operational use of the military. This section of the 

constitution is subject to the condition as may be stated by the Act of the National Assembly.  

                                                                 
53 Section 217 of the 1999 Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria as Amended 
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Another important section of the Constitution is section 305 which deals with the 

declaration of a state of emergency while subsection (3) enumerates the conditions that would 

warrant the proclamation of a state of emergency. These include: 

a) When the federation is at war; 

b) When the federation is at imminent danger of invasion or involvement in a state of 

war; 

c) When there is actual breakdown of public order and public safety in the federation or 

any part thereof requiring extraordinary measures to avert the situation;  

d) When there is clear and present danger or the occurrence of any disaster or natural 

calamity affecting the community or a section of the community in the federation and 

where there is any other public danger which clearly constitutes a threat to the 

existence of the federation; and 

e) When the governor of a state, with the sanctions of a resolution supported by a two 

birds majority of the state house of Assembly; requests the President to issue a 

proclamation of state of emergency in that state.  

If these provisions are considered along with section 217(1) (5), it is imperative that 

the deployment of the military in internal security operation must be a matter of last resort. It 

is argued that this last resort can only be reached when a state of emergency in the federation 

or any part thereof has been declared. In line with this argument therefore, it could be said 

that until this stage is reached any deployment of the military in the role of restoring law and 

order would be premature. However, in a situation where the NPF is inadequately quipped 

and organized to meet internal security threats, the constitutional restraint on the issue of the 

military is bound to work adversely against the speedy restoration of law and order. When, 

therefore, the military is called in, it becomes a military operation which must be executed 

with military precision and with a force commensurate to the threat but with due regard to 

human rights of citizens.48a The state emergency in Borno, Yobe and Adamawa states are in 

order as far as the constitution is concerned.54 

The Nigerian Police Force (NPF) 

The maintenance and securing of public safety and order is the primary responsibility 

of the NPF. This role is one of the most difficult to perform in a free society. This 

responsibility is handed down to the commissioners of police in the states. In addit ion to 

section 214 of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution giving legal authority to the NPF, Section 4 of 

                                                                 
54 Declaration of State of Emergency in Adamawa, Borno and Yobe States was done in phases. Phase one was the declaration in sele cted 

local governments while phase two was its extension to the entire states on May 14, 2013 
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the Police Act states that the police shall be employed for the prevention and detection of 

crimes, the apprehension of offenders, the preservation of law and order, the protection of 

property and lives, enforcement of law and regulations with which they are directly charged. 

The effect of these provisions is that the general responsibility of maintenance of law and 

order is vested in the President and he does this through the Nigerian Police Force under the 

command of the Inspector General of Police.  

In the various states of the Federation however, the general responsibility for the 

maintenance of law and order is vested in the governor of the state through the NPF stationed 

in his state under a Commissioner of Police. However, on the basis of the provisions of 

section 214 (4) which state that where there is doubt in the mind of the police commissioner 

as to the efficacy of the governor‘s instruction, the police commissioner will not be under any 

obligation to obey; it means that the governor as the chief executive of the state does not have 

absolute control of the police force within his state. This situation limits the power of the 

governor as the chief executive of his state with inherent responsibility for maintenance of 

law and order. That notwithstanding, this restriction of the governor‘s power is in agreement 

with the federal system of government which seeks to ensure the central control of the police 

force. This central control is to cater for checks and balances towards ensuring the 

implementation of the constitution. The checks and balances are necessary ingredients of 

constitutionalism. Unfortunately, these ingredients give room for delay in internal security 

operations. Therefore, the call for state police is not out of place in Nigeria today.  

Looking at the composition of the NPF, there is the conventional police that carries 

out the routine administrative duties and executive arrests. They usually carry batons 

nowadays and are the NPF‘s first line of defence. There is the second line which is generally 

referred to as the mobile police. They usually serve as the anti-riot group. The usual 

procedure in any civil disturbances is for the conventional po lice to move in first. Where they 

fail to bring the disturbance under control, the mobile unit is invited. It is when this fails that 

the military is invited. All these procedures and methods have been explored in Nigeria to 

tackle both Niger Delta militancy and Boko Haram insurgency.  

By its composition, the mobile police should be able to bring any internal security 

situation under control without recourse to the military. In most of the internal security 

situations the mobile police has taken part and had to invite the military, it was discovered 

that the mobile police was adequately equipped to handle the situation. But in the end, the 

operation often ended in dismal failure. In a situation where the civil disturbance develops 

into, for example, hostage-taking, plane-hijacking, or building for explosion and it required 
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storming the target, the mobile police would consequently be found inadequate in their 

present organizational form. There is, therefore, the need for an alternative force. So far in 

Nigeria, we have lost so many police and military personnel to Boko Haram insurgency. The 

insurgents are using sophisticated and more modern equipments.  

The State Security Service (SSS) 

Hitherto, the E Department of the NPF was the cornerstone of the intelligence 

structure. It operated under a charter and was the National Security Organization responsible 

for the investigative aspect to collect and record security intelligence and to distribute 

collected and processed intelligence to government departments that needed it to carry out 

their responsibilities effectively. This department had the exclusive right to the use of 

clandestine means of investigation within Nigeria. It was the focal point of all intelligence 

affecting the security of its area of responsibility and its records at each level, federal or 

regional, constituted the central repository for information affecting the security of the area 

concerned. The head of the department had a right of direct access to the head of government 

on matters affecting national security and was a member of all security committees.  

In 1976, the branch was excised from the NPF with the promulgation of the Nigeria 

Security Organization Act 1976. The personnel from the special branch of the NPF formed 

the nucleus of Nigerian Security Organization (NSO) particularly as its Directorate of 

Internal Security. The responsibilities were: 

a) The prevention and detection of any crime against the security of Nigeria  

b) The protection and preservation of all classified matters concerning or relating to 

security of Nigeria 

c) Such other purposes within or without Nigeria as the head of the federal military 

government may deem necessary with a view to securing the maintenance of the 

security of Nigeria.55 

The NSO Amendment Act of 1977 rendered service in the organization on approved 

service for the purposes of the Pension Act. Two instruments were promulgated. The first 

further amplified the functions and mode of operation of the organization. It vested the 

overall command of the organization in the Director-General who ―shall establish such 

number of directorates as may be considered necessary and usually assign areas of 

responsibility to the directorates‖. The second instruments provide for a special arrangement 

whereby both the organization and Ministry of External Affairs are jointly responsible for the 

                                                                 
55 Nigeria Security Organization Act (Formerly Decree No. 16 of 1976) 
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selection and recruitment of persons considered to be suitable for appointment into the 

directorate of External Intelligence and where it is necessary to give such persons cover in the 

civil service, after the prior concurrence of the chairman of the federal civil service 

commission. 

In 1986, there was a major reorganization in the whole security set-up. What was 

known as the NSO then became the state security services. Their functions remained the 

same as enumerated earlier on. The fundamental issues in the reorganization were not 

addressed. The selection process still remains the same. 56 Consequently one cannot vouch for 

the caliber of men being recruited. The recruitment process is done in secrecy without any 

advertisement. 

The malaise that is therefore attendant with the operation of the SSS still persists. The 

SSS in its present form cannot meet the challenges of the prevalent situation. The whole of 

the selection process has to be reorganized so as to make the agency above board. But in the 

battle against Boko Haram insurgency the SSS has made many arrests. They have performed 

creditably. Other departments of state security are Nigeria Intelligence Agency and Defence 

Intelligence Agency. They are equally complementing the efforts of SSS. 

The Board of Customs and Excise was established in 1913 with such duties as:  

a) Controlling and managing the administration of the customs and excise law; 

b) To collect the revenue of customs and excise and account for them in such manner as 

maybe directed.57 The overall responsibility of the customs and Excise lies in the 

protection of the country‘s borders from activities of smugglers and those who would 

want to dump goods into the country. They also help to prevent the importations of 

arms and undesirable drugs into the country. They have failed woefully in this regard 

because there are so many arms and ammunition in Nigeria today. This has sustained 

the Boko Haram insurgency. 

The Immigration Department 

The immigration department is responsible for screening people immigrating into or 

migrating from Nigeria. It has the responsibility for recommending to the Ministry of Internal 

Affairs the deportation from Nigeria of aliens considered as security risks. In a nutshell the 

immigration department is the sole authority for the control and movement of persons other 

                                                                 
56 Section 1 & 2 National Security Agencies Act Cap N74 laws of the Federation 2004 
57 Section 4 of Customs and Excise Management Act Cap C84 Laws of the  Federation 2004 
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than nationals in and out of the country.58 Some aliens have been deported on suspicion of 

espionage, crimes and security notes.  

The Nigeria Prisons Service (NPS) 

The NPS has the responsibility for ensuring that convicted criminals and other 

undesirable elements in the society are kept away at a place where they are so supervised that 

their opportunities for the committal of crimes are virtually non-existent.59 Efforts are also 

made to reform them to become useful members of the community. 60 NPS trains and 

rehabilitate prisoners, allow them to go to school and write WAEC, NECO and JAMB or 

engage in vocational training. 

Security Division of the Cabinet Office (Now Office of National Security Adviser) 

The security and intelligence functions of the security division in the Cabinet Office 

and of the equivalent in the state government maybe best described as those of a staff officer 

responsible for co-ordination. This division acts as a link between the SSS and other 

government ministries and departments. It exercises responsibilities for protective security, 

keeping federal and state government ministries and departments informed of protective 

security policy, issuing and reviewing of federal security instruments, giving advice on 

security procedures, inspecting federal ministries and departments to ensure that they adhered 

to security education and training of federal and state officials. At present, the office of NSA 

coordinates security agencies for operations against Boko Haram insurgency while the DG of 

National Orientation Agency Coordinates information.  

Civil Defence 

 The Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corps which operated as voluntary non 

governmental organization since the 1980s was granted status of government security agency 

in 2003 by the enactment of the Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corps Act 2003. 61 The 

Agency is vested with duty to assist in the maintenance of peace and order and in the 

protection and rescuing of the civil population during the period of emergency and to 

monitor, investigate and take every necessary step to forestall any planned act of terrorism 

particularly (1) cult and ethnic initial activities, criminal activities aimed at depriving citizens 

of their properties or lives or syndicate activities aimed at defrauding the federal, state or 

local government among other things.62 The NSCDC is also given power to be involved in 

                                                                 
58 Immigration Act Cap I171 Laws of the Federation 2004 
59 Nigeria Prison Service Act Cap P29 Laws of Federation 2004 
60 Oladimeji A.O. The Integrated Maritime Cixard System: Security Arrangement for Policing Inland Water, Harbours and Coasta l 
Approaches Against Smuggling and Coastal Piracy in Nigeria Forum 3: 3-4 March-April 1983 p 1028. 
61 Section (1) of Nigeria Security and Civil Defence Corps Act 2003 
62 Section 3 
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evacuation of civilian population from danger, provide shelter for civilians during period of 

emergency and to carry out rescue operation and control volatile situation. 63 A critical look at 

the NSCDC Act 2003 shows that the Corps has a lot of roles in terrorism prevention and 

counter terrorism operations.64 Without fear of contradiction, this security agency has been 

doing well. 

Rescue Relief and Rehabilitation of Terror Victims  

 The other aspect of internal security in Nigeria is the relief and rehabilitative efforts 

by security and para-security outfits in Nigeria. The victims of terror and terror attacks are 

usually relieved and rehabilitated and evacuated from the scene of the terror attacks. Such 

bodies like the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) Federal Five Service and 

the Red Cross Society of Nigeria play important role in the onerous assignment.  

National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) 

 This agency was created by law65 to coordinate resources towards efficient and 

effective disaster prevention, preparedness, mitigation and response in Nigeria. It acts in the 

following areas: coordination, Disaster Risk Reduction, search and rescue, policy and 

strategy, geographic information system, Advocacy, education, administration, finance and 

logistics, relief and rehabilitation, planning, research and forecasting about pending dangers, 

disasters and tragedy.66 This Agency has been discharging these duties diligently subject to 

available fund equipment and personnel at its disposal.  

Federal Fire Service 

 This agency is also a creation of law67 with a mandate to reduce the loss of lives and 

property due to fire outbreaks to the bearest minimum. 68 The agency has been tackling fire 

incidency in Nigeria effectively before the new wave of terrorism that now extended to the 

use explosure devices to cause fire that eventually burnt cars, government buildings, schools, 

churches, mosques, police stations and barracks and army formations. The federal fire service 

in conjunction with other security agencies have been responding swiftly and effectively to 

the problems. 

Red Cross Society of Nigeria 
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 The Red Cross Society of Nigeria was incorporated by law69 with the mandate in time 

of warts furnish volunteer aid to the sick and wounded both armies among non bellige rents 

and to prisoners of war and civilians sufferers from the effects of war in accordance with the 

spirit and conditions of the conventions set out in the schedule to the Act, to perform all the 

duties devolved upon a national society by each nation which has acceded to the said 

conventions, in time of peace or war, to carry on and assist in work for the improvement of 

health, the prevention of disease and mitigation of suffering throughout the world. 70 

 For the society to be able to perform its functions, the law provides that the society 

shall be recognized by the government of the federation as a voluntary Aid Society, auxiliary 

to the public authorities, for the purposes of the said conventions and shall have the right to 

have and use in carrying out its purposes as an emblem and badge of identity. 71 The society 

has been complementing the efforts of the security agencies, the relief and rehabilitative para 

security services like NEMA and fire service by treatment of the victims of terror and disaster 

and they eventually transfer serious injury cases to government and private hospita ls in 

Nigeria. The driving principles of the organization are humanity, impartiality, neutrality, 

independence, voluntary service, unity and universality.  

 

Judiciary 

 The judiciary has been involved in trial of terror suspected to  belief of the 

government in the rule of law and human rights of terrorists. About 40 have been convicted 

while about 80 cases are still pending in court. 72 Apart from the case of unlawful killing of 

their leader Mallam Mohammed Yusuf there are no much cases of extrajudicial killing of 

terror suspect.73 

 As for the victims of terror attacks, the government has not done much after their free 

medical treatment. But the federal government is currently planning a Trust Fund for 

compensation and rehabilitation of the victims. 74 The National Constitutional Conference 

holding in Abuja is also proposing 5% allocation from federation account to states ranged by 

any form of crisis in Nigeria. We should also think of compensation for families of our 

security agencies that die in counter-terrorism efforts. 

Challenges Militating Against Effective Counter-Terrorism in Nigeria 
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In almost all the civil disturbances that have occurred in this country to date, there are 

identified flaws and problems that seem to defy solution. Most watchers of the trend a nd 

development in the use of extra-normal forms of violence in civil disturbances argue that the 

manpower shortfall in the NPF, Customs, SSS, and Immigration is the major problem that 

affects the efficacy of the security agencies. This maybe true to an extent. A close 

examination of the incidents of civil disturbances does not lay credence to this assertion. 

Unless civil disturbances are brought under control through the commitment of members 

rather than through fire power, then this claim can be true. However, the ability to use the 

instruments in the security agencies‘ inventory effectively is the sole determinant for bringing 

order and control to civil disturbance situations. This leads us to one aspect of the flaws.  

Training  

The ability to have confidence in the equipment in the inventory of the security 

agencies depends on training in the use of these equipments. The reports on internal security 

operations show the lack of confidence in the equipment in use resulting in the abandonment 

of those equipments for use by the opposing forces. Some advocates of NPF reorganization 

have, for instance, recommended that it be equipped with modern equipments to be able to 

combat effectively the menace of criminals. This argument is untenable if the provision of 

modern weapons is not matched with equal training in the use of these weapons. A situation 

where the security agencies handle their weapons only once or twice during training does not 

build enough confidence in the user to be effective in their utilization. Be fore graduation, 

every law enforcement agent would be proficient in the use of the personal weapon he would 

operate with by virtually ―living and sleeping‖ with it during training. This goes for the other 

security agencies that bear arms. 

The security of nation is the responsibility of every member of that nation. Nigeria is, 

therefore, no exception. A situation where criminals and rabble rousers migrate from one 

state to the other or illegal aliens move into and live in our midst without the security 

agencies‘ knowledge is cause for concern not only for the security agencies alone but for all 

of us. A well organized civil defense force will go a long way in promoting national 

awareness and security consciousness by majority of us.  

Usually the reaction of the Customs and Excise and Immigration Departments to the 

intensification of their searches is dictated by what the government‘s reactions are at 

particular periods. For example, when hajj operations are due, the government emphasizes 

the need for abstinence from drug trafficking. Consequently, the security agencies at the 

airports would concentrate on searches for drugs without other prohibitive items being 
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subjected to equal rigorous searches. This should not be so. Every member of the security 

agencies should be trained adequately to carry out his/her duties without government 

intervention. 

Again, there are mechanical gadgets to detect metal objects such as arms, weapons 

and ammunitions. With the rate of development in technology, some arms do come in 

plastics. What this means is that where there are plastic explosives, these metal detectors 

would prove useless. It has been proved that the best form of ensuring security checks is the 

physical one. Where the security agents are not properly trained, the result is an ineffective 

security force. 

Intelligence  

The principle of intelligence gathering such as collection, collation, interpretation and 

dissemination should be paramount in the minds of operators of all security agencies. 

However, the practice is that the security agencies operate independently. Consequently, in 

an internal security situation the operators are usually in the dark about what is going on. 

Even when a joint operations room is established, the communication transmitted is not 

shared by all the security agencies. 

The other flaw is the attendant delay in calling out the appropriate arm of security 

agency to intervene in an internal security situation. The provisions of the constitution are 

clear on this. The state security council advises the chief executive on the action to take. 

Usually, as a result of inter-service rivalry or the danger of giving the impression of 

incompetence, the report is often underestimated. Similarly, in most of the internal security 

situation that have occurred in this country, a lot of time is wasted by the security agents in 

coming to assess the situation by themselves before a decision is taken to call in the military. 

Meanwhile, many lives and property continue to be lost. Besides the psychological effect on 

the commander on the ground, what the team could assess that the commander on the ground 

could not do is uncertain. The overall effect is the delay and loss of lives and property.  

Another attendant problem in the delay in calling out the military hinges on the exact 

time at which the appropriate military agency is to be called out. There exist security councils 

at the federal, state and local government‘s levels. Their composition includes the military 

located in the local government areas concerned. According to the Nigerian Constitution 

(1999), the role of the Security Council is advisory. This, in effect, means that the chief 

executive of the state is not bound to take the advice of the Security Council. Where the chief 

executive belongs to a different political party from the President‘s as happened in Kano in 

1979, one can expect this delay and the unnecessary loss of lives just as it is happening in 
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Borno and is be states now. The advice of the Security Council should be binding on the chief 

executive. Where that fails, the zonal Assistant Inspector-general (AIG) of police in the 

present organization, in conjunction with the General Officer Commanding (GOC), should be 

able to call out the military and arrest the situation.  

 The pattern of the present wave of civil disturbances has made the deployment of the 

mobile police to meet the threat a difficult task. It has made it impossible to determine with 

assurance and accuracy where, when, why or against whom the next assault will be directed. 

The fact that the pattern of internal security situations has developed significantly and that the 

Nigeria society has become more proportionately sophisticated in the use of extra-normal 

forms of violence in their political objectives makes it quite imperative for the federal 

government to do something to contain the situation. The answer is an alternate force in the 

name of Counter-Terrorism Agency (CTA). EFCC and NFIU should be integrated to the 

intelligence network in Nigeria for the purpose of tracking terrorism finance.  

Action Plan to Combat Terrorism 

 The phenomenon of civil disturbances has been on the increase since 1980. The 

development has to do with the fact that the police is finding it difficult using traditional 

methods to cope with these developments while it is impossible for the police to check 

everyone and every place. Where these problems have arisen in countries like Britain, 

Argentina, Brazil, France, West Germany, Netherlands and Saudi Arabia, the police have 

found it difficult to protect people and property.  

 The armed forces, on the other hand, well equipped, better trained and more 

aggressive seem to lack the pre-requisite techniques to effectively mount counter-terrorist 

operations. They know little about the origins and ideologies of terrorist groups, how to pick 

locks, storm seized buildings and aircraft without causing extensive damage to human life 

and property, or other dirty tricks, associated with counter-terrorist operations. As a matter of 

fact, the weapons and electronic gadgets of a counter-terrorist force including the uniforms 

differ in many respects from those of regular military units. Most importantly, the men of a 

counter-terrorist unit are supposed to be endowed with certain intrinsic capabilities such as 

mental and physical stability, secrecy, speed, adaptability and above-average intelligence 

higher and above those required of the men of regular military units. These considerations, 

among deal with terrorist problems confronting them. 

 In view of the observable limitations of Nigerian security agencies in terms of their 

capacity to effectively deal with the problem of terrorism as it may develop now or in the 

future, there is an urgent need for the creation of a special counter-terrorist military unit to 
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deal with terrorist menace anywhere in the country. A number of problems would, no doubt, 

probably arise in the course of creating such force. Some of the anticipated problems are 

highlighted below. 

Inter-Service Rivalry 

 One of the major difficulties that maybe encountered by the Nigerian government in 

creating a counter-terrorist unit (CTA) is the question of inter-service rivalry. The present 

operational and organizational set-up of Nigeria‘s security agenc ies would make this rivalry 

inevitable. At present, the security agencies have tended to be accorded overlapping 

jurisdiction regarding law and security matters. Commander O.A Oladimeji of the Nigerian 

Navy underscores the point as follows: 

The present security arrangements worth examining is the problem of 

command and control which joint patrols of harbours and harbor approaches 

by the Navy, Police, Customs, and Nigerian Ports Authority security pose. 

Sometimes there is general distrust and hatred among those who are charged 

with the responsibility of patrols. At other times boats and personnel are 

withdrawn without any consideration for the job at hand by non-naval 

agencies.75 

 

 This observation substantiates the point being made here in respect of the prob lem of 

inter-service rivalry due to overlapping jurisdiction. Why should four arms of the government 

be assigned jurisdiction over the same project, in the same place and at the same time? There 

maybe some cogent reasons, perhaps preventive in nature. The fact inherent in such a 

situation is that conditions of overlapping jurisdiction have tended to stimulate the 

duplication of efforts, wastage of human resources, lack of representation, spreading thin of 

available equipment and the emergence of an attitude of what might be termed ―passing the 

buck‖ when things go wrong. Another point that should be made in situations of overlapping 

jurisdiction is the tendency for the development of blind spots among the country‘s security 

agencies in the course of executing or implementing government policies.  

 Tin view of the point raised above, the government should take necessary steps to 

ensure that the jurisdictions of the CTA do not conflict with those of other security agencies 

within the country. It should spell out in precise terms the types of conditions that may 

                                                                 
75 O. Abifarin The  Problems, Challenges and Prospects of Nigeria Police Policing Nigeria on Rule of Law and with Commitment, Essays in 
honour of Oba Emmanuel Adabowale Adebayo the Elemure of Emure Ekiti (eds) Babalola Abegunde and William Adebayo Petoa Publishers 

Ado Ekiti 2008 p. 121 
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prevail anywhere in the country before the unit will be called out of barracks and what type 

of relationship would exist between the forces and other arms of government once it has 

moved into the field to contain terrorist incidence. It should be stated whether it is the 

Ministries of Defence, Justice or Internal Affairs that should be responsible for overseeing the 

force and directing its affairs.  

Intra-Service Jealousy 

 The government should be able to deal with the problem of intra-service jealousy 

which may develop and eventually undermine the effectiveness of the force in carrying out 

the functions for which it is created. Certain groups of Nigerians within and outside the 

armed forces who may not realize the importance of such a force maybe opposed to the 

formation of a CTA. They maybe inclined to contend that the unit would amount to an elistist 

formation and a sort of private army. An example is the formation of GSG 9 which, from its 

inception, was resented by other security forces, within West Germany, as an intrusion of a 

elite unit into their affairs and also because men of the GSG 9, given their successes in the 

field, had become the darlings of West Germans. The same can be said for the Sayret 

Markals, the Israeli counter-terrorist unit at the time of its formation.  

Political Problems 

 Another problem that might arise in the formulation of CTA is the political one 

emanating from the federal character policy of the federal government. 76 Once it is known 

that the CTA is to be formed, some Nigerians would want to insist that the principle of ethnic 

representation should be the overriding factor for the composition of the force. They would 

want to cite chapter 11 of the Constitution. If the government were to be unduly influenced 

by this type of demand and subsequently overemphasizes the principle of ethnic origin or 

federal character over individual competence then the efficiency of the force would become 

compromised. Lest we be misunderstood, we want to state that federal character is consistent 

with the pursuit of excellence. But the Nigerian situation finds it convenient to sacrifice 

excellence for ethnic balance hence the concept being misunderstood for political and other 

reasons. Since competent individuals can be found in every ethnic group in Nigeria, it would 

therefore be in order to recruit those individuals who posses the characteristics which are the 

prerequisite for membership for the force.  

Organizational/Authorization Problem 

                                                                 
76 Section 14(3) of the 1999 Constitution as Amended and the Federal Character Commission Act 2000 
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 The authorization and organizational structure of CTA is another problem worth 

looking into. Opinion maybe divided as to whether to assign counter-terrorist role to the 

Mobile Police, a unit within the Army, or to create an entirely new Agency for that purpose. 

We may have to look at the organization of similar units in other countries. The bulk of the 

West Germany GSG 9 was drawn from the Police Force except that the members have 

specialized skills which the ordinary police knows little or nothing about. However, the 

British SAS, Istraeli Sayret Matkals, French gigene, American Blue Light and the Dutch 

Royal Martines that are all counter-terrorist forces are all military formations.77 

 Another related problem is whether the unit should be autonomous and the authority 

for its deployment has to be clarified. If a leaf is borrowed from Britain‘s special air services 

(SAS), the unit is responsible for its own training and operational planning and the 

commander of the unit comes directly under the Commander- in-Chief. The implications here 

are obvious. The special military units have been grated quasi-autonomous status within their 

respective countries in order to avoid bureaucratic complications which oftentimes affect the 

morale of the men and undermine their efficiency. Since these units are designed as private 

armies, the authorities for their deployment into the field have usually rested with the 

government of the day. The Nigerian situation may not be an exception.  

 

Financial Problems 

 Perhaps finance maybe the most crucial factor against the establishment of a CTA 

particularly in a depressed economy as ours. It may be argued that the available foreign 

exchange should not be used for buying sophisticated weapons and electronic gadgets for the 

CTA. Rather, the foreign exchange facility should be utilized for importation of spare parts 

and raw materials for the reactivation of the industrial establishment thereby recalling 

retrenched workers. Again, if, for instance, the CTA were to become part and parcel of the 

Army or Police, the possibility exists that either of these formations may complain that the 

cost of maintaining the CTA will be so high that it will affect the running of its own services. 

However plausible these arguments may be, they do not present sufficient reason for 

retarding the establishment of a CTA to augment Nigeria‘s military capability in warding off 

the dangers of contemporary terrorism which has become a serious problem to the Nigerian 

state. Preventive steps are more beneficial than curative ones.  

The Equipment Problems 

                                                                 
77 C.C Iweze op cit 
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 The arguments to be advanced here are in many respects related to the financial ones 

discussed earlier on. That is, the sum total of counter-terrorist equipment would cost money 

with foreign exchange implications. It may also be argued that the importation of these 

materials would compound the country‘s dependence on the outside world, give away our 

secrets and work against the nascent spirit of self-reliance which is yet to become a reality. 

These arguments are valid. But nothing stipulates that the equipments must of necessity be 

those from outside. The Nigerian government could adapt by reviewing the weapons 

currently in our inventory so as to earmark certain brands and could be effectively used by 

the CTA. Some of the electronic. Some of the electronic gadgets are already in use by the 

SSS and some of its military counterparts. In short, the equipments to be imported for use by 

the CTA may not be necessarily so extraordinarily expensive since the maximum strength of 

the unit may not exceed that of a company within an infantry battalion. It is also possible that 

some of the devices could be obtained locally.  

 

 

Training Problems 

 At the moment, the country lacks trained personnel with sufficient knowledge in anti-

terrorist techniques, and the facilities for the training of such men may not be readily 

available. The fact that these conditions prevail in the country is not enough excuse to put off 

the formation of a CTA. As a first step, the government should be able to maximize the 

advantages offered by the existing network of relationship between it and some particular 

western countries in the founding of the CTA. This is what other countries had to do when 

faced with the same problem. We may appoint a commander of the unit, send him out to one 

or two countries to acquire the necessary skills and expertise and then give him a free hand to 

complete the rest of the training or send a counter-terrorist team to Nigeria to help train our 

men. The current plan to send Nigeria police abroad for tra ining should extended the other 

security agencies. 

Location Problem 

 The last problem is that of location of the unit. Strategically speaking, this issue is an 

important one and it touches, like the issue of equipment and training, on financial matters 

and the availability of other related resources. This factor is very important because it has to 

do with the protection of the unit from public eye, its proximity to airports to facilitate 

movement of the men by air to trouble-spots whenever the need arises, and a suitable training 

ground. Although finance has been a constraint in our depressed economy, I agree that the 
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government maybe reluctant to spend a wholesome amount in equipping the barracks and the 

new training centre for the unit. In the interim, the CTA could be located in one of the 

country‘s military institutions in order to take advantage of existing facilities, thereby 

minimizing costs. 

 

 

 

Recommendations 

 Having looked at the problems likely to be encountered in the formation of a CTA, we 

are assuming that the need to form a CTA is a foregone conclusion. These suggestions are 

therefore necessary ingredients in the formation of such a CTA.  

Policy 

 The Nigerian government should go ahead and create a special CTA regiment and 

assign it the task of combating terrorism anywhere within the country. The unit should be 

given a high degree of autonomy. It should be responsible for its own training and operational 

planning in order to carry out its responsibilities in an efficient and effective manner.  

The decree or legislation creating the CTA should spell out in unambiguous terms the 

jurisdictional competence of the force, its guiding philosophy, the process by which it will be 

called out from the barracks, the method of training the unit, entry requirement, location, 

organization, and maximum strength of the unit and other related matters that may impair its 

capability. 

Composition 

The CTA should be composed of soldiers who have already acquired basic military 

skills and, given the high risk consequences of the unit, the officers and men should be 

volunteers. For a start, pioneers of the CTA should be selected from the airborne, airmobile 

and amphibious units because they already possess rudimentary skills to enable them pursue 

further operational anti-terrorist training. 

The ages of the officers and men should be between 21 and 35 years. All those 

outside this age-range should not qualify for the CTA service.  

Individual merit and competence should be emphasized over other considerations. In 

other words, the principle of federal character or quota should not in any way become the 

basis for the composition of the force. Minimum qualification should be West African School 

Certificate. It should be made a rule that officers and men who fail to command the respec t of 

his fellows should not be allowed to stay in the unit.  
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Organization  

Although the CTA should be granted some autonomy, it should not be allowed to 

operate as a private army. The CTA should be part and parcel of the Nigerian Army and the 

Chief of Army Staff should be directly involved in the affairs of the unit but should not 

singularly authorize the deployment of the unit into trouble spots.  

The CTA should consist of: 

a) A Headquarters Unit; 

b) A Communications and Documentation Unit; 

c) 3 x Fighting Units of 30 men each; 

d) A Research and Equipment Unit; and 

e) A Medical Unit. 

Each fighting unit should be broken into a command section and five special tactical 

sections of four men and an officer. The maximum strength of the CTA should be between 

500 and 1000 men. 

Deployment  

The deployment should be a collegiate responsibility when group or groups have 

employed terrorist violence against the Nigerian state. The President convenes a meeting of 

the National Security Council who considers the available evidence and a decision is reached 

to employ the CTA. Only then can the deployment of the CTA be effected by the President 

through the Security Council. More rigid procedures should be emphasized and employed to 

ensure that the government of the day does not use the CTA to intimidate political opponents 

or rival political parties. Efforts should also be made to ensure that the regiment, given that it 

would be deadly in the use of sophisticated weapons and that it would do so with enormous 

speed, should not become a ready-made instrument for the overthrow of legally constituted 

governments of the country. 

Training  

The government should make a request to western governments of either Britain or 

West Germany for assistance in the training of the men. As a first step, a suitable army 

officer should be appointed to assume command of the proposed unit. The officer should then 

be sent abroad to spend some weeks with the British SAS or the West German GSG 9 to 

acquire the necessary specialized skills, study the organization of the CTA which could be 

adapted and modified to suit the need our country and to evaluate their equipment in order to 

gain the knowledge of how the regiment should be armed. On arrival, the officer should be 

asked to draw up a blueprint for the establishment of the unit. 
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Furthermore, the officer should be responsible for the recruitment of officers and men 

for the planning of their training programme. He should assist the team that will be invited to 

help in training the men. The entire force should, as a matter of principle, be trained here at 

home. This does not mean that they could not pursue further training in temperate or other 

conditions. 

Equipment  

It is believed that there exists already the equipment needed for the CTA in the 

military inventory. The commander of the Unit should be allowed to inspect the inventory 

and select those equipments that will initially be required. Thereafter, the research unit of the 

CTA in collaboration with Defence Industries Corporations (DIC) or other establishments in 

the country could produce the equipment needed. In short, the equipment needed in the short-

run could be imported while the DIC should handle those needed in the long term.  

Funding  

The CTA‘s budget should not be included in the Defence budget so as to ensure that it 

does not deplete the resources of the Armed Forces. Rather a special provision should be 

made to include the CTA‘s budget in the Federal Government Disaster Vote since the unit‘s 

task could be construed as a definite form of response to circumstances that could stimulate 

national disaster. Thus the federal government initiative to take loan of $1 billion is not out of 

place there, in order to update our military equipment. 78 

Location  

It would be ideal for the unit to be located at two points, one in the north and another 

in the south. Since this ideal may not be necessarily attainable at the moment for economic 

reasons, it would therefore be in order to locate the force in an environment where the 

facilities already exist. Jaji should, therefore, be the initial station for the CTA. 

Jaji is chosen because it is at present home to two major training institutions, NASI 

and CSC. It is well equipped with military related facilities which could be used by the CTA 

without having to start from scratch to erect its own structures. There is also an airstrip in Jaji 

which the unit could use to fly to any trouble-spot without delay. The airstrip could also serve 

for quick mock operations to learn how to storm an aircraft as well as parachuting activities. 

Besides, Jaji is very close to Kaduna which is possible attraction for terrorist attack. It is not 

remotely removed from Kano, Jos and other urban centres of the northern party of the 

country. From Jaji, the men of the CTA could reach, within a two-hour period, any point in 

                                                                 
78 Dele Sobowale $1b loan for weapons: matters Arising Citarman Suing for order and Security in Nigeria Daily News Watch 28 July, 2014 p. 

38 
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the country by air. For these and other reasons, the CTA could be locate in Jaji until a better 

site is chosen depending on financial dictates.  

These suggestions have been made in the hope that they would help the government 

to reach a decision on the establishment of a counter-terrorist unit as an alternate force to 

augment the capability of the Armed Forces. The proposals contained above are not, by any 

stretch of the imagination, the definite blueprint to be adopted, for they can be modified or 

magnified as the case may be to suit the Nigerian social and political setting as well as the 

country‘s military needs. In addition, they have been put forward to demonstrate that such a 

force can readily be accommodated in spite of the present economic realities facing the 

country. 

In sum, therefore, it is our opinion that time has come for the creation of an Alternate 

Force which can be used to execute dangerous tasks anywhere, particularly within the 

African sub-region if and when the need arises. The use of Close Circuit Television (CCTV) 

in strategic areas of our cities is also importance while community based approach to counter-

terrorism should also be considered as a matter of urgency. The use of vigilante groups 

minimally armed to assist security personnel is also very important. There is also an urgent 

need to allow states to their own police to further complement the effor ts of Federal Police in 

Nigeria.

CHAPTER XXVIII 

A CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF THE ROLE OF THE NIGERIAN LEGISLATURE IN 

COMBATING TERRORISM AND INSURGENCY 

Abstract 

The Nigerian legislature is an active participant in the war against terrorism in Nigeria. This 

the legislature does by making laws that set the tune and template for the various wars against 

terrorism. This paper looks at the various Acts of parliament that deal directly or indirectly 

with the war against terrorism, insurgency and by extension the current clashes between 

herdsmen and farmers throughout the length and breadth of Nigeria. In order to achieve our 

objective in this paper, the paper will be divided into four parts. The first part deals with 

National security as a panacea for good governance, the second part deals with threat to 

National Security by phenomena such as terrorism, insurgency, militancy and herdsmen 

holocaust. The third part deals with the National Assembly‘s role in combating terrorism, 

insurgency and militancy by making proactive laws which empowered the various security 

agencies in Nigeria to work in collaboration in tackling the menace of terrorism and 
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insurgency and finally we recommended ways and means of curbing insurgency and 

terrorism after identifying the challenges to the effectiveness of the war against insurgency 

and terrorism. The National Assembly is expected to pay crucial role in curbing the menace 

by effective oversight and approval of enough fund to tackle the menace in the Appropriation 

Act.  

 

 

The Concept of National Security   

Since the Constitution in Section 14 provides that the Security and the welfare of the people 

shall be the primary purpose of government. It is apt to first define what Security is before we 

go further in this discourse. 

Security is defined as the activities involved in protecting a country, building or person 

against attack, danger1etc. the state of being secure especially from danger or attack.2 

Generally, security has to do with freedom from danger or with threats to a nation‘s ability to 

protect and develop itself, promote its cherished values and legitimate interest and enhance 

the wellbeing of its people.3National Security is the defense of a country against external 

aggression while internal security could be seen as the freedom from or the absence of those 

tendencies which could undermine internal cohesion and the corporate existence of the nation 

and its ability to maintain its vital institutions for the promotion of its core values and socio-

political and economic objectives as well as meet the legitimate aspiration of the people.4 

Internal Security also implies freedom from danger to life and property and the presence of a 

conducive atmosphere for the people to pursue their legitimate interests within the 

society.5Internal security management sees the essence of society as the maximization of 

the general wellbeing of all the people within the society. 6 

 So internal security goals, in this sense, should seek to promote and sustain the 

necessary internal conditions and climate that would facilitate the realization of the genuine 

aspirations of the people. Internal security is meaningful only when it creates  the conducive 

                                                                 
1 A.S Hornby Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary Seventh Edition Oxford University Press Oxford 2006, S.A. Bello, O. Abifarin and J.O. 
Chijioke, Terrorism, Human Rights, Good Governance and African Development Contemporary Journal of Interdisciplinary studies vol 2 No. 
2 (2015) P. 154 
2 B.A Garner Black’s Law Dictionary Eight Edition Tom West Minesota 1999, O. Abifarin, S.A. Bello and E.J. Isah National Securit y Terrorism 
and Counter-Terrorism in Nigeria: An Appraisal Contemporary Journal of Interdisciplinary studies vol 2 No. 2 (2015) P. 306 
3 T.A Imobighe Doctrines for and Threat to Internal Security, Nigerian Defence Policy: Issues and Problems A.E Ekoko and M.A Vo gt (eds) 
Malthouse Press Ltd Lagos 1990 p. 223 
4 Ibid  
5 Ibid  
6 Ibid  
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atmosphere for the generality of the people to pursue their legitimate interest and realize their 

basic needs. 

 In essence, internal security is the totality of the nation‘s equilibrium state which 

needs to be maintained so that the nation can carry out its normal functions without 

unnecessary interruptions from any where. Internal security involves government 

coordination of all these actions that would ensure that the equilibrium of the state is 

constantly maintained or quickly brought back to normal wherever and whenever it is 

threatened by any form of civil disturbances – students, political or religious.7 In another 

vein, internal security could also mean the citizens‘ expectation of government to make 

provision for protection of life and property and the safety from criminals and armed robbers.  

 The security of any nation depends, to a large extent, on certain facts. These include 

the stability of the environment, equilibrium in the state machinery including political, social 

and economic the relative satisfaction on the part of the human elements of the state and the 

general state of alertness of the citizens of the state. 8 In addition, all those charged with the 

responsibility for protecting lives and property, maintaining law and order and preventing all 

forms of aggression either from outside or within the country should be honest and dedicated. 

It is when the factors mentioned above are in order or are guaranteed that the nation‘s internal 

security is said to be in a balanced state.  

 Nigeria internal security management is said to be conservative and based on coercive 

measures rather than positive non coercive response which seeks to remove the causes of 

discontent and internal strife, by minimizing socio-economic hardship and inequities9 

Nigeria‘s approach in internal security management was aptly put by Mohammed A. Gambo 

when he said:10 

―To achieve this goal of internal security, every country has always invested a 

lot of money and material. In Nigeria, this has been done by increased budget 

spending on the military, police and other security agencies whose focus is 

more often than not on ability and realistic preparedness to counter threats 

(apparent and real), to internal security‖.  

                                                                 
7 C.C Iweze Instruments of Internal Security and An Alternative Force Nigerian Defense Policy: Issues and Problems A.E Ekoko and M.A 
Vogt (eds) Malthouse Press Ltd Lagos 1990 p. 237. C. Harmon Suing for order and security in Nigeria Daily News Watch 27 July 2014 p. 38. 
A. Oyakhire How to Tackle insurgency and Terrorism in Nigeria Saturday Tribune 19 July 2014 p. 34 
8 Ibid D.O Ashaolu Solving Security Challenges in Nigeria Through Intelligence Gathering and Surveillance The Arbiter Vol. 4 No . 1 p. 253 
9 Ibid  
10 Ibid Gambo A Mohammed Role of the Police in the Maintenance of Internal Security: A Crucial Appraisal. Paper Presented at Nigeria 

Institute of Policy and Strategic Studies Kuru Jos 1988 
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 Excessive manifestation of the coercive doctrine in the management of internal 

security easily leads a country‘s security enforcement efforts to charges of fratricidal action 

and extrajudicial killings or genocide.11 

Threats to Internal Security in Nigeria 

Threats to internal security are usually of low intensity in nature. They are often 

manifested in a rather clandestine manner, hence they sometimes prove very difficult to 

manage. Though they might seem intangible, yet, they often have cumulative effect of 

eroding the basis of the nation‘s defence. And no nation can boast of a credible defense plan 

without first putting its home base in order.12 Using some objective criteria to analyze 

security situation in Nigeria, the country is more threatened from within than from external 

quarters. 

Among the potent threats to Nigeria‘s internal security are religious and political 

intolerance, electoral violence, gross mismanagement of the country‘s resources, and the 

conventional threats to internal security such as subversion, sabotage, espionage, smuggling,  

mutiny, coup de tat, and civil unrest/revolutionary insurgency and terrorism. Also worth 

mentioning is alien influx which could serve as agents of destabilization. 13 In fact, the current 

Boko Haram terrorism in the Northern part of Nigeria has been beefed up by foreigners from 

neighbouring countries of Chad, Mali, Niger, Cameroon etc., so also the herdsmen violence.  

Meaning of Terrorism 

There is no acceptable general definition of terrorism. There are about 109 

definitions; each school sees terrorism from his own point of view or ideological stand 

point.14 

According to Ward Law,15 because terrorism engenders such extreme emotions, partly 

as a reactant, the horrors associated with it and partly because of its ideological context, the 

search for a definition which is both precise enough to provide a meaningful analytical device 

yet general enough to obtain agreement from all participants is fraught with difficulty. 

Liqueur16 is of the opinion that the difficulty in defining terrorism was in the fact that its 

character has greatly changed over the years. To him: 

“Terrorism is not an ideology but an insurrectional strategy that can be used 

by the people of very different political convictions. It is not merely a 

                                                                 
11 Ibid 
12 T.A Imobighe op cit 
13 Ibid  
14 I. Okoronye Terrorism in International Law Whytem Publishers Nigeria Okigwe 2013 p. 7 
15 G.O Ward Law, Political Terrorism Cambridge, Cambridge University Press p. 3 
16 W. Liqueur Terrorism London Weidenfeld and Nicolson 1977 p. 4 
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technique…its philosophy transcends the traditional dividing times between 

political doctrine. It is truly all purpose and value free”. 

From a sophistic approach, we could see terrorism as the use of threat of violence or 

actual violence to intimidate or cause panic especially as a means of affecting political 

conduct17 since we have a statutory definition we shall adopt that in this paper. 18 The 

Terrorism Prevention Act provides that: 

4. A person who knowingly: 

d. Does, attempts or threatens to do an act preparatory to or in furtherance of an act 

of terrorism; 

e. Commits to do anything that is reasonably necessary to promote an act of 

terrorism; or 

f. Assists or facilitates the activities of persons engaged in an act of terrorism, 

commits an offence under this Act.  

5. In this section, “act of terrorism” means an act which is deliberately done with 

malice, aforethought and which: 

d. May seriously harm or damage a country or an international organization;  

e. Is intended or can reasonably be regarded as having been intended to:-  

v. Unduly compel a government or international organization to perform or 

abstain from performing any act; 

vi. Seriously intimidate a population; 

vii. Seriously destabilize or destroy the fundamental political, constitutional, 

economic or social structures of a country or an international organization; 

or 

viii. Otherwise influence such government or international organization by 

intimidation or coercion; and 

f. Involves or causes, as the case may be: - 

(ix) An attack upon a person‘s life which may cause serious bodily harm or 

death; 

(x) Kidnapping of a person; 

(xi) Destruction to a Government or public facility, a transport system, an 

infrastructure facility, including an information system, a fixed platform 

                                                                 
17 B.A Garner op cit 
18 Section of the Terrorism (Prevention) Act 2011 
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located on the continental shelf, a public place or private property, likely to 

endanger human life or result in major economic loss; 

(xii)  The seizure of an aircraft, ship or other means of public or goods transport 

and diversion or the use of such means of transportation for any of the 

purposes in paragraph (b) (iv) of this subsection; 

(xiii) The manufacture, possession, acquisition, transport, supply or use of 

weapons, explosives or of nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, as well 

as research into, and development of biological and chemical weapons 

without lawful authority; 

(xiv) The release of dangerous substance or causing of fire, explosions or 

floods, the effect of which is to endanger human life; 

(xv) Interference with or disruption of the supply of water, power or any other 

fundamental natural resource, the effect of which is to endanger human 

life; 

(xvi) An act or omission in or outside Nigeria which constitutes an offence  

within the scope of a counter terrorism protocols and conventions duly 

ratified by Nigeria.  

6. An act which disrupts a service but is committed in pursuance of a protest. However, 

demonstration or stoppage of work is not a terrorist act within the meaning of this 

definition provided that the act is not intended to result in any harm referred to in 

subsection (2) (b) (i), (ii) or (iv) of this section.  

 From the above definition and other numerous definitions of scholars it is discernible 

that terrorism is characterized by the use of or threat of force or violence by an individual or 

group or government. This definition also shows that states can sponsor or perpetrate 

terrorism. The force or violence is usually targeted on symbolic individuals, places or 

structures for dramatic effect, it affects an audience wider than the primary victims and the 

purposes are mainly political, but could be criminal, religious, ideological, sadistic or quest 

for recognition. It may be localized within a state or may transcend national boundaries.19 

Terrorism can be internal or local or domestic when it occurs primarily within the 

territorial jurisdiction of a state. This is terrorism that is carried out against one‘s own 

government or fellow citizens while international terrorism is that, that is primarily outside 

the territorial jurisdiction of a state or that transcends national boundaries by the means in 

                                                                 
19 Laqueur op cit 
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which it is carried out, the people it is intended to intimidate or the place where the 

perpetrators operate or seek asylum.20 

Four basic classifications of terrorism had been identified but with the introduction of 

high technology it has increased tremendously. These are state terrorism, religious terror, 

criminal terror, political terror, eco terrorism, bio terrorism, digital terrorism and cyber 

terrorism.21 Terrorists wants publicity, wants to win concession, vengeance or sometimes to 

punish certain group of persons. They may also want to alienate, or liberate certain groups 

too.22 They derive their finance through state sponsorships, donations from similar 

organizations, narco terrorism, money laundering and legitimate business. 23 

According to Stern24, the student of terrorism is confronted with hundreds of 

definition, but only two characteristics of terrorism are critical for distinguishing it from other 

forms of violence…first terrorism is aimed at non combatants…second, terrorists use 

violence for dramatic purpose; instilling fear in the target audience is often more important 

than the physical result…‖ 

Nature of Terrorism in Nigeria 

Before now, Nigeria has not experienced any major international terrorism but it has 

experienced series of internal terrorism beginning from religious violence of the 1980s. After 

the Civil War the major upheavals experienced in Nigeria was the Maitasine riots of 1980. It  

was an Islamic religious extremist group which tried to impose its own Islamic tenets on 

other Muslims in Northern Nigeria. This led to the lost of lives and property worth millions 

of naira.25 There were also serious upheavals in some tertiary institutions both in the Northern 

and Southern parts of Nigeria.26 

This was followed by the youths militancy of the Niger Delta. The Niger Delta is the 

oil rich wetland in Nigeria that has been neglected by the government of Nigeria inspite of its 

contribution to the Nigerian economy. This neglect led to the agitation of Isaac Adaka Boro, 

succeeded by Ken Saro Wiwa who was murdered for his activities of liberating the Ogoni 

people by the late Gen. Sani Abacha. The murder of Ken Saro seemed to change the hitherto 

peaceful agitation of the Niger Delta to a violent one.27 

                                                                 
20 B.A Garner op cit 
21 O. Abifarin and Ogwo B. Nigeria and the War Against Terrorism Law Democracy and Social Change Op. Abifarin and H. Ijaiya (eds )  
22 I. Okoronye op cit, okoronye I, Comments on the Terrorism Prevention Act 2011 Journal of Commercial and Contemporary Law Vol. 3 
2012 p. 165 
23 Ibid  
24 Odoma S.U Security Misperceived in Nigeria John Achers Publishers Ltd Ibadan 2014 p. 5 
25 O. Abifarin and B. Ogwo Assessing the Global War Against Terrorism Selected Essays in War and Peace Edeko S.E (ed) Dept of Pu blic Law 
Ambrose Ali, University Ekpoma 2006 p. 1 
26 Ibid  
27 I. Okoronye op cit  
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These youths closed down operations of oil companies, kidnapped expartrates for 

ransom, destroyed pipelines and other installations. The Joint Task Force consisting of 

military, police and state security personnel were deployed to the area to maintain peace and 

order but it failed.28 The government of Nigeria under president Yar Adua then instituted a 

programme of amnesty and disarmament. This programme is a success and it has brought 

peace to the Niger Delta and oil production and revenue have also improved tremendously. 29 

Just as Nigerians were singing hosanna for the peace of the Niger Delta, the Boko 

Haram Islamic insurgents started terrorism in the North Eastern part of Nigeria. In fact, the 

states of Adamawa, Bornu and Yobe became the hot spots of these insurgents. 30 Although, 

they spread their violence to other states of the North like, Niger, Bauchi, Kaduna, Kano, and 

Abuja the Federal Capital Territory. Since 2009 to date, the violence has grown in its 

intensity and technology.31 Thousands of people have been killed, property worth millions of 

naira have been destroyed while many Nigerians have been injured or maimed. The climax of 

the activities of these insurgents is the abduction of over 200 girls from Chibok Government 

Secondary School since February 2014. While some of the girls were said to have escaped 

and returned to their families about 100 of them had been released, but more than 100 are still 

held by the insurgents.32 The president‘s offer of amnesty to them was rejected by them. 

Quite a number of them have been arrested, some have been convicted while others are 

facing series of charges in the courts.33 The Boko Haram insurgency has now grown 

international by its link with Al Qaeda, Alshabab and other international terrorist groups. 

Other nationals like Cameroonians, Malians, Chadians and Nigerians have joined the groups 

and they have established training camps in these countries too. 34 Just as we are about to sing 

hosanna for the defeat of Boko Haram, Herdsmen violence started again.  

The Role of the legislature in combating Terrorism, Insurgency militancy and 

herdsmen violence 

The legislature is the womb of the law. It creates the legal and institutional framework of any 

institution. The Constitution of the federal Republic of Nigeria established a National 

Assembly by providing that the legislative power of the federal Republic of Nigeria shall be 

vested in a National Assembly for the federation which shall consist of a senate and a House 

of Representatives and the National Assembly shall have power to make laws for the peace, 

                                                                 
28 Ibid  
29 P.A Ahiaramunnah Legality of the Amnesty to the Niger Delta Militant Ekiti State University Law Journal Vol. 5 2013 p. 47 
30 I. Okoronye op cit p. 214 
31 Ibid  
32 Ibid  
33 Ibid  
34 A. Oyakhire How to Tackle Insurgency and Terrorism Saturday Tribune 19 July 2014 p. 34 
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order and good government of the federation or any part thereof with respect to any matter in 

the exclusive legislative list set out in Part I of the Second Schedule to this Co nstitution35. 

The Exclusive legislative list contain among other things the following that are related to 

internal security:- Defense, Deportation of persons who are not citizens of Nigeria, 

Extradiction, Military (Army Navy and Airforce) including any other branch of the armed 

forces of the federation, Police and other government security services as established  by law 

and prisons36. 

In pursuance of this constitutional power to legislate for Nigeria, the National Assembly has 

enacted so many laws to prevent, control and curb insurgency, militancy and terrorism 

including herdsmen violence37, ethnic militia and ethnic violence. Such Act of National 

Assembly are Public Order Act, Terrorism (Prevention) Act 2011, National Security 

Agencies Act, Nigerian Immigration Act, Nigerian Customs Service Act, Federal Fire 

Service Act, Nigerian Civil Defense and Security Act, Red Cross Society of Nigeria Act, 

National Emergency Management Agency Act, etc.  

In addition to its law making function, the Legislature in Nigeria is constitutionally 

empowered in sections 128 and 129 through motions and resolutions to direct the executive, 

corporate bodies and individuals to perform their functions effectively towards curbing 

insurgency, militancy and terrorism. The Legislature can investigate any petition or 

complaints against any of the Security agencies in the discharge of its duties on eradication or 

suppression of insurgency, militancy or terrorism. It can take evidence like a Court and 

summon any person necessary to make the war on terror a success. In Sections 59, 80, 81 & 

83 of the constitution, the National Assembly in Nigeria has power to approve the National 

budget & supplementary budget, power and control of public funds authorization of 

expenditure from Consolidated Revenue fund and contingency fund. The National Assembly 

can do as the need arises so as to nip in the bud any insurgency, terrorism, militancy and 

herdsmen violence. The National Assembly through the Senate has power to screen and 

approve nominees of President to preside over or superintend over security agencies involved 

in internal security management in section 154 of the Constitution.  

Most especially, the 8th National Assembly should be commended for its activism which 

most Nigerians perceived as executive/legislature conflict, it is good for our nascent 

                                                                 
35 Section 4 of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria 
36 Items 17, 27, 38, 45 and 48 of the Exclusive Legislative List, Part I Second Schedule 1999 Constitution of Nigeria 
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democracy for the Legislature to be critical in performing its functions instead of being a 

rubber stamp Legislature.  

 The Legislative enactments to curb Terrorism, Insurgency and Militancy in 

Nigeria 

To reduce the incidence of security threats the Public Order Act38 was promulgated by the 

government but its effective operation has been hampered by judicial dec ision in the use of 

IGP VANPP39 where it was held that the Police Order Act violates the fundamental Right 

(right to freedom of association) granted to Nigerian citizens in the constitution. Another 

threat to security is the emergence of ethnic militias in Nigeria. The ethnic militias are 

terrorizing Nigerians in every part of the nation40 the Public Order Act prohibits these ethnic 

militias41 while cultists are another threats to security in the polity and our tertiary institutions 

in Nigeria.42 

One of the boldest steps taken by the federal government is the enactment of 

Terrorism (Prevention) Act 2011. The Act define terrorism43 

 The Act also prescribes certain organization, 44 meetings45 and support of terrorism.46 

It also make illegal harbouring of terrorists,47 provision of training for terrorists48 and 

concealment of information about terrorists.49 The Act gave power to the National Security 

Adviser or the Inspector General of Police to apply to court for warrant of arrest and 

investigation of terrorism.50 The Attorney General of the Federation is given power to 

prosecute anyone charged with any offence under the Act. 51 The Federal High Court is 

granted sole jurisdiction in terrorism cases.52 The terrorism prevention (freezing of 

international terrorists funds and other related measures) regulations 2011 was also made to 

provide for freezing procedure of terrorists fund. The regulation vests responsibility on banks 

and financial institutions to disclose information about terrorist accounts.  

  

                                                                 
38 Public Order Act Cap 2 Laws of the Federation 
39 CA/A/193/M/05 Court of Appeal Decision of 11 th December 2007 
40 E.O.Akubor An Outline of Ethnic Militias in Nigeria The Constitution Vol. 14 No. 2 (2014) p. 23 
41 Section 6 of Public Order Act Cap p. 2 Laws of the Federation 2004 
42 O.Abifarin The Falacy of Using Law to Curb Cultism in Nigeria – Modern Trends in Nigeria Law Gbenga Ojo (ed) Lagos 2008 
43 Section 1 of Terrorism (Prevention) Act 2011 
44 Section 2 
45 Section 3 
46 Section 4 
47 Section 5 
48 Section 6 
49 Section 7 
50 Section 24 
51 Section 30 
52 Section 32(1) 
45a Okutepa 
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 The Act makes applicable to Nigeria all counter-terrorism conventions of the United 

Nations.53 

 The major flaw of the Act is the non creation of Anti Terrorism Agency. Instead of 

creation of an agency to prevent and counter-terrorism, the National Security Adviser to the 

President and the Inspector General of Police were jointly granted power to coordinate and 

manage counter-terrorism operations. This joint power is not only dangerous; it can also lead 

to inefficiency. The National Security Advisers in Nigeria have always been retired Major 

Generals who is naturally superior to the Inspector General of Police both in training and 

doctrine. The occupier of that office junior in rank to the Inspector General of Police. There 

can be inferiority and superiority complex which is usually associated with police/military 

relationship in Nigeria. There have been police/military conflicts, on several issues of public 

importance in Nigeria. It is therefore suggested that either the National Security Adviser or 

the IGP should be vested with the exclusive power to manage counter-terrorism in Nigeria or 

the creation of Anti-terrorism agency to be headed by a retired Major general. The Act vest 

power on law enforcement agencies to arrest and investigate terrorism54 and prosecuting 

agencies are defined as Nigeria Police Force, EFCC and SSS.55 

Instruments of Internal Security 

 The instruments of internal security are those agencies vested with the responsibility 

of internal security of any given country. The instruments may be divided into two broad 

categories, namely the coercive and the non-coercive. The coercive instruments are the 

Armed Forces which comprise the Nigerian Army (NA), the Nigerian Navy (NN), and the 

Nigerian Air Force (NAF) and the Nigerian Police Force (NPF). The non-coercive 

instruments are those agencies whose activities must, of necessity, not attract public attention 

but must complement the coercive instruments. These are: 

i) The State Security Service (SSS); 

j) The Customs & Excise Department; 

k) The Immigration Department; 

l) The Nigerian Prisons Service (NPS); 

m) The Federal and State Fire Services; 

n) Office of National Security Adviser 

o) The Judiciary; and  
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p) Civil Defense. 

It must be stressed that these agencies are all creation of Law or Acts of National Assembly. 

This underscores the importance of the Legislature in combating insurgency and terrorism.  

Roles of each of these Agencies 

Armed Forces 

 The roles of the Armed Forces of Nigeria be it NA, NN or NAF are common. They 

are as follows: 

e) Defending Nigeria from external aggression; 

f) Maintaining its territorial integrity and securing its borders from violation on land, sea 

and air; 

g) Suppressing insurrections and acting in aid of civil authority to restore order when 

called upon to do so by the President, subject to such conditions as may be prescribed 

by an act of the National Assembly; and 

h) Performing such other functions as may be prescribed by the Act of National 

Assembly.56 

The intervention of the armed forces in the restoration of law and order only becomes 

necessary when: 

e) The police are no longer capable of coping with the existing situation;  

f) It is clear that the police have exhausted all available means within their reach without 

coming up with desired result; 

g) The said disturbances are ascertained to have been organized on a large scale with 

sinister motives savouring on revolt against constituted authority; and  

h) The appropriate authority has made request to the President for military aid and the 

President has given his consent.  

Section 217(c) of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution entails the suppression of 

insurrection by the armed forces, and acting in aid of civil authorities to restore order when 

called upon to do so by the President subject to such condition as may be prescribed by the 

act of the National Assembly. The invitation of the armed forces presupposes that law and 

order have broken down and the military is called in to restore it. As of now, there is no 

limitation on the President as to the operational use of the military. This section of the 

constitution is subject to the condition as may be stated by the Act of the National Assembly.  

                                                                 
56 Section 217 of the 1999 Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria as Amended 
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Another important section of the Constitution is section 305 which deals with the 

declaration of a state of emergency while subsection (3) enumerates the conditio ns that would 

warrant the proclamation of a state of emergency. These include: 

f) When the federation is at war; 

g) When the federation is at imminent danger of invasion or involvement in a state of 

war; 

h) When there is actual breakdown of public order and public safety in the federation or 

any part thereof requiring extraordinary measures to avert the situation;  

i) When there is clear and present danger or the occurrence of any disaster or natural 

calamity affecting the community or a section of the community in the federation and 

where there is any other public danger which clearly constitutes a threat to the 

existence of the federation; and 

j) When the governor of a state, with the sanctions of a resolution supported by a two 

thirds majority of the state Houses of Assembly; requests the President to issue a 

proclamation of state of emergency in that state.  

If these provisions are considered along with section 217(1) (5), it is imperative that 

the deployment of the military in internal security operation must be a matter of last resort. It 

is argued that this last resort can only be reached when a state of emergency in the federation 

or any part thereof has been declared. In line with this argument therefore, it could be said 

that until this stage is reached any deployment of the military in the role of restoring law and 

order would be premature. However, in a situation where the NPF is inadequately quipped 

and organized to meet internal security threats, the constitutional restraint on the issue of the 

military is bound to work adversely against the speedy restoration of law and order. When, 

therefore, the military is called in, it becomes a military operation which must be executed 

with military precision and with a force commensurate to the threat but with due regard to 

human rights of citizens.48a The state of emergency in Borno, Yobe and Adamawa states were 

in order as far as the constitution is concerned.57 

The Nigerian Police Force (NPF) 

The maintenance and securing of public safety and order is the primary responsibil ity 

of the NPF. This role is one of the most difficult to perform in a free society. This 

responsibility is handed down to the commissioners of police in the states. In addition to 

section 214 of the 1999 Nigerian Constitution giving legal authority to the NPF, Section 4 of 

                                                                 
57 Declaration of State of Emergency in Adamawa, Borno and Yobe States was done in phases. Phase one was the declaration in selected 

local governments while phase two was its extension to the entire states on May 14, 2013 
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the Police Act states that the police shall be employed for the prevention and detection of 

crimes, the apprehension of offenders, the preservation of law and order, the protection of 

property and lives, enforcement of law and regulations with which they are directly charged. 

The effect of these provisions is that the general responsibility of maintenance of law and 

order is vested in the President and he does this through the Nigerian Police Force under the 

command of the Inspector General of Police. 

In the various states of the Federation however, the general responsibility for the 

maintenance of law and order is vested in the Governor of the state through the NPF stationed 

in his state under a Commissioner of Police. However, on the bas is of the provisions of 

section 214 (4) which state that where there is doubt in the mind of the police commissioner 

as to the efficacy of the Governor‘s instruction, the police commissioner will not be under 

any obligation to obey; it means that the Governor as the chief executive of the state does not 

have absolute control of the police force within his state. This situation limits the power of 

the governor as the chief executive of his state with inherent responsibility for maintenance of 

law and order. That notwithstanding, this restriction of the Governor‘s power is in agreement 

with the federal system of government which seeks to ensure the central control of the police 

force. This central control is to cater for checks and balances towards ensuring the 

implementation of the constitution. The checks and balances are necessary ingredients of 

constitutionalism. Unfortunately, these ingredients give room for delay in internal security 

operations. Therefore, the call for state police is not out of place in Nigeria today. 

Looking at the composition of the NPF, there is the conventional police that carries 

out the routine administrative duties and executive arrests. They usually carry batons 

nowadays and are the NPF‘s first line of defence. There is the second line which is generally 

referred to as the mobile police. They usually serve as the anti-riot group. The usual 

procedure in any civil disturbances is for the conventional police to move in first. Where they 

fail to bring the disturbance under control, the mobile unit is invited. It is when this fails that 

the military is invited. All these procedures and methods have been explored in Nigeria to 

tackle both Niger Delta militancy and Boko Haram insurgency.  

By its composition, the mobile police should be able to bring any internal security 

situation under control without recourse to the military. In most of the internal security 

situations the mobile police has taken part and had to invite the military, it was discovered 

that the mobile police was adequately equipped to handle the situation. But in the end, the 

operation often ended in dismal failure. In a situation where the civil disturbance develops 

into, for example, hostage-taking, plane-hijacking, or building for explosion and it required 
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storming the target, the mobile police would consequently be found inadequate in their 

present organizational form. There is, therefore, the need for an alternative force. So far in 

Nigeria, we have lost so many police and military personnel to Boko Haram insurgency. The 

insurgents are using sophisticated and more modern equipments.  

The State Security Service (SSS) 

Hitherto, the E Department of the NPF was the cornerstone of the intelligence 

structure. It operated under a charter and was the National Security Organization responsible 

for the investigative aspect to collect and record security intelligence and to distribute 

collected and processed intelligence to government departments that needed it to carry out 

their responsibilities effectively. This department had the exclusive right to the use of 

clandestine means of investigation within Nigeria. It was the focal point of all intelligence 

affecting the security of its area of responsibility and its records at each level, federal or 

regional, constituted the central repository for information affecting the security of the area 

concerned. The head of the department had a right of direct access to the head of government 

on matters affecting national security and was a member of all security committees.  

In 1976, the branch was excised from the NPF with the promulgation of the Nigeria 

Security Organization Act 1976. The personnel from the special branch of the NPF formed 

the nucleus of Nigerian Security Organization (NSO) particularly as its Directorate of 

Internal Security. The responsibilities were: 

d) The prevention and detection of any crime against the security of Nigeria  

e) The protection and preservation of all classified matters concerning or relating to 

security of Nigeria 

f) Such other purposes within or without Nigeria as the head of the federal military 

government may deem necessary with a view to securing the maintenance of the 

security of Nigeria.58 

The NSO Amendment Act of 1977 rendered service in the organization on approved 

service for the purposes of the Pension Act. Two instruments were promulgated. The first 

further amplified the functions and mode of operation of the organization. It vested the 

overall command of the organization in the Director-General who ―shall establish such 

number of directorates as may be considered necessary and usually assign areas of 

responsibility to the directorates‖. The second instruments provide for a special arrangement 

whereby both the organization and Ministry of External Affairs are jointly responsible for the 

                                                                 
58 Nigeria Security Organization Act (Formerly Decree No. 16 of 1976) 
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selection and recruitment of persons considered to be suitable for appointment into the 

directorate of External Intelligence and where it is necessary to give such persons cover in the 

civil service, after the prior concurrence of the chairman of the federal civil service 

commission. 

In 1986, there was a major reorganization in the whole security set-up. What was 

known as the NSO then became the state security services. Their functions remained the 

same as enumerated earlier on. The fundamental issues in the reorganization were not 

addressed. The selection process still remains the same. 59 Consequently one cannot vouch for 

the caliber of men being recruited. The recruitment process is done in secrecy without any 

advertisement. 

The malaise that is therefore attendant with the operation of the SSS still persists. The 

SSS in its present form cannot meet the challenges of the prevalent situation. The whole of 

the selection process has to be reorganized so as to make the agency above board. But in the 

battle against Boko Haram insurgency the SSS has made many arrests. They have performed 

creditably. Other departments of state security are Nigeria Intelligence Agency and Defence 

Intelligence Agency. They are equally complementing the efforts of SSS. These agencies are 

all creation of the Legislature. 

Nigerian Custom Service 

The Board of Customs and Excise was established in 1913 with such duties as:  

c) Controlling and managing the administration of the customs and excise law; 

d) To collect the revenue of customs and excise and account for them in such manner as 

maybe directed.60 The overall responsibility of the customs and Excise lies in the 

protection of the country‘s borders from activities of smugglers and those who would 

want to dump goods into the country. They also help to prevent the importations of 

arms and undesirable drugs into the country. They have failed woefully in this regard 

because there are so many arms and ammunition in Nigeria today. This has sustained 

the Boko Haram insurgency, militancy and herdsmen violence including ethnic 

militias and ethnic violence. 

The Immigration Department 

The immigration department is responsible for screening people immigrating into or 

migrating from Nigeria. It has the responsibility for recommending to the Ministry of Internal 

Affairs the deportation from Nigeria of aliens considered as security risks. In a nutshell, the 

                                                                 
59 Section 1 & 2 National Security Agencies Act Cap N74 laws of the Federation 2004 
60 Section 4 of Customs and Excise Management Act Cap C84 Laws of the Federation 2004 
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immigration department is the sole authority for the control and movement of persons other 

than nationals in and out of the country.61 Some aliens have been deported on suspicion of 

espionage, crimes and security breaches.  

The Nigeria Prisons Service (NPS) 

The NPS has the responsibility for ensuring that convicted criminals and other 

undesirable elements in the society are kept away at a place where they are so supervised that 

their opportunities for the committal of crimes are virtually non-existent.62 Efforts are also 

made to reform them to become useful members of the community. 63 NPS trains and 

rehabilitate prisoners, allow them to go to school and write WAEC, NECO and JAMB or 

engage in vocational training. It is also a creation of Legislature.  

Civil Defense 

 The Nigeria Security and Civil Defense Corps which operated as voluntary non 

governmental organization since the 1980s was granted status of government security agency 

in 2003 by the enactment of the Nigeria Security and Civil Defense Corps Act 2003. 64 The 

Agency is vested with duty to assist in the maintenance of peace and order and in the 

protection and rescuing of the civil population during the period of emergency and to 

monitor, investigate and take every necessary step to forestall any planned act of terrorism 

particularly (1) cult and ethnic initial activities, criminal activities aimed at depriving citizens 

of their properties or lives or syndicate activities aimed at defrauding the federal, state or 

local government among other things.65 The NSCDC is also given power to be involved in 

evacuation of civilian population from danger, provide shelter for civilians during period of 

emergency and to carry out rescue operation and control volatile situation.66 A critical look at 

the NSCDC Act 2003 shows that the Corps has a lot of roles in terrorism prevention and 

counter terrorism operations.67 Without fear of contradiction, this security agency has been 

doing well. To join it very soon is the Peace Corps of Nigeria whose Bill has been enacted 

into an Act by the National Assembly.  

Rescue Relief and Rehabilitation of Terror Victims  

 The other aspect of internal security in Nigeria is the relief and rehabilitative efforts 

by security and para-security outfits in Nigeria. The victims of terror and terror attacks are 
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usually relieved and rehabilitated and evacuated from the scene of the terror attacks. Such 

bodies like the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) Federal Five Service and 

the Red Cross Society of Nigeria play important role in the onerous assignment. Such victims 

are in various Internally Displaced Persons Camps in Nigeria.  

National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) 

 This agency was created by law68 to coordinate resources towards efficient and 

effective disaster prevention, preparedness, mitigation and response in Nigeria. It acts in the 

following areas: coordination, Disaster Risk Reduction, search and rescue, policy and 

strategy, geographic information system, Advocacy, education, administration, finance and 

logistics, relief and rehabilitation, planning, research and forecasting about pending dangers, 

disasters and tragedy.69 This Agency has been discharging these duties diligently subject to 

available fund, equipment and personnel at its disposal. 

Federal Fire Service 

 This agency is also a creation of law70 with a mandate to reduce the loss of lives and 

property due to fire outbreaks to the bearest minimum. 71 The agency has been tackling fire 

incidency in Nigeria effectively before the new wave of terrorism that now extended to the 

use explosure devices to cause fire that eventually burnt cars, government buildings, schools, 

churches, mosques, police stations and barracks and army formations. The federal fire service 

in conjunction with other security agencies have been responding swiftly and effectively to 

the problems. 

Red Cross Society of Nigeria 

 The Red Cross Society of Nigeria was incorporated by law72 with the mandate in time 

of wars to furnish volunteer aid to the sick and wounded both armies among non bellige rents 

and to prisoners of war and civilians sufferers from the effects of war in accordance with the 

spirit and conditions of the conventions set out in the schedule to the Act, to perform all the 

duties devolved upon a national society by each nation which has acceded to the said 

conventions, in time of peace or war, to carry on and assist in work for the improvement of 

health, the prevention of disease and mitigation of suffering throughout the world. 73 

 For the society to be able to perform its functions, the law provides that the society 

shall be recognized by the government of the federation as a voluntary Aid Society, auxiliary 
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to the public authorities, for the purposes of the said conventions and shall have the right to 

have and use in carrying out its purposes as an emblem and badge of identity. 74 The society 

has been complementing the efforts of the security agencies, the relief and rehabilitative para 

security services like NEMA and fire service by treatment of the victims of terror and disaster 

and they eventually transfer serious injury cases to government and private hospitals in 

Nigeria. The driving principles of the organization are humanity, impartiality, neutrality, 

independence, voluntary service, unity and universality.  

 

Judiciary 

 The judiciary has been involved in trial of terror suspects in accordance with the rule 

of law and human rights of terrorists. About 40 have been convicted while about 80 cases are 

still pending in court.75 Apart from the case of unlawful killing of their leader Mallam 

Mohammed Yusuf there are no much cases of extrajudicial killing of terror suspect. 76 The 

Courts are also creation of Law by the Legislature.  

 As for the victims of terror attacks, the government has not done much after their free 

medical treatment. But the federal government is currently planning a Trust Fund for 

compensation and rehabilitation of the victims. 77 The National Constitutional Conference 

held in Abuja also proposed 5% allocation from federation account to states ravaged by any 

form of crisis in Nigeria. We should also think of compensation for families of our security 

agencies that died in counter-terrorism efforts. 

Challenges Militating Against Effective Counter-Terrorism in Nigeria 

In almost all the civil disturbances that have occurred in this country to date, there are 

identified flaws and problems that seem to defy solution. Most watchers of the trend and 

development in the use of extra-normal forms of violence in civil disturbances argue that the 

manpower shortfall in the NPF, Customs, SSS, and Immigration is the major problem that 

affects the efficacy of the security agencies. This may be true to an extent. A close 

examination of the incidents of civil disturbances does not lay credence to this assertion. 

Unless civil disturbances are brought under control through the commitment of members 

rather than through fire power, then this claim can be true. However, the ability to use the 

instruments in the security agencies‘ inventory effectively is the sole determinant for bringing 

order and control to civil disturbance situations.  
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One of the serious challenges to security situation in Nigeria is the fact that all security 

agencies in Nigeria are federal institutions. There must be divestment of power from federal 

to states for effective security management. Security arrangement in a federation cannot be 

managed in a unitary way. Security challenges vary from state to state.  

Inspite of the tripartite funding of Nigerian Police by the federal, State and Local 

government, the Nigeria Police force cannot still meet the challenges of Internal Security in 

Nigeria, so its decentralization is inevitable in the 21 st Century Nigeria. 

 

Concluding Remarks  

The next issue after having made the laws is how has the executive arm of government 

executed these laws? This question can only be answered by the various executive bodies 

concerned in the management of each of these security agencies and how well funded and 

equipped they are. 

The next function of the National Assembly is to ensure adequate funding of the Security 

agencies and also to ensure provision of adequate and modern equipments for the agencies. 

The National Assembly is also expected to perform its oversight function by regular 

monitoring and evaluation of the activities of the agencies. The Assembly is also to ensure 

monitoring and supervision of rehabilitative agencies so as to alleviate the hardships of the 

victims of insurgency, terrorism, militancy and herdsmen violence.  

When any lapse in the law is discovered, it is also the duty of the National Assembly to 

amend the law to suit the current trend globally so as to ensure best practice in 

implementation of any of the laws. 

Members of the National Assembly are also expected to be given sufficient training that will 

enable them to perform their law making and oversight functions effectively.  

Prompt and on the spot assessment of violence ravaged areas for purposes of reconstruction 

and rehabilitation is also expected from the National Assembly.  

 

The Constitution should be amended to allow each state to have its own Police force, the state 

House of Assembly to supervise State Police. The state Legislature is also expected to make a 

law that will streamline the activities of vigilante groups in each state. Ethnic militians like 

OPC, Bakassi boys and Arewa Youth could also be registered and regulated. There must be a 

law for the management of internally displaced persons camps in Nigeria. The existing 

framework should be upgraded into an Act of National Assembly for efficiency. The National 

Assembly can also be involved in providing Corporate Social Responsibility to the victims of 
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insurgency, militancy, terrorism and herdsmen violence to rehabilitate victims a nd 

reconstruct devastated areas.

CHAPTER XXIX 

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SCOPE AND LIMITS OF LEGISLATIVE 

POWERS OF NATIONAL ASSEMBLY AND STATES HOUSES OF ASSEMBLY 

UNDER THE 1999 CONSTITUTION OF NIGERIA 

Abstract 

This paper is intended to x-ray the scope and limits of the legislative power of the National 

Assembly and State House of Assembly under the 1999 constitution of the Federal Republic 

of Nigeria. In order to do justice to this topic, an attempt will be made to define and describe 

the National Assembly, State House of Assembly, their composition, and officers or officials 

saddled with the responsibilities of making the institution to work and perform its stated 

functions in the constitution. The paper will critically analyze the scope of the legislative 

power of each of the legislative bodies, state their constitutional limitations, examine the 

jurisdictional conflicts between them on various subjects and the judicial intervention so far 

recorded. The paper will be concluded on a very important note that for democracy to grow 

in Nigeria and for the nation to experience peace, order and good government both the 

National Assembly and the State House of Assembly must learn to understand and respect the 

constitution by limiting themselves to their enumerated and implied functions or powers in 

the constitution and they must work together as partners in progress rather than seeing 

themselves as rivals and antagonists of one another.  

INTRODUCTION 

The National Assembly is the highest law making and representative body in Nigeria1. It is 

the constitutional institution vested with power to make law for peace, order and good 

government in Nigeria. 

According to the provisions of the constitution, there shall be a National Assembly for the 

Federation, which shall consist of a Senate, and a House of Representatives2. This provision 

shows the National Assembly shall be a bicameral legislature. A bicameral legislature is a 

                                                                 
1 Section 4(1) & (92) of the Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria 1999 
2 Section 47 (1) 
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Representative Assembly that has two chambers usually referred to as lower and upper 

Houses as in Britain. 

The constitution went further to describe the composition of the National Assembly by 

stating that the senate shall consist of three senators from each state and one from the Federal 

Capital Territory, Abuja3. This provision informs the present composition of the senate which 

stands at one hundred and nine members (109).  

The senate shall be led by a Senate President and assisted by a Deputy Senate President both 

of who shall be elected by members of that House from among themselves 4. However, there 

are other officers of the senate such as senate majority leader or senate leader who is the 

leader of the members of the party that has the highest number of senators. There is also 

senate whip etc. which are offices created by the senate itself under its implied powers  and 

section 60 of the constitution. 

The House of Representatives shall consist of three hundred and sixty members representing 

constituencies of nearly equal population as far as possible, provided that no constituency 

shall fall within more than one state5. 

The House of Representatives shall be lead by a speaker and assisted by a Deputy speaker 

both of who shall be elected by the members from among themselves. The House of 

Representatives also has some other officers like House leader and his deputy, House whip 

etc. These positions are not creations of the constitution but are created by the House for its 

internal organisation under its implied powers and section 60 of the constitution.  

It is noteworthy that the National Assembly in Nigeria is completely detached from the 

executive unlike in America where the Vice President who is a member of the executive is 

the Senate President who has a right to sit in the senate or preside over the senate even though 

a president of senate pro tempore is usually elected to preside over the senate in the absence 

of the Vice Presidents6. The Nigeria situation is also in contrast with that of Britain where the 

Prime Minister and other ministers of government are chosen from the House of Commons. 

Whereas any member of the National Assembly who is chosen as a minister by the president 

                                                                 
3 Section 48 
4 Section 50 
5 Section 49 
6Rolling B.P. American Government, Little field, Adams & Co.New Jersey 1974 pt 79. 
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shall cease to be a member of the National Assembly as from the date of his 

appointment7.House of Assembly of a State 

There shall be a House of Assembly for each of the states of the Federation8. Unlike the 

National Assembly, this is a unicameral legislature i.e. (a single chamber legislature). The 

House of Assembly of a state shall consist of three or four times the number of seats which 

the state has in the House of Representatives divided in a way to reflect, as far as possible, 

nearly equal population, provided that a House of Assembly shall consist of not less than 

twenty four and not more than forty members9. 

There shall be a Speaker and Deputy Speaker of a House of Assembly who shall be elected 

by the members of the House from among themselves10. There are other officers of the House 

such as House Leader and his Deputy, chief whip and his deputy, minority leader, minority 

whip etc. These positions are not creations of the constitution but are created by the House 

under its implied power under section 101 of the constitution.  

Legislative Power of National Assembly 

The power of the National Assembly to make law in Nigeria is spelt out in section 4(1) and 

(2) and section 4(4), while section 4(1) & 2 confers exclusive power on the National 

Assembly to make law on items or matters contained in the exclusive legislative list. Section 

4(4) further confer power on the National Assembly to make law concurrently with the State 

Houses of Assembly on matters in the concurrent legislative list as spelt out in part II of the 

second schedule to the constitution. By the tenor of sections 4 (1) S 2 and 4 (4) the National 

Assembly has wider legislative powers than the State Houses of Assembly. But that does not 

mean that the National Assembly has absolute or arbitrary legislative power. The legislative 

power of the National Assembly is still circumscribed by the provisions of the constitution 

and the National Assembly cannot confer more legislative power on itself than that contained 

in the constitution11. 

The National Assembly cannot extend or expand its legislative power to include legislating 

for a State or Local Government. It does not have broad, vague or unlimited powers but the 

National Assembly may exercise such powers that was neither expressly granted nor 

                                                                 
7 Section 147 (4) 
8 Section 90 
9 Section 91 
10 Section 92 INEC vs Musa 2003 2 NWLR (Part 806) 72 
11 INEC vs Musa 2003 3 NWLR (pt 806) 72 
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prohibited just as it was held by the Supreme Court12, of the congress of America. ―This 

congress is not confined to the powers named in the constitution. Congress may also exercise 

powers, which may be reasonably implied from the enumerated powers.  

It is also arguable that the concept of enumerated power as limitation to the legislative power 

of the National Assembly could be excused on issues of foreign relations on ground of 

inherent powers. The power to wage war, to conclude peace, to make treaties, to maintain 

diplomatic relations with other sovereignties if they had never been mentioned in the 

constitution, would have vested in federal government via the National Assembly as 

necessary concomitants of Nationality thus in the field of foreign relation, the powers of 

National Assembly are inherent and therefore not limited 13. 

General Mode of exercising Federal Legislative Power 

The power of the National Assembly to make laws shall be exercised by bills passed by both 

the Senate and the House of Representatives and shall be assented to by the president and a 

bill may originate from either the Senate or House of Representatives Where the House 

where it originated has passed a bill, _it shall be sent to other house for passage after which it 

shall be sent to the president for assent, where a bill is presented to the president for assents 

he shall within 30 days thereof signify that he assents or that he withholds his assent. That 

means he has vetoed the bill. The president‘s veto will be overridden by passage of the bill by 

two-thirds majority of each of the Houses of National Assembly. This procedure is covered 

by section 58 of the constitution. 

Mode of Passage of Appropriation Bills 

However, the procedure for exercising federal legislative power on money bill differs and it 

is governed by section 59 of the constitution under this section, appropriation bill will be 

presented to the National Assembly sitting jointly but each house will consider the bill and 

pass it separately but where a house refuses to pass the bill within 2 months from the 

commencement of a financial year, the president of senate shall within 14 days thereafter 

arrange for and convene a meeting of joint finance committee to examine the bill with view 

to resolving the differences between the two houses.  

                                                                 
12 U.S. Vs Curtiss Wright Export Corporation 1936 229 us 304 Marryland vs McCullock 4 wheaton 316 (1819)  
13 Attorney General of the federation vs ANPP & Others 2003 1 EPRI 
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Where joint finance committee fails to resolve differences, then the bill shall be presented to 

the National Assembly sitting at a joint session and if the bill is passed at a joint session it 

shall be presented to the president for ascent.  

Where the president within thirty days after the presentation of the bill to him, fails to signify 

his ascent or where he withholds absent, then the bill shall again be presented to the National 

Assembly sitting at a joint meeting and if passed by two-thirds majority of members of both 

houses at such joint meeting the bill becomes law and the assent of the president shall not be 

required. See sections 80, 81, 82, 83 and 84 of the constitution.  

OTHER NON LEGISLATIVE POWERS OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

Power of Approval of Presidential Appointments 

The power to approve presidential nominees for the office of ministers of the federation and 

members of the boards of other executives bodies is vested in the Senate, see sectio ns 147 (2) 

and 154 - the chairman and members or boards shall be removed for misconduct on approval 

of Senate see section 157 The House of Representatives is deliberately excused from 

participating in approval of presidential appointments.  

In Britain, the House of Lords and the house of common exercises different legislative 

functions but in Nigeria both the Senate and the House of Representatives exercise 

concurrent legislative powers on items on the exclusive and concurrent legislative lists. 

However, the senate has the exclusive jurisdiction or power to approve presidential 

appointments to the exclusion of the House of Representatives14. 

Approval of Appointment of Auditor General and Accountant General of the Federation. The 

appointment of Auditor General and Accountant General of the Federation shall be made by 

the president on advice of Federal Civil Service Commission but subject to the confirmation 

of the senate14a. 

Power of Investigation 

Each House of the National Assembly shall have power to investigate any matter with respect 

to which it has power to make law and the conduct of any person authority, ministry or 

government department charged or intended to be charged with responsibility o f 

                                                                 
14Section 126, 147 (2) and 154 (2) 
14a Section  86 
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administering laws enacted by the National Assembly and to expose corruption, inefficiency 

or waste in the execution or administration of laws within its legislative competence and in 

the disbursement or administration of funds appropriated by it.  

Power as to Matters of Evidence 

In order to be able to exercise its power of investigation properly under section 88, the 

National Assembly or any of its committees shall have power to procure evidence written or 

oral, direct or circumstantial, require such evidence to be given on oath, summon any person 

in Nigeria to give evidence at any place or produce any document or other things in his 

possession and examine him as a witness and issue warrant to compel him to appear. The 

celebrated case of Tony Momoh vs. Senate of National Assembly15 is appreciated here. 

Impeachment Power 

The President or Vice-President may be removed from office if a notice of any allegation in 

writing signed by not less than one-third of the members of National Assembly is presented 

to the president of senate stating that the holder of the office of president or vice president is 

guilty of gross misconduct in the performance of the functions of his office, detail particulars 

which shall be specified. The President of Senate shall within seven days serve the notice on 

the holder of the office in question and on each member of the National Assembly and shall 

cause any statement in reply to the allegation by the holder of the office to be served on each 

member of the National Assembly and within 14 days of the presentation of the notice to the 

president of senate (whether any statement is made or not by the holder of the office in reply 

to the allegation) each House of the National Assembly shall resolve to investigate by a 

motion without any debate. 

The Senate President shall within 7 days of passing a motion to investigate, shall request the 

Chief Justice of Nigeria to appoint a panel of seven persons of proven integrity, not being 

members of National Assembly, Political Party or Public Service.  

The holder of the office being investigated shall have a right to defend himself before the 

panel either by himself or by a legal practitioner of his own choice. The panel shall report its 

finding to the National Assembly within 3 months. If the allegations have not been proved the 

matter shall abate but if proved within 14 days of the receipt of the report the National 

Assembly shall remove from office the holder of the office by 2/3 majority of votes of all its 

                                                                 
15 1981 1 NCWR 105 
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members. The adoption of that report serves as removal of the office holder. However, no 

President nor Vice President have been impeached in Nigeria.  

Section 143 (10) oust the jurisdiction of court from entertaining any suit or action in court 

challenging this procedure whether irregular or improper etc. Judicial authorities abound in 

Nigeria on this point. In fact the impeachment power of the legislature has been described as 

the judicial power of the legislature. This is the area where the legislature is the accuser, 

prosecutor and the judge‗s16. 

Limit of Legislative Power of National Assembly 

The first and most important limitation on the legislative power of the National Assembly 

could be found in section 1(1) & (3) of the constitution which provides that this constitution 

shall be supreme and its provisions shall have binding force on all authorities and persons 

throughout the Federal Republic of Nigeria, while section 1(3) provides that if any other law 

is inconsistent with the provisions of this constitution, this constitution shall prevail and that 

other law shall to the extent of its inconsistency be void. This section restates the supremacy 

of the constitution over any law made by the National Assembly or State Houses of 

Assembly or any person or authority whatsoever. In interpreting this sect ion of the 

constitution, the Supreme Court struck out certain provisions of the Electoral Act 2002 in the 

case of Musa v INEC & others17 because of the inconsistency of those sections of the 

Electoral Act with section 40 of the 1999 constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria. 

The legislative Power delegated to the president by the constitution is an inhibiting factor on 

the legislative power of the National Assembly. Section 32(1) restricts the power of National 

Assembly when it confers power on the president to make regulations on acquisition of 

citizenship but such regulation must be laid before the National Assembly before it can 

become operative but the fact remains that it is the president that is vested with power to 

make the regulations. 

Another inhibiting factor in the legislative powers of the National Assembly is section 4(8) 

which provides that the exercise of legislative powers of the National Assembly or by House 

of Assembly shall be subject to the jurisdiction of courts of law and of judicia l tribunals 

established by law and accordingly the National Assembly or a House of Assembly shall not 

                                                                 
16 Alhaji Balorabe Musa vs Speaker Kaduna House of Assembly 1981 INCLR 105 Chief Enyinaya Abanbe vs Abis State House of Assembly  
2003 ICHR 231 
17 Attorney General of Federation vs Attorney General of Ogun State 1981 !NCLR 115 
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enact any law that ousts or purports to ousts the jurisdiction of a court of law or of a judicial 

tribunal established by law. 

The constitution in section 4(9) further limits the power of National Assembly or Houses of 

Assembly to making prospective criminal laws only. However the Supreme Court has held 

that the National Assembly does not possess the power to make retrospective laws whether 

civil or criminal. 

The National Assembly may make laws for the federation or any part thereof with respect to 

the maintenance and securing public safety and public order and providing maintaining and 

securing of such supplies and services as may be designated by the Natio nal Assembly as 

essential supplies and services. The National Assembly is also empowered to make law for 

the federation or any part thereof for peace order and good government with respect to 

matters not included in the exclusive and concurrent legislative lists as may appear it to be 

necessary or expedient for the defence of the federation. This power does not translate to 

absolute power but regulated power under the constitution in so far as they are enumerated 

explicitly in the constitution18. 

The National Assembly is equally empowered to made laws for a state when the House of 

Assembly of the State cannot sit because of the situation prevailing in the state. The power 

does not extend to removal of Governor and Deputy Governor of a State from Office. No 

treaty between the federation and any other country shall have the force of law except to the 

extent that it is enacted into law by the National Assembly but both the National Assembly 

and the House of Assembly shall make law for the purpose of implementing treaties and this 

constitute a limitation on the legislative power of the National Assembly19. 

The National Assembly will also exercise a joint legislative power with the State Houses of 

Assembly on creation of States and boundary adjustment20. 

This also constitutes a limitation on the powers of the National Assembly because a State or 

group of states may refuse to cooperate with the National Assembly in this area.  

The inherent power of the courts of law to review the propriety of enactment of an Act of 

National Assembly is a very important check on the 

                                                                 
18 Doherty vs. Balewa 1961 1ALL NLR 604 Okahae vs Governor of Bendel State 1990 2NWLR pt 144 at 327 
19 Section 11& 12 
20 Section 8 & 9 
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legislative power of the National Assembly as was witnessed in the case of Attorney General 

of Bendel State Vs Attorney General of the Federation21. 

THE SCOPE AND LIMITS OF THE LEGISLATIVE POWER OF THE STATE 

HOUSES OF ASSEMBLY 

The legislative power of State Houses of Assembly is enumerated a in the constitution. 

Section 4(6) of the constitution provides that the legislative power of the State of the 

Federation should be vested in the House of Assembly of a State and the House of Assembly 

of a State shall have power to make laws for the peace, order and good government of the 

State or any part thereof with respect to the following matters, that is to say:  

a) Any matter not included in the Exclusive legislative list set out in part I of the second 

schedule to this constitution. 

b) Any matter included in the concurrent legislative list set out in the first column of part 

II of the second schedule to this constitution 

c) Any other matters with respect to which it is empowered to make laws in accordance 

with the provisions of this constitution (referred to as residual matters).  

Mode of Exercising Legislative Power of a State House of Assembly  

The power of a House of Assembly to make laws shall be exercised by bills passed by the 

House of Assembly and except as otherwise provided by this section assented to by the 

Governor. 

A bill shall not become law unless it has been duly passed and assented to in accordance with 

the provision of this section. 

Where a bill has been passed by the House of Assembly it shall be presented for the 

Governor for assent and the Governor shall give his assent within 30 days of its presentation 

to them. If he is withholding his assent he must also signify within 30 days.  

Where the Governor withholds his assent and the House of Assembly by 2/3 majorities again 

passes the bill. The um shall become law and the assent of the Governor shall not be required. 

A House of Assembly shall have power to regulate its own procedure including the procedure 

for summoning and recess of the House. It is under this power that a House of Assembly 

enacts standing orders and rules of procedure in the House.  

                                                                 
21 1982 3 NCLR 663 
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The House of Assembly has power to set any committee for any special or general purpose of 

the house. 

Sections 121-123 confer power on the House of Assembly to establish consolidated revenue 

fund for a state, to authorize expenditure from consolidated revenue fund and authorize 

expenditure in default of appropriations.  

The House of Assembly of a State shall approve the appointment of Auditor General of the 

State - see section 126. 

The House of Assembly shall have power to conduct investigations or inquiry on any matter 

or thing with respect to which it has power to make laws and the conduct of affairs of any 

person, authority, ministry or government department charged or intended to be charged with 

the duty of or responsibility for exacting or administering laws enacted by that House of 

Assembly and disbursing or administering moneys appropriated or to be appropriated by such 

House. Such power is to be exercised in order to make laws within its legislative competence, 

remedy defects in existing laws, expose corruption, inefficiency, or waste in the execution or 

administration of laws within the legislative competence and in the disbursement or 

administration of funds appropriated by it.  

The House of Assembly or any committee appointed by it shall have power to procure all 

such evidence, written or oral direct or circumstantial as it may think necessary or desirable 

and examine all persons as witness whose evidence may be material or relevant to the subject 

matter. Such evidence may be required to be given on oath, it may summon any person in 

Nigeria to give evidence at any place, or produce any document, and it may issue warrant to 

compel attendance of any person who fails to answer a summons.  

The House of Assembly of a State also has power to make laws on residual matters as 

specified in section 4(7)(c) of the constitution. Residual matters are all other matters outside 

those set out in the concurrent legislative list and are under the legislative competence of the 

House of Assembly22. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE LEGISLATIVE POWER OF THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY 

OF STATE 

                                                                 
22 Section 100, see Division of Legislative power under the 1999 Constitution by idonigis P. O. In the law and practice of the legislature in 

Nigeria NWOSU KN ed. 2003 p.85 
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Apart from the specific jurisdiction of the House of Assembly of a state conferred on it by the 

constitution in the concurrent legislative list, the 

constitution also constrict the legislative power of the House of Assembly in the following 

ways: 

Section 4(5) provides that if any law enacted by the House of Assembly of a State is 

inconsistent with any law validly made by the National Assembly, the law made by the 

National Assembly shall prevail and that other law shall to the extent of the inconsistency be 

void. This is a restriction on the legislative power of the House of Assembly of a State. This 

restriction is to the extent that even while exercising its legislative power on the items on 

concurrent legislative list, such power should be exercised with caution so that it should not 

act ultra vires the National Assembly and the constitution. 

The House of Assembly of a state also has to conform with the manners, form and procedure 

prescribed by law. This shows that the House of Assembly of a state does not have wide 

power or absolute power to legislate even on items on concurrent legislative list and residual 

matters. 

The power of the House of Assembly to create Local Government shall also be exercised 

jointly with the Local Government Councils in respect of the area. The same also goes for 

boundary adjustment of local government. See sections 8 x 9 of the constitution. 

Another important fact is that the legislative power of House of Assembly of a state is subject 

to judicial control or judicial review. That means that any law enacted by the House of 

Assembly of a State is subject to the judicial control or review by the high courts when the 

constitutionality of the law is in question.  

While the constitution also restricts the House of Assembly of a State to making prospective 

laws only. The House of Assembly of a State cannot make retrospective or retroactive 

criminal law. This has been extended by judicial authorities to civil laws. The effect of these 

cases is that both the National Assembly and House of Assembly of a State have no power to 

make both retrospective criminal and civil law 

The doctrine of covering the field is another limitation of the legislative power of State of 

House of Assembly. Under this doctrine whatever the National Assembly has legislated upon 
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on the concurrent legislature list cannot be legislated upon again by the House of Assembly 

of a State. 

Section 315 (4) a (1) and (11) empowers the president and the Governor being the 

appropriate authority to as provide in section 315 (2) make such modifications in the text of 

any existing law to bring it into conformity with the provisions of this constitution. Existing 

law was defined in section 315 (4) (b) to mean any law and includes any rule of law or any 

enactment or instrument whatsoever which is in force immediately before the date when this 

section comes into force or which being passed or made before that date comes into force 

after such date. The implication of section 315 is that the President and Governors are now 

conferred with legislative 

powers. The president in exercising his power under this section made an order via statutory 

instrument No. 9, of 2002 modifying the Principal Allocation of Revenue Act. When this was 

challenged by the states in AG Abia State V AG Federation‖.the Supreme Court upheld the 

power of the President to modify the Act.  

CONCLUSION  

We have been able to show clearly that the National Assembly does not have unlimited on 

unfettered legislative powers. The legislative power of National Assembly are set out in the 

exclusive and concurrent legislative lists and other parts of the constitution. Although the 

National Assembly has wider legislative power than the House of Assembly of a State but the 

power is still circumscribed by the constitution itself. Therefore, the National Assembly is 

expected under the principle of constitutionalism and constitutional supremacy to restrict 

itself to its stated or enumerated power in the constitution. There ought to be no conflict or 

friction between the National Assembly and House of Assembly of a State because there is 

no cause for such conflict since the constitution is explicit on the legislative powers of either 

House. 

It is also crystal clear that the National Assembly is superior to the House of Assembly of a 

State but that superiority does not extend the power of National Assembly to sanctioning a 

State Chief Executive or functionary while a House of Assembly of a State cannot sanction a 

federal functionary or authority‖.  

Each of the State‘s legislative Assemblies and the National Assembly is sovereign in its own 

House neither interferes with the government of the other. This is the true basis of federalism 
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and to be otherwise would lead to anarchy, the exact antithesis of the intendment of the 

constitution. Thus the conflict between the National Assembly and States Houses of 

Assembly, on tenure of Local Government functionary in 2001 was not justifiable. The 

National Assembly then in interpreting items 11 & 12 on the concurrent legislative list felt 

that it had power to make law on tenure of Local Government functionaries but the Supreme 

Court rightly held that the National Assembly had no such power.  

It is also worthy of note that House of Assembly generally have not been infringing on the 

jurisdiction or legislative power of the National Assembly but rather it is the National 

Assembly that has been attempting to over step its boundary but it must be made clear that 

the notion of unlimited Dower can have no place in law and every power is capable of abuse 

and the power to prevent abuse is the acid test of effective judicial control.  

According to Wade H.W.R. it is the cardinal axiom, that every power has legal limits 

however wide the language of the empowering Act, unfettered discretion cannot operate 

where the rule of law reigns. Therefore, no matter how wide the power conferred on the 

National Assembly may appear to be, it is still subject to judicial interpretation and  

judicial control which the supreme court had rightly done. Whereas the House of Assembly 

had not been known to encroach on the legislative power and jurisdiction of the National 

Assembly but it has sometimes encroached on the legislative power and jurisdiction of the 

local government. 

Local Government as a third tier of government in Nigeria is protected by section 7 of the 

1999 constitution and its functions are clearly set out in the fourth schedule to the 1999 

constitution. The introduction of presidential system of government at the local level also 

necessitated the division of functions into the executive and legislative arms. The legislative 

arm of the local government which consist of councillors now has power to legislate on any 

matter that fall within its specifically stated jurisdiction and functions in the constitution23. 

Such as establishment of markets and its maintenance, naming of roads, streets and 

numbering of houses, control of outdoor advertising and hoarding, control and regulation of 

shops, kiosks restaurants and other places for Sale of food to the public etc.  

Legislation on some of the outlined functions of Local Government had been done or are 

being done by the State Houses of Assembly i.e. various Town Planning law vest power to 

                                                                 
23Attorney General of Ogun State vs Attorney General of the Federation Supra. Attorney General of Lagos State vs A.G. of the Federation 

2003 2NWLR pt 833 at 1 where supreme court held that urban and regional planning is a residual matter. 
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name roads and streets on the state government. Registration of Business Premises laws of 

various states encroached on the area of control and regulation of shops and kiosks. This has 

led to some litigation in which the court had ruled. In Attorney General of Ogun State vs. 

Attorney General of the Federation24 the Supreme Court said that the bedrock of federalism 

lies in each tier of government being a master of its own domain. If this is a federation where 

the local government could not control or regulate simple occupations as the kiosks or buka 

for sale of garri or melon, the trade of shoe making, or bicycle repairing, or roadside 

mechanic that is not federation. 

It is clear from this decision that each legislative arm at the three tiers of government in 

Nigeria should keep itself within the ambit of the law in the business of legislation in order to 

enthrone the much desired peace, order and good government.  

                                                                 
24 Mobil producing (mg) limited vs Tai Local Government Council & 2 others 2004 10 CLRN 99 at 110 
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CHAPTER XXX 

THE FULANI HERDSMEN AS TERRORISTS WITHIN NIGERIAN LAW: AN 

EXPOSITION 

Abstract 

This paper xtrays the activities of the herdsmen in carrying out their individual business of 

cattle rearing, and its detrimental effect on the economics, welfare and security of other 

Nigerians. It postulates that every Nigerian has right to carry out his/her lawful business 

within the rule of law and to provide finance or funds for smooth operation of his/her 

business without injuring the interest of other Nigerians carrying out their legitimate 

business. The paper stressed that the violent activities of the herdsmen amount to terrorism in 

view of the existing law on terror in Nigeria. The paper is concluded by recommending that 

security agencies in Nigeria should be decentralized for effective security surveillance, 

intelligence gathering and operations in addition to modern equipment and training and 

retraining of the security operatives in Nigeria.  

Introduction 

The herdsmen in Nigeria causing the mayhem and catastrophy of intense proportion are the 

Fulani herdsmen from Northern part of Nigeria who hitherto had been grazing through the 

length and breadth of Nigeria with little skirshmishes and which were always resolved by 

dialogue and intervention of traditional rulers and other notable and respected individuals 

within various communities affected1. Some notorious cases were taken to court for mischief, 

wilful destruction of farmlands and arsons2. The magistrate courts normally fined anyone 

convicted while in some cases the victims were ordered to be compensated for their losses3. 

However, herdsmen violence took a new dimension in this fourth Republic. During the 

regime of President Goodluck Ebele Jonathan, herdsmen violence was not as pronounced as 

it is today. This made Nigerians to feel that it is either the herdsmen are emboldened by the 

fact that it is their kinsmen that is now the President of Nigeria therefore they can do and 

undo. This belief is fortified by the lookwarm attitude of the President towards quelling the 

                                                                 
1 J.O. Akintola The Herdsmen and Land Use in Nigeria Joseph Ayo Babalola University Law Journal vol 4 No 1 (2017) p 166 
2 Sections 262-270 of penal code Law Laws of Norther Nigeria 1963 
3 Section 78 
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violence4. The ruling party, All Progressive Congress (APC) and the presidential spokesman 

instead of condemning the act and advising the president correctly started to make 

comparison that there were more killing under Jonathan than the present regime5. The 

unfolding scenario has made many Nigerians to loose faith in the present administration 

concerning security of live and welfare of Nigerians which is the primary purpose of 

governance6. 

The modus operandi of Herdsmen in Nigeria 

From time immemorial, livestock keeping has been a popular and rewarding occupation. The 

Fulani tribe of the Northern Nigeria are majority the herdsmen in Nigeria. This occupation is 

nomadic in nature. They move from the North East and North West to the North Central and 

Southern part of Nigeria during the dry season because of the weather and wet condition of 

these parts of Nigeria7. As conflict is common to all human societies, there were always little 

conflicts which may lead to violence because the herdsmen are seen as trespassers. They 

grazed their herds through lands of Nigerians without their consent, permission or approval 

but people don‘t complain once there is no damage to their cash and food crops, and once 

there is any damage it is quickly redressed by report to traditional authorities in those areas or 

sometimes to the police who investigates and brings the culprit to justice 8. 

There were cases where people who unjustly killed or mained herds were asked to pay 

compensation to the herdsmen. This author‘s client had to pay compensation to a herdsman 

for pouring acidic substance on some cows unjustly in Anyigba in Kogi State of Nigeria in 

2012. 

The new dimension of herdsmen violence in Nigeria is frightening and dangerous because it 

looks like genocide which is a crime against humanity in international law, it looks like 

declaration of war against Nigerians because no one is safe in any part of Nigeria as they 

operate a kind of guerrilla warfare, their activities is also a threat to food  security in Nigeria 

because they killed farmers and destroyed their farms and their houses. They raped women, 

maimed and killed children too. They also kidnap, adopt and beat their victims with 

dangerous weapons. All these activities of herdsmen also amount to terrorism under Nigerian 

                                                                 
4 J.E. Uzualu An Examination of the Impact of the Fulani Herdsmen: A Terrorists in Disguise being a paper delivered at the Faculty of Law 
Seminar Edo University Iyamho 
5 Ibid 
6 Section 14 (1) (b) of the 1999 Constitution of Nigeria as amended 
7 History of Fulani Herdsmen in Nigeria www.buzznigeria.com accessed on 15-3-18 
8 An Analysis of the Deadly Fulani Herdsmen in Nigeria www.naija.com accessed on 15-3-18 
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law. In fact some Nigerians believe that herdsmen violence is another phase of book Haram 

terrorism9. Others believe that the Fulani herdsmen are priviledged terrorists and their 

organisation Myetti Allah cattle Breeders Association of Nigeria is also a priviledged 

terrorism organisation. This group also believe that other organisatio is out for ethno-

religious cleansing in Nigeria and who are 99% Northerners and 70% Fulani that they are 

protected by the president and his security Chiefs.10 

Whatever group one belongs in Nigeria, the fact remains that the activities of the group 

amount to terrorism and it also constitute crimes under the Criminal Code Act and Penal 

Code Law operating in Northern Nigeria. Since their activities constitute crimes under our 

Criminal law, they amount to terrorist acts according to the provisions of Article 1(2) of the 

African Charter on prevention of Terrorism.  

The other questions people are asking are: are these terrorists really herdsmen? Who armed 

them? How do they know how to handle the sophisticated weapons being used? Who are 

there sponsors or sympathizers? Nigerians have concluded that they are not just local 

herdsmen but terrorists masquerading as herdsmen.  

Herdsmen as terrorists under Nigerian Law 

Before going further in this discourse, we will define terrorism first, then situate the activities 

of the herdsmen within the definition.  

Definition and Conceptual Clarification 

The term terrorism has been variously defined or described by scholars resulting in no 

acceptable universal definition of the term11. This controversy about the definition is largely 

due to ideological stands of those scholars, while some see terrorists as criminal elements 

who should be punished by the state, others see them as nationalists, freedom fighters and 

anti imperialists or peoples liberators12. However, in spite of this controversy it is still 

appropriate to attempt a definition of terrorism whether it is universally or globally 

acceptable or not. 

                                                                 
9 M.O.U. Gashiokwu and E.N. Chegwe The Status of Niger Delta Militants in International Law: Guerillas, Terrorists, Combatants,  A Collosus 
in the Legal Firmament: Essays in Honour of Olisa Agbakoba SAN A.O. Alubo, D Asada et al (eds) Constellation Publishers Ibadan 2008 P 
104 at 112 
10

 Mark Adebayo Sahara TV interview accessed on 15-3-18 
11O. Abifarin and B. Ogwo Assessing the Global War against Terrorism, Selected Essays on war and peace S. E. Edeko (ed) (Ambrose Alli 
University Ekpoma 2006) P. 1  
12C. Oriaku Terrorism and African Perspective in the 21st Century (Otinan ventures Abuja 2005) P 40 
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Terrorism is defined as the use of violence especially against ordinary people to try to force 

government to do something13 or the use of force and violence to intimidate, subjugate etc 

especially as apolitical policy14. It is also described as the use of bombs and violence, 

especially against ordinary people to try to force government to do something15 or the use of 

violent action in order to achieve political aims or to force a government to act 16. These 

English dictionary meanings point out the fact of violence and force as key elements in 

terrorism and that ordinary people are targeted while the action is intended to influence or 

force government to act in a particular direction.  

The judicial approach to the definition or description of terrorism is not different. Terrorism 

is also seen as the threat of violence to intimidate or cause panic especially as a means of 

affecting political conduct17 or violence or threat of violence especially bombing, kidnapping 

and assassination carried out for political purposes or the use of threat or violence for 

political, religious, or ideological ends18. 

The most modern and comprehensive definition was given by the Longman dictionary of 

law as the use of threat of action designed to influence the government or to intimidate the 

public made for the purpose of advancing a political, religious or ideological cause where that 

action involves serious violence against a person, serious damage to property, endangers a 

person's life other than that of the person committing the action, creates a serious risk to 

health or safety of the public or a section of it or is designed seriously to interfere with or 

seriously disrupt an electronic system19. 

As earlier stated, this definition which adopted the definition in section 1 of the English 

Terrorism Act 2000 is comprehensive enough to accommodate all the earlier stated 

definitions. But it is still important to consider the definition offered by others which sees it 

as an organized system of violence and introduction for various and which can be political, 

religious, nationalism, ideology and economic20 etc. Wilkinson, a political scientist, sees it 

from a political stand point when he said political terrorism may be briefly defined as a 

special form of clandestine undeclared and unconventional warfare, waged without any 

                                                                 
13Longman Active Study Dictionary New Edition, (Longman, London 2005) P. 772 
14The Collins Pocket Dictionary for Schools (Collins London 1987) P. 871 
15Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (Oxford University Press London 2010) P. 1543 
16Webster Dictionary of the English Language (Random House London 2010) P. 253 
17B.A Garner Black’s Law Dictionary 7 th edition (St. Paul Minnesota 1999) P 1484 
18Encarta World English Dictionary (Microsoft Bloomsbury 1978) 
19LB. Curson and P.H. Richards The Longman Dictionary of Law 7 th edition (Pearson Longman London 2007) P 573 
20Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 7 th Edition (Longman London 1999) 
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humanitarian restraint or rules21. This definition sees terrorism as always politically 

motivated which is not true; it could be political, religious, cultural, economic or ideological. 

It is true that terrorists use unconventional system to wage their war without humanitarian 

restraint. This accounts for their wanton destruction of human lives and property. They attack 

civilians, soldiers, police and public institutions, buildings and cars without restraint. This 

also is a security breach that disrupts social, cultural economic and industrial activities22. The 

activities of herdsmen in Nigeria fit into all these descriptions.  

Statutory Definitions  

The Nigerian Terrorism Prevention Act provides that 

A person who knowingly: 

a) Does, attempts or threatens to do an act preparatory to or in furtherance of an act 

of 

terrorism; or 

b) Commits to do anything that is reasonably necessary to promote an act of terrorism; 

or 

c) Assists or facilitates the activities of persons engaged in an act of terrorism commits 

an offence under this Act23. In this section, “act of terrorism” means an act which is 

deliberately done with malice, aforethought and which24: 

a. May seriously harm or damage a country or an international organization;  

b. is intended or can reasonably be regarded as having been intended to – 

i. Unduly compel a government or international organization to perform or 

abstain from performing any act; 

ii. Seriously intimidate a population; 

iii. Seriously destabilize or destroy the fundamental political, constitutional, 

economic or social structures of a country or an internal organization; or 

iv. Otherwise influence such government or international organization by 

intimidation or coercion; and 

c. Involves or causes, as the case may be 

                                                                 
21A.F Umar A Handbook on Terrorism (Salashi Associates Lagos 2003) P. 6 
22C. Harmon Suing for order and Security in Nigeria Daily News Watch 28 July 2014 p. 38 
23Section 1 of Nigeria Terrorism Act 2011 
24Section 2 of Nigeria Terrorism Act 2011 
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i. An attack upon a person's life which may cause serious bodily harm or death;  

ii. Kidnapping of a person 

iii. Destruction to a Government or public facility, a transport system, an 

infrastructure facility, including an information system, a fixed platform 

located on the continental shelf, a public place or private property, likely to 

endanger human life or result in major economic loss; 

iv. The seizure of an aircraft, ship or other means of public or goods transport 

and diversion or the use of such means of transportation for any of the 

purposes in 

paragraph (b) (iv) of this subsection; 

v. The manufacture, possession, acquisition, transport, supply or use of 

weapons, 

explosives or of nuclear, biological or chemical weapons, as well as research 

into, and development of biological and chemical weapons without lawful 

authority; 

vi. The release of dangerous substance or causing of fire, explosions or floods, 

the 

effect of which is to endanger human life; 

vii. Interference with or disruption of the supply of water, power or any other  

fundamental natural resource, the effect of which is to endanger human life; 

d. An act of omission in or outside Nigeria which constitutes an offence within the 

scope of a counter terrorism protocols and conventions duly ratified by Nigeria. This 

definition reflects the trends of terrorism globally today; it is encompassing enough 

to cover all methods and technology used by terrorists25. It also covers the activities 

of herdsmen as they presently operate in Nigeria. 

Article l (a & b) of the African Union 1999 Convention on the Prevention and Combating of 

Terrorism, describes terrorism as ―any act which is a violation of the criminal laws of a state 

and which may endanger the life, physical integrity, freedom, or cause serious injury or death 

to, any person, any member or group of persons, or cause or may cause damage to public or 

                                                                 
25B. Ogwo Terrorism Act 2011 and Boko Haram Activities in Nigeria: An Appraisal Benue State university Law Journal Vol. 4 No. 1  (2012) p 

137 
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private property, natural resources, environmental or cultural heritage, and is calculated or 

intended to: 

a. intimidate, put in fear, force, coerce or induce any government, body, institution, the 

general public or any segment thereof, to do or abstain from doing any act, or to 

adopt a abandon a particular standpoint onto act according to certain principles or;  

b. Disrupt any public service, the delivery of any essential service to the public or to 

create a public emergency or,  

c. Create general insurrection in a state”. 

This definition of terrorist acts in the 1999 African Union Convention suggests a wide variety 

of acts of terror or violence against a legitimate government that constitute terrorism. But it 

makes no provision for the inclusion of some form of state terrorism, which is somet imes 

called repressive terror. Terrorism can either be physical or psychological in nature. The 

physical aspect is reflected in Wanton destruction of human lives and property while the 

psychological is the fear, trauma and the state of uncertainty it creates26. It is also a threat to 

security peace and order in a state. Terrorism can be caused by failure of government to 

address certain issues and it can also lead to government failure if the terror is so pervading to 

cause civil war27. Terrorists are brutal and wicked with no milk of human kindness in them. 

In the case of herdsmen in Nigeria, we cannot say they have been neglected by the 

government because the government established Natural commission for Nomadic Education 

to provide education for herders and their children28. 

Types of Terrorism 

Four basic classification were initially identified but with the rise in technology, there are 

many more added to the list namely: - state terrorism, which is terrorism perpetrated by the 

state to subjugate opposition or a particular group within the state, religious terrorism is 

perpetrated by religious zealots, criminal terrorists are the criminal groups that infiltrated the 

Niger Delta during the era of youth militancy and restiveness. Political terrorism is 

perpetrated by political groups or towards political gains or ends29. Others are classified 

according to their mode of operation or tools of operation e.g. Eco terrorism- 

environmentalist of Niger Delta, Bio terrorism, the use of toxic biological organisms to kill 

                                                                 
26H.O Agarwal International Law and Human Rights 17 th Edition (Central Law Publication Allahabad 2010) P. 653 
27T.A Imobighe Rethinking Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism Terrorism and Counter Terrorism: An African Perspective T.A Imobighe and 
A.N.T Eguavoen (eds) (Heinemann Educational Books Nigeria Plc Ibadan 2006) P. 7 
28O. Abifarin and B. Ogwo Assessing the Global War against Terrorism Selected Essays on War and Peace Op. Cit p 1 
29 Ibid 
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human beings or animals, (chemical weapon) aviation terrorism, terror  

targeted against aviation industry like hijack of plane, cyber terrorism is targeted against the 

cyber website, internet etc Digital terrorism is the use of short message service (SMS) to  

intimidate or terrify victims30. In the light of the opinions of Wilkarson, Oriakhi and Umar, 

the Niger Delta militants could be classified as freedom fighters, liberationist and self 

determination groups31. Although they are expected to carry out their demands in lawful way. 

Some terrorists are state funded or supported while others raise money from their legitimate 

business or from illegal businesses like drug trafficking, human trafficking or donations from 

organizations that support their cause32. Terrorists may be motivated by desire for publicity of 

their cause/opinion about issues like religion, economic interest, political interest or ideology. 

They may also want to win concession from government on an issue or sometimes it may be 

to revenge a perceived injustice done to them corporately or any of their members. Terrorists 

may also want to punish their victims for speaking against them or for offending them. It can 

also serve as a means to alienate the people from the state authority. Terrorists may want to 

liberate their people from oppression, colonization, imperialism and misrule. This group is 

normally referred to as revolutionary terrorists33. It could be for spreading their political, 

religious, cultural or economic ideology34. The herdsmen in Nigeria are looking for 

recognition, government assistance financially and government protection against perceived 

enemies e.g. owners of land they traversed. The intensity of the killings in Benue state was a 

response to Anti Grazing law enacted by the State.  

Terrorism could be internal or international. It is internal when the perpetrators are nationals 

of the state where the terror attack took place or when the targets of attack are within the state 

of operation This form of terrorism is usually controlled by the municipal law of the state 

where the terrorists operate. Whereas, international terrorism includes those acts where two 

or more states are involved or where the perpetrators and victims are citizens of different 

states or where the act is performed in whole or in part. In more than one state, it implies that 

international terrorism occurs when the interest of more than one state is affected 35. 

International terrorism is of more serious concern to the international community hence the 

                                                                 
30 Op Cit p 2 
31Arinze E The Concept of Amnesty and its Place in Human Rights Discourse NIALS Journal of Constitutional Law Vol. 1 No. 1 p. 1962, 
Olatoke J.O An Exmination of the Constitutionality of Amnesty Programme in the Niger Delta the Federal Republic of Nigeria, Journal of 
Law, Policy and Globalization Vol. 5 (2012) p. 26. 
32Op Cit P 4 
33I. Okoronye terrorism in International Land, Whytem Publishers Nigeria Okigwe 2013 p. 1 7 
34A.N.T Eguavoen Culture, Religion, and Terrorism Op. cit P. 29 
35H.O Agarwal Op. cit P 656 
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need for international control and prevention of international terrorism. Although internal 

terrorism is equally important because it is a threat to internal security of the state 36. 

International terrorism may come either with or without violence, in time of peace and in 

time of armed conflict. It may also take place either by individual or group of individuals or it 

take place by the act of a state37. However the above scope of international terrorism is not 

acceptable to all states. While the western states do not agree for the inclusion of 

governmental acts within the scope of international terrorism the third world countries and 

Non Align countries are of the view that international terrorism includes acts of state as well. 

According to Agarwal the later view appears to be sound in view of the fact that the act of 

terrorism committed by states beyond transnational borders affects the relations between the 

states in one way or the other in the same way as to that of acts committed by individuals or 

group of individuals38. The actions of United States of America through the invasion of Iraq, 

Afghanistan are acts of state terrorism and the actions of Indiamin Dada in Uganda. The 28 

November 2010 disputed presidential election of Ivory Coast is an example of state 

sponsored terrorism which resulted In paralysis of the country by a political tug of war 

between President Laurent Gbagbo and the newly elected Allassan Quattara 39. The fact 

remains evident in the English Terrorism Act 2000, Nigerian Terrorism Act 2011 and African 

Union Convention on the prevention and combating of terrorism 1999 and other laws of West 

African states. A realistic definition that will include the possibility of state terrorism is 

desirable. 

Nature of Terrorism in Nigeria 

Before now Nigeria has not experienced any major international terrorism but it has 

experienced series of internal terrorism beginning from religious violence of the 1980s. After 

the Civil War the major upheavals experienced In Nigeria were the Maitasine riots of 1980. It 

was an Islamic religious extremist group which tried to impose its own Islamic tenets on 

other Muslims in Northern Nigeria. This led to the loss of lives and property worth millions 

of naira. There were also serious upheavals in some tertiary institutions both in the Northern 

and Southern parts of Nigeria. This was followed by the youth‗s militancy in the Niger Delta. 

The Niger Delta is the oil rich wetland In Nigeria that has been neglected by the government 

                                                                 
36J.D Gamaliel, Human Rights, National Security and Development Journal of Public Law and Constitutional Practice Vol. 4 No. 2 p 236, S.A 
Peter Corruption and Terrorism Vices. The Bane to National Development Journal of Public Law and Constitutional Practice Vol. 4 No. 2 p. 
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37H.O Agarwal Op. cit P 657 
38H.O Agarwal Op. cit P 657 
39P.K Chike The US Unilateralism and the War against Terror – T.A Imobighe and A.N.T Egnavoen (eds) Op. Cit. P 103 
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of Nigeria in spite of its contribution to the Nigerian economy. This neglect led to the 

agitation of Isaac Adaka Boro, succeeded by Ken Saro WIwa who was murdered for his 

activities of liberating the Ogoni people by the late Gen. Sani Abacha The murder of Ken 

Saro seemed to change the hitherto peaceful agitation of the Niger Delta to a violent one40. 

These youths closed down operations of oil companies, kidnapped expatriates for ransom, 

destroyed pipelines and other installations. The Joint Task Force consisting of military, police 

and state security personnel were deployed to the area to maintain peace and order but it 

failed. The government of Nigeria under President Yar' Adua then instituted a programme of 

amnesty and disarmament. This programme is a success and it has brought peace to the Niger 

Delta and oil production and revenue have also improved tremendously. Just as Nigerians 

were singing hosanna for the peace of the Niger Delta. The Boko Haram Islam insurgents 

started terrorism in the Northern part of Nigeria. Since 2009 to date, the violence has grown 

in its intensity and technology. Thousands of people have been killed, property worth 

millions of naira have been destroyed while many Nigerians have been injured or maimed. 

The climax of the activities of these insurgents is the abduction of over 200 girls from Chibok 

Government Secondary School since February 2014. While some of the girls were said to 

have been released and returned to their families, but some are still held by the insurgents. 

The president‗s offer of amnesty to them was rejected by them. Quite a number of them have 

been arrested; some have been convicted while others are facing series of charges in courts. 

The Boko Haram insurgency has now grown international by its link with Al Qaeda, 

Alshabab and other international terrorist groups. Other nationals like Cameroonians, 

Malians, and Chadians have joined the groups and they have established training camps in 

these countries too41. The latest group of terrorists are these herdsmen. A study of their 

operational tactics shows that they are fighting for recognition, protection of their business 

interest, financial assistance from government and a law to grant them grazing right and ... or 

grazing colonies all over Nigeria.  

Instrument of Internal security in Nigeria 

The instruments of internal security are those agencies vested with the responsibility of 

internal security of any given country. The instruments may be divided into two broad 

categories, namely the coercive and the non-coercive. The coercive instruments are the 
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Armed Forces which comprise the Nigerian Army (NA), the Nigerian Navy (NN), and the 

Nigerian Air Force (NAF) and the Nigerian Police Force (NPF). The non-coercive 

instruments are those agencies whose activities must, of necessity, not attract public attention 

but must complement the coercive instruments. These are: 

a. The State Security Service (SSS); 

b. The Customs & Excise Department; 

c. The Immigration Department; 

d. The Nigerian Prisons Service (NPS); 

e. The Federal and State Fire Services; 

f. Office of National Security Adviser 

g. The Judiciary; and 

h. Civil Defence. 

It must be noted that all securities agencies in Nigeria, (either the coercive and non-coercive) 

are all federal agencies subject to central command from the headquarters in Abuja , which 

may take time to come42. 

Government Response to Herdsmen violence in Nigeria 

The response of government to this menace differs from state to state. Benue state being one 

of the hot spots of herdsmen violence in Nigeria, made Anti-open Grazing Law in 2017. This 

law instead of solving the problem or reducing the tempo of the violence rather aggravated 

the violence. The Myetti Allah Cattle Breeders Association of Nigeria which claimed to be 

the umbrella association for the Fulani cattle breeders openly spoke out, rejecting the law and 

promised to increase violence until the law is repealed. It is after this threat that 70 people 

were killed in Benue state43. 

Ekiti state also enacted its own Anti open grazing law and set up an organisation named Anti 

open grazing marshall to enforce the law. The organisation comprised the indigenes of Ekiti 

state and the representatives of the cattle breeders or herdsmen. It appeared that the law is 

effective because herdsmen violence in Ekiti state is now a rarity44. 
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Taraba state has also enacted similar law. This law is not yet effective in this state, just like it 

did in Benue state, it has led to many more killings and destruction of lives and property45. 

On the part of the federal government that has all the apparatuses of internal security, the 

general consensus of Nigerians was that the federal government was too slow to respond to 

the situation. Apart from the fact that the federal government has the responsibility to prevent 

the occurrence it delayed in responding to the situation and when it responded instead of 

mobilizing the military to the scene, the Inspector General of Police was ordered to relocate 

his office to the troubled spot in Benue state. The Inspector General of Police spent only one 

day in Markurdi and he proceeded to Nasarawa state and he never returned to Benue 46. The 

president also refused to visit Benue State where 70 people were murdered in cold blood on 

time. After much press bashing and reproof the President decided to visit the troubled state of 

Plateau, Taraba and Benue. The purpose of the belated visits were interpreted differently by 

Nigerians. While some believe, it was a campaign tour for 2019 general election, others 

believe he was on visit to condole with the states and the governors. Immediately after the 

exit of the president in both Plateau, Taraba and Benue further killings resumed47. 

The question on the lips of Nigerians is that why is the President treating the herdsmen 

violence with kid gloves? Why did he send Lafiya dole to Boko Haram states, Crocodile 

smile to the East and Pytondance to Southsouth where there are relative peace and none was 

sent to the troubled spots. Why did he declare the armless Indigenous People Of Biafra 

(IPOB) as terrorists organisation but the herdsmen and Myetti Allah cattle Breeders 

Association of Nigeria that has been threatening Benue state government to either repeal its 

Anti-open grazing law or face more killings are left roaming the streets without any arrest 

and are not declared terrorists or terrorist organisation. It was even reported that the president 

of the federal Republic of Nigeria is the grand patron of Myetti Allah Cattle Breeders 

Association of Nigeria. He is also a Fulani man like the herdsmen48. 

The affected states are using local vigilante to curb and control the excesses of the herdsmen. 

Some of the vigilante groups were registered with security operative like the Nigerian police 

force and are minimally armed with local guns, bows and arrows and batons but these cannot 

face the superior power of AK 47, Magazine, rifles grenades and other explosive devices 

used by the herdsmen. To worsen the matter for the states, the Inspector General of Police has 
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ordered the vigilantes to surrender their arms to the police of face prosecution while the 

herdsmen were not asked to surrender their sophisticated weapons or face prosecution. These 

states are helpless in the absence of the state police. Every security apparatus in Nigeria are 

vested in the federal government49. 

Instead of dealing diversely with the herdsmen by the government, government official, 

especially the minister of Agriculture, Chief Audu Ogbe is calling for Grazing Routes to be 

created across Nigeria, or grazing colonies to be established in all states in Nigeria. A bill for 

this purpose has been sent to the National Assembly. The Bill will contradict the Land Use 

Act 1978 which is entrenched in the Constitution. The Land Use Act cannot be amended 

without amending the Constitution. 

The minister has also promised that the federal government will release over #200billion to 

assist the herdsmen. The questions Nigerians are asking is that what will the government do 

to support the families of the victims of herdsmen violence? And what will the government 

do to rehabilitate the survivors of the attack who has been displaced or property destroyed 

including their farms50. 

Some Nigerians have suggested that cattle ranching should be the best solution to the 

problem. Cattle breeding is a private business, they do not deserve special treatment that the 

federal government want to give them51. 

Cattle ranching involves huge capital which the herdsmen should be able to raise by way of 

loans from the commercial or micro finance banks. The herds could serve as collateral 

security. 

No one is against the Central Bank of Nigeria assisting the herdsmen financially but to secure 

such assistance the herdsmen need not resort to violence or terrorism. They could organise 

themselves into unions or associations and make representations to the government for 

financial assistance in a lawful way like farmers Association of Nigeria, Farmers 

Development Union, Cocoa Farmers Association, Cashew Growers Association of Nigeria, 

etc. Using terrorism to get government attention and assistance is counter-productive because 

of its negative consequences and the probable circle of violence it can cause in the future. 

Conclusion and recommendation 
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We have shown in this paper that Fulani herdsmen are nomadic in nature, they breed 

livestock which is a very important source of protein and other minerals. We also noted that 

the Fulani herdsmen were originally peaceful and friendly in pursuit of their daily vocation of 

cattle rearing but recently their modus operandi changed to violence which exhibits all the 

trait of terrorism in order to get government attention, redress wrong done to them by 

landowners which they trespassed upon and cause wanton destruction to their crops and this 

has led to loss of lives and property and displacement of people from their homes, they are 

now at the camps organised by state governments. The government at the federal level has  

not responded well and timeously to nip terror in the bud. The state governments are helpless 

because all the security agencies in Nigeria are in the hand of the federal government.  

Recommendations 

There is need for the constitution to be amended to allow all states to have their own police. 

The Fulani herdsmen should stop the unnecessary violence. They should group themselves 

into livestock traders associations and make representation to government in legitimate way 

for financial, technical and other assistance. The Fulani herdsmen should also be aware that 

their violence is a threat to food security in Nigeria. The food and cash crops they destroyed 

can cause famine and hunger in Nigeria. Since Nigerians are not carnivorous animals, they 

need food to eat; meat is only a supplement or complement and not a necessity. Government 

should be pro-active in order to prevent crisis rather than waiting for crisis to happen. Cattle 

ranching should be encouraged by the government and each herder or their association can 

borrow money from commercial and microfinance banks to fund their business. Victims of 

herdsmen violence should be assisted, empowered and rehabilitated while those in internally 

displaced persons camp should be provided with necessities of life like food, shelter, 

clothing, health, education and recreation facilities.  

The destroyed houses should be rebuilt by birth the state and federal government while 

financial assistance should be given to the displaced farmers so that they can start their 

farming activities again and this will also reduce the threat to food security occasioned by the 

herdsmen. 

 

 


